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OBJECTS AND CHARACTER OF THIS JOURNAL.
By REV. C. H. WILEY, Superintendent of Common Schoots of the State.
Much of the utility of every en
terprise depends on a proper un
derstanding of its objects on the
part of those for whose benefit it
is intended. When these labor
under misconceptions as to ends
and purposes they will hardly ap
preciate the means employed ; and
hence the propriety of recording
upon the front of the N. C. Jour
nal of Education a brief, but full
and comprehensive statement of
its aims.
A considerable number of read
ers are in the habit of dividing
periodical publications into four
classes, to wit: Religious, Politi
cal, Literary and Scientific, each
class characterized by some pecu
liar, leading traits and objects
from which it derives its name,
while all may possess certain fea
tures in common. Every body
understands what is meant by a
religious and a political newspaper
or magazine—and by common con
sent the appellation of scientific
seems to be considered as appro

priate only to those Journals de
voted to the progress of Science,
not in its comprehensive sense, but
as restricted to those branches
technically termed exact.
All serial publications not be
longing to one of these three class
es are considered as merely oneideaed, and one-eyed, or else as
aspiring to the distinction of Liter
ary : and the merits of a periodical of
the latter kind are judged by rules
and tests that are fatal to the pre
tensions of all but those which
deal in any thing else than litera
ture in its native and proper sense.
According to many who profess
to be judges of such things, Liter
ature no longer means Learning,
or embraces what is written, or
what relates to the progress of
written knowledge, and of knowl
edge from what is written, but
like many other noted names, rep
resents something much smaller
than, if not the very opposite of
its own original and ligitimate sig
nificance.

rOHTH-CAKOLIKA
In short the word is nude to I of tho Union. Tho general ohjrcS
conform to polite usages and to of thi3 and of all similar o.ueicay one thing and mean another; 1 prices is the piomothn of cdr.o
end a Literary paper or magazine tion among the people; and ho
is understood io bo one whose die- who ear.nol rco in th'r. an aim of
tlnctlvc type is devotion io the vast seo?c. and though a s'nglc
creations of Fancy.
. one. embracing a fret. i variety of
Such being the views ofa rather 'nterert? and i..v....v :ng any nun numerous das.? of reader.; in rc- her of i,i-:,v-, is hiim-rifio u-.:r(.irgard t) the classification of peri- s'.g'iiy] ai to v\ aibr it mrr?'. ab'o
oiicals, con3:doring everyone thai to a.gao wiiii h:m. 'j he ;• ::..rd:an
is no; Ileligioru. Political or Scicn- of cuch a cause needs a • mstiV cvco
tific. as claiming to be Literary, or as Argus, and can employ ail jAc .
else as a mere advocate of one idea, arms of Eriarcus; ar.d in.'hrii,
a sort of Polyphemus on a blind a Journal devoted (o the subject,
horse—and such being the Gland- while all the belter and lrcc r.rct ard by which they decide ibc mer- 1 fnl f-r its shale i.e:r of ; nrrcro.
its of Journals of Literary pretcn- and for lis j cuhtant ceiielstcaey
sions, the present enterprise would in keening that Turro.e always
enter the l'ists with a designation 1 ir.omlncnt'y in view, can vet c;a
noi likely to secure tho favorable ia'n and should contain a arcat vaattsntlon of tho entire public, or ricty of subject? interesting to all
else with one which would raise j classes of honest citizens.
expectations which it will no;, can- I . . . , ...
:
,
Let il then be d n. net.y usir.c
no: and sliou.a 110^111.11:.
....
, „ , ,,, ,.
m nu t.iat the Aor.n Laro .ua«-ourIt is. therefore, eminently pror- nal f Tl''i:" -t'on n-::k(i.. :n prccr ihat tho character of this un
dertaking should not be left, for
explanation, to ils name alone.
p.o; 0'e to 1 : ; a a:! 1 ^.7 t. . t..
And, first, it may
bo said, with all an alt.i^'.'O'' h - !.t: ,.. : ,v.' i .
....
dctcrcnee to the opinion ox every , ,
. .. .-.
'
'„
body, that there 13 a general ml.-:a guardian of ru-ile manners and
take as to tho nature of tlio eocalled onc-idcad Journals, not em
braced in any of the four lcad'ng • Its field of la!: or has rsver tern
classes—and thai the mere fact occupied in v»:ib fi-1'lr.a czthat a work is devoted to one great c?; t for a :lsi.t t'ra: by il.v 77.
end is by no means an evidence 01 Common School .'.cirnai; end
its being animated by a single ''while this field i" a vide and vaEolitary idea.
1 vied c no its novolt;, v.-lil ei firtt
No bettor illustration of this can sahincs tin dlf.ica''y 0: these
be given than this Journal, and who labor in it. tho want of srinits compeers in different sections j pathizlng and apprcc.atlcg readers
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rrnlcrlng tlio tasi still moro hk- . tern of warfare is giving ircy to
some.
raoro en'arged. and nseful organiSueh a Joc -nr. ccn promote tlio eation—and the champions of the
can c wh'ch cal.s it xtocsV-cnca. cav.se arc wak'ng up to a more
a here can bo no cuccjssful man- ju--i and expanded sense of their
arcmcnt of acy cause w'lhcut co- . situation and responsibility. They
o perative and sy.:ti:cat'c effort on ; are beginning to fed that they are,
the raitoi'itiadvoeatrsandfiicnde. each one. rai is of one great system,
there cannot be :his co-opcrat'ea in and that their duty ;o the same
cCo: I Tjillion; an inlet change of j lays thcin under obligations (o
vkws. ideas and experience— end 2nd on'. consult with and endeavtho great end cniy pceeibic me- or to labor in concert with ail who
vczh an interchange of are cr.lietcd in it.
taount cnu s:nti:.'.cnt. is a prii.tIhceo are elementary ideas ai d
cJ periodical. I rin:ing Trcsecs lghi io have been ucdcrsiccd
have been found to' bo imreitrnt ng ago ; but it is beticrfor thcm
even io the commanders of miii- io cimo to us laic than never. whiio
tary cx-.cditic.nc : end the grcrra'e wo are. in seme respects, the more
v:ho noT7 I-ea-et aur.'cs cf civilised rally prepared to pul them into cfmen communicate their thoughts iiehnt action.
and hnpuiecs to the minds end ! I he Journal of Education is tho
hearts of (heir foiiewcra throueh ] Parliament House. the Congress cf
the instantaneous intervention of : I ho minds of these who with tolatypes.
bor together for general education
Ilov; vastly more important arc inN. C, and in itscolnmns they will
these winged and tireless go-bo- bring their views. experiences and
tweens to the widely scattered sol- ideas together for the benefit of
dicrs cf light !
: alb
Bet to come briefly and plainly : Its object is, therefore, to cnato the point. The cause of Edu- i hie Teachers to consult and counsel
cat'en in N. C, as every where ; each other—to enable them and ofcheisc, is one can?;—end while the ' ore- to make united attacks on proGold is a wide one, difficult to tra- jud.c33,onabusosandon ignorance.
verse and hav'ng a great variety I It is also io be a record of curof social, industrial and geograph- . rent facts—and is intended to cxica! characteristics, the cause has . bib-It to the public the heart ofour
been greatly retarded for the want j System of Schools with allies hopes,
of unity of ccntiment and effort on fears, trials and successes.
the part of its friends.
It is to be the especial object of
Influences ore now at work to the Journal to be an instrument of
break up the apparently selfish ie- j good to the Common- Schools in
o'.ation of the educators of the j North-Carolina ; and much of its
State—the inefficient guerilla sys- ' maitcr both of facts and statistics
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and also of discussion and sugges
tion is intended tobcaron this par
amount subject.
The general character of the
contents of the Journal may there
fore be easily inferred.
They are to be practical—they
are to be plain—(but not in the
sense of a vulgar or tedious style,)
they are to be pointed, and to re
late exclusively to the cause of ed
ucation in some one of its countless
phases.
Experience in the School room
—experience among Trustees and
Committees,—discussions as to
methods of instruction and of dis
cipline—and suggestions as to im
provements in the construction of
houses and in the methods of fur
nishing and warming them—books,
amusements and studies—plans for
increasing the public interest in
education, and for the improve
ment of teachers—duties of teach
ers, parents, school officers, of the
people and of theirpublic servants
—objects in legislation—facts—abuses, good examples, history, bi
ography, moral instruction &c. &c,
are all subjects which ought to be
treated of in the Journal.
The stylo should be plain, not
inelegant, but simple; the illustra
tions practical and to the point.
There should be as little as possi
ble of elaborate discussion of ab
stract principles, and nothing pub
lished merely to display ability or
taste in Composition.
The type of School Journals is
now well defined and understood
elsewhere : and that the usefulness

of the periodical may be enhanced,
it has been conducted in a way
that some of our critics would call
tame and common place. It should
indeeed be common-place in one
sense—both the subject and style
of the larger part of its articles
should be of such a character as to
interest the people generally; and
this may be consistent with true
elegance and force ofstyle, and the
highest importance of subjectmatter.
But style and all that relates to
style merely are secondary matters
in a School Journal; and every
one who possesses a good idea, or
knows an important fact not the
common property of all, and bear
ing on the object of this Journal
should be encouraged to make it
public through its columns.
We wish for contributors as well
as readers from the ranks of the
Common-Schools—and we want
the teachers and officers of that
system to cause the Journal to
give constant utterance to their
thoughts and experience.
One department, and we could
gladly make it a long and leading
one, will be devoted to this sub
ject ; and in each No., in this de
partment, will be published im
portant official papers from the
chief executive head of the Com
mon-School System.
Having said so much, by way
of explanation, generally, the wri
ter will conclude with a few re
marks respectfully and earnestly
addressed to the teachers of North
Carolina.

JOURNAL OF EDUCATION.
Friends, brethren, this Journal
is to be a type of your character !
Out of the State, and in the Slate,
you will be held responsible for its
character: it is now a living reali
ty, and it is impossible for you not
to be affected by it.
If you refuse to sustain it or
write for it, this refusal will be at
tributed to your selfishness or your
ignorance—and either charge is a
severe one. You cannot deny the
importance of general education
without discrediting your own pro
fession ; and everywhere—at least
out of N. C. the importance of an
organ to the friends of this cause
is well understood. An effort is
begun to advance the cause whose
paramount importance you admit,
by a systematic and co-operative
effort on the part ofall interested ;
and now it is impossible for you to
occupy a nentral position—you
will inevitably rise or fall, in the
world's estimation, according to the
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character and fate of this enter
prise. The world knows there are
many teachers in North-Carolina;
if they let this Journal perish, or
linger out a discreditable existence
the world will justly hold them re
sponsible. There is no escape from
this position—the Journal is open
to you—it is in your power to make
it what you will. The writer be
lieves you only need to understand
this—and that modesty only will
restrain you from taking an active
part in shaping the destinies of
this undertaking. But others may
not, will not so understand you—
posterity will not so understand
you—and as you are amply able in
numbers, in pecuniary means and in
intellectual power, the strongest
considerations of public duty and
of private interest would prompt
you to make this experiment a
great and glorious success, credita
ble to you honorable to the State
and of lasting good to the people.

CHEERFULNESS.
But 0 how altered was its sprightlier tone
When Cheerfulness, a nymph of healthiest hue,
Her bow across her shoulders slung,
Her buskins gemm'd with morning dew,
Blew an inspiring air, that dale and thicket rung,
The hunter's call, to Faun and Dryad known.
The oak-crown'd sisters and their chaste-eyed queen,
Satyrs and sylvan boys were seen
Peeping from forth their alleys green ;
Brown Exercise rejoiced to hear,
And Sport leap'd up, and seized his beechen spear,
Collint.
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r,r/v. eltsiia mitcitell, d.d,
rro.'c:s:r o' Chemistry, illneralc^r. and Ccolcgy. iu tSc Cclrmltc cnTer'-lt-CircIIcs.
It is eminently proper that the : spread astonishment. almost horfirst number of a Journal devoted ror. that followed tho j.ubl'cation
to tho cause of Education in North , of las unexpected loss. Hierc is
Carolina should contain a sketch of hardly a now3paper in iho Union
the professional life. character. and thai lias not announced his death
eorvices of the laic Prof. Mitchell. to it.3 readers. Journals from New
win was for forty years one of the j England to Louisiana have tcld ainast prominent of cur teachers. : bout tho great Professor, and ex
ilic preparation of such a [ketch pressed sympathy with the public
will be found no easy matter. Ma- ! of N. C, and with its University,
tcrialthcrcisinabundacee. Put under this afHictivo dispensation.
it is difficult to select that which ; Statesmen trusted with a Nation's
v. ill render such an article as this : secrets, Minister of the Gospel
piquant, and sugges tire of a prompt j who come i.o us ambassadors from
and persevering imitation of his 1 the court of Heaven. Cabinet Ofuscfcl and self-denying example. floors whose skill is scaled by tho
The life of a secluded teacher and : applauec of millions, Teachers in
devotee of Science often lacks in- j every grade of the service whoso
c'.donts which arc unique. and like- : secluded and often ill requited lalj to set off his portrait to advent- j bo:s form the strength and hopr
age. Tho huge glacier as it pres of cur country. Fanners, Pin
ses ever a country shapes its hills. sicians, and Lawyers, Governors
and gives direction and volume to Legislators and Judge;. suesessfv
its streams. Still the marks of its Merchants. and eminent pcl'tieiac
action may be apparent to tho eyes in all parts of our country. as his pi:
of tho educated only. Cut few pih gather around tho bier cfVTr.
nay bo alb to distinguish the Mitchell and cry with the despair
ridges of drift. and detect tho stria ing prophet, ''My Father ! m
ted boulders that attest the mould leather! Tii) chariot of Israel an .
ing power of its quiet but irresist tho horsemen thereof ."
Er. Biitchcl! was born in Wash
ible course. Although one might
ington.
Conn., and had he 'livca
not point out- many brilliant passa
ges in Er. Mitchell's life, ncr ro until tho 10th of August 1657
cite many single acts that were pc- would have been sisty-fcur year...
culiar and decided in their effects, eld. He graduated at Yale Col.
yet that he was no common man. lege in 1813, entered the Christian
that the maiks he made cn the ministry in 1817 and on his duties
various departments of cur cccial at our University in 1818. At
life were frequent and widely felt first ho was Professor cf Mathe
ia clearly attested by the wide matics and Natural Philosophy.
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But when Frcf. Olmsted returned i edged most heartily that this Kcsla Yalo College in 1825, Prof. M. mos, with whose minute phenom
filled Lis recant chair bccaucc us ena he was so conversant, was cre
studies ^ere always most congen ated and controlled by a personal
ial to his tastes, and ihcre he con God, to whose power,wisdom, good
tinued till the day of his death. ness, and awful holiness he direct
IIov.- faithfully and successfully he ed his hearers with no little skill.
rendered scivico in ibis cliair the Per the redemption of mankind
public knows better than any one from the ab3'ss of cin and misery
can describe. It is sufficient here into which the fall of Adam ha,s
to cay that r.o pupil of Br. Mitch thrown them, he looked to tho
ell's ever wont from his laboratory mystery of the Cross received by
without a fair chance of learning Faith into the heart of each indi
all that was newest and best in the vidual. His philosophy led h'ui
departments he presided over. In t} advocate the leavening cf tho
deed what ever Dr. Mitchell un mass by the subjection ofeach com
dertook he tried to do as well as ponent soul to the law cf Gcd in
it could then bo done. His plans Christ. So then ho never espectwere generally drawn to a large cd much permanent geed to result
scale, and where he was permitted from those efforts which Lave a
to finish what he began it rarely different stariing point. He caw
ever required amendment. Per during his eventful life so mr.r.y
haps there was often anabundar.ee associations for the reformation cf
of labor, menial and physical, in the ills of Society skilfully organ
his undertakings that savoured of ized and vehemently recommended,
prodigality. Put Br. Mitchell was j and yet superseded by their orig
rich in resources and strength. He inal projectors, that while he nev
wasted enough in his life to make er opposed any cchcmc which re
the fortune of half-a-dczcn com lied on the inCuence of an organ
mon men. One who knew him ization for the attainment cf llio
T7oll, on hearing that ho was to great end, yet he never expected
deliver the address at our State much permanent geed to result
Fair ia 1853, exclaimed '-I'll war from them. Br. Mitchell believ
rant that Br. Mitchell begins with ed that man was to be permanent
the garden of Pdcn." So he did. ly raised above his natural condi
and by the time that he got down tion only by help sent down frca
to his own recent visit to Chatham Heaven, and that this help cculd
County he had, as usual, given to bo cxpccicd by these only who
the publio an essay full of rare were reconciled to Gcd ihicugh a
learning and abounding in useful Divine and Priestly Mediator.
Hcr.ee he constantly taught (to
cagjesiions.
neccfsiiy of a prompt r.i d perse
As a Preacher Br. Mitchell was vering attcmicn to the ckims cf
cf a sound theology. He acknowl personal Bcligicn.
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As a man of extensive and vari
ed knowledge and of scientific skill
in his investigations, it is well
known that Dr. Mitchell had no
superior if any equal in our coun
try. He was always learning. The
wonderful variety of subjects that
is found among the books of his
library irresistibly impresses one
with the fact that their owner was
of insatiable curiosity ; while the
quality of those books establishes
that his knowledge was of a high
order. He kept himself well post
ed up as to the current literature
and Science. He supplied him
self liberally with the Reviews,
Journals, Magazines, &c, of the
day. Hence his library, which
cost him a great deal of money,
will not prove valuable to his heirs.
Others wait until the proceedings
of leared Societies, Sientific Jour
nals, &c., are winnowed, until the
trash that is in them has been
eliminated, and the truth has been
ascertained with a close approxi
mation, or until the first and cost
ly editions ofgood books have been
sold, and the books are cheap.
Such prudent and economical souls
Dr. Mitchell allowed to persue
their own plans. He could not
wait for stale bread, nor let his
meat me cooked and then hashed.
He liked to have his food fresh
and then he wanted to do his own
chswing besides. When a new
idea, or a prolific principle well
illustrated was to be obtained, dol
lars and cents rarely were hindran
ces to Dr. Mitchell. Some may
say that had he pursued a differ

ent plan his family might have
been thousands of dollars richer.
But then his own soul and those
of his pupils and children would
have been thousands of truths
poorer, and Dr. Mitchell cared
most for the meat that does not
perish. No man ever deserved
better the appellation of "a walk
ing Encyclopaedia." Besides an
intimate acquaintance with the
subjects of his own departments,
his general reading was so exten
sive that there were few topics of
conversation among scientific men
of any profession whereon Dr.
Mitchell was not an intelligent and
interested listener or an interest
ing and instructive expounder.
Some may judge that he might
have done more for his fellow-men
had he confined the attention of
his powerful mind to a more limit
ed range of subjects. So he might
had such been his inclination. But
Dr. Mitchell loved to "expatiate
free o'er all the world of man."
He loved to realize the mightiness
of its maze, and to examine for
himself in every direction the pro
priety of its plan. Besides we
may say that just such varied ac
quirements were necessary for the
proper discharge of his duties as
lecturer on Chemistry, and Min
eralogy, and Geology. The bodi
ly comforts of civilized man and
his proper understanding of the
phenomena in Nature around him
depend so much on a proper appre
hension of the truths in these
sciences, that one can be a power
ful expounder of them only b;
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possessing the facts to be obtained
by general reading. Dr. Mitch
ell's library made him a man of
power in his laboratory.
But it was as a teacher, and as
an officer of the University that
Dr. Mitchell chiefly improved the
talents committed to him. During
the forty years he was connected
with the University he never pub
lished or wrote as much as other
professors and men of science have
written and published. His large
intellectual stores were for his pu
pils, and for others who might as
sociate with him. After some ex
perience at Yale College and else
where in Connecticut and Long
Island, he began his career as a
teacher in North Carolina when
the Course of Instruction at the
University contained but few sub
jects when compared with the
number that now crowds its ample
limits. In 1817 when Dr. Mitch
ell was appointed Professor of
Mathematics, there was no Chem
istry taught, the Seniors studied
English Grammar—the Juniors
Algebra and Geometry and the
Freshmen ciphered in Arithmetic.
But in 1818 there was a remarka
ble elevation of the Standard of
of acquisition at the University.
Chemistry &c, was introduced to
the Seniors with Astronomy—the
Juniors were admitted to the mys
teries of Fluxions, now known as
the Calculus; Algebra and Geome
try did not rise higher than the
Sophomore year, and the Fresh
men quit studying ^Esop's Fables.
It would be interesting to com
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pare that Course of Instruction
with what appears in the Cata
logue for 1857, to sec what changes
have been made in the order of
studies, and what have been re
moved from the University to the
preparatory course, and also to dis
cuss the wisdom and determine the
effects of these changes. But in
all of them, many and great as
they have been, Dr. Mitchell was
a prominent and efficient agent.
So that an extended memoir of
him would present a fit opportuni
ty for investigating the progress
of education in North Carolina,
and ascertaining how much the
University is now benefitting by
the reactions of its own early ac
tions. But our present space is
so limited that we can but point
out this fertile field for a future
exploration.
Whatever Dr. Mitchell taught
he taught thoroughly. He was
always referring to first principles,
and repeating them until they ef
fected a permanent lodgment in
each pupil's mind, if it had sub
stance enough to retain anything.
It was in the recitation room that
he used most constantly and op
portunely the knowledge he was
constantly accumulating; and there
information, and suggestions, and
speculations were constantly droping from his lips that were not
only very instructive, but could be
met with no where else. Having
become acquainted with his pecu
liar departments mainly as they
were developing, and having seen
so many assertions prove false, so
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many theories vanish, so many
prophecies never become history,
that he wisely became cautious re
specting alledged discoveries, and
slow of belief concerning new an
nouncements. In such cases he
was calm while others were excit
ed, and patiently waited for the
developments of the future, while
others were crazy with the prog
nostications of the present. So
then when others propl ecied coal
enough to melt the solid earth, or
copper enough to " copper and cop
per fasten" all creation, or gold
enough to buy out Australia and
California, or announced Alumin
ium as about to revolutionize our
domestic economies, or promised
to displace the Newtonian explan
ation of the Solar System, Dr.
Mitchell taught his pupils that
they must at times turn a deaf
ear to the charmer, charm he ever
so sweetly. The science that he
thus disseminated through the
country was remarkably free from
dross, and the principles he incul
cated such as are conservative while
they are truly and permanently
progressive. As a disciplinarian
Dr. Mitchell acted according to
the old maxim "an ounce of pre
vention is worth a pound of cure."
But when his constant and selfdenying vigilance failed in its aim,
he always leant to the side of mer
cy even while most decided and
firm. He was naturally of a quick
temper and lively imagination, and
so would often express himself to
the subjects of college censure in
very strong language. To the

evil-doers themselves he set forth
the character and consequences of
their conduct in their true light.
Yet in inflicting punishment he
oftenest recommended that which
appealed to the gratitude and bet
ter feelings of the culprit, if he
had any. Repentance and refor
mation was what he sought, not
merely the getting rid of the of
fender, nor the striking terror into
the hearts of all who should hear
of him.
That Dr. Mitchell showed faults
as well as great virtues, in all the
relations he fulfilled to his fellowmen, no one should deny. They
were patent to all who associated
with him. To those who did not
associate with him it is not worth
while to introduce them, for they
should not be imitated. To those
who knew, as well as to those who
did not know Dr. Mitchell, we
would present only the excellencies
of his character and work while
on this earth. To all men every
where we would most earnestly re
commend his constant recognition
of the power and Godhead of Je
hovah, and his immediate sub
mission to God's authority in all
matters of conscience, his immense
acquisitions and great caution as a
man of Science, his patience and
forbearance as a teacher, his en
ergy and vigilance as a College
officer, his cheerful obedience and
ready cooperation as a citizen, his
abounding charity and unostenta
tious liberality as a neighbor, his
faithfulness and promptness as a
friend, his affectionate carefulness
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and untiring industry as the head i full exposition of God's holy lawof a family, his unfeigned faith as as an ambassador from the Most
a Christian, and his fearless and j High.
P.

THE EAST AND THE WEST.
Among the many works of im but we are sorry to see these pow
provement, either undertaken or erful engines 'for good or for evil,
completed, which are steadily de too often lending their aid to prej
veloping the resources and advanc udice still more the people of the
ing the prosperity of our State, j East and the West against each
there is one great work which ! other. While every one must see
neither private enterprise nor pub I that this non-community of feellic legislation has even attempted, j ing between the different members
I mean the establishment of a - of our State has kept one vein of
proper community of feeling be her life blood constantly flowing
tween the Eastern and Western into Virginia, and another into
sections of our State. In fact our South Carolina.
Our Eastern legislators are often
legislators, so far from attempting
to heal this non-community of more ready to vote for works of
feeling, have from time to time, improvement that will tend to in
been instrumental in widening the jure the West, than for those cal
breach and strengthening the ex culated to benefit her j while our
isting prejudices. Various rail Western legislators are too ready
roads have been projected, some to lend their aid to works that
completed, but these have failed tend to impoverish the East. If
to wipe out this line ofk difference our 'Western friends can buitd a
between the East and West. The rail road that will in some degree
fable of the members of the hu benefit themselves—enable them
man body strikingly illustraies the to run their productions to the
sad effects of a want of unity a- ports of South Carolina and Vir
mong the different members, and ginia, you find them eager to en-t
clearly proves that without unity gage in the enterprise ; although
of feeling and unity of interest at the same time they are well awhether in the human body or the ware that there is an abundance of
body politic, there can bo no pros vessels in our Eastern ports rotting
perity. We might naturally look for the want of employment and
to the power and influence of the that their Eastern neighbors will
Press to harmonize and unite the be compelled to send "North" for
discordant members of our State ; those very articles which they are
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running off through the ports of empire of human interests, and
other States. And if our Eastern qualify them to dignify and ele
friends can construct any work vate whatever trust may" be com
that will enable them the more mitted their care. He holds in
easily to import Northern hay, his hands as it were the distaff
flour, onions, cabbage, butter, &c, and spins out for rising generations
and which work will at the same the threadIt'of their moral and intime prevent their Western neigh tellcctual being. . Their guardian
bors from finding a home market ship both for the present and the
for these very articles of a superior future is his; and while a just ap
kind and that too of their own pro preciation of the responsibilities of
duction, you find them singing a his station and a proper exercise of
jubilee over their so called trinmph. his power and influence over the
Now it is not our purpose to reflect youthful mind will surely lead to
upon any Eastern or Western results the most desirable and the
work of improvement, either com most beneficial; ignorance or an
pleted or in progress of comple absence of the proper feeling will
tion; but we do desire to look to as surely lead to injury which no
some influence that will root up lapse of time, no healing power
sectional prejudice and unite the can wholly repair. By exerting
interests of our whole State. In upon the pliable minds of the
looking around for such an influ young a proper influence he may
ence, it was uppermost in our educate them to live up to the true
mind, that our State Association of dignity of man's nature and be
Teachers, if properly conducted come the pillars of intelligence
and attended by the friends of ed and true greatness; or from an
ucation from all parts of the State, j abuse of his privileges and a disre
has more power to promote unity gard or an ignorance of his cares
and good feeling throughout the and his duties, he may give a wrong
whole State, than legislators or the impulse to their actions in subse
Press, or in fact than all other in quent life. Although the young,
fluences combined. The teacher while moved by the headstrong and
has it in his power to mould and impulsive feelings of youth, may
discipline the minds of the young reject or lightly esteem the teach
almost at pleasure. It is no less a ings of their instructors, yet man
part of his power than a part of hood will almost surely bring back,
his duty, to preserve and cultivate strengthen and perpetuate those
that inborn sense of true honor and teachings, and that too of whatever
dignity, truth and modesty, to im kind they may be. The wisdom
plant in them principles of true and experience of age, the evidenco
religion and pure morality, to send of their own eyes, may often ehow
them forth from school in a fit state them that they have been improp
to act well their part in the great erly instructed in youth, yet, area
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then, these indelible impressions
of youth exercise a kind of secret
and magic influence over their ac
tions, clouding their judgment and
blinding their eye.
How important then that our
teachers should freely mingle to
gether, know each other well, and
make themselves thoroughly ac
quainted with every part and par
cel of their State; but still more
important that they should divest
themselves of everything like sec
tional prejudices. In this point of
view they should know no Eastern
Carolina, no Western Carolina, but
North Carolina as a whole State united in feeling and interest. Good
instructors by no means confine
their teachings to recitations from
text-books, nor even to the priciples
kid down in text-books, but are
fond of instructing by public lec
tures on general subjects, or by
private conversations well calculat
ed to amuse, instruct and impress
the minds of their pupils. Now if
our Eastern and Western teachers,
by conversation or otherwise, will
so mould and discipline the minds
of their pupils as to bring them up
free from sectional bias, to bring
them up but true North Caroli
nians, (not Eastern men or West
ern men), they will effect a great
good which the wisdom of our leg
islators and the influence of a free
press, for the last seventy-five years,
have been unable to accomplish,
or more properly speaking, they
will destroy what these other in
fluences have rather served to per
petuate and strengthen; and a new
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era in our State's history will be
gin.
Some may ask, what good will
come of boys free from Eastern or
Western prejudices? But one
moment's reflection must teach any
one that these very boys will, in a
few years, be the law-makers and
rulers of our State. An ignorance '
of our peoplo of particular locali
ties, of the character and resources
of the State as a whole, is the great
barrier to a perfect community of
feeling and interest. Our Western
friends grow up too much with the
notion that the East is a nation
composed of'niggers,' half-starved,
half-clad and worked to death, of
pale, pine-smoked, white born pau
pers, living on fish and " huckle
berries," and of rich, pround, op
pressive Nabobs, whose only god
is money and whose only pleasure
is the wine cup. While our East
ern friends are much of the notion
that the West is a nation of semibarbarians, destitute of good breed
ing, politeness and everything else
like refinement, living in the woods
and subsisting on roots and berries.
S. H. W.
(To bo continued.)

8®-When the Roman poet was
told by a phlegmatic friend to mind
his own business, and not to med
dle in other men's affairs, he made
the immortal reply—" I am a man
and whatever relates to my fellowcreatures also touches me."
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THE BIBLE AS A SCHOOL BOOK.
It seems to the writer that the 1
inspired volume is commended as
a School Book by more numerous
and weighty arguments than can
.be brought forward in favor of
any other.
1. Every good teacher knows
that one of the first conditions of
a good School Book, is that it be
interesting, for mental application
of the simplest and most transient
kind is naturally distasteful and
difficult to a young person who
has not as yet been, decidedly
brought under the influence of
instruction and the laws of moral
mind. In such a mind there is a
long and painful conflict between
the internal effort to become in
terested and instructed and the
external distractions of the senses
of sight, and hearing, and the
thoughts thereby engendered.—
Such a poor, helpless untutored
mind is insensible to the beauties
of style, appeals of reasoning, elo
quence of passion and fascinations
of fiction, as a blind man is to the
transit of the successive scenes of
a beautiful landscape athwart the
pupil of his eye. The eye and the
object were there but there was
no impression—the Solar ray pass
ed through the daguerrean tube
but the plate was not receptive.
Inconsistent human sympathies!
There are many who weep for the
blind of an eye, who have no tear
to shed for those who are blind of
mind, over which the film of prej

udice, and the curtain of darkness
have been drawn ! But this is di
gressing. Now the writer affirms
that such a mind can be interest
ed, and consequently instructed
by the inspired volume when the
ordinary Common School Headers
have failed to do it. Whilst it is
true that strength of intellect and
human learning are valuable aux
iliaries in its conprehension, yet it
is among its excellencies and de
monstrations of divine power that
it compels attention, stimulates
examination, enforces respect and
imparts knowledge consciously in
dependently of the will, inclina
tion and seasons of convenience.
The stories, many of the historical
narratives and descriptions, the
moral lessons of proverbs and the
parables of Scripture have general
ly been acknowledged by qualified
judges to be of unequalled excel
lence in arresting and fixing the
attention of the young. To par
ticularize, the first chapters of
Genesis, the story of Joseph, the
Exodus, the stories of Samuel,
Elijah and Elasha, David, Daniel,
Esther, the three Hebrew children,
Jonah, the parables of the New
Testament, especially that unequal
led one of the prodigal son, and
the last chapter of Bevelation have
a charm, an interest and impres
sive power independent of the ac
cidents of age, education and men
tal inequality ; but they exercise
the greatest influence and fascina-
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tion over the juvenile mind to J inspired -writings fell much below
which they are a kind of necessity j the momentous importance of the
like water, air and warmth, for al- I matter, it would not only mar their
most the first exercises of the nas beauty, diminish their efleet, but
cent mental powers is on the mys depreciate their value and throw
terious subjects of cosmogony and suspicion on their authenticity.
human duty and destiny. It anx But no ! there is no such discrep
iously asks, whence sprang this ancy between form and fact, be
mysterious frame of the universe? tween internals and externals, let
What is my duty? What is expect ter and spirit. Accordingly we
ed of me ? Whither am I tending ? I may analogically infer the excel
What is to be my future state? lence of the style of Scripture from
To answer these questions, the observation of the works of na
oracles of nature and their inter ture. If God has made the neck
preters are dumb. Little wonder of the war-horse terrihle so as to
then that a child, and the untu make it to the inspired Job an
tored youth, with a mind like a emblem of thunder, he has also
child's, are pleased with the friend arched it with beauty. If he has
ly volume which supplies their made the sides of Lebanon rugged
first moral and intellectual wants, and precipitous he has crowned it
and resolves in a manner to satis with cedars. If he has made the
fy the demands of reason and quiet lion the image of terror and de
the conscience the -first embar struction, he has, in his command
ing eye, regal port, graceful move
rassing doubts.
But the effects just enumerat ments and flowing mane invested
ed may be produced by a book de him with majesty and beauty. If
ficient in the beauties of style, and he has made a volcanic mountain
a school book should be recom to belch forth flames from its sum
mended by a good style, just as a mit he has made its sides to smile
man is recommended by a good with vines, olives, herbs and vil
suit of nicely fitting clothes.
lages. If the ocean is the image
2. The Bible is a good School of terror and sublimity, when it
book because it is written in a stirs its resistless mass of water
good style, or rather good styles, from its lowest depths and sends
for there is a surprising variety in them on their march from the cen
it. This much is implied in the tre to the farthest shore, as if it
title word of God, for there is a would storm and force its barriers
harmony, congruity and adaptation and reassert its pristine univer
in all his works, there is a har sality of dominion, it can also sub
mony and an equality between the side into a repose like the cradled
merely formal and essential prop slumbers of an infant. And anon
erties of all ereated things. If when it receives the full flood of
the merely outward dress of the j lunar rays, its placid plain seems
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more like silver than water, or its emiah and Daniel, mostly of the
surface sparkles with a phosphor rise and fall, the glory and shame
escent glow that eclipses the cor of the Kingdoms of this world ; but
onation robes of Queens.
of Celestial things and Kingdoms
Analogous to this are the en also. How, when he describes the
gaging and beautiful contrasts and travail of the Chuch, the Scarlet
varieties of the styles of Scripture. Horse, Death on a pale horse, be
How beautifully does the rapt song striding the earth like the Genins
of Moses succeed the passage of of Annihilation, the gathering of
the Red Sea and the engulphing the Nations on the field of Arma
of Pharoah and his host in its re geddon for the final combat of
uniting waters, and the trinmph truth and error, the glories of the
ant song of Deborah, the sweet City of the New Jerusalem,
singer of Israel, the rout of Sisera? in seizing the thrones of An
How pleasantly do the lofty ly gels, does he seem to snatch
rics of the inspired Psalmist con their harps and use their language
trast with the scenes of war and also !
murder and treachery of his troub
3. The third advantage of the
led reign ? The sweet pastoral of Bible as a school book, is its cheap
Ruth with the humbling exhibi ness, a recommendation not to be
tions, the harrowing descriptions overlooked in selecting books for
and awful denunciations which pre Common Schools, for their teachers
cede it ? How different from all are frequently changed, and as
these the Lamentations of the their preferences are various, the
plaintive Jeremiah, conceived in change involves that of text-books;
language never surpassed by Si- and in the course of a few years, a
monides, Eschylus, Sophocles, Eu poor boy who has changed his
ripides, nor Shakespeare? But readers frequently is seriously tax
not more different from them than ed.
A suitable Testament for tyros
is Isaiah, who almost presumptu
ously assumes the foreknowledge may be had for 12 J cents, a Bible
of Omniscience, and with "lips for one dollar. But, the
4th Argument in favor of the
touched with a live coal from off
the altar," unrolls that magnificent Bible as a Common School book is
Epic of the future, in which we its permanence. The pecuniary
seem to hear the rustling of the saving hinted at above, in using a
banners of a mighty approaching book the use of which may be con
host,—see the garments rolled in tinued from year to year over those
blood,the rout and ruin of nations! which may be annually changed,
And then the inspired old man of is trifling in comparison with the
Patraos, the Isaiah of the New greater aid which the unchanging
Revelation—pre-eminently the Re- Bible affords in disciplining the
rewfer, not like Isaiah and Jer mind than the changeable R«ader»
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of the schools. Discipline is the a good style to take a Standard
most important and difficult work author and thumb him until they
of teaching. It disiderates time have mastered and assimilated
and judgment, and partly also con every thought. Hence Demosthe
tinued books. Each untimely and nes is said to have copied Thucydinjudicious change of Manuals and ides a number of times. Hence
Studies breaks the continuity and Horace in elucidation of this very
direction of thought, causes what subject recommends—
Vos exemplaria Graeca
is expressively called " a back set," "
versate maim, versate dinrrequires it to repeat, in a different Nocturna
na."
order, some of the steps it has al
Hence a great critic says that
ready taken, and consequently ir if you wish to form an English
ritates it by a feeling of opposition style at once pure, correct and
and retrogradation, so mortifying graceful, you must give your days
to every one. It is easier to make and nights to Addison. In aid
a scholar smart than wise, talka ing the formation of a good style,
tive than thinking, to cram the no book in our language ought to
memory than to develope, strength be preferred to the English Ver
en and arrange aright the rude sion of the Sacred Scriptures, for
obscure and untutored mind. In a larger proportion of its words
educating as in every thing else than usual are genuinely Saxon,
the most difficult, is the most im for it was made by a Congress of
portant part.
the best scholars of England in an
But there are many, both teach age of much purity of style, and
ers and parents, who care but little before our vernacular had been
for mental training, or discipline, diluted by the importation and in
and yet insist that the minds of corporation of vagrant foreign
pupils shall be well cramed with words. Therefore it is that the
ideas and a good style acquired. Literature of the Bible is, inde
Let us see what influence the daily pendently of, and additionally to
perusal of the Sacred Writings has its spiritual influence, eminently
in imparting a good style. Now, conservative, no small recommen
it is evident that a School book, dation in an age in which strained
however excellent in style, which intensity of expression, exaggerat
is changed as often as many of our ed sentiments and bastardly formed
School books are, can not aid much words abound. Much of what
in the acquisition of a good style, manliness of style now exists, may
for a good style to be acquired be traced to the influence of the
from an author requires familiari Sciptures. This opinion, fairly in
ty, and familiarity can only be con terpreted, is not adverse to a new
tracted by long and continuous use. version of them. No doubt the
Hence experienced Instructors ad mere dress of thought may be im
vise emulous youths in pursuit of proved in many passages.
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The writer has got through with j vah's wrath and the rout and ruin
the Divisions of his subject. A I of Empires. When the sweet and
few general applicalory remarksj plaintive Virgil becomes prophet
shail close it. He is not opposed j ic and hails the rising glories and
to compiled Readers, but let one blessings of the reign of Marcelsatisfy and let the Bible be use! las, or the advent ofa second Gold
as a reader along with it, through en Ago, when war and fraud and
violence shall cca?c, savage na
out the whole course.
Are the foregoing views prac tures be subdued and animals, by
tically demonstiated ? lie thinks their natures enemies, become lov
they arc. On a small scale he has ing friends, he resembles some in
tested them. He has pursued the spired Seer of Scripture. When
Eclectic System, hinted at under Shakspcarc and 3iiitcn rise to un
the first head, and is grateful for trodden hights of song, they seem,
the results. And here it seems in many respects, to - view tliing3
the same stand-point as
not irrelevant to remark that cne frc
of the most acceptable services that the Bards of the Bible and to draw
can be rendered to the cause of their illustrations frcm similar
Literature and Morals would be a sources. Many of the strong, rug
judicious selection of the beauties ged utterances of Chatham and
of the Bible on the Eclectic Plan. Henry, seem to be suggested by
A collateral proof of the excel or drawn from Scripture. Last
lence of the Bible, its adaption to but not least, in the enumeration
mental improvement and the ac of those who have been assisted in
quisition of a strong, lofiy and sub the attainment of the power of el
lime style, is that the Princes of oquence by the Scriptures, i3 Dan
Song and Eloquence, when they iel Webster, who shall testify at
rise to their loftiest flights, resem the same time for himself and tho
ble, at least suggest and stimulate correctness of tho writers views,
comparison to the great Hebrew viz: "If anything I have ever
Models. When Homer soars to said or written deserves the fee
the sublime and in his radiant blest encominms of my fellow
course, impatient of the retarding countrymen, I have no hesitation
clogs of language, in afew intense in declaring that for their partiali
and fiery words utters his thought, ty I am indebted, solely indebted
his mind seems to be cast in a to the daily and attentive perusal
Hebrew mould. When Demos of the Sacred Scriptures, the source
thenes deals out his fierce invec of all true poetry and eloquence,
tives, which "fulmined over Greece as well as of all good and all com
and shook Macedon and Artax- fort." Whilst this aesihetical,this
erxes' throne," he reminds us of educational, this elevating effect
Isaiah and Ezekiel describing the of Scripture is accidental, at least
pouring out of the vials of Jeho additional to its proclaimed object,
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" to make men wise unto salvation,"
it is easily explicable; for the Bible
is the only book that never trifles,
never attempis a pun or a witti
cism, never condescends to humor
any human weakness. Without
courtly or cunning excrdinm.without studied peroration, it speaks to
man with commanding authority
and sanction, and that mysterious
emotion, which is more easily con
ceived than described as the aro
ma of inspiration and immortality,
the efflux of the Spirit, for the
Word is the Sword of the Spirit.
But how is it that the pagan
Swans of Song and Thunderbolts
of Eloquence sometimes seem to
think, feel and write like the in
spired Writers ? It is probably
because the Sacred Writings, mer
cifully originating in the wants of
humcn nature, respond to its cry
for comfort and the solution of
doubts. Unconformcd to, unobscured and untrammelled by con
ventionalities and artificial refine
ments, they appeal directly to the
human heart. Whilst condemning
human nature, they arc an infalli
ble Exposition of it. Thus the
Bible is the Written, as sensible
objects are the Painted, Vol
ume of Nature. Now just so.
but in a very different degree, were
the great heathen Authors of an
tiquity. Their genins was the in
spiration of nature. They became
the vehicles of its utterances, its
cries for light and help, and its as
pirations heavenward and afLor the
unfathomable unknown '-' Pocta
(and by parity of reasoning the
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Orator partly) nascitur, non fit."
If the great Authors of antiquity
spoke and wrote on the same sub
jects as the Sacred Writers, and
similarly, if not equally indepen
dently of artificial aid, they must
needshavewrif ten andspoken like
them, but. with the immense abate
ment ofdirect k divine inspiration.
But the plastic, formative and
progressive influence of the Bible
is no less observable on nations
than individuals. Wherever it is
honored there prevails honor and
honesty, private intelligence, vir
tue and happiness, national free
dom, stability and equity. Whercever it is not honored, wherever
its free circulation and perusal arc
restrained, as if it were a cunning
ly devised fable or licentious novel,
there you will find ignorance, vice,
apathy, stagnation, private infamy
and public degradation. is this
doubted ? The doubt is removed
on the direction of the attention (o
ourcountry, England,Scotland and
Prussia, (in a considerable degree)
which lead the van of nations in
the work of civilization and cvangilizaiion, and are great, glorious
and prosperous. In all the them,
the Bible is, more or less, the stan
dard of morals and the recognized
rule of conduct. In all of them
except Prussia the most exalted
public functionaries consider it a
privilege and a pleasure to preside
over and promote the objects of
Missionary and Bible Societies.
How altered the picture when you
look to Catholic Countries, to Ire
land, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Mes-
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ico, and the States of South A- inference seems warranted that
merica, which forbid it to the laity, the Bible ts a great book for mak
vitiate its text and pervert its doc ing great men.
W.h.o.
trines ! In view of the foregoing
Wake Forest College, ')
arguments and illustrations, the
Sept. 8th 1857. j

APPEAL TO THE STATE.
Oh, for the coming of that glorious time
When, prizing knowledge as her noblest wealth,
And best protection, this imperial realm,
While she exacts allegiance, shall admit
An obligation on her part to teach
Them who are born to serve her aud obey ;
Binding herself by statute to secure,
For all the children whom her soil maintains,
The rudiments of letters, and to inform
The mind with moral and religious truth,
Both understood and practised—so that none,
However destitute, be left to droop.
By timely culture unsustained, or run
Into a wild disorder; or bo forced
To drudge through weary life without the aid
Of intellectual implements and tools ;
A savage horde among the civilized,
A servile band among the lordly free I
This right—as sacred, almost, as the right
To exist and be supplied with sustenance
Aud means of life—the lisping babe proclaims
To be inherent in bim, by Heaven's will,
For the protection of his innocence ;
And the rude boy, who knits his angry brow,
And lifts his wilful hand, on mischief bent,
Or turns the sacred faculty of speech,
To impious use, by process indirect
Declares his due, while he makes known his need.
This sacred right is fruitlessly announced,
This universal plea in vain addressed,
To eyes and ears of parents, who themselves
Did, in time of their necessity,
Urge it in vain ; and, therefore, like a prayer
That from the humblest floor ascends to heaven,
It mounts to reach the State's parental car ;
Who, if indeed she own a mother's heart,
And be not most unfeelingly devoid
Of gratitude to Providence, will grant
The unquestionable good.— Wordsworth.
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MINUTES OF EDUCATIONAL CON VENTION WHICH - ASSEMBLED IN
WARRENTON, N. C!., JUNE 30th, 1857.
Seven o'clock P. M. I at 9 o'clock A. M. next day, and
According to previous announce I 1st hear and consider the report
ment, a number of persons from of the Committee on Constitution.
2. That the Convention hear the
different parts of the State assem
bled in the Court house, in the ca address of Mr. Holden, at 11 o'
pacity of an Educational Conven clock in the Methodist Church.
Convention then adjourned un
tion, In the absence of Ilev. Dr.
'Wheat of the University, the pre til tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.
sident of the Convention which
assembled at Salisbury in October
July 1st 9 o'clock, A. M. Tho
last, Mr. E. TV. Ogburn of Greens Convention was opened with pray
boro', the vice Prcsidet, called the er by Rev. Dr. Wilson. Rev. Mr.
house to order, and in a short ad Wells, of Conn., was invited to
dress, explained the objects of this take a seat in the Convention; a
meeting. Messrs. W. H. Bass, of similar invitation was extended to
Ridgeway and James II. Horner, Mr. Merrill of Mississippi ; both
of Oxford, were appointed secre gentlemen being connected with
taries, and Wm. A. Walsh, of the book publishing establishments.
Warrenton News, Reporter. On A resolution was then passed that
calling the roll of Counties 143 all friends of Education present,
persons from thirty one Counties, whether from this or any other
enrolled their names as delegates State, be invited to take seats in
this Convention. The form of
to the Convention.
The reading of the minutes of Constitution reported was then
the Salisbury Convention was de read and after some discussion and
ferred, in consequence of the ab interchange of views among the
sence of a copy. On motion, Prof. delegates, it was referred to the
Charles Phillips, Rev. N. Z.Graves following committee, viz : Rev.
and Rev. Thomas S. Campbell, A. Wilson, D. D., Prof. Charles
were constituted a committee to Phillips, R. H. Graves, Hon. W.
report a programme of the busi N. Edwards and Wm. Eaton,
ness of the Convention. After jr., who were instructed to re
an unsuccessful motion to adjourn, vise the whole subject and report
and another, calling on the Com at the earliest hour practicable;
mittee on Constitution to report ; and leave was granted them to
the committee on programme sit while the Convention is in ses
made a partial report viz:—sion.
1st. That the Convention meet
Messrs. Batchelor, Rev. N. Z.
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Graves and Nathan Milam, were
appointed a Committee to procure
speakers for to-night, and make
other arrangements.
It was ordered lhat three hun
dred certificates of membership be
printed for the use of members.
Adjourned until o o'clock this af
ternoon.
The Convention at 11 o'clock
assembled at the Methodist Church
to hear Mr. Holden's address.—
After Prayer by Rev. W. II. Chris
tian, tho presiding officer intro
duced Mr. Iloklcn, who addressed
the audience for near two hours on
tho subject of Education and gave
a succinct and interesting history
of the rise and progress of common
Lehool Education in N. C.., end
furnished a valuable paper ibr fu
ture refercncc; on that subject -see
action of Convention in reference
to this matter in another place.
After noon 3 o'clock.—A com
munication was read, from Rev.
C. II. Wiley, in reference to pub
lishing a North Carolina Journal
of Education—which was referred
to a committee of live, consisting
of Mess;s. Brooks, Eaton, C. C.
Cole, W. W. Holdcn cnd Ramom,
with instructions to report to-mor
row morning.
Ibc thanks of tho Convention
wore returned to Mr. Holdcn for
h:s very able and instructive
address, and a committee of three
appointed io wait en him, and re
quest a copy for publication.—
Messrs. Blake, lurton and Chris
tian arc tho committee. Dur

ing the absence of the committee
on constitution, Mr. Merrill of
Mississippi. by request addressed
the convention on tho subject of
text books. Mr. Robinson of
Goldsboro' also made some re
marks, but gave way to hear tho
report of the committee who wero
now ready to offer a draft of a con
stitution. The report with scmo
slight amendment was adopted and
the following is tho Constitution.
'- We tho undersigned, in order
to promote the cause of Education
among the people of North Caro
lina, by maintaining a regular and
frequent personal intercourse with
each other, by concentrating our
energies and efforts and by collect
ing and diffusing among our neigh
bors impoitant information con
cerning cur labors, do hereby
form an association to be called
-•Tho Eduoa'.ioaal Association of
North Carolina." and having tho
following Constitution.
C0SST1IUXIOS.
Auticl:-: I. The officers of this
Association shall consist of a Pres
ident, sis vice Presidents, a cor
responding secretary. and a Re
cording Secretary. to be elected at,
the regular annual meeting and to
seive for one year, or until their
successors be chosen.
Art. II. It shall bo the duty of
the President to preside and pre
serve order at i lie meetings of the
Association. But in the absence
or inability of tho President, cither
one of tho vice Presidents shall
perform his duties.
Art. III. Tho corresponding
Secretary shall conduct the corres
pondence of the Association. He
shall also act as Treasurer, and dis
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charge all such duties as may be
devolved on him by law.
Art. IV. The Recording secre
tary shall keep a faithful record of
the Constitution. By-Laws, and
proceedings of this Association ; he
shall preserve such papers as r-:ay
be committed to his care, and he
shall superintend the publication
of such documents as the Associa
tion may designate.
Art. V. The Association shall
meet regularly on the first Wed
nesday of July, in each and every
year, at such place as it may s clcct. But the President, with the
consent of four vice Presidents,
shall have power to call a special
meeting at such other time and
place as they may appoint.
Art. VI. Twelve members from
four different counties shall be a
quorum to transact business at any
meeting of the Association.
Art. VII. The members of this
Association pledge themselves. each
to the other, to contribute such
iunds as frcm time to time may
be necessary to meet the contin
gent expenses of the Association.
Art. VIII. Teachers of Schools
and Colleges in North Carolina and
other residents of the State, who
may desire to cooperate with us,
on motion, may be elected mem
bers of this Association by a ma
jority of the members present at
any regular annual meeting.
Art. IX. No ariicleof this con
stitution shall be altered except
by a vote of two-thirds of the mem
bers present at a regular annual
meeting.
Art. X. The Secretaries of ihis
Association with the general su
perintendent of Common Schools
in North Carolina shall bo an Ex
ecutive Committee to attend to the
general interests of the Associa
tion during the intervals between
meetings.
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The members then came forward,
signed the constitution and thus
organized " The Educational As
sociation of North Carolina." The
torm " Convention " will hereafter
be supplanted by the name Asso
ciation.
Rev. R. 0. Burton offered the
following resolution—
Resolved, That a committee bo
appointed io ccr.sidcr what mea
sure should be adopted to interest
and engage in the Work of instruc
tion, in our common Schools, tho
ladies of the State, and report to
this body as soon as practicable, at
this session.
Rev. Br. Wilson, Rev. N. Z.
Graves and Prof. Walters are tho
committee. Mr. Blake, chairman,
reported that Mr. Iloldcn consent
ed to tho publication of his ad
dress and delivered tho manuscript
into the hands of the President.
The commilt.ee to procure speak
ers announced thai several address
es might be expected in the Meth
odist Church to night. The As
sociation then adjourned until to
morrow morning, 0 o'clock.
At 8 o'clock P. M., the audienco
assembled in the Me thodist Church
to listen to the speakers, and were
entertained with eloquent and in
structive remarks from Prof. Ihillips,Rev. Br. Wilson, Wm. Eaton,
jr., Rev. W. H. Christian and
Prof. N. B.Webster, of Portsmouth
Va.
Thursday morning, July 2, 1857.
The Association met at 9 o'clock
A. M., and was opened with pray
er by Rev. Mr. Frost. The min
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utes were read and approved, Prof. i ertions in behalf of public instrucN. B. Webster of Portsmouth, was tion, by Mr. J. Gr. Elliott of Way
ne, manifested by his prompt at
invited to take a seat in the As tendance with a number of young
sociation. It was then resolved to men who are struggling for an Edmgo into the election of officers, and cation, with the view of qualifying
a committee was appointed to pro themselves for Common School
pose suitable names for the sever Teachers, and that we commend his
example in this respect to the imi
al offices. Messrs. Jenkins, Hold- tation of other Educators in all por
en, Frost, Eaton, and J. B. Solo tions of the State."
mon, compose the committee.
Mr. Elliott in response was nearly
The committee on School Jour overpowered with emotion, never
nal then offered their report which theless he addressed the Association
was received, discussed and then at some length, interspersing some
laid on the table, to hear the re amusing incidents, occurring in his
port of the nominating committee, experience as a teacher, and gave a
who recommended the following: detailed account of the advantages
of mental exercises in the calcula
President.
Rev. A. Wilson, D.D., Alamance. tions of Arithmetic. Rev. Mr.
Vice Presidents.
Frost then offered the following,
E. W. Ogburn, Greensboro',
which was likewise unanimously
Prof. Chas. Phillips, Chap. Hill,
adopted, by a rising vote.
Wm. Robinson, Goldsboro',
Resolved, That the thanks of
W. K. Blake, Fayetteville,
Prof. Walters, Wake Forest,
this association be tendered to the
" M. D. Johnston, Charlotte. citizens of this community and to
the committee of arrangements, for
Cor. Secretary.
their kind and bountiful hospitaliG. W. Brooks, Raleigh.
ty.
Recording Secretary.
The following by Mr. Robinson
Wm. H. Bass, Ridgeway.
was
passed unanimously.
All of whom were unanimously
Resolved,
That this Association
elected.
return their sincere thanks to the
On motion of Mr. Batchelor the Presidents of the Wilmington &
thanks of the association were u- Weldon, Raleigh &Gaston&N. C.
nanimously tendered to Mr. E. W. Railroads, for their courtesy in al
Ogburn for the satisfactory manner lowing return tickets for one fare
in which he had presided over the to the delegates to this meeting.
The Association then adjourned to
deliberations of the Convention. 3 o'clock this afternoon.
In response to which Mr. O. made
Afternoon Session, July 2nd,
a short and handsome address. Mr.
Holden offered the following reso 1857. The committee on Rev. Mr.
lution which was passed unani Burton's resolution reported, that
mously, by a rising vote.
they had nothing to recommend at
Resolved, That "this association this time more^than had already
have observed with pleasure the ex- lieen done.
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The Association then took up general Educational interests of
the report of thc committee in ref North Carolina.
2nd. That as members of this
erence to publishing a N. C. Jour
association wo will use every ef
nal of Education. Rev. Mr. Solo fort to secure the success of the
mon offered an amendment which enterprise, and recommend it to
was lost. After much discussion the favorable consideration of the
the whole subject was referred to a friends of Education throughout
select committee of five, viz : Mes the State. The report wasadopted
and the following gentlemen com
srs. Jenkins, Holden, Frost, Ea pose the committee, viz:
ton and Solomon. Mr. Whitfield
Rev. C. H. Wiley,
G. W. Brooks, Esq.,
of Edgecombe offered certain reso
C. C. Cole,
lutions in reference to a change in
W. W. IIOLDEN,
the Common School Law of N. C.
William Robinson.
The following substitute offered by
Mr. Campbell of Greensboro',
Dr. Pritchard, of Warren, was ac
! offered the following, which was
cepted by Mr. Whitfield, and aadopted.
dopted by the Association.
Resolved, That the Recording
Resolved, That a committee of Secretary
instructed to have
four, with the General Superinten certificates be
of membership printed,
dent of Common Schools as Chair on
cards, and send them to the ad
man, be appointed by the Presi dress
of each member of the Asso
dent, and requested to meet at least ciation,
before our next meeting.
one day previous to the period des
ignated for the next meeting of
On motion of Rev. N. Z. Graves,
this body, at the place named for Rev. C. H. Wiley of Greensboro',
said meeting, and take into con
sideration the propriety of memo Rev. Neil McKay of Harnett and
rializing the next Legislature of Prof. W. K. Blake ofFayetteville,
this State, in reference to such a- were appointed a committee to se
mendments and improvements of cure persons to deliver four es
our Common School System, as says upon different Branches of
they may deem best calculated to
promote the cause ofpopular Edu education and at least two popu
cation. Theothermembersofthat lar addresses, for promoting the
committee are Mr. Whitfield, of general objectsof this Association,
Edgecombe ; Rev. N. Z. Graves, at its next meeting. The follow
of Warrenton ; Wm. Eaton, jr., ing resolution was unanimously aEsq., do. ; and Dr. J. A. Waddell,
dopted, viz :
Raleigh.
Resolved, That we deeply sym
The select committee on Journal
pathise with Rev. C. H. Wiley,
of Education reported,
Superintendent of Comon Schools
1st. That the President of the in North Carolina ; in his present
Association appoint a committee of indisposition, and sincerely regret
five, whose duty it shall be to take the loss of his valuable labors and
all necessary steps for the perma counsels on this occasion, and that
nent establishment of a monthly we congratulate him on the con
Journal for the promotion of the summation of his long cherished
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Scheme, in the establishment and
complete organization of a State
Educational Association.
The thanks of the Association
were voted to the President, Sec
retaries and Reporters, for their
patient and faithful performance
of their respective duties.
The selection of the place for
the next meeting of the Associa
tion, was left in the hands of the
Executive committee, appointed
by the constitution. The Asso
ciation then adjourned to meet at
the Methodist Church, at 8 o'clock
P. M., for the purpose of hearing
several addresses and winding up
its business, preparatory to a final
adjournment.

Messrs. G. Brown, of Oxford, G-.
W. Brooks, of Raleigh, Rev. Neil
McKay, of Harnett, Rev. J. B.
Solomon and Dr. Pritchard, of
Warrenton. The Secretary was
instructed to have the Constitu
tion and important features in the
action of the Association, publish
ed in the newspapers. The pub
lication of the Address of Mr.
Holden, was intrusted to the care
of the Executive Committee.
The Association then adjourn
ed to meet on the 1st 'Wednesday
in July next, at such place as may
hereafter be made known, through
the committee having charge of
that subject.
ALEX. WILSON, D.D.,
President.
Evening Session, 8 o'clock P.M.
Addresses were delivered by Wm. H. Bass, Secretary.

The Milky Way.—This is a
great luminous band which stretch
es every evening all across the sky.
At one part it sends off a kind
of branch which again unites with
the main body after remaining dis
tinct for about 150 degrees. Thi3
remarkable belt has, from the ear
liest ages of which we have any
record, maintained the same place
among the stars; and when ex
amined through a powerful teles
cope it is found to be composed of
myriads of glittering stars, scatter
ed in groups of millions, like glis
tening dust, on the black ground of
the general heavens. Sir William

Herschel has divided it into a
number of nebulous systems, or
separate clusters of stars, and has
described their appearances and
shapes; but, as yet, it is to us but
the shadowy outline of another
branch of astronomical research
which will require more powerful
instruments and more human gen
ins than is now at command, for
its exploration.—Scientific Am.
Fun.—So necessary is fun to
the mind, says a late philosopher,
that if you should build schoolhouses without play-grounds, no
body would get beyond short divi
sion in a life time.
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Common Stltool gcpartmmt.
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FORMATION OF COUNTY AND DISTRICT
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS.
Intelligent Teachers of every
kind should consider the improve
ment of their calling, in all its
branches, and the advancement of
the general cause of Education, as
subjects which have paramount
claims on their attention and time.
These and other friends of Edu
cation can effect much by associ
ated effort ; and they can become
especially useful by establishing
intimate connectionsbetween them
selves and others who are laboring
in the same field but have not en
joyed equal opportunities of im
provement. Let all such, who are
imbued with the proper and noble
spirit of their profession, in any
community, unite in a call to their
brethren, of every grade, to attend
an early meeting at the county
town, or at some central point, to
form an Educational Association.
Let it be understood that all the
members of the Association, from
whatever kind of schools they
come, are to be on an equal foot
ing with each other ; and let pub
lic spirited citizens of every pro
fession be permitted and invited
to join.
The meeting should at once or
ganize itselfinto a permanent body
with a short and simple Constitu
tion for its government; and it
may from time to time adopt such

regulations in the shape of ByLaws as it may find desirable. A
form of Constitution and some re
marks in regard to By-Laws are
given below; and in the mean
time the following suggestions, in
regard to the objects of the Asso
ciation and the best means of
conducting it, are respectfully of
fered :—
1. The improvement of teachers
and the diffusion of information
among the people are the grand
objects of such Associations; and
as the Common School System
reaches in its influences the entire
population of the State, and sus
tains or mainly sustains on its
broad foundations all the other
schools, it demands the first and
chief attention of all the members
of the Association. Let the As
sociation, therefore, offer a cordial
welcome to all Common School
teachers and officers—Let it take
especial pains to bring them in—
and let it conduct its proceedings
in such a way as to enable them to
be active participants ; and to be
interested and improved.
2. Several stated meetings should
be held at regular periods during
the year—at least two ought to be
held every year.
3. At every stated meeting teach
ers and others should be appointed
to prepare essays on subjects con
nected with education, to be read
at the next meeting ; and after the
reading of these essays, all mem
bers present should be called on,
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and allowed to express their opin
ions in regard to tho essays and
the topics on which they treat. It
would also be well, at each staled
meeting, to select a quostion for
general discussion at tho next
meeting—and after such discus
sions a vote should bo taken.
4. Each Association ought to
have an annual meeting, at which
officers should be elected, the pub
lic generally invited to at'.cnd,and
an oration delivered by some one
distinguished for his usefulness
and ability—and it might not be
amiss to have, a', such timc3, so
cial gatherings for innocent enjoy
ment, the formation of friendiy
ties, &c, &c.
5. The meetings of every Asso
ciation ought to to opened and
closed with prayer—and the mem
bers, remembering that they are
laborers in a moral vineyard, ought
to be co-workers with God, and
jealous of the character of ail their
brethren.
6. Each Association should take
pains to collect accurato statistics
of the mental and moral condition
of the county in which it exists
—and it should also bo a leadingobject with it, in a proper manner,
to endeavor to overcome preju
dices, to correct erroneous opin
ions, to disseminate useful facts
and statistics among the people,
and to foster and stimulate amons;
them a spirit of improvement. And
in all its intercourse with the peo
ple it should ever remember that
it can best fulfil its mission by a
kindly, respectful and conciliatory
manner.
7. Every Association, knowing
that it is founded on an enduring
principle, should organize with a
firm determination of existing per
manently—and if only five mem
bers attend regularly, these should,
for this very reason, continue to

assemble, until the leaven of their
example and action begins to bo
generally felt and acknowledged.
8. Each Association should con
sider itself a part of a great and
united system, and a branch of tho
State Association; and it should
annually, at a proper time, elect a
number of delegates to attend the
meetings of the latter, and to re
port cn its progress and character.
Let there bo- a full allowance of
Common School teachers on these
delegations.
9. 'I he members of each Asso
ciation who are able, ought to take
The North Carolina Journal
of Education ; and they should
exert their influence to extend its
circulation among their acquain
tances. Members should also feel
bound to communicate, whenever
possible, useful facts or sugges
tions to this Journal; and a short
abstract of the proceedings of
every important stated meeting
should be prepared by the Secre
tary for tho said periodical.
10. Every Association should
make arrangements to procure, at
a suitable place, a convenient Hall
for its regular meetings, and should
allow and invito spectators from
all classes of society.
11. Constitutions and By-Laws
should bo brief, and cause as littlo
discussion as possible.
12. Every Association, when
formed, should report itself and
the character of its organization to
the Superintendent of Common
Schools for the State—and thus he
will be enabled to keep the public
advised of their progress, and bring
the existence of each, and its na
ture, to the attention of all.
13. Every Association should
begin as soon a3 possible to build
up a Library ; and if it will adopt
some systematic plan for this pur
pose, and persevere, it will in time
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80 identify itself and its objects
with the best interests of the com
munity as to make itself a cen
tral point of attraction for the ben
efactions and contributions, not
only of the philanthropic, but also
of the industrious and honest citi
zens of every class.
Let the members persevere
and build a permanent moral fab
ric of usefulness on the broadfoun
dationunderlying these Associa
tions, and it xcill not long be want
ing in material evidences of its
power.
The moral fabric will in time
find hands and means to build for
it a substantial mansion, and to
furnish it with books and furni
ture ; and we can easily foresee
the day when every County Asso
ciation which has faithfully ful
filled its mission will have its
handsome Hall, at once the orna
ment andpride of thz County, and
the evidence of its enduring pros
perity.
Looking forward to such results,
when this glorious land which God
has given us, shall be cultivated
like a garden and filled with an
intelligent, moral and happy peo
ple, let us take courage and go
steadily to work.
C. H. WILEY,
Sup. Com. Schools of N. C.

CONSTITUTION.
The undersigned, for their own
improvement, and for the advance
ment of the cause of education among the people, have hereby
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formed themselves into a perma
nent body to be called the Educa
tional Association of the county
of
, auxiliary to the Edu
cational Association of tho State.
Article 1. The objects of thia
Association, comprehensively ex
pressed above, are more specifical
ly :—To unite the counsels and the
efforts of the friends of education:
to collect and disseminate useful
information among the people : to
improve the members by useful
discussions : to dignify the teach
er's profession by a careful exam
ination of its aims and results : to
cultivate a spirit of friendship and
sympathy among all classes of
teachers : to introduce useful re
forms in methods of instruction
and in text books : to unite more
thoroughly all the friends of edu
cation : to give more efficiency
to the system of Common Schools :
and, in concert, with other simi
lar Associations, to aid the State
Association in its laudable efforts
to unite, systematize and stimulate
all the educational interests of
North Carolina.
Art. 2. The officers of this As
sociation shall consist of a Presi
dent, Vice President, Secretary,
and Corresponding Secretary and
Treasurer in one.
Art. 3. The officers shall be an
nually elected by ballot.
Art. 4. It shall be the duty of
the President to preside over the
body—and in the discharge of his
duties, as such presiding officer, he
shall be governed by Parliamentary
rules. The Vice President shall,
in the absence of the President, be
vested with his powers, and dis
charge his duties. The Secretary
shall make a succinct and accurate
record of the proceedings of this
Association, in a book kept for that
purpose. The Treasurer and Cor
responding Secretary shall,' under
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the orders of the Association, col
lect and disburse its funds, carry
on its correspondence with other
bodies, and make an annual re
port of his receipts and disburse
ments. He shall also read all com
munications from other bodies,
which communications the record
ing Secretary shall file and prcssrve in the Archives of the As
sociation.
Art. 5. By an election of the
majority of the members present
at any regular meeting, any person
of good moral standing may be
come a member of this body. It
shall be the duty of the Secretary
to notify such persons of their elec
tion, and on receiving a written
answer accepting membership, and
not before, he shall record their
names as members.
Art. 6. There shall be no hon
orary members of this Society in
the county in which it exists.
Art. 7. The stated meetings of
this Association shall be
in
number, the times and places to
be fixed in the By-Laws. There
may be adjourned meetings, de
termined by those attending any
regular meeting, or special meet
ings on the call of the President.
The President shall also call spe
cial meetings, on the written re
quest of any seven members.
Art. 8. All the meetings of
this Association shall be open to
the public.
Art. 9. This Association shall
annually elect by ballot
dele
gates to attend the regular meeting
of the State Association.
Apt. 10. All the regular mem
bers of this Association shall con
tribute such sums to defray its ex
penses as a majority shall deter
mine at any regular meeting.
Art. 11. Five members shall
constitute a quorum to transact
business at any meeting.

Art. 12. The Association shall
have power to pass any By-Laws
not inconsistent with this Consti
tution.
Art. 13. All amendments to
this Constitution shall be submit
ted in writing at least one regular
meeting before consideration.
Art. 14. The regular meetings
of this Association shall be open
ed and closed with prayer—and
ministers of different denomina
tions, in good standing in their
churches, shall be invited to offi
ciate.
Art. 15. The regular meetings
of this Association shall not be
suspended as long as they are at
tended by three members.
ORDER OP BUSINESS.
It is suggested that the order of
proceedings be :—
1. Prayer.
2. Calling the roll.
3. Reading minutes of preceeding meeting.
4. Election of new members.
5. Election ofdelegates to State
Association.
6. Election of officers.
7. Reports of Committees.
8. Resolutions and motions.
9. Appointment of Committees.
10. Assignmentofsubjects, elec
tion of essayists, &c, &c.
11. Irregular business.
12. Regular business : —1st,
reading of essays; 2d, discussions
on them; 3d, discussion of the
question for debate, and vote on
it.
13. Prayer and adjournment,
&c, &c.
Johnson used to say that perfect
literary style was like the atmos
phere—the medinm for seeing
things correctly, but itself invisi
ble.
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giiifont lMoro gcpartmwrf.
It is not our intention to occupy a
large portion of the Journal with this
Department. But it will always be
necessary for the resident editor to hold
some communication, through this chan
nel, with the Board of Editors and other
friends of the Journal. These commu
nications will be such as relate imme
diately to the interests of the Journal
and the cause it advocates, and will al
ways be short.
It is unnecessary, under this head,
to say any thing in regard to the pro
posed character and objects of the Jour
nal, as the introductory article of this
No., "byKev. C. H. Wiley, Superin
tendent of Common Schools ofthe Slate,"
gives a full explanation of our plans,
and points out plainly the duties of the
friends of education, with regard to it.
While the position of resident editor
is one of great responsibility and the
success of the enterprise must depend,
in some degree, upon the manner in
which he discharges his duties ; yet its
success will depend, in a much greater
degree, on the matter furnished him,
by those who have already consented
to contribute for its pages and by others
whose duty to the cause of Education,
in our State, requires them to aid in
making it worthy of the support of all
who value education.

We will use every effort to prevent
the occurrence of typographical errors,
and hope that you may seldom have
cause to charge us with injuring what
you have written, by want of caro on
our part. Those who contemplate writ
ing anything for the 2nd No. of the
Journal, will please send their commu
nications as soon as they can, that we
may have time to arrange its contents,
before the matter is called for by the
printers.
To those who sent articles, for thia
No., which do not make their appear
ance in it, we would say, that we had
not room for all, and, so far as circum
stances would allow, wo gave prefer
ence to those that were received first.

iggfOcR Tecms. —All orders for the
Journal must bo accompanied by the
cash, for we intend keeping no accounts
with subscribers. While we send this
No. to some, whose names have been
sent without the money, we give them
fair notice, that, if they wish the Jour
nal continued to their address, they
must send their subscriptions, before
the next No. is issued, as it will not be
mailed to any who have not paid for
it. But those, who are numbered among our Board of Editors, will please
remember that we do not expect them
To the Board of Editors and other to pay for their copies.
Contributocs. —We hope that all com
munications will be written with care,
Our First No.—We send the first
that we may not bo held responsible No. of the Journal to a number of gen
for inaccuracies in the manuscripts. We tlemen, who are not subscribers, with
cannot complain of the articles now on the hope that they will not only order
our table, but would simply hint, to its continuance, but will also send us
those who may feel disposed to write the names of many other friends of the
for the Journal, that it will afford us cause which we advocate. Reader, will
pleasure to find all their manuscripts you not do something to extend the
showing like care.
circulation of the Journal ?
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Oca Advertisesiints. —We would
Mil the attention of the readers of the
Journal to our advertising pages. They
will see that wo receive a liberal pat
ronage from the Book, Publishers ; and
we bespeak for them, the patronage
of all the Teachers and Book Sellers of
our State. Without their aid, we
could not succeed in our enterprise.and
it is but right that those, who give
material aid in advancing what we all
feel to be of vital importance to the ed
ucational interests of our State, should
receive our patronage, in preference to
those, who are doing nothing for us,
and who do not show us, by thoir ac
tions, that they desire any part in the
book trade of North Carolina.

Address or W. W. Holdkn, Esq.—
Delivered before the North Carolina Ed
ucational Association at Warrenion, Ju
ly 1, 1857.
Wo would like very much to publish
this excellent address, entire, for the
benefit of thoso who havo not seen it,
as published in Pamphlet form, but it
would requiro more spacs than we can
find for it. We will probably givo
some extracts from it hereafter.
Persons wishing a copy of this Ad
dress can get it by enclosing a postago
stamp to the editor of this Journal.

Educational Associations : —Wo
are truly glad to see so many of tho
Counties of tho State forming County
Associations. We hope they will all
To our Correspondents :—When exert themselves to circulate the Jour
your letters are not promptly answer nal. We will be glad to hear from all
ed, be assured, that it is not on account of them, and will publish short notices
of any disposition, on our part, to treat of their proceedings, when sent.
your communications with, even appa
The Job Office, of Messrs Ogburn,
rent, neglect, but simply because the
duties that claim our first attention, Cole & Albright ; Seo Advertisement
leave but little time for letter-writing. on the cover. Wo hopo that Teachers
But whenever the contents of a letter and others, who want printing done,
are such as to require an answer, we will give them a liberal share of their
will try to be as prompt, as circum patronage. Wo need give them no
other recommendation, than to say that
stances will permit.
they are tho printers of the Journal of
Exchanges.—Editors who wish to Education,
exchange with the N. C. Journal of
Our Book Table. —It is our inten
Education, will please send us a copy
of their Paper, containing such notico tion to notico such books as may bo
of our first number, as they may think sent us, for examination, whenever
circumstances will allow. But as this
it deserves.
is our first number, it is not to be ex
Our Subscription List.—While our pected that wo should have any on
list of subscribers is constantly in hand, for review ; and if they were be
creasing, yet we need the aid of every fore us, we could not find room for a
friend of Education, in tho whole State, notice.
to make our circulation what it ought Our notices will usually be short and
to be. We have an order, from the of a general character—and when we
•' Board of superintendents of Common recommend text books, it will bo only
Schools" of Harnett County, for a copy to bring them to the notice of teachers,
of the Journal, for every School District that they may procure and examine
in the County. A noble example to them, and then adopt such as may
the other Counties of the State ' Which please them, after a careful examina
one will be the first to follow it ?
tion.
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PROVIDENTIAL EDUCATION.
It were well, if perchance the
thing be possible, that all schemes
of education should be constructed
in imitation of the great model
which our Creator has insjituta(l
for the training of men. The child
would be, thus brought up from his
earliest days, in a practical recogni
tion of those principles by which
his whole future existence is to be
governed, and trained to an uniform
obedience to those rules which are
the source and measure of his wellbeing. Life would cease to be
earthly, for it would be formed af
ter the image of the heavenly,—the
laws ofour daily life would be found
to coincide with those of our spir
itual and everlasting being,—obe
dience being early would become
habitual, and becoming habitual
would prove daily " an assurance
of incorruption." That narrow
world which lies within the com
pass of infant knowledge,—the
household,—would be to his open
ing sense the foreshadowing of that
wider sphere which encloses the
purposes and acts of human life,
even as that life is a shadow and a
likeness of the life that is yet be
yond. The imperfect perceptions
of the child will be perpetually
aided and set right by the actions

and events around him, in the same
manner as a man is taught by the
arrangements and dispensations of
Providence in the wider circle of
iiis teidwlfedge. The order and
harmony of the world, and the
government of it would thus surely
and gradually be learned, as the
rapid perceptions of the eye are
made perfect by a series of natural
«nd slight adjustments
If indeed it be of consequence
to the future man, that the train
ing of the child shall make him
fit, and not unfit, for the whole
length and breadth of the scene
on which he is to act ; it is of no
less moment to ascertain, if we
may, what is the order which God
has established in the world, and
how far human institutions for hu
man culture may imitate that or
der. Doubtless, all their vitality
and power is derived from that re
semblance. Whatever is opposite
to it can not prosper, for it is for
bidden by the nature of man and
the decree of God.
That there is an arranging and
superintending Providence over
the affairs of men, we shall not
stop to prove. Its main features,
we may presume, are well known,
and universally acknowledeed.
7
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We shall allude to only one or two, can bring to pass in others by love
which we believe all human schemes alone, that for which He uses
for education must, if they would means so diverse and opposite.
work well, recognise and adopt.
Though severe, we need not he
We affirm then, in the first place, cruel, even as the laws of Provi
that the economy of Providence dence are not cruel, though they
clearly shows, that wrong-doing change not, and will be obeyed.
cannot escape punishment, which
We affirm in the second place,
is its natural consequence. Re that in the order of Providence
morse, and fear, aud shame, and virtue has a perpetual reward.
foreboding, are symptoms of this Calmness and peace are the natu
great fact. Disease that follows ral inheritance of goodness. Not
debauchery, and want which is the only, in his deed, but in the fruits
child of prodigality, and the in of his deed, is the good man bles
famy that comes of fraud and dis sed. Prudence receives a com
honest gain, are characters, as petency, temperance gives health,
plain as the pestilence and the generous actions earn renown. In
earth-quake, of a power that can the world we are not obliged to
punish, and of a wrath that will pursue every thing for its own
righteously avenge.
sake. Our actions and pursuits
Let, now, the arrangements of have each its thousand collateral
the family, and the discipline of and remote effects and ends. Our
the school, teach, in their several i'rugality is rewarded by the riches
measures and degrees, the same j for which we practise it ; but we
lesson. Let crime be visited with also gain by it the respect of our
stripes, and negligence bring forth neighbors, the aud means of grati
not untimely tears. Let the child fying a liberal heart.
learn, while yet a child, that his
As men are allured to goodness
happiness is in his own keeping, by the blessings it confers, and
that law is severe and inexorable, that not only by the natural, but
that if he sows the wind he shall also by the contingent, and as we
also reap the whirlwind. Let him may say, accidental blessing, so,
learn, aud by his own experience the young are to be trained to
he must, for words and arguments manly virtue, by a perception of
cannot be effectual here, that guilt its excellence indeed, but also by
hath misery ever for its shadow, its lesser, and more obvious bene
reaching to its heels. We have fits. A smile a word of approba
then one element of true virtue, tion is not directly the natural con
one felt conviction which is its sequence of a virtuous action, nor
firmest ally, one sentiment plant any way in the nature of it, yet it
ed in the deepest prudence, and is a just reward and a strong in
which throws its branches up into centive. Now, let children and
the highest air of duty. Right youth be trained to this perception;
and wrong are no longer things in let them see in the household, and
different, or that may be postponed the school, and the highway, and
to present convenience or antici the market, in those arrangements
pated pleasure. God is not mer of social life which are most ap
ciful only. He draws and binds parent and instructive to them,
us to himself, not merely by " the a constant illustration of this prin
cords of love ;" and supremely ciple of a higher than human
foolish are we, who believe that we economy. Let the lower powers

Providential Education.
of sensation and faculties of pru
dence be made to minister to the
reason and conscience. Let a
flower blossom here, and a gem
flash there, on their rough path
way. Let the wearisomeness of
study be lightened by the hope of
approval, and refreshed by the as
surance of reward. Let severity
be duly tempered with gentleness.
We have then bound our children
to virtuous habits by a double cord,
of fear and of desire.
The scheme of education which
rejects either of these divinely
sanctioned and appointed means,
is but " a tottering fence." The
force and pressure is in only one
direction. There is no balance,
and there must be overthrow.
The scheme which rejects both,
if such a scheme there be, is a
machine with no impulsive power.
It may be pushed, it cannot go.
In the system which divine wis
dom has ordained for the educa
tion of men, no observer can fail
to have been struck with the di
versity and manifoldness of the
means employed. Yet when each
is examined, it bears marks of
most wise adaptation. Not only
books and conversation, the knowl
edge and experience of life, but
winds, and hills, and waters have
an influence here. The very stars
are agents, beyond the dreams of
astrology. But we, in our wis
dom, are fond of reducing all in
fluences to a single principle, and
trusting to its sole efficacy for re
sults, which only system and combi
nation can produce. We mistake
a part for the whole. We see men
in the actual business of life gain
ing and giving energy by an hon
orable competition. We see that
the principle works well in the jostlings of politics and trade, and
that the very rivalry strengthens
upright principles,and forms strong
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and well considered habits. Yet
many of us are disposed to ex
clude this power from the process
es of education, as only evil.
Let us rather take man, with his
multiform capacities, and the or
der of nature and of providence
with their infinitely diversified agencies, and guided by " the wis
dom that cometh from above,"
strive so to blend and temper, to a
true adjustment, the powers and
principles that are given us, that
the young shall be trained to a
generous manhood, and that man
hood shall be but a preparation
for a higher being.
F. M. H.

How to Educate.—Education
is not the putting a sharp weapon
into a man's hand, but training
him to employ, for good purposes,
whatever weapon may come in his
way. Let the schoolmaster, when
he is abroad, step into the menag
erie and borrow thence the leading:
principles of his art. We know
better how to educate a lion than
a man. Education is to train a
man out of bad habits into good,
and reading or writing are useful
or hurtful, just as they aid, or
hinder the accomplishment of this
end.—Rev. W. Arnot.

Happtness.—Search after hap
piness. If you cannot be happy in
one way, be happy in another ; and
this faculty of disposition wants
but little aid from philosophy, for
health and good humor are almost
the whole affair. Many run about
after happiness, like an absentminded man looking for his hat
while it is on his head or in his
hand.
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
BY DELIA WIGHT JONES.
The rage for biographies of dis
tinguished people is so great in
these times, and the avidity with
which exposed family secrets are
read is such, that I have been lead
to attempt a brief, but real state
ment of the public and private
character of a family whom all
know in some degree, if only by
report ; with whom the more ed
ucated are quite intimate, and
whose acquaintance, the less culti
vated classes in society would glad
ly improve. For mutual benefit I
will rehearse some of the traits
which distinguish both their out
ward and their inner life.
This family, although residing
in our midst, is not always treated
with the consideration which from
their merits they deserve. Some
always address them in a proper and
becoming manner, and show them
great respect;but others aresoiinpertinent as to nickname them, while
still others so utterly ignore their
existence, that they never care to
learn their names even, and by their
mistakes cause great confusion and
serious difficulty. Few, if any,
but have some strong points of mind
and habit, that render them quite
worthy of attentive study. While
Individuality isstrongly developed,
there yet is^sufficient resemblance
perceptible to show that they are
of the same kindred.
Among nearly all people, anti
quity is accounted a mark of aris
tocracy, and if this be a sure test,
this familyTmay be highly esteem
ed. Its history extends back to a
very remote period, having its first
record in the first written language
and its existence among the first

people who made any progress in
letters and refinement. As a mark
of high sentiments and nobility,
may be cited this fact,—that among
savage people, or illiterate and un
refined, they never have been
known, but in their migrations from
one clime to another, have always
located themselves among nations
who had made some progress in
civilization and enlightenment. An
other fact is worthy of remark,—
wherever they dwell and are es
teemed, their influence is beneficial
to their compatriots; and the fam
ily is held in higher honor the bet
ter they are understood. Travelers
seldom fail to make the acquaint
ance of the foreign branches of this
family. If their stay abroad is
prolonged, they are almost certain
to become intimate with them,
since, for the sake of their widelyseparated kindred, they are ever on
the alert to greet travelers, whom
they endeavor to render as content
ed and as much at ease as possible;
a favor, which strangers are not
likely to forget, but which they
will gratefully remember long after
the remembrance of other foreign
friendships is entirely forgotten.
The difference in climate, tempera
ment and customs among people in
remote parts of the'earth had caus
ed them to exhibit many dissimilar
traits of character, but in all, a
family resemblance is clearly mark
ed.
The name of this family is Gram
mar, and the branch of it residing
with us is called English Grammar.
The residence of the Grammar fam
ily was originally a very plain, but
roomy and woll-con»tructed build

English G-rammar.
ing, but it has been repaired and
added to, iri order to suit the vari
ous tastes of the members of the
family, until it presents a singular
appearance. On one side you will
see the rough, strong walls of the
first structure, and not far from it
some fancy portico, some gay oriel
-window, or a hanging balcony.
The plain old roof, moss-grown, but
still undecaying, shelters a part of
the edifice, but at some corner you
may see a fancy turret, or a turbanshaped dome, or a slender spire;
for, as Italian, Greek and French
Grammars are much older than
English, the latter has ever had a
great trick of copying their archi
tecture and habits, so far as her
means would allow. Within there
is the same love of variety to be ob
served. Some rooms seem design
ed for comfort alone, and nowhere
is there 8een an effort at display;
but all things are of the most sub
stantial material as well as form,
while other apartments abound in
ornaments. Here you will see an
entrance consisting of but a small
low door, but hard by, a Gothic
arch, and tessellated pavement meet
the eye. The grounds around the
mansion are laid off with regularity.
A small field, in the rear of the
house, is allotted to each one for
his own cultivation; for individual
experiments, &c, but much the
larger portion is worked by all, under
the supervision and instruction of
the elder members of the family.
In some portions of the lawn in
front of the house, are many trees
of gigantic growth, and there are,
also, a great variety of exotics and
hot-house plants, that are more at
tractive to some minds than the
natural productions of the soil.
But, by far the most remarkable
specimens have been produced by
grafting on a native stock some
humble species ; the union of the
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two, producing a plant so singular
as to render it impossible of analy
sis and classification. To these,
English Grammar has given the
name of Idioms. The distant
landscape is full of interest; there
are in view, the sea of Arts and
Sciences ; the hills of Logic, Rhet
oric and many others, and the lofty
mountains of Philosophy; all of
which may be reached by avenues
leading from the grounds of Gram
mar. These avenues terminate in
various public roads, by which the
communication is easier, and the
routes direct to the several places.
To some eyes, this location and the
prospect from it have very great
charms ; but to ethers, it seems ex
tremely dull, tame, and uninterest
ing.
The head of the family, English
Grammar, is a very aged woman of
stern and dignified carriage, and
wearing a countenance so unap
proachable and incomprehensible,
that she is generally but little loved
at first sight, and almost invariably
fails to excite any interest in the
minds of the young. Nevertheless,
she is singularly pleasing in con
versation, possessing a rare talent
of expression, and a vast amount of
scholastic information. Like most
people of former generations, she is
extremely methodical in her own
habits, and requires something of
the same exactness from all the
members of her household. Her
requirements often fail of being
answered, and frequent exceptions
bear testimony to the many delinquences of the family.
Four persons of note in the world
owe their parentage to Grammar.
Their names are as follows :—Or
thography, the eldest, who is allied
with an Arabian family, (having
early in life espoused Letters, the
" fair Arab maid.") Ths second,
Etymology, who u the principal
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or agent in all the transactions of
Grammar. Third is Syntax, a man
of great education, and celebrated
for his faultless language in public
speaking and in composition. The
fourth is Prosody, the Poet and
Musician of the family.
These foar families, 'with their
numerous progeny, dwell near each
other and generally maintain the
utmost good feeling and harmony.
Orthography is a plain and un
pretending person, rather formal in
manners, monotonous in conversa
tion and wanting in expression.
He delights in the company of
young people; in fact, both himself
and Letters take so lively an inter
est in the education and improve
ment of the rising generation, that
they have established a very large
primary school, where only the
sounds of the vowels and consonants
and the art of spelling are taught.
They are assisted in their labors.by
their two children, Syllables and
Words, who are said to be the most
excellent of spellers and readers.
This Institution, besides being de
voted to the primary in age, is pat
ronized by persons of mature years
—often engrossing very much of
their attention. Others, however,
prefer spending their youth idly,
but never fail to regret that they
had not patronized this Institution
in their young days.
Etymology is the parent of nine
children, whom their grandmother
Grammar often calls "Parts of
Speech," perhaps because each one
has his or her own way of repre
senting things, or because none of
them play their parts in life quite
idependently of each other, but all
require assistance from some
quarter. They are known by name
as follows : Noun and Pronoun,
Article, Verb, Adverb and Adjec
tive, Preposition, Conjunction and
Interjection.

I wish now to investigate the
characters of these persons, as
briefly, and yet as carefully as pos
sible, and I am confident that the
habits and disposition of each one
offers material for much thought
and inquiry.
The first whom I shall name is
Noun, a frank, honest individual,
with a common degree of intelli
gence upon all subjects, aud so en
ergetic as to be engaged in almost
every affair that takes place in the
family. Always conducting that in
which he has any agency, in a very
proper and able manner. Noun
has vast resources, but does not
make much of them, being often
too independent to allow his pas
sions to make him the object of at
tentions. He is relied on with
great cenfidence by the people around him. When a collection is
to be taken up at a public meeting,
he is deputed to " hand the hat,"
and afterwards appointed to take
charge of the funds thus gathered,
and is then called collective. Noun.
Again, he is the person chosen to
give an abstract of Lectures that
are given before the Lycenms, and
in many other ways is so actively
concerned in affaias of State, that
the title of Participial is frequent
ly placed before his name. With
out the aid of Noun, or that of his
sister Pronoun, Etymology could do
nothing.
Article, in position, precedes
Noun, but is a plain, homely crea
ture, and of so limited capacity,
that she never could be made to
learn. She is prim and proper to
the last degree, but so uniteresting
as to be without admirers, and al
most without attentions. She is
exceedingly devoted to Noun, and
never goes abroad, unless accom
panied by him.
Verb is, however, the most im
portant member of the family, and

English Grammar.
his conduct seems to regulate every
thing, aud influence everybody.
Between him and Noun is a strong
brotherhood, and many points of
agreement, yet perfect harmony
does not exist between them on all
occasions. They are generally, ob
served together, but it often hap
pens that Noun is the subject of
many disagreeable, as well as kind
remarks, and is too, the subject,
upon whom, in some words, Verb
exercises his authority most arbi
trarily, though, at other times,
Noun has the ascendency, and com
pletely governs Verb personally as
well as in other ways.
It not unfrequently happens that
Verb makes, not only Noun but
half the rest of the family, the un
happy object of his remarks, and,
in return, Noun sometimes gains
all to her party, and they subject
him to their caprices in most ex
traordinary ways, causing him to
perform any service they please to
impose upon him, no matter how
disagreeable.
Verb is a difficult being to un
derstand :—sometimes active to that
degree, that there seems to be no
end to his exertions; and again,
no matter how he may be treated—
threatened, insulted, and abused,
he is passive and seemingly indif
ferent to everything but the pleas
ure of being nenter in quarrels of
any kind. His temper is as vari
able as his conduct. Sometimes
stormy,obstinate, and commanding,
if only to show his power and ability to be so. We often find him
in a mood as imperious as a mon
arch, and presently he will implore
favors of those around him with the
servility of a professional beggar.
At one time, asking questions till
one is weary of replying ; again,
so stupidly indejinite, that one
hardly knows what to think of him.
He usualy conforms most scrupu

lously to the customs of society, but
is, nevertheless, at times, very ir
regular in his habits, showing a
spirit of exclusiveness very obnox
ious to those around ; for, singling
out one individual from the com
pany, he will address conversation
only to that one person. His char
acter and manners seem to be reg
ulated oftener by circumstances,
than by any fixed rules, and the
best method of ascertaining what
is his temper on each occasion, is,
to observe particularly the society
around him, and then it may be
inferred what is his mood of mind.
But on the whole, Verb is the
" working bee" of the hive, more
active, and uniformly industrious
than any other, and doing more
for the good of the whole ; oftener
called into action, and more really
necessary, than any one else. Such
are some of the characteristics of
verb.
The twin sister of Noun is Pro
noun, (always a lesser light) but
may be found in all places which
Noun frequents. If necessity re
quires it, she supplies his place
(so far as lies in her power,) trans
acting any business relative to him
with great ability, if only instruct
ed beforehand in the part she is
to act. It is quite immaterial
with Verb, whether Noun or Pro
noun is the object of his attentions,
but whenever he is in an impera
tive mood, he invariably attacks the
gentle little Pronoun, saying, to
her face, whatever dictatory and
offensive things, he happens to
think of. But, as some compen
sation for the meekness with which
she receives his rude conduct, she
is always the person selected, when
the spirit of exclusiveness, comes
over him. Whatever his treatment,
Pronoun never shows any resent
ment, and not an hour after a most
violent quarrel, you may see them
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together with Noun on promenade, j to whom she is united in every
apparently, in the best possible hu sentiment. Her wildest flights of
mour, and there will be a constant expression, she reserves for the ear
succession of inquiries, "who is of Vorb, and his conductshe is ever
that?" " which one is it ?" &c. To ready to extol in highest terms. If
all queries of this nature, Noun has either VerborNounspeaksofanaca ready reply in plain words. Pro tion or person as worthy of praise,
noun can be demonstrative too, if or reprehension, Adverb is sure to
she pleases, but if a thought of to find them more, if not the most
mischief enters her mind, it induces so in the world. This may seem
her to speak rather indefinitely.
like affectation to many minds, but,
A second pair of singularly like if so, it has been so long practised
individuals, are Adjective and Ad as to have become second nature.
verb. Independently, each has but
With Verb alone, or by herself,
little force of character, but, in con Adverb shows to much greater ad
nection with those to whom they vantage. Though at times, Ad
are each most attached, they be jective conducts himself so happi
come most interesting and efficient ly as to bring out the good quali
members in the household of Gram ties of Adverb in a very attractive
mar. They never express them manner. She has a remarkable tal
selves in quite the same manner, ent for numbers ; never failing in
although their opinions may be dates, nor the order in which events
nearly the same ; for example, if in have occurred, whether historical
speaking of a musician, Adjective or domestic, and is equally good at
says, "He is a fine player." Ad dates in future time, which savors
verb will reply " He plays very a little of witchcraft.
She has a large phrenological
finely," or " He is a very fine play
er." If Adjective describes any development of locality, pointing
thing in apositive manner. Adverb out places and distances, with great
(not to be out-done) adds some accuracy,and is so precise in weigh
thing, if only a word ; and it has ing and measuring, that she is often
been often remarked, that, like a styled "Adverb of quantity." She
regular tale-bearer, no sentence ever is full of contradictory impulses.
passes her lips but it has gained some What she has affirmed most posi
stronger term of praise or blame. tively at one time, she will as pos
The opinions of Adjective are free itively deny at another, if she sees
ly communicated to Noun, (and any advantage to be gained by it,
sometimes to Pronoun,) and the or she will express herself in a
two may often be seen together, doubtful and uncertain manner.
with the little old-maidish Article
She is of infinite service to Verb;
on one side, and perhaps Adverb half of his successs in business is
between them. A very curious owing to Adverb, whose tact and
company ! There is a great at talent are never so happily display
tachment on the part of Adverb ed, as when she lends him her aid.
for Adjective, but it must be con All his accounts and letters pass
fessed, that it is hardly reciproca under her inspection; she corrects
ted. Only when Verb acts or speaks the mistakes in the former, and
in an indefinite manner, has Ad modifies the statements in the lat
jective any influence over him j at ter. She frequently makes use of
all times, there is a more than sis very peculiar expressions in con
terly devotion from Adverb to Verb, versation which, when quoted by
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others, are called " Adverbialphra
ses."
Adjective sometimes takes the
place of Noun, when Pronoun is
incompetent to fill it, but that is
the only occasion on which he acts
independently. Adverb, on the
contrary, has frequent calls for
single action; but both, in the fam
ily circle, prove as valuable aids to
wit and humour, as to business, and
the common conversation of every
day life.
A very modest and retiring, but
most housewifely and necessary per
son in the family of Etymology, is
Preposition. She is of very dimin
utive stature, and so unobtrusive,
as often to be scarcely noticed at
all. But she is universally petted
and beloved, and is privy to all
family arrangements; her influence
many a time, deciding for or against, any proposition that they
are considering. If any difference
arises, Preposition is always at hand
to point out the right and the
wrong of the thing, and to show in
what relation, the parties really
stand to each other. If authority
is to be exercised over the recreant
member or members of the house
hold, it is left either to Preposition
or Verb to exercise it ; thus to the
weakest and the strongest, Etymol
ogy leaves all matters that lie be
yond the province of Noun. Prep
osition is seldom influenced by any
other person, though she is occa
sionally swayed in her opinions by
Adverb.
Conjunctiou has something of
the character of Preposition save
that he has no power to govern.
He does not meddle in much busi
ness, but confines himself to a reg
ular routine of duties, and mingles
less freely with the brothers and
sisters at home, than either of those
I have named. Sometimes he
connects Adverb with himself, for
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a time, feeling incompetent to some
affair by himself. At other times,
he engages the services of Pronoun
aud in their united capacity, he is
called Conjunctive Adverb, or,
losing his individuality entirely, he
is known as Relative Adverb, A
peculiar form of language that ho
makes use of is called a Conjunc
tive Phrase.
There remains but one undescribed member of this family. In
terjection, though named last by
all biographers, is said to be the
eldest of the parts of speech, and,
as sufficient grounds are offered in
support of the fact, I shall not at
tempt to controvert this opinion.
The intellectual inferiority of In
terjection to her family generally,
may be the reason why Etymology
invariably names her last. Rather
attractive in person, she has, like
many another beauty, proved but a
superficial scholar. She conceals
her deficiencies, however, with such
ready tact, as to render herself quite
agreeable in society. Her love of
the marvelous is extreme, and I
need not remind you that this is a
mark of ignorance. She is full of
"Ohs!" and " Ahs!"—raising her
brow and uplifting her hands in
surprise and sympathy. The great
est delight of her life is to be list
ening, with the opportunity of ejac
ulating every now and then; and
not a gossip, full of news, but loves
to meet with Interjection when she
begins the wondrous tale. Inter
jection is not given to many words
and the few she utters are often
" All pointless save the exclamation
point."
She has no confidant for her thoughts
and feelings; ber joys and sorrows
are aliue selfish. Her influence
over others is as limited as her de
pendence upon them. The homecircle is often gathered for business
8
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or pleasure while Interjection is far
away.
There is a similarity between the
members of this family that plainly
indicates their relationship, at the
same time that each has some indi
vidual trait or traits, to distinguish
him from any of the rest. So long
as well-educated people are their
associates, there is no disagreement

among them ; but, if by chance, an
unlettered person intrudes upon
their domestic peace, (and such
will be found everywhere), there is
immediate disunion, and serious
troubles ensue. These difficulties
often last for a very long period,
and are perpetuated in the records
of the family.
(CONDLUDED NEXT NO.)

-

THE TRUE FOUNDATION OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE.
The possession of the confidence
and affection of the scholars is the
indispensable condition of disci
pline in a school. Without this,
no talent and no laws will ensure
industry, order or success. How
then can this confidence and affec
tion be secured? By what means
can a teacher inspire his pupils
with these indispensable senti
ments ? This is the question that
we wish to discuss for the benfit of
the teachers who read this Journal.
There are four principal means
by which all men are influenced,
Duty, Interest, Fear and Love.
1. Duty.—Of these four mo
tives, two, viz. Interest and Duty
have evidently but little weight
with children. Duty is unques
tionably a sentiment that ought to
be a primary motive with all men.
But in a school and with children
whose moral sentiments have yet
to be developed and trained, we
must not forget that this will be
rather an effect than a cause, a re
sultant than a moving power. Ev
ery effort of the teacher should
have for its end, the impressing
clearly and forcibly this sentiment
upon the heart, so that the pupils
may have it as the future leading

motive of all their actions. It is
the great end of moral culture, and
when this end has been attained,
the task of education is more than
half accomplished.
But in order to have this senti
ment deeply impressed upon the
heart of children, so that it may
become the mover and director of
their actions, their hearts must be
trained by other means. Duty,
notwithstanding its power and su
periority over all others, does not
rank first in point of time among
the motives of conduct in the mind
of a child. It cannot, therefore,
lie at the foundation of discipline;
the way for it must be prepared by
someting else.
2nd. Interest.—The same thing
may be said of'Interest, using the
term in its widest sense, as com
prehending every advantage, ma
terial, intellectual and moral—the
interests of the body as well as of
the mind, the pleasures of sense,
and the gratification of the soul.
Now this is a sentiment that chil
dren cannot comprehend. It is
always associated with thoughts of
the future; but of the future, chil
dren have little idea. The present
occupies them wholly. Hence to
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use this sentiment as a basis for
their industry and good conduct,
will be found ineffectual, at least
during the first year or two of their
school-life.
It requires a mind somewhat
developed to understand that it is
its interest to study. Now, what
advantage can a child just com
mencing its education, perceive in
the most of the things that it is
taught in school, and especially
when we consider the manner in
which most of our school books are
made ?
So far as immediate advantage
is concerned in making a child at
tentive, docile and obedient, noth
ing is less true. By a punctual
and close conformity to the wishes
of the teacher, it will of course es
cape punishment ; and in this way
reap the advantage of labor, docil
ity and obedience. This, however,
is a purely negative advantage,
which consists simply in saving
itself from punishment. The de
termining motive, in this case, is
not interest, but Fear, that is to
say, an entirely different motive,
and one which will be considered
presently.
Oq the other hand, the material
advantages, which children can
receive at home,—presents suitable
to their age and tastes, play-things.
delicacies, amusements,—have no
place in a school. The teacher of
a public school is precluded from
using these extraordinary means ;
because there are certain general
rules, to which he must conform
himself—certain prescribed hours
at which he must be at work—fix
ed periods for separate recitations,
&c.
We are aware that a teacher has
at his disposal various recompences
and means of encouragement, such
as are in general use in schools—
prizes, places, marks, &c. But do
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these means secure the end con
templated in this article? viz : to
establish and keep up good order
and discipline. Let us look at
this question a moment.
We shall not now enter upon the
whole subject of prizes and rewards,
but only consider the general prin
ciple of emulation as a means of
subserving school discipline. And
here we would remark, that the
influence of prizes upon scholars,
is in general very much exaggerat
ed. The distant prospect of an
uncertain reward at the end of five
or ten months, has a very slight ef
fect upon young children, who have
hardly a thought of the morrow,
in either restraining or constraining
them. Moreover, grant that one
or two ambitious and talented pu
pils may be induced to work hard
during the session, still how little
effect can these prizes have upon
the general discipline of the whole
school !
Prizes are, in effect, a reward
given to relative merit. Whatever
be the conduct of the scholars,
however noisy or disorderly they
may have been during the year,
still the prizes are none the less
distributed at its close. Whether
progress has been made or not—
whether idleness or application has
prevailed, still some scholars obtain
the prizes. Merited or not, these
are bestowed, if not to the most
worthy or most deserving, then to
the less incapable and less idle.
The same remarks hold good with
regard to every other kind of re
compense which is by custom, ac
corded to relative merit. In any
school, however undisciplined, there
will always be some scholars less
noisy, less boisterous, less intracta
ble than others. To these, altho'
iheir conduct may be far from be
ing what it ought to be, provided
only it be less bad than that of
►
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their comrades, the rewards must
be given.
Ordinary prizes and rewards,
such as are generally distributed,
can be no true foundation for right
discipline in a school. As this
motive cannot be relied upon, some
have recourse to the opposite means,
viz. : punishment. But punish
ments do not appeal to the Interest
of the individual, but to his Fear.
This brings us then to the consid
eration of the other two motive
principles, Fear and Love.
3rd. Fear.—A careful observer
cannot fail to perceive that in al
most every school of every degree,
the principle of Fear lies at the
very foundation of all discipline.
Punishments far more than rewards,
constitute the grand means of re
ducing, schools to order and incit
ing scholars to work. Extra tasks,
exercises, confinements and other
corporal punishments are the in
cessant expedients to which re
course is had to prevent idleness,
disorder and all kinds of irregular
ity, and to induce industry, order
and good discipline. Punishments
—always punishments—are the
grand resource under all circum
stances. Reproofs and scoldings
used to satiety are only the preludes
—the first degree—the avant-courier of the penalty. Like the pun
ishment, they act only through
fear, and are efficacious only in view
of the punishment which they hold
suspended over the head of the of
fender. Can it be questioned that
scholars will neither do what is
right, nor abstain from what is
wrong, except through the princi
ple of Fear ? Is it necessary to
prove that the fostering of such a
motive is opposed to the very end
and aim of education ?
The tendency of Fear is to de
mean, degrade and corrupt the miijd

as much as the heart. It can only
produce feeble and cowardly char
acters, or deceitful, sullen and hyp
ocritical ones. It enervates and
demoralizes in place of elevating,
ennobling and purifying the mind
and heart. It is a sentiment that
repels instead of attracting. It
causes mutual enmity between
teacher and pupil, and puts them
in the the attitude of foes who are
continually watching each other.
The teacher becomes to the pupil
an austere and rigid master, from
whose sight and presence he wants
to get as far as possible. The pu
pil on his part, becomes to the
teacher only an object of trouble
and vexation, a burden and a tor
ture. With such a feeling as this
prevailing in a school, can there be
pleasure, willing obedience or affec
tionate intercourse 't
The word of God says :—" The
fear of the Lord is the beginning
of wisdom." This is perfectly
true. But this fear, founded upon
a sense of God's justice, is always
accompanied with a sense of His
unspeakable goodness which begets
love. This fear resembles that
which a wise and good father in
spires in his familv,—fear inlaid
and intimately blended with love,
because with him severity is never
separated from the most tender af
fection. But, when we condemn
fear as the basis of school discipline,
we mean that low and hateful feel
ing which is the fear of chastisement
and punishment, rather than the
fear of displeasing the teacher and
giving him pain and trouble.
Moreover, to this degrading char
acteristic of fear there is always
added its insufficiency. Fear does
not always exert its power; it
ceases to produce its effect, when
there is a probability that the fault
will pass by undetected, or when
there is a likelihood of eluding it»

<
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consequence. Now, true discipline when he hears them the second
is always and everywhere active, time. The confinement too is gen
when the teacher is absent as well erally very short ; for the pupils
as when he is present. Its power see that the teacher is just as anx
grows with time, and is confirmed ious as they are, that they should
get away, and that he generally
by habit.
Besides, the principle of fear, as makes some excuse, or is satisfied
a ground of discipline, gradually with some vague promise, that they
loses its influence. The pupils ex will do better for the future, and
pect punishment or scolding, and thus, after a few minutes lets theni
they soon lose all dread of them. depart.
The teacher himself is readily dis
Hence some teachers seeing the
armed. After a few days' scolding, useless and ineffectual nature of
his voice soon reaches a limit be those ordinary penalties, which are
yond which it cannot go. The in reality heavier punishments to
scholars soon get accustomed to themselves than to their pupils,and
these continual yells, and screams, not knowing any other means to
and thunderings, and pay no more employ, have recourse to severe cor
attention to them than to the pass poral chastisement, and by the free
ing wind. If, perchance, they are use of the rod, organize in their
stopped when the storm is at its schools a reign of terror, and thus
loudest, they soon begin thier disor keep their pupils under the sway
der again, and the teacher, exhaus of a perpetual fear, by which means
ted by his effort, yields at last to a degree of order and outward de
fatigue, and gets himself accus corum is sometimes attained. But
tomed to noise and disorder, as the even this does not generally last
ordinary and natural course of long. The worst boys get hard
ened against these punishments,
events.
Scolding, in reality, is effectual or the mind gets habituated to such
only when it proceeds from a teach humiliation.
Besides the inge
er whom the pupils love and esteem. nuity of the pupils is exercised in
In other cases it is only effectual divising ways and means by which
when it takes the form of a threat. they may escape the chastisement,
But what use is their in a threat, and whatever other effect this
when punishments are in constant course of procedure may have, it
use, since their frequency never assuredly fails in making the pu
fails of destroying their efficiency? pil either to love his book or have
And what are these punishments? respect or effection for his teacher.
An extra lesson—a particular task The latter himself gets wearied
—deprivation of play—confinement, with punishing and asks no better
or some other thing of a like na than to have some pretext for pre
ture. Now this confinement for termitting it altogether.
the purpose of making up missed
Thus fear becomes a gradually
lessons is not unfrequently looked blunted weapon in the hands of
upon by idle pupils as an actual him that uses it. When the chas
gain. They would rather be kept tisement is not inflicted its omission
in half an hour, than lose two is ascribed to weakness, cowardice
hours from play at home in prepar or indifference. There may be a
ing the lesson. They know very dread of it, but it is never success
well too, that such lessons are very ful in establishing a proper disci
gently passed over by the teacher, pline in school.
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Of course we do not for a mo forth every effort to obtain the pri
ment suppose that there are many zes—such emulation can never aschools in which the abuse of a dis vail as a mean of discipline for a
cipline founded upon fear is pushed whole school, it never can be ef
to the length that has been describ fective for establishing and secur
ed. But still the evil is not less ing a continuance of good order,
real, wherever the principle is a- kindly intercourse and that mutual
dopted of making chastisement, good-feeling between teacher and
threats and scolding the main foun pupil which is the basis of all good
dation of discipline. We are far discipline.
Let us see then, in the other
from advocating an entire abandon
ment ofpunishment. This would be principle, which yet remains to be
fatal to all discipline. We are only examined, whether we can find
striving to show that to attempt to that true ground of right school
govern a school and train the minds discipline of which we are in search.
of pupils on the principle of Fear
4th. Love.—It has been shown
is a fundamental error.
that
Fear is a wrong and altogether
Fear alone, we repeat, can never
incite to what is good, the most it inefficient ground, upon which to
can do, i3 to repress what is out establish a proper discipline in
wardly bad. That teacher neither school. We do not think that any
knows what his duty is, nor is fit body will gainsay this position,
ted for his high and important of and least of#all, those teachers who
fice, who would be content with have tried to make this feeling
keeping down bad conduct in the base of their pupils' conduct,
school,—with simply suppressing and of the management of their
disorder and disturbance. The true schools.
Whence arises the constantly re
task before him is to inspire in his
pupils a desire for doing right, to curring desire among teachers of
call into activity those sentiments finding the best means of getting
and feelings which will influence pupils to be attentive to study, and
their conduct when the eyes of the to have order and quietness reign
teacher are not on them, which in the school room, if it be not an
will govern them out of school as avowal of the inefficacy of the
well as in it. This can only be means which are ordinarily adopt
obtained by inspiring them with af ed? After this avowal of the
fection and esteem for himself, and teachers, we do not hesitate to make
a love for what is right and good another, and that is, that among
analogous means, viz.: those which
and proper in itself.
We assert that Fear never can have fear for their foundation, we
do this. It can inspire a spirit of do not know any which can be con
defiance, distrust and cowardice, sidered an infallible method of se
but it never can communicate nor curing proper discipline.
We have already said, that we
call into being one noble, generous
do not advocate an abandonment of
and honorable sentiment or act.
Rewards and emulations may a judicious employment of this feel
sometimes produce this result, es ing in the matter of education. We
pecially if they be employed with are very far from absolutely con
great caution and prudence. But demning the use of punishments.
emulation, which will make a few Fear founded upon respect is a sal
scholars work diligently, and put utary sentiment, necessary even
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In view then of the inefficiency
with very young children, and es
pecially with those of an impetuous of the means already mentioned to
and ardent temperament j but it is secure proper discipline in school,
a feeling that ought only to be con we turn to the only remaining one;
joined with another more powerful and distinctly and emphatically an
one, and which is always to be made nounce that the only true founda
tion of discipline consists in making
subordinate to it.
Punishments, we think, ought the school a place of attraction and
never to be inflicted, except for the teacher an object of affection
the infraction of a necessary rule, and respect. Without this element,
or the transgression of a known du the teacher will have no real satis
ty. Such cases ought never to be faction in his work, the school no
passed over with impunity. Pu true prosperity, the scholars no real
pils ought from the very first to be progress, and the cause of educa
thoroughly convinced that such tion no permanent success.
violations will uniformly be follow
We join together attraction for
ed with a penalty. And even then the school and affection for the teach
great wisdom and prudence are er, because these two motive pow
necessary in making the chastise ers have a common origin, and the
ment correspond with the fault. one will not exist without the oth
Let it never be forgotten that ex er. There is no pleasant associa
cessive punishments will never fail tion connected with a school, where
1 of counteracting the end proposed. there is no felt affection or esteem
The Teacher must take care of not for its teacher. How can children
making them too common, or of be expected to like a school, if ev
forming the habit of inflicting them ery day and all day long they find
constantly and severely for every themselves face to face with a teach
trifling peccadillo, which is for er whom they do not love, or who
ever occurring where several chil inspires them only with fear, and
dren meet together. A Teacher for whom they cherish only a feel
who acts in this way is like a singer ing of aversion ? On the other
who raises a tune in too high a key. hand, it is not possible for children
The limit of his strength of voice to have a real affection for their
is soon passed, and he finds it next teacher, without feeling it a pleas
to impossible to come down grace ure to meet with him, to see his
fully. He feels himself constrained smile or hear his kindly voice.
to keep on in the same key, and
To secure this affection from the
produces either no effect, or a very pupils should therefore be the great
bad and unpleasant one.
end of a teacher's efforts. It is the
We hazard nothing in saying that only true starting point. Without
any teacher who has tried to make it a school will never be attractive.
punishment the pivot of his disci But how is it to be obtained ? This
pline, has failed in obtaining the is the main question.
desired result. The same thing
There are very few, if any, teach
holds good also with parents, who ers who do not desire to be loved
would direct their children exclu by their pupils. This is the case
sively by fear, and who in all cases even with those who rely most up
have recourse to chastisement. And on fear and the power of punish
yet how much stronger is the pa ment in managing their schools.
rental power than that which is How is it then that so few are suc
placed in the Teacher's hands.
cessful ? We imagine that here,
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as in many another case of failure i bility, or tact, or natural inclina
among men, the mistake lies in this tion to inspire their pupils with a
—that they wish for the end with j true and sincere affection for them,
out being at the trouble of using ! and to do this they must first of
the means. Sometimes the means i all have a real affection for their
are unknown, and when they are i pupils. An external and affected
known, there are thousands of peo j attachment,which consists in words,
ple who have not the firmness and but is constantly falsified by acts,
persistence of will necessary to con will never do. Children are too
tinue the use of tho means until keen analyzers to be deceived in
the end be attained.
this way.
To secure the love of the schol
AVhatever vices may belong to
ars, we would lay it down as the childhood and youth, let teachers
primary and indispensable quali be assured that they will seldom if
fication or mean to be employed, ever find ingratitude to be one of
that the Timelier love them.
them. We would press this advice
"Love me and I will love you," upon the attention of teachers ;
" I will love him that loveth me," cultivate a real love foryour pupils,
are a sample of the many maxims and,—save in a very few eases,
which are only a familiar way of which you ought to be prepared to
expressing this grand truth, that expect—you will find it fully re
"Affection begets affection." If turned, and with it a sure ground
thus you would have your pupils of pleasure and success in your
to love you, you must first have a work. Let your whole conduct
sincere affection for them. We testify your interest in their welldo not mean a kind of general, out being,—that it is their interest and
ward show of kindness, but that not your own, at which you are aim
lively, real, irresistible love which ing in all your efforts. Do not
attracts and subdues the most re show to them that the work of the
bellious and stubborn, in a word school is a labor and burden, from
that love which provokes love. which you long to fly, and which
We do not think that any person, you are anxious to get rid of. Be
male or female is qualified to be a always consistent in your dealings
useful and successful teacher, who with your pupils. Treat them with
has not a natural love for children. a gentleness and kindness, which
Now to love children, is to feel never excludes firmness. The most
a pleasure in their company, to affectionate parent punishes his
have a real delight in their ways, child, but in the act of punishing
their joyousness, frankness, gener he remains the parent still, and his
osity, disinterestedness, even their tenderness is apparent in the midst
carelessness and waywardness; in of his severity.
a word, with all that forms the dis
When you are compelled to pun
tinctive characteristic of childhood ish or to reprimand, beware of
and youth. It is to love them, not showing a spirit of revenge, or of
for their vices, for these alas ! do satisfactions the act. Never permit
appear in childhood, but even for j yourself to be directed by passion.
their little defects—their levity, Be not variable; to-day indulgent
giddiness, ignorance and inquisi- j even to weakness, and to-morrow
tiveness. If Teachers would have j severe even to harshness and cru
a sure and stable foundation for elty—punishing one day, what you
discipline, there must be this a- I will tolerate the next. Again, we
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say, let it bo seen that you feel a
real interest in your pupils. Show
them that you are sorry when they
do wrong, not because their con
duct frets and harasses you, but
because it injures themselves, re
tards their progress or stains their
character. Rejoice in their ad
vancement, and in every new mark
of improvement either in their
studies or their character. Omit
no proper opportunity of testifying
your satisfaction in their well-doing
and well-being. If they be sick,
show your sympathy with them,
visit them at home, and let them
perceive that you are not forgetful
or insensible with regard to any
thing that concerns them.
By such conduct, you may rest
assured, that you will soon gain the
heart of your pupils, and after that
all the difficulty about school disci
pline is over.
We would be almost tempted to
close this article by repeating the
old Proverb : Love and then do
what you please—" Delige et fac
quod vis." As soon as a teacher
has succeeded in making this prin
ciple predominant in his school he
will find it an easy matter to have
his commands obeyed, his advice
followed, and his rules and regula
tions conformed to. The scholars
will find the school a place of pleas
ure and a resort of happiness. They
will go to it with alacrity, because
they expect not to find a master
-with a frowning brow, a harsh
voice, ever grumbling or punishing,
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j as reluctant to teach them as they
are to be taught by him ; but be
cause they expect to meet a friend
as well as teacher, one who strives
by every maans to advance their
interest, to make them happy, and
to lighten as much as possible the
irksomeness and asperities of school
duties.
Every difficulty will besurmounted, when the teachershall have suc
ceeded in rendering himself an ob
ject of affection and the school a
place of attraction to hil^ upils.
In conclusion, we would sum up
what we have said, by repeating
thisadvice : Try, Teachers of North
Carolina, to love your pupils sin
cerely, for their own sakes: Try,
and you will eee whether you will
not speedily call forth a responsive
affection from them : Try, and you
will see*if your love to them will
not enable you very easily to endure
their faults and gradually to lessen
them : Try and see if you will not
have strength and courage to over
come all your difficulties, and make
your work a pleasure instead of a
burden : Try, and be assured you
will become ingenious in finding
new ways and plans of reaching
both the heart and intellect of your
pupils. If you would succeed in
your most noble and honorable pro
fession, your heart must be in it;
the indispensable qualification of
success in all pursuits, is especially
necessary in yours,—" Be in earn
est."
Y.

KNOWLEDGE.
She holds ten thousand wonders to the sight,
Which prompt inquiry and inspire delight ;
Relations, properties, proportions, ends,
Burst into ligtft as her research extends,
Until unnumbered sparks around her fall,
From the great source of light, and life, and all.
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THE EAST AND THE WEST.
(concluded.)
Tell an Eastern man, that the
scenery along the French Broad
surpasses in beauty that of the
Hudson, of the Khine, or of any
other far off land; tell him, that
the Hickory Nut Gap, the Swannanoa Gap, and hundreds of other
places are more truly sublime and
beautiful than the White Mountains
of New Hampshire, the sunsets of
Italy, or the Alpine heights of
Switzerland; tell him that Lindville Falls rival the mighty cataract
of the North, in every respect, ex
cept in volume of water; and your
character as a man of truth is ruin
ed. Tell him thatsorn#of our
Western friends are doing a fine
business with China, and he will
say, Nonsense, these Western fel
lows never heard of China. Tell
a Western man of the great re
sources and facilities of the East,
of their vessels, fisheries, turpentine
getting, lumber trade &c. ; tell him
of their planting oyster beds; tell
him that there is one of the finest
harbors on the Atlantic coast at
Beaufort, one ofthe finest sea beach
es in the world at Portsmouth, and
Paraguay Tea enough in the East
to supply the world; and he at once
sets you down either as a fool or a
knave, and very gravely tells you
that Portsmouth is in Virginia, and
that tea comes from China.
Now it happens to be our privi
lege to be somewhat acquainted with
both sections of the State, and we
truly believe that this array of the
East and West against each other,
is grounded in an ignorance oftheir
their respective characters ; and al
so that it is the great barrier to
the prosperity and speedy develop

ment of the interests of the whole
State.
We know the Western men to
be an industrious, honest, intelli
gent and patriotic people, sincerely
devoted to the true interests of
their State, so long as that green
eyed monster, sectional prejudice,
is asleep ; we also know that the
Eastern men are as noble, gener
ous, social and patriotic people as
we have ever seen ; proud of their
native State and anxious for her
advancement in works of improve
ment, but, like our Western friends,
jealous of their own peculiar in
terests, when East or West is men
tioned. Were you to tell the hun
dreds and thousands of our West
ern people who are annually leav
ing their homes and their native
State, for a home of a doubtful
character in the Western wilds,
that the lands in many of our East
ern counties excel, in fertility and
durability of soil, those of any of
the El Dorado lands of the far West;
they will very promptly inform you
that they know the whole Eastern
country to be fine sandy barrens, or
dismal swamps, inaccessible to mau
and the very cradle of pestilence.
Tell our Eastern friends who are
sending North for their flour, their
hay, their onions, their butter, their
irish potatoes, that they can pro
cure these very articles in abund
ance from their Western brethren,
and they will not believe it, or if
they do believe it, they will not
buy of them, since it would be bene
fitting " the people of the West."
And we are sorry to know that
many o f our Western friends are
more desirous to send these articles

The East and the West.
to Virginia, and South Carolina,
than to sell them in their own
State, even at the same prices.
Every one must see that this suici
dal course must end in the impov
erishment of the whole State. The
seaports of Virginia and South Car
olina are growing up and prosper
ing by shipping North Carolina
produce, while our own seaport
towns, with as good or even better
harbors, are languishing for the
want of the products of her own
soil to export. Do Virginia and
South Carolina send any of their
products to North Carolina ports
for shipment? Then why are we
enriching their towns and building
up their interests by running our
produce to their ports? Simply
because of this unnatural prejudice
between the East and West. At
this very time the Wilmington and
Weldon and the Wilmington and
Manchester rail roads, and the N.
Carolina rail road, are striving to
bankrupt each other; and yet every
one ought to know that about $600,000 of the Literary Fund, the very
base and life of our glorious Free
School System, is invested in the
former, while the State is a stock
holder in the latter to the amount
of $3,000,000. When we hear a
Western man advocating our Com
mon school interests, with all the
eloquence of a Sheridan or the
reasoning of a Lord Bacon, and
then see that very same man turn
round and exert all his influence
and power to break down the Wil
mington and Manchester roads,
when he well knows that the Com
mon school fund has a large inter
est in those roads, what ought we
to think of the honesty of that
man's professions ! When, on the
other hand, we hear an Eastern
politician earnestly declaiming to
the people, that he will do nothing
to increase the taxes, but will use
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his utmost endeavours to lessen
them, and then see that same poli
tician doing all in his power, by
both word and deed, to injure the
North Carolina rail road, although
he well knows that the State owns
millions of the stock in that same
road and that tbe taxes will be les
sened or increased, as it prospers or
declines, must we not believe
him a demagogue? And yet these
very actions may be seen daily.
Not long since we heard a West
ern gentleman (?) say he wished
to his very heart that the ocean
would rise and sweep the Wilming
ton and Manchester roads from ex
istence; although we have heard
this same gentleman proclaiming
his devotion to the cause of Com
mon schools, expressing his wil
lingness to lend his time, his ener
gies, and his money to their ad
vancement—to the advancement of
a system whose very foundations
he would see swept away ! Nor
has it been long since we heard an
Eastern man declare that he wish
ed an earthquake would cause the
earth to open and swallow up the
North Carolina rail road, although
at the same time he complained
bitterly of '• high taxes"—com
plained of taxes and yet would see
about the only hope of relief from
this burden buried in the earth !
Now we do not accuse either of
these gentlemen of being dema
gogues; for we know them not to
be such ; but we do say that they
speak and act without reflection
and are much to be blamed for be
ing influenced by local prejudices.
We will not discuss the question
as to whether any of these roads
and improvements ought to have
been undertaken ; but we do say
that it is too late, as well as unwise,
now since these works are complet
ed and the debts contracted, to sit
down quarrel and abuse each other
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about their construction and wish j to seek a remedy. As we have be
them in ruins; for suppose the fore intimated, our Teachers As
Wilmington roads swept away, the sociation, by bringing together and
N. C. road sunk and the Deeplliv- making one, all the teachers of our
er improvements washed away, will i State, can more effectually break
that pay the cost of their construc up this baneful influence, than any,
tion or afford a fund for relief from j or all other powers combined. Our
high taxes, or add to the prosperity Teachers should be made to feel
of our Free School System '/ cer j that they must so act as to benefit
tainly not. It then becomes all the whole State and not look with
true North Carolinians to unite j an evil eye upon one section, and
their energies and their interests i with an eye of favor upon the oth
for the common prosperity of these er; and that they must instruct
works, that all may derive a com the youth, that the interests of the
mon benefit therefrom. The Com whole State are to be united, guard
mon School fund belongs to North ed, and improved, and that one
Carolina, not to the East or the West. portion is not to be built up by
The taxes are to be paid by the subverting or neglecting the other.
people of whole State, not by the When the youth of our whole Slate
people of one section alone.
are thus instructed, sectional pre
With the evils and prejudices judices will cease and harmony,
abovementioned, staring us in the peace and prosperity prevail.
facej it becomes every good citizen !
S. H. W.

MELANCHOLY.
Come, pensive nun, devout and pure,
Sober, steadfast and demote.
All in a robe of darkest grain,
Flowing with majestic train,
And sable stole of cypress lawn.
Over thy decent shoutders drawn—
Come, but keep thy wonted state.
With even step, and musing gait,
And looks commercing with the skies,
Thy rapt soul settling in thine eyes.
There held in holy passion, still
Forget thyself to marble, till
'With n sad, leaden, downward cast,
Thou hi them ou the earth at last.
— Milton.

What w« noie need.
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WHAT WE NOW NEED.
Extract from Mr. Ilolden's Address before the State Educational Association.
1st. More and better teachers
for our Common Schools —We
have now, it is true, many compe
tent and efficient teachers ; but
some means should be provided to
increase the number. Tothisend,
if we cannot have a normal school
or schools under State patronage,
we should organize and hold teach
er's institutes in every county j and
if not in every county, by all means
in every congressional district.
2nd. Uniformity in, our school
hooks,—HOME-inade books, if pos
sible, but, at any rate, books that
will do justice to our State and to
the South; not sectional, but truth
ful and just. We want also, com
mon school libraries.
3rd. An abiding interest in com
mon schools hy all the people, and
especially hy parents; manifested
by visiting the schools, by talking
about them, by laboring toimprovo
them, and by encouragingand hold
ing up the hands of teachers, com
mittee-men, and the officers of the
system generally. The academies
and colleges can take care of them
selves ; but common schools must j
be eared for or they will languish,
and languishing, perish. Our col
lege commencements and the ex
aminations at our academies are
crowded by the intellectual, the
wealthy, the fashionable and the
gay. This is well, and we are all
glad to see it; bat, my friends,
who attends a common school ex
amination? Have we any? And
if so, how many ? The Good Book
informs us that " there was a little
city, and a few men within it; and
there came a great king against it,
and besieged it, and built great

bulwarks against it. Now, there
was found in it a poor wise man,
and he by his wisdom delivered the
city; yet no man remembered that
same poor man. Then said I, wis
dom is better than strength : nev
ertheless the poor man's wisdom is
despised, and his words are not
heard." My friends, such things
ought not to be. This " poor wise
man "—Common Schools—will
deliver—is delivering our State
from the clutches of ignorance, and
rescuing it and all its great interests
from premature decline ; let us
neither despise his wisdom, nor
close our ears to his words, nor be
unmindful of his worth and his
services, because his garb is plain
and his station humble. Let us
rather cheer him, and co-operate
with him, and help him along;
seeing that, as he is the beginning
of all wisdom and all improvement,
and the motive power of all pro
gress, it is ice. who are really de
pendent on him, and not he on us.
4th. Common cause, wherever it
can he made, between the subscrip
tion schools and the common schools.
—Much good, I understand, has
already been accomplished in this
way. By uniting the State funds
and the subscription funds, the
schools can kept up seven or eight
months in the year; which is as
long on an average as the schools
of Massachusetts and New York
are kept open.
The experience of the Northern
States is, that the- success of com
mon schools depends, not so much
upon a large State fund as upon the
interest taken in them by the peo
plo. There, they are the school
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alike of the rich and poor,—com
mon schools, because attended by
all ; and we shall never fully suc
ceed with our system till we have
made them so here. It was Daniel
'Webster who said—speaking of the
New England common schools—
" it is a reproach that public schools
should not be superior to private."
" If I had," said he, " as many
children as old Priam, I would send
them all to the public schools."
Our schools are called common, be
cause they are open to all, because
they are intended for all, and be
cause they are attended by some of
all ; common as the waters, and
the atmosphere, and the blessed
light of day are common.
5th. We need also a Slate Poly
technic or Military School.—The
dream of universal peace is a pleas
ant fancy, destined never to be re
alized. The moral improvement of
the world has not kept pace with
its intellectual; the most intellec
tual communities in the United
States are the most unstable and
aggressive, and the least disposed
apparently to regard their constitu
tional and moral obligations. We
must deal with human nature and
with States and nations as we find
them. Possessed as we are of a
peculiar institution, so thoroughly
interwoven with our domestic peace,
and so essential to our continued
progress and prosperity, it especial
ly becomes us to cultivate a martial
spirit. We must prepare our sons
for all the duties that may lie before
them, whether in civil life or in
the paths of war. Our rights and
the peace of our fire-sides must be
defended in the last resort, by every
drop of blood and by every ounce
of treasure that we have.—
Virginia, on the one hand, expends
fifty thousand dollars per annum
on her military schools, and SouthCarolina on the other, thirty thou

sand dollars; yet we bavenopublio
military school,—there are but eight
or ten volunteer companies in the
State, and our miliiia system is
neglected, and entirely inefficient.
There is no cheering or trinmph
ant future for North-Carolina, or
for the South, but in constantly im
proving systems of public instruc
tion, and a continued and vigorous
progress in schemes of improve
ment both by land and water.
Public instruction is the parent of
enlightened improvement of all
descriptions, just as surely and as
truly as that ignorance is the par
ent of public torpor, of social de
basement, and of general poverty
and crime. It has been well said,
that " if De Witt Clinton had nev
er been born, and the first concep
tion of the whole scheme of inter
nal improvements of New York
were yet to be formed, they would
certainly and inevitably result from
her system of common schools."
And so we may say, if our system
of common schools had been in op
eration in 1820, and had been then
what it is now, our State would
have been among the first, ap it is
the very last, to pierce the Alle
ghany mountains and reach the
great lines of railway and of navi
gation connected with the Missis
sippi valley. The travel and the
wealth of that mighty region might
long since have been poured down
through our own interior and into
our own ports, forcing a direct
trade with all portions of the world;
but instead of this, our improve
ments have languished till within
the last six or seven years ; and
our great line of central railway is
now halting and hesitating, as it
should not halt and hesitate, fifty
miles east of the Swannanoa Gap.
But the men of 181 5 and of 1825
are passing away. In their day,
looking to the difficulties that sur

What we now need.
rounded them, they did well, and
we honor them for it. They will
leave to us a State with a spirit above fear, as her character is above
reproach; with a credit sustained,
and always sustained, without a
blot; with as fine a climate, as va
ried and prolific a soil, as many
minerals, as much water-power, and
with as many resources of all kinds
as any people on the earth possess,
occupying not more than fifty thous
and square miles of territory; and,
above all, they will leave to us an
enlightened and constantly improv
ing system of public instruction, as
the groundworkfor maintaining and
perpetuating the great common in
heritance of civil and religious free
dom. But we want more mind—
more educated, practical mind—to
bring out these resources, to mas
ter this matter, to render it conve
nient and useful, and available for
wealth and power. We want more
ofeducated, thinking, investigating,
enterprising mind on our farms, in
our workshops, in our mines, on our
railroads and public improvements,
at the heads of our schools and our
presses, and in our halls of legisla
tion. We must learn to build our
own roads with our own iron, and
stock them from our own shops ; to
improve our rivers, where they can
be improved; to work our own
mines, keeping all the profits from
them that we can at home; to
build our own ships, and sail them
to all parts of the world from our
own ports ; to produce our own hay
and corn, and not depend on other
States for them, as we are now do
ing ; to make our own schoolbooks,
and educate our own teachers for
our common schools; to educate
our children at home as far as may
be, not sending them abroad for
that purpose ;—and in these ways,
and in all ways, we must learn to
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be North- Carolinians indeed and
in truth.
Here, then, is work to be done,
and this generation must do it.
Are we not equal to it ? Shall we
falter or retrograde ? Never ! But
to attempt to stand still is to retro
grade—we must either go on or go
back. What then? Why, the
path of duty, of patriotism, of pros
perity, of glory, is right before us,
wide, clear, palpable, gleaming
like the milky way across the
heavens. We could not miss it if
we would. Let us walk in it with
an iron will and with unfaltering
step. Let us go forward, with the
tramp, tramp, tramp, of a new era
in the history of our beloved State,
—always remembering, that it is
more diflicult to preserve a State
from decay than it is to found it ;
and that no free people can hope
to perpetuate their liberties without
constant and general mental and
moral culture.
Growth of Mind.—We wonder, in
deed, when we are told that one day we
shall be as the angels of God. I ap
prehend that as great a wonder has
been realized already on the earth. I
apprehend that the distance between
the mind of Newton and of a Hottentot
may have been as great as between
Newton and an angel. There is anoth
er view still more striking. This New
ton, who lifted his calm, sublime eye
to the heavens, and read among the
planets and the stars the great law of
material universe, was, 40 or 60 years
before, an infant, without one clear
perception, and unable to distinguish
his nurse's arm from the pillow on
which he slept. Howard, too, who,
under the strength of an all-sacrificing
benevolence, explored the depths of hu
man suffering, was, 40 or 50 years be
fore, an infant, vrholly absorbed in him
self, grasping at all he saw, and almost
breaking his little heart with fits of
passion when the idlest toy was with
held. Has not man already traversed
as wide a space as separates him from
angels ?— Charming.
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IMPORTANCE OF MORAL INSTRUCTION.
Extract from Mr. Solden's Address be/ore llie State Educational Association.
The teacher's occupation, from bends over her babe, and imagines
the common school to the Univer for it in the future all of prosperi
sity, is the most important and use ty, of honor, or of happiness which
ful among us ; but is not, it must her full heart prompts. She teach
be confessed, estimated as it should es ;t its first lessons of love, order,
be. It is always laborious, and and obedience. Training it gent
sometimes ungrateful ; and its re ly like some precious vine, she
wards are generally scanty and un breaks no tendril of affection, and
certain. But what higher calling crushes no leaf which comes forth
can there be—save that of pro beariogthe imprint of future hope.
claiming the gospel of eternal truth Affectionately at her knee, and rev
—than that of training our chil erently at that of the father, it
dren in the ways of virtue and hears for the first time why it was
knowledge ? And what is it, after created, its responsibilities and
all, that chiefly sustains the com duties here, and something of its
petent and conscientious teacher? destiny hereafter. In this family
It is a sense of his integrity and of circle, so infinitely small when com
the exalted nature of his work. pared with the universe, it learns
The vain, the arrogant, the ambi the reasons of the obedience which
tious—the man of foolish pride or is the indispensable pre-requisite
of mere wealth, may overlook him, to future felicity ; and without
or under-estimate him ; but his which, from the cradle of the in
work speaks for him, and he has fant to the depths of space, in which
the respect aud the sympathy of countless worlds are floating, dis
the wise and good. Toil on, then, order and confusion would prevail.
ye faithful and indefatigable work Placed here with only five senses,
ers in the fields of mind ! ye are the mind is dependent upon them;
happier by far, and more useful and their uses must, therefore, first
to the world, than many who sit in be acquired. And then, as the
Senates, or lead armies over fields mental and physical faculties are
of blood. Remember—remember, drawn out and trained, the affec
that you are co-workers always with tions, which have their seat in the
the mothers of the land. Educa soul, must also be evoked, and nurtion begins with the first look and j tured, and lifted up towards the
lisp of infancy; and it implies the divine fountain from which they
highest physical, mental and mor flowed ; lest the animal obtain the
al development of which human mastery, and the shadows of sin
Dature is capable. It begins with and death fall over them eternally.
the mother. In the serene hours Here, then, education begins—
of the summer twilight, when the with the mother; and the teacher
birds and the bees, the emblems of takes up the threads in the web of
innocence and industry, have gone the child's destiny as they fall from
to their repose, and when Got!, in her hands. How important, there
kindness to all his creatures, has fore, that sound and healthy mor
that the eye of day, the mother als should pervade all our schools;

Importanc* of Moral Instruction.
that tbe lessons learned at home
be not effaced, but improved, and
new ones added as the pupil may
need, or be able to receive them ;
that all ourteaehers should be men,
•whether members of churches or
not, who "fear God and eschew
evil ;"—so that the pood work be
gun by parents be carried forward,
till the child is educated not only
in mind, but morally, in all the
exalted and saving affections of the
heart.
The world is full—history is full
of examples, showing the para
mount importance of moral instruc
tion to the young. " The end of
learning," said the great John Mil
ton, " is to repair the ruin of our
first parents, by regaining to know
God aright, and out of that knowl
edge to love him, as we may the
nearest by possessing our souls of
true virtue, which, being united to
the heavenly graces of faith, make
up the highest perfection." "Vir
tue," says John Locke, " is the
hard and valuable part to be aimed
at in education, and not a forward
pertness, or any little arts of shift
ing; all other considerations and
accomplishments should give way
and be postponed to this. Learn
ing must be had indeed, but in the
second place, as Eubservient to
greater qualities. Seek somebody
as your son's tutor, that may know
how discreetly to form his man
ners ; place him in hands where
you may, as much as possible, se
cure his innocence. Cherish and
nurse up the good, and gently cor
rect and weed out any bad inclina
tions, and settle him in good ha
bits. This is the main point, and
this being provided for, learning
may be had into the bargain."
" And whosoever thou be that hast
children"—said Miles Coverdale,
Bishop of Exeter, in 1535, in his
" Prologs " to his translation of
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the Holy Scriptures—"bring them
up in the nurture and information
of the Lord. And if thou be igno
rant, or art otherwise occupied law
fully, that thou canst not teach
them thyself, then be even as dili
gent to seek a good master for thy
children, as thou wast to seek a
mother to bear them ; for there
lieth as great weight in the one as
in the other. Yea, better it were
for them to be unborn than not to
fear God, or to be evil brought up ;
which thing—I mean bringing op
well of children—if it be diligent
ly looked to, it is the upholding of
all commonwealths; and the neg
ligence of the same, the very de
cay of all realms." Without this
moral instruction, by both mother
and teacher, mental strength is but
the strength of the savage or of
an insane giant, leaving naught in
its path to gladden, or improve, or
benefit mankind. As ignorance is
the parent of most degrading vices,
so mere human learning without
morals, is the prolific source of ma
terialism, spiritualism, scepticism
and infidelity.

A wise man endeavors to
shine in himself; a fool to outshine
others ; the first is humbled by the
. sense of his own infirmities ; the
last lifted up by the discovery of
those which he observes in others.
The wise man considers what he
wants, and the fool what he abounds
in. The wise man is happy when
he gains his own approbation ; and
the fool, when he recommends
himself to the applause of those about him.

8©- Lord Palmerston was born
in Ireland. He is now in his sev
enty-third year.
10
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SEATS IN SCHOOL HOUSES.
The seats in our school houses
should, in my opinion, bo so con
structed as to support the backs of
the pupils.
Nearly all of the Common School
Houses that I have seen in the
State (and I have visited many) are
furnished with rudely constructed
benches, made of rough planks or
ill-shapen slabs, destitue of any
support for the backs of the pupils,
and they are generally so high that
small children cannot rest their feet
on the floor, while sitting on them.
I have frequently observed, that
occupying such seats, for hours at
a time, is extremely tiresome, aud
even painful ; especially to very
young learners. While sitting on
seats so badly constructed, they are
necessarily compelled to stoop for
ward, injuriously pressing the
weight of their heads, shoulders
and arms, down upon their lungs,
instead of sitting upright, as nature
intended.
By this means, their health is
seriously injured and their progress
in learning is greatly retarded.
For it is evident that, if the body
suffer from disease, fatigue, or any
other cause, the mind cannot be
composed, and if the mind of the
student be not composed, his ad
vancement in the study of the sci
ences, will, at least, be slow and
clumsy.
A few—very few dollars of the
Common School Fund, in any
School District in the State, would
be amply sufficient to pay the ex
pense of constructing seats in its
school bouse, in a convenient and
comfortable manner, so that the
students might sit with ease, both
to body and to mind, and advance
much more rapidly in their studies

than at present ; besides, in my
humble judgment, it would be a
great advantage to their health.
I have previously submitted the
above remarks to parents and to
teachers, and most particularly to
Common School Committees of this
and adjoining counties. 1 would
now respectfully submit them to
your favorable consideration, be
lieving as I do, that furnishing
each and every school house in the
State with good, comfortable seats,
will do much to advance the pros
perity of our Common Schools.
M. H. L.

Influence.—The teacher, wheth
er of science, morals, or religion, is
exerting and untold influence. The
mind comes under his care in that
plastic state that makes it suscep
tible of being moulded into almost
any form, and turned in almost any
direction. "As the twig is bent,
the tree's inclined." So the mind
takes the direction given by its
teachers in youth ; and in its ma
turity, it can no more be changed,
than can the gnarled trunk of the
full-grown oak be straightened.
Says one, " you may build tem
ples of marble, and they will perish.
You may erect statues of brass, and
they will crumble to dust. But he
who works upon the human mind,
implanting noble thoughts and gen
erous impulses, is rearing structures
that shall never perish. He is
writing upon tables whose material
is indestructible; which age will
not efface, but will brighten and
brighten to all eternity."—Massa
chusetts Teacher.
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Common School gcpartnunt.
COMMON SCHOOLS.—Official Communication.
Office of Superintendent of Cumtrwn Schools of North-Carolina.
To the Board of Superintendents of Common School. for the sercral Countiet of the
State :
Gentlemen :—At the late Ses tention to certain general principles
sion of the General Assembly ofthe applicable to every section of the
State an Act was passed which, a- State.
moog other provisions, repeals the
In the first place, it must be re
part of the Common School Law membered that it is still necessary,
which requires the proceeds of the and will always be necessary, to be
School Fund, in each County, to be careful in the arrangement of the
divided equally amongthe Districts. Districts. Under any system »f
As you are all aware, it was found division of the fund, large districts,
impracticable generally to enforce intended for several schools, are an
this Law; and instead of this pro evil; and there is an express pro
vision, another was passed, which vision of the law requiring all dis
1 think will meet the approbation tricts to be of a size not too large
of every experienced and inte ligent nor too small for one school. This
provision was inserted two years
officer of our system.
The made of division is now left ago when the school-laws were all
to the discretion of the Jioard of re-enacted for the new llevised
County Superintendents in each Code; and while there may possi
County ; and the only legal restric bly be cases where it cannot be im
tion on their discretion in this mat mediately carried out, it is to he
ter is that they shall act under the enforced as far as the nature of
advice of the General Superinten things will permit.
dent, and divide the fund in such
Let each Board, therefore, make
a way as to secure, as far as possi it a fixed rule to keep a constant
ble, equality in facilities for educa- eye on this subject, and, as circumtion, among all the white children stances will permit, make continual
of the County.
j efforts to render the districts of the
The great end to be obtained is County more compact, moreconvethus clearly defined by the law, to nient, and more uniform in size.
wit, equality in facilities for educa- j In the second place, it must be
tion; and it is left to the County borne in mind that equality in moBoards, familiar with the character j ney, among districts or among chilof the Counties, knowing their ge dren, is not always equality in fa
ographical features, the manner in cilities for education.
It is not just to divide equally
which they are peopled, &c, to de
cide how this end is best to be at among the districts or equally amon'r the children. To give to
tained.
It is my duty to advise with you j each school the same amount of
io regard to this important subject; j money operates unfairly to the largand I desire, in the discharge of i er districts ; and to divide the fund
this duty, to call your especial at- j according to the number of children
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is unjust to the smaller districts.
For example : It may be neces
sary, ou account of some natural
obstacle, as a river, mountain, or
swamp, to lay oif a very small dis
trict with, say 20 children. Now,
where there are fifty children in a
district, not more than thirty will
generally attend school, and the
average attendance will uot, per
haps, exceed twenty-five. Where
there are twenty children, not more
than twelve or fifteen will reg
ularly attend. One teacher can
instruct twent3'-five or thirty
scholars as well as twelve or fifteen;
and therefore where twenty-five or
thirty scholars attend a school, only
one teacher is needed, and where
only twelve or fifteen attend, one
teacher still is needed. But, if the
fund were divided equally among
the children, or according to the
number ofchildren, the school could
be kept open twice as long in the
large districts as in the smaller, and
the facilities for education to the
children in the 4ormer be twice as
great as to the children in the lat
ter.
The proper course, therefore, is
as follows : Let all the districts be
laid off as nearly equal as circum
stances will permit, and never too
large for one school. Then, when
it is necessary, as it frequently will
be, to have a few very small dis
tricts, let the children in these be
considered as amounting to some
given number, say thirty, thirtyfive or forty.
That is to say, allow each district
to be considered as containing a
certain number of children, wheth
er it actually has that many or not.
The Board in each County can fix
its own number; I suggest that it
be not less than thirty nor more
than forty or forty-five.
If, for instance, the number be
thirty-five, then, if there be two

districts containing less than thirtyfive, each one would, in the division
of the fund, count thirty-five ; and
then let the fund be divided ac
cording to the number of children.
In this case the districts containing
less than thirty-five children, would
each draw the amount due to thirtyfive children—and all containing
over this number would draw ac
cording to the number of children.
I urged this method of division
on the Boards of County Superin
tendents several years ago; and
wherever it was adopted it gave
satisfaction, and, in one instance,
put an end to disputes which had
lasted for a long time and caused
a good deal of injury.
Finally, by the act of the last
session of the General Assembly,
changing the method of dividing
the school fund in the Counties,
the several County Boards were
authorized to empower their Chair
men to visit all, or part of the
schools in the County, and to pay
them a reasonable compensation for
time and expense.
Each Board can do this or not,
at its discretion; and it will be
well, in every County, to send out
the Chairman, on such a tour, once
in every two or three yearsat least,
to inspect the condition of the
school-house, its location, the posi
tion of the district, and the diffi
culties which the children have to
encounter in going to and from
school.
He could also make such visits
the occasion of observing the con
duct of the teachers, and of seeing
how far the regulations of the sys
tem are carried out.
Every Chairman making sucli
visits must report the result of his
observations to the General Super
intendent; and I here take occasion
respectfully to solicit, from each
Chairmau, a map of the school dii-
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tricts of his County, with the num affording a wide field of usefulness.
bers, names and sizes of the dis
These considerations, it is to be
tricts Every Board ought to have hoped, are in themselves sufficient
such a map. and a copy of it ought to insure a cheerful discharge of
to be sent to the General Superin the duties imposed by regulations
tendent.
necessary to the preservation of
*One Chairman has presented to the inestimable privileges enjoyed
me a complete map of this sort, by the citizens of this Heaven-fa
and as others get time I will be vored country.
greatly obliged to them for similar
I was authorized by the last As
favors. I wisb, as far as possible, sembly to have printed anew pam
to have before me the exact position phlet edition of the school-laws,
of every County.
with a plain digest of index, for
I also avail myself of the occasion j distribution among the officers of
to tender to the Superintendents of j the system ; and the work is now
each County my friendly regards in the hands of the Printer to the
and my cordial sympathies in their State and will be published as soon
labors.
as possible.
That they might not be called on
With much respect,
to assume an undue share of the
Your obedient servant,
public burdens, I have had them
C. H. WILEY,
Sup. of Coin. Schools of iV. C.
exempted from certain ot'aer du
ties, as will be seen in the Acts of
The obove communication, is
the last Assembly ; but I would
respectfully suggest that their po sued to the officers named nearly
sition is an honorable one, of some a vear ago, is re-published here, as
advantage to the persons holding it bears on a subject of great and
it as citizens of the County, and continual interest.

Permanent Fund.—In 1840, the permanent fund for common
schools, exclusive of the swamp lands, was about 81,800.000. Of this
amount, however, $600,000 were in the stock of the Wilmington and
Weldon railroad, then unproductive, leaving only 81,200,000 in pro
ductive stocks. Now, the permanent fund, exclusive of swamp lauds,
is as follows :
5.027 shares in the Bonk of the State. at $100
$ 502.700 00
5,444 shares in the Hank of Cape Fear, at $100 each... 544, -100 00
4,000 shares in the Wilmington and Weldon railroad, at
$100 each
.. 400.000 00
2,000 shares in the Wilmington and Manchester ro'id, at
$100 each
200.000 00
650 shares in the Cape Fear Navigation Co., at$100each 65,000 00
600 shares in the Roanoke Navigation Co., at $100 each, 50,000 00
Amount due by the State on bonds
803.000 00
"
" by Wilmington and Weldon K. R, Company 52.250 00
•i
" by Literary Institutions...,
31.000 00
"
" by Individuals
7.571 12
Making

$2,155.821 VI

*A number of otheri have situit boen recuivttd.
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EXTRACTS
From the Third Annual Report of the Superintendent of Common
Schools of North- Carolina, made at the close of the year 1855.
When T made my first Annual
Report as Superintendent of Com
mon Schools, I had not been able
to see the full returns of the Cen
sus of 1850, only the outlines be
ing before the public. Vie will
thus be able to test the accuracy of
my calculations on certain matters,
based almost wholly upon private
information and personal observa
tion, the School returns, at that
time, only furnishing data for con
jecture.
I supposed that tho number of
white persons between the ages of
5 and 21 could not be less than
195,000, (one hundred and ninetyfive thousand ; ) and from the more
full School returns of this year,
and from my own personal knowl
edge, I made another calculation,
for the purpose of comparing the
result with the statement of the
Census, and thus testing the accura
cy of my method of calculating, and
of forming general conclusions. 1
made the result, (see Table,) 1 16,642, (one hundred and sixteen
thousand, six hundred and fortytwo,)—with a probability to me,
of this being several thousand un
der the mark. See the table for
the calculation.
Now, by the Census of 1850, the
number of white persons between
the ages of 5 and 21 is 215,453,
(two hundred and fifteen thousand,
four hundred and fifty-three !) Thus
it will be seen that, according to
the Census, I have been rcmarkaably correct, in a matter where I
have to rely a good deal on my own
private information and experience:
* In my first Rcpprt, I estimated the
in the Census of 1SS0, it was put down

and I hope that after this reference
to the character of my estimates, I
will not be considered as speaking
at random in what follows :—
The whole number of children
at School, in 73 Counties, during
the past year, is 112,032, (one
hundred and twelve thousand, six
hundred thirty-two :) and thewhole
number in the State who attend
Common Schools is about 130,000,
(one hundred and thirty thousand.)
The number at Colleges and Acad
emies is about *10,000—making
the whole number at School in the
State 140,000 (one hundred and
forty thousand.)
It' we will now bear in mind that
a large number of children attend
School only every other year—and
thit of those between the ages of
5 and 21, a considerable number
who will go to School have not yet
commenced, while a still larger
number have finished their educa
tion, for the present at least, we
will find there will be a very small
margin left for totally illiterate
children.
The calculation is every way just
to ourselves, not flattering: and the
grand results of these calculations
proclaim truthsand principleswhich
every son or daughter of North
Carolina ought to know.
The logic of facts and figures is
irresistible : their voice is all-pow
erful, and it is uttered here ore ro
tunda, with a voice loud and em
phatic. If ear what they say !
According to the Census of 1840,
we had only 19,483, (nineteen
thousand, four hundred and eightynumber at Academies. &c, at 7,000 ;
at 1,B2'2'. This was close guessing.
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three,) children at School in all
thi State, at every kind of School:
and now, while the population has
increased hut little, we have more
than half that number at Acade
mies and sebct Schools alone, and
one hundred and forty thousand at
all our Institutions of learning!
We had then, in 1840, 2 Colleges
and 141 Academies and Grammar
Schools—(a number of these Gram
mar Schools were what was called
" Old Field Schools," and no bet
ter, if as good, as many of our Com
mon Schools:) the Colleges have
increased to 14, with several on
the way, and the Academies to 300
at least !
Both our Colleges then number
ed 158 students : the University alone has now more than twice that
many ! Before the year 1840, we
had no system of Common Schools;
during that year our present sys
tem went into operation. Lo the
result ! Are these evil fruits ? Can
any State boast such a progress ?
We had been a free State 64 years,
in 1840, and had made in educa
tion a progress indicated by these
figues taken from the Census :
Colleges
2
Academies and Grammar Schools, 141
Primary Schools,
t532
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Attending these, are :—
Students at College, at least
1,000
9.000
" At Academies
" At Common Schools, 130,000

Total children at School, 140,000.
The salaries of Teachers, as the
Table will show, besides being cer
tain cash, are much higher than
the wages of Teachers in the oldfashioned Country Schools were—
the School-houses are better, the
average scholarship higher, while
Teachers arc annually improving,
whereas formerly they were sta
tionary.
In 1840, one in every 7i of our
adult population could not read
and write, of whom nearly twothirds were women, the mothers,
guardians and first Teachers of
the citizens of the State. Of the
growing white population it will
not be one in 15, perhaps not one
in 20, while the ratio of ignorance
is continually and rapidly diminish
ing.
The average time during which
the Schools have been taught for
the whole State, is about four
months; and the average salary,
every thing considered, is nearly as
high as it is any where in the Unit
ed States.
The opening for good Teachers,
Total,
775 of both sexes, is wide and tempt
Children attending these Schools:— ing ; and it is matter of great sur
At College
158 prise to see how little this State of
Academies
4,398 things is appreciated by our young
At all other Schools
14,937 people in need of employment, con
Total at School, 19,483. sidering bow eagerly offices, which
do not pay so well as the vocatiou
In 1840, the Common Schools of the School Master, are sought
went into operation, and fifteen after. This is partly owing to the
years after the account stands :— want of better information—partly
Colleges, Male
5 to that selfishness which is a char
"
Female
9
Academies, &c, about
300* acteristic of this age, and which
Common Schools, about
3,500 seeks emolument from offices where
the incumbent, having to perform
Total Schools,
3.814. I a prescribed routine of labors, does
* 272 by the Census or 1860.
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not necessarily feel that his use
fulness is enhanced and measured
by the interest he takes in the wel
fare of others, and his own official
character is tested by the charac
ters which he helps to form. This
kind of responsibility is shunned
more and more; and it is painful
to observe how much more labor
men are willing ro perform in sit
uations which isolate them from
the common feelings, wants and
sympathies of their fellows, than
in more lucrative callings more ap
parently interwoven with the con
dition of society, and more appar
ently requiring hearts to feel for the
general good. It is the fault of the
age, which is not illiberal with its
money, but is not willing to ac
company its gifts with its prayers
and its sympathies. The average
salaries as stated in the Table do
not include the highest sums paid
—nor are the highest sums now
paid the best salaries that good
Teachers may expect.
The Report of the Superinten
dent for 1857 will show a still
more marked and gratifying prog
ress.
The average length of the
schools of Maine, whose system is
in a highly flourishing condition,
is four months and three weeks ; of
New Hampshire, five months ; of
North-Carolina four months.
Maine distributes about 70 cents
to the head of her white popula
tion ; New Hampshire about the
same; Connecticut, 95 cents;
North-Carolina about 50 cents ;
Virginia, 8 cents ; Connecticut
nearly one dollar—Pennsylvania
nearly the same as Connecticut;
and New York and Ohio a fraction
over one dollar each to their total
white population.
North- Carolina, though her white

population is 200,000 less than that
of Kentucky, expends nearly as
much as she does for educational
purposes.
North-Carolina has a larger school
fund than Maine, or New Hamp
shire, or New Jersey, (by §1,500,000) or Maryland, or Virginia, (by
8600,000) or Massachusetts, (by
§500,000) or Georgia, (by $1,700,000.)
North-Oarolina has as many col
leges as Georgia, more academies
by 100, and 2,000 more common
schools. The two States are about
equal in white population.
North-Carolina has more colleges
than South-Carolina, more acade
mies by 100, and nearly three
times as many children at school.
Virginia has 3-10,000 white pop
ulation more than North Carolina;
yet the latter has quite as many colleges-as the former, as many acad
emies, and five or six hundred more
public schools.
Kentucky has 200,000 white
population more than North-Caro
lina; yet the latter has as many
colleges as the former, as many
academies, more common schools,
by 1,000, and as many children at
school as she has. The same is
substantially true in the comparison
between Tennessee and North-Car
olina.
It must also be borne in mind
that North-Carolina has no large
large cities, like Virginia, Tennes
see, Georgia and Kentucky, to
build up and sustain colleges and
high schools.
Upou a calm review of the en
tire facts, it is neither immodest
nor unjust to assert, that NorthCarolina is clearly ahead of all the
other slaveholding States with her
system of public instruction; while
she compares favorably in several
respects with some of the New
England and North-Western States.
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The Second Number—Our readers
will see, by comparing the present No.
of the Journal with its predecessor,
that we have made a slight chango in
the printing, by which we think the
appearance of our pages are much im
proved ; and at the same time the
reading matter, in the same number of
pages, is^increased, to the amount of
several pages. This change adds some
thing to the cost of printing the Jour
nal, but it is our wish to do all that
we can to improve it, and, so far as
we are able, to make it all that its
friends could desire. We feel assured
that the friends of education, in North
Carolina, will not allow it to prove a
failure, either for want of pecuniary
support, or for lack ef such contribu
tions as will render it both useful and
interesting.
,
There is, wo think, more variety in
the present, than in the last No. As
to the merits of the articles, we leave
it to our readers to decide. In this
No. will be found two articles, bearing
on the subject of school discipline,
(though differing in titles,) in which
the subject is viewed in very different
lights, and thus of course more fully
presented to the mind of the reader.
'We commend both to the careful peru
sal of all teachers and parents.

We hope our friends will keep us
well iupplied with good articles on va
rious subjects, and that they will not
be surprised, if we should allow many
of them to lie in our box for months ;
for we would like always to have a
large number to select from, that we
may have as much variety as possible,
in each No. of th» Journal.
In selecting subjects, we would sug
gest that you notice what subjects ap
pear to have been overlooked by others,
that no subject, which has a direct
bearing upon the cause of education,
may be wholly neglected.
Short, practical articles will always
be read with interest and will do much
good.

Corrections. —We are requested by
the author—of "The Bible as a School
Book," published in the January No.
of the Journal—to insert in the present
No. the following " List of errata"—
"In column 1st line 16, for 'moral'
read normal. In column 2d line 30,
for 'Elasha' read Elisha. In column
6th line 14, for 'thrones' read themes."
We cheerfully comply with his re
quest ; and at the same time acknowl
edge that one of them, at least, must
be charged to our proof-reading. We
bestowed as much care on this part of
our duties, as the various claims upon
To Contributors.—We have re our time would permit. But as this
ceived several contributions, intended was our first effort, in the editorial
for the present No., which do not make line, wo would not have been surpris
their appearance, as they did not come ed, at having to publish quite a long
to hand until the contents were ar "List of errata."
ranged and the "copy" was in the
hands of the printers. But they are
To Teachers.—To you the Journal
in good time for the next No. and we must look for its success. To you it
could not have found room for all, if must look, not only for a circulation
they had reached us in time.
sufficient to support it, but also for
11
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such contributions, to its pages, as will
make it worthy of support.
We fully endorse the following, from
a letter of one of our correspondents—
"Ithinkit very desirable that contrib
utions to your columns be elicited from
the teachers ; both as a means of ob
taining facts, important to be known,
and of stimulating them as a class and
improving their standing and useful
ness."
Will not the teachers of North-Caro
lina aid in the noble work of promoting
the cause of Education, in our State ?
And will not each one, who now re
ceives the Journal, try to send us the
name of at least one new subscriber ?
Educational Intelligence.
Under this head, we would like to
keep our readers posted up, in regard
to what is doing, in the various parts of
our State, to advance the cause of Ed
ucation. We hope therefore that teach
ers and others will send us all the in
formation they can, in regard to what
has been, or may be done, in their va
rious localities, in the way of organiz
ing associations, for the improvement
of teachers, and modes of teaching ; im
provements in constructing, furnishing
and warming school houses ; and what
ever else they may think of general in
terest. We do not ask them to pre
pare long and elaborately written ar
ticles on any of these subjects, unless
they may prefer so doing ; We wish
them simply to furnish us the facts,
that we may let our readers know what
others are doing, and thus stimulate
them to renewed efforts for improve
ment. We make a special request of
the corresponding Secretaries of all
the local associations in the State, that
they will furnish us with statements of
the condition and the plan of opera
tions, of their several societies. We
are aware that a number of such as

sociations have already been formed,
but we know nothing of the condition
and plans of any, save the one with
which we are personally connected.
As a sample of what we would like to
know, in regard to others, we will say
a few words about the
Guilford County Educational Asso
ciation.
Our Association is now fully organ
ized. Although the number of mem
bers is, as yet, quite small, we think
they will prove to be working men,and
that our numbers will rapidly increase.
We will have six regular meetings, du
ring the year, one of which will be our
anniversary meeting. At each meet
ing, we propose hearing a short ad
dress or an essay, or both, from mem
bers chosen at the preceding meet
ing ; these will be followed by the dis
cussion of a question, previously se
lected, involving some subject con
nected with Education. We cannot
yet say anything of the beneficial re
sults or the peculiar merits of our
plan, but feel sure that, if we do our
duty as members, much good will be
done.
Questions. —We think it would
probably add to the interest of the
Journal, with many of our subscribers,
and prove a source of improvement to
some of them, to publish one or two
mathematical questions in each number
and afterwards give such solutions as
may be furnished.
Practical questions frequently occur,
about which there is a difference of opin
ion, not only as to the method of solu
tion, but also in regard to the result.
Such questions might be discussed,
through the Journal and the true result
established.
Should any of our readers desire to
see such a department introduced into
the Journal, we hope they will express
theirwish,by sending us such questions.
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NORMAL SCHOOLS.
Every citizen of North Carolina
who feels a filial interest in her
improvement, must be proud of her
increasing zeal for the education of
her children. A new impulse has
evidently been given to her system
of common schools, which promis
es results of incalculable benefit to
the social and material condition
of the State. Whatever credit and
honor are duo to those of our pub
lic men who have taken the lead
in developing the agricultural aud
mineral wealth sleeping within her
bounds, posterity will be far more
indebted to those who labor for the
distant future, in endeavoring to
develop the intellectual and moral
energies of her people. For the
power of a commonwealth does not
lie, as many politicians suppose, in
the material wealth or actual num
bers of its population, but in the
character of the people who con
stitute the State.
A good common school system
embraces two distinct elements,
neither of which can be neglected
without exposing it to a disgrace
ful failure. It must be such as to
secure the attendance of the great
body of the children at school, so
as to put them within reach of in
struction ; and it must, at the same

time, provide a sufficient number
of competent teachers, who shall
faithfully impart to them the in
struction contemplated. To estab
lish this proposition, neither argu
ment nor illustration will be re
quired. Candor compels us to ac
knowledge that it is in the latter
element especially that our own
common schools system is deficient.
The great practical question now
is, how to secure the services of
such a body of teachers as the cause
demands. Two difficulties present
themselves, which it will require
much wisdom and energy to over
come.
Sufficient compensation
must be held out to teachers to in
duce them to devote their lives to
this duty, as the profession of their
choice, and teachers mu^tbe train
ed and qualified for the work, to
justify this increase of compensa
tion. In regard to the first diffi
culty, we are aware that it will take
time to satisfy our people that an
increased expenditure ought to be
made for the purpose. Men must
experience the benefits of general
education before they will properly
appreciate its blessings. But it is
highly desirable that the portion
of the people, who are already ac
quainted with its importance,should
13
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use their knowledge and influence stretches like a harvest all around
in its behalf. If the educated us. How is this to be accomplish
classes of the community would ed ? We answer that it is only to
only act and speak in favor of this be accomplished by one or more
cause, it would not be long before Normal Schools.
What is a true Normal School ?
that view of public economy, which
regards the minimum of taxation We understand by it a profession
as the maximum of prosperity, al school, in which young men, or
would cease to encumber our leg persons of both sexes, are regularly
islation. The people themselves prepared for teaching as the busi
would nobly respond to any reason ness of their lives. Many such
able demand in behalf of a cause schools already exist in the North
so emphatically their own. But ern States, and in Europe, some
this difficulty, after all, can only more strictly limited than others
be removed by the modifying in to the specific object referred to,
fluence of time. We wish to de- 1 but all contributing an essential elevote the present paper more par- I ment of strength to the cause of
ticularly to the other, and to point j popular education.
out what we consider the most sat
Teaching the children of the
isfactory remedy.
people has too long been regarded,
No one will pretend that we al by many persons, in the Southern
ready have an adequate supply of i States, as an inferior occupation,
competent teachers at work in the i and as the last resource of persons
State, or that there is a sufficient who found themselves unfit for any
number of qualified persons, in other calling. This is an unfortun
other employments, who would be ate error, which has lead to a de
come teachers if the profession plorable misconception of the true
should offer them proper remunera end and nature of education itself.
tion. To meet the existing de Teaching is a practical thing we
mand, we must make them. It know, but successful teaching de
would not be easy to procure them pends as much upon certain fixed
at the North, if it were desirable, principles, as any other elevated
and very undesirable if we could. business requiring the exercise of
No disrespect is here intended for intellectual power. It is no more
those Northern teachers who have an art which any person, who can
come, or may come, into our midst, read and write, can undertake to
for the purpose of pursuing their j practise, than the pofession of medprofession. But it must be obvi iciue is one in which every man,
ous that, as a body, they could not who can take physic, may be suf
secure the confidence of our peo fered to prescribe it.
ple. The employment of any con
The art of teaching well, can
siderable number of them under only be acquired by long experiour common school system, wouldi ence ; but there must be a beginbe detrimental to it in fact, how" ning to every undertaking, and no
ever unjust might be the suspicion one can commence this profession
attached to them. Hence we are with a stock of experience on hand.
necessarily thrown back upon our But there is a vast difference be
own resources. A large corps of tween those who plunge into its
teachers has to be raised up on the arduous duties without preparation,
soil, and qualified, by some means, j and those who undergo a regular
for the work which, even now, j training in a model or Normal

Normal Schools.
School. In these institutions the
art of teaching, is taught by theory
and example, in very much the
same manner that scientific agricul
ture is taught in agricultural schools
and on model farms. The laws of
chemistry are not more necessary
to be understood, in the one case,
than the laws of mind are, in the
other. The teacher must not only
possess the knowledge he is re
quired to impart, but must also
know the best methods, taught us
by experience, of conveying that
information to young and reluc
tant minds. The object of Nor
mal Schools is to afford this prep
aration, and render the young
teacher familiar with those minute
processes and practical suggestions,
by which the greatest amount of
instruction may be imparted to
the pupil, at the smallest cost of
time and labor. That such insti
tutions are well adapted to accom
plish this object, is attested by the
number alrpady established in oth
er portions of our country.
The Normal Schools which we
believe to be most needed in North
Carolina are such as shall strict
ly correspond to the existing sys
tem of common schools. They
should be restricted to the rigid
training of common school teachers,
leaving to other institutions the
work of preparing young men for
more elevated walks of the profes
sion. Such sehools should make
no provision for instruction in a
regular academical course, but be
devoted to the more humble, tho'
not less useful task, of exhibiting
to their students the most approv
ed methods of acquiring and im
parting a thorough knowledge of
the elementary branches of educa
tion. To read well, to write well,
and to cipher well, are the funda
mentals of education, and a defect
in these elements vitiates the most
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varied scholarship, and bumbles
tho proudest literary pretensious.
\s the tree is nourished at tho
roots, learning of the loftiest char
acter depends essentially upon a
thorough rudimental knowledge.
The office of a Normal School is
a noble one, in view of Hs bearing
upon all subsequent acquirements.
By laying the foundation of the
teacher's knowledge, deep and
strong, it guarantees for his future
labors, not only a gratifying suc
cess in elementary instruction, but
brighter prospects of eminence in
the profession.
Let us suppose one or too such
schools established, in connection
with our system of common schools,
and altogether distinct from any of
our colleges. Let there be a single
teacher employed, in each school, of
large experience, of thorough schol
arship, and a mind well disciplined
in the rules and principles of his
art. Let his instructions be ac
cessible to such respectable young
men, resident in the State, as may
desire to devote themselves per
manently to the business of teach
ing in our own common schools ;
and let the course be free to all
who may not possess the means
necessary to procure tuition else
where. This course should be
limited strictly to elementary in
struction, and the certificates issu
ed at the termination should ex
hibit thorough qualification for the
duties of a common school instruc
tor. Suppose the question settled,
and such a school already in oper
ation ; we ask whether North Car
olina would have any reason to re
gret its establishment, or to com
plain of the expenditure occasion
ed by it ? The people are now
taxed for common schools. Would
not an institution, which would fur
nish them with trained instructors,
more than compensate them for the
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small increase of taxation requisite
to sustain it ? There can be no
question of it. Every enlighten
ed man will perceive at once, that
it is cheaper to pay liberally for a
good article, than to put up with
an inferior one at a lower price
We must not be understood as
wishing to disparage the well-knowu
merits of many of our own teachers.
They are no doubt as faithful and
respectable a body of men as any
that ever labored under such cruel
disadvantages. The lives of many
of thein are a heroic struggle against the frowns of adversity and
the tyranny of old abuses. It is
in behalf of such men, that we
plead for an early completion of
our common school system. Nor
mal Schools are essential to this
completion. Then, and not till
then, will the position of a teacher,
in our State, be suah as it ought
to be.
The last appeal we would make
is to the State pride of our people.
We call upon them to copy no
doubtful example, but to profit by
the experience of other States, as
well as European government.*,
and provide, for the teaching in
dustry of the commonwealth, in
stitutions of incalculable impor
tance and utility. There is no
true glory in being the hindmost
in such a march as this. The
proudest position is in the front
rank of those States which provide,
most liberally and wisely, for the
improvement and elevation of the
people.
J. A. W.

• It is a curious fact in the
grammar of politics, that when
statesmen get into place they often
becomc oblivious of their antece
dents, but are seldom forgetful of
their relatives.

An Infant Scholar Teaching
HER M other.—In a Sabbath.
School in N
, Conn., there was
an infant class of colored children,
under the instruction of a pious
young lady who loved to do good.
One little girl in this class, was
taught her letters and to read in
the Bible, in three months, so that
she would commit three verses a
week for her Sabbath lesson.
After having recited just three
verses for several Sabbaths, the
teacher told her, one day, that she
must try to get as many verses as
she could. The little girl said she
could not get more than three ver
ses as she had so muchtodo. When
risked what she had to do '! she re
plied, "I have to take care of the
babe, and teach my mother to read."
Miss T
, her teacher, was so
much interested in this reply, that
she resolved to visit the mother,
that she might ascertain the par
ticulars of this singular case. On
making a visit, she learned that
this mother, who, previous to the
instruction she had received from
her little child, could not even say
her letters, had been taught by that
child, so that then she could spoil
in words of one syllable.
Miss T
, finding the mother
but poorly clad, kindly made ar
rangements to furnish her with
clothes so that she could attend pub
lic worship on the Sabbath ; and
that mother, through the diligence
and filial love of her little daughter,
and the benevolence of Miss T—,
is now enjoying, Sabbath after Sab
bath, the privilege of Bible clas3
instruction.
How small a child can do good!
How rich the reward that teacher
is receiving for all her patient toilings and self-denials to teach that
little oue to read.—S. S. Vitilor.

Tl
ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
BY DELIA WIGHT JONES.
(concluded.)
The most learned of all the Gram speech in the sentence is called
marians is Dr. Syntax, whose tal Case, and there are four positions
ents are of a high order, and whose that they may take; the Nomina
capacity has a wide range. Hav tive, in which they govern, lead or
ing no family of his own. he has control;—Possessive, wherein some
devoted himself to his Nephews and peculiar property or ownership is
Nieces, the parts of Speech ; he in attributed to them ; Objective,
vites them to his apartments, spends when either Verb or Preposition
a great deal of time in educating exercises authority or government
them, and for their recreation after over them ; and Independent, when
their individual studies, has invent they neither influence nor are in
ed various amusements. One ofthe fluenced by any other individual.
first of these is called Sentences.and
Noun, Pronoun, and Verb have
and has been considered a very what is called Person and Number.
sensible diversion. It is well known The person required to do the
elsewhere than in his immediate speaking, is called the first person;
family, having been in vogue among the one whom he addresses, is term
scholars of all ages, and deemed ed the second, and the third per
worthy the attention of persons of son may, or may not be in the game,
ripe intellect and great attainments. for he is merely spoken of. When
It is constantly carried on in a very only one person speaks or performs
interesting manner, by Lawyers, a part, he is called singular, and
Ministers, and public speakers gen plural applies to any number who
erally, when it becomes a part of, may be acting together.
or an aid to Oratory. It engages
When Noun takes the part called
the attention of writers, and is then the Nominative, Verb is compell
merged in Rhetoric. It is equally ed to agree with him, but if either
adapted to grave and gay subject, Noun or Prououn takes the Ob
serious and comic.
jective, Verb has the ascendency,
* When the family of Etymology unless he does not care to exercise
was small, and consisted only of the authority himself, when ho
Article, Noun, and Verb, Syntax passes it over to Preposition. Dr.
first devised this game, and for a Syntax lays great stress upon the
long time it was played by these observance of these few rules.which
alone, and was called Simple Sen relate to the persons he calls his
tences; but as the family increased principal characters, viz : Noun
in numbers, he introduced upon and Verb.
the original plan, parts for the
There are various other rules
others, until now, he believes it to regulating other games. The Ex
be complete. There are some fix clamatory and Interrogative sen
ed laws of the game that prevent tences are very often played with
misunderstanding, whenever the much effect among others.
But, by far the most ingenious
position of the players is varied ;
for instance, the relation of Noun and elaborate game, is called Com
and Pronoun to other Parta of pound tentencet. It ia aometimea
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a collection of Simple Sentences i
played in different ways, and explained to each other by Conjunc
tion. Sometimes Adverb introdu
ces a part, sometimes Verb par
takes, or Pronoun, and their sev
eral parts take the name of Ad
verbial, Participial and Relative
Clauses. Nothing affords such in
tense satisfaction to Dr. Syntax as
to have studied out some Dew mode
of arranging his games; but to find
a fault in the arraugment of some
other person excites his hottest
anger. Besides the regular games,
Phrases and Sentences, he has
taught them some figures, that
give variety, and produce a good
effect. Oue is ealled-£7/^is/'s,where
one party necessary for the perfect
understanding of the game is left
out, and the game carried on with
out him, i.e. the remaining parts be
ing expected to remember the one
omitted, and not encroach upon his
privileges. Pleonasm is another
form, where more than are needed
are introduced and required to find
for themselves parts, that shall not
interfere with those already there.
In Enallage, one person supplies
the place, and performs the part of
another. Hyperbaton is another
figure, but is not much played un
less Prosody is there ; it consists in
putting some characters in the place
of others, or rather of misplacing
several who play a complete part.
Prosody frequently lends his aid
for their pleasure, lie teaches
them to sing during their sports,
and has a form of arranging tham
in certain parts or numbers that he
calls Poetry, which is not as easily
learned, by the generality of people,
as the Prose game; though there
is scarce an aspiring school boy, or
a sentimental girl in all the land,
but has attempted it. The Parts of
Speech make some blundering work
at it often times, although they

may play Simple and even Com
pound sentences correctly. They
violate all laws of Harmony and
Rythm, as well as the rules of Dr.
Syntax's games, in their attempts
at setting it to music. Faults in
the game Poetry, are sometimes oc
casioned by lack of ideas, i. e., a
clear understanding of the subject,
and sometimes by want of proper
language. Prosody allows them
some freedom both in thoughts and
expression in this game, which he
calls a Poetic License. He has
moreover induced Etymology to
allow some privileges under the
names Apbaeresis, Syncope, Apo
cope, Prosthesis &c, which enable
the players to adapt themselves
more readily to the peculiarities of
the game. In order to show what
license they have, Etymology has
given to the three first an emblem
or sign called Apostrophe. In
Apbaeresis they wear it in front, in
Apocope at the back, and in Syn
cope, around the waist.
When well performed, this game
is greatly admired and produces a
fine effect. It is so seldom wellunderstood that comparatively few
persons are at all noted for their
success in it, but there have been
some very celebrated players among different nations ; one among
the old Greeks was called Homer;*
in Italy was one Virgil ; in Eng
land, Milton, Shakspeare, Byron
and a host of others. Now-a-days,
though many affect a knowledge of
Poetry, and imagine themselves
competent to attempt it, there are,
in reality, very few, who, though
their " numbers" may be " music
al," have any originality in their
plan, or who spend any actual
thought upon it.
The apartments of Dr Syntax
are daily the rendezvous of a very
literary circle, who offer, for ex
amination, Essays, Sermons, Let
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ters, Books, and Poems, on various different signification from the ap
subjects, all of which are thorough parent one, and seem to be exces
ly reviewed and criticized bj Dr. sively amused by the Kaleidescope
Syntax, with suggestions from any effect of this "comedy of errors."
of the Parts of Speech, who con This is often the joking exterior for
sider their rights infringed upon some serious lesson and has deep
in these records of their game sen meaning, but at other times, the
tences. Prosody, in these exami wit of the joke is clear to every
nations, corrects the punctuation, one, and there is no double mean
and regulates the accentuation. He ing attached to it.
also, closely observes the dress and
I have remarked that differences
style of authors, but particularly arise from the association with ig.
Poets, and, strange as it may seem, norant and unrefined people. One
he even scans the poet's feet,—a frequent mistake is the introduction
liberty he does not attempt with of conjunction into their sports
the players of Prose games. These more frequently than he is wished
criticisms are carried ou for the for. Another is, bringing Prepo
mutual benefit of the assembled sition into a sentence game after
company, but many are so opinion those of whom she has the govern
ated as to prefer their own preju ment, instead of before them, in a
dices to the correct views of Syn respectful manner; not observing
tax; they, therefore, allow conven the qualities of number and person
tional and sectional phrases to mar that are given to Noun and Verb,
their Sentences. In these exami and thereby producing difficulty
nations, Orthography, is not forgot between them. A very common
ten; he is at baud to look over the mistake in the game, is occasioned
manuscript descriptions, and to by giving the place of Adverb to
observe any deficiencies orrendun- Adjective, which compels him to
dancy in letters, this being a point exert an influence on Verb, which
that touches the honor of his fami forever is a source of annoyance to
ly, and tells upon the early teach Verb as well as Adverb Again,
ing of the writers, for whose child Pronoun sometimes occupies such
ish memory he yet has a lingering a place as to make it a matter of
affection. Orthography is extremely doubt, to whom she refers in speak
annoyed at the liberty Etymology ing, and the fact she wishes to
has taken in allowing license in the communicate is therefore ambigu
Poetic game, for new modes of ous; or Adverb is introduced in
spelling—the plain, old fashioned such a manner as to place too great
style pleasing him better than any a distance between herself and
other. In consequence of the care Verb, while their inclination would
lessness of some authors, and their bring them nearer together.
inattention to the laws laid down
Many other instances might be
by Syntax and Prosody for their cited, wherein unfortunate difficult
government in playing, many glar ies have arisen from a false notion
ing inaccuracies creep into the of the relation and sentiments of
printed records of this Literary the various Parts of Speech. A
family, to the extreme mortification close study of the individual char
of those learned gentlemen.
acteristics of the members of the
Sometimes, by way of burlesque Grammar family will ever result in
and recreation, they consent to j satisfaction and never fail to benefit
gether to play all the parts with a j that person who seeks their society.
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Difficultiesofnosmallnumberattend
the formation of this acquaintance,
but the reserve of each onc,(whieh is
the chief troublo in becoming fa
miliar with them), gives way before
the advances of an earnest heart.
English Grammar has hitherto
,worn a face of great formality and
incomprehensibility to young peo
ple, but in these times, since the
days of Lindley Murray, whose por
traiture of the family is formal and

uninteresting, though true in all its
relations, the stern features have
relaxed a little—the general re
serve is wearing away, and most
fervently I hope, that soon, from
the old lady herself to the most
common place descendant of her
family, there may be a perfect un
derstanding, and readily accepted
friendship, with all who seek their
acquaintance.

RANDOM THOUGHTS.
The stand which North-Carolina
has taken on the subject of educa
tion and especially of Common
Schools, must be gratifying to ev
ery enlightened patriot, and is des
tined to give her a proud position
among the States of the Union.
Her University is a noble institu
tion and is far ahead of any thing
in the surrounding States, except,
perhaps, that of Virginia. We
say perhaps, for we doubt whether
their University is superior to ours
in any thing more than numbers.
Our colleges, male and female, are
not surpassed, if equalled, by any
other institutions of the same grade
in the South; and our Common
Schools, by the efforts of our very
competent and indefatigable Su
perintendent, have attained so
much system and efficiency, that
other States arc looking to us for
example and instruction. Then,
the establishment of a School
Journal, under such favorable au
spices, is at once an evidence of our
past success and a pledge for our
increasing improvement.
In whatever concerns the honor
and the welfare of my native State,
1 claim to have as much zeal as
any other man and to take as deep

an interest in her intellectual and
moral culture. With such feelings,
I send you a few random thoughts
on certain modes of teaching and
certain things to be taught in our
Common Schools. If you think
them worthy of an insertion in your
Journal, they are at your service,
if not, give them to the winds.
With comparatively little experi
ence and less skill in the science or
the art of teaching, I write with
the view, not of giving, but of re
ceiving instruction. Whether my
crude and immature thoughts are
sound or unsound, they will, at
least, give a little more variety to
your Magazine, and by exciting
inquiry, may become the means of
eliciting truth.
It is admitted that the main ob
ject of education is to discipline and
invigorate the mind, which can be
done only by training it to habits of
close investigation and accurate
thinking. In order to that, the
first thing necessary is thorough
ness in the instructions given ; and
the next is, a regular increase in
the difficulties to be encountered
from day to day. The text books
should not be made too simple, nor
should the teacher give more ex

Random Tiwnghtt.
planation than will keep the pupils my plnco to s;iy what books ho
in good heart and stimulate thorn should use ; and, if he did not
to still greater and mora cheerful chose to be directed by me, as I
efforts in the way of progress. had taken him only for his accom
Most of our children's books are modation, he nrght go somewhere
too childish and are better calcu eise. This " dum founded" him
lated to keep them children than and be looked dejected ; I spoke
to make them men and women. A to him then more kindly and en
boy, twelve years old and of ordin- 1 couraged him to persevere, promis
ary capacity, whether, he has kuowu ing to aid him for a time aud as
auy thing of the science before or suring hi.u that if he would do so,
not, should be put at once into i he would bo glad before he left,
Emmersou's third Part; and, if: that he had not bi-'n allowed to
that is done with thorough explan change his book. He was prevail
ation of principles on the part of ed on to try it. and tor about two
the teacher, for a few days, he will j days L gave him the best explana
have made better progress and will tions I could, when he began to
understand more about Arithmetic, see into i). and soon became de
at the end of a year, than if he had i lighted with the Btudy. Thence
spent that time in the first and j forward ho progressed as finely as
Second Paris. At least such has j any boy 1 ever knew, and regretted
been my experience in relatio.i to much that he had to leave.
His father says now, that those
most of those who have come un
der my tuition, and I may say, with few weeks did his son more good
every one who could be made to than all the schooling he had ever
got, because he was then taught to
understand Arithmetic at all.
Two or three years ago, though rely upon himself, and to exercise
not engaged in teaching at the j his powers successfully. Both
time, I took a lad in hi- four father and son seem glad that there
teenth year, for a few wefks, at ' was such a book as Emmersou's
the urgent request of his father. third part and that the latter was
He had beeu at the free schools not allowed to exchange it for
five winters and had gone more another.
than once, two or three times, ha j The greater the difficulty tho
said, through Pike's or Smiley's better for the pupil. if, with due
Arithmetic ; but it was nearly lost assistance, he can fairly master it
time ; for I found that he had no j and thus be encouraged resolutely
idea of the power of numbers nor : to enciuuter others, of still greater
of the princioles condensed in th^l magnitude.
rules, aud could not perforin the j Some eighteen months ago, a
simplest operation in fractions, or j young man, who was over twenty
even in compound numbers, if it one, came with a request that [
AVas not in his book. I put him would teach him Grammar and
in Emmerson's third part and in Arithmetic ; and to ensure success
two or three days he became effec if possible, his father came along.
tually discouraged. He came next I yielded to entreaty and agreed
morning with Emmerson's second to take him for a few weeks. He
part in his hand and told me his had gone two or three times over
lather said I must put him in that; Davies' Arithmetic and was supfor the other was too hard. 1 re posad to be quite a proficient in
plied, rather crustily, that it was the science. After directing hiiu
M
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to get E mi irsoii'4 thirj Part, I ciated by the community at large;
did init think it nesess;iry, at his but the instruction in that braueh,
ace aud advancement, to start him 1 apprehend, is more superficial
at the first, but turned hi.u in than in Arithmetic, at least in four
upon Fractions. \t the first re- tifths of our schools. It should not
c-itation in Decimals, 1 asked him be made, merely nor chiefly an ex
to multiply fifty cents, as the frac ercise of memory, nor should pu
tion of a dollar, into itself; and he pils be kept going over and over,
did so—"What is the product?" committing the parts of speech and
" Twenty-five hundred"—••Twenty- the rules of Syntax, correcting the
five hundred— What ?" " Why, specimens of false syntax given in
twenty-five hundred cents, or twen- the Grammar and applying these
ty-five dollars" —"Ah! L would not rules in plain, simple prose. They
like to have you count money for should be required to parse every
m^, unless you had it to pay."— word in the rule and the most dif
" Aye no. I reckon it is two dol ficult things in the recitation. We
lars and fifty cents." " Well, must not make too much allowance
that is a little better than theothor; for their age and incapacity, but
but still I would not be willinu to take a course with them, ab initio,
takeyouformyaccountant." "Not! which is calculated to make them
I'm sure it must be more than acquainted with the nature aud
twenty-five cents." " What part power or language.
A goodly number, of both sexes
of a dollar is fifty cents ?" " One
half." "Now take the vulgar frac and from twelve to twenty years of
tion, }, and multiply it by itself." i age, have come to me for a short
He did. " What is the product?" time and mostly with a view to
"One fourth," " Are not all frac prepare themselves better for teach
tions essentially the same in their ing. Iu a majority, if not ninenature ? and how do you get only tenths of such cases, my services
a fourth in one case and more in have been without fee or reward ,
the other 1" Still it seemed to and often I have both amused and
him incomprehensible. I then gratified myself, by experimenting
made him multiply five dimes by on their ability to comprehend
itself; and the result was more things that were a little abstruse
mysterious than ever; norcould he and difficult. In four-fifths of
comprehend it, until I made him them, though of different ages and
multiply five dollars and fifty cents attainments, I have seen the coun
by itself, when it seemed to open tenance brighten and the eye sparkle
before his mind like a flash and when asking, and, after allowing
thenceforward he went ahead He them time to answer if they could,
had learned to work out these by answering for them, philosophical
rule; but had not understood the ly, a string of such questions as the
principle. These are only two out j following : What is language, or
of many cases that have come un what purpose does it answer? What
der my notice and they show the is the difference between vowels
and consonants? Why are vowels
evils of superficial instruction.
That all classes, men and women, called inarticulate, and consonants
should be well acquainted with articulate sounds ? Have beasts
their native language, will hardly and birds any language? What is
be questioned ; and its importance the great difference between our
seems to be more and more appre language and theirs ? How did
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we get this articulate language ! : importance ; and whatever is necesCan you think without words? j sary to its improvement cannot be
Try it, &c. A pleasurable impulse ' neglected in a course of common
Reemed to be thus given to their education ; but without some sci
minds and their prioress w;is much entific knowledge to guide the ef
better than it would otherwise have forts and the spirit of enterprise,
been ; for they began to see that which are slowly, yet steadily on
there were things of more interest the increase,—improvement in this
than dry forms and rules, that great occupation of life must be .
slow. In every pursuit of life, a
might be learned.
We take it for granted that Ge man must rely mainly on himself,
ography is not overlooked ; and —his ingenuity, industry and en
that there is, or ought to be and terprise ; but the data, the princi
must be, in every school, a good ples and means, must be furnished
compend of general history, which from some source orother. A well
should be thoroughly studied. But written work on Agricultural chem
there are other things which, in the istry, adapted to common schools
view of the writer, are indispensa in the South, is a desideratum.
ble and which, so far as he knows, I The writer is not aware that sueh a
have not yet been taken into serious work has been published anywhere,
certainly not South of Mason and
consideration.
This is an age of progress beyond Dixon's line; and some of our sci
any thing hitherto known, and the entific men, who have leisure and
means and facilities of an ever in are also practical farmers, could
creasing advancement are amply - not employ their time more profit
within the reach of all. The pur ably, or render a greater service to
suits of life, in their diversified the cause of elementary education,
forms and interests, keep pace with than by preparing a small work of
each other; but three-fourths of the the kind, which should be simple
community must necessarily be in stylo, illustrated by experiments
engaged in agriculture. Every one and adapted to our Southern climate.
feels himself as free as an Arab of Boys who have only entered their
the desert and may follow his incli teens, can be made to comprehend
nations or his conscience. He may this subject and tn take an interest
engage in the cultivation of the i in it, for they will practice in the
soil, in some one of the mechanical Summer what they learn in the
or fine arts, in merchandise, or in Winter.
literary pursuits, according to his
We hear much about model
taste, his means and his ability; schools and model forms ; but evbut the government of the country e.ry school in the land ought to be,
—with its free institutions and its or aim to be, a model school, and
multifarious interests, so immensely I every farm a model farm. True,
valuable to countless millions, born every thing must have a beginning
and unborn, here and in other and somebody must lead the way ;
lands—will soon rest upon the but here, pride and interest com
shoulders of those who are now in bine to quicken the energies, at
our common schools ; and they least of all who are directly con
ought to be well prepared to meet cerned, and to impel them forward
their responsibilities.
in a course of unwearying and per
As every thing depends upon severing effort.
-Agriculture, it- is of fundamental
There are, however, other
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brunches which should he well and ty, firmness and assurance of freegenerally understood in order to men.
render the fruits of industry secure I Kindrnd to the above is that of
and alford the necessary encourage- : Political Economy; and a work
ment. In it free country, like ours, on this subject, adapted to the cathere are some things which arc I pacity and circumstances of our
necessary to be known, through all i youth, while training for the privthe gradations of society, if the I ileges of citizens-ship in manhood,
peace of society and the stability of j seems indispensable. They should
our free institutions are to be main- distinctly understand, before they
tained, but which would hoof little enter on the active and responsible
or no value, under an absolute mon duties of life, what really consti
tutes capital and how it may be
archy.
As all have a share, directly or economized and employed to the
indirectly, in the making of the 1 best advantage. Many of our com
laws and in the administration of mon farmers may sneer at such a
the government, it seems to be of suggestion, or look and feel utterly
vital importance that every man, incredulous ; but if it is the part of
before he assumes the responsibili wisdom, to avail ourselves of the
ties o* a citizen, should have been experience and observations of
well instructed in the groat princi other people, in other pursuits,
ples of constitutional law and be why not here? It has, in all ages,
the profound attention of
able to perceive when his rights i occupied
the
wisest
and best, the most learn
are invaded or in danger
ed, talented and patriotic men, and,
The work of Judge Story on the surely the liberal contributions,
Constitution is valuable and might which such men have made to the
answer our purpose : but 1 would i stock of our useful and available
like to see one prepared just for knowledge, ought not to be utterly
the most advanced classes in our j overlooked, or left to the liberally
common schools, by some of our educated few. The work of Dr.
ablest Jurists, or Statesmen, or Wayland on this subject is very
both together. Boys in the higher valuable, and might be used with
or more advanced classes, can be great advantage in our schools ; but
made to take a lively interest in still, as in the other cases, wo
this or any other science, provided would like to see one prepared by
the teacher is thoroughly acquaint our own men and for our own sons.
ed with what he undertakes to teach It might be written by any one,
and has the tact for imparting in who was competent to the task, in
struction, which is always necessary whatever occupation ho might be
to bis success as a teacher. Such engaged and whatever might be
a work as the one we have suggest his creed in politics or religion.
ed would be creditable to the au
These remarks, so desultory and
thor, and highly useful to the com immature, have not been addres
munity ; and, if it were furnished sed to any one class of the comrnunow, the nest generation would all i nity ; for, on the subject of educa
stand up in their place, ready to tion, teachers, parents and all good
assume their responsibilities and citizens are mutually and perhaps
discbarge their duties, as the citi equally concerned. I have only
zens of the freest government on made suggestions and hope that
earth, and in the conscious digni- others will improve upon them, be-1

Random Thoughts.
Cause ttiy object has been, not so
much to give as to receive informa
tion. I have said nothing about
the moral and religious instruction
given in our schools; for that is
not so tangible, at least, to an out-
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' sider. Tt must depend very much
on circumstances and will vary in
different places, according to tho
: spirit of the teacher and the char
j acter of the community in which
I he is employed.
E. W.C.

ADJECTIVES AND PARTICIPLES TAKEN INVERSELY.
The inverse acceptation of adjec , is certainly more frequent than in
tives and participles, for both are the modern :
used in the same manner, has
Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky,
scarcely been noticed by any gram i thou
canst nnt bite so nigh
marian excepting Dr. Hunter, of
As benefits forgot :
St. Andrews; yet the principle is
Though thou the Wafers warp,
of great extent in language. In
Thy sting is not so sharp
As friends remembered not.
order to explain it we shall produce
a few examples, which on any oth
er principle it is impossible to un 1 Here it is evident that the adjec1 tive forgot is taken inversely; for
derstand.
Livy, speaking of the abolition I it is not a benefit, but theforgetting
of the regal authority at Rome, : of a benefit, which bites more than
says, Regnatum est liomae, ab Urbe a bitter sky; and therefore in this
Oonditaad Liberatam, annos du- i passage, the adjective serves not to
centos quadrag inta qua tuor, "Mon modify the noun, but the noun
archy subsisted at Rome (not from benefits is employed to modify the ab
the city built, which would convey stract substantive contained in tho
no meaning, but) from the building adjective forgot, which is the sub
of the city to its deliverance." ject of the proposition, and the
Roth the participles, condita and principle word in the sentence.—
liberatam are here used inversely; Ency. Brit. Art. Grammar p..774.
that is, the abstract substantives
contained in condi/atma liberatam
are modified or restricted by the j
substantives urbe and urbem, with j
which they unite. * * * It ! flieS-Knowledgc may slumber in
were easy to produce many more the memory, but it never dies; itis
examples of adjectives taken in like the dormouse in the ivied tow
versely; but this may suffice to il er, that sleeps while winter lasts,
lustrate the general principle, and but wakes with (he warm bredtb
to show, that without attending to I of sprin g.
it, it is impossible to understand 1
the ancient authors.
We shall produce one instance j
of it from Shakespeare, to evince j £Q?~Nothing elevates us sonnieh
that it is not confined to the an as the presence of a spirit similar,
cient languages, though in these it ' yet superior to our own,
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EDUCATION NECESSARY TO THE PRESERVATION OP
LIBERTY.
This sort of culture, and this
How is this liberty of ours, which
we see every day exposed more and alone, will secure this result. It
more to peril, even from hands implies, not only an intellectual,
that should carry its weapons of but a moral culture, such as makes
defence, to be preserved and per the man acquainted, not only with,
petuated? We have an abiding his duties towards his fellow-man,
confidence in God, that, if we show but informs him also of his rela
ourselves worthy of it, He will pre tions to that God, from whom the
serve it both to us and to our chil principles of his government have
dren's children.
been derived, as well -as the rules
If he has indeed appointed this which subject him to its sway.
A superficial education is the
continent as the scene of man's po
litical regeneration and escape from very bane and curse of a self-gov
the oppression of the old world, He erned State, and modern develop
will take it into his keeping, and ments seem to indicate that this
by his good providence preserve it, has already become an impending
for ages to come. But this provi calamity with us. Our Universi
dential care implies effort on our ties, as compared with those of
part, and a readiness to execute his Europe, or with what the univer
will, as He manifests it from time sities of a free republic should be,
are but grammar-schools, and fields
to time.
Foremost among those agencies of preparation for what should come
which He prizes aboveall else, and thereafter.
which his providence clearly indi
In most of our colleges, the elosc
cates as both desirable and neces of the senior year completes the
sary for the race, are the cultiva education of the man, and he is
tion of virtue and the diffusion of then turned out as a teacher and a
knowledge. Nor will any one de man of opinion among those with
ny that the most essential safeguard whom he dwells. With a few un
of a free State is the liberal educa settled ideas on morals and religion
tion of her youth. Not that edu (the most important of all subjects)
cation which merely implies intel gleaned for the most part from the
ligence,—for Prussia is educated, barren fields of natural theology;
yet her sons have yet to taste the a smattering of the sciences, which
purest and best delights of a free in his hands exposes them to a
State,—but that broad and thorough shameful perversion and prostitu
culture which takes into its scope tion of the truth, instead of render
of instruction the whole faculties ing them great co-adjutors in its
of the man, develops and directs advancement; and with a mere
them in such a manner as enamors j school-boy acquaintance with the
him him of liberty, constitues him classics, he arrogates to himself the
a devoted disciple, attaches him wisdom and infallibility of the
and all his powers to her service, philosopher. Yet his education is
and makes him even more eager in fact, only the acquisition of that
for the perpetuity of the State, " little knowledge," which the poet
than were his ancestors before him. wisely classifies among the most
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' dangerous" of possessions.
and after that the colleges, most of
Hence superficiality in scholar which still stand as memorial evi
ly attainments is becoming, it' it lias dences of their convictions of what
not already become, one of the the country most needed.
The United States Congress has
striking characteristics of this coun
try. The first fruits of our modern, in several instances granted, in its
steam-driving, ten-hour systems of broad acres to the new-born States,
education are beginning to appear, noble endowmentsforpublicschools
in an avowed, wide-spreading scep and universities; and both State
ticism, both in reference to religion aud individual enterprise have been
and political liberty; in those spiri lavish in rearing these nurseries
tual humbug manifestations, which of learning throughout the land.
await only the eleetric spark of As yet, however, they are only the
true science to vanish into thin air; seed sown; we shall look for the
in the secret mode of making learn fruit hereafter.
Yet, with all these educational
ing easy by inducting a pupil into
a score of different lauguages and facilities, we know that the coun
sciences, in as many different les try is not being educated, in that
sons; in the degrading and barbar thorough and high degree requis
ous rites and practices of Monnon- ite to its future well being.
ism, which already stain one terri
With all our free schools in our
tory ; in a misguided and un.heroic cities, how many parents are there,
crusade after what is styled " Wo in each district, who do not send
man's Rights," but what, if faith their children thither! How many
fully designated, should be named, agencies of a hostile character are
"Woman's Wrongs;" in the hun busy for their overthrow, or the
dred and thousand advocates of curtailment of their beneficent in
wildagrarianism, with its contempt fluence! How many are there who
of both law and religion, and its prefer that the youth of the day
utter disregard of those sacred should throng the gutters and se
bonds which, in the married and I cret places of crime, rather than
parental relation, afford to society receive the free gift of knowledge
its greatest security; and in that as it is offered on every corner.
raw pant spirit of selfish gratifica- j How many too, from -whom we
tion which seems to be uuloosening should expect better things, are
the very bonds that hold us to willing that this cloud of mental
gether as a community. I can darkness should obscure a whole
trace these fearful evils to no cause generation, rather than they should
so readily as the one I have named; be exposed to a fancied violation
yet, if this state of superficial cul of their constitutional lights, by
tivation is to exist anywhere, it the possible reception of some
should not be found in the United Biblical precepts, or moral senti
States ; for nowhere else has there ment, supposed to be lodged in the
been such ample provision for pop reader or arithmetic ! Unless their
children can receive a one-sided
ular education as with us.
There seems to have been early education either strictly sectarian
lodged in the genins of American or entirely exclusive of moral train
institutions a decided tendency to ing, they prefer that they should
ward educational establishments. remain students of ignorance uuThe early pilgrims founded first the til they graduate adepts in crime.
church, then the grammar-school, Rather than confer a corps of schol
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ars on the nation, they would im
pose on it a regiment of criminals ;
rather than bless, they prefer to
curse the Republic under whose
maternal protection both they and
their children so happily and so
securely dwell. But if we are cor
rect in asserting that the State has
the right of self-protection, then
we have demonstrated that no such
negative right as that claimed can
exist.
If tho State enjoys the right and
is in duty bound to educate her
sons for her own preservation, it
follows as a matter of course that
she also has the right to remove all
that interfores or opposes itself to
the exercise of that right. If the
State is injured by tho rearing of
immoral and lawless citizens, she
has a right toproteot herself against
the evil ; not alone by prison bars
and the hangman's cord, but by
striking at tho root of tho evil and
adopting preventive measures. The
only effective way to stop the
streams of pollution is to close and
seal up tho fountains whence they
flow. The only way to protect
children from barbarism and vice
is to furnish them the blessings of
religious instruction and the ele
ments of kuowledgo; and this says
Webster, " our country stands
pledged, by the faith which it has
plighted to all its citizens, to do."
Am. Jour. Ed.

Parental Instkuction.—Noth
ing, 1 would suppose, requires
more patience, forbearance, and
command of temper, than the edu
cation of children. Those moth
ers who have undertaken the ar
duous employment, will find inces
sant opportunities for the exercise
of every Christian grace, and will
havo daily tests by which they

may prove whether the corruptions
of their heart are gaining greater
or less ascendancy. When we con
sider the benefit likely to arise to
a child from the instruction of his
Christian mother; when we con
sider how frequently the toil of
elementary tuition is rewarded bv
seeing the young intellect expand
—by watching the impression made
by what is for the first time com
municated to the anxious listener
—by hearing questions proposed
which are proofs of the first exer
cise of their roasoning powers ;
when we listen to the simple and
often beautiful observations—tho
native thoughts that ilow from the
wondering mind of the infant pu
pil ; when wo see the uudoubting
credence with which our commu
nications are received, and the
eagerness with which an increase
of knowledge is sought for; shall
we shrink from tho sometimes de
lightful task, and commit to other
hands, at least for the first few
years of their lives, the important
charge with which God has en
trusted us?

When Does Education Com
mence?—Education does not com
mence with the alphabet. It be
gins with a mother's look ; with a
father's nod of approbation, or his
sign of reproof; with a sister's gen
tle pressure of the hand, or a broth
er's uoble act of forbearance ; with
a handful of flowers in green and
daisy meadows; with bird's nest
admired, but not touched; with
pleasant walks in shady lanes; and
with thoughts directed. in sweet
and kindly tones and words, to na
ture, to beauty, to acts of benevo
lence, to deeds of virtue, and to
. the source of all good—to God
j himself !—Blackwood.
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THE TEACHER.
A Lecture to the Normal Classes of the Academy and Female Semina
ry at Wilson, JV. C.
By EDWARD P. STONE, Associate Principal of the Female Seminary.
If we would be teachers wo must
first be scholars. It would take
more than a lecture to tell how
much knowledge, and what kind of
scholarship are necessary for a good
teacher of any school ; and to say
what strength, discipline and fur
niture of mind would belong to a
perfect teacher, would be too much
for mortal tongue or finite thought.
I. It seems almost superfluous
to say that knowledge is indispen
sable to a teacher,—at least,
1. A knowledge of the branches
which he professes to teach ; for
how can he teach what he does not
know? Yet I fear that a great
majority of those who are called
teachers have not this knowledge.
I do not mean that one's memory
must hold all the facts and details
of the various branches—though
the more of these it can retain the
better—but if he is ignorant of the
principles upon which these depend
and by which they are explained
he is no teacher. The most exten
sive and minute acquaintance with
the details of a science, and great
expertness in its practical applica
tion will not make him a teacher
of it, without this knowledge of
principles. In music, for example,
one may be an excellent performer,
and have a thousand tunes by
heart, and yet not be a teacher of
music, or understand it. So in
mathematics, one may be very ex
pert in performing the examples—
in arithmetic or algebra, forinstance
—and repeat the words of the
book correctly, yet if he cannot de
duce and demonstrate the rules

and theorems—make his own rules
and prove them to be right,—he is
not a mathematician ; far less a
teacher. So with moral, mental
and natural science. Even in his
tory and geography, facts will not
suffice without philosophy. The
same rule applies to the study of
language, including grammar, rhet
oric and elocution. What is term
ed the " Natural Method " of study
ing a language is very popular.
This consists in committing to mem
ory the words and phrases of the
language, as a child gets his first
knowledge ofhis vernacular. There
are thousands of words in every
language and these by endless per
mutations become millions of
phrases ; and supposing it possible
for one to commit all these, he
would, even then, have no correct
knowledge of their use and mean
ing until he had learned the gram
mar of the language. Every one
practices this method with his na
tive tongue almost constantly dur
ing his whole life, and yet only so
far as he gains a distinct knowledge
of the principles of the language
does he learn to use it correctly, or
with any clear perception of the
true meaning and power of the
words he speaks. The only right
way to learn a language is, like
Luther and Kossuth, to make the
grammar the foundation. But,
many learn the vjprds and forms,
of grammar, and go no deeper ;
they rattle the shell without crack
ing the nut. Our present system
of English grammar, with its bor
rowed forms and technicalities, re-.
15
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minds me of the fabulous menagerie
of the skies by which we learn as
tronomy,—convenient enough if
one will think of stars instead of
beasts. The real astronomer, when
he speaks of Ursa Major, does not
mean a bear, but a constella
tion; and he can talk of the cyno
sure without so much as thinkinir
of a dog's tail. A knowledge of
principles is indispensable in any
branch, and a knowledge of details
very important; as aiso tho skill
in application, which results from
long and recent practice. It fol
lows, then, that no one ought to
teach a common school who has
not been thoroughly trained in the
studies of your Normal Course, the
common school studies, even though
he be an excellent scholar in the
higher branches. Would you em
ploy for a physician one who had
never studied medicine ? It would
be very unwise to do so, even
though ho were a great linguist or
mathematician. Not only teachers,
but every body ought to have this
training ; for, without a good
knowledge of these common, ele
mentary branches, no man or wo
man is well fitted to discharge the
duties of a parent or a citizen, or
to live in civilized society ; and I
hope the good time will come when
our school system will be so per
fect and our teachers so well quali
fied that every child will receive
this training in ths common school.
2. The teacher needs more than
this. As a knowledge of materia
medica, aifi skill in preparing me
dicine will not make a physician,
without a knowledge of diseases, of
the structure and functions of the
body, and especially of the healing
art, so the teacher needs a knowl
edge of human nature, of the
philosophy of mind, and of the art
of educating ; for teaching is an
art, and a very difiicult one too,

though many, even of those who
pretend to teach, seem not to
know it. They are like a youth
who called on an acquaintance of
mine to seek employment. He
was ready to undertake almost any
kind of business, and when the
gentleman asked, " Can you read?"
" Oh, yes!" said he, " I reckon so
— 1 never tried." But what is
still worse, these sham pedagogues
do not perceive that they cannot
educate, even when they have
tried, but go on repeating thufarce,
proud as an infant bubbling at a
book, who having no idea what
reading is, imagines that he reads
as well as any one. I know not
how far this disposition in men to
seek positions where they can only
make a ridiculous failure, for want
of qualification, instead of striving
to excel in something, is peculiar
to republics ; but it is certainly de
grading many public callings in
our own; and the greatest orator,
statesman and philosopher of Rome
had to reprove it there ; in Athens,
too, you might have heard the
wisest of the Greeks relieve the
false conception of some spouting
office seeker, some self-nominated
candidate, somewhat in this wise:
How do you intend to become a
ruler? If I could persuade the
people to vote for me, I suppose
that is all that would he needed.
Are you a harper ? No, indeed !
Why not? Because I have never
learned the art. If the citizens
should vote you a harper would
you not be one ? No ; for I can
not play, having never learned.
But if you should go where harp
ers go, and dress and walk about
like thein and the people should
address you as a harper, would you
not be one then ? No; it would
be all pretence. Have you ever
studied what a ruler ought to do
to promote the greatest good of all
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the citizens in every respect and in a long time for the profession by
-all circumstances '! I have not. the only perfect Teacher that ever
Have you much skill in the art of taught, and had the power of mir
ruling, then? I do not know what acles besides, before they were
it is. Do you think it more diffi preachers. Men are not born
cult 'to piuy a tune upon a harp adepts in anything ; but it is espe
than to manage all the affairs of the cially true that one must become
city ? No ; aud 1 can not be a an educator before he can be one.
ruler; for I do not know how to A good bargain can not make one ;
rule. Then go and learn ; and nor can even a unanimous election.
when you have become a rulsr—a
3. But let him not confine his
statesman, perhaps the citizens will study to the branches he intends
vote to employ you.
to teach, nor, to those which re
You know the anecdote of An- late directly to his occupation ; for
tistheDes,how he advised the Athen he is also a man, and needs to
ians that asses should be elected isnow what other men know. Be
horses, and when they accused him sides, all the branches of knowledge
of talking nonsense, replied, " Yet are so related that every new study
even generals are made by you will throw light on the old oues.
without having learned anything, This will be sufficiently illustrated
but simply having been vote.l for." by referring to your own experience.
Those wise philosophers thought I think it is true that no being can
that to be qualified was more than pefectly understand any one sub
to be appointed. Is it not so ? If ject, in all its bearings, without a
a man should be elected to the perfect knowledge of all subjects,
chief magistracy of this nation who that is infinite knowledge.
should be ignorant of its duties,
II. But I said the teacher must
or too weak or wicked to perform first be a scholar; and scholarship
them, we should say he was only is more than knowledge. Sound
a nominal, not a real president. scholarship implies a mind devel
He might be called president but oped, strengthened, disciplined and
he would he a tool or a tyrant. The furnished by the acquisition of
quack is not a physician though he knowledge, and by the proper ex
be called Doctor, and be very pop ercise of everyfaculty.
ular. The petty-fogger is not a
1. Such exercise is found in' the
lawyer though admitted to the bar; study of mathematics, the Latin
and, withouta miracle greaterthan and Greek languages and meta
that in Balaam's time, an ignorant physics. Those who have a prac
and weak minded person, though tical acquaintance with the nature
ordained of men, can not be a real and effects of these studies know
minister of the gospel and preach their value, but to explain it to
er of righteousness, a defender and others is like attempting to make
expounder of the truth, " bring a blind man who has never seen
ing forth out of his treasure things the light comprehend the princi
new and old." It may be said ples of optics. It is enough, though,
that the apostles were not educated. that nearly all the most influential
Their lack of early education was men, and especially the giant in
miraculously supplied by inspira tellects, like Newton and Webster,
tion and the gift of tongues ; and have enjoyed this discipline in
if they did not study theology with their youth, and have made it their
the old rabbins, they were trained ! frequent resort, in the midst of
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their greatest labors, to preserve
and increase their strength. These
studies are of incalculable value to
the teacher aside from their im
portance as mental gymnasia, but
for this purpose, they are without
a substitute. Some teachers may
accomplish much in the primary
schools without the discipline of
these studies, but they would ac
complish much more with it.
It would not be difficult to prove
that, other things being equal, the
greatest scholar would be the best
teacher—even for an infant school;
in other callings the greatest pro
fessional skill and knowledge usual:
ly belong to those who bring to the
study and practice of the profession
the best disciplined minds.
If a man with such a mind as
Daniel Webster possessed in his
prime should determine to devote
all his time and energies to the
art of educating, and commencing
with little children, should lay
his own foundation and build upon
it from year to year, aiming to
make them in every respect as
nearly perfect men and women as
he could, do you not think he
would accomplish more than you
or I could ?
For very young pupils, at least,
females are the beat teachers, be
cause of natural adaption; but
these female teachers cannot be too
well educated. Will the educat
ed mother study or develop the
character of her offspring with
less interest or success then the
ignorant and weak minded moth
er ?
2. Whether it be in forming
and directing aright the opening
mind and heart of an immortal be
ing, or in guiding and stimulating
the action of his maturer powers,
the teacher needs a discriminating
strong and active mind. If any
art or occupation demands by its

importance all the power and wis
dom that one can acquire it is this.
I do not magnify its importance
because I happen to be laboring in
this sphere ; but, on the contrary,
I am trying to be a teacher be
cause I know of no more important
or nobler pursuit ; and if I were
ambitious for earthly fame, I would
rather it should be said of me
when I am dead that I was an ex
cellent teacher, if I could deserve
that distinction, than that I was a
great statesman, or a mighty ruler,
or a conqueror. Inferior lawyers
and politicians sometimes ask a
teacher why he throws himself away,—why he does not study law.
But Socrates and Plato thought
that the art of educating immortals
furnished the greatest and noblest
study in which the mind of man
could be employed ; and many of
the most profound philosophers
and statesmen of England, France
and the German States have sub
scribed to the sentiment ; and
some of the most distinguished
scholars of our own country have
repeated it. Perhaps they should
except theology; yet these two are
very intimately connected. Edu
cation, then, is a very great study.
It is no less important practically.
I suppose there is not a man now
living in any civilized nation whe
is not a different man for the fact
that twenty-three hundred years
ago there lived in Greece Socrates,
the teacher. Yet he was not an
orator, and he never wrote a book,
or even compiled one. But he
taught and trained such men as
Plato, Xenophon, Antisthenes and
many others, whose very names are
powerful even now. Plato taught
Aristottle ; and Aristottle was the
teacher of Alexander the Great,
who said, " that he owed more to
him for his teachings than to his
own father for his being." It was
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that school master's teaching his of persons were employed to keep
pupils to think, that waked up them, hardly one of whom had any
those minds from whom sprung the special training or preparation for
Platonic, Cynic, Peripetetic, Stoic, the business; and most of whom
Epicurean and other great systems engaged in it temporarily, until
of philosophy. The teaching of they should be fit for something
himself and his pupils has control- else. If he should repeat his visit
ed, in a gaeat degree, the philoso now, I think he would report very
phy and literature of the world little progress in some States.
4. To remedy this state of things,
ever since, and these have no less
controled its civilization and politi teaching ought to be made a pro
cal advancement. Socrates knew fession. In the sense in which I
himself, and governed himself,— now use the word, there are, at
drilled and disciplined every power present, only three professions,
of his body, mind and soul to sometimes called the learned pro
prompt and active service, and was fessions: and when we speak of
strong ; and in his unostentatious professional men, we mean physi
intercourse with youth and fellow cians, lawyers and clergymen.—
men, he wrought upon them like There aught to be, besides these,
a charm, producing effects great, the educator's profession. Once
good, wonderful, and more lasting when I said that teaching should
than the world. And this was be made a profession, 1 was under
greatness, although the vulgar mob stood to mean that all teachers
may not have found it out and bawl ought to be called Professors. This
was very far from what I did
ed it through the streets.
If common school teachers were mean ; but this abuse of the title
qualified for their duties they would is becoming so common that I wish
exert a greater influence than any to say a word in reference to it.
other class of men can exert, on all
The honorable title of Professor
the affairs of this nation. It de is in danger of becoming as cheap
pends very much upon the schools as Esq. has become. 1 sometimes
to decide what the next generation find a "Prof." prefixed to my own
of citizens shall be. Our fathers name on a letter, and I have some
were influenced by this truth when times been hailed as "Captain,"
they planted these schools all over by a coarse stranger. It was treat
our land.
ing me with equal impoliteness in
3. But they did not look far both cases, simply because the
enough. They made no provision titles did not belong to be. In our
for the training of teachers. When country, Professor, as a title be
the British government determin longs only to one who has been duly
ed, about twenty years ago, that elected and inaugurated or induct
the people of Upper Canada should ed to a professorship in a college
be educated, they sent one of their or higher seminary in which pro
wise men to examine the common fessorships have been instituted
school system of the United States. and endowed, and a teacher in any
He reported (in substance) that other school, even a collegiate (or
owing to the indomitable energy of collegisA) school, has no better
the American people, a good deal claim to the title of Professor than
was accomplished here with a very to that of President, and no better
poor system ; that schools were pro claim than the common school
vided every where and thousands teacher has. Foreigners have in- .

'
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troduccd another use of it to denote
a public teacher of music or the
flue arts, which is more excusable,
because there arc uo professorships
of these brunches, and in countries
where they most flourish a profes
sor is simply a teacher, but I do
not quite approve of it, and if 1
have ever applied it to any one in
this sense L ask his forgiveness. It
has still another use; When prefix
ed to the name of a lecturer on
phrenology or spiritualism, it means
—hum-buy. It may be objected
to what 1 have said that the word
professor means teacher. The
Kord doctor means teacher; yet it
would not be respectful in you to
address your teacher as Dr. .Rich
ardson, &c, making it a title; and
there are many excellent religious
teachers, who have no claim to a
D.D. But the primary and natur
al meaning of the word professor is
not teacher, but one who professes,
that is, makes a declaration.
But a professorship and a pro
fession are very different things.
To institute a profession of teach
ing it would be necessary that the
few men and women in the state,
who have devoted their lives to the
pursuit and have been fitted for it
by a long and thorough course of
study and training, and whose skill
has been tested in practice should
from a permanent organization, ad
mitting none as members until, on
thorough examination oftheirqualilicatious, and actual trial of their
of their abilities, the profession has
given them a license to teach and
commended them to the confidence
of the public. In this manner the
clerical, legal and medical occupa
tions are constituted professions ;
and the occupation of the teacher
ought to be made a profession in
the same way, to secure for it the
respect and dignity which of right
belong to it, to encourage young

persons to become thoroughly qual
ified teachers, and to protect the
public from imposture; else worth
less pretenders are as likely to be
popular as good teachers. Quacks
and pretenders generally afford
great satisfaction to their dupes;
and the shallowest schools, as well
as streams, often make the most
noise, and they send out their pu
pils puffed up with a comfortable
though most disgusting assurance
of their own and their teachers'
eruditiou. There would be needed
Teachers' Seminaries of the same
rank with the medical college, law
school aud theological seminary, to
which students who had acquired
sufficient mental discipline in the
high schools aud colleges, might
resort for professional instruction
and training; to gain a deeper in
sight into the branches to be taught
and the best methods of teaching
them; to study the anatomy, phys
iology and hygiene of the intellec
tual and moral powers as well as
the body ; to learn how to adapt
studies to the minds of different
pupils ; how to read children's
thoughts and think and utter chil
dren's thoughts themselves, that
they may be prepared to teach them
to think greater thoughts. It is a
great thing to be able to think well
and study well; but to teach others
to think aud study well is a greater.
The teacher needs not only knowl
edge, but the ability to tell so as to
be perfectly understood by every
pupil. It is much easier to talk
learnedly and blindly than to speak
plainly. But he must learn how
to avoid too much telling which is
a great fault of most teachers ; for
education is leading out, not pour
ing in. He should learn how to
train his pupils to tell their thoughts
correctly and with clearness, force
and elegance, to converse with in
telligence and ease, to speak and
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write well, saying precisely what the least, get a better knowledgo
they mean, and no more. Here edge of the branches they intend to
too he should learn how to plan teach, and some idea of the art of
and conduct the business of school teaching. Even this is a work re
so as to economize his own and bis quiring much labor and patience ;
pupils' time, and make the most of j but it has been accomplished to a
every moment ; and how to solve j considerable extent in a few states.
the variousand difficult. problems of Another thing which ought to be
school government ; and attend to done immediately, is to organize
many other important branches of all the real teachers in the state in
the art of educating. Connected to a profession. But this is noeasy
with these seminaries there should matter; for real teachers are scarce;
be model schools of various grades, and if a convention were called for
where the professional student the purpose, and all would consent
might practice under the eye of the to organize and be examined, it is
professor. The surgeon who had not improbable that th..se who, like
never seen the dissecting room, or Socrates aud Newton, have learned
practiced under the direction of a enough to see how little they know
superior, would not dare to perform would keep in the back ground;
an operation ; or, if he should, I while those who profess to be teach
should not choose to have him ex ers, but ought to have nothing to
do with the teachers' profession,—
periment on me.
Our common school system would the kind who have so great confi
also need to be changed, so that dence in their own natural abilities
teachers might be settled in one that they do not feel the need of
place like other professional men. much education, would put them
I cannot speak here of all the ad selves forward and vote each other
vantages which would result from examiners, and admit almost any
making the teacher's relation per one who might desiro it. If some
manent, and giving him a home, some insist upon requiring a more
but I commend the subject to your thorough examination and higher
qualifications it might result in
careful study.
5. There are ninny and great more than one organization. But
difficulties to be overcome before something would bo gained
all this can be accomplished. Old even then ; for it would be an
institutions and customs, bo they advantage to know to which class a
ever so bad, are very hard to change. professed teacher belonged. Be
If we attempt first to bring about sides, it might be hoped that the
a reform by legislative action, pre standard of qualifications for mem
judice is roused ; there is a great bership even of the inferior division
excitement about taxes ; party de would gradually becotuo higher;
magogues exert themselves to make just as in some ages and in some
the proposal appear odious, and parts of the world, bodies of men
then throw the responsibility of ad styling themselves preachers and
vocating it on the opposite party ; thanking God lor their ignorance,
and nothing is gained, but the case have, in a few generations, come
is often rather worst- than before. to be very proud of a little learn
We must begin by establishing
normal schools or normal de- ing.
I have not yet spoken of the
par tments in other schools,
personal
character and habits of
where the students will, to say
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the teacher. But this part of the
subject must not be forgotten :
Pupils will become to a great
extent what their teachers are in
this respect. It is a law of our na
ture that we grow like those with
whom we associate. We insensi
bly acquire even those habits which
we dislike in our companions. Up
on the young this principle of as
similation operates most powerful
ly.
Room-mates, school-mates,
playmates grow rapidly alike. One
whom the child thinks his superi
or soon becomes his pattern, wheth
er he knows it or not. In school
the teacher is always " the observ
ed of all observers." Not an ex
pression of his face, not a tone of
his voice, but is reflected, dimly or
distinctly, by every pupil. If he
lacks refinement or goodness, is
coarse, slow, indolent, weak, care
less, stupid, sensual, selfish, sus
picious, vain, fickle, deceitful, cross,
passionate, or any thing else that
is bad, he will make his pupils so.
He can not hastily assume a differ
ent character for the schoolroom,
though he may gradually improve.
If a man's habits have long been
bad, not even the power of reli
gion will so change him in this
life, but that their effects will re
main to injure him and all his as
sociates ; and unless the teacher,
by constant training, and by long
habits of watchfulness and selfcontrol, has made whatever is ex
cellent in manners and character
natural to himself, he is in great
danger of doing more harm by this
silent and unconscious influence
than all the good he can accom
plish by his precepts and training.
The teacher, then, needs to be not
only a scholar, but a christian gen
tleman or lady. Beside this, it is
quite important that he know how
to teach the principles of virtue
and good manners, leading his pu

pils to reason about them, and to
strive to find the exact straight line
between right and wrong, and nev
er to vary from it a hair's breadth.
Such variation may seem too tri
fling to notice ; but it will lead
them they know not where. One
may follow the level of this earth,
without being sensible at any time
that he is changing the position
which he calls upright until it is
quite inverted, and he stands with
his former antipodes without know
ing it.
II. The teacher needs the high
est moral as well as mental power
which he can possibly attain, to
fit him for his great responsibili
ties, to his pupils ; to their parents;
to society , and to God.
1 If by constant and careful
self-control, and by a few years
spent in faithful preparation, he
can accomplish more good in one
year than he otherwise could in
many years and do less evil in
many years than he would have
done in one, is he excusable for
neglecting such preparation ? If
you should lose your property or
your health by one who pretended
to be a lawyer or physician, and
was not, would you not hold him
accountable 'I The teacher must
have some influence in determin
ing the character and destiny of
every pupil. He connot tell in
regard to any one of them, that
upon his own ability and faithful
ness may not depend the decision
of the momentous question wheth
er that pupil shall become a gref\;
scholar and a distinguished and
useful citizen and lead a happy
life, exerting an influence which
which shall make hundreds of
others happy, useful and good, or
live and die disgracefully, having
ruined many others. His respon
sibility to his pupils is very great.
2. Though parents, either thro'

Tht Teacher.
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ignorance or thoughtlessness of the with so many, aud so great oppor
consequences, often employ the tunities for doing good; he has al
poorest substitute for a teacher, be ways done all he could. Who can
cause the price of such is small, boar even to think of that awful ac
still it is true that their children's count ! We cannot avoid this
interests which they commit to him dreadful responsibility by refusing
are dearer to them than life; and i to become teachers. The servant
his small salary is no excuse for not who hid his talent, did not avoid
performing all the duties of a teach his responsibility. Must every
er. It' he should agree to practice I one, then, become a school teacher?
medicine for half pay, ha should i No; —not, if he can not, or if ho
not make that an excuse for hazard can do as much good in auy other
ing the lives and health of his pa way. If such is the work of the
teacher, and such his responsibility,
tients.
o. Schools are themain depend is it not enough for a life-time,
ence of civilized society; and com short as life is at best ? Then let
mon schools are supported from him give his whole life to it unless
the public treasury; so that those, Grod shows him plainly that he is
who have charge of them are re needed more in some other field.
sponsible for a very important pub Let no one dare to call himself a
teacher who is not willing to de
lic trust.
4. But the teacher's greatest re vote all his time, all his energies,
sponsibility, aud that which in and his whole heart to the teach
cludes all others, is best illustrated er's work, that is, he a teacher.
Lidies, this subject has a special
by the Savior's Parable of the Tal
ents. We are all servants of one interest for you.
Master,—His property, because
I. The learned professions are
He made us; and all our time, all now, for the most part, closed to
our faculties—our powers and op you. You can not have much to
portunities for improving ourselves do with them and be ladies. But
and others, are His talents which if education ever becomes a profes
He has intrusted to us to use for sion, it will open to you a field
Him. In that day when the Mas where, without going one step be
ter shall come and reckon with us yond your proper sphere, you can
every teacher will see spread out have perfect equality with man,
before him the character and his and all the power aud honor which
tory and eternal destiny of all those the boldest advocate of woman's
immortal beings who were once his rights could demand. It will fur
pupils, and the extent of his in nish you a palpable reason fer ask
fluence upon them, and theirs on ing and obtaining such an educa
others, and this influence extend tion as men call liberal when they
ing in ever widening circles. Then appropriate it to themselves.
shall he give account of his stew
II. Even now you have bright
ardship and answer whether he has examples of females who have at
availed himself of every opportuni tained true greatness,—names that
ty within his reach to improve all will not die : some, like the immor
his powers to their greatest possi tal Mary Lyon, avoiding other re
ble extent ; and whether he has lations, lest they might interfere
always used them faithfully in ear with the great work of their lives ;
nest labor to promote the highest others, adding to the character of
interests of every pupil; whether teacher the dignity of wife and
16
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mother without diminishing their
interest or usefulness in school or
ihome, while their husbands labored
to excel in the pulpit, or at the bar,
or in some public station, each one
stimulated by the thought that
his dearest friend had a mind as
well as a heart to sympathize with
him, and to appreciate whatever
excellence he should attain, and
that his children would not be ed
ucated by a stranger.
And still oftener, two who had
all along been seeking the same
qualifications and the same employ
ment, striving to become the same
thing, a teacher, as if to complete
tie oneness of that closest, sweet
est union which mortals can know,
have spent their united life'in the
same labors, the same interests.
and the same thoughts. While
other husbands sought the society,
sympathy and counsel of their
brethren of the same calling, and
other wives advised or gossiped
with their neighbors, these always
found their best counsellors and
most congenial company at home.
Young lady, will you not add to
the power of woman's heart and
woman's instincts the power of a
strong and well disciplined mind ?
III. 1. Do you fear that it will
detract from any of those peculiar
charms which are the birthright of
woman ? I have the best reason
to know that studies which test the
intellect of a man, may be master
ed by a lady without diminishing
one iota, but rather increasing and
intensifying ali that is lovely in
woman.
2. Do they tell you that it will
make you absent-minded, or " a
blue ?" The educated lady may
bear less resemblance than the ig
norant and weak-minded does, to
"the fool," whose voice, Solomon
tells us, " is known by multitude
of words;" for "He that hath

knowledge spareth his words :" hut
the fool is as often absent minded
for want of thought as the wise for
much thinking. Not real scholars,
but novel readers are dreamy and
stupid ; and it is the votary of
fashion, whose education is made
up of empty "accomplishments,"
and not the lady whose mind knows
the discipline of hard study, that
soonest tires of home and work.
3. Does it occur to you that
your future position in life may be
such that you cannot pass your
time in the school-room. and that
so your preparation would be lost?
your position will depend very
much upon what you are; and,
what ever it may ho, this calling
would interfere less than any other
with homo duties. If you had the
qualifications of a teacher you
would be one whether you had a
school or not, as well as one can bea physician or lawyer and not prac
tice. But you would have a school .
Every home ought to be a good
school, and every mother, every
wife, every sister, a teacher in it,
having and using all these qualifi
cations ; for much —very much
needs to bo learned at home that
will not be learned elsewhere. If
you should pass your life alone and
never have any influence on any
other person in this world, such at
tainments would not be lost; you
yourself would be better for them
—a higher, nobler being.
IV. If such distinction, power,
usefulness are within your reach,
are they not objects worthy of your
highest ambition ? Is it not a great
privilege,— may it not be your
solemn duty to become a teacher,
if you can ? How does it seem to
you now ? How will it seem to
you when all your opportunities for
improvement and for doing good
are past, and you are called to ac
count for them? To the question,

The Teacher.
What have you done with all your
precious time?—will you auswer,
I have passed most of it very agree
ably—especially when in company;
the body which I wore was said to
be beautiful, and I dressed it ele
gantly, and moved it gracefully,
and was admired ? When asked
what you have done with your
mind, will you say, I have thrown
it away ? Are you not a servant,
and dues not all your time and
every faculty of your mind belong
to your Master ?
V. I have known a servant who
had " five talents,"—oneof ourfellow servants, whom the Master
placed near—very near to me, that
as we labored a little while together
with one mind and one heart and
united strength I might be taught
how one ought to use the time and
powers which the Master gives
him. While as a pupil she was
endeavoring to become a teacher,
so conscientious was she in the per
formance of every duty, omitting
nothing, and doing nothing super
ficially, that every lesson and every
school exercise increased her
knowledge and made her stronger
and wiser. The prayer of her
heart, as acted out in her daily life
seemed to be, ' So teach me to
number my days that 1 may apply
my heart unto wisdom.' Yet when
she took the responsibilities of a
teacher, she often expressed regret
that she had not been more faith
ful in her preparation. Every
night she carefully reviewed the
day. When she remembered any
time lost, any duty uot very care
fully performed, an unkind word
or tone or feeling, her countenance
was sad. How ashamed have I
been of myself when I have heard
her say, " I am not fit to be a teach
er." When she recalled some good
work completed, some successful
effort to do right, her face shone
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with a joy such as the gratification
of low and selfish wishes could nev
er give. Then she went to her
faster to thank Him that He had
permitted her to accomplish so
much, to ask forgivuess for all the
trespasses of the day, and to pray
for strength and wisdom and a
willing heart to serve Him better
on the morrow. Thus she lived
every day while I knew her. Even.
such a servant thought that she
had much to be forgiven and hoped
that for Christ's sake it was for
given. Yet compared with most of
us was she not indeed a "good and
faithful servant 1" A few weeks
ago the Master came and reckoned
with her.* Not long before, 1 had
heard her telling Him, in the still
night, that she wished to do His
will. We can not now see how the
account stood, as we shall see in
that day when ' the books shall be
opened;' yet who can doubt that
even in the short time she had
used those talents, she had gained
five other talents. Our ears did
not hear Him say, "Well done;"
but she left with us that look of
joy and peace when the spirit 'en
tered in to the joy of her Lord.'
How many other servants who
used to be with us have been call
ed ! Are we ready for the reckon
ing? Is there any thing we wish
to do before we go ? Then let us
make haste I
*Mrs. Stone, who died at Franklinton in Sept. 1857.—Ed.

The slowest advances to great
ness are the most secure. Swift
rises are often attended with pre
cipitate falls ; and what is soon got,
is generally short in the posses
sion.
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Common SchooI gcpartnunl.
EXTRACT
From the Report of the General Superintendent of Common Schools
of North-Carolina, for the year ending December 31s?, 1857.
I.—Condition of the Common
School System in N. 0.
The entire area of North-Caroli
na is now divided into Common
School Districts.
There is at least one school for
every district, and a school-house
for nearly every school; while these
houses are in reach of twenty-nine
thirtieths of all the children of the
State.
It is now a fixed habit to have a
school every year or once in every
two years at these houses ; and
these schools are taught by persons
of whom at least nineteen-twentieths
are annually examined as to moral
and mental qualifications by respec
table and intelligent committees in
the counties where they teach.
There are in the State not less
than three thousand five hundred
schools—and twenty-four out of
every twenty-five of all the white
children of the State are obtaining
an education.
The system of Common Schools,
as a system, now revolves steadily,
and securely in its orbit; and
changes of State policy in other re
spects, revolutions in manners, and
even financial pressures which per
vade the world and seem to affect
almost every social, industrial and
political interest, do not interfere
with its regular operations to any
appreciable extent.
While nearly every other busi
ness has felt the blight of the recent
monetary troubles, this enterprise
has not been sensibly disturbed—

and amid the general gloom which
so lately enveloped public and pri
vate affairs, scarcely a passing
shadow was thrown unon its pros
pects.
Indeed I connot discover that our
Common School system suffered at
all, in its actual operations, or in
its hopes of the future. by the late
wide-spread financial disasters : on
the contrary it see.ns to me to have
taken a stronger hold on the public
confidence by the contrast which
the stability of its resources and the
certainty of its operations have pre
sented to the fluctuations and em
barrassments of all other interests.
These fluctuations and embarrass
ments have also moderated the de
sires of the community, and devel
oped a disposition to make sober,
practical and economical calcula
tions ; and such a disposition can
not fail to enure to the benefit of a
system by which all the children
of the State can be instructed at
less expense to each individual than
by any other plan that can be de
vised.
It can be 'made a system for
thorough instruction by a little
sacrifice of time, of pride, and of
selfish convenience, on the part of
each member of the community;
and recent events admonish us of
the necessity of making such sacrifices.i
General Statistics.
The number of schools taught in
any given year is not now in itself
an evidence of increasing or of fail
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ing energies in the system ; and
the houses which have remained
clofed since the making of my last
report are not to be taken as signs
of inherent difficulties.
Returns have been made to me
from eighty counties, and contain
ing reports from schools in seventyfive ; and the number of children
attending the schools reported dur
ing the year just ended, is estima
ted at about one hundred thousand.
In many districts schools are
taught but once during the year—
and if these schools happen to be
in operation at the time the chair
man makes his return to me, they
are not reported, or at least the
number of scholars is not given.
It may be safely estimated that,
in the whole State at least five hun
dred districts were in this condition
when the last returns from the
chairmen were made out, and that
these schools would average thirtynine scholars to each, the average
number attendingthe two thousand
five hundred and sixteen districts
reported. It is, therefore, suppos
ed, from entirely reliable evidence,
that since the date of my last report
schools have been held in three
thousand districts, and attended by
one hundred and twenty thousand
children.
A considerable number of houses
have been closed for temporary
reasons, to wit : that they may be
repaired, rebuilt or removed to a
more eligible situation. Notwith
standing the hardness of the times,
there is quite a spirit of improve
ment of this kind; and in some
places the schools have been stop
ped that the districts may be laid
off on a better plan. In a consid
erable number of counties the
boards of superintendents, acting
on the recommendations of a circu
lar sent from this office, last spring,
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have determined to pursue a wise
and liberal policy in this matter ;
and, as in some cases, many old
difficulties and abuses could not be
remedied except by redistricting
the whole county, the schools, in a
number of instances, would have
to be temporarialy stopped.
In several counties failures of
chairmen, with considerable sums
of school monies in their hands,
have given rise to troublesome liti
gation with their sureties ; and
this has caused the stoppage, for a
timo, of a number of schools. The
schools in Stanly and Johnston
counties have been temporarily in
terfered with, in this way. In some
districts the people prefer to havo
ono long school once in two years,
to a short school every year, the
school houses are closed every other
year ; and not a few of the houses
which remained closed during the
last year are in this situation.
My opportunities of personal ob
servation, the reports, official and
unofficial, made to me, my exten
sive correspondence, and my famil
iarity with the subject from long
and careful attention to it, enable
me to state with tolerable accuracy
the number of our school districts,
the number taught, the whole num
ber of white children between the
ages of six and twenty-one, and the
numberattending Common Schools,
as follows :
Whole number of Com. School
districts in North Carolina, actually
laid off and provided with houses,
three thousand five hundred.
Number of districts which may
bo made on territory now inhabit
ed, and where there are no schools,
perhaps two hundred.
Whole number of schools taught,
at some time or other, at least
three thousand five hundred, (for
there are more schools than dis
tricts.)
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Whole number of children in
the State, between the ages of six
and twenty-one, about two hundred
and twenty thousand.
Whole number of children now
receiving instruetion at the Com
mon Schools, one hundred and tit
ty thousand.
Number of children receiving
instruction at colleges, academies,
select and private schools, eleven
thousand.
Number of children being edu
cated out of the State three hun
dred.
Number of persons under twen
ty-one and over six years old who
have finished their education,twenty-seven thousand.
Number taught at home and at
Sunday schools, two thousand.
Number who arc six and over
who will attend school, but have
not commenced, twenty -seven thous
and.
Number of children not receiv
ing instruction at all, three thous
and seven hundred, or say tout
thousand.
The account then stands thus :
White children between the ages
of six and twenty-one in North
Carolina, two hundred and twenty
thousand, (220,000.)
Number of illiterate men and
women that will grow up from these,
four thousand.
Proportion of ignorant persons
in the rising generation one in fif
ty-five, and at most one in fifty.
With respect to the adult or
grown up population, in the year
1850, the returns of the census
warrant the following table :
Whole number of white persons
over twenty years old, males one
hundred and twenty thousand three
hundred and sixty-three, (120,363;) females oue hundred and
thirty-one thousand and twentyone, (131,021.)

Whole number who could not
read and write —
Males
26,239
Females,
47,328
In all,
73,566
Proportion of illiterate persons,
one in every three and oue-half, to
wit : About one in every four and
two thirds of the males, and one
in every two andfour fifth* of the
f mules !
There is now invested in the
Common School houses of the
State, in the lots ou which they
are located, and in furniture and
apparatus, about the sum of three
hundred and fifty thousand dol
lars.
In seventy-six of the counties
which made returns to me last year
there was expended ou the schools
the sum of two hundred aud twen
ty six thousand two hundred and
thirty-eight dollars and forty-nine
cents; and in the whole State the
expenditure was. perhaps, two hun
dred and fifty three thousand dol
lars. In seveuty six of the coun
ties repotting to me there was, last
fall, in the hands of the chairmen
an unexpended balat.ee of one
hundred and fifty-seven thousand
five hundred and nineteen dollars
and sixty cents ; and perhaps in
the hands of all the chairmen the
sum of oue huudred and seventyfive thousand dollars. Much of
this doubtless would have to be
paid out soon after the time for
making out the county returns to
schools then in operation—and
some of it also had but lately come
to hand. (See Table II.) But
there is probably a permanent bal
ance of eighty-five thousand dol
lars in the hands of chairmen.
The number of certificates grant
ed to teachers during the last year,
and reportod to me, was two thous
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and two hundred nnd fiftv-six. The
number rt-ported, in which tho
sexes were distinguished. givo tvv.i
hundred aud fourteen female teach
ers.
The whole number of teachers
licensed was probably twenty five
hundred.
The whole number who taught
without license was perhaps not
fifty; a most gratifying fact when
we remember that a few years ago
not one in forty was examined
The number of these lawless in
truders is rapidly diminishing: every
year, and if the policy of this office
so far is still pursued there will
soon be none at all.
Of the whole number of teachers
licensed at least three-fourths teaeh
grammar and geography : fifteen
years ago these branches were not
taught in one fifth of our English
schools.
The average length of all the
Schools for the whole State is about
four months—the average atten
dance about forty scholars per
school, and the average wages o'
teachers in all North-Carolina is
about twenty-four dollars per mo.,
varying from fifteen to forty dollars
in different localities, aud at differ
ent seasons.
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The average cost per scholar. of
all the children educated at I he
Common Schools, N one dollar and
sixty-six and two third cents,
(Sl.6liJ cts.,) and the average cost
to each parent of the State, for all
the expenditures of the Common
Schools, is about sixty-six and twothird cents p'ir annum, or sixteen
and two third cents per month
while the schools are in operation.*
Such is the condition of our sys
tem of Common Schools, So far as
it can be shown by figures; but
there are other exhibits of no less
importance, and eouallv significant,
but which cannot be so readily ap
preciated by a superficial observer.
(To be continued. J
*It may be well to add that the en
tire public expense of the Common
School system in North Carolina, ex
clusive of tlio sums paid to teachers,
and including the exp rases of the
Literary Board. printing of all kinds.
and salaries of every kind does not an
nually exceed twelve or thirteen thous
and dollars per annum. In short, about ninety-five per cent of the pro
ceeds of the school fund is paid to teach
ers ! There is not. nerhaps. in the
world a system so extensive. so impor
tant. and involving such large sums of
money, managed with so little expense.
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DESPAIE.
The darksome cave they enter.where they find
That cursed man low sitting on the ground,
Musing full sadly in his sullen mind :
His grieaie locks, long growen and unbound.
Disordered hong about his shoulders round.
And hid his face. through which his hollow eyne
Lookt deadly dull. and stared as astound :
His raw-bone cheekes,through penurie and pine,
Were shronk into his jaws. as he did never dine.
Spenser.

It may not be considered as apart of
Oun Wishes. —It is our wish that
the Journal should be filled mostly with j our duty to propose subjects, but we
original matter. 'We think that arti- feel inclined to suggest some occasonticles written for the Journal, by those ally, with the hope that they may call
who are acquainted with the deficien forth something that might not other
cies in our educational system and the wise bethought of. We would be glad
improvements that may be most profit to hear from some of those who have
ably introduced, will do more good been behind the curtain, on the benefits
than those selected from other publica of public examinations, as usually con
tions, however good they may be. It ducted, in our schools.
is not our intention however to exclude
We would also be glad to have soma
selections altogether, even when we articles, suitable for a Juvenile Depart
have an abundant supply of original ment, on such subjects as will be inter
matter on hand , nor do wo intend to esting and improving to the young.
publish any thing simply because it was We would be glad to have pupils, as
written for the Journal, without refer well as teachers, look forward with in
ence to its merits and its adaptation to terest to the monthly visits of the
do good,
Journal.
We wish the contents to be such,
that no teacher can read the Journal
without becoming a better teacher.and
To our Exchanges. —We are under
that no one else can read it without be many obligations to the editorial fra
ing improved, and stimulated to great ternity for the kind and flattering no
er efforts for the advancement of the tices given the Journal ; and hope that
cause which we advocate.
no one who is induced to subscribe for
That we may be enabled to carry it, by reading these notices, may ever
out these wishes, we hope that, not regret having done so. We think that
only the Board of Editors, but also all who, in any way. aid in extending
teachers and others will feel that it is j the circulation of the Journal,' may
a duty, that they owe to the cause of feel that they are thus promoting the
education, to keep us well supplied with cause of education.
What could either of our political
such articles as they may think mast
suitable, and on such subjects as ought parties hope to do, if deprived of their
party Organs ? What would be thought
to[claim special attention.
And wo may here say, especially to of the policy of that religious denom
the Board of Editors, that we have been ination, which should descard, or neg
compelled to fill more of the present No. lect to sustain its Weekly Paper ? And
with selected matter than we wished, is not a Journal, especially devoted to
because some promised communications Education, just as important to the
have not been received. . But we hope interests~of that cause 1
they will be on hand before we begin
to arrange the "copy" for the April
How happy would it be if men knew
No. ; and that our box will uot be al more, or practically knew how little
lowed to be empty again.
they know !
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SCHOOL-ROOM EXPERIENCE.
SPELLING WITH THE PEN.
Every teacher knows the diffi
culty a beginner has in writing
words correctly. He has drilled
his pupil in spelling, till he can go
from the beginning to the end of
McGuffey or Walker, as the case
maybe, almost without missing a
word. But on looking over the
first written exercise handed him
by this good speller, he finds some
of the most common words mis
spelled. And the pupil himself
feels the difference between stand
ing up in class to answer to the
teacher's utterance of a word, and
sitting down, with pen in hand, to
put into writing the words he spells
off so glibly. The most familiar
words are written incorrectly; per
haps because the letters are pui
down so slowly that his mind be
comes confused. At any rate all
his skill in orthography seems to
take fright at the sight of a pen.
This is, of course, owing to his
want of experience in spelling with
the pen ; and only experience can
correct it. But must this experi
ence be deferred, till the pupil has
gained it after leaving the primary
school, by the more frequent calls
that he will then have for the use
of his pea? Can it not be done

earlier, and under the teacher's
eye '!
I would suggest, to those who
are willing to receive practical sug
gestions, this plan. As soon as
the pupil has acquired skill enough
in the use of the pen or pencil, let
him be required sometimes to write
his spelling lesson, instead of spel
ling it orally. The words may be
given out to the class as usual ; but
let the pupil, instead of spelling
them aloud, write them on his slate
or on paper, for the teacher's in
spection. Then when he comes to
write exercises in composition, put
ting words into letters without a copy
is not all a new thing to him.
And besides, this plan will give
him ease in the use of the pen.
COMMAND OF WORDS.
It has long been the custom in
many schools to require definitions
to be committed to memory, in con
nection with spelling. But this
has the very obvious objection,
that it is usually a mere exercise
of memory. The learner soon ac
quires a facility in memorizing the
difinition that stands opposite a
word, without really understanding
its meaning. Many teachers, see
ing that this course does not ac
complish the end designed, name
19
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ly, the child's familiarity with the
meaning and application "f the
words of our language, have aban
doned it; and instead of learning
the meaning of words from a book
of definitions, they require them to
give the meaning of the more un
usual words, as they occur in their
reading lessons. This certainly has
the advantage over the former plan.
It teaches not only the meaning of
the words, but their usages in the
connection in which they occur.
But still it is defective ; for the
learner does not acquire command
of these words for his own use. but
is simply enabled to understand
them as used by others. Let me
suggest a plan to give the pupil
command of the most important
words of our language. Summari
ly, it is to require him to use these
words himself, under the guidance
and inspection of the teacher, in
such a way as to show that he un
derstands them, To be more prac
tical I will give the particulars of
.a half-hours work in the school
room in this ons department.
The lesson is a page of Walker's
Pronouncing Dictionary. And long
may it teach our youth how to
pronounce; and stand as a bulwark
against innovation; even though
in opposition to its spelling some
may change o-u r into o-r, and
leave off a k from Arithmetic/^ /
The lesson is a page of Walker,
and .the teacher, looking over it,
calls out to the class, or whole
school, as the case may be, such
words as lie wishes them to learn
the use ofy to be marked in their
books. lh\ the selection of the
words, hele*ves out the most com
mon ones, ptasuming that all the
school are already familiar enough
with the • use of these, He also
leaves out the more unusual words,
as it would be of comparatively
little advantage, to persons in the
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stage of progress which his classes
have made to learn their use; aud
more especially, because the time
taken up in learning all the words
in regular order, would forbid such
progress as to bring all within the
compass of the year or two that
he will have charge of the same
pupils. Leaving out, then, both
the most familiar and the most
rate words, be has remaining such
u.t are in frequent use, but with
which the young pupil can not be
presumed to be sufficiently famil
iar. Hut many of these will be
words formed on the same root, as
a noun, a verb, an adjective, &e.
ft will not be necessary then, that
time should be taken up with all
of these, provided only from the
different routs all parts of speech
are frequently employed. It may
be well too, in marking a lesson
for the whole school, to make a
distinction between the younger
aud older pupils.
The words being marked, the
class get the spelling lesson, and
study the definitions of the mark
ed words, not in order to be able
to repeat them, but in order to be
able to use correctly the words
they explain. And each one, in
his preparation of the lesson, is
expected to make a sentence con
taining each word, or be satisfied
that he can do so. If the definition
is not sufficiently plain to enable
him to do this, as is often the case,
he gets assistance from the teach
er. AVhen the lesson is prepared,
the marked words are given out to
the members of the class, two,
three, or four to each, as the teach
er's time may permit. They then
write (better with pen on paper) a
sentence for each of the words
given, such as to show its correct
usage. These sentences are then
either read to the teacher, or by
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him, as he may prefer, and correct
ed in hearing of the class.
That the plan may be fully illus
trated, I give, at the risk of being
tedious, the entire exercise of to
day. It is not selected on account
of any peculiar merit in it, more
than in others, but because it is
fresh in my memory. All the
marked words, and all the sentences
written by the class, arc given.
The lesson is on page 1S8 of Walk
er's Dictionary.
Incorrect: " The sentence which
he wrote was incorrect."
Incorrectly : " He lost a great
deal by keeping his accounts in
correctly."
Incorrigible : " That boy is in
corrigible." This sentence is de
fective; for, although the meaning
was doubtless apprehended by the
writer, it simply shows that it is a
word that may be applied to a per
son. And a word might esily be
employed in such a sentence with
out being fully understood.
Incorruptible: " Some things are
incorruptible; others are not." This
is liable somewhat to the objection
to the last, though to a less degree.
In'crease : " The population of
our country increases rapidly."
This sentence, too, is to be objected
to, because the word given, as in
dicated by the accent, is a noun ;
whereas the one used is a verb.
Incredibility : "We reject the
Koran, on account of the incredi
bility of its stories."
Incredible : " I have read some
books that are incredible."
Incredulous : " That man is incrdulous." Defective.
Increment : " A plant receives
its increment from the soil."
lnerust : " From present appear
ances the cold will incrust the pond
with ice before morning."
Incrustation: "Last winter the
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incrustation of the snow was very
thick."
Incubation : " Egcrs hatch after
an incubation of three weeks."
It should have been " some eggs."
Inculcate : " A teacher should
incubate good principles in his
scholars." It should have b,ien
"on his scholars;" perhaps, '-into
their minds."
Inculcation : " The inculcation
of religion in youth is very im
portant."
Incumbent: "One proposition
is often incumbent on another."
The meaning was misapprehended:
" resting on" of the definition was
taken in a logical sense.
Incumber : " Persons are often
incumbered by the heavy burdens
they bear." Another sentence,
by another member of the class:
"Two armies at war try to incum
ber each other." The only mean
ing given to the word in the Dic
tionary, " to embarrass," would
naturally lead, without some cor
rections to ths mistake in its use
in the last sentence.
Incur: " There was great ex
pense incurred in the trip to >,'ew
York."
Incurable : " He suffered groat
pain from the incurable wound he
had received."
Incursion : "The Indians made
many incursions into the white
settlements." Another, by another
member of the class: "They incureioned the enemy." The writer,
one of the younger pupils, with but
little practice in this exercise, took
" attack" in the definition, as a
synonym for incursion, and did
not observe that the word was a
noun, not a verb.
Indecency : " There was great
indecency in his behavior."
Indeciduous : " Some trees are
indeciduous." The meaning of
the word was apprehended, but not
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properly shown by the sentence :
moreover, the adjective was ap
plied to the tree, which is proper
ly used of the leaf.
Indecorous: " It is indecorous
to laiifrh and talk in school."
Indefatigable : " He was inde
fatigable." Defective.
The corrections and explanations
given to the class were much fuller,
than it would be proper for me to
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- give here. The above will suffici iently illustrate the plan I pursue
j myself, and recommend to others.
The preparation and recitation of
this lesson did not occupy the
school more than half an hour. And
j I do not know that any part of the
j day is more profitably spent, than
that which is thus devoted to
acquiring the use of our own lan
guage.
Virginia.

THE TEACHER OF TO-DAY.
If the importance of any calling
here on earth is to be estimated by
the amount of good which results
from it, then surely no one can de
ny that the Teacher should be es
teemed as a most influential mem
ber of society. Nor can his useful
ness be restricted to a single point,
but it branches out every where in
a thousand channels, working un
told wonders for the purity of civ
ilization and of progress. .Nor can
we deny the fact that he is an indlspemxahle member of society. He
is intrinsically so, and as long as
we continue to regard refinement
of thought and discipline of mind
as inseparable from a truly comfort
able existence, so long must the
Teacher be esteemed a character of
unbounded importance. The"birchen rod" is a great landmark along
the march of intellect, and the
hand which sways this sceptre is
powerful to shape the paths of
Governments and to change results
which have been wrought out by
the actions of ages.
What if the Teacher be unseen
as he plies his great work? What
if the eyes of the world bend not
on him as he is busy in moulding
mind and thought and feeling?
What if his humble rostrum be not

a throne, covered by the gaudy
trappings of pride and hung with
the insignia of power ? His is a
noble conscientiousness of right, a
self assurance of benefaction which
does more for his own happiness
than all that wealth could dare do.
The atmosphere, that great support
er of vitality, is an unseen element,
yet how positively essential to all
existence, whether animal or vege
table !
If the Teacher at his toil should
ever grow weary and faint—let the
page of History unfold to his eye
the names of his great predecessors,
and let him take courage. Socra
tes, Plato and Aristotle were teach
ers. Their names loom out in the
past, with a boldness that over
shadows the glare of kingly mem
ories. Aristotle and Alexander—
the master and the pupil—what a
contrast ! The one, who had train
ed the springing sympathies of the
other to the love of wisdom, and
who had bent his soul to the em
brace of the sublime, must have
sorrowed to see the result of his
instructions vitiated, by the bland
ishments of mean courtiers and
cringing sycophants ; and the old
Philosopher with his deep soul is
a towering monument in the Past,
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beneath whose shadow the mem
ory of his corrupt pupil must be
forever dimmed. So much for the
Teacher and the Conqueror, and
so much the verdict of the world
hath said.
The Teacher is also felicitous in
possessing a right to self-gratulation which can be claimed by no
other professional man (except the
preacher.) The orator it is true
must feel the pride of his power,
when he sees his words set on fire
the souls of other men. But no
impetuosity, no high wrought en
thusiasm, characterizes the Teach
er's self approbation. His is a si
lent, overflowing emotion which
grows " too great for soul" as his
conscience is forever whispering
" Well done." And if it be con
ceded that Love is an ennobling
principle, then is it certain that the
Teacher's calling is not destitute of
true nobility; for what feeling of
which our nature is capable, can
equal that secret sympathy of soul,
that silent and rooted attachment,
which must spring up between the
true Teacher and the true pupil ?
And is there not something God
like in the patience of that spirit
which deals out line after line and
maxim after maxim of instruc
tion, with the secret utterance of
hope in God, that the little soul
before him may grow up under the
shadow of His wing and under the
guidance of His all-directing hand?
No definite maxim can ever be
conjured up, which will serve as a
beacon light to the instructor of
youthful minds. The nature of
the profession is peculiar for its
diversity and singularly arbitrary
therein. No rules of action, no
codes for guidance can be submit
ted, which will be found suscepti
ble of uniform application. The
truth of this will become sufficient
ly defined when we reflect that he

must necessarily deal with every
kind of nature. Consequently
when a full adoption of one course
is found practicable in some cases,
in others a modification must be
resorted to—and in fact, divers
instances are constantly recurring,
to admonish the teacher that it is
vain for him ever to expect a uni
versality in the nature of his dis
cipline. The unending variety of
feeling, thought, soul—in a word,
of natures among men, is notorious.
Had it not been so the sage Pope
would never have written—
"The proper study of mankind is man."
We sometimes see a mean desti
tution of soul which affects to de
spise the " poor pedagogue." A
spirit, whose leading trait is a su
perabundance of blatant conceit,
sneers at the threadbare coat and
the furrowed brow and the grey
lock, as the humble minister of
good passes by. But thank God,
the world condemns such tenden
cies, and it is most gratifying to
see the profession daily climbing
into that spirited estimation which
is so justly its due.
So let the teacher go on in his
peaceful avocation, and strike his
silent blows for good. As succes
sive years sound the march of
Time, let the evidences that intel
lect is not behind, be read in the
marks which his hand shall have
set upon the characters of Govern
ments.
G. S. L.
Politeness puts merit forward
and renders it agreeable ; a man
must have eminent qualifications
to support himself without.
Time keeps his constant pace,
and flies as fast in idleness as in
employ.
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LITTLE AT FIRST.-MIGIITY AT LAST.
BY CHARLES MACKAT, L.l.D.
A traveller through a dusty road
Strewed acorns on the lea,
And one took root, and sprouted up,
And grew into a tree;
Love sought its shade at evening time,
To breathe its early vows,
And Age was pleased, in heats of noon,
To bask beneath its boughs ;
The dormouse loved its dangling twigs,
The birds sweet mnsic bore,
It stood a glory in its placo,
A blessing evermoro !
A little spring had lost its way
Among the grass and fern ;
A passing stranger scooped a well,
Where weary men might turn.
He walled it in, and hung with care
A ladle at the brink—
Ho thought not of the deed be did,
But judged that toil might drink.
He passed again—and lo! the well,
By summers never dried,
Had cooled ten thousand parching tongues.
And saved a life beside !
A dreamer dropped a random thought j
'Twas old, and yet 'twas new—
A simple fancy of the brain,
But strong in being true ;
It shone upon a genial mind,
And lo ! its light becamo
A lamp of life, a beacon ray,
A monitory flame.
Tbo thought was small—its issue great;
A watch-fire on the hill,
It sheds its radiance far adown,
And cheers the valley still !
A nameless man amid a crowd.
That thronged tbo daily mart,
Let fall the word of hope and love,
Unstudied from the heart :
A whisper on the tumult thown—
A transitory breath—
It raised a brother from tho dust,
It saved a bouI from death.
O germ ! 0 fount ! 0 word of Love I
0 thought at random cast !
Ye were but little at the first,
But ta igbty at the last !
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NORMAL SCHOOLS—FOR THE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
OF TEACHERS.
Enlightened statesmanship points lation as a part of her great educa
to the educational policy of a coun tional system ; but are left to pri
try as one of its most important in vate enterprise, and private con
terests. And every State may be trol, subject to all the mutations of
as proud of a well matured system the shitting fortunes of men, and
of educating its youth, as it is of the caprices of the times. The
its plans for controlling its finances, consequence of this neglect is al
extending its commerce, ordevelop- ready being felt to the disadvant
ing its agriculture. A system of age of the common cause.
Although within the borders of
national education implies more
than a custom of having schools our State academies and high
and going to school. When it is schools are abundant, and with
desirable that education be uuiver them, in many instances, teachers
sal, as it should be, its plans must of great merit are connected, yet
be founded on economy—guided they are too transitory, dependent,
by wisdom, fostered and cheapened and short lived to answer the pur
by government, and facilitated by poses for which they are intended.
every improved method which the Academical education therefore
experience of mankind authorizes. with us is imperfect; and as noclass
Our educational policy embraces of schools is wholly disconnected
three grand divisions : the prima with the others in the great sys
ry, the academical, and the collegi tem, the evils of this imperfection
ate. To make the system perfect, affect the success of the wholo
these should be fostered alike, and cause. The common schools suf
regard oneanother, and be regarded fer for want of well disciplined and
as parts of one whole, making up theoretical teachers, which they
a scheme of national instruction, have a right to look for from the
each part acting in its appropriate higher schools ; and the success
sphere; and not that the primary of collegiate instruction is greatly
schools should attempt to do the impeded on account of the undis
part of the academies, nor these in ciplined habits, and bad prepara
return look in disdain upon those tion in many instances of their
below them ; nor the colleges dis matriculates. It is true however
card all as unworthy members of that the average qualifications of
teachers in this State is as great
the body.
North Carolina in her wisdom as it ever was, even better ; but
and liberality has favored the es that the spirit of the times de
tablishment of a University ; and mands a greater number and greatlet it be said to her praise, she has erefficencyin common school teach
created by law a plan for Common ers is no vague conjecture. This
Schools, and contributed largely spirit has been reflected by the
from her Treasuary for their sup delegates, from every portion of the
port. Rut the intermediate di I State, to the educational Convenvision, the higher schools or acad I tions. Nor is it unnatural that
emies have not been provided for, ! such should be J,the case. The
nor as yet recognized in her legis plan establishing our common
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school system, dividing the State
into about three thousand five hun
dred school districts, created an
immediate demand for that num
ber of teachers—which could be
but poorly supplied from among
our own people ; and as the genial
influences of those schools have
been felt upon the masses in awakening a thirst for learning, this
demand has increased with an equal
ratio; while causes, such as the
enhanced profits of other pursuits
and the unfortunate sectional pre
judices which have impeded the
immigration of the New England
school master among us, have tend
ed to lessen the supply. What
then is manifestly necessary in or
der to restore an equilibrinm, and
meet the wants of the Community?
Evidenetly the means for the bet
ter education and training of teach
ers for common schools.
It is gratifying to know that
some effort has been made already
in that direction, by authorizing
examining eommittees to pass upon
the qualifications of applicants,
with a hope thereby to excite a
spirit of self-improvement among
teachers. This idea is good as far
as it goes. But no one can fail to
see that it must take such a plan
a long time to accomplish the de
sired end. It is making require
ments without furnishing aid, help,
or means for complying, except
what may be drawn from ones own
resources, by the slow and tedious
process of experiment and self cul
ture. Does any one say that ex
perience is the best school; and
that self made men succeed best
in every department of life? Let
it be answered, that in order to ad
vance in wisdom we must avail our
selves of the knowledge of others ;
each generation must begin where
the former left off and employ all
tho learning of preceding ages in
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the discovery and ' development of
unknown truths. Suppose for in
stance it cost the present student
of mathematics all the labor, study
and experiments which it did Pythagorus,to know that, "the square
described onlthe hypothenuse of a
right angle<T,triangle is equal to
the sum of the squares of the other
two sides;" many after a life of la
bor and study would die ignorant
ofthe invaluable proposition, where
as the present geometrician is con
vinced in a few minutes by the
force of demonstration already fur
nished him, and proceeds at onco
to apply the great truth to the ma
terial concerns of life, or to employ
it in the investigation of other
principles. Again suppose one enters
a telegraph office wishing to dis
patch a message to his factor in
Boston. The operator tells him
he will do it as soon as he can dis
cover the modus operandi. I be
lieve, or am of opinion, says he,
that it is done by means of two
powerful agents in nature, which
I call magnetism and electricity.
I have failed however in many in
stances to demonstrate this, but
still believe that such principles
may exist, and think the present
experiment will prove it. If so I
shall endeavor to apply them to
this apparatus. But do not know
then how I shall signify the words.
There the hope of forwarding the
dispatch by telepraph would be
abandoned, and the resort of send
ing a messenger even on foot would
be regarded as more expedient
than to wait for an unlearned op
erator to deduce his theory and in
vent his art. But such is not the
case in the telegraph offices. The
operators are instructed beforehand
in the sciences of magnetism and
electricity, and taught the art of
telegraphing. In a very short time
he is put in possession of the ma
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terial knowledge which it cost men is too great to admit, by the plain
of science years of labor and toil to est rules ot' political economy, of
discover and invent. Education such persons teaching the common
too is a science, teaching an art, schools for the salaries which the
and the teacher an artificer, or ope present condition of the Literary
rator. These may be studied de fund justify. The academies, often
veloped and improved as well as warped and crippled in their man
any other theory ; and whatever agement by a misdirected popular
leading principles there are in ed- j sentiment, holding their existence
usation and the methods of im by a tenure so delicate, as to be
parting instruction, should be blighted frequently in their pros
brought out, systematized, and pects by the poisenous breath of
taught with as much care, as are village and neighborhood gossip,
the sciences of mathematics, natur are too weak and dependent, as it
al philosophy, or political economy. has already been said, to furnish
And the importance of educating this important class of persons, to
and training teachers in the theory whom the first direction of the
and practice of teaching and dis j youthful minds of the state is to
cipline, before entering upon those | be committed. In all candor then
responsible duties, is now being something must be done to strength
acknowledged throughout Europe en this branch of education. It
and in many parts of this country. becomes government, as well as in
Normal Schools for this purpose dividuals, wherever power is grant
have been established with great ed or patronage bestowed, to grant
success; and challenge now to their also the means for the full and
support some of the wisest states most advantageous exercise of such
men, and best educators of the power and patronage. The State's
munificence, by its plan of public
age.
Now comes the main question to instruction, has created a demand
be proposed. Does the education for this particular class of instruc
al interest of North Carolina call tors. Let her also lend her aid to
for such institutions,—Normal supply the demand ; by establish
schools for the gratuitous instruc ing a number of Normal institu
tion of those who design to become tions for the proper training of
teachers? For two reasons it cer teachers; and thus restore a natur
tainly does. First, that there may al equilibrum in her educational
be more common school teachers; policy; and secure a more abun
and secondly that teaching may be dant realization of the objects of
come more theorized and success her former bounty.
A plan for this purpose already
ful. It has been said that a teach
er should know much more than suggested, by a gentleman no less
lie professes or attempts to teach, distinguished for his financial ain order that he may teach with bility than for his zeal in behalf
interest and taste. The common of public instruction, commends
schools can not be expected then itself to the high consideration of
to educate their own teachers. Nor our people; and should be brought
can they be supplied from the Uni more prominently into notice, with
versity and Colleges, even if their the hope that it may, sooner or
courses of instruction fitted their later, be engrafted into our system
graduates for such a duty. The of free education.
This plan proposes to establish
prime cost of a collegiate education
20
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seven Normal schools by State au is as susceptible of the strictest
thority—one for each judicial Cir rules of economy as any depart
cuit—which are to be supported ment of business ; and thai State
by an annual subtraction of 85 , or community which forgets it in
from each of the il.500 school dis its school systems will fail of ever
tricts in the state, making a sum successfully educating its people.
total of $17,500 or 82.500 for each The object of public instruction is
Normal school annually ; which two fold—to engender a spirit of
will secure two Professors for each j learning, and to furnish the means
institution, to be elected by the to those who are destitute, that all
chairmen of the Boards of Superin may share its blessings. The chil
tendents in tlie several counties dren of the poor are often put to
comprising the circuit. While j work for the profits of their labor,
this arrangement sets on foot, with- J which is too often a temptation to
out any additional expenditure of the poorest to neglect the culture
public revenue, morenormalschools of their minds. Of all classes they
than any other State in the Union need the best schools—or such
has, it does not shorten the terms schools as will furnish the most in
of the Common schools more than struction in the shortest period of
one week in any instance. Who I time. An active farmereven, who
would object to this deversion of a keeps up his farm by his own labor
small portion of the school distribu and that of his children, finds it to
tion for such a valuable auxiliary his advantage to employ his sons
purpose? It is a mistake that the upon the farm during certain por
longer the term of the school the tions of the year, and to put thetu
better, but on the contrary it is be in school for the remainder. In
lieved by some of the most expe cotton and tobacco growing regions
rienced school men that short terms the time they can be spared from
are more successful. Certainly it the farm is limited, and if the in
will not be denied that a school of struction afforded in the schools is
four or five months in the year, not ofthe best kind the advantages
well conducted, by a skillful and of such pupils must be meagre.
theoretical teacher, is more valua Time is too valuable to them to
ble than one of ten months, in the wait for the teacher partly to edu
hands of an undisciplined manag cate himself, or discover the best
er, who, for want of the proper methods of imparting instruction
conception of the principles of and exercising proper discipline.
teaching, must fail to throw around These he should have studied and
the instruction he would impart learned before entering upon the
that interest which would make it discharge of so important a task.
attractive to his pupils, but rather
Nor may this idea of lessening
beget a dislike, so that the longer the quantity of the school for the
the term, the more intolerable the sake of the quality be good for the
burthen.
poor alone. If the son of the
In view of economy short terms wealthy parent were kept at physi
are more adapted to the convenience cal employment one half the year,
of those for whom our system of and in school the other, would he
free instruction has been most es
pecially designed. Let no one start not be better educated on his arri
at the idea of economy in educat val at manhood, than if he were
ing the youth of our country. It kept plodding year after year, thro'
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the lifeless routine of an unsytematized school room ?
Besides the advantages to be de
rived directly from these Normal
Schools, in elevating the stan
dard of teachers, and improving
the art of teaching, their influence
must be beneficial as models worthy
of imitation. Being State institu
tions, they would bo permanent
and independent. Limited in their
number of pupils, who would be
elective on their merits for indus
try, and mental and moral qualifi
cations, a more absolute govern
ment might be maintained in them;
iind a better state of morals and de
portment, than is now witnessed
hbout our boarding schools, might
be hoped for.
Education without discipline is
a contradiction. The mere storing
the mind with knowledge, or a set
of facts, is not education in its orig
inal and true sense, to draw out.
But, in order to do this, the intel
lectual apd moral faculties must be
subjected to the strictest regimen.
There are greater hopes of a young
man just entering upon life, with a
well disciplined mind with but lit
tle learning if possible, than of one
who Las been carried scatteringly
through nil the books of mathemat
ics, the languages, and sciences,
without having his mind strength
ened by intellectual effort, or bis
will subdued by proper discipline.
The mind of the former will grasp
these subjects in spite of all opposition,with gigantic power, and grow
stronger and stronger by its own
strength : while that of the latter
will soon lose the isolated facts
thrown upon it, and become weaker
and weaker, for the want of any
inherent recuperative power. The
w ill that has never learned obedi
ence to the authority of another,
cannot control itself. Nor is it
propable that he will make a loyal,
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law-abiding citizen who has been
hardened in the constant violation
and defiance of school law.
It becomes the State then, from
patriotic motives, to strengthen the
indepei.dence and authority of
her schools, in order to suppress
the insubordination and lawlessness
so common in Southern institutions
of learning. If education would
make a people good citizens they
must be taught, in their first les
sons, to obey the powers that be, to
respect law and order, to do justice
and right; and learn by experience
that the violation of law inevitably
brings punishment, and that liberty
does not consist in doing just as
they please.
So great has been the rivalry for
the last few years between our acad
emies and high schools, in courting
the favor of the public, that they
have lost that sacred n ess of influ
ence which every such institution
should exert, and that reverential
respect, which they ought at all
times to command. In other words,
these as well as the colleges, are
wearing a patronizing air to the
people, instead of the people pat
ronizing them. The youth in his
teens, partaking of this current
feeling, enters an academy swelled
with the idea of what a favor he is
confering on the proprietors; in
return for which he expects them
to do all they can to cater to his
wants and will. No father congrat
ulates himself upon the success of
getting his son into an academy or
college ; but, on the contrary, re
gards the school as under lasting
obligations to him for such a gra
cious favor. This should not be
the case, but it should be esteemed
a high privilege by both father and
son. The way to a seminary of
learning should be a royal one over
which none could pass who had not
made themsclvei worthy of that
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prerogative. And such should be
the Normal Schools here proposed.
Select in their composition, vice
and (insubordination would be ex
cluded, while the true devotees
could drink unmolested at the fount
of Knowledge. With a. permanent
endowment, they would soon be
come the pride of the State. Schol
arships would be sought for in them
by all who would have their sons
well educated for the practical and
useful pursuits of life; and their
influence might be relied on to ef
fect a desired revolution in public
sentiment with regard to schools
and teachers.
G. W. B.
[This subject will be continued
with a review of the history of Nor
mal Schools and their operation in
Europe, Canada and the New Eng
land and Middle States.]
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was her natural duty to be at once
an instructor and example. The
maiden, who casts aside her book
for the cotillion, will never win the
love and esteem of a sensible man ;
and should she select a partner for
life among her partners in the
dance, she will find, that her choice
has been as unfortunate as theplace
where she first attracted his notice
was injudicious. lever look with
pain upou that young wife who en
ters upon her second era with fash
ionable ideas of society. Her first
era has been devoted to the attain
ment of certain rules and systems
which are scarcely pardonable in
the girl, certainly censurable in
the wife, and criminal in the moth
er.
The following remarks by Han
nah Moore so forcibly express my
views on the subject, that I give
them in lieu of anything further
from mysel':—
" When a man of sense comes to
marry, it is a companion whom he
wants, not an artist. It is not
merely a creature who can paint
and play, sing and dance—it is a
being who can comfort and counsel
him, one whocan reasonand reflect,
and feel and judge, and discourse
and discriminate—one who can as
sist him in his affairs, lighten his
sorrows, purify his joys, strengthen
bis principles, and educate his
children. Such is the woman who
is fit for a mother, and the mis
tress of a family. A woman of the
former description may occasional
ly figure in a drawing-room, and
attract the admiration of the com
pany, but she is entirely unfit for
a help-mate to a man, and to 'train
up a child in the way it should
go.' "

UNEDUCATED WOMEN.
There is no sight so truly pitiable
as that afforded by a rising family
of children under the guardianship
of an ignorant mother. I would
be understood in the use of the
term ignorant, as wishing to con
vey the picture of a mothei whose
maiden days were devoted to the
acquirement of fashionable accom
plishments, to the exclusion of solid
mental culture and acquirements.
The woman who reigns the queen
of the ball-room is very seldom
found capable of being the govern
ess of her own children ; and the
time spent at sotree and route will
be bitterly regretted when age
brings experience and consequent
remorse for the evil she has inflict
ed, and her incapacity to discharge
The jealous man poisons his own
properly Uninteresting and impor
tant duties of her station, when it banquet and then cats of it.
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ON READING FOR INSTRUCTION.
The object of all readihg should
be iiastruction. If you do not grow
wiser, in some way, by what you
read,—that is, if you are only amused, and not instructed, by what
you read,—you are throwing away
the greater part of the time spent
in reading. To gather instruction
from the pages of a book, you must
understand them ; and you can not
understand without consideration
and thought. While it is desirable
that you should select such books
and publications as you can master,
it is indispensable that you should
exercise the powers of your own
mind, and be determined to master
them.
Do not complain of the words of
many syllables that a writer uses,
so long as he speaks to you in fair
and honest English. It is better
for you—better a thousand times—
that you should come upon a word
or a phrase, now and then, the
meaning of which you should have
to seek out by inquiry, or by the
help of the dictionary, than that
you should be written to in such
words and forms of expession only
as you are already acquainted with.
If authors were to write down to
the comprehension of the lowest in
tellects, they would never succeed
in raising them to a respectable
standard ; and instead of promoting
the popular improvement, they
would retard it.
It is an old saying, that if you
wish to make a person a dunce, you
have only to treat him as a dunce,
and he is sure to become one. There
is much truth in this, and it is not
less applicable to a class than to an
individual. If the uninstructed
classes are writteu down to, be

sure of one thing—they will be
kept down.
When a man or a lad acquires a
taste for reading, he makes a grand
discovery; he enters upon a new
world—a world as new to him as
America was to Columbus when
he first set foot upon it—a world
full of marvels and mysteries, and,
what is better than these, full of a
wealth of wisdom of which he may
help himself to as much as he can
carry away, and make it honestly
his own.
The great drawback is, that he
finds he can not carry much of it.
The land of literature is to him a
stange land, and its language, to a
considerable extent, a strange lan
guage. In this dilemma he is apt
to make the mistake of supposing
that if simpler language had been
used, he should have understood
the subject at once, and enriched
himself by a new possession. In
the present day this idea is gener
ally without foundation.
There was a time when knowl
edge, which was not thought good
for the common people, was boxed
round with a kind of learned ped
antry which rendered it accessible
only to a few ; but that time has
gone by, and the best writers now
address themselves to the largest
classes—for a very sufficient reason,
namely, that in these days, when
books are sold so cheap, it is only
from the patronage of the multi
tude that they can hope for ade
quate remuneration. It is the
interest of all popular writers to
simplify their propositions, what
ever they may treat of, as far as
possible ; but this practice of sim
plifying can only be carried out to
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a limited extent, after all, for a
reason which, on a moment's con
sideration, will be obvious.
What are words? Words are
nothing more nor less than the
names of ideas; if any combination
of letters of the alphabet suggests
no idea to the mind, such combin
ation is mere gibberish, not a word.
All the words that an illiterate man
is acquainted with have their cor
responding ideas in his mind ; and
all the ideas in his mind have their
corresponding words in his mem
ory.
Now, if he turn the faculties of
liis mind to a new subject,—a sub
ject entirely different from any
thing which has before occupied
his attention,—it is as certain that
he will meet with new words as
that he will meet with new ideas ;
and. simplify as much as we may,
it is not easy to perceive how he
is to make himself master of any
new subject through his old stock
of words. Thus, in order to get
new ideas, you must get new words;
and in the proportion that you
master their meaning will be your
knowledge of the subject to which
you turn your attention.
To profit bytliteraturc, then, you
must learn its language. All that
has been done, or can or will be
done, in the simplifying processes,
will never do .away with that ne
cessity. .Remember that the lan
guage you have to learn is your
mother-tongue ; ' that . the words
whose signification puzzles you are
on the lips of yonr fellow-country
men every day and all day long;
that you have a living dictionary
in your teacher or parent, who will
help you; that you can buy.a Web
ster's pocket dictionary for a quar
ter of a dollar ; and remember, too,
that every step you advance will
render the next step easier.
Take adviea, if it suits your
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case. Select a volume of average
reading ; you may as well make it
a history of the United States. —
Begin the perusal of it with a de
termination to understand the whole
before you have done with it. Do
your best with every sentence, us
ing your dictionary with discretion.
A sentence which may not be plain
enough on the first reading may be
so on the second or third. By this
meaus you will learn the meaning
of thousands of words which you
did not know before.
The language of literature once
acquired, the world of literature is
before you. It is a boundless field
of delightful and exciting inquiry,
if you make the right use of it. We
will not promise that it shall lift
you to worldly prosperity, but it
shall build you up to a nobler state
of being, and make you a credit
and an ornament to any position
you may be called upon to till.
Sargent's School Monthly.

Defrauding Government.—
Men ought to do justice at all times
and to all men ; and especially to
government. It is more natural
and just to pay tithes to govern
ment, than to take them. But the
latter is rather the case with many
we hear of: they do not give it all
its due. And as many men fail,
when deprived of their dues, so
government is so often cheated by
politicians, legislators, congress
men, and even by preachers, that
it is often broken. It is too gen
eral and a crying evil ; not only
painful to the ear, but to the mind,
that government cannot enforce
(N—force) its claims ; and instead
of getting ten letters, only gets
nine, and becomes Gover—ment.
Pun.
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THE ART OF QUESTIONING.
In the practice of teaching, this school at the end of the term, with
art is constantly brought into exer any certainty as to their knowledge,
cise. It is almost uniformly resort unless he is continually applying
ed to, as a means for testing the pu the tests as he proceeds '! And how
pil's knowledge of his task. Tho' shall the pupil himself be certain
in practice, the art is often abused, of his acquirements, unless his edu
yet it must, of necessity, be much cation is so managed, as to give him
used. Hence, although we may some criterion by which to judge;
discover many evils arising from its unless his answers are criticised,
imperfect practice, yet, we should and his mind, in this way, cleared
not condemn it as a means of disci1 j of all the mists which may have
pline ;—but endeavor rather, so far - gathered about it, during the time
to make ourselves masters of the j he has been engaged in acquiring
art, as to obviate these unintended knowledge concerning any given
results.
subject ? In no other way, we ap
The process of questioning must prehend, can both teacher and pu
be considered as affecting intellec pil feel satisfied, or any subject wor
tual culture alone. Though used thy of being taught, be considered
as a means in other departments of as finished. Class exercises^ which
education, yet in all cases, its im mainly consist of question and an
mediate influence is upon the mind swer, are also indispensable in every
itself, and through its effect upon branch of study.
the intellectual part of our nature,
To the teacher, then, accurate
it accomplishes its work. We are, knowledge of the art of questioning
therefore, to consider the adaptation becomes important.
of questioning, in its relations to
Did we speak of questions, as
the mind alone. And when these being addressed to disciplined and
relations are clearly defined, and are cultivated miads, this interrogation
made to exist in harmonious con j would hardly be worth the name of
nexion, the work will be accomplish an art ;—as to such, the want of
ed, as affecting every other depart perspicuity, order, or adaptation,
ment of education—physical, men would be made up by a previous
tal and moral—for we deem the understanding of the subject, by
practice, to a greater or less extent, those to whom they are addressed.
equally essential in all. We can Hence. something intelligent in re
not, indeed, conceive of the relation ply would come of necessity. But
of teacher and pupil, without asso it is to be remembered, that the
ciating therewith the idea of mutual teacher has to propound his queries
intercourse, brought about through to minds in process of cultivation—
the medinm of conversation and and seldom to those who may be
query. And finally, after proper regarded as already trained. The
instruction has been given, we must case, then, becomes quite a different
finish by propounding questions as one. The laws and principles of
a test of the pupil's attainments. adaptation are to be studied. The
For how shall the teacher leave his pupil is to be so treated as to awaken
classes at the close of the day, or his and keep alive his powers of per
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ception. The logical connection of
all subjects of study, is to be espe
cially noticed and followed. The
terms in which his questions should
be couched, the order and fitness of
time for proposing them, and the
best means of securing correct an
swers, must all receive careful at
tention.
We have here, then, a subject,
which when presented, may be con
sidered in theory, a science, and in
practice, an art.
A knowledge of teaching (which
includes the practice of the art of
questioning) supposes, in the teacber,accurate and critical knowledge of
the subject taught. All instruc
tion in the art of teaching, must
proceed upon this hypothesis.—
Though a teacher may sometimes
commence teaching that with which
be is not yet familiar in detail, and
be in some manner successful, yet,
as a principle, it must be conced
ed, that no subject can be properly
and scientifically presented, even in
its most elementary parts, without
understanding it as a whole. What
is true in this particular, of teach
ing as a science, is equally true of
that department of it which I have
termed the art of questioning.
The teacher has three separate
and distinct departments of labor,
as instructor of a school. 1st, In
struction, awakening ideas concern
ing things; explaining principles,
by means of examples and illustra
tions; and combining them in such
a manner in the exercises given,
as to render them capable of being
retained in the memory. 2d, Hear
ing Recitations, and 3d, Furnish
ing opportunities for applying, as
far as possible, the knowledge ac
quired, to the purpose for which it
is intended.
The first two divisions of labor
require the constant use ofquestions
varying according to the nature of
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the exercise. Questions suitable
for instruction are of that easy,
simple character, the answers to
which are readily suggested to the
pupil's mind, from association with
that which he already knows, and
arc only given in order to insure
attention, to hold the mind to every
point as the exercise proceeds, to
quicken the perception, to give
force and reality to the illustra
tions, and to assist the memory in
retaining thenubject matter taught.
This is the inductive method, and
should be much used with young
pupils, with those whose percep
tions need brightening, and in fact,
with any and all pupils, when a
subject is to be presented for the
first time. A repetition of such
exercises, upon obvious elementary
principles. is frequently found nec
essary during the whole course
of study. This oral instruction can
seldom be dispensed with, without
injury.
Questions for recitation are of a
more general character, the answers
to which include the comprehensive
definition, formula or rule; and the
principles of which definitions,
formulae or rules, hare before been
taught by the living teacher, or ac
quired from the book. When the
pupil is prepared for this exercise
he should proceed, as far as possi
ble by topic—his subject being
frequently sigmfied to him by a
hint, rather than by a direct ques
tion.—Pennsylvania S. Journal.

A person who undertakes to
raise himself by scandalizing oth
ers, might as well sit down in a
wheelbarrow and try to wheel him
self.
Mischief is not found in the
tongue, the eyes or the hand, but
in the heart.
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THOUGHTS ON GENIUS.
Genins is a mysterious thing, so
much so that, although almost every
one talks of it, and every one who
talks of it has more or less of it, yet
he has no clear conception of it—
cannot define it—for it has no dog
matic definition, but like taste,
poetry and imagination, is only
vaguely and generally conceived.
This feeble and misty conception
of genins invests it with a veil of
mystery which imparts an addition
al interest to its contemplation, for
we are prone to ascribe something
of the supernatural to what we do
not understand : hence many have
confounded genus with inspiration.
Such miscouceptions have hurtful
tendencies, and, whilst freely con
fessing that I have not genins nor
strength of mind enough to give a
satisfactory definition of it, 1 shall
endeavor to make my thoughts on
the subject of a useful and practical
tendency. These may be arranged
under four heads, viz :—1. The
indications of genins. 2. The neg
lect of it. 3. The gain to society
from the cherishing of it. 4. The
disadvantages of neglecting it.
» But, before we proceed to the
formal consideration of these heads
we premise that the degree of gen
ins here discussed is far above me
diocrity—that average amount of it
in the human family, without which
society could not have been formed
• and could not subsist. For the
sake of distinction and giving prom
inence to that quantity of it, to
which we invite attpntion, we diffi
dently attempt a definition. It is
that measure of invention—origi
nality—inspiration—which gener
ally controls the volition and the
passions, the Aaron's rod, which

dominates all minor endowments.
1. The indications of genins in
children, if not striking and uner
ring, are many. Sometimes it is
attended by a very delicate, but
symmetrical physical organization,
as if made of the porcelain clay of
earth—such a contour of features,
smallness of limbs and tenderness
of flesh as would have induced the
Midwives of Sparta to recommend
to bo exposed to the wolves of Taygetus, or the American Indians
would have thrown to the alligators.
The pale, or broad, or high, or
marbled brow is sometimes the
Doric or Corinthian capital to a
noble dome of thought. The mild,
blue, dreamy eye, that beams on
you mysteriously and seems to float
in its orbs and rest upon the brain,
like a water-lily upon the sinface
of a stream, to the sagacious ob
server reveals the pensive, weigh
ing, philosophical. subjective miod,
that communes much with itself,
introverts thought, arranges au
ideal frame work of society interiorily, and that may by proper cul
ture be developed to a great philos
opher, or didactic and moralizing
poet, or inventor, or christian com
mentator.
Or the world may
trample the life out of the tender
plant—or convert its potential vir
tues into secret misanthropy and
plotting mischief. But as nature
is a wise and impartial economist
and denies a monoply of her gifts
to any individual, as the nine Muses
cannot allstand God-mothers to any
one, a genins much more frequently
comes into this world, marked with
many imperfections and even abor
tions—a shrivelled hand, bandy
legs, a club foot, or some uusightly
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mark.* Here, poor mother, is Bonaparte, Cortex, or Aarou Burr,
comfort for you. Your mal -formed
child may be a blessing to you and
The child is father to the man.
the world. The celebrated Pro I •
fessors Neilson, Saunderson and j A not infrequent manifestation of
Lee were born blind. Byron had genins in children is a restless,
a club-foot, and Sir Walter Scott a nervous, fretful disposition, which
defective ankle. Perhaps the finest often finds vent in crying and vio
peice of joinery in the world is an lent motions. Be not alarmed,
ivory cabinet, in the palace of the mother, they are not the throes of
King of Denmark—the workman dissolution. Let the little human
ship of a blind artisan. We barely volcano in your lap, find vent—disallude to Alexander's wry-neck, , charge its pent up fires in heavings
for he was as distorted in soul as in and rollings and streams of lava
body. It would not be difficult to like tears, for this is nature's meth
swell this list to the length of a od of preserving the balance of the
common printed article.
system of a genins, until in the ful
Sometimes the advent of genins ness of time it finds vent in lawful
into this world is heralded, as is fit, and useful action.
with an earnest, intensely straining
Let these specific indications
eye, as if looking quite through suffice with the remark, that the
the deeds of men into their heart's signs of this fine. subtle essence are
core. Iu this class you have the innumerable, aud infiuitely modi
embryo man of enterprise—a war fied.
rior in pinafore, who may conquer
2. The neglect of it. Few mis
territory and subvert nations—a fortunes have called forth so many
lamentations as the neglect of gen
*It is much to he feared that the in ins. It is a sad neglect, it must
firmities aud deformities of infantile
genius are no offensive to many nurses be admitted ; yet frequently society
and even mothers, that it often falls is nut intentionally culpable for it,
victim to neglect and cruelty. and fares since in its dawning state it is not
but little better from modern civiliza easily discovered, and when discov
tion than it did from Spartan barbar ered no adequate provision has
ism. The case of Byron seems one in
point. No one who reads Childe Har been generally made to aid it.—
old can doubt that he was born with And then the nature and develop
the noblest susceptibilities and aspira ments of genins in youth are not
tions, and as little that the neglect and always such as to invite approach,
even ridicule of his mother on account
esteem and thus gain
of his club foot, did much to make him conciliate
that mocking misanthrope that ho be patronage. Many thus gifted are
came. On account of some features of shy of society, reserved and even
They delight in the
his character and history, our American morose.
Byron, Edgar A. Poe, seems not inap beauty, the wildoess and even the
propriately referred to here. If to terrors of nature, and hail the
these and similar victims of early cru mountain and thunder as kindred
elty and contempt, we add the many
tine minds that early fall victims to in existences. And then, unfortun
temperance we are almost conducted to ately for them, there is too fre
the melancholy conclusion, that the quently an antagonism between
finest children sent into the world have them and the arrangements of soci
never yet ripened into maturity, and ety, which has not been, and ought
consequently that society has never
yet r»aped the benefit arising from the not to be, moulded in harmony with
greatest potential man.
their views and feelings, but by
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men and women of mediocrity, of
average endowments, and for the
great mass of mankind similarly
endowed. Another, hut almost
unavoidable cause of the neglect,
at least the failure of Genins, is to
be found in the peculiar constitu
tion of that phase of it which we
name gentle. To whom impartial
Nature gives marked Genins she
seldom givr s much more. She with
holds physical strength, hardihood
of character, strength of volition
and ignoble cunning. The gentle,
intellectual, etherial child of Gen
ins, feeling conscious of the divine
gift of a clear insight into .duty,
right and wrong, and what course
of conduct public and private good
demand, abhors force and fraud
and falsehood and therefore falls
a victim to the ambitoious, avaricous and mediocre wretches who
unscrupulously resort to them.—
Poor genins ! your fate is some
times a hard one ; you are like the
lost Peri on Earth—your virtue
is your vice—your strength your
weakness—you are too often slight
ed and scarified by those whom
you wore sent to enlighten, enrich,
ennoble and save ! Otway starved
in a garret—Goldsmith was com
pelled ro prostitute his talents to
buffoonery, to conciliate the great
and get an invitation to a dinner.
The pangs of hunger almost drove
Dr. Johnson to self-destruction.—
llumney and Fulton, who first es
sayed the application of steam to
navigation on our waters were con
temned, their rights denied and
their children neglected and de
frauded. Whitney, whose inven
tion of the Cotton Gin has been a
greater source of wealth to the
South than would have been all the
gold mines of Mexico, California
and Australia, had his work shop
entered and robbed of his
model before he had obtained a
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patent, and thus enjoyed but little
of that wealth with which he enenriched others.
'6. As to the advantages of fos
tering genins, little need be said,
since they are suggested by the
preceding observations and besides
are obvious to all. What artificial
pleasure, cognizable and enjoyable
by either the senses or mental
faculties, is not a trophy of genins?
Is Printing a boon '( Genins gave
it to us. Is it an advantage to
understand the laws of gravitation
and the revolutions of tLe heavenly
bodies ?
"Nature find nature's works lay hid
in night,
God said let Newton be, and all was
light."
Is it an advantage to ride the
waves more swiftly and safely than
we can a horse, aud to course the
earth in traveling palaces, swifter
and safer than either—to make our
thoughts circle the Globe as swiftly
as we can conceive them —to enjoy
in our cities, in all hours of ihe
most murky night, a light which
almost rivals that of noon day ? Is
it a pleasure to commune with
Homer, and Shakspeare and Milton
and their mighty compeers? They
consumed their genins in kindling
those quenchless torches—their
works. Without these inventions
the stately fabrick of modern civil
ization could not have been reared,
and without similar ones hereafter
it cannot be preserved, at least im
proved.
Still less need be said of the
4th head—the disadvantages of
neglecting genins, since the predi
cation of the advantages resulting
from a given course of conduct con
tains the implication of the dis
advantages resulting from an op
posite course. As the world has
been indebted for some of itsgreat
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?st benefactors to the patronage of i
generous souls, so it would not be
difficult to show that many of its
greatest scourges might have been
prevented, or reclaimed by a little
generous pecuniary aid, or even by
kind and tender treatment and con
siderate uotice. Chattertou, rather
than starve, perpetrated a great lit
erary fraud and died by his own
hand. Savage, whom Dr. Johnson
seems to have considered a trans
cendent genins, neglected, con
temned and persecuted became a
nuisance, scourge and outlaw of
society. Many, born with the
noblest aspirations, have under the
pressure of extreme poverty, which
a little timely assistance might
have prevented, become misan
thropes and reprobates. But well
does Genins know its power, and
fearfully does it sometimes revenge
itself for neglect, and unworthy at
tempts to keep it down. One might
as well attempt to putan extinguish
er upon the fires of -Etna as to
smother its outworking forces. It
is for its parents, teachers and So
ciety to say whether it shall be a
steady Luminary diffusing light
and warmth and fertility, or a con
suming fire.
But it may be asked what has
all this to do with Public Schools ?
Much every way, for every Teach
er may have in his little circle of
too much neglected tiiflers " some
heart pregnant with celestial fire"
—" some village Hampden" that
may be developed into a Washing
ton, or some embryo tyrant, that
being neglected, may" wade through
slaughter to a throne and shut the
gatesof mercy on mankind." Every
teacher should solemnly advert to
to the fact, that to him it may be
given to influence one or all of such
characters as have been thus brief
ly sketched. He should do more,
be should search for them in Sohool
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and in Society as for hid treasure.
What ! shall men venture into the
bowels of the earth to search for
the precious metals and not exam
ine the surface for more precious
minds ? In adverting tosuch neg
lect the Poet exclaimed—
" Full many a gem of purest my serene
The dark uufathomed caves of ocean
bear,
Full many a flower is born to blush un
seen
And waste its sweetness on the desert
air."
Many such gems and flowers of
Genins may be rescued and polish
ed, unless—
" Chill penury repress their noble rage
And freeze the genial current of the
soul."
It should be the peculiar delight of
teachers to search out and bring
out such diamonds in the rough,
for never will our system of Edu
cation be satisfactory until some
method be devised to select the
choicest spirits in our primary
schools and pass them through all
the grades of schools until they
come forth from our Colleges, if
sons, prepared to be solid corner
stones—if daughters, pillars, pol
ished after the similitude of a pal
ace.
It is, we believe, by this ascer
tainment and passage and promo
tion of youths extraordinarily en
dowed through her several schools,
as they rise one above another, that
has given to France many of the
most distinguished names in Sci
ence and Letters.
Now if in this very inadequate
plea for genins we shall persuade
one mother to be more heedful
than before to watch over the genins
which she may have in her family,
we shall not have written altogeth
er in vain. Why, if you have such
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an one you have adeodnnd—aGodsmd—a patent of nobility direct
from the Deity—a more than or
dinary measure of the divine gifts.
You know not what you may have
—you may have, a Poet, Philoso
pher, Priest—we had almost said
Prophet. £ How should such a child
be watched, guarded and instruct
ed ! Let his infirmities be tender
ly borne^ his waywardness gently
checked, his venial aberrationsjgen-
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erously excused. It is Plato, we
believe, who says—" let nothing
profane, immoral, or immodest en
ter the door of a house where there
is a child ;" and a christian au
thority has said " reverence chil
dren." If to observe these recom
mendations be important to all
children, what momentous significancy do they have in application
to the children of Genins !
W. H. 0.

INSTRUCTION IN DRAWING.
The important question, "how
shall drawing be taughtsuccessfully
in schools?" is now attracting the
attention of educators, which is a
good sign of the times. By duly
attending to it, they will find that,
to teach drawing successfully, it
must be taught systematically and
scientifically, receiving the same
care and attention as other studies
pursued. When itisas well taught
as others, the practice of the art
will be found of great practical
value, and not wanting in interest.
Let us suppose that a scholar
wishes to learn geometry, after hav
ing attained the age of fifteen, also
to become an engineer. With this
object in view, and without know
ing the simple rules of arithmetic,
he is placed under the care of a
professed teacher, who first gives
him an arithmetical class-book, with
directions to copy the sums, and,
from the key, to write down the
answers. -He then gives him the
algebra, and follows with the prob
lems of Euclid, all of which are to
be copied in the same mechanical

I manner, without regard to the rules
or principles of arithmetical calcu
lation, or the laws of geometry.—
With such instruction, (for the
same process is called instruction in
regard to art,) will he be prepared
for any practical application of the
science of geometry, or for any in
dependent effort in the way of en
gineering ?
Again, let ussuppose that, at the
same age, he presents himself for
instructiou in the art of written
composition, not having yet learned
to spell, or even to form a letter
with the pen. The teacher first
requires him to copy, verbatim, the
lessons in the first reader, and then
some finished orations. What will
he have gained in the process?—
True, his taste will have become
somewhat cultivated ; but, will he
be prepared to write an original
theme ? Yet, this is the way that
drawing is taught in our schools,
and the people say, " Of what use
is it ?"
The love of drawing is a univer
sal taste, whiob maybe known from
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the fact that nearly all children love'
to draw. Those whoare not pleased
with the use of pencils and a box
of colors are the exceptions. It
would, thereforev require no effort
to make it a regular study, com
mencing at eight or ten years of age.
For the disinclination manifested
afterward several reasons may be
given. In the first place, acquiring
the rudiments of the art after the
taste has become a little cultivated
is a druggery. It is not more so
with drawing than with music.—
The rudiments of all studies should
be acquired at an early period. Af
ter childhood is past there is a feel
ing of dissatisfaction at the puerile
efforts at skill, which naturally cre
ates a disrelish for the pursuit. In
the next place, drawing is made a
perfectly mechanical lesson. The
scholar has placed before him a
picture of some object, or group of
objects, of which he is to make a
copy as well as he can. If his poor
skill fails in the attempt, the teach
er lends a helping hand, and the
work is accomplished after a certain
manner; and, if the natural taste
for art is sufficiently strong, the
scholar perseveres until he has ac
quired the ability to copy a picture
without assistance. But, if the
scholar have only a moderate taste
for it, he finds no gratification in
the pursuit, and, as no intellectual
capacity is exerted or gratified, he
gives it up in disgust, asking the
same question, "Of what use is it?"
Yet it is of use, even in this im
perfection, inasmuch as it sometimes
leads to the development of fine
natural abilities, the cultivation of
which is a source of profit and hon
or to the possessor. With common
school training, the talent for other
things is developed, and if properly
taught, the scholar finds himself
capable of making the most of his
natural gifts. Every talent, but
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that for art, is duly cultivated at
school, or, at least, a foundation
laid for it ; and, why should this be
made an exception f
In regard to the manner of teach
ing, the scholar should commence
young. Every teacher understands
the difference exhibited in the ca
pacity for acquiring rudimentary
knowledge at the respective ages
of seven and fourteen. Childhood
is the period for acquiring rudi
mentary knowlege in every depart
ment of study. Then, there is no
impatience felt at slow progress ;
no haste to get on to something
apparently more attractive. And,
to acquire perfect manual dexterity,
either at the piano or the easel, the
scholar must begin to piactice in
childhood. In the instruction of
this branch as well as that of math
ematics there is but one right way.
Let the teacher first give the child
some exercise in curves and circles,
without reference to drawing from
any model, at the same time hold
ing his pencil properly. This re
quires that the wrist should rest
upon the table, leaving the whole
hand free for action. The drawing
of curves in every direction, with
the wrists so rested, will be found
a perfectly easy and natural exercise
of the hand. There is no better
preliminary exercise than the draw
ing of a circle, guided by the eye;
not to make one, and then another,
and so on for twenty in succession,
and leaving them imperfectly done;
the scholar should correct and im
prove each one according to his
ability; dividing it by straight lines
into halves and quarters of circles,
depending on his eye alone for
guidance. This is all the prelimi
nary practice required in staight
lines. In drawing straight lines
for this purpose, he does not find
it irksome, for he has an object in
view. On the contrary, nothing
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is more tedious or more useless
than drawing straight lines merely
for the exercise. The straight line
may always be corrected by the
ruler. The great point in practice
is to make the curve, and this
should be the first object aimed at;
for, the infinite variety of curves
required in the practice of art no
instrument can define, no ruler can
rectify.
The ability to draw a straight
line has been considered a test of
native capacity. This is one of the
mistakes of ignorance. Let the
teacher question the scholar in re
gard to the division of his circle,
and if he can not see when one part
exceeds the other in size as marked
by his line, he has no eye for form,
and will not progress by practice.
If his eye is capable of measuring
so as to detect a difference, it will
improve by practice, and he will,
in time, if made to depend upon
his eye, learn to discriminate the
nicest variation of curve. This is
of first importance. Do not forbid
measuring ; but, encourage inde
pendent action and self-reliance in
every effort.
The first step is to imitate some
simple form which gives practice in
the curve. The object itself is pre
ferable to the representation of the
same thing on paper; and, the
scholar should, from the outset, be
accustomed to making his own rep
resentations of objects. If he does
not begin with that, (and it is just
as easy for him,) he does not know
when to change. After having
first drawn from prints, beginning
with the imitation of form is just
like commencing anew.
From
simple objects he should go on
gradually to more difficult, always
improving and correcting his draw
ings. The teacher should require
him to correct his own work ; point
out the faulty part, then let him
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study the form of the object before
him, carefully comparing his own
imitation of it, correcting and im
proving his lines, until he has ac
complished all that he is capable
of doing at that stage of progress.
This is the most important part of
his exercise; and, to accomplish
his task well, he must apply him
self to drawing as to a study.—
The teacher should render assist
ance according to his judgment,
and, by his own lines, show the
scholar, if a better curve can be
made than his own.
In this method of instruction
the class will not fail to be inter
ested. In one school, where the
instruction given was limited to
mechanical copying, the class an
ticipated the lessons with a feeling
of dislike. Casts are now intro
duced as the models for study, and
the scholars have become so much
interested that the time given to
the lesson is considered too short.
They are interested because they
feel that they are acquiring skill
with the pencil, and really under
stand the value of the lesson to
which the hour is appropriated.
—Miss Dwight.

JOY.
Haste thee, nymph, and bring with thee
Jest and youthful jollity.
Quips, and pranks, and wanton wiles,
Nods, and becks, and wreathed smiles,
Such as hang on Hebe's cheek.
And love to lire in dimple sleek ;
Sport, that wrinkled care derides,
And Laughter holding both his sides.
Come, and trip it as you go
On the light fantastic toe,
And in thy right band lead with theo
The mountain nymph, sweet Liberty.
—Milton.
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For Declamation,
GALILEO.
BY EDWARD EVERETT.
Gal-i-le'o was born at Pisa (pro
nounced Pe'za,) in Tuscany, on the
15th of February, 1504. He believed,
with Coper'nicus, that the earth is a
sphere, and moves round the sun. For
maintaining this, he -was condemned
by the Inquisition, and persecuted both
by the Francis'cans and Domin'icans,
who were orders of priests, so called
from the names of their founders. Gal
ileo died in 1642.
There are occasions in life in
•which a great mind lives years of
rapt enjoyment in a moment. 1
can fancy the emotions of Galileo,
when first raising the newly-con
structed telescope to the heavens,
he saw fulfilled the grand prophecy
of Copernicus, and beheld the plan
et Venus crescent like the moon.
It was such another moment as
that when the immortal printers of
Mentz and Strasburg rec eived the
first copy of the Bible into their
hands, the work of their divine
Art;—like that when Columbus,
through the gray dawn of the 12th
October, 1492, beheld the shores
of San Sal'vador;—like that when
the law of gravitation first revealed
itself to the intellect ofNewton ;—
like that when Franklin saw, by
the stiffening fibers of the hempen
cord of his kite, that he held the
lightning in his grasp ;—like that
when Leverrier received back from
Berlin the tidings that the predict
ed planet was found.
Yes, noble Galileo, thou art right.
It does move. Bigots may make
thee recant it ; but it moves never
theless. Yes, the earth moves,
and the planets move, and the
mighty waters move, and the great
sweeping tides of air move, and

the empires of men move, and the
world of thought moves ever on
ward and upward to higher facts
and bolder theories. The Inquisi
tion may seal thy lips, but they can
no more stop the prog'ress of the
great truth propounded by Copern
icus and demon'strated hy thee,
than they can stop the revolving
earth.
Close now, venerable sage, that
sightless, tearful eye : it has seen
what man never before saw :—it
has seen enough. Hang up that
poor little spy-glass; it has done its
work. Not Herscbel nor Itosse
has comparatively done more. —
Francis'cans and Domin'icans de
ride thy discoveries now, but the
time will come when from two
hundred obser'vatories in Europe
and America the glorious artillery
of science shall nightly assault the
skies, but they shall gain no con
quests in those glittering fields be
fore which thine shall be forgotten.
Rest in peace, great Columbus of
the heavens, like him scorned, per
secuted, broken-hearted ; in other
ages, in distant hemispheres, when
the votaries of science, with solemn
acts of consecration, shall dedicate
their stately edifices to the cause of
knowledge and truth, thy name
shall be mentioned with honor !

There is nothing purer than
honesty ; nothing sweeter than
charity; nothing warmer than love;
nothing richer than wisdom ; no
thing brighter than virtue ; no
thing more steadfast than faith.
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Common School gcpartnuut.
EXTRACT
From the. Report of the General Superintendent of Common Schools
of North- Carolina, for the year ending December 31st, 1857.
Those facts of any system which
Next to the office of General Su
can be stated in figures are not al perintendent, that of Chairman of
ways the best signs or evidences the Board of County Superinten
of its condition ; and in every en dents is most important, and like
terprise not merely financial or me the former parental in its character;
chanical, there is a kind of tone re and under our present organization
sulting from the whole condition of a Chairman who does not feel the
things, and answering to the pulse responsibilities of a father ofa large
in the human body.
family, can never make a success
Those properly skilled in the ful officer. Formerly the best
matter in hand can easily feel this chairmen were, generally, in their
pulse and understand its indica offices, merely honest men and good
tions.
financiers; now the honest applica
Our Common School system has tion of the public moneys is consid
such a pulse surely marking the ered a small part of a chairman's
condition of its life currents ; and duties.
during the years that I have anxi
These officers, and the commit
ously observed its vibrations it has tees ofexamination manifest a much
at no time manifested a tone so more enlightened sense of the spirit
healthy, so vigorous and so hopeful of their obligations ; and very gen
as at present. I believe that I am erally the regulations for the im
in a condition to speak knowingly provement of teachers, and for en
on this subject ; but to go fully in hancing the usefulness of chairmen
to all the reasons of my impres are better understood and better
sions would occupy too much of appreciated.
this report.
The capacity of the system for
The returns from the counties great and continued improvement
are generally more full and more is settled beyond dispute : the good
satisfactorily made out ; and while already done is known and more
the additional facts and figures of properly estimated.
these reports indicate progress in
Insufficient local officers are now
the schools, the whole face of the much less likely to escape an awak
returns gives unmistakeable evi ened public attention; and a healthy
dence of a better understanding of and vigorous public opinion is
their duties on the part of those who bringing to light the defalcations
make them. Ourschool machinery is and abuses of those who once freely
simple & economical: it requires but speculated on the public funds.
fewkindsof officers,and is so arrang
The silent, sullen and obstinate
ed that the obligations resting on resistance of the unimproveable ma
them are of a kind that cannot be terial among the teachers to all
fully expressed by law.
progress and all innovation on their
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ancient right to do as they please,
has been fully vanquished ; and
the old resource of hiding in ob
scure neighborhoods, and appeal
ing to the prejudices of the ignor'ant, is nearly destroyed.
There are now, comparatively
speaking, no frontiers, no obscure
territories in which such persons
can take refuge and be a law to
themselves : the general law and
general regulations now pervade all
places, everywhere sustained by
combinations that embody and ut
ter a healthy public opinion.
Every friend of the cause feels
emboldened to require the law tn be
executed, in its letter aod spirit, in
the most ignorant localities; for he
feels that he no longer labors alone,
but is sustained by a central power,
by large educational organizations,
and by a growing public opinion.
The change in public sentiment
among all classes of the people is
marked and cheering.
To the credit of our people, they
have ever wished well to the Com
mon Schools, even when they fear
ed they were not succeeding; but
the good wishes of the majority
have been silent and hesitating,
while the sneers, taunts and croaks
of the opponents or desponding
friends of the system were heard on
every side.
There is now manifest, every
where, a greatly improved and im
proving feeling; and it is most
cheering to see ministers of the
gospel of all denominations, profes
sional men of every class, professors
jn all the colleges, and politicians
of every party laboring heartily,
cheerfully, hopefully and harmoni
ously on the platform of the Com
mon Schools.
The Legislature, a year ago, re
flected this sentiment in a remark
able degree; and at no period since
I have been an observer of our pub
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lic policy was there a more general
disposition on the part of the law
making power to legislate with a lib
eral regard for the good of the cause
of general education. There was in
the chief Executive of the State a
manly, liberal and enlighted spirit
of improvement; and in the co-or
dinate branches of the government,
and in all importantquarters, there
has been a disposition to reflect this
spirit.
Another most favorable sign of
our condition is the disposition to
form educational associations, and
to act in this under the lead of the
Common Schools.
North-Carolraa has been a divid
ed State; and when, soon after I
first entered on the duties of my
office, I expressed a strong hope
that the Common Schools would be
instrumental in producing a more
homogeneous and a ,more united
people, I did not hope to see so
soon the signs of a fulfilment of this
wish.
The friends of education and the
educators of the State, like all oth
er classes of useful citizens, long
labored in discouraging isolation,
without concert or known sympathy
with each other.
The late lamented Joseph Cald
well, a great champion of education
in his day, and at no very remote
period in the past, labored and
hoped in vain for more united
counsels and labors; and though he
had many friends and many admir
ers, they did not hold up his hands,
nor bring their good will and good
wishes into effective, co-operative
action.
Shortly before I was elected to
the place I fill an attempt was made
to hold an educational convention
in Raleigh ; and after many essays
in the papers on the importance of
the movement, the day arrived and
one delegated attended !
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The difficulties in the way of such
meetings had been overcome by the
year 1856—and in the fall of that
year a new era in our educationalhistory was most auspiciously inaugu
rated in a large and harmonious
meeting, in Salisbury, of many of
the leading teachers and friends of
education from all parts of the
State.
A State educational association
was formed—and in the summer of
the past year it held its regu'ar an
nual meeting in Warrenton, intend
ed by a large number of delegates,
and adopted a constitution.
This State association, fixed on a
broad and firm basis, representing
all classes of schools, and graceful
ly acting under the lead, and in
great part for the benefit of the
Common Schools, is a fact of our
condition to which too much im
portance cannot be attached.
That it may be the more useful
it is my ardent desire to see it rami
fy intcTcounty and district associa
tions affiliated with it; and already
seven counties are interested in
associations of the kind, while a
considerable number of others are
waiting for the spring, to move in
the same direction.
An early and valuable fruit of the
State Association is the NorthCarolina Journal of Education,
got up under its auspices—a hand
some monthly periodical in mechani
cal execution, and in literary char
acter comparing most favorably with
any enterprise of the kind in the
Union.
A board of editors, located in all
parts of the State, contribute to
its pages : and while it is wholly
devoted to the cause of education,
to which it will render efficient ser
vice, it is, in itself, a bond of union
among teachers and educators, and
a source of gratification and encour
agement to the friends of the State.
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A number of counties where, by
alterations, and a want of careful
oversight over the whole field of op
erations, the district system had
got into confusion, have been 3timulated to adopt bold and wise meas
ures of reform ; and in these in
stances the boards of county super
intendents, embracing the views of
this office, have re-districted, or re
solved to re-district their counties,
making the whole system more
compact and more convenient.
Chairmen have been induced to
make out maps of their school dis
tricts, and others are laboring in the
same matter.
The laws, formed into a new
compilation during the year by the
general superintendent, and prin
ted under his supervision and sent
out to the chairmen, have been
more generally distributed to com
mittees, and more carefully read ;
and the blanks sent out have been
better filled and more in demand.
A more active interchange of
opinion is going on among officers
of the system and friends of the
cause—statistics are in greater re
quest, and more attentively studi
ed—chairmen have been visiting
among the districts of their coun
ties—committees of examination
are everywhere formed, generally
of good materials, are paid for their
services, and attentive to their du
ties—better kinds of school books
are coming into use, and all par
ties, officers, teachers and private
citizens entertain a stronger sense
of the obligations resting on them.
In short, the system presents
now more truly the aspect of a
system, the means devised for its
improvement are more sensibly felt,
the agencies better understood,and
the whole aspect of affairs indi
cates progress, and furnishes une
quivocal signs of promise.
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$ksihnt (Mors gtpartmcnt.
may be supplied with competent teach
ers.
The work is a great one, and long
must we labor before the end is accom
plished—before we arrive at that point
which some of the Countries of Europe
have reached—e. g.—
"In Saxony no person can be licens
ed to teach who has not attained twenty-cne years of age, graduated at a
teachers' seminary, passed one exam
ination as a candidate for the title of
teacher, served two years as an assis
tant."
It may require generations of labor
ers in the cause before the standard of
the Profession of teaching can be thus
elevated among us. But this need not
discourage us ; the work must have a
beginning, and shall not we have the
honor of commencing it ?
We ask the special attention of our
readers to the articles, which we are
now publishing in the Journal, on the
Teachingi made a Profession. —The subject of giving teachers a profession
subject of Normal Schools, for the pro al training.
fessional training of teachers, is now
claiming the attention of many of the
District Committees.—These com
friends of our educational system. It mittees have an important and respon
is hoped, by those who advocate the sible part to act, in carrying out the
establishment of these schools, that provisions of our Common School Sys
those who are thus trained will make tem. To them is entrusted the special
teaching the business of their lives, supervision of the school of their Dis
and that it will thus become a regular trict. By them the teacher is selected
profession. Those who are acquainted —and upon their fidelity to the trust
with the character of a large majority reposed in them, by their fellow-citi
of the teachers now employed in our zens, depends the prosperity of the
Common Schools, will not need to be school. It is important then that the
told that there is room for improve voters of each District select such men
ment. Then let all who would see our as will faithfully perform all the duties
system of education improved, all who required of them by the school laws.
have at heart the welfare of the rising
We were told, a few days since, by
generation and the future prosperity a member of a school committee, that
of our State, labor together until some it is impossible to get the voters to meet
means is dovisod by whioh our ichooli and cast their Totes. This ought not

To our Friends —Since wo have
teen called upon by the Printers for
our first quarterly payment, for print
ing the Journal, we feel the necessity
of urging our friends to make an effort
to increase the number of our subscri
bers. A little exertion on the part of
every one will double our list, before
the next Number is issued, for every
one can send the name of at least one
new subscriber, if he will but make
the effort. Friends of Education, it
is for you to say whether this Journal,
devoted to the cause which is dear to
your hearts, shall accomplish its ob
ject or not. Some of you have done
your part well. And if all who wish
to see it prosper would be as active in
its support, it would soon be read by
thousands where it is now read by
hundreds. Are you doing your part ?
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to be so. And as the next election of
school committees will occur within a
few days after you receive this No. of
the Journal, we would say, reader, at
tend to this duty and rote for men who
will be faithful.
State Educational Association. —
We hope to be able to inform omM'eaders, in the next No. of the Journal, of
the place at which the State Education
al Association will hold its next annual
meeting. The time appointed (sec
Art. V. of the Constitution, published
in the January No. of the Journal,) is
the "first Wednesday of July ;" but
the selectian of the place was left to the
Executive Committee. We have been
informed, by the chairman of this com
mittee, that they will select the place,
as soon_as circumstances will allow, in
order that the meeting may be kept in
view, and the friends of the cause stir
red up to attend, from all parts of the
State, in larger unmbcrs than ever be
fore. Matters of great importance
will be brought before the Association,
and all who can should be present, to
deliberate upon them.
If any of the members of the Asso
ciation have any suggestions to make,
in regard to the place of meeting, they
should make them immediately, that
they may be in time, to have due
weight. We would say let the place
be that which is considered the most
accessible, provided the people of such
placo offer a cordial reception, that
the attendance may thus be as large as
possible.
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To EmTons.—Wo have been spoken
of in pretty harsh terms, by some of
our brethren of the Press, for want of
liberality in exchanging. We sent our
first Number to every paper in the
State, so far as we knew them, and
would refer to the request then made
of those who wished to exchange. A
large number sent us their papers, thus
showing that they wished to exchange
with us ; but many others did not
thus express their desire. and we were
not willing to force the Journal upon
any who did not desire its visits.
It is only by chance that wo found
out these complaints, as we seldom see
the papers that have made them.

GREENSEOROEGH
Mutual Life Insurance
AND TRUST COMPANY.
THIS COMPANY OFFERS IXducements to the public which few
possess. It is economical in its man
agement, and prompt in the payment
of its losses.
The insured for life are its members,
and they participate in its profits, not
only upon tho preminms paid in, but
also on a large and increasing deposito
capital kept in active operation.
A dividend of 07 per cent. at the last
annual meeting of tho Company. was
declared, and carried to the credit of
the Life Members of the Company.
Those desiring an insurance upon
their own lives, or on the lives of their
slaves, will please address,
D. P. WEIR, Treasurer.
Greensboro', N. C.
2:ly

O -A. IR. ID
Edgcworth Female Sem
inary, Greensboro', N. C.—The
year is divided into two terms, com
mencing 1st August and January.
The course of study is thorough and
systematic, embracing everything nec
essary to a complete, solid and ornamental^education. The buildings are
so arranged as to combine the comforts
of a home, with tho advantages of a
school. Instructors of the highest qual
ifications arc employed in each of the
Departments. No Institution in the
country possesses advantages superior
to Edgeworth.
Catalogues containing all necessary
information respecting the Course of In
struction, Terms, &c, will be forward
Hickling, Swan&Ilrewer, ed on application to
SCHOOL BOOK DEPOSITORY,
RICHARD STERLING, Principal.
131 Washington Street, Boston,
1:12
Greensboro', N. C.
Publishers of
Worcester's Dictionaries,
AND
Hillard's Headers,
Wilson Female Seminary,
Swan's Arithmetics,
AVeber's Outlines of History,
SUPERINTENDED BY
Smith's History ofGreece, (Felton's Mr. & Mits. B. S. RICHARDSON.
Circulars containing full information
Edition),
sent on application.
1:12
Tate's Philosophies,
Carter's Physical Geo. & Atlas,
NORTH CAROLINA
And a variety of other valuable works ft*
Bounty AT.
Land,
for Colleges, Academies, and Common Pension,
cy, Fayetteville,
C. § general Agen
Schools. A descriptive catalogue will
be furnished free to those who apply for Pension and Bounty Land Claims
prosecuted for Military Services in all
it.
1:12
the Wars since 1790. No charges made
unless money or land is recovered. Pen
WL,. POMEROY,
m
BOOKSELLER 4 STATIONER, sion-money collected from the United
States Agency at Fayetteville. Blanks
WHOLESALE & RETAIL,
therefor furnished gratis. Collections
RALEIGH, N. C,
and promptly remitted. Dis
Keeps on hand a large and well selected made
procured and Notes renewed at
assortment of the leading issues of the counts
of the Banks. The highest cash
English and American Press, embrac cither
paid for Land Warrants.
ing works on Theology, Law, Medicine, price
1:12
JOHN M.ROSE.
Science, General Literature, &c.
From his long experience in supply MILL, STONES.—I CAN fur
ing Schools in North Carolina with
nish the best quality of Mill
Text-Books, English and Classical, he Stones of the Blue Grit, on reasonable
flatters himself that he is able to meet terms at short notice. AllStones war
all demands in this line, and on as ac ranted.
D. DAVIS,
commodating terms as can be obtained
1:6
Carthage, Moore Co.,N. C.
elsewhere. He is prepared promptly
to fill all orders in the line of his busi
(!5r:unmar $
ness, and while respectfully soliciting
a continuance of the liberal patronage J. H. HORNER, A.M., Principal.
and confidence of his numerous friends Q PRING Session of 1858 begins
and of the public generally, he takes O 2nd Monday in January. Fall
the occasion to offer his sincere acknowl
edgements to all concerned, for favors Session of 1858 begins 2nd Mon2tf
of the past
1:12 j day in July.

4 S. DAMES & Co.,
/j^o 01 and 53 John St., New-York,
Publish
The North Carolina Readers,
Recommended to be used in all the
schools of North Carolina by the Gen
eral Superintendent : also,
Page's Theory and Practice of
Teaching,
Northend's Teacher and Parent,
"Books which ought to be in the
hands of every teacher."—C. II. Wiley,
Sup. Common Schools of N. C.
A. S. li. & Co. also publish the Na
tional Scries of Standard School Books.
See advertisement on another page. 1:12
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PRINCIPLES OP INSTRUCTION.
In every well-conducted school,
two distinct ends must ever be
kept in view by the teacher. One
is the proper training of the facul
ties of the mind ; the other is the
supply of that knowledge which
practical life requires. It is ob
vious that these objects are not
identical ; yet the latter general
ly absorbs the whole attention of
the instructor. We are too apt to
regard the mind as a vast recepta
cle, into which innumerable ideas
may be forced by pressure from
without. The great art of teach
ing is supposed to consist in a skil
ful use of this external means, and
he is considered the most promis
ing pupil whose nature offers the
least resistance. This error has
led to lamentable results in prac
tice. Some schools are conducted
in a slovenly manner, the indo
lence of the pupil affording a con
venient excuse for the indifference
of the teacher. Ohers are conduct
ed on the packing system, in which
as many ideas as possible are thrust
into the brain in a given time.
This one-sided system is entire
ly unphilosophical. It is against
the analogies of nature. Food is
not furnished to the body by any
such artificial process. The quan

tity given to a child is regulated
by the stale of its health and the
demands of its appetite. When
the appetite fails, it is not custom
ary to force food down the throat,
nor is it allowable to indulge a vo
racious stomach with unlimited
supplies. In these things normal
nature is our best guide ; and
when this leads us into error, rem
edial means are of course resorted
to. The same principle holds good
in relation to the intellectual im
provement of the young. Their
minds must grow in a natural man
ner, sustained by a due supply of
nutriment and exercise, and laden
with no more knowledge than they
are able to carry with pleasure and
safety.
Healthy growth is a primary ob
ject for children, in respect both
to the mind and the body. Hard
work belongs to adult life. The
younger the child, the more is it
necesssary to guard against over
working either its muscles or its
brain. To promote its mental de
velopment, is the first and most
important point of education. This
must be done by cultivating its
appetite for knowledge, instead of
forcing it down by outward pres
sure. Suitable aliment must bo
23
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provided to gratify and foster this Number*, as laid down in our cleappetite, and gentle intellectual mentary Arithmetics, the task will
exercise must bu employed to train be relieved of one half its terrors
its various powers. Much wisdom by a familiar explanation of the ob
is necessary to accomplish these jeets and uses of each, and of the
objects, and no human art requires reasons that can be adduced for
so profound an acquaintance with such a variety of measures. Let
our common nature. Leaving out the teacher enlarge upon English
of view the character and amount Sterling money and the most enof the information to be acquired tertainingfeaturesof that currency,
by the pupil, we must first consid- and at the same time point out the
er the kind of exercise adapied to advantages of our own system and
the more important object of de- its probable adoption everywhere,
veloping and training the intellec- He will soon find his pupil intertual powers.
ested in the subject, and willing
The faculty of attention must to put forth all his exertions to
be early cultivated, because it is , master it. Again, if the geograexceedingly weak in children. This phy of a particular stateor country
depends in a great measure upon is to be impressed upon the mind,
the manner of the teacher, and it is cruel to set a child down to
certain peculiar gifts which Provi- commit its statistics to memory,
donee has not universally bestowed, before his mind has discovered
He must be able to interest the anything in it to afford him interlearner by a thousand little turns . est. Let. him first be told someof tact and address ; and when he thing about this particular region
fails, instead of laying all the i and its inhabitants which will make
blame upon his pupil, he should him anxious to know more. Apbe willing to believe that a portion, peal to the powerful law of associat least, attaches to himself. But ation, and lodge first in his mind
much will also depend upon the some of the more attractive facts
character of the books put into the which the case affords, and then
child's hands. School books for you will have less difficulty in the
the young should be inductive i remaining task,
rather than arbitrary. They should
In most of our ordinary country
not be of a character to burden schools, the duty of the teacher is
the memory with unmeaning supposed to be, simply to hear the
sounds or unassociated facts. The children recite their lessons, to
perceptive and rational powers lay down arbitrary rules in Grammust be brought to bear upon each maraud Arithmetic, and to inflict
subject, in such a manner as to some kind of punishment upon the
excite the curiosity and present indolent and stupid. This system
motives for investigation. The is but a few degrees removed from
memory can then be tasked, with I that of the Turks and other eastfar better prospect of securing its , era nations, in whose schools
profitable exercise. When the I everything must be acquired as
mind becomes fond of any kind of they acquire the Koran,—that is,
information, it will pursue it eager- committed to memory and recited
ly without the aid of authority. j as a chant in an unknown tongue.
To use an illustration drawn from How can it be expected that the
the lowest forms, when a child is youthful mind can find pleasure in
to learn the tables of Denominate 1 knowledge thus painfully obtained!
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It is obviously unnatural and ab tary rules, why he must rarry at
surd. The object of education is one point, and why he should l,oito excite a love for knowledge.— rutc and pay at ai. other. A thor
This system tends to eradicate it ough knowledge of Numeration m
where it exists. Persons who un essential as a preliminary. When
dertake to educate children in this this is fully mastered, it is easy to
way, are school drivers rather convince a boy or girl of ordinary
than teachers. The relation that capacity that there is a good reason
subsists between the teacher and for each step necessary to be taken
his pupil should le delicate, affec in the elementary rules. With a
tionate and confidential. All harsh little management they may be
discipline should be excluded, as brought to take pleasure in the ex
far as possible, from the school. — ercise and make rapid progress
The scholar should learn to regard without any compulsion.
We cannot insist too much on
the teacher as his guide and friend
who is to conduct him through the irnportanec of keeping con
scenes of intellectual delight, and stantly in view the principles we
not as a grim monster, armed with are endeavoring to illustrate. The
the implement of torture, and primary object must not be over
ready on the slightest occasion to looked. It is not to put external
break out upon him in a tempest ideas into the head of the pupil, but
to cultivate the mind itself, and
of wrath.
As the first thing is to get the promote the equal development of
child interested in his studies, not all its faculties. The intellectual
only is attention to be cultivated food must be used to give health
by gentle management, but think- j and strength, rather than weigh as
ing must be excited by well di a burden upon the learner. Ex
rected comments. The memory ternal ideas will flow in fast enough,
is not to be neglected, but the where the appetite demauds them.
perceptive and comparing faculties A child whose mind and body are
being first brought into exercise, in a healthy condition, will com
the repetion of tasks will become monly exhibit sufficient curiosity
more agreeable and profitable. A for all practical purposes. The
child is most readily induced to duty of the teacher will then be
think about his studies by conver to direct this curiosity into the
sation. In this consists the ad right channel. He must see that
vantage of oral over written in the painful vacuum is filled with,
struction. The teacher can adapt useful and enduring information.
his style to each particular pupil, But before reaching this stage of
and, with a little address, start in education, the principal task of his
his mind a train of voluntary re vocation will consist in efforts to
flection. His mental powers are form the tastes and habits of the
thus pleasantly drawn by degrees pupil, and excite in his mind a
into healthy action, and much use fondness for intellectual exercise.
The secoudary object of educa
ful knowledge is obtained without
conscious labor. This method is tion is to supply the mind of the
especially important in teaching pupil with certain kinds of infor
Arithmetic. The child ought to mation. We will suppose him well
see clearly the reason for everything prepared to receive it. Let us
be has to do. He should under now inquire what are the best
stand, in working the four elemen methods of introducing the re
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quired knowledge, and incorporat
ing it with the mind of the learn
er.
It is astonishing to see what ab
surdities are committed under vari
ous systems of education. In al
most every school of any preten
sions, one may find boys laboring
in disgust or dispair through the
higher classics or mathematics, who
cannot write a decent letter to a
friend, or comprehend a single par
agraph of Milton or Burke. You
will hud girls jabbering volubly and
inipatiently over the metaphysics
of Abercrombie or the lhetoric of
Blair, who never in their lives
have stopped to meditate in serious
thought upon the mysteries of na
ture. How can the young appre
ciate or relish the Greek poets, be
fore they know anything of the
correct prose of their own lan
guage? Or how can they be ex
pected to acquire auy profitable
knowledge of science, by commit
ting to memory the mere proposi
tions or conclusions of others. Yet
such is the practice still in many
of our higher schools, and of course
it prevails in the inferior schools of
the country. The memory is either
entirely neglected, or is overtasked
with the labor of committing every
kind of knowledge. Now, we
maintain that the instruction of the
young is a noble art, the rules of
which may be learned by reason
and experience. It is susceptible
of continual improvement. New
light is constantly thrown upon the
practice of it, and progress may be
daily made in its pursuit. There
is a right way and there is a wrong
way to teach, as well as to dp any
other thing within the range of
human ingenuity; and one of the
most clearly established principles
is this—that the natural order of
the faculties should be preserved.
In order that a truth may be known

it is first necessary that it should
be perceived and understood, and
then it may be committed to the
care of the memory. This is im
portant, not only on account of a
natural law, but because under any
other system the memory itself is
liable to suffer. This faculty, as
well as every other, depends for
growth and health upon the quali
ties of what it feeds on. If train
ed to commit unintelligible sounds,
it may become ever so expert in
that exercise, and yet /remain al
most useless for other purposes.
For its healthy development, it re
quires to be employed upon sub
jects worthy of its intelligent ex
ercise. This principle will not
bear to be carried too far, especi
ally with young children ; but it
becomes more and more imperative
as the pupil advances in his course.
Merely sensual ideas are suited
only to the infant mind. The old
er it grows, the more it demands
a stronger and more nutritive ali
ment. Knowledge .must then be
introduced into the memory through
the medinm of the understanding.
And therefore the materials em
ployed must be of a nature to be
understood.
Explication and illustration are
among the most important duties
of the teacher. Not only must he
understand what he teaches, but
he must be able to explain it fully
to others. This faculty is a pecu
liar, and not very common gift,
which may nevertheless be acquir
ed to a respectable degree by culti
vation.
The pupil being supposed to
understand his task, it is plain that
too much pains cannot be taken to
impress it lastingly on his memory.
And here lies the error of many of
the present generation of teachers.
They have adopted the " inductive
method," under the belief that the
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memory should not be relied upon toil. And it is the last task of a
in the acqu:rement of knowledge. teacher's duty to see that this fa
A certain degree of contempt for culty does its work,in garnering up
this faculty has begun to manifest for the future the harvests of knowl
itself in some quarters, as if too edge that ripen
P aroundJ.it.A. W.
high a rank had been assigned to
it in the hierarchy of the mind.
This must arise from ignorance or
oblivion of its relations to our other
powers. In soAie respects it is
The Love of Home.—It is on
the highest and the noblest of ly shallow-minded pretenders who
them all, being constituted the i make either distinguished origin a
guardian and defender of those in- j matter of personal merit, or ob
tellectual treasures which other scure origin a matter of personal
faculties have acqinred. A just reproach. A man who is riot aview of its office in education and shamed of himself need not be alearning, instead of dimishing its shamed of his early condition. It
claims, leads us to place a higher did happen to me to be born in a
estimate upon its value, and to re log cabin, raised among the snow
gard it as an indispensable instru drifts of New Hampshire, at a pe
ment in the hands of the teacher riod so early that when the smoke
who knows its use.
first rose from its rude chimney
All valuable scholarship depends and curled over the frozen hills,
upon the successful cultivation of there was no similar evidence of
the memory, and its importance white man's habitation between it
cannot be too vehemently urged. and the settlements on the rivers
In learning a language, ancient or of Canada. Its remainsstill exist.
modern, the idiomatic forms should I make it an annual visit. I carry
be all faithfully committed, as soon my children to it, and leach them
as the mind is ready to receive the hardship endured by the gen
them. This is generally practiced erations before them. 1 love to
in the acquirement of spoken lan dwell on the tender recollections,
guages, but has been grossly neg the kindred ties, and the many in
lected in our classical schools where cidents which mingle with all I
Latin and Ureek are taught by the know of this primitive family aslow and wearisome method of bodo ; I weep to think that none
hunting for particular words in a of those who inhabited it are now
Lexicon. Nor is thu use of mem among the living: and if ever I
ory less needed in the various de fail in affectionate veneration for
partments of science. The beauti him who raised it, and defended it
ful truths of Natural Philosophy against savage violence and de
and Natural History, no less than struction, cherised all domestic
the stores of classical learning, de comforts beneath its roof, and thro'
serve to be preserved in permanent fire and blood of seven years' rev
records among our intellectual trea olutionary war, shrunk from no
sures. In short, whatever is wor toil, no sacrifice to serve his coun
thy of being acquired, is also wor try, and to raise his children to a
thy to be retained, and a neglect condition better than his own, may
of the memory is a waste of that my name and the name of my pos
wealth in which a superior mind j terity be blotted from the memory
anticipates the reward of literary j of mankind.— Webster.
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NORMAL SCHOOLS.
'Wo were glad to see the article
on this subject in your March
number. It is one on which we
have thought much ; and before
the reading of that article had
noted down a few suggestions.
It is indeed a great work to fur
nish teachers for the 8500 school
houses that our Superintendent
says are already erected in the
State. And if we could imagine
a well qualified man in every one
of them directing the studies, and
forming the minds as well as the
hearts of the rising generation
throughout the State, from Cher
okee to Currituck, how gratifying
it would be ! How sublime the
idea ! Can we in this generation
do anything towards realizing it t
Can we increase the number and
elevate the character of this most
useful class of men ? This is a
matter that requires much wisdom.
No one who has had much to do,
as a member of an examining com
mittee, will say that there is not
much to be done. Not so very
long ago a young man who pre
sented himself for examination was
asked why he carried one for every
ten in addition ; he replied that he
did not know, for his teacher nev
er asked him such a question.
But, whatever may be thought
advisable, after due consultation
and deliberation, ought to be set
on foot immediately, for it takes
time, and a generation of children
will pass through the period when
they ought to attend school before
much that is effective is aecomplised. Much is now doing it is
true, but much remains to be done;
and one generation must take care
for the next. This is a matter

that can not be left altogether to
the natural course of things in
which it is said the demand will
create a supply. For experience
tells us that many will be satisfied
with such a supply as is not the
most profitable. It is true that it
is not altogether like the case of
the simpleton who declared he
would not go into the water till he
had first learned to swim.
It is not all theoretical—and
teaching itself to one who has any
capacity, and any interest in the
business, is a good school for a
teacher; there is much for him to
learn in that way that he cannot
well acquire in any other. AVe
expect man to gain practical skill
in any handicraft trade, not by
studying the theory, but by taking
the tools in hand, and going to
work. But still without knowing
how to handle his tools he may
spoil much raw material, before he
makes a good workman. So here,
unless a teacher who sets out to
operate upon mind, and almost to
mnnvfactttre it, is first instructed .
himself, he may, by his injudicious
methods, injure manymindsof the
best talents, to that degree that the
best teacher cannot afterwards cor
rect his errors. Those who have
much to do with teaching too often
find this true. We make the fol
lowing suggestions on this subject
with the hope that some others
will take it up and pursue it, till
something effective is done.
T. Let a large number of Nor
mal Schools be erected in various
parts of the Slate, provided with
teachers, apparatus, etc., at the ex
pense of the State. The immedi
ate vicinity, in many cases, would
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contribute largely to the erection
of the necessary buildings. Let
them be restricted to the education
of teachers, who shall have their
tuition free, if desired, but they
shall in that case be bound to teach
in some county in the State a cer
tain number of years, or refund
their tuition.
Difficulties in the way ofthis plan
are, l.The great amount of funds re
quired to erect and sustain enough
schools of this kind to effect much
towards furnishing 3500 or more
teachers.—2. Properly to manage
them.—3. To avoid Sectarian in
fluences.—i. To avoid political in
fluences.
II. Let provision be made in
connection with the existing Col
leges of the State, for educating
teachers, allowing them so much
for their tuition from the school
fund, with the same condition of
refunding as before.
The difficulties in the way of
this plan are, :—1. To cary on
two courses of study and discip
line in the same institution.—
2. Want of accommodations for
another, and numerous class of
students. 3. The professors are
for the most part already occupied
with their own departments. 4. It
would require a peculiar talent,
and a practical knowledge in ref
erence to this subject that college
professors do not always possess.
III. Let the examining Com
mittee in each county, themselves,
or some one in their employ, meet
at the Court House, one day in
each week, for a certain period of
the year, all the teachers. or those
who expect to become teachers in
the county, and who may desire to
attend ; and thei e let them deliver
lectures on the subject of teaching;
and cary them through a series of
exercise upon the studies taught in
the schools. This would suggest

new ideas to many, and incite
them to improve much more rap
idly. We have kown cases where
teachers urged this upon members
of the examining committee.
The Court House would furnish
sufficient room; and the only ex
pense would be the actual instruc
tion. The main difficulty would
be to find a suitable person, who
would undertake the instruction,
who might be compensated out of
the amount received from the
school fund in each county, and if
this were conducted on Saturday,
it would not interfere with the
progress of the schools.
IV. In a similar way, let a large
number of well qualified teachers
be employed, who shall form cir
cuits, and meet the teachers of
different counties at their respec
tive Court Houses, or at other
places if more convenient, and de
liver lectures, advise and direct
about the schools, solve the diffi
culties of teachers &c.
They would be similar to the
general superintendant, of an in
ferior grade, and under his direc
tion.
A few meetings of the common
school teachers with a gentleman
of tact and intelligence, would be
of immense advantage to many of
them ; in the same connection it
would not be amiss to suggest the
circulation among them of the
most judicious work on the sub
ject of teaching that the general
superintendant might recommend.
These, or some others might be
given as preminms to those in
each county, each year, who pass
the best examination on a certain
number of studies.
V. Let there be erected by the
State, at least two normal Schools,
one in a good location in the East,
and one in the west. Then let a
certain number of the promising
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scholars, be selected out of the
common schools in each county,
and continued at the Normal
schools say two years. Then they
shall be bound to return to the
counties whence they came, and
teach at least two years, while
their places are filled at the higher
schools, by a new set selected in

[May,

(he same way. They might then,
if wise, serve as models, and teach
model schools ; and perhaps might
be employed in their respective
counties somewhat as suggested
above in III. and IV. and 'thus
tend to elevate the qualifications of
teachers, by showing what is need
ed.
E. F. R.

HOME EDUCATION.
If we wish to remove an evil, let
us always strike first at its root ; and
if we are oppressed by a number of
evils, let us always unite first in the
eradication of the most grievous.
We have never known a State or
kingdom to flourish while the edu
cation of its people has been neg
lected. True education has always
been the stepping-stone to national
prosperity and true greatness ; and
whoever attempts to reach the pin
nacle without this stepping-stone,
will find himself exhausted in body
and mind by early exertions, so
that energy will be wanting to urge
him to the performance of impor
tant duties in advanced life.
By education we do not mean
mere training in the teachings of
books. The Spartan had an edu
cation, quite thorough in its way,
too, but no part of it was derived
from books. He was taught in the
art of war, not for mere pastime,
but as a thing to bo pursued thro'
life. The Spartan soldier brought
up his son to the constant use of
arms, and exposed him to every
hardship common to a field of
strife ; and this was his education,
an education almost perfectly adap

ted to the purposes for which it
was designed. The children of all
people are educated, and the men
ot all nations are just what educa
tion made them: the infant becomes
a child, the child a youth, the
youth a man and the man decrep
it, and through all these stages he
will undergo bodily changes, still
the impressions, the notions, the
memories of boyhood will cling to
him and linger around him till he
falls into decrepitude, and finally
go down with him to his final rest
ing-place. How important, then,
that the child should imbibe cor
rect notions, that the lessons taught
him should inculcate sound doc
trines, those that will cast a living
and perpetual light on his path
way ! Have you thought of this,
mothers ? Fathers, are you mak
ing it the absorbing bu-iness of
your lives ? Have you ever con
sidered that accumulating proper
ty, though it be designed for your
children, is not educating them ?
Have you ever considered that even
the grasping hand of the law and
adversity combined can never strip
your children of early impressions.
When our politicians advocate
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rail roads or canals in our midst, gaze; but they differ from the com
they show us what New England mon mirror in this, that they re
and New York have done, and in flect their own images, not that of
vite us to follow their examples. the child. How many parents
When our teachers press the im I think of this ? Though all parents
portance of schools aod improve perfectly know, or may know, that
ments in teachings, they tell us how every act of theirs catches the eyes
schools are conducted in Massachu of their children, and is retained
setts or Connecticut, and point out by them as a thing worthy to be
the excellence of their system of practiced, how many keep in mind
education. This is all well enough, that circumspection which should
but never have we known any peo preside perpetually ?
ple reformed by merely being told
Education, if our view be cor
of the habits and customs of a dis rect, is a compound, consisting of
tant people. Something more is impressions formed, fixed, indeli
absolutely necessary. We would bly stamped on the youthful mind
rather undertake to educate two by the teachings of parents, which
boys properly, than to correct the teachings are communicated by ac
erroneous impressions of one man : tions and words. Here we speak
the former are ready and willing only of Home Education. The
to be taught, and their minds will father and mother are equally re
readily receive sound doctrine ; but sponsible for the impressions form
the latter, long since confirmed in ed on the minds of their children.
early impressions, will stand as If the father uses profane language
in the presence of his children, he
adamant to argument.
We have said all are educated, may expect to hear them uttering
and they are in some manner. Ed oaths as soon as they are able to
ucation is a term very easily under speak; and they will consider it
stood, and but little labor need be quite an attainment to do as they
given to a definition of it. It is have seen him whom they love. If
just that training, that instruction, he becomes enraged when any small
which a child receives from those matter crosses his inclinations, and
who have the oversight of it ; that gives vent to his feelings by foolish
which tendeth to evil as well as actions and unlovely words, most
that which tendeth to good. Those certainly will his children follow
parents greatly err who think their his example when any thing annoys
children are only taught by their them in childish pastime. If he
words. Your children learn more utter a falsehood cheat his neigh
from your actions, kind parent, far bor, speak ill of him, evade the
more, than from words you utter truth, disregard the Sabbath, or
to them tor instruction. You neglect the worship of his Creator,
sometimes say but little to them for he may be perfectly assured that
a week, and even that little may his children will do all these things,
be addressed to them in petulance, ,for they look upon him as their
a folly which ought never to be ex superior, and feel safe while his
hibited to a child. When a man example is before them. If he
stands before a good mirror, his j keeps intoxicating drinks in his
image is perfectly reflected ; and house, and uses them in the pres
he is enabled to judge of his own ence of his sons, they too will do
external appearance. Parents are so as soon as they may dare ; and
the mirrors on which their children it is no justification to the father to
24
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warn them against its pernicious I dren, because he has evinced his
effects, for the knowledge that they disregard for them, and all their
possess peculiar properties but a- 1 holy affections are twined around
rouses a curiosity in the boy that j her who has blessed them,
must be gratified. And all this j Like results will sometimes folmay be said of mothers, and be no j low where the mother's examples
less true, even touching the most are bad and the father's good.—
minute domestic affairs.
j But when both parents are unholy*
The truth of this doctrine is at- 1 God save the children. It must
tested by almost universal experi- j follow, as the night the day, that
ence, and scarcely can an excep- j the child whose parly impressions
tion be given in contradiction of | all tend to evil, will make a man
it. It is true, we sometimes see whose sole delight will consist in
the children of fathers who are bad violating human and divine laws,
examplars, following closely the This is a truth that holds the world
path of virtue; this does not take : over, and greatly are to be pitied
a chip from our foundation. We 1 the parents who cannot feel the
have all known children to have j magnitude of their responsibility
uugodly fathers and pious mothers. I in such a case. If we sometimes
When such is the case, there is a | see the son of wicked parents doing
struggle in the infant mind, and j well in the world, and much reit will of ten finally and firmly cling , spected and beloved by those ato the teachings of that being whom i round him, we are uot to conclude
it loves, rejecting all others. There ' that such in the least contradicts
arc, thanks to God, many mothers the universality of our rule. In
in this land of ours whose kind ' such case, if we inquire, we Will
words and sweet smiles steal away find that the child had the good
the young hearts of their children, i sense to reject the evil teachings of
and whose pious teachings impress I its parents, and imbibe and obey
them with utter abhorrence for the i the good lessons of some neighbor,
unholy examples of a cruel father. j Y/e have often thought it a blessAn intemperate, wicked man is in,i to some children to catch imgenerally a cruel, careless father, i pressions from home; and certain
and his children will hate him; and j it is that many have become useful
if their mother be a kind, pious, j and respectable men and women
sensible woman, her goodness will ' from the fact that the wickedness
fasten itself upon their little hearts | of parents drove them from home,
with hooks of silver, and her ble s- j whereby they were excluded from
ed teachings will be followed and ! pernicious teachings. So true is
obeyed by them through every try- i it that education makes us what we
ing storm of adversity. A wicked j are.
father may sometimes boast that i There is a difficulty which, it
his children are pious, aud plead seems to us, often makes parents
their piety in extenuation of his ^stumble. They do not understand
folly ; but he is in error, and takes the different inclinations of their
that credit to himself which belongs 1 children ; and while they desire to
to another : his wife has been the j impress on all the same salutary
guardian angel of his children, and j lessons, they seem ignorant of the
and from her have they received : fact that like means will not conall good lessons. Such a father I vey like impressions on minds that
cannot be loved my his pious chil- , are unlike: We would say to all
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parents who love their children.
and who desire above all things to
see them become useful to them
selves and ornaments to society,
study the capacities and inclina
tions of your children first, and
then use such means as arc neces
sary to make permanent good im
pressions on the mind of each. If
you make an impression on your
child's mind which proves to be
lasting, it is safe to conclude you
have used proper means ; but if it
is apparent that no permanent im
pression has been made. the inevi
table conclusion must be that the
right means have not been used,
and you must try a gain, and con
tinue to try without despairing.
This study of the child's capaci
ty and inclinations is what lawyers
call a sine-qua-non—a thing that
cannot be omited, an essential—in
proper education. It should be
stamped indelibly on the minds of
all parents, for it is the neglect or
ignorance of it that produces all
family afflictions arising from the
disobedience of children. Beyond
all dispute it accounts for the obe
dience of a partof our children and
the disobedience of the rest. That
father and mother who rejoice at
the prosperity of one son and la
ment over the ruin of another, must
not excuse themselves in the case
of ruin, for they failed to use proper
means to keep the wayward son in
the true path. The life of parents,
if they attend properly and fully
to the proper education of their
children, is one of unceasing watch
ing and toil, whether we consider
them in high or low stations. Any
responsibility is preferable in our
view to that which rests upon care
less parents. The man who com
mits seed to the earth and neglects
to cultivate the young plants that
spring up, injures himselfand fami
ly temporarily only ; not so if he
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fails to impress for good the minds
of his little ones, for their minds
are immortal.
Parents err in the manner of in
structing as much or more than in
matter. A lesson harshly commu
nicated, however good in itself,
generally makes a bad impression.
A harsh tone and manner very
much disturb a little child, especi
ally if it possesses tender sensibili
ties ; and if they do not produce
alarm sufficient to render it incapa
ble of understanding what is taught,
they almost invariably create a want
of respect fur the instructor; and
no child will bo instructed to ad
vantage by a parent whom it does
not respect and love. Fathers err
in tins particular perhaps more
than mothers. Their impatience
frequently renders them irritable,
in which situation they are as un
fit to teach as preach. A father,
especially while teaching his chil
dren, should always remember the
effect produced upon himself when
he is addressed sharply and crusti
ly by a neighbor. In such case, if
we are not offended at our neigh
bor, we form an unfavorable opin
ion of him, and so far from desiring
to be instructed by him, we wish
to avoid his presence as soon as
possible. Furthermore, that prin
ciple antecedently noticed is invol
ved here; the irritability, harsh
tone and manner of the father are
imbibed by the child, and it will
soon exhibit them. The child be
ing instructed as much by our ac
tions as our words, our expressions
and actions must be smooth and
gentle if we would have the child's
so. The father who is kind, smooth,
gentle, and patient, and so appears
at all times before his children,
may calculate with much certainty
that his sons will be smooth and
forbearing, and his daughters kind
and gentle; but if he is impatient,
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irritable, harsh, boisterous, he may
count with certainty that he will
lose the respect of his children, and
yet render them as unamiable as
himself. If we would only be more
kind, gentle and courteous, before
men and women as well as our chil
dren, how much unpleasantness
and mischief might be avoided in
this world of strife ?
Father and mother are frequent
ly found attempting to correct their
children by scolding. A person of
mature age cannot be advantageous
ly instructed by scolding, and much
less can a child. Kindness is uni
versal in its effects, both on man
and brute ; and the man who fails
to cultivate it, shows himself des
titute of the chief of christian
graces. It is infinitely easier and
better to rule by kindness than
otherwise, and we are often surpris
ed that so many attempt to rule
otherwise. Much may often be ac
complished by firm, but gentle, re
monstrance, but nothing good ever
was or can be effected by remind
ing one ot a fault in harsh terms.
If a child does wrong, never up
braid it with a want of sense or
will to do right, but point out the
right way and always leave it per
suaded that you do not think it
capable of doing wrong intention
ally. If we give a child to under
stand that we think it wants sense,
or honor, or inclination to obey us,
we make the very worst impressions
imaginable. If a man knows that
his neighbors believe him willing
to do dishonorable acts, the mere
knowledge of this fact is almost
sure to impel him to some rash
deed; just so when children are
accused of things of which they
never dreamed. When children
are guilty of faults, we do not think
contumelious objurgation is in any
case prudent, or even pardonable ;
it is always better to attribute the

wrong to error in judgment, a want
of reflection, haste, oversight, or
something else that will give our
reproof a soft garment. It is a
child's highest delight to be in
structed, and all our remonstrances
and admonitions should be clothed
in instruction's most comely habili
ments so that the child may be
fully impressed with the belief that
they are designed only for benefit.
Scolding discourages children,
makes them lose confidence in them
selves, casts a shadow over their
cheerfulness, renders them fretful
and ill, estranges their hearts and
prepares them for arts of disobedi
ence.
Chastisement may some
times be necessary and proper, but
scolding never was—never will be.
It is uuiversally true that scolding
parents have disobedient, self-will
ed children.
True education requires every
child to yield implicit obedience
to the commands of parents. It is
too common, particularly with mo
thers to utter commands without
requiring strict compliance with
them. Due care being taken by
parents that their orders are not
unnecessary and foolish, children
should never be suffered to make
obedience a matter for debate.—
They should be taught that parents
know beyond a doubt what is right
and what is wrong ; they should
be taught that parents will only
command what is right and neces
sary ; and thus taught, they are
never to suffer the execution of
parental mandates to be delayed,
much less omitted. Even hesi
tancy in children is not to be toler
ated by prudent parents, for hesi
tancy gives rise to debate, and dis
obedience follows debate. They
are not to consider whether them
selves, their parents, or indeed any
body else, will be benefitted, but
simply to do whatever is coinman
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ded. When a mother commands, all persons, but young ones to the
her tone and manner must indicate greatest extent, become restless in
that she is to be obeyed ; her lan idleness; and the steady and pious
guage must be authoritative, not portion of every community being
imploring and persuasive. If a always employed, the idle are driv
mother wishes her children to ap en to bad persons for companion
pear respectful, obedient and sub ship, which companionship most
missive, she must never command frequently results in a participa
in such little loving terms as tion in crime. Let the child, then,
"please, do this, or 'my dear, will have regular employment, it is im
you do that ?"—her decrees should portant that it be constant, not la
rather be as fixed and unalterable borious. And parents can in no
as those of the Medes and Persians. degree safely relax their attention
This is an important part of true to this matter on account of their
education, mothers, and you can wealth ; it should only increase
Dot observe these or other similar their vigilance, for their children
rules too closely. Every child have peculiar facilities. However
should be taught that labor is as careful parents may be in training
necessary as eating and sleeping, up their children in other respects,
and the eternal truth, " in the they will find a great part of their
sweat of thy face shalt thou earn j labor in vain if this part of their
thy bread," deeply implanted.— education be neglected.
We do not mean that mere child
R. II. B.
ren are to be placed at hard labor
and kept at it, but that they must
be trained to industrious habits.—
Reading not Knowledge.—It
Idleness is a curse to any nation
where it exists, and its train of may be questioned whether the
evils is almost interminable. In reading even of what are called
our country no man can remain good books may not be carried too
long in poverty who is industrious, far—whether it may not hinder re
and where all are devoted to in flection, promote self-ignorance,
dustry, want must be absolutely flatter with the name of a good
unknown. The amount of labor work, and terminate in mere pro
that a small child can do is alto fession and spiritual pride. All
gether unimportant; but if a habit the books in the world will not let
of industry is not acquired in child us into the knowledge of our hearts,
hood, and we are left to be impell unless we take them there our
ed to labor in manhood by stern selves by meditation. The very
necessity only, it is the most im innocence of the employment ren
probable of things that the man ders a man too careless of what
will love what the boy hated. And should be going on within. Ha
to succeed in any business, no mat is like a person who, having a large
ter what, we mu3t be hourly in acquaintance with men of agreea
terested, and it must even be our ble manners, wide information, and
great source of delight to prosecute good character, spends all his time
it steadily. The mind must be oc among them, without looking to
cupied, and it is most important his domestic concerns. And the
that it be for good. Poverty and consequence is likely to be the
want invariably follow idleness, but same—a home in disorder aud con
they are only its immediate evils : fusion.
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EXPRESSION IN HEADING.
'Tis not enough the voice be sound and clear,—
'Tis modulation that must charm the ear.
When desperate heroines grieve with tedious moan,
And whine their sorrows in a see-saw tone.
The same soft sounds of unimpassioned woes
Can only make tho yawning hearers doie.
That voice all modes of pasBion can express
Which marks the proper word with proper stress;
But none emphatic can the reador call
Who lays an equal emphasis on all.
Some o'er tho tongue the labored measures roll,
Slow and deliberate as the parting toll,—
Point every stop, mark every pause so strong,
Their words like stage-processions stalk along.
All affectation but creates disgust,
And even in speaking we may seem too just.
In vain for them the pleasing measure Hows
Whose reoitation runs it all to prose ;
Repeating what the poet sots not down,
The verb disjoining from the friendly noun;
While pause. and break, and repetition, join
To make a discord tn each tuneful line.
Some placid natures fill the allotted scene
With lifeless drone, insipid and serene ;
While others thunder every couplet o'er,
And almost crack your ears with rant and roar.
More nature oft and finer strokes are shown
In the low whisper than tempestuous tone ;
And Hamlet's hollow voice and fixed amaze_
SI ore powerful terror to the mind conveys
Than ho who, swollen with big, impetuous rage,
Bullies the bulky phantom off tho stage.
Jle who, in earnest, studies o'er his part,
Will find true nature cling about his heart.
The modes of grief are not included all
In the white handkerchief and mournful drawl ;
A single look more marks the internal wo
Than all the windings of the lengthened 0 t
Up to tho face tho quick sensation flies,
And darts its meaning from the speaking eyes ;
Love, transport, madness. anger, scorn, despair,
And all the passions, all tho soul, is there.
LlOTO.
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QUALIFICATIONS OF A TEACHER.
BY A STUDENT.
Occupying, as the student does,
a different stand-point from that of
the teacher, his field of vision may
present some views of a teacher's
qualifications which escape the ob
servation both of the teacher him
self and of his colleagues.
A few of the qualifications
which it seems to a student that
teachers ought to possess, will be
briefly set forth.
Of courso he ought to be well
qualified for his post by thorough
training and mental discipline, and
by a full and accurate acquaintance
with what he proposes to impart.
But not every educated man can
make a good teacher. The merely
book-wise may be deficient in
,, many important requisites. While
he is learned in some particular
science or language, he may be
destitute of what we call common
sense, and ignorant of the every
day, practical affairs of life. In :i
practical age like ours, practical
men are the best instructors of
youth, other things being equal.
It may be questioned, indeed,
whether a teacher can be success
ful, even in that branch of learn
ing in which he is deeply skilled,
if his own attainments are meas
ured by this one branch. Occa
sions will constantly arise in which
he will need the aid of familiar
examples and illustrations; and for
these he will be dependent upon
his general and varied store of
knowledge. If this store be scant
ily supplied, or not supplied at all,
he will be, when weighed in the
balances, found wanting in a very
important particular.

Paul, in laving down the quali
fications of a bishop, requires him
to be " apt to teach." This qual
ity is no less essential to the teach
er of secular learning than to him
who ministers in holy things. A
person may be well taught, and
yet have no talent for instructing
others, even in the things which
he himself well understands. Gen
erally, an individual who has fac
ulties which would enable him to
succeed at the bar or the pulpit,
would make a good teacher. But
if he be ill-fitted for these positions,
he would be equally unqualified
for a teacher ; for the same en
dowments, to a considerable extent,
are necessary in the one case as in
the other.
The teacher ought to be a man
of close observation, discriminating
judgment, and well acquainted
with the varied characters ofyouth.
In other words, he ought t) under
stand human nature. Then what
seems to be a common error in
teaching might be avoided. No
allowance is made for the differ
ences in boys—in their cast of
mind, their dispositions, tastes, and
temperaments—in their order of
talent, and their greater aptitude
for one class of studies than for
another. " A course of study " is
laid down, and each student must
be carried through it, irrespective
of his own aversions and prefer
ences, just as though all went into
the hands of the teacher the same
raw material, with no peculiarities
to distinguish one lump from an
other. Each mind is to be cast in
the samo moulds, the powers of
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each are to be hammered out upon
the same anvil, and each character
is to be shaped after the same
model, and that model to be select
ed by the teacher. The result is,
that while the teacher, pursuing
the prescribed course, is continu
ally cramming the mind of the
youth committed to his care with
intellectual food, whether palatable
or not, the youth is as continually
laboring under mental dyspepsia,
which too often results in mental
imbecility.
The true teacher will avoid the
many and grievous evils growing
out of this system. He will per
ceive the bent of each mind, will
cherish and develope its powers,
and strengthen all the faculties in
due proportion. Instead of doing
violence to nature by crushing in
dependent thought in its buddings,
if that thought shoot luxuriantly
beyond the beaten track marked
out, he will, by the encouragement
and assistance, best adapted to the
present wants of his pupil, which
he gives to the shooting idea, pre
serve the individuality of each
mind, and draw out the intellect.
In this way, there will be no dan
ger that one power of the mind
shall be stretched to its utmost
tension, while another, and one
capable of far greater improve
ment, is left comparatively un
strung. By pursuing the course
here intimated, the teacher will be
able, when his task has been ac
complished, instead of parading a
class of warped and stunted ped
ants as the result of his labors, to
send forth educated men—their
minds enlightened and their na
tures improved: not all similarly
educated, it is true, nor, it maybe,
to the same extent ; yet each one
having received that degree and
kind of cultivation of which his
mind was capable, and which his

natural abilities most favored.
It is here attempted to mark
one qualification of the teacher not
so much by delineating that quali
fication, as by stating the condi
tions which it should fulfil. In
order to shun the evils pointed
out, and promote the good results
arising from a proper course of
training, the teacher must have
this faculty of comprehending the
aptitudes of the various classes of
students which come under his in
struction—must be well versed in
character.
•
Again : The teacher ought to be
a man of originality. Although
vast fields of science have already
been explored, yet there remain
mines of knowledge still undiscov
ered; and each new development
in the kingdom of mind but indi
cates more clearly the boundless
region yet to be possessed. The
trinmphs of human genins during
the last half century have been
truly wonderful ; but instead of a
bating investigation, from a con
viction that the greatest victories
of intellect have been won, inqui
ry has been stimulated, and the
way prepared for more astonishing
achievements. Incredulity has been
weakened, confidence in mental
power strengthened by its past
successes,and the world prepared to,
receive without surprise, and ever*
to expect, more wonderful discov
eries in the arts and sciences, and
greater advancement in learningEverything argues that there is a
wide ocean of truth stretching far
beyond the present out-posts of
discovery, while past research has
been toying with the pebbles on
the shore. This ocean invites ex
amination. What kind of men
are to become the pioneers in this
work of glory '! Who are to be
the inventors and discoverers of
the rising generation? Who arc

Qualifications of a Teacher.
to reveal hidden truths and do the
sound reasoning for this and com
ing ages ? They must be the
bold, independent, original think
ers of the times. And such char
acters as the wants of the age de
mand are to be formed only by
those who are themselves what they
would make their pupils—who are
men of force of character and orig
inality.
But especially does the South
and our own State need more
teachers of this stamp. Truly, among us—growing up in our midst
—" there is nothing new." Con
tent with the improvement of the
people of other sections, we avail
ourselves of their literary labors,
use their text-books, and study the
researches of their philosophers.
Southern contributions to the
stores of knowledge have been
limited, and the South holds a
subordinate place in the literature
of the country. Why is this ?—
Not because of any natural inferi
ority on our part ; for the South
erner has always proved himself,
wherever the trial has been made,
as richly endowed with intellectual
power as the citizen of any other
section. The halls of our national
legislature, the benches of our
courts, the pulpits of the land, and
the rostra of the country, dem
onstrate this. But perhaps it arises from dependence upon foreign
sources for these supplies as well
as for others, the elements of which
exist abundantly at homo, and
from our being satisfied with the
supplies afforded. Let a demand
for home-production be created,
and labors in this field properly en
couraged and rewarded, and then
we may look no longer to the North
to meet our wants, but to our sons.
One aid to the accomplishment of
this result will be the qualification
of originality in the teachers of our
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youth. Let them be men who
will think and investigate, who
will discover and invent for them
selves, who will write the books
we need, (for none are better ac
quainted with our wants, and none
should be better fitted to meet
them,) and who will infuse this
element ot originality into the
minds of the young, and prepare
them to cultivate in future neglect
ed field of Southern talent.
But the teacher should be in
dustrious. Mental indolence tends
to mental poverty. Without dili
gence on the part of the teacher,
his instruction will soon become
stale and uninteresting. He should
be a hard student himself, other
wise the pupil will soon loose his
respect for the learning of his
teacher, discovering, or imagining
that he discovers, that he is as
wise as his master. Goldsmith in
directly attributes this qualification
to his pedagogue, else he never
could have written of him and of
his admirers, that
"Still they gazed, and still the wonder
grew,
That one small head could carry all he
knew."
The age is progressive in every
respect, but especially is the march
of letters onward. " Of making
many books there is no end." The
student is more apt to be well post
ed in the literature of the day
than in the musty records of the
past. He is more familiar with
the questions which are now en
gaging attention than with the
lore of the ancients, because he
feels a deeper interest in them,
and he is inclined rather to keep
pace with the advancement going
on around him in the world of
thought, than to brush away the
fog of centuries, and become a
learned antiquary. The student
prides himself, too, upon 'sticking'
26
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his instructor, and will watch for
and embrace every opportunity to
do this. Now, the lazy teacher is
not the best suited to influence and
improve the mind in its acquisitive
and formative state. From session
to session and year to year he goes
over the same old beaten track,
makes no advancement, reads no
thing, studies nothing, and is pro
foundly ignorant of many things
with which the diligent, persever
ing student is acquainted. Soon
he not only receives, but merits,
the title of "old fogy" in the re
proachful sense of that term, his
influence is impaired, and the stu
dent's esteem for his abilities less
ened. The teacher, then, ought
to be an industrious, laborious stu
dent, keeping in advance of his
class in the developing as well as
in the already developed branches
of learning, literature, and science.
He must read and study ; and by
thus improving himself, he will be
better prepared to discharge his
duties.
The teacher ought to be exclu
sively devoted to his business. It
is to be apprehended that the cause
of education has suffered much,
and is still suffering greatly, be
cause of the divided attention which
teachers give to their occupation.
Engaged in other pursuits, the
teacher's mind is called off from
the business of teaching, and by
having too many irons in the fire,
his usefulness is destroyed. Many
of the teachers in our State are
ministers of the gospel, having the
pastoral charge of churches.—
Here, two evils exist. They must
necessarily be inefficient in both
capacities. The time occupied in
preparation for the pulpit trenches
upon the duties of teaching, and
the labors of teaching render a
man unfit for the ministry. An
other has his farm, and other his
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merchandise, to look after, and
teaching becomes a secondary con
sideration. If there is any one
profession to which a person's
whole time should be given, next
to preaching the gospel, it is to
teaching, which is, perhaps, next
in dignity and importance. True,
the compensation for teaching is
generally small; and it may be
urged that teachers are forced into
other employments to obtain a
competency. It is also true, that
where the pay is small, the service
is generally lame. A step towards
reform will be taken in the right
direction, when the teacher shall,
by undivided attention to his pro
fession, merit a more liberal sup
port. And past experience shows
that such devotion will be reward
ed ; for an increase of patronage
has always attended the faithful
teacher.
The teacher ought to be affable
and courteous. iL is a mistake to
suppose that the only way to man
age a student is to keep him at
a distance by preserving towards
him a cold and forbidding air.—
While he may entertain esteem for
learning and reverence for age,
and while he may pity and excuse
a policy which would treat him as
a servant, yet the respect intended
to be inspired by such a course
will degenerate into contempt, and
manifest itself in a thousand acts
designed to annoy the teacher, and
convince him that he has no place
in the affections ot his pupils. I
am not at liberty here to go too
far behind the curtain, and disclose
all the emotions and sentiments of
the student's mind, lest prejudice
should appear too much to bias my
views; but that teacher has but
little influence with his scholars
who depends for it upon haughty
treatment or tyrannical discipline.
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In place of the fear he would in
spire, he creates hatred; by the
exclusiveness which he practices,
he severs every tie that unites
teacher and student ; and by his
reserve, he chills all the warm cur
rents of good feeling which ought
to exist between the two parties.
If the teacher is properly qualified
in other respects, he will know how
to govern by love rather than by
authority; and while the student
will do all in his power to gratify
his teacher on account of the affec
tion which he entertains for him,
he will do no more than he is ob
liged to. if this affection be want
ing. Besides, the sacrifice of his
popularity is certain, if he is not
approachable and kind, and his in
stitution languishes for the want
of support. After all, boys gen
erally go to school where they
please, and institutions of learning
and teachers are not so scarce as to
force the student to return to a
college or academy where he has
formed an abiding dislike for his
preceptor.
I would not have the teacher
descend from his lofty tripod, and
court popularity with the student
by fawning upon and cringing to
him. But an affable and courte
ous demeanor towards students is
perfectly consistent with the dig
nity of his position ; and he may
conciliate the good will of his pu
pils without compromising his
weight of character with them,
sacrificing his self-respect, or prac
tising that familiarity which breeds
contempt.
It is supposed that as a general
thing, married men are better qual
ified and more successful teachers
than single men. It is true that
unmarried men are often very efficent instructors. But the student
has an idea that the bachelor is a
oross-grained, ill-tempered, sour-
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natured individual, having no do
mestic affections, and but little so
cial feeling. His philosophy is a
cold, dead system, and his learning
is animated by no warm, genial
human sympathies. Certainly the
married man would seem to possess
qualifications which the single one
does not. His experience in rul
ing his own household, in training
his own children, and in thus ac
quiring a knowledge which he
would not otherwise have, will be
valuable to him as a teacher. The
teacher ought to regard his school
as a father does his family, and to
have for them, to some extent, the
same feeling which a father has
for his children. This he cannot
so well do unless he has a family.
The teacher should be patient.
Great forbearance is called for in
his vocation. His pupils may be
dull and slow of comprehension, or
they may be restless and impatient
of restraint. He will have con
stant use for the rule, " simplify
and repeat." Thejr minds may be
like the walls of a certain fortifica
tion we read of in history. The
besieging general had directed his
cannon against them in vain. Had
they been wood, they must have
been torn into splinters; had they
been stone, they must have been
battered down. But upon close
inspection, they were discovered
to have been constructed of mud.
Patience and perseverance will fi
nally make a breach even in the
mud walls of ignorace; and by the
help of these qualities, the leatherheads of the class may be materi
ally improved.
I ought, perhaps, in conclusion,
to say that the teacher should be
a christian. With the requisite
natural gifts and necessary learn
ing, this qualification, which is the
crowning excellence of all charac
ter, will eminently fit him for his
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post—without it, he will be in
want of the foundation upon which
many of the virtues necessary to
the teacher rest.
Ifthe history of successful teach
ers be examined, I think it will
appear that they have been men
who possessed the qualifications
here set forth.
The teacher here drawn is sup
posed to be qualified to fill the
highest posts in his profession, in
our high schools and colleges ; but
these qualificat ions are not the less
essential to the teacher in any
sphere in which he may be called
to exercise his powers.

With the right kind of men to
direct the education of the youth
of our State and country, the ene
my of progress and religion will
soon be driven from the land, in
telligence, refinement and morality
will characterise our people, and
Ignorance, the retarding cause of
virtue and freedom, which
"Gives liberty the last, the mortal
shock,
Slips the alave'9 collar on, and snaps
the lock,"
shall tremble on his throne and
totter to his fall throughout the
earth.
J. V.

TO PARENTS.
The State has. assumed the task j both teachers and learners. They
of educating all her children. To have much experience and knowldo this work completely, every : edge which, if communicated, would
citizen must becoaie a co-laborer as i bo of great benefit to their children.
well as a tax payer. Money must Thoughtful parents know this, and
be provided, and houses and re wish to transmit their experience
quisite fixtures adapted to this pur and observation to their children.
pose. And when these have been I And when they attempt it in ear
secured many suppose, the work nest, they soon see barriers in their
will go on to completion, without way. They must study the syinfarther care or solicitude. This j bols of ideas as well as the thoughts
however is illusory. The houses they would communicate. They
and fixtures may be ample, Comfor soon find out the real wants of their
table and adapted, and yet no near children when they begin in earapproximation to completion in the j nest, the work of instruction.
great work of education 1 cached. These wants are then felt and it
It may even go to the extent ofhav will naturally result from the affec
ing the children asssemble and con tions of parents, when unperverted,
tinue together the appointed num that they will desire their wants to
ber of hours each day, and still be be supplied and will be ready to
far short of the object, sought to be make sacrifices to accomplish this
attained. Parents must be co end. Labor and care, money and
workers with Teachers and Com time, will be cheerfully given up
mittee men. Pareuts ought to be for a result so desirable, as to have
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their children enter life with an j the children at school. By so doamount of experience and knowl- i ing, they help their children and
edge sufficient to ensure their sue- j encourage them, and as parents
cess and happiness. This home I respect and love schools so will
work of instruction will prepare the j their children.
parents to take proper views of the j Much of the dulnessand sloth of
wants of their children, and lead children, may be fairly and justly
them to appreciate such agencies charged home on parents and thereas promise to gratify these wants, ! fore, parents are the main sources
both of parents and children.— of deficiency as well as energy to
When the school is named as the schools of every class. Will parmeans, the parents become deeply ' ents then seriously think, if all is
interested and if it promises sue- done that ought to be done, and
cessful aid, they naturally become : they have ample means of doing
awake to its advantages, and soon for the good of their children ? If
the feelings of parents are impart- . they will, we will make some suged to their children, and the school . gesfions bearing on the position
becomes the prime concern of the and efficiency of Teachers, shortly.
family and neighborhood. When
Iredell Express.
once the parents feel that this j
.
=
school is a great agent to bless our . Genius, Talent, Tact.—These
children their zeal is awakened. and three elements of man's power are
they become enlisted for the hon- : often confounded, and are frequent
er and efficiency of the school.
I ly employed to express the same
The school is regarded as the : thought. Genins may be defined
great blessing to- the family and , a certain faculty wh ich is without
the indispensable appendage of the knowledge or experience of effort.
neighborhood. When the afl'ee- It is something more than mere
tions become aroused and at- rapture, it is a high capacity under
tachments formed for the schools, the power of inspiration; the flash
it is not likely, they will be forgot- I of noble thought rushing suddenly
ten. Where the affections are, ' on the brain, but shaped into perthere will be the supposed treasure. fection by the spirit of order and
And if the school comes to repre- j art. Genins works from within
sent the main family interest as j outward. and. is its own end, and
containing its cherished treasures, I then goes abroad for an audience.
there will be warm feelings for the
Talent, however, is something
school. We need not fear parents ! practical in its operations. It is
will become too deeply interested j solid substance ; it grasps the priin the physical, mental and moral I mary qualities and relations of
training of their children ; wenepd j things; it works from without innot fear they will prize too highly j ward. It finds its models, methods
their schools and their advantages ! and ends in society; it goes to the
when the schools are made what ! soul only for power to work, and
they ought to be. We infer, then, ! then exists in exhibition.
from the foregoing and other conTact, is the power to control and
siderations, that parents ought to direct, as well as to realize the praobe both instructors and learners. tical workings of common sense. It
They ought to teach their child- j is the exemplification of Bound
ren as much as possible, and take judgment as contradistinguished
an interest in all the exercises of' from mer« imagination.
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THE TEACHER'S RESPONSIBILITY.
Every art has science at its foun gence and talent in its acquirement,
dation. The practice of any art and great discrimination, careful
consists of a succession of efforts. ness, and tact, in the application.
No effort can produce a result, with Many of the principles belonging
out oue or more reasons why that to it, can be discovered and under
result should follow, and not some stood only by the most acute and
other. Certain conditions inevita rigid theoretical reasoning ; and
bly cause the effort to result in many of them require for their de
failure; and certain other condi velopment, long and careful obser
tions infallibly bring success. To vation and comparison of facts.
search for these reasons and con While some of the important truths
ditions, and judiciously to classify which the science of teaching em
and apply them, is to study upon braces, may be demonstrated from
scientific principles.
j self-evident premises, others can
It is comparatively but a short j be revealed only by experiments
time since the more useful and j upon a scale more or less extensive,
common pursuits of life began to j some of them requiring for their
be studied in this manner. For accomplishment the combined la
illustration, the noble sciences bors of many individuals, and reach
which lie at the foundation of the ing through many years and even
all-important pursuit of agriculture, through many generations. This
have, until very recently, been al is evidently true of the sciences
most entirely neglected. One or taught ; it is also true of the sci
two hundred years agor medical ence of teaching.
There is scarcely an incentive to
practice was built upon a hetero
geneous collection of receipts, some diligence, scarcely a method of re
of whioh were rational and useful, straining disorder or vice, scarcely
and some fantastic and supersti an expedient for making the pu
tious
pil's progress more rapid or mors
In like manner, the soience of thorough, scarcely a mode of ren
teaching has not, until lately, been dering the exercises of school more
very extensively subjected to truly pleasant or more profitable, which
scientific investigation. The sci has not, apparently or really, both
ence of teaching, or didactics, is in its advantages and disadvantages,
its infanoy. It is more than prob and is not liable, in its application,
able that many of the more im to produce evil as well as good.
portant principles belonging to that In this condition of things, it is
science, are yet to be developed certain that to determine properly
and established. At present, there what shall be rejected and what
are a great number of questions, re adopted, is not unfrequently a task
lating to the subject, upon which exceedingly difficult.
many profound reasoners—men of
I will mention a few examples,
superior knowledge and strong oom- by way of illustration.
mon sense—do very widely differ.
Nothing is more common than
The scienceof teaching is a diffi for a teacher to point to the lives of
cult science, requiring great dili such men as Franklin, Sherman,
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and Webster, and to inspire his
pupils with faith that, under our
republican government, they may
also, if they will, become emineot
statesmen. Much good results from
this course. Many a sluggish in
tellect is thus roused to vigorous
action ; and many an ardent youth
is thus encouraged to press forward,
with the shout of " Excelsior !" to
the performance of great and noble
deeds. But much harm is also
done. It is thus that a crowd of
office seekers, numerous as the
frogs of Egypt, are trained up to
be a curse to the nation. It is
thus that worldly ambition is often
nourished to such ungovernable
strength, and it takes possession of
the whole soul, and permits no at
tention to be paid to the divine re
quirement, "Seek first the king
dom of God and his righteousness."
Does the evil counterbalance the
good ?
Many instructors think that a
multiplicity of studies, and a great
variety of methods of pursuing the
same study, tend to dispel the mo
notony of school life, and to render
the pupil's labors more pleasant
and more successful. Yet, by this
course, an unwholesome thirst may
be nourished for perpetual shifting
and changing, and he who is thus
educated may suffer greatly from
the lack of that habitual steadiness
of purpose which is essential to
success.
I need only refer to the existing
doubts and opposite opinions among the best and wisest teachers,
respecting the amount of intellec
tual labor which may safely be re
quired of childhood ; respecting the
propriety of employing mutual em
ulation as a stimulant to diligence;
respecting the necessity of corpor
al punishment, &c. , as further proofs
that it is far less difficult to learn
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that which is to be taught than
how to teach it.
The science of teaching compre
hends the knowledge of that most
mysterious of all terrestial things,
the human mind. Vain men may
boast of their knowledge of human
nature, and doubtless some do un
derstand it better than others ; but
no man's shrewdness was ever yet
able to fathom all the depths of the
human soul. One mind alone
might be a subject of life long study;
but the teacher is brought into
contact with a great variety of
minds; and can not be infallible in
his decisions upon the best methods
of governing and educating them
unless he perfectly knows them
all.
A perfect knowledge of the sci
ence of teaching requires more than
common sense ; it requires extraor
dinary penetration and judgment;
nay, it requires infinite wisdom.
There is one teackfer—only one—
who is not deficient in knowledge
of the science of teaching. Who
is he ? I answer that God is a
teacher. By the mysterious gift
of instinct, by the operations of
nature, by the works of providence,
or by the influence of the Holy
Spirit, he is constantly instructing
all his intelligent creatures; and
he is the only teacher in all the
universe who fully understands his
work. There is no other whose
usefulness is not to some extent
dimimshed by his ignoranoe.
Whoever assumes the responsi
bility of training the young, wheth
er as parent, guardian, or teacher,
must expect to make some impor
tant errors. Still, be may not bo
to blame because he has not wis
dom greater than Solomon's ; and
if he always acts according to his
best judgment and ability, although
he may regret the results of that
j conduct which better judgment
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would have prevented, he may yet
preserve a good conscience.
But are we not sometimes more
deeply culpable? Do we not some
times carelessly set our pupils ex
amples unworthy of their imita
tion ? Do we always " govern our
passions with absolute sway ?" Are
we not sometimes impatient and
fretful ? Do not trifling cares and
amusements often receive the at
tention which ought to be bestow
ed on our vocation ? Does not
love of ease sometimes too success
fully tempt us to neglect the trust
committed to us ? Do we not often
fail to improve golden opportuni
ties for scattering the good seed
which might spring up unto intel
lectual power, unto moral great
ness, or unto everlasting life ? Who
can lay his hand upon his heart
and say, " 1 have done all my du
ty?" I confess, I can not. And
if the consequences of our miscon
duct extended cmly to things ma
terial and perishable, our sorrow
might be slight and soon might
pass away ; but when we reflect
that we have dealt unwisely and
unfaithfully with immortal minds,
should not our hearts be deeply
grieved, and our heads bowed in
bitter repentance before God ?
But let us not permit this train
of thought so to prey upon our
minds as to discourage us, or make
us habitually gloomy. The teach
er's efficiency is not at all increas
ed by despondency or despair. It
is his duty to be cheerful. Our
pride may well be humbled by
these painful reflections ; but be
fore we abandon our vocation be
cause of our unworthiness, let us
have reasonable assurance that our
places will be better filled or bet
ter vacant. As for the conse
quences of our guilt to ourselves,
the Arbiter of our destiny is merci
ful ; and they who seek may obtain

pardon and peaee. As for the eonsequences to our pupils—if we do
not perform all our duty, we must
trust that we at least perform a
part of it, and let it be our prayer
that God will abundantly prosper
the good seed which we sow, and
cause all that is evil to die and be
forgotten in the soil where it falls.
The standard at which the teach
er should aim can not be placed too
high. He should aim at perfection.
But we should determine upon a
very different find much lower
standard, by which to try ouselves
and ascertain whether it be our
duty to enter upon or continue in
the profession. The multitude
fix that standard sadly too low, but
I think that a few excellent men,
who have held prominent positions,
and whose opinions have been
widely circulated, have gone too
far in advance of the age, and rais
ed the standard too high for the
times. Who can tell how many
conscientious individuals, imper
fect indeed, but among the best
that can now be obtained for the
teacher's work, have been thus
completely discouraged? And who
can estimate the injury which has
thus been dona to the cause of ed
ucation ? The standard should be
just within the reach of a number
sufficient to supply the demand for
teachers, unless, indeed, there are
not a sufficient number who are
better than none at alL It should
not be at the same height in all lo
calities ; in this, as in most other
matters, circumstances should al
ter cases. And having once de
cided upon our duty, after careful
consideration, and according to our
best judgment, we need not there
after endure the annoyance of a
wavering will or the torments of a
troubled conscience, but should
dismiss the subject, and calmly,
peacefully, steadily, earnestly, and
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hopefully proceed in the execution
of our decision, until additional
light upon our duty shall furnish
good reason for reconsideration.
Instead of yielding to despon
dency or despair, let us even re
joice in. view of our great responsi
bility. The husbandman, as he
drops the seed into tho furrow, re
joiues in anticipation of a bounti
ful harvest ; or as he looks upon
his calves and colts, he is made
ghd as imagination pictures before
him the strong oxen and valuable
horse3 which they are to become.
Nor is he pleased only because the
produce of his fieldsor the increase
of his herds, adds to his wealth and
places him farther beyond thereaih
of want. He also rejoices in them
beoause they are the proofs of his
activity. and tho evidences of his
energy, the fruits of his labor, and
the rewards of his care. Let a
similar pleasure be ours, but more
refined, as our vocation is more ex
alted. We do not cultivate the
vegetables which shall soon wither
and decay. Cur care is not bestowed
upon the unthinking brute. The
hope of the nation and tho world is
committed to our charge. We are
training those who may become
useful, honored, and even eminent
oitizens of the state, and pillars of
God's church on earth. Aye, we ;
ate guarding tender plants which j
may hereafter fl mrish in the soil
of God's paradise on high.
And let us not be contented un
til we have conquered all evils which
can be conquered. Contentment is
sometimes, but not always, praise
worthy. Contentment with the
insuperable allotments of God's
providence is a virtue ; content
ment under evils which we can and
should remove, or without bless
ings which we can and should en
joy, is folly; contentment with
our oicn evil habits or vices is a
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crime. In adversity and prosperi
ty, through evil report and through
good report, in trial, and, we trust,
in trinmph, let our motto be "On
ward and upward !"
N. Y. Teacher.

Industry is Talent —Wo of
ten hear persons explaining how
one man fails in the same pursuit,
attributing to one a talei.t tor his
business, but refusing it to the oth
er.
Yes, withc'Ut denying that some
individuals have talent, we think
that the problem in question can
be easily solved, by saying that the
succcssiul man was industrious,
while the other was not. Bulwer,
for example, is considered a man of
the highest abilities as a novelist.
Yet when Bulwer began his career,
he composed with the utmost dif
ficulty, often writing his fictions
over twice. He persevered, how
ever, and now stands almost at the
head o, his class—his latest pro
ductions moreover, being regarded
us the best from his pen. Every
schoolboy is familiar with the fact
that Demosthenes became an orator
only by pursuing a similar plan.
Nor are illustrations of the great
truth, that industry is talent, con
fined to the highest intellectual
pursuits. When Girard trusted
the customer without an endorser,
who carried his goods home on his
shoulder, the shrewd old French
man was acting on this truth, de
duced from his own experience of
mankind. All eminent persons
whether mechanics, merchants,
lawyers, or statesmen were indus
trious, from Watt and Norris down
to Thurlow and Wm. Pitt. Wash
ington, Franklin, Marshall, Madi
son, and every other distinguished
American, were busy men. In
dustry is talenti 9 times out of ten.
•8
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Common Stjjool gcprtmcnt.
OFFICE OF THE SUP. OF COMMON SCHOOLS OF)
North Carolina, April 1858. j
To the Committees appointed to examine and pass on the qualifica
tions of those wishing to teach Common Schools; Sixth annualletter of instructions and suggestions.
Gentlemen : The fact that this needed cannot yet be accomplish
sixth annual letter to examining ed, we are steadily advancing with
Committees will find active and cautious steps, in a systematic
intelligent officers of the kind in plan for the reformation and ele
nearly every county in the State vation of the schools.
is a most gratifying evidence of
A very large portion of the pa
the progress of our Com. School rents of the State, having been de
System.
prived of the blessings of educa
When I issued my first letter tion, are necessarJy liable to hon
the condition of things with re est errors as to the kind of in
gard to teachers was very different struction which their children
from what it now is ; and it then need ; and while this continues to
seemed almost impossible, in any bo the case it connot be expected
reasonable time, to perfect efficient that teachers of high qualifications
arrangements for the certain and will be every where appreciated.
constant elevation of the standard It is every way wise and just to
of teachers' qualifications. There make allowances for the mistaken
were many conflicting opinions as prejudices of those who did not
to what that standard ought to be, enjoy the opportunities of instruc
and as to the best methods of tion now conferred on their chil
bringing the teachers up to it; and dren ; and while this class is now
in the mean time a considerable al nost universally in favor of edu
number of persons, among whom cation we should be satisfied with
were not a few teachers, believed this great victory of the cause, and
that no regulations on this subject ! not endanger its farther success
would or could be generally and by violent and ultra measures in
strictly enforced.
regard to the best kind of educa
A few years, however, of care tion and the most efficient method
ful effort have settled all these of imparting it.
Let us ever keep in mind that
points ; and wo now have, in all
the counties, a paid tribunal to the mighty cause at stake is that
pass on the qualifications of teach of the universal education of the
ers, and none dare to teach with people with whom we have to. deal.
out its sanction.
We are not discussing plans for
The wants of the public and the the government of a school for a
condition of the System of Schools particular class. We are manag
are tolerably well understood and ing a system whose object is to
appreciated ; and while all that is afford instruction to the children
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of every citizen whether he be
educated or not, and to obliterate
from the community that -vast
mass of ignorance which has,heretofore, cast such a dark cloud over
the prospects of our State. We
cannot educate these people against
their will ; and considering that
the chief difficulties in our way are
the inevitable result of Hhe very
ignorance which we wish to re
move, every consideration of pru
dence, of justice and of patriotism
calls on us to be patient, to be tol
erant of honest mistakes, to be
diligent, and to be faithful to our
great cause by making the most of
circumstances.
Having said thus much in true
justification of the plan which I
have uniformly urged of endeavor
ing to elevate the standard ofteach
ers cautiously, gradually, and as
fast as a wise regard for the real
interests at stake would permit, and
no faster, I now proceed respect
fully and earnestly to urge on
your attention certain suggestions
which, I believe, our present cir
cumstances fully warrant.
1. We are now in a condition to
elevate the standard of teachers
more rapidly than heretofore. The
Examining Committees have be
come a fixed part of the Common
School machinery; and teachers
and people, seeing and feeling tbe
propriety and necessity of this fea
ture of our System, yield a very
general obedience to the laws in
regard to it. Almost all classes of
the people are pervaded with more
correct ideas as .to what is neces
sary in a good teacher; and teach
ers themselves, as a body, have
vastly improved, and have also
had ample opportunity and full
warning to prepare for a step in
advance of our present position.
The time has therefore come, to
require teachers more generally to
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give instruction in all the essential
and elementary branches of our
English education ; and among
these essential branches are Gram
mar and Geography. Few teach
ers can now have any excuse fur
not having some knowledge of these
branches—and such are the facili
ties for learning, in almost every
neighborhood, and often in fami
lies, and such the cheapness and
character of text books that no one
who Can read, and who has capaci
ty and who expects to devote him
or herself to the business of teach
ing, can have any excuse but that
of laziness lor ignorance of these
branches.
There is now scarcely any com
munity in the State where a teach
er, desiring to learn these studies,
cannot find some one able and will
ing to give such assistance as is
needed to promote their progress ;
and, in fact, a matured mind can
easily actjuire a knowledge of Ge
ography without an instructor.
.No one can read or write cor
rectly without a knowledge of
Grammar; and if there were no
insuperable opposition on the part
of parents, it should be introduced
in some of its elementary forms, as
soon as the child is able to read
and to understand a rule for the
construction of a sentence. The
principles of Grammar --should be
insensibly eaterwoven with all our
earliest instruction, after leaving
the spelling-book ; and in this age
of discovery, of territorial expan
sion on the part of our Govern
ment, of rapid Commercial inter
course among all nations, and of
intimate and extended intcr-national connections and interests in
all parts of the world, Geography
is an all-important branch of study
to every class of children.
The smallest farmer, in the in
terior of North Carolina, has nuw
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a direct and acknowledged interest
in the revolutions in China and
the explorations in the heart of
Africa ; and it is i.n possible to read
satisfactorily and understandingly
a village newspaper without some
Geographical knowledge. Every
mind that wishes to be well and
practically informed is now turned
to the map of the world ; aod the
teacher who feels no interest and
no curiosity on this subject, can
not feel auy interest in the affairs
of the world or the progress of
things, aod is, therefore, unfit for
tne position of instructor of his
fellow-beings.
I know well by experience and
observation that Geography, as a
general thing, is the most interest
ing of all studies, to children—
they have a natural curiosity about
the manners, the people and the
scenes of different countries, and
they will learn to read sooner in a
good Geography than in any other
work. The reeding of geographyis like traveling—there is a perpet
ual aud interestiogchangeof Scenes
and incidents and the mind is more
easily impressed with ideas than in
any other way.
It is, therefore, inexcusable in a
teacher of matured faculties not to
know nor want to know the princi
ples of Geography.
The mere ignoranccofthe science
is not in itself by any means the
worst sign of his qualifications for
the important post of instructor of
others ; it is the fact that this ig
norance generally indicates a most
narrow range of thought, and a
great want of that kind of interest
in the affairs of the world which is
an essential element of usefulness,
that renders him unfit for the po
sition he seeks.
2. It is full time to require more
thorough knowledge in all the
branches taught ; and to make the

examination, on each particular
study, more full and searching than
heretofore. There are now many
teachers who have passed a num
ber of examinations; and the fact
that these have so often obtained
your sanction to teach, so far from
being a reason for a light or care
less examination, constitutes the
strongest argument for a more
stringent course on your part. They
have had time and opportunity to
improve ; and I most respectfully
submit that it is your duty to seo
that they have made progress com
mensurate with their opportuni
ties.
And here permit me to call your
special attention to an evil which
demands an immediate remedy.
A teacher, of respectable moral
character, and very anxious to get
a school, passes a tolerable examin
ation, and under the circumstances,
he properly gets a certificate ; and
altera year spent in teaching, he
again presents himself to the ex
amining committee. The commit
tee is in a hurry, and as this ap
plicant has once passed an examin
ation, they ask him but few
questions ; and when he returns
again his third certificate is still
more easily obtained than the se
cond because he has been twice
licensed before.
This principle of action is wholly
wrong, and will produce conse
quences exactly the opposite of
those intended by annual examin
ations. Every teacher at each
renewal of his or her certificate
ought to be more critically exam
ined on all the branches on which
he or shehadformerly passed ; and
if this just and important rule is
constantly put in practice, the
standard of qualifications will be
surely elevated, while its neglect
will prevent much of the good in
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tended to be produced by these
annual renewals.
3. It is clearly tho right of the
examining Committee to test the
character and qualifications of ap
plicants for license to teach, by
enquiring into their disposition to
avail themselves of all the proper
means within their reach to pre
pare for the faithful discharge of
the duties of the vocation to which
they aspire.
A number of measures, designed
to facilitate the improvement of
teachers, have emanated from this
office, and been sustained by pub
lic opinion i and they have the
recommendation of being within
the pecuniary means of all, and of
having been used with eminent
success in many other states.
Among these is the formation of
State, District and County Educa
tional Associations ; and the pub
lication of a Journal wholly devot
ed to the interests of education
and freighted with contributions
from experienced and intelligent
teachers of every class and in eve
ry part of the State.
Every teacher is able to take
one copy of this Journal and to
pay the cost of membership in an
Educational Association; rind I
respectfully suggest that it is part
of your duties to examine all ap
plicants for certificates as to their
disposition and conduct with re
gard to these matters.
All male teachers, who have
once been licensed, should be ask
ed if they have joined the State
Educational Association, or are
members of any County or District
Society of the kind ; and it' they
answer in the negative, it is pro
per to enquire into the reasons of
their failure to avail themselves of
such means of improvement.
The nature and objects of such
Associations should be explained
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to them ; and they should be given
to understand that proper efforts
to aid in organiting County Socie
ties of teachers for mutual im
provement are a part of their du
ties and cannot be neglected with
out affecting their general charac
ter and standing with the Examin
ing Committee.
I would especially urge that
you ask all, male aud female, if
they take the "-North-Carolina
Journal of Education ;" and where
teachers of experience are found
to be without this or any other
educational periodical, or any
work on the subject of teaching,
wholly neglecting such means of
improvement, that they be examin
ed with the most critical care, and
with the least allowance for defi
ciencies.
It is tho manifest duty of all
persons following occupations in
which others are interested, to use
all the means within their reach
to qualify themselves ibr their
vocation; and as it has been a
constant subject of complaint that
many Common School teachers for
the want of means of knowing
better, or from other causes, do
not readily abandon bad habits, or
acquire more enlarged ideas of
the duties of their calling, (hey
should, whenever it is practicable,
be forced into positions where,
without hardship or any burden
some expense, they will at least
be in the way of improvement.
They owe it to their own char
acters, and to the public, deeply
interested in their characters, .to
avail themselves of all such means
as they can well afford, to gain in
formation necessary to the faith
ful and useful discharge of their
duties; and to be unwilling to
spare a single dollar for such a
purpose argues a narrowness of
vision, or an indifference to the
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Bacred obligations of the teacher i understood by all whom you license
which the public should know, snd to teach—to admonish every one
which should meet with your un to sec to the careful preservation
of lha book, and to require each
qualified disapprobation.
4. Since my last communication to make the necessary record' of
to you I have prepared and had j the School, and to exhibit, on appublished, under the sanction of I p'icat oi. for a new certificate, the
the law, a Common School Regis ' .ccord last made, for your inspecter; and a copy for each Seheol j tion.
'ihis is a provision required by
District of your several Counties is
already or soon will be in the law ; and as it is founded in wis
hand- of the chairman of your dom, let us at once foim the habit
respective Boards of County Super ot strict and un'vcrsal compliance
intendents. 'Ihis Register is a w.th its demands.
Blank Book, with captions and
5. I would suggest that you
ruled lines, so arranged as to en conduct your examinations in such
able the teacher to keep on its a way as to let teachers understand
pages a perfect record of the that they ought to know some
School; and it is made part of thing of the history, character and
your duty to examine the record situation of our Slate. As yet it
last kept by every applicant for a has not been deemed proper to
renewal of liosnse to teach.
issue certificates containing Histo
The Book is very neatly gotten ry as a btanch of study on which
up, and conveniently arranged; and Common School teachers are to bo
while it will be but a pleasant re generally examined ; cor is it
creation to the faithful teacher j intended by the above suggestion
properly to fill its blanks, the re to require that teachers should bo
cord, intended to be permanent, well read in books concerning cur
when properly made, will be of in local interests. But it is well
calculable utility. This regula known that in times past there
tion will be a means of stimulating has been a lamentable want of in
pupils to greater diligence, and formation in regard to their best
the record will be useful to parents, interests on the part of the people
to the public and to posterity ; of North-Carolina ; and this want
while the filling out of this record of information was naturally fol
will be a means of improvement to lowed by a want of interest in the
the teacher, and his method of character of the State.
performing this duty will be an
At one time—and in fact until
additional, and by no means un recently, it was hardly possible for
important criterion by which you the masses of the people to learn
are to judge of his qualifications. much of the true character and
One copy of this Register is to be resources of North-Carolina; and
reserved, in each county, for the not only was this the case, but the
use of the Examining Committee; occasional mention of our State in
and you will thus be enabled, from text books, was generally in a way
the explanations which it contains, by no means calcutated to attach
fully to understand its objects, the people to their homes.
and the method of keeping it.
A certain amount of State pride
Permit me earnestly to request is essential to the success of its
you to use your opportunities of public Schools as well as of its in
having this wholo matter fullv dustrial interests; and teachers
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and officers ofthe Common Schools and often a single word, or a sin
having an important influence in gle enquiry, in theexamining room,
moulding the disposition ofthe ris- it' judiciously put, will startle the
inggcneration,should know enough subject of the enquiry, and even
of the history, position and re others who are listeners, with a
sources of the State to imbue painful sense of ignorance, never
them with that respect for its felt before, and awaken desires
character and welfare which ought which will lead to the most useful
to be impressed on the minds of results.
its children.
I have so often advised with you,
There is no longer any excuse gentlemen in regard to the method
for ignorance on these subjects; of conducting your examinations,
and altho' I have acted an hum that it is hardly necessary even to
ble, but earnest and laborious part allude to this subject now;—nor is
in the preparation cf a School it important to make any further
Literature pervaded with proper suggestions now in regard to Text
ideas in regard to North-Carolina. books, grades, and the various con
I have no pecuniary interest. siderations which should influence
direct or contingent, in these you in granting certificates with
works, and can the more freely in low numbers.
sist on their general use.
In former communications these
Long and careful observation subjects have been fully discussed;
has satisfied me that one of the and as this letter is already longer
chief difficulties in the way of the than I desired it should he, I must
improvement of cur Common omit for the present all allusion to
School teachers is their want of other matters of interest, and like
public spirit ; and while there are ly sometimes to occupy the atten
many noble exceptions, I have tion of a good examining Commit
been greaOy paint d to witness the tee. There is one subject, how
generally ' localized feelings and ever, which I feel bound to press
views of this class of our people. (in your attention in every commu
their ignorance of the system oi nication; and that is that no amount
Common Schools as a- system, and of literary attinments will atone for
of their position and responsibili the want of good moral character.
ties as individuals and as a class In this matter it is impossible for
towards this System and towards j you to be too strict; audi respectthe body-polit c. and their conse- j lully and earnestly appeal to you,
quent indifference in regard to the in the name of the immortal inter
general progress of things in the ests at stake, to plant yourselves
immovably on this principle, and
State.
No one can bo truly useful who never to grant a certificate to any
does not understand his position in whom you do not know to be of
any general system of which he is exemplary habits.
a part; and I must, therefore. in
On this I claim your indulgence
sist that no pains or opportunities while I quote and urge on your at
be spared to makeour teachers feel tention the concluding part of my
and appreciate their wants in this last Annual Report on the condi
tion and prospects of the Common
respect.
You have it in your power to ac School System of the State.
" Our character as a people, our
complish muoh by questions, by
rebukes, admonitions and advice; pursuits, material resources and
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geographical position peculiarly fit ' confounded the means with the
us for the successful management of end.
schools; and if we will only be true
All the inventions and the in
to ourselves, North-Carolina will stitutions of man are powerless in
share very largely in the education themselves to eradicate a single
of the children of the south
passion of the natural human heart;
For this proud and advantage and any educational system, based
ous position she will bo mainly in on any other idea, will inevitably
debted to the sober and virtuous become a nursery of pernicious
habits of her population; and she principles.
Keligion only can bind men into
will hold the position just as long
as, and no longer than, /her people a national brotherhood of honest,
are distinguished by these charac forbearing and mutually supporting
citizens—and without a real change
teristics.
But all true virtue and morality of the heart, naturally selfish and
are the offspring of true religion ; dopraved-in all men, by the opera
and this brings us to the great and tions of God's Spirit and through
certain conclusion that religion is faith in Jesus Christ, education is
the only sure foundation of nation j but a change of manners and not
| of character. " The whole world
al prosperity.
This position is destined to be ! lieth in wickedness," and Christ is
come a fixed elementary principle its only hope ; and if we build our
of political economy ; and while educational system on Tnis Rock
the light upon the subject will be it will stand, when all others not
come brighter and the evidence so established, are swept away.
We are to build on it by always
more and more conclusive and
overwhelming, it seems impossible recognising this principle in all our
even now, and without recurring efforts at improvement—by allow
to the plain teachings of the Bi ing free course to God's appointed
ble, to look at the past and present moans, by encouraging a free Gos
condition of the world, and doubt pel, and by acknowleding in acta
and words, that however diligently
it
The object of all education, we labor, it is all in vain, without
therefore, Bhould be, not to learn the guidance and the blessing of
us to dispense with the agency of Him, of whom and to whom are
God, in our affairs, but to lead us all things."
more directly to Him—to open up
Assuring you of my cordial sym
tho mind to the Truths of His pathy in your desires and efforts
revealed Word, and to prepare the usefully to discharge the duties of
heart for submission to His con your important position, and of my
trol.
readiness to aid you in any way that
Education is only a blessing as I can, I am,
a means of leading to these results,
With much respeet,
and the improper prejudices raised
Your friend & fellow-laborer,
against it are due to the fact that
C. H. WILEY,
promoters of "vain babbings, and
Sup. Com. School* for the State.
oppositions of science, falsely so
called," have, in certain places,
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THE TYRANT OF THE SCHOOL.
It happened that our district
school was kept one year by a young
Englishman, named Stanley. Ho
had some peculiar opinions on the
subject of the management of boys.
Whether he was right or not, I can
not say. I can only narrate my
own experience.
Among the scholars was Ethan
Bragg, a stout, overgrown boy, who
was a terrible dunce in school, and
a terrible tyrant out-of-doors. For
some cause, of which I was igno
rant, he took particular pleasure in
maltreating and annoying me. I
could not come within his reach
that he would not either knock my
hat down rudely over my face, or
trip me up, or soil my clothes with
a kick from a shoe well charged
with mud.
Whether it was that he saw my
physical inability to resist him, or
that he had a grudge against me
because I was always above him in
our class, I do not know. I was a
full year his elder, which made it
all the more mortifying to me to
be obliged to submit to his ill
treatment.
One day, when I had been par
ticularly annoyed by his catching
me and slapping my face, and then
throwing my hat into a puddle, I
wandered away through a by-lane,
weeping and miserable, when, as I
turned to go home, I met my sis
ter Mary. "Why, what is the
matter, Paul?" she exclaimed.—
" You have been crying."
Thus appealed to, I was obliged
to make a confession of my griefs.
When I had finished, " Well, my

dear Paul," said Mary, "you must
return good i'or evil. I will tell
you what to do. Give Ethan your
bag of marbles. I do not believe
he will hurt you after that."
"But, Mary," I replied, "is
there not something cowardly and
selfish in my trying to buy a peace
in that way ? 1 would like to re
turn good for evil, but. to do it in
a way that should let Ethan know
I do not do it from fear. I think
I will talk with Mr. Stanley on the
subject."
Hardly were the words out of
my mouth when we met Mr. Stan
ley approaching, twirling a big
stick, as if to keep his hand in
practice. " What now, Paul !"
said he, " Your eyes arc the color
of beets." Mary answered his in
quiry by telling my story for me;
and then asked Mr. Stanley to in
terfere, and prevent any further
annoyances on the part of Ethan
Bragg.
" Nonsense ! Paul is old enough
to protect himself !" said Mr. Stan
ley, in reply. " But he is not
strong enough," said Mary. "That
is his own fault," replied the school
master, "and for that he deserves
all the punishment that Ethan can
inflict." I began to open my eyes
and ears too. " What do you
mean, sir?" I exclaimed.
"I mean," said the master, "that,
instead of trying to invigorate your
body by healthy out-of-door exer
cises, this fine winter weather, you
keep in the house over the fire,
contenting yourself with in-door
games, books, and pictures. These
17
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are well enough in their season, 1 wonder at the marked improvement
but, in order to be a whole man, in my health. My cheeks wero
properly developed, you must ex- no longer pallid. The cough with
ersise the body as well as the mind, which I had been constantly
Bragg is a coward, like all bul- troubled left me. all at ouee. I
lies. He sees that you are feeble slept well ; and I trained so in
physically, and so lie worries and strength that I eouhl with case lift
plagues you ; and t hope lie will j a barrel of flour into a cart,
continue to do so till he cures you : For nine months L had been faithof your immoral neglect of your fully following this system, when
bodily energies."
one day, as I was passing along a
" {mmoral V—" Yes! There secluded road that skirted our vilmny be immorality in neglect of the lage, I heard loud cries, as from
body, as well as of the mind. If one in f ar and distrrss. Turning
the fault were not your own,—if a bend in the road; 1 saw a boy on
you were lame or ill, and Ethan the ground, with another over him,
were to tyrannize over you,—I belaboring him with hearty blows,
should take great satisfaction in The victorious assailant was the
punishing him. But, as it is, you butcher's boy of the village, and
have only yourself to thank for your the unfortunate recipient of the
sufferings. Look you, Paul
" blows was my old enemy, Ethan.
Sir. Stanley finished the sentence
Without hesitation I rushed to
in a tone that Mary did not hear, the scene of the combat, and pulled
and then turned ou his heels and Master Jacob, the butcher's boy,
left us.
j off from his victim. Jacob thoreThat afternoon, for the first time, upon rolled up his sleeves anew,
I put on a pair of skates that my and remarked that he would L'ivo
uncle had given me, and passed a ! me '-tits." Then like a young
couple of hours in practicing with buffalo he came at me. But, as he
them on the ice. The next day flourished his arms in the onset, I
there was a snow-storm, and Ishov- j caught him by the wrists, and held
eled paths all round the house. — them as in a vice.
Without neglecting my lessons, I
In vain did he struggle. I pu'.lkept in the open air a ,rood portion ed him upen his knees, so that he
of the time. I contrived some could neither kick nor bite. Then,
gymnastic fixtures, and rose an hour pressing his hands till he yelled
earlier every morning and exer- with pain, I asked him if he bad
cised.
: had enough. Jacob was in a very
I took especial pains to develop . great rage, it was evident; but he
the muscles of my hands and wrists, did not care about having another
Catching hold of the bough of a : turn of the screw put upou bis
tree, I would lift my body up till I hands. And so, when I finally inmy chin was ou a level with my quired if he would go quietly home,
hands. I was careful, however, without making any more fuss, he
not to overtask my strength. I j sullenly answered t/cs; and he kept
knew that I must be very gradual I his word.
in my efforts. I was methodical i As for Ethan, ho could not have
and regular in these habits of out- j been more transfixed with wonder
of-door exercise, allowing no inclem- 1 if he had seen me fly up in the air,
ency of weather to interfere with j or do any other marvelous thing,
them. My parents soon began to j As I approached him he stared in
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btupid, silent astonishment "EThe Will and the Way.—I
thau," said I, carelessly, "you see learned grammar when I was a
1 have turued over a new leaf. — private soldier, on the pay of six
Hereafter, any one who ventures pence a day. The edge of my
to impose upon me, or upon ano berth, or that of my guard-bed,
ther in my presence, will have first was my seat to study in ; my knap
to prove that he is stronger in the sack was my bookcase, and a bit of
wrists than 1. ]>o you nut think I board lying on my lap was my writ
ing-table. 1 had no money to
am right?"
" Ye-e-s," stammered Ethan. — purchase a candle or oil ; in winter
"Shake hands on it, then," said I. it was rarely that I could get any
Ethan gave me his hand, but, as I light but the fire, and only my turn
squeezed it with rather too eordial even of that. To buy a pen or
a pressure, he tried to pull it away, piece of paper, I was compelled to
at the same time uttering a cry of forego some portion of my food,
pain. "What's the matter?" I though in a state of half starva
exclaimed.—"You have almost tion. I had not a moment of time
crushed my fingers," groaued E- that I could call my own ; and I
than, making a very wry face.— had to read and write amid the
"Why do you not squeeze back talking, laughing, singing, whist
again?" said I, 'pressing his hand ling, and brawling, of at least half
again, till lie uttered another cry. a score of the most reckless men,
—"That will do !.' said he, trying and that, too, in their hours of
hard to force a smile. His last freedom from all control. And I
words were prophetic. The lesson say, that if I, under these circum
proved sufficient. Ho was thence stances, could encounter and over
forth the most peaceable boy in the come the task, is there, can there
be, in the whole world, a youth
school.
A week after this adventure, as who can find an excuse for the
T was trying to pitch a large stone non-performance ?— Cobbett.
beyond a certain mark on the ground,
Mr. Stanley tapped me on the .
shoulder. "What have you been i
It is a terrible thought to
doing to Ethan '(" said be, shak remember that nothing can be for
ing bis fore-finger at me. "Re gotten. 1 have somewhere read
turning good for evil," answered I that not an oath is uttered that
I. " Letting bim see, at the same does not continue to vibrate thro'
time," added Mr. Stanley, "what all time, in the wide-spreading cur
von coukf do, if you icouhl—ch ? rent of sound; not a prayer lisped,
Well, Paul, was I not right in my that its record is not to be found
advice? Returning good for evil stamped on the laws of nature by
is best shown when.having the pow the indelible seal of the Almighty's
er to return evil, we render good. will.
And remember this : the boy who
neglects to develop his physical
J8®rAlazy fellow once complain
strength may neglect it at the ex
pense of his moral strength also." ed in company that he could not
find bread for his family. "Neith
er can I," replied an industrious
Obey promptly, that you may mechanic ; " I have to work for all
learn to command.
the bread I get."
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|Usiknt debitor's gcpidmtnt.
" On motion of Rev. N. Z. Grave«,
State Educational Association—
Time of Meeting.—The State Educa Kev. C. K. Wiley of Greensboro, Rev.
Neil McKay of Harnett and Prof. W.
tional Association will hold its next K.
Blake of Fayetteville, were appoint
annual meeting, as stated in the last ed a committee to secure persons to de
number of the Journal, on the first liver four essays upon different Branch
es of education and at least two popu
Wednesday in July.
lar addresses, for promoting the gen
Place of J- eeting—The executive com eral
obiects of this Association, at its
mittee, who were directed to select the next meeting."
place of meeting, have not yet inform
ed us of their decision. But we are
sure of a kind reception, by the friends Our Magazines.—In an article,with
of education, wherever we may meet. the above title, written for the N. C.
Business to he prepared—We copy, Standard, the writer presents the
from the proceedings of the last meet claims of "our three monthlies"—the
ing, the following resolutions, that the I University Magazine, the Journal of
matters mentioned therein may be Education and Stedman's Magazine—
brought to the notice of the members j to the liberal support of all who would
of the Association ; and that the com i foster a home literature.
For the benefit of those of our readmittees may be reminded of their duj
era
who have not seen the article, we
tyResolved, That a committee of four, ! copy all that relates especially to the
with the General Superintendent of j Journal of Education, as no language
Common Schools as Chairman, be ap j of our own could better enforce its
pointed by the President, and request claims.
ed to meet at least one day previous to
" The object of the Journal of Ed
the period designated for the next
meeting of this body, at the place named ucation commends itself to every friend
for said meeting, and take into consid of educaiion ; and every intelligent
eration the propriety of memorializing man is that friend. It enters a field
the next Legislature of this State, in
reference to such amendments and im of labor embracing a vast scope and a
provements of our Common School variety of interests. It is no mercen
System, as they may deem best calcul ary scheme. It is purely a labor of
ated to promote the cause of popular love. Its prime aim is to diffuse light
Education The other members of and knowledge among the people, to
that committee are Mr. Whitfield, of
Edgecombe ; llev. N. Z. Graves, of correct abuses, overturn prejudices,
Warrenton ; Wm. Eaton, Jr., do.; and elevate our Common School system,
Dr. J. A. Waddell, Kaleigh
and promote in every respect the para
Resolved, That the Recording Secre
tary be instructed to have certificates mount cause of education. Here the
of membership printed, on cards, and best modes of instruction and discip
scud them to the address of each mem line are to be canvassed ; the duties,
ber of the Association, before our next responsibilities and influences of edu
meeting.
cators to be discussed ; and each teach
We hope to hear from the commit er is invited to grow wises by the ex
tee named in the following motion, be perience of his fellows. By thus co
operating in a systematic plan, our
fore we issuo the June number.
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highest enterest as a people will be pro
moted, and lasting good result. It is
more especially the Teachers' Journal
and to them does it look and appeal for
support. They are capable of making
it a mighty lever in shaping the desti
nies of the rising generation. But,
brethren of the ferule, if we stand by
and passively see it sink, with it will
sink our own characters for patriotism,
intelligence, and public spirit. Its in
terests are our interest ; and for one
I amNinwilling to suffer the taunt that
the school masters of North Carolina
are too stingy and too illiterate to sus
tain their own bantling.
The three numbers that have been
issued augur well for its future. The
board of editors consists of sixteen men
of ability and influence ; but this is
modestly suggested rather as a sign of
weakness than otherwise. The re
sponsibility is too much divided. It
needs concentration."
Granville County. —We have re
ceived from the Ckairman-of the Board
of Superintendants of Granville County
an order to send a copy of the Journal
to each School District in that County.
We are informed, by the General Sup
erintendent of Common Schools, that a
number of Counties report considerable
amounts of unexpended funds every
year ; and we think that the County
Boards, using the discretionary power
vested in them, could not better expend
a portion of these surplus funds than
by placing the Journal in the hands of
every teacher of Common Schools in
their respective Couuties. In this
opinion we feel sure that we have the
concurrence of the General Superinten
dent.
List of Subscribers. —On the 3rd j
page of the cover, we commence the I
publication of the names of those who
have paid for the first volume of the
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Journal. As it may be some time be
fore we can publish the whole list, we
hope that those whose names do not
appear immediately will be patient. —
We take them in the order in which
they stand on our mail-books.
1. Theory and Practice of Teach
ing ; or the Motives and Methods of
good School-Keeping. By David P.
Page, A. M., late Principal of the
State Normal School, Albany. Fif
teenth Edition. New-York : A. S.
Barnes & Co. 51 John St.
2. The Teacher and Parent; A
Treatise upon Common School Edu
cation ; containing practical sugges
tions to teachers and parents. By
Charles Horthend, A. M., Superin
tendent of Public Schools, Danvers,
Mass. &o. New-York : A. S. Barnes
& Co.
3. American Institutions and their
influencs. By Alexis DeTocqueville.
With notes, by Hon. John C. Spen
cer. New-York: A. S. Barnes & Co.
We can unreservedly recommend each
one of these works to the patronage of
our teachers.
The first two are standard works on
the important subjects of which they
treat ; and we would be glad to see a
copy of one or both in the hands of ev
ery teacher in North-Carolina. The
cost would be trifling, and the benefit
very great; aud it is a mystery to us how
so many of our brethren of the birch
and ferule can follow their most respon
sible callings for a long life time with
out ever desiring to read or hear any
tiling from other minds upon the sub
ject.
"American Institutions" is well
known in Europe and the United States
and with the notes and corrections of
the able and distinguished American
Editor, could be usefully introduced
into our higher schools. At all events,
as a close, impartial view of the work
ings of the American System by an in
telligent foreigner, it is worthy of the
attention of American scholars.
These works are all got up with that
taste and skill which distinguish the
enterprising and successful publishers
of " The Standard Series of National
School Books.'1
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Sargent's School Monthly.
Among the many valuable School
Journals that pay us their monthly
visits, we welcome none with more
pleasure than Sargent's School
Monthly. The three numbers be
fore us are excellent in mechaical
execution, in selection of matter
and in style of composition, amuse
ment, mental improvement and
morality have their due proportion.
'While wo are striving to furnish a
J ournal of Education to teachers,
we should not forget that the ulti
mate object is the improvement of
the youth of the State; and in this
Sargent's Monthly, designed espe
cially for the young, may be made
a valuable auxiliary. We would
be glad to see it in the hands of
every school-child in the State, for
we know of no similar work that
promises so much usefulness. .
It can be had by remitting 81 to
Epes Sargent, 289 Washington
Street, Boston.
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Mutual Life Insurance
AND TRUST COMPANY.

THIS COMPANY OFFERS in
ducements to the public which few
possess. It is economical in its man
agement, and prompt in the payment
of its losses.
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and they participate in its profits, not
only upon the preminms paid in, but
also on a large and increasing deposite
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A dividend of t17 per cent. at the last
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MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL TRAINING OF YOUTH.
Books treating on all subjects
have been so improved, arranged
and simplified, that the young of
the present day, in all intellectual
knowledge, are placed as it were
upon the head and shoulders of
their parents. But though there
has been so much improvement in
the methodism of books, there has
not been a corresponding improve
ment in the method of teaching.
Most of our instructors teach only
as they were taught ; appoint les
sons and hear recitations in the
same way it was done a hundred
years ago, merely going through
what is in the book, praising those
who recite well and punishing those
who do not. They scarcely ever
criticise so as to present to the
minds of youth that which is real
ly best for them, or explain why
they pay more attention to one sub
ject or to one division of a subject
than to another, in a word they do
not lecture enough. The young
mind soon becomes tired of books,
if some way is not devised to make
them attractive; if the use and
practice of them is not exemplified
by something at once familiar and
striking. Children—and especial
ly young children—are more of the
nature and disposition of the brutes,

are more easily influenced through
the operation of the senses, and
enn more readily learn by having
something, appertaining to their
lessons and illustrative of them,
which they can see, hear and feel.
Teachers then should pay due re
gard to the different ages of their
pupils, and always adapt what
they say to them, to the intel
lectual state and advancement
of their minds ; being careful al
ways to give them as much prac
tice as possible in any study they
may be pursuing; and they cannot
render any thing too simple, or too
easily understood. To children,
theory without practice is nothing;
and it is wasting time, to try to
teach them anything which they
cannot understand almost at once.
If any study is too difficult for them,
it must be made more simple, until
they can step upon the first round
of the ladder, then they will be
ready with little assistance to mount
higher.
Now, intimately connected with
such intellectual training as this,
is the moral training of youth,
which though it is more the pecu
liar province of their parents, is,
yet, an important part of the duty
of every instructor whether parent
28
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or not. For, as knowledge is pow
er it is necessary that youth should
be both morally and intellectually
educated, that moral training should
should keep pace with intellectual,
otherwise the intellectual education
of any person does more harm than
good.
The educated have so much pow
er in society, are so looked upon
by others as examples, and thu°
wield so much influence, that the
educated man of loose morals not
onlv damns himself, but is ttt'ten the
curse and ruin of hundreds. The
tremendous influence of Voltair,
acquired by his giant and highly
educated intellect, without doubt,
made 1'' ranee infidel, and thus hast
ened and made horrible the French
revolution. The writings of Tom
Paine have ruined thousands ol
Englishmen, by making them first
(skeptics, then disbelievers, and so,
utterly regardless of the duty of
man to man. And the names of
many, famed for their intellectual
power, might be brought forward
to prove, that it is far better for
any man to live in ignorance and
obscurity than to be intellectually
trained, to be the moral curse of
bis fellowman ; not considering
how many there are in every town
and in every village, who, though
immoral, are the patterns for half
their neighbors.
It might be asked, when should
moral education begin ? It begins
in the cradle, when the child first
begins to show the disposition of
fallen man and ends, like all other
mental training, at the grave. But
the most importaut period of all is
in childhood, the very hey-day of
youth.
It is then, that the disposition is
formed ; it is then, that every thing
that a child sees or hears is im
pressed upon the mind with a last
ing iaijression which is some day

[June,

to show its color ami figure with
startling reality.
Then parents cannot be too par
ticular; evpry act and word of their
own should he for the good of their
children ; their friends should be
friends to their children, friends
to do them good by advice and ex
ample; and especially, is it impor
tant that those who are to store
their minds with intellectual cul
ture should be correct moral guides,
to instill into them high moral
principles. And howcan teachers
do this? Bv praising virtuous
acts, and showing that the end of
the vicious is always calamitous
and miserable. In the study of
History especially, the teacher can
comment upon the good and evil
deeds of its characters and the vir
tues, vices, and follies of nations;
and thus early inculcate in his
school a love for what is good, vir
tuous and honorable and a disgust
for anything that is the contrary,
He should often lecture them on
morality, tell them how they will
be rewarded for well spent lives,
with a happy conciousness of hav
ing dono right and an eternal re
ward hereafter; and how, if their
time on earth is thrown away, they
will neither enjoy the present nor
the future. When intellectual and
moral training are thus kept hand
in hand, much good will he effect
ed, and when they are rightly bal
anced, the world will again become
an Eden.
». H. W.

S&~ If I were asked from my
experience of life, to say what at
tribute most impressed the minds
of others, or most commanded for
tune, I should say, "earnestness."
The earnest man wins for himself,
and earnestness and truth go to
gether.—Buluer.
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SCHOLASTIC EDUCATION.
Having noticed cursorily the
leading features of what we conconsider proper Home education,
which is the foundation, whether
it be pood or bad, upon which all
subsequent acquisitions are placed,
a single step brings us to the sub
ject of schools. AVe believe a large
majority of parents in this country,
are fixed in the belief that they can
discharge all the duties of parents,
except those of providing food and
raiment, by giving their children
opportunities to attend school.—
However important that instruction
may be which children receive from
their teachers at school, and all
will concede that it is of high im
portance, it sinks into utter insig
nificance, in our estimation, when
compared with those lessons which
should be given at home. The
perfection of a scholastic education
depends in a great measure on that
received under the parental ~ roof
and it is lamentable that few but
teachers are apprised of this fact.
The man who would erect an edi
fice to stand for ages, must in the
first place dig deep and lay a foun
dation that cannot be shaken; so
when a teacher wishes to make his
pupil a finished member of society;
home education is his foundation,
and if it be imperfect, his edifice
must be so.
Parents are generally quite un
reasonable in their expectation as
to what may be accomplished by
by school teachers. They some
times send their mischievous, dis
obedient children to school for re
formation, or as they frequently
express themseves, to avoid their
annoyances. This is a great and
fatal error. The writer has had

some experience in teaching, and so
far as it goes, it establishes the de
cided opinion that children who
govern themsives at homo will
prove uugovernable at school. Our
schools are not designed for places
of reformation, and it is much to
be regretted that any parents should
so think ; if the teacher can, by
the greatest exertions, keep them
from going farther astray, he en
titles himself to the highest com
mendation for success. The school
master in his tine sphere is a coinstructor; it is his business to assist
the parents, not to take upon him
self all the drudgeries of education.
The parent prepares the soil for
the reception of seeds, and tho
teacher casts them in due propor
tion and at proper seasons. As
the farmer who plows deep and
cultivates thoroughly before cast
ing his seed, may expect to reap in
abundance, so the parents who in
struct their children properly at
home may expect that they will be
advanced profitably at school. But
teachers, in the present state of so
ciety, are mere sowers, and as their
seed falls on ground cultivated in
various degrees of perfection, it is
easy to discover why it produces
in a hundred, sixty, and thirty
fold.
School Teachers.
Without intending injustice or
offence to any of the body, candor
compels us to say that Common
school teachers, of whom it is our
business now to speak, are in gen
eral more poorly qualified for the
business which they follow than
any men devoted to any business
of which we have any knowledge.
In very many neighborhoods, an
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opinion seems to prevail that those
who are unfit for any other busi
ness, are just the men to preside
in a Common school. When men
employ masons, carpenters, or me
chanics of any description, they
inquire more strictly of skill and
honesty than their prices; but pa
rents pursue a different course,and
are governed more by the price for
which a man offers to teach than
his ability to do so with success.—
Strange as this may appear to men
of sense, it is doubtless true of some
neighborhoods in many parts of the
State. The drunkard who has
spent his substance and beggared
his family, the profane young man
of corrupting morals, and he who
is really too lazy to labor with his
hands, are chosen and employed
because they are willing to engage
for a small sum of money. Those
men are employed,—the drunkard
by those who profess to hate drunk
enness, the profane man by those
who profess to train up their chil
dren in the love of Christ, and the
indolent man by those whose hab
its are industrious ; so inconsistent
are fathers in their their acts and
professions.
We hold that a man who uses
intoxicating drinks as a beverage,
whether to that degree which is
generally considered excess or not,
is unfit to have the management of
a Commou school. Sound public
opinion is against the use of spiri
tuous liquors, on the ground that
it is unnecessary in the first place,
and in the next that it has a per
nicious tendency in general. Another reason is, that a teacher can
not use such drinks to any extent
without the knowledge of his pu
pils, and as they are taught in part
by example, the teaching is bad so
far as example can extend. Fur
ther, if a man does not govern him
self prudently, there is reason to
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doubt his capacity to govern others
wisely. And lastly, with the evils
of intemperance throughout the
world before him, if a man does
not feel sufficiently for his fellowmen to assist them in removing so
great an evil, he will hardly feel
interested deeply in the perman
ent welfare of little children.
A profane man should never be
employed as a teacher. Children
should not swear, as well because
it is unbecoming as that they are
forbidden so to do by the Bible.—
A teacher should not swear because
he ought to be a gentleman, and
no finished gentleman will habitu
ally use profane language. Pro
fanity is offensive to those who
profess to be followers of Christ,
and no finished gentleman will un
necessarily offend his brother. —
Drunkards, gamblers,libertines and
vile persons in general, live in the
daily, hourly use of profanity, and
no gentleman will descend to a lev
el with such vile persons. Public
swearing is condemned by enlight
ened public sentiment, and accom
plished gentlemen will always re
spect such sentiment. We say a
gentleman will not swear profane
ly, and we mean nothing less. By
the term " gentleman," as here
used, is only meant one who may
be considered a complete model.—
We know that thousands of honest,
honorable, and good men, are in
the daily use of profane language.
The reason why a teacher should
be a gentleman is as plain as one's
hand ; his business is to teach little
boys how to become gentlemen, and
he cannot communicate that which
himself neither understands nor
practices.
Our act of Assembly that pro
vides for the appointment of exam
ining committees, beyond a doubt
intended to exclude drinking and
swearing men from the manage
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ment of Common schools. The
examining committees are not au
thorized to grant any applicant a
certificate unless he possesses a
good moral character, and it is
hardly to be believed that any
committee will say a good moral
character may be stained with in
temperance and profanity. It is
to be hoped that examining com
mittees every where will discharge
their duty in this particular, and
that duty requires them promtly
to reject all applicants guilty of
either of the practices under no
tice.
While a teacher should have a
moral character unexceptionable,
it is but little less important that
he be in possession of urbanity.—
He is in loco parentis, and should
be prepared to illustrate by prac
tice those graces and civilities
which every parent and the world
must admire. There are some pe
culiar reasons why the teacher of
a common school should possess
those graces that so much adorn a
true gentleman. Our State being
sparsely settled generally, and the
people not collected in townships
as in many parts of the Union, the
laboring classes, for whose benefit
Common schools are designed, are
almost universally rustic to a de
gree not to be admired. The chil
dren of these people therefore great
ly need that instruction which an
accomplished teacher would in no
case neglect. If the teacher him
self be rustic and uncouth in his
demeanor, it cannot be expected
that his pupils will appear easy
and graceful. We do not so re
mark from invidiousness or any
want of due respect, but it is true
that nine-tenths of our Common
school teachers are uncourtly in
their manners to an unpardonable
degree ; and to be so, notoriously,
is not very creditable to a body of
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men in a position so respectable.
We have some petit maitres en
gaged in teaching who would like
to be considered paragons in civil
ity, but their urbanity is false, and
arises from affectation and selfconceit; it is infinitely worse than
rusticity, because it is destitute of
every trace of true gentleness. An
exhibition of coxcombry is not
profitable to children, and its pos
sessor is unfit to preside in a Com
mon school. When we speak of
that politeness which every teach
er should possess, we mean a knowl
edge and practice of those graces
that render a man easy and agree
able in society, the passport of a
gentleman to gentle circles.
There are some good persons who
profess to admire what they call the
simplicity of nature, which is
neither more nor less than pure
clownishness. If rusticity is the
simplicity of uature, we confess we
do not admire nature in that state.
But we have said that men are
what education makes them, and
so we hold. Our philosophy scarce
ly recognizes such a thing as na
ture's simplicity. A clown is just
as far from a state of nature, ac
cording to our judgment, as a cour
tier -r they have both been clay in
the potter's hands, and he presents
them to our view antithetically. A
slovenly, careless carriage is not a
whit more natural to a man than
one of ease and graceful bearing;
a child will imitate whichever is
presented to it in early pedestrian
efforts, and this proves that court
liness and clownishness are both
the result of education. It being
clear, then, that a boy will be clown
ish or courtly in bearing, accord
ing to his tuition, parents have on
ly to determine whether their teach
er shall be rude or polished.
We hold that genuine graceful
ness is pleasing in the eyes of all
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men, and that it is essential to some be in error, arc unwilling t be in
extent tn (mooes in lite. A pen structed by mere you'.hs, unless
tleinanly bearing and affable man such instruction 'Simes under a
ners have the sum! eftect on all vary moles! garb—perhaps we may
clas-tos, and he who possesses them say a birr iwsJ garb. Such tuition
never fails to coniniand respect. A ivsuid oi'ttn enible young men to
fool may determine that he will dis make go id impressions, where oth
regard them, and men everywhere erwise they would make bad ones;
will disregard him for that deter and this is ciearly the ultimate ob
mioation, simply beoause they love ject of ail tuition.
A man may have an abundance
gentleness and hate rudeness. —
Fathers send their sons to school of book knowledge, and yet not be
to be fitted for business in mature fit for a teacher. Common sense
age, and politeness and caurtesv is no less an e?seatial than a knowl
being universal adjuvants in suc edge of books, and if a man wants
cess they are as much subjects for j either, ho should never be employ
school tuition as the leading rules ed to teach ; if. however, we were
ia arithmetic. It is important that compelled to make a choice in such
a teacher should possess all the case, wo would always select the
graces and civilities which mark man in possession ofcommonser.se.
true geotlemen in their intercourse, Common sense is that which ena
and that he should live in the daily bles a man to act piudently under
practice of them. If our Common any circumstances that ordinarily
schools could all be conducted by adao; it is therefore essential to
such men, tweoty years would pro him in his daily intercourse with
duce a complete revolution in the men, whatever his taocation may
minds and manners of our people. be. If our people could under
We also hold that bad tuition in stand, the business of a teacher a
politeness is worse than none.— little belter, it seems to us they
We have frequent exhibitions of would err less freq uently in select
thi3 in young men who have at ing teachoi'3. A thorough knowl
tended some of our high schools edge of books is certainly essential
and academies. Young men are to a teacher at this day, but it is
too often taught to believe.they only equal importance with com
have made great attainments in mon sense. A man who possesses
letters, when in fact they have knoiwedge only is a mere bauble,
hardly laid a good foundation ; and which may be admired for its out
the result of this is, that they feel ward attractiveness, but not valued
self-important, and make an exhi for solid utility.
bition of their feelings wherever
We frequently hear teachers
they go : they strive to appear men complaining that their vocation is
while they are yet boys. This is not duly honored and respected.
bad teaching, and often casts an It is true that Common School
unending shade on the pathway of teachers are not ranked among the
young men of talents. Men of great ones of the world, and the
business do not recognize school reason is very plain to our view.—
boys as connected with them in Their conduct and attainments
any way, and a prudent teacher very seldom entitle them to high
will so instruct his pupils. ' They consideration. We have but few
should also be taught that men of teachers of Common Schools whose
age and experience, though they literary acquirements are such as
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command respect. Examining cm- I teachers as we have will never efmittees generally will doubt Ices ! '';;ct a reformation, we may all rest
sustain us in the asseriion. that : jicrlccily assured. Ey employing
one half of our teachers arc shame- j such men as they new employ. they
fully deficient in the plainest iu:es have driven such rccn as are qualoi spelling and pronunciation.— : ifio'l to teach to other more prcmiNine tenths of them cannot read ; f,irg vocations. And here it is propproperly, even in the easiest books j er to mention an error into which
for children. Some of them pro- j perhaps a majority of parents have
fess to understand Pike.s Arilhme- ' fallen. '1 hey entertain a notion
tic, but cannot teach the same i thai teachers of limited acquirerules laid down by any other auth- j mcnts and capacity will do as well
or; so in geography, English . as any for small children : most
grammar and other common egregious is this error and pernibranches. Many of them are care- ; cious inconsequences. We have
less as to character, and exhibit . said that a teacher stands in loco
but little industry. In shoit, the j parentis while children are under
business of teaching seems to be I his tuition, and this will be readily
embraced by those who dislike j conceded by all. We have dwelt
laboring with their hands, and are j at some length on the duties of
too indolent to quality themselves j parents, and we need only add
properly for any calling. A good j here that a teacher has all these,
teacher must be industrious, for ' the import. nt labor of teaching
none but an industrious man will letters being superadded. Now in
prosecute his studies long enough ! order to establish the position that
to make respectable attainments. j an ignorant teacher cannot even
Young men who intend to make j teach little children properly, we
teaching a business are too impa- j need scarcely more than ask. do
tient, and throw aside their books j ignorant and imprudent parents in
before they acquire a knowledge of general train up their children a3
elementary principles. 'Ihe result ; well as those who ai-e prudent and
of all this is, that teachers in gen- : well educated? They evidently
eral are neither honored nor rc- do not; and since a teacher more
specicd. But the fault is in them- J than fills the place of a parent, the
selves. fur men cannot be respect- ' necessity for his being well inform
ed and honored by the world till j ed must strike forcibly every intelthey learn to respect themselves. ' ligent mind. It is important. too,
Men never altain a commanding j that parents should know and conposition in any vocaiii n till they j stantly bear in mind, that early
exhibit therein industry, persever- impressions are seldom entirely eance and skill ; these are essential rased, and such being the case,
to success.
those erroneous impressions which
Many parents will he ready to . a child receives from an ignorant
say that we require too much of a I teacher are extremely dangerous,
teacher. and urge that thay cannot j because we can in no case be cerafford to pay a price that will com- j tain that even the skill of a good
mand the services of a man quail- . teacier will correct them. It is
ficd as wo would htvc him. Far- I safe then to assert in general. that
cnls have this matter in hand. and . the employment of ignorant tcachthey alone can remedy ; he evils of ers is worse than throwing away
which we complain. 'ihat such ; time and money. It is certainly a
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matter of the very higest impor believe it is pursued by schools of
tance, and common observation considerable note. But few of our
should convince every man of the teachers, in fact but few of our
fact, that children be taught cor people, can spell many of the words
rectly in letters as well as all things in common use, and for the reason
else. A child cannot be trained that they were taught to throw
up in the " way he should go," un aside the spelling-book without
less the true way is pointed out to studying it thoroughly. The same
may be said of reading, writing,
him.
To point out a remedy for the and the sciences generally ; teach
present scarcity ot good teachers ers are not sufficiently careful to
is easy enough. Parents must dis have their pupils understand thor
continue the employment of im oughly whatever is placed in their
moral, low-bred teachers. We hands. A superficial knowledge
have known the erection ofa public of books very seldom benefits a
building to be let to the lowest man, and almost universally it
bidder, and the general result is places him in a position that in
that the work is half done : not vites the ridicule of the unlettered
that we have no good workmen, as well as the learned. Since
but that they will do their work children are only sent to school
honestly and have a fair compen that they may be benefitted, let it
sation ; and dishonest men, or what always be borne in mind by parent
is equal, those who do not under and teacher, that a thorough
stand their business, make the knowledge of whatever is under
lowest bid. A similar policy de taken alone will benefit.
prives us of the services of good Parents must not appear anxious
teachers. Let it be known that to have their children run over
good teachers only will be employ many books, lest the teacher be
ed, and we venture a want of them thereby made to err through fear
will only be experienced for a short of incurring their displeasure; they
time. A certainty of employment should rather inquire often how
at reasonable wages is all that is well they understand what they are
necessary to induce men to qualify about to lay aside. We advise pa
themselves for any business that rents never to put their children
is honorable; and public opinion under the tuition of a teacher who
has made our present teachers ig strives to show the world that he
norant, simply by its forbearance. can take a boy through books as
A man must labor much to make easily as he could lead him over a
respectable and useful acquisition plain of flowers; such a course is
in letters, and the mass of men ruinous in any view.
must be compelled to this labor by
Recapitulation.
public opinion or necessity.
Having said much on the quali
We are convinced that teachers fication of teachers, it may not be
generally err greatly in striving amiss to recapitulate.
too much for what may be termed
1. All teachers should possess
the apparent progress of their pu a good moral character.
pils. Children are frequently over
2. A good moral character is
burdened with studies—books— vitiated by the use of intoxicating
and hurried from one to another drinks as a beverage ; by profane
without a thorough knowledge of swearing ; by frequently speaking
any. This is bad policy, and we ill of one's neighbors; by violating
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frequently and openly any of the district heppen to be of tender age,
well established rules of good soci we believe parents will frequently
ety; by keeping the company of find their interests promoted by the
persons of ill fame.
employment of sensible women.—
3. A mere knowledge of books A woman who delights in teaching,
will not make a good teacher ; Com is infinitely better fitted for the
mon sense is an essential.
government and training of small
4. A good teacher cannot neg children than a man. They are
lect true courtesy and politeness, more patient generally, and are
and he must be easy and graceful therefore better prepared to make
in carriage and deportment.
just allowance for the departure of
5. He must be a gentleman.
children from established rules.—
6. He must possess a thorough Their explanations are better adapt
knowledge of spelling, reading, a- ed to the minds of children, and
rithmetic, geography, history and their soft and gentle manners aro
sure to gain tenderaffeetions. They
English grammar.
In enumerating tho branches rule by kindness, that universal a-which should be understood, we gent in effecting good. Women
speak only of teachers for common who undertake to teach, are gen
schools. We hold that no man can erally better qualified than men.
teach successfully and correctly So far as our experience goes in
any of the lower branches without the examination of applicants for
a knowledge of English grammar, certificates, ladies have invariably
and that Examining committees acquitted themselves with the high
throughout the State ought to re est credit ; not so with our own
quire no less upon examination for sex, scarcely one in ten of whom
certificates. Many will doubtless could readan interrogative sentence
disagree with us on this point, but correctly, or spell six words suc
we do not doem it necessary to ar cessively. We do not make these
gue the subject at this time. If remarks to disparage any just claims
committees will unflinchingly re of our sex, or to flatter our fair
quire a good knowledge of all those readers, but simply as a true rela
branches, the difficulty of supply tion of what has fallen under our
ing the several school districts will observation. Since we find wo^ien
be removed in three years : young possessing a better knowledge of
men of talents will devoto them what they profess, it is our right
selves to study, and continue their and duty to conclude that they will
efforts till they are fully qualified, teach more thoroughly what they
because they have a certainty of undertake ; and therefore that they
employment for tho future.
will make better teachers. The
This policy would insure good religious training which children
teachers for all the districts, and receive from female teachers weighs
measurably establish regular prices much with us. It is worth more
for their services. When all are than that received from a score of
thoroughly qualified for what they men, and its impressions will nev
undertake, there ought to be but er forsake us.
It is unfortunate for North Car
little, if any, difference in their
olina that so few of her daughters
compensation.
have embraced teaching. Hither
Female Teachers.
to, those who have had the ad
When most of the children in a vantages of liberal educatipn, ap
29
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pear to have considered teaching
degrading to them. This is a false
notion, and it affords us pleasure to
have some evidence that it will but
little longer be entertained. Lib
eral education has mostly been en
joyed by the wealthy with us, and
there is no necessity that they
should teach, being blessed with an
independence.
But have we no means to edu
cate our poor daughters who pos
sess talent of a high order ? Can
we not embrace and improve a pol
icy that has been so successfully
pursued by others '! Let those of
us who have but little to give our
daughters, provide for their liberal
education, and encourage them to
embrace teaching. It is an hon
orable business in any land, and
we see no reason why even a lady
of good fortune should feel degrad
ed by it. Our doctrine is, that
every member of a community
ought to be engaged in something
that will benefit society; but if the
wealthy can engage in any thing
else that will more promote the
public weal, let them leave teach
ing to those equally gifted, whose
circumstances are more necessi
tous. Thus we shall all have a
field in which to labor, and the
harvest shall be enjoyed as com
mon property. Property is not
viewed in its true light in North
Carolina, its possessors being taught
that they are to appropriate it to
their own enjoyment, without any
regard for the public good. Every
man of wealth who wishes to pro
mote the happiness of those around
him, will feel it his duty to invest
his means in some business that
will give the poor profitable em
ployment; and every State in which
this policy prevails will soon be
come prosperous and happy. Where
this policy prevails, the rich and
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poor are mutually benefitted, and
all jealousies are suppressed.
Why should a lady feel it degra
ding to take charge of a Common
school? Common schools have
been the pride and boast of New
England, and they have contribut
ed more than any other institutions
to her happiness and prosperity. —
If there is any reason why a lady
should not delight in diffusing
knowledge, we have no idea where
or how it is to be fouud. In the
counties of Randolph and Guilford
there are some very pious and in
telligent ladies presiding in Com
mon schools, and public sentiment
is applauding them for so doing.
Will not other counties follow the
good example ? The cause of edu
cation is peculiarly the cause of the
pious, and surelv they cannot labor
in one more noble. To parents we
say, educate yonr daughters ; and
to daughters our advice is, let it
be your delight to teach little chil
dren, since "of such is the king
dom of heaven."
R. H. B.
Kindness in Little Things.
—The sunshine of life is made up
of very little beamc that are bright
all the time. In the nursery, on
the play-ground, and in the school,
there is room all the time for little
acts of kindness that cost nothing,
but are worth more than gold or
silver. To give up something,
where giving up will prevent unhappiness—to yield, when persist
ing will chafe and fret others—to
go a little around, rather than
come against another—to take an
ill word or a cross look quietly,
rather than resent or return it;
these are the ways in which clouds,
storms are kept off, and a pleasant
and steady sunshine secured even
in very humble homes, and among
very poor people, as well as in fam
ilies in higher stations.
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EMULATION A GREAT INCITEMENT TO EXCELLENCE.
Shown in the case of the Greekt.
The superiority of the ancient
Greeks in literature and the arts,
has often been a theme of wonder
and admiration ; and many causes
have been assigned to account for
this striking phenomenon. There
is one however which has not re
ceived the notice it deserves, to
which we desire briefly to call at
tention.
I mean the intense spirit of emu
lation, the panting desire to excel,
which distinguished that people be
yond those of any other age or coun
try. The origin of this passion, it
is not my purpose to trace, or to in
vestigate the causes which made
the bosoms of the ancient Greeks
burn with such an intense enthu
siasm of competition—such an ab
sorbing spirit of rivalry, in every
pursuit. Certain it is that for more
than a century this was the very
soul of Greece : Plato said that "the
national spirit of the Lacedemoni
ans, the passion for victory was
rooted in their breasts ; all their
habits tended to inflame it." Cicero
says that Greece always claimed the
palm of oratory, though they were
fonder of contention than of truth i
and Horace remarks that " the
Greeks animated alone by ambition,
have excelled in letters ;" and the
Athenian historian, Thucydides,
tells us " that they aimed at a perpetual possession, and not at a mere
temporary effort."
And the great Athenian orator
expressed the feelings of every one
of bis countrymen when he said
that Athens had wasted more blood
and treasure merely to stand fore
most and take the lead, than other

nations had expended to defend
their dearest rights.
Almost at the dawn of existence,
even in the days of childhood, in
their efforts and amusements, to ex*
eel their companions, was the prin
ciple inculcated into every Greek.
As they advanced in life, emulation
entered into everything in which
they engaged, and became the rul
ing principle of their souls.
In the education of their youth,
there was no retired study—no in
sulated independent effort—their
minds were formed by an incessant
struggle with each other—not cast
in one regular mould.
As they strove with the grasp of
desperation in the palestra, so mind
was perpetually grasping with mind
—ever active, contention and dis
pute were their delight—mental su
periority their only object of ambi
tion, greedy of nothing but praise.
This emulation to excel was cher
ished and exalted into a religious
principle by the public games ; and
especially by those of Olympia,
which exerted an influence unpar
alleled in any other country.
Here the mightiest energies both
of body and mind were called forth.
Here the combatants were to con
tend, not before the people of their
own town or village. But the im
mense population of Greece assem
bled in one vast concourse to wit*
ness their victory or defeat. No
wonder that paronts expired with
joy in the arms of their children as
they saw them crowned with the
wreath of victory. No wonder that
the desire to excel, thus cherished)
infused an almost superhuman en
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ergy into the genins of Greece.
Says Kitto, "These games takes
in connection witli the early train
ing by which they were preceded,
and of which they were the natural
result and reward, were a grand
educational system, bearing prima
rily indeed in favor of the physical
development, but also tending di
rectly and powerfully to advance the
highest intellectual aud moral cul
ture. The exercises through which
the child, the youth aud the man
were stage by stage conducted, each
in succession becoming more diffi
cult and complex, as the bodily pow
ers came into play aud acquired
vigor, were admirably adapted to
give that union of strength aud
beauty, in which physical perfection
consists, and in which the Greek
natious probably surpassed every
other known people. But the vigor
and energy which ensued imply
health and hilarity : hence arise
humane, kind and generous disposi
tions ; so that a good state of the
body, promoted moral soundness,
combined with bodily vigor, guar
anteed intellectual activity and
mental power.
The existence of these exercises
and these games in each separate
state secured the development and
activity of those feelings which
wade his own country to each one
most dear aud venerable ; while a
narrow and selfish patriotism was
greatly prevented, aud emotions
-which embraced the whole Hellen
ic race, were enkindled and foster
ed by those general meetings, which,
from time to time, called together,
especially at Olympia, all who were
not aliens from the Greek common
wealth, marked out by the use of
that noble instrument of speech,
the Greek tongue.
Nor was this all—this energy of
genins, if brought into action under
other circumstances, might have
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been wild aud extravagant : but the
peculiar circumstances of Greece,
culled it forth in the strictest con
formity to the dictates of nature and
a refined taste.
One of these circumstances was
theformoftheirgovernment, which,
while it opened a boundless field for
competition, gave a uative business
cast to all their mental efforts. Em
phatically the government of the
people, by whom all measures were
decided, it had but little of the secu
rity and firmness of the constitu
tional States of modern times. In
addition to this, the rich and the
poor, jealous of each other, were
constantly endeavoring to gain the
ascendency.
Thus a spirit of competition act
ed on the minds of the Greeks in
every period and condition in life.
As to their most important inter
ests, they were a nation of men,
brought into an incessant contest of
intellect and feeling. In respect to
poetry and the fine arts, this pas
sion to excel was developed under
circumstances the most favorable
we can imagine—not in a country
exposed to the withering influences
of a torrid clime—not where the eye
rested on the arid plains and joy
less deserts—tending only to ener
vate the mind, and blunt the edge
of genins—not under the cold and
inclement skies of the North, where
they saw nothing but snow and ice,
or were enveloped in mist and fog,
chilling the finer feelings of the
soul, and blasting the buddings of
genins. But in a country whose
brokon surface, ever varied in beau
ty, was clad with the eternal ver
dure of Spring—with a climate the
most soft and delicious of any on
the globe—with a sky of the purest
azure and of so intense clearness,
that by his silent gaze the Greek
seemed to penetrate the very heav
ens.
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The noblest scenery of our globe j gling for existence, liberty and
was spread out around him. He j power, than of Home in the days
looked upon the bold and lofty steeps I of Cicero her proudest orator? It
of Olympus whose summits were was no idle contest for party strife
bathed in the blue vault of heav —not for ornament and display
en—he trod the vale of Tempe— that the Greeks employed the alt
plucked flowers on the banks of the prevailing influence of their elo
Illyssus—and drank from the foun quence, but in cases of real inter
tains of Castalia and Helicon. From est—of momentous importance—
the Acropolis at Athens, he looked where national liberty and inde
toward the Egean sea studded with pendence were at stake—where the
its hundred isles—on the one hand fate of the nation depended on the
were the plains of Plateaand Mara decision of the hour. It was em
thon ; ou the other the straits of ployed to rouse the slumbering en
Salamis, the scenes of his country's ergies of the people against a do
glory, and associated with the ho mestic or a foreign foe. But on
liest recollections—everything a- the other hand some of the most
round him, and within hira, urged admired specimens of Roman elo
him to tread the path of glory. Un quence, are on topics of minor im
der such circumstances the effu portance, exhibit more of art and
sions of the past came forth from a display—no subject of great na
glowing imagination, imbued with tional interest, if the conspiracy of
the noblest spirit—a spirit which Cataline be excepted, ever called
still lives and breathes, and renders forth tho eloquence of Cicero.—
them immortal.
llome,proud mistress of the world,
Thus, too, were perfected the im enjoying universal dominion, was
agination and taste of the painter in no danger from a foreign foe.
and sculptor. The love of excelling
With all the emulation of ex
acted on their creative minds, where cellence, thus directed, is it won
in the palestra and games, the finest derful that the orators of Greece
and best proportioned forms that arrived at a point of perfection
ever came from the hands of nature never since surpassed? With a
were constantly presented to their spirit of emulation, acting under
view. Consequently, they sculp such impulses, is it wondeiful that
tured marble, true to nature and Greek literature should have been
breathing with life. They exe so eminently distinguished for sim
cuted statues which have justly
force and beauty? That
been the admiratian and wonder of plicity,
it
should
present us so perfect a
all succeeding ages.
picture
of
nature ? Under those
The Greeks wrote—they labored,
poetry and eloq
they painted for immortality and circumstances,
uence
acted
on
minds
not yet dull
they have obtained it.
by custom, or stupified by in
The love of excelling acted on ed
dolence, or trammelled by rules—
the mind of the orator in the land they
from the genuine im
of freedom, the orator's natal soil. pulsesspoke
nature, and they spoke to
The popular government of Grdece nature of
beaming from the breast of
gave an opportunity for the highest
talent to exert its utmost influence. every Greek; and thus situated
How much more adapted to create they could not fail of consummate
the highest eloquence were the cir excellence. In the eyes of such
cumstances of Greece when strug men, noisy declamation, affected
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sentiment would appear ridiculous
and contemptible.
The genins of Greece, like her
once proud Parthenon, stood forth
to the world in majest c simplicity
and grandenr, the admiration and
model of all succeeding ages.
- But in many respects we have
all the advantages that they had;
and in order to attain to that height
of excellence, to which we ought
to rise, do we not need more of
that noble emulation that would
raise a mortal to the skies, not that
which would tear an angel down t
The more we compare ourselves,
not with and among ourselves, but
with others, the more we shall see
our deficiencies, and be spurred
on to new efforts, and new con
quests.
£. F. 11.

Teaching.—We have frequent
ly seen notices of retaliation on the
part of pupils for chastisement in
flicted by their teachers, even when
the punishment was most richly
merited. We saw in an exchange,
a few days since, an account of a
ease in which the pupil stabbed
bis teacher in the side, because he
attempted to punish him for some
improper writing in the books of a
female scholar. Ought there not
to be some specific law in regard
to so important a matter as the re
lations between our children and
their tutors ? There is no coun
try in the world in which more is
expected of a schoolmaster or mistrese than in the United States,
and in which they are "ested with
bo little authority. In Europe, and
more especially in Germany, the
tutors exercise the same authority
over pupils, while at school, that
their parents have at home ; and
in fact, in Germany, the parents
have no control in the matter of

[June,

governing them after they enter
the door of a school-house, and the
beneficial result of such a system
is demonstrated in the thorough
ness of their education and train
ing. The amount of responsibili
ty and trouble devolving upon
teachers is very great, and when a
scholar is perverse, and will not
devote himself to bis studies when
admonished or kindly persuaded, a
more forcible argument must nec
essarily be used, and the law ought
to sustain the tutor in its infliction
to a proper extent.
Wc do not mean to uphold any
thing like tyranny on the part of
those who are entrusted with the
mental culture of our children ;
but it is obvious that, unless they
are sustained in the discbarge of
their duties by some show of au
thority, thry cannot succeed in
the arduous task of imparting
knowledge to those who will not
heed any other argument than a
forcible one. "As the twig is
bent the tree's inclined."
Richmond Whig.

Habit of Thinking.—Thought
engenders thought. Place one
idea upon paper, and others will
follow it until you have written a
page. You can not fathom your
mind. There is a well of thought
there which has no bottom. The
more you draw from it, the more
clear and fruitful it will be. If
you neglect to think yourself, and
only use other people's thoughts,
you will never know what you are
capable of. At first your ideas
may come out in lumps, homely and
shapeless ; but time and persever
ance will arrange and polish them.
Learn to think, and you will learn
to write ; the more you think, the
better you will express your ideas.
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EMULATION IN SCHOOLS.
Ambition has been called the
list infirmity of noble minds; yet
how often is it the first impulse to
their nobility ! A generous emu
lation acts on the miud like the
fairy in the legend of romance, who
guided her votary amid innumera
ble difficulties and dangers till she
led him to happiness. To awaken
the pupil's ambition should be the
first object of the teacher; for un
til that be awakened he will teach
in vain. This is the reason why
so many eminent men have passed
through school with so few honors,
and afterward have won so many
from the world. They have been
the 'glory of the college and its
shame;' and not until their ener
gies were aroused and their ambi
tion stimulated by the stirring
strife of the world, did they ex
hibit those faculties which have
made memorable an age or a coun
try. Had not these men genins
at school? Certainly! It was
only dormant, like the strength of
the sleeping lion. And many boys
have been thought dunces at school,
because their teachers had not pen
etration and sagacity enough to
discover and develop the latent
spark of intellect within them.
We all know the history of Pat
rick Henry. He gave so little
promise of mind, that when he
went to be examined touching his
qualifications to practice law, one of
the gentleman appointed to exam
ine him absolutely refused the
duty—he was so struck with the
unpromising appearance of the ap
plicant. Yet, but a short time
afterward, Henry made his great
speech in the 'Parsons' case.' His
talents were so little known, even

to his father, that the old gentle
man, who was one of the judges,
burst into tears on the bench;
while the people raised their cham
pion on their shoulders and bore
him in trinmph through the streets.
How much sooner would have been
the development of Henry's mind
if bis emulation had been earlier
aroused, and a fit opportunity had
been given him for display. And
when he was driving the plow, or
officiating as the bar-keeper of a
common tavern, or roaming wild
through the woods in pursuit of
deer, if he had met with a teacher
who could appreciate his abilities,
who would have taken him by the
hand, assisted him in his studies,
excited his ambition, talked to him
of the immortal names of history,
and cheered him on to emulation,
we should now look back upon him,
not only as our Demosthenes, but
his own glowing pages would have
been the best monument of his
renown.
Dr. Parr, the celebrated teacher,
who used to boast that he had flog
ged all the bishops in the king
dom, and who, whenever it was
said that such and such a person
bad talents, would exclaim : "Yes,
sir; yes, sir; there's no doubt of
it—I have flogged him often, and
I never threw a flogging away;"
this reverend gentleman was re
markable for discovering the hid
den talents of his pupils. He was
the first who discovered Sheridan's.
He says: " I saw it in his eye, and
in the vivacity of his manner,
though, as a boy, Sheridan was
quite careless of literary fame."—
Afterward, when Richard felt am
bitious of such honors, he was
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thrown, as Dr. Parr says, ' upon or turned to the ruin of those who
the town,' without resources, aud were exulting in their handiwork !
left to his own wild impulses. This, How often the best talents, adorn
no doubt, was the cause of many ed with every virtue, have fallen
of Sheridan's errors and wander before inferior talents, disgraced
ings, which checkered the whole with every vice ! Yet, neverthe
of his splendid but wayward ca less, the development 01 the talents
reer. A teacher wanting the ob and character of those who have
servation of Dr. Parr might bavo struggled through difficulties and
concluded that because Sheridan danger to eminence and power is
would not study, and no induce interesting and instructive, no mat
ments could make him apply him ter whether the individual used
self, ho wanted capacity. This good or bad means to attain his
was the case with Dr. Wythe, his ends. And if interest attaches to
first teacher, who did not distin him who struggles ardently in a
guish between the want of capacity bad cause, how much more does
and the want of industry. It ap he excite who struggles nobly in a
pears from the exploits of the ' ap good one ! Our Washington, no
ple-loft,' and the partiality which doubt,in contemplating the actions
Sheridan's school-mates entertain of Caesar and Cromwell, felt that if
ed for him, that ho was more am they dared so much for mere sel
bitious of being the first at play fishness, he could dare more for
than the first at study. Sheridan patriotism; that if they pledged
had not then verified the proverb life and fortune for their own suc
of 'good at work, good at play;' cess, he would pledge ' life, fortune
but it often happens that he who and sacred honor' for the success
wins the game among boys after of his country. Besides, to show
ward wins the game among men, to aspiring ambition thIg rock on
when there is a far deeper stake, which so many split, victims to
and when, too, there is not half so unhallowed passions, is as salutary
much mirth among the losers, and, as the Spartan's practice, when he
alas, not half so much happy-heart- exhibited his intoxicated slave to
edness with the winner.
his sons, that they might shun the
There are few young persons beastly vice to which the menial
who do not feel the thirst of emu was a victim. And again, to show,
lation—the panting to reach the on the other hand, the undaunted
goal—when once their faculties perseverance with which so many
are aroused by an appreciative great men have struggled in a
teaoher. They forget how many good cause, is to lead by the hand
have fallen in the race; how many the unsteady and the wavering un
hav« been pushed aside by the til their foothold is sure. A great
strong and determined, who, in author used to observe that, when
their turn, have shrunk from those ever he sat down to write, he al
of higher powers. How much cir ways placed the Iliad on the table
cumstances have done—circum open before him ; " For," said he,
stances which seemed but a feathor " I like to light my taper at the
wind-wafted any and every where ! sun." And certainly, the actions
How often the best-laid schemes, of au illustrious individual may
the profoundest plots, the most be said to be a great moral lumin
cunning contrivances, have passed ary, from which all who choose
away like the bubble on the stream, may borrow light. That which
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elevates us above the brute, which
does us service, is moral energy;
which, like the fabled gift of the
alchemist, extracts gold—golden
rules, at least—from every thing
around us. It determines us in
the pursuit of that which we seek,
with the spirit which may become
a man.—Illinois Teacher.

1S3

poor Eliza, who was the youngest,
stood by her side, growing more
and more heightened, as her com
panion drew nearer to the close. —
-Martha stopped, and Eliza wps to
begin. She opened her mouth,
but words refused to do her bid
ding. Finally she read a few words
and dropped her paper from before
her face. Every body in the house
was gazing at her—she tried again
to go on, read a line or two, and
burst into tears. All trembled for
her, and would have helped her if
they could have done so ; hut they
were only able to look encourage
ment. But Martha, who stood
near her, came still nearer, and put
ting her arm around the waist of
her sobbing companion, drew her
close to her side.
This was enough. The mag
netic influence does not more sure
ly or rapidly pass from the positive
to the negative subject, than did
the sympathetic, on this occasion.
Eliza dashed the tears from her
crimsoned cheeks, and deliberate
ly read a most beautiful Essay, up
on the Study of Rhetoric. Many
a moistened eye gave evidence that
this secret sympathetic influenco
was not confined to the two whostood upon the platform. Wo
know not which most to admire,
the one who extended her arm to
encircle a sister when assistance
wasneeded,or the composure of the
one who, but a moment before, was
too much agitated to read her own
thoughts. Who but a woman
would have done as Martha did ?
Who but a woman would have been
affected as, Eliza was ?
Penn. School Journal.

Sympathy.—An interesting
scene occurred at the meeting of
the Bradford County Teachers' As
sociation, which was held at Merryall, on the 12th, and 13th of Feb
ruary; an incident, which most
touchingly illustrated the strength
ening, soothing influence of sympa
thy, and also the fact that this
principle, or passion, predominates
in the female portion of our species.
Two young ladies, whom for the
present purpose we will call Mar
tha and Eliza, had been appointed,
at a previous meeting, to read Es
says before the Association. Mar
tha had always resided in the place
where the meeting was held, and
Eliza lived with one of her nearest
neighbors when they were both
little girls. Since that time, they
had not only lived and played to
gether, but had been pupils at the
same school, recited in the same
classes, and eat at the same table.
Martha being the first appointed,
•was to read first; but both went
•upon the platform together. The
house was full, and many came
six or eight miles, almost on pur
pose to hear the Essays of Martha,
-whom all knew as a girl brought
up among them, and who had
spent some time away at school,
and of Eliza whom all had known
as a lively, active, quick-witted,funMuch depends on the way we
loving litter girl. Martha com get into trouble. Paul and Jonah,
menced hers and read with a soft were both in the storm, but in very
but somewhat tremling voice, while different circumstances.—Newton.
30
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Common Jkjjool gtptmcnt.
COMMON SCHOOLS.
From the Appendix to the last Annual Report of the Superintendent
of Common Schools of N. C.
DISTRICT NORMAL SCHOOLS.
D. A. Davis, Esq., Chairman
of the board of superintendents of
Common Schools for the county of
Rowan, a faithful and intelligent
officer, brought to the attention of
the educational convention in Salis
bury, in 1856, a plan for a cheap
system of Normal Schools.
The outline of the plan is simple,
and is as follows, viz:
That in each Congressional Dis
trict there be established a school
for the education and training of
teachers.
The buildings and salaries of
teachers to be paid out of t he school
fund—the building to be on an
economical plan—and students to
pay their own board.
Each county in the district to
pay towards the salary of the teach
ers a sum proportional to the amount received by the county from
the proceeds of the literary fund;
and the whole amount to be annu
ally expended on teachers in each
school, to be limited to a moderate
sum, say $1200 to $1500—8800
or 81000 for the principal teacher,
and $400 to $600 for,an assistant.
Each county in the district is to
send a uumber of pupils proportion
ed to the amount of its contributions
towards the teachers' sataries—and
all free pupils to sign a pledge to
teach Common Schools (for pay) as
long as they received the benefit of
the Normal Schools.

The chairmen of the counties in
each districts and the general sup
erintendent to be the trustees of
each school, and to see to its man
agement, &c, &c.
This plan, introduced late in the
session of said convention, of was
very favorably received—and a com
mittee appointed to draw a bill in
accordance with it, and to bring it
to the attention of the Legislature.
A bill modifying this plan in
some respects, to wit:—requiring
each school to be located in the
country, and making each one a
famale school, and requiring indi
viduals to furnish houses and ap
paratus was also introduced, and a
copy is herewith given.
For reasons already stated, I pre
fer that these schools be female, or
at least half or more of them.
From causes unnecessary to men
tion, these bills were not acted on
at the last Legislature ; and it is
expected that the whole subject
will come early before the next
meeting of the State Educational
Association, and be fully discussed.
The plan is simple and economi
cal—but from its great importance
it will require time and a free in
terchange of opinion to have its
merits fairly and fully understood.
It is hoped that chairmen and in
telligent friends of the Common
Schools everywhere, will consider
the matter, and be prepared to act
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with enlightened discretion, at the and apparatus for the school, and
when any such agreement is made,
proper time.
such schools shall not be removed
A Bill to provide fob the or discontinued under ten years,
establishment of female without the consent of the^ parties
Normal Schools, and for or the lawful representatives of the
parties who furnish the buildings
other purposes.
Section 1. Be it enacted by and apparatus.
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted,
the General Assembly of the State
of North Carolina, and it is here That when the boards of superin
by enacted by the authority of the tendents of six or more counties in
name, That the boards of superin any Congressional district vote as
tendents of Common Schools may above in favor of a Normal School,
establish not more than one Female the chairmen of said boards shall
Normal School, at some central file a notice thereof in the ofiice of
point in each Congressional Dis the Governor of the State, who
trict of the State, and shall call it shall therenpon give public notice
Female Normal School, No. —, in one newspaper of the State for
tho number to be the same with six weeks, and such chairmen and
the number of the Congressional their successors in office shall there
by be constituted and incorporat
District.
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, ed a body politic, with the name of
That said schools shall be located "the Trustees of Female Normal
in the country, and the buildings, School, No. —," and with the right
apparatus and furniture shall f be to sue and be sued, to receive by
furnished by private individuals or gift or donation real and personal
estate, and to hold the same for
associations.
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, the benefit of said school.
Sec. 6. Be it further enacted,
That at the next annual meeting
of the boards of county superin That immediately after the pas
tendents, or at any meeting there sage of this law, the superinten
after, a vote shall be taken upon dent of Common Schools shall
the propriety of establishing schools cause a printed copy to be sent to
of the kind contemplated in this every chairman in the State with
bill, and it shall require a majority a letter of explanations ; and said
of all the superintendents in a chairman, after the next annual
county in favor of such schools to meeting of the boards of county
commit the county or the board of superintendents, shall inform the
superintendents in their favor.
general superintendent of the ac
Sec 4. Be it further enacted, tion of their respective boards in
That when a majority of the su the premises; and whenever he,
perintendents in any six counties the said superintendent, shall re
in aQy Congressional District shall ceive information of the assent of
vote to establish a Female Normal any six counties in one district to
School in said district, the chair this act, he shall call a meeting, on
men of said boards shall meet and thirty days notice, through the
determine on a location for eaid mails, of said chairmen, the meet
school, according to the spirit and ing in the first district to be held
requirements of this bill ; and they in
; in the second in
;
may agree with one or more indi in the third in
; in the fourth
viduals for the use of buildings in
; in the fifth in
;
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; in the seventh
in thesixth in
in
; and in the eighth in
;
when aud where, or at any full
meeting thereafter, said chairmen
shall proceed to file notice of their
organization as a board of trustees,
with the Governor, aud make prep
arations for the establishment of
schools of the kind contemplated
by this act, and according to it;
and other counties in each district
may at the beginmng of the schol
astic year, at any time afterwards,
join in support of said school, and
take part of its benefits, under the
same rules and regulations with
those at first adopting said schools.
Sec. 7. Be it farther enacted,
That the chairmen of the board of
superintendents so assenting to the
provisions of this bill, shall ap
propriate from the school moneys
in their hands not less than seven
nor more than twelve hundred dol
lars per annum for the rent of
buildings and the pay of teachers
in their District Normal Schools ;
the tuition in said school to be free,
except when the school cannot be
filled with pupils of this kind, and
the amount contributed by each
county to the support of the school
shall be in proportion to the amount
received by it from the proceeds of
the literary fund.
Sec. 8. Be it further enacted,
That said trustees shall hold at least
one annual meeting, which shall be
at the school house, at the close of
the spring or summer examination,
and may meet as often as they may
deem proper; they shall have pow
er to appoint an executive commit
tee of not less than three, out of
their own number, who shall con
tinue in office until the next ap
pointment of chairmen. The ex
ecutive committee may be empow
ered to visit the school during the
sessions, to aid the teachers in en
forcing discipline, to attend the

[Jnup,

examinations of the pupils, and to
call meetings of the board of trus
tees. Any three members of the
board may also call general meet
ings, and in all cases of a call for
a meeting by and three members,
or by the executive committee, a
written notice of thirty days shall
be given by mail.
Sec. 9. Bt it further enacted,
That the executive committee shall
elect one of their number stated
secretary, who shall keep the records
of the committee and of the trus
tees, and where there is no execu
tive committee, the trustees shall
appoint a stated clerk or secretary
to record their proceedings and
keep the record; and every clerk
shall deliver his record and official
papers to his successor in office.
Sec. 10. Be it futher enacted,
That the trustees, soon after tbeir
organization into a body politic,
shall determine the number of pu
pils which may attend said school,
and these shall be allotted to the
counties interested according to the
amount each contributes to the
teacher's salary. The contribu
tions of each county to the teacher's
salary shall be proportioned to the
amount of school money paid by
said county from the State, and thusall contributions for incidental ex
penses shall be made.
Sec. II. Be it futher enacted,
That as soon as the plan of the
school is arranged, an advertisement
stating all the particulars shall be
published for 30 days in some paper
of the district, and if there be none,
in one of the llaleigh papers, and a
printed copy shall be posted for the
same number of days at the Court
House door in each county interest
ed, and in a conspicuous place in each
school district ; and whenever a va
cancy is to be filled from any county,
such printed notice shall be given
for twenty days at the Court Ilouse
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Sec. 14. Be it further enacted,
door and in the school districts, and
the time and method of application That every Norma! School of this
for scholarships and the require kind shall be opened and closed with
prayer; that all the pupils shall be
ments necessary shall be stated.
Sec. 12. Be it further enacted, required to attend the preaching of
That every applicant for admission the gospel, when convenient, and
into said schools shall be at least when there is no church in reach,
fourteen years old, and ofgosd mor there shall be a Sunday school, for
al character; and all who are to be bible recitations in said school, and
received free of tuition, shall be l ministers of the gospel in good
chosen as follows, viz : all applica standing of all denominations shall
tions from such county shall be to be allowed to preach at said schools
the board ofcounty superintendents; on Sabbaths, and when the school
and in case there are more than is not in session. Sunday schools,
the county is entitled to, the selec for the benefit of the poor children
tion shall be made by ballot. And of the neighborhood, may also be
every free pupil, when entering held in said school house, by the
school, shall sing and leave with teachers and pupils.
Sec. 15. Be it further enacted,
the chief teacher, a written pledge
of honor to teach a Common School That the teachers in said schools
in the State, (she being allowed shall visit each boarding house
compensation for the same,) as long where the pupils board, and their
as she has received instruction in rooms, at least once a week, and
the Normal School, unless sooner shall be responsible for their con
married, and for one year at least, duct and manners in and out of
if at school that long, whether school, and may, under the appro
bation of the trustees, give lessons
married or not.
Sec. 13. Be it further enacted, and require practice in arts of use
That it shall be the duty of thegen- ful domestic industry and economy,
eral superintendent to furnish to the being careful in all cases to pro
trustees of each Normal School, mote habits of order, economy and
convenient blanks, printed by the healthful exercise.
Sec. 16. Be. it further enacted,
literary board; to visit the schools,
and to send annually to the trus That the trustees of every school
tees and teachers, letters of advice shall make an annual report at the
and suggestions as to the manage close of the session, ending in the
ment of the schools, the books to be spring or sum tner.enibodying the re
used, methods of instruction, &c. ports ofthe executive committee,and
He may also require from the chief giving a full account of the school,
teacher or trustees, at the end of the number of pupils, the expen
each session, a statement of the ses, the studies pursued, the books
number of pupils of each class, the used, the counties lrom which the
free and paying pupils, the coun pupils come, the number of gradu
ties from which they come, the ates, the terms of admisssion into
studies taught, the apparatus used, the school and the number of pu
the mode of teaching, the prices ofj pils to which each county is entitl
of board and tuition, &c, itc. ; ed. Which report shall be sent to
and in his annual report he shall the general superintendent of Com
give an accouut of the condition mon Schools and a copy published
and prospects of each school in j in some paper printed in the dis
trict, and if there be none in the
these particulars.
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district, then in one of the papers
Statistics. —Whole number of
published in the city of Raleigh. Common School districts in North
Sec. 17. Be it further enacted, Carolina, actually laid off and pro
That the trustees may be allowed a vided with houses, three thousand
reasonable sum for travelling ex five hundred.
Number of districts which may
penses, not exceeding ten dollars
per annum to each, and five dollars be made on territory now inhabit
extra to the stated clerk, whose ex ed, and where there are no schools,
pense for record books and station perhaps two hundred.
ery and all expenses shall be con
Whole number ofschools taught,
tributed by the several coun ies, at some time or other, at least
three thousand five hundred, (for
aj the teachers' salaries are.
Sec. 18.iJe it further enacted, there are more schools than dis
That whenever the number of pu tricts.)
pils who pay no tuition is not full
Whole number of children in
at the beginning of the second the State, between the ages of six
month of a session, that number ot and twenty-one, about two hun
pay pupils may be received for that dred and twenty thousand.
session, and afterwards until the
Whole number of children now
school is full with those whose tui receiving instruction at the Com
tion is free; provided, That when mon Schools, one hundred and
any oounty fails to send the num fifty thousand.
Number of children receiving
ber of free pupils to which it is en
titled, the other counties interested instruction at colleges, academies,
may make up the deficiency, under seleot and private schools, eleven
such regulations as the trustees thousand.
Number of children being edu
may adopt, after due notice of va
cancy. And the prices of tuition, cated out of the Slate three hun
when the school cannot be filled dred.
with free pupils, shall be fixed by
Number of persons under twen
ty-one and over six years old who
the trustees.
Ses. 19. Be it further enacted, have finished their education,
That when any one who has been twenty-seven thousand.
Number taught at home and at
a pupil of said school prefers it, she
shall be released from her obliga Sunday schools, two thousand.
Number who are six and over
tion or pledge to teach, on pay
ment to the trustees of the prices who will attend school, but have
of tuition for the time she atten not commenced, twenty-seven
ded school, with interest from the thousand.
Number of children not receiv
beginning of each session.
SEC. 20. Be it further enacted, ing instruction at all, three thous
That all the pupils may be requir and seven hundred, or say four
ed to pay one dollar per session for thousand.
The account then stand thus :
fuel aDd repairs.
Sec. 21. Be it further enacted, White children between the ages
That this act shall be in force from of six and twenty-one in N. C.,two
hundred and twenty thousand,
nod after its passage.
(220,000.)
Number of illiterate men and
By reading we enrich the mind, by women that will grow up from
eooversatka .we jolisli it.
these, four thousand.
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IJagii for % gonttg.
"I WILL TRY."
There is a society in London
known as the Society of Arts. Its
object is the encouragement of tal
ent in the various departments of
art. Prizes are awarded by the
pociety sometimes to painters for
their pictures, and sometimes to
humble artisans for improvements
in weaving, or in the manufacture
of bonnets, lace, or artificial flow
ers.
More than half a century ago,
a little fellow named William Ross,
not twelve years of age, was talk
ing with his mother about an ex
hibition of paintings at the Socie
ty's rooms. William was very
fond of paintings, and could him
self draw and color with remark
able skill.
" Look you, William," said his
mother; " I saw some paintirgs in
the exhibition which did not seem
to me half as good as some of
yours."
"Do you really think so, moth
er ?" asked he.
" I am sure of it," she replied.
"I saw paintings inferior, both in
color and drawing, to soire that
are hanging in your little cham
ber."
William knew that his mother
was no flatterer, and he said, " I
have a mind to ask permission to
hang one or two of my paintings
on the walls at the next exhibi
tion."
" Why not try for one of the
prizes ?" asked his mother.
"0 ! mother dear, do you think 1
should stand any chance of suc
cess?" said William.

" Nothing venture, nothing
have," said his mother. "You can
but try."
" And I wiU try, mother dear,"
said William. " I have a historical
subject in my head, out of which I
think I can make a picture."
" What is it, William ?"
" The death of Wat Tyler. You
have heard of him ? He led a mob
in the time of Richard the Second.
Having behaved insolently before
the king at Smithfield, Tyler was
struck down by Walworth, Mayor
of London, and then dispatched
by the king's attendants."
" It is a bold subject, William,
but I will say nothing to deter
you from trying it."
"If I fail, mother, where will
be the harm ? I can try again."
" To be sure, you can, William !
So we will not be disappointed
should you not succeed in winning
the silver palette offered by the
Society for the best historical
painting."
Without more ado, little Wil
liam went to work. He first ac
quainted himself with the various
costumes of the year 1381. Ho
learned how the king and the noble
men used to dress, and what sort
of clothes were worn by the poor
people and laborers, to which class
Wat Tyler belonged. He also
learned what sort of weapons were
carried in those days.
After having given some time
to the study of these things, he
acquainted himself thoroughly with
the historical incidents attending
the death of the bold rioter. He
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grouped in imagination the per- ! see such a little fellow gain a
sons who were present at the j prize over competitors of mature
Bcene—the king and his attend- age, was a novelty and a surprise.
ants, Walworth, the Mayor, Wat William was summoned with his
Tyler himself, and in the back picture to the duke's chair, and
ground some of his ruffianly com there he received such counsel and
encouragement as were of great
panions.
The difficulty now was to select service to him in his future ca
that period of the action best fitted j reer. He is now Sir William Ross,
for a picture, and to group the fig- 1 miniature painter to the Queen,
•axes, in attitudes the most natural : having risen to fortune and rank
and expressive. -Many times did by carrying out, with determination
little William make a sketch of and perseverance, his simple
the scene on paper, Aid then ob promise to his mother of " I will
literate it, dissatisfied with his try."—Sargent's School Monthly.
work. At times he almost de
spaired of accomplishing anything
SPARK MOMENTS.
that should do justice to the con
ception in his mind. But, after
A lean, awkward boy came to the
many trials and many failures, he door of a principal of a celebrated
completed a sketch which he de school, one morning, and asked to
cided to transfer to canvass.
see him. The servant eyed his
llo now labored diligently at mean clothes and thinking he look
his task, and took every opportuni ed more like a beggar than anything
ty to improve himself in a knowl else, told him to go around to the
edge of colors and their effects. At kitchen. The boy did as he was
length the day for handing in his bidden, and soon appeared at tho
picture arrived. He then had to back door.
wait a month before there was any
"I should like to see Mr.
"
decision as to its merits. On the said he.
day appointed for the announce
" You want a breakfast, mora
ment of the decision many persons like," said the servant, " and I cau
of distinction were present, includ give you that without troubling
ing ladies. The meeting was pre him."
sided over by the Duke of Nor
"Thank you," said the boy; "I
shonld like to see Mr.
, if
folk.
William's mother was present, he can see me."
of course. She sat waiting the re
" Some old clothes may be you
sult, with a beating heart. What want," remarked the servant, again
a proud mother she was when, af eyeing the boy's patched clothes.
ter the transaction of some unin "1 guess he has none to spare—he
teresting business, it was announc gives away a sight." And without
ed that tho prize of a silver palette minding the boy's request, the ser
for the best historical picture was vant went about her work.
F" again
"Can I see Mr.
awarded to the painter of the piece
entitled " The Death of Wat Tv- asked the boy, after finishing his
bread and butter.
ler!"
"AVclI he is in the library; if he
When it was found that little
William Ross was the successful must be disturbed, he must. He
nrtist, tho applause of the audience docs liko to bo alone, sometimes,"
broke forth with enthusinsiu. To said the girl, in a peevish tone.
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She seemed to think it very fool such gaps. There be hides him
ish to take such a boy into her mas self, planning all sorts of mischief !
ter's presence. However, she wiped Take care of your spare moments !
her hands, and bade him follow.
Opening the library door, she
said, " Here's somebody who is
dreadful anxious to see you, and so
Daniel Webster as a School
boy. —It is narrated of him, that
I let him in."
I don't know how the boy intro when he first appeared at the acade
duced himeelf or how he opened the my of Mr. Abbott, his personal ap
busioes"; but I know that after talk pearance in his ill-fitting, home
ing a while, the principal put aside made, homespun garments, together
the volume that he was studying with his shy, awkward manners
and took up some Greek books, created much merriment among
and began to examine the new the boys, and many jokes were
comer. Every question the prin cracked at his expense. Young
cipal asked the boy, was answered Daniel.s sensitive nature could ill
brook this; and, after suffering
as readily as could be.
"Upon my word," exclaimed the from it two or three days, he went
principal, "you do well," loosing to the teacher, and told him he
at the boy from head to foot over must go home. The teacher in
his spectacles. " Why my boy, quired the cause, and Daniel made
where did you pick up so much ?" a clear breast of it. The former
" 7/i my spare moments," an bade him not mind it, but keep
quietly at his studies, and his turn
swered the boy.
He was a poor, hard-working would come by-and-by. He obey
boy, with few opportunities for ed ; and at the end of the week he
schooling, yet almost fitted for col was placed at the head of the class
lege, by simply improving his spare that had ridiculed him. After two
moments. Truly are spare moment* months had passed in hard study,
tho " gold-dust of time." How the teacher, at the close of the
precious they should be ! What school one day, called him up, in
account can you give of your spare presence of all the scholars, and
moments? What can you show told him he could not stay there
for them ? Look and see. This anv longer; to go and get his
boy can tell you how very much can books and hat, and leave. Poor
belaid up by improving them; and Daniel's heart sunk down to his
there are many, very many other shoes. He had studied hard, bear
boys, I am afraid, in the jail, and ing patiently the ridicule of his
in the house of correction, in the mates ; and now to be turned off
gambling- house, in the tippling- in disgrace was more than he could
shop, who, if you were to ask them -tagger under. The teacher wait
where they began their sinful ed a moment to watch the astonish
courses, might answer, " In my ment of the school, and then added,
" This is no place for you ; go to
spare moments."
Oh, bo very careful how you the higher department!" That
spend your spare moments ! The was probably the proudest hour in
tempter always hunts you out in Mr. Webster's life. He had tri
small seasons like these; when you umphed over his companions, and
are not busy, he gets into your that by outstripping them in their
hearts, if he possibly can, in just studies.
81
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|lcsibntt debitor's gcpartmtnt.
State Educational Association.—
The Association will hold its next reg
ular annual meeting at Statesville, com
mencing on Wednesday, July 7th.
The executive committee, to whom
was intrusted the selection of a place
for our next meeting, received a press
ing invitation, from the Iredell coun
ty Association, to mako Statesville the
place. This invitation has been ac
cepted ; and those of us who enjoyed
the kind hospitality of the good people
of Salisbury, two years ago, feel 6ure
of a cordial reception by their neigh
bors of Statesville.
It is expected that the Kail Road
will be completed from Salisbury, as
far as Statesville, by the time of our
meeting, which will render it as acces
sible as any place in the State.
But should the Railroad not be fin
ished the whole distance, ample pro
vision will be made for conveying the
delegates over the remaining portion
of the rout.
These meetings of the teachers and
friends of education are of the greatest
importance to the interests of the cause,
and it is the duty of all who can to at
tend them. Shall we not see a large
representation from all parts of the
State ? To those who live in the south
ern and eastern portions of the State,
this will afford a pleasant summer trip,
to the vicinity of the mountains ; and,
as all of the rail roads will give return
tickets free, the expense will be mod
erate. To those who live in the upper
portions of the State, into which our
rail roads are not yet extended, we
would say, the place appointed for the
meeting is as near to you as circum

stances would allow, and we hope to
soe many of you there.
We look forward to this meeting as
one of more than ordinary importance ;
and expect it to be even more interest
ing than any of our previous meetings.
The executiivo committee are endeav
oring to secure the attendance of some
of our most talonted and popular ora
tors and lecturers, which will add much
to the interest of the occasion.
Wo need only mention the name of
Dr. Hawks, as one of those who are
expected to be there, to show that
there will be no want of entertainment
and that all who attend may expect to
be amply repaid for any sacrifice it may
cost them.
Many subjects of importance, some
of which involve the highest interests
of our State, will be discussed ; and,
so far as the influence of the Associa
tion can affect the decissions of our
Legislature, the future policy of the
State, in regard to our educational
system, may then be determined. And
none will deny, that the action of our
association, composed principally of
men whose lives are devoted to the
cause of education, on any subject re
lating to that cause, will influence the
course of the law-making power, when
the same subject comes before that
body.
Let teachers and all others, who are
in any way connnected with the cause,
consider whether it is not their duty to
attend this meeting and use their in
fluence for the advancement of edu
cation in North Carolina.
We would especially invite all of the
readers of the Journal to meet us there,
that we may consult together, in regard
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to its interests and decide what its fate
shall be. The Journal is the organ of
the Association, established by it and
looking to it for support; and the action
taken upon^he subject, at the approach
ing meeting, will decide whether it
will be supported or not. The enter
prise is a new one, in the South, and
our people do not seem to realize the
Influence that a Journal, devoted en
tirely to the cause of Education. must
exert upon our progress, if properly
conducted and extensively circulated.
But you, who have been readers of the
Journal long enough to decide upon
the advantages of it, are prepared to
say whether it should be sustained, or
not ; and at this meeting is the time to
make your decision known.
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teachers, who take this method of mak
ing their schools known, to the Journ
al as a suitable channel, especially for
those schools that look to the State at
large lor support.
We refer to those schools now ad
vertised in the Journal. to show that
some of our teachers, while looking to
their own interests, are at the same
time aiding in the support of the Jour
nal, the common property of the friends
of education.

A New N. C. Book.—J. M. Edney,
Esq., is preparing to publish a work
containing biographical sketches of dis
tinguished North Carolinians, with por
traits and autographs.
Nobmal Schools.—The propriety of It will be issued just as soon as the
establishing State Normal Schools, for preliminaries can be so arranged as to
professional training of teachers, will enable him to send forth such a work
probably be one of the most prominent as will reflect credit upon himself, his
s-abjects of discussion, at the approach native State and her citizens.
ing meeting of the State Educational
The 1st vol. will contain 100 litho
Association. We would call the atten graph portraits, and an average of four
tion of our readers to the "iJill" pub pages of biography with each, printed
lished in this No. of the Journal, un in clear type, on good paper and in
der the head "Common School De j the very best style of the art.
partment." It is now in the hands The price cannot yet be definitely
of the Legislature and will probably be fixed, but it will be as low as such a
acted on during the next session.
werk can be afforded.
Since the action of our Association, Mr. E. solicits voluntary contribu
. on this subject, will necessarily exert tions to this work, from writers who
a marked influence on decision of the cau furnish short biographies of any
Legislature, it is proper that all, who of our eminent citizens, living or dead,
expect to be present at our meeting, embraced within a period of 100 years.
should reflect upon the subject and be We learn these facts from a private
prepared to discuss it and to vote upon letter, but believing that many of our
it intelligently.
readers would like to possess such a
work as the one proposed, we give
them for their benefit.
To Teachers.—As this is the prop
For further information, on the sub
er time to advertise schools, commenc ject, we refer to Mr. Edney.
ing their sessions within the next three Address 147 Chamb«r« Street, New
months, wa would call the attention of York.
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A Pronouncing Spoiling Book of
the English Language. By J. E.
Worcester. Boston : Hickling, Swan
& Brewer. 1858.
The author states the design of thia
-work, in the iueface, thus: " The de
sign has been to 8tate both the orthog'rapby, and the pronunciation which
are in accordance with the practice of
the best writers and speakers lioth in
England and in the United States
In the orthography and orthoepy
of the English language there are many
irregularities and difficulties ; find in
this book au attempt has been made so
to classify the words as to present
these irregularities and difficulties dis
tinctly to the mind of the learner, th.it
he may see and become familiarised
-with the irregularities, and enabled eas
ily to overcome the difficulties."
As far as we have examined this work
the plan has been well executed ; and
it contains a number of improvements
on former spellers, besides those above
specified. We had deemed it next to
impossible to get up a new Spelling
Book that would contain any new and
really valuable matter, without being
too elaborato and cumbersome to be
UBeful; but the book before us, is in
many respects, a very decided improve
ment in this important branch of learn
ing. The exercisos for writing are aamirablc—the 6eries of spelling lessons
are arranged with good taste and judg
ment, and tho lists of words of similar
spelling, but of different meaning, ex
tensive and important.
The whole work contains much valu
able information of a kind that the
student should acquire before he takes
a final leave of the spelling book ; and
the paper, typography and general ex
ecution are neat, substantial and good.
It is folly to put up spelling books in
fine style ; but it has seemed to us that
the habit of executing such works in a
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shabby manner is much to be condemn
ed, as likely to give the learner a deci
ded distaste for his book, and for study.
The force of association i3 very great ;
and het.ee we cannot bu^ commend
the, to us. faultless manner in which
the Publishers have gotten up this ad
mirable work of an author celebrated
for his taste, judgment and learning.

Illustrated School History of the
United States, and the adjacent parts
of America, from the earliest discov
eries to the present time: embracing
a full account of the aborigines ; bio
graphical notices of distinguished
men ; numerous maps, plans of bat
tle-fields and pictorial illustrations ;
and other features calculated to give
our youth correct ideas of their
country's past and present, and a
taste for general historical reading.
By G. P. Quackenbos, A.M., Associ
ate principal of the Collegiate School,
N. Y., author of " First Lessons in
Composition," &c. New-York: D.
Appleton & Co., 346, 348 Broadwav.
1857.
The title page of this work promises
a good deal, and tho book fulfils this
promise.
It is a work admirably adapted to
Schools ; and when the title asserts a
claim to tho very important merit of
being calculated to give youth a taste
for general historical reading, it does
no more than claim what we have rea
son to know is its due. We find the
work very enticing to the young; and
this most desirable recommendation of
a School History few works of the kind
possess.
There are many historical works of
decided merit, intended for schools ;
but many of these, though philosophi
cally arranged, and chaste in style, are
mere dry compilations of facts and dates
and very useful to all classes, though
very dull to those for whose benefit in
tended.
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The book before us contains another
GREENSBOROUGH
and to North-Carolinians, very decided
Mutual Life Insurance
improvement : it does justice to the
history of our own State, and on this
occount, if for no other reason, should AND TRUST COM PAN Y.
meet with the favor of our teachers
The drawings, plates, and general
execution are very good, the paper ex THIS COMPANY OFFERS In
ducements to the public which few
cellent and the type clear and large.
possess. It is economical in its man
In fact the whole work illustrates the I agement,
and prompt in the payment
taste and skill of the distinguished of its losses.
publishing house from which it issues.
The insnred for life are its members,
! and they participate in its profits, not
j only upon the preminms paid in, but
Stedman's Magazine—the 1st (May) j also on a large and increasing deposits
No. of this Magazine is on our table i capital kept in active operation.
A dividend of 6~ per cent, at the last
It is neatly gotten up and numbers ameeting of the Company, was
moug its contributors many excellent annual
declared, and carried to the credit of
writers. The people of our State the Life Members of the Company.
should encourage this effort to build
Those desiring an insurance upon
up a home literature, instead of sup their own lives, or on the lives of their
porting many of the periodicals of the slaves, will please address,
D. P. WEIR, Triaturcr.
more Northern States, possessing far
less merit.
Greensboro', X. C.
Raleigh N. C., price $3 per annum.
2:ly

COMMISSION

MERCHANT,

147 Chambers-Street, K Y.,
BUYS and forwards every kind of merchandise for 2i per cent Commission. P.efers to Govs. Swain and Morehead, N. W. Woodfin,
J. W. Osborne, C. P. Mendenhall, A. M. Gorman, Esqrs., and Rev.
C. F. Deems, Hon. W. A. Graham, and others. Dealer in Pianos,
Melodeons, Organs, Harps, Guitars, Musi?, Sowing Machines, Iron
Safes, Pumps, Garden Engines. &c. A printed list of all the different
makers, kinds and prices sent free. Publisher of an elegant lithograph
of "Hickory Nut Falls," N. C. ($1,) and the " Cherokee Physician ;
or, Indian Guide to Health." This invaluable family adviser should
be in every house. It treats of all diseases, has a copious glossary and
prescribes the remedies from natures bounteous stores, for all our infir
mities and misfortunes. It is printed on fine white paper, handsomely
bound, fourth edition, 300 pages and is mailed free far one dollar.
New Rosewood Pianos, £150.
2:12

CARDS.
AS. BARNES & Co.,
. 51 and 53 John St., New-York, AN OLD ESTABLISHED SCHOOL.
Pubtish
The North Carolina Readers,
&Miteif)foty feline
Recommended to be used In all the
schools of North Carolina by the Gen Collegiate Institute.
eral Superintendent : also,
Page's Theory and Practice of
THE NEXT SESSION WILL
Teaching,
begin July 15th. Terms and
Northend's Teacher and Parent,
"Books which ought to be in the advantages reasonable.
For information please apply to
hands of every teacher."—C. H.Wilst,
Sup. Common Schools of JV. C.
the Principal,
A. S. B. & Co. also publish the Na
6:ly] JULIUS WILCOX.
tional Series of Standard School Books.
See advertisement on another page. 1:12
TTlchliHg.Swan&Brcwer, dMorb femnrar jicjjool,
1 |
SCHOOL BOOK DEPOSITORY,
J.H. HORNER, A.M., Principal.
131 Washington Street, Boston,
Publishers of
QPRING Session of 1858 begins
Worcester's Dictionaries,
|lJ 2nd Monday in January. Fall
Hillard's Headers,
Session
of 1858 begins 2nd Mon
Swan's Arithmetics,
day
in
July.
2tf
Weber's Outlines of History,
Smith's History of Greece, (Felton's
Edition),
AND
Tate's Philosophies,
Wilson Female Seminary,
Carter's Physical Geo. & Atlas,
And a variety of other valuable works
for Colleges, Academies, and Common
SUPERINTENnEn BY
Schools. A descriptive catalogue will
Mr.
&
Mrs.
D. S. RICHARDSON.
be furnished free to those who apply for Circulars containing
full information
it.
1:12
sent on application.
1:12
WL. POMEROV,
s
BOOKSELLER £ STATIONER, ROSE'S
NURTH CAROLINA
WHOLESALE & RETAIL,
tension. Bounty Land, $ general Agen
RALEIGH, N. C,
Fayetteville, N. C.
Keeps on hand a large and well selected cy,Pension
Bounty Land Claims
assortment of the leading issues of the prosecuted and
for Military Services in all
English and American Press, embrac the Wars since
No charges made
ing works on Theology, Law, Medicine, unless money or1 790.
land is recovered. Pen
Science, General Literature, &c.
collected from the United
From his long experience in supply sion-money
Agency at Fayetteville. Blanks
ing Schools in North Carolina with States
gratis. Collections
Text-Books, English and Classical, he thereforandfurnished
promptly remitted. Dis
flatters himself that he is able to meet made
procured and Notes renewed at
all demands in this line, and on as ac counts
of the Banks. The highest cash
commodating terms as can be obtained either
Warrants.
elsewhere. He is prepared promptly price paid for LandJOHN
M.ROSE.
to fill all orders in the line of his busi - 1:12
ness, and while respectfully soliciting
a continuance of the liberal patronage MILL STONES.—I CAN fur
nish the best quality of Mill
and confidence of his numerous friends
and of the public generally, he takes Stones of the Blue Grit, on reasonable
the occasion to offer his sincere acknowl terms at short notice. All Stones war
D. DAVIS,
edgements to all concerned, for favors ranted.
1;6
Carthage, Moore Co.,N. C.
•f the past '
1:12
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SPECIAL CASES.
It is no uncommon occurrence
for teachers, both in the work of
instruction and discipline, to sueet
with what may be called special
oases. They feel prepared for the
discharge of the ordinary duties of
the schoolroom ;—that they can
meet the wants of merst of their
pupils in the prosecution of their
studies, and are ouly occasionally
at a loss how to maintain proper
discipline. They read educational
works—or should do so—have at
tended Institutes and listened to
lectures, and thus gained much val
uable—perhaps in valuable—in forma
tion. They have gained a knowl
edge of what are considered excel
lent theories ; they have framed
theories of their own which seem
both plausible and practical. They
have compounded the theories of
others with their own and thus ob
taining theories which they esteem
better than either. Indeed, in any
mechanical process, theories ofequal
accuracy could scarcely fail. But,
from some cause, none of these
succeed perfectly in practice. They
turn out something like the at
tempts to tunnel the Hoosac moun
tain. The machinery seemed to be
adapted properly to its purprose
and to be sufficiently powerful to
»ake its way successfully through
the opposing masses of granite.

But, although the beginning seem
ed uuspioous, all progress was MMia
brought to a stand. The machine
ry could cut a road through com
mon earth, or clay, or soft
saud-stoue, but the granite was n
special case. The launchingofthe
Leviathan also proved to be another.
The engineering for sending it ailoat was well contrived, strong,
suitable, and altogether adequate.
So stood the theories of the wisest
and most accomplished engineers,
—the master-spirits of the art of
launching. But the Leviathan
proved to be a nery special case —
It would not budge ; or. if it budged
at all, by no means budged as it
ought. Hydrostatics aud pullies,
and chains, and levers, aud what
ever additional apparatus was call
ed into requisition, were inadequate
to set it afloat. Thus matters, for
no inconsiderable time, remained.
Efforts were baffled, and the mas
ters were vastly perplexed and
troubled. Now, in regard to the
Hoosac and the Leviathan, there
was no lack of theories, excellent
theories no doubt; and yet we fan
cy that those especially interested
would, in the midst of their failure
and perplexity, by uo means have
objected to the discovery of some
special means, just suited to the spe
cial eases.
92
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The world of mechanics, if J may
u^e the expression, presents multi
tudes of special cases, from such as
these down to that of the boy ma
king unsuccessful attempts to fly
his kite. Yesterday it mounted
aloft like a thing of life; to dav,
with the same adjustment of string
and tail, it utterly refuses to ascend,
simply because the wind has seen
fit to vary the force of its breath.
The special cases of teachers are
somewhat similar to these, both in
their gradations and the applica
bility of existing theories ; but,
from the nature of the materials up
on which they arc called to operate,
the difficulty in the way of success
is often very much augmented.—
} oral and intellectual forces and
resistance are, frequently, of very
difficult computation, and equally
difficult to apply with desired pre
cision. In mechanics we know
that it requires the weight of one
pound, precisely, in one scale of the
balance to counterpoise a pound io
the other. Hence, the grocer, for
instance, having his pound weight
—his theory—duly marked and
sealed, easily furnishes his customer
with precisely a pound of the article
desired. The grocer commits his
con to the charge of the teacher ;
but he comes without any stamp to
indicate the weight of his moral or
intellectual character; and, with
all the scaleaand theories the teach
er may possess, it may require no
inconsiderable ingenuity and sharp
guessing to form such an estimate
of the boy as will enable him to
know just how much and what sort
of force it will be necessary to em
ploy to keep him suitably balanced.
The boy who endeavors in vain
to fly the kite that behaved so ad
mirably the day before, will be
likely to consult some older boy, or
some one more familiar than him
self with the mysteries of kite fly
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ing, in regard to the existing diffi
culty. He will thus cain a knowledge
of the theory that, in order that his.
kite tuay ascend successfully, the
length and weight of its tail must
be proportioned to the force of the
wind. This will be of essential
service ; and if he can further see
the older boy adjust the tail a lew
times to the varying blasts he will
succeed all the better. He will
find the theory perfect for all
ordinary kites; and by repeated
trials and experiments may become
ver\' successful in his profession.—
He needs to know what a kite is;
for what it is intended; to see it
flowu ; to loarn the theory of its
construction, and to make several
trials and experiments with it him
self before he can become master
of his art. If he is ingenious and
of quick apprehension, his success
will be rapid and eminent; other
wise he may forever remain a bung
ler. The most expert, however,
would find it difficult to fly a kite
of iron. Theory and ingenuity,
and past experience would alike
fail of success. Something more
thau has yet been attained in
the profession must be gained or
the task would be more formidable
than the tunnelling of the Hoosac,
or the lauuehing of the Leviathan.
Something analogous to what is
necessary in these boring, and
lauuehing, and kite-flying opera
tions is needed by the teacher.—
He needs to be acquainted with
the best theories of his art. He
needs observation ; he needs the
aid to bo derived from the experi
ence of others, and he needs per
sonal practice. And, afterall, just
as in the case above indicated,
when he attempts what is in its
nature impossible, or what is mani
festly beyond the reach of any
means that he can command, he
must fail.
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The Leviathan already rides ma
jestically upou the bosum of its des
tined element; the iron horse, will,
doubtless, yet trinmphantly carry
the long train through the granite
mountain ; and, were it necessary
to the purposes of science and hu
man progress, some Franklin would
eventually send up au iron kite to
make a visit among the clouds. —
So, doubtless, many things, diffi
cult and perplexing in the work of
the teacher, will yet be rendered
easy, and others, which may now
seem impossible, will yet be reduced
to practice.
But, so far, I have written quite
freely aud differently from my first
intent. My purpose was to say
something in regard to a few of
the special cases which, from time
to time, arrest the attention of the
teacher, and to notice how they
may be treated, or, at least, how
they have been treated, with suc
cess. To one or two of these I now
propose to invite attention.
A spirit of insubordination often
gives rise to what may be called
special cases in school. This spirit
is sometimes general, embracing
the majority of the members of a
school, but more frequently it is
limited to a few pupils. It is, in
most cases, temporary in its dura
tion. Sometimes, however, it is
chronic, extending from term to
term, or even from year to year.—
Each is sufficient to give rise to
ppecial cases, and these are always
aggravated when parental sympa
thy and indulgence is extended to
the pupils. Instancesof the cbonic
type existed in greater frequency
in years past, probably, than at
present; and, in certain localities,
were wont to be characterized by
attempts to banish the teacher from
the school. The same thing is
sometimes now attempted in a dif
ferent way. It used to be accom
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plished by physical force : it is now
more frequently attempted by clam
or and perpetual annoyance. Of the
former method I will first notice a
single instance.
About twenty years ago an inti
mate acquaintance of mine was in
vited to take charge of a district
school in the country, during the
winter term of three months. At
the time of his engagement he was
not aware of its character. Uewas
then pursuing a course of study that
he was reluctant to suspend, and
was induced to do so only by the
offer of unusually liberal pecuniary
compensation, which his personal
circumstances rendered u strong
temptation.
A day or two before commencing
his labors he learned thatthe school
had a bad reputation ; that the
scholars were in the habit of "hav
ing things pretty much in their
own way," and of occasionally in
viting the teacher to an outside.—
It was in a remote district of the
town, with a rou,:h surface and •.
population that could assert no high
claims either in respect to info. illa
tion or refinement. In the winter
season, especially, it presented, to
a stranger, many more points of
repulsion than of attraction. He
felt that the scene was far from be
ing an inviting one, and that it
could only be rendered tolerable by
a school of tolerable success. For
ware than this he did not dare to
hope.
The school building was one of
"the genuine old stamp." On
three sides of the twenty-five feet
quadrangular space within, rude
and mangled desks were fastened to
the walls. In front of those were
benches of equal extent, quite guilt
less of backs, where many a dex
terous feat of changing front was
performed by the scholars. It was
before the days of circles of whale
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bone and brass. Within thisouter j ble mode of discipline; and rerange of seats w«w two other simi i quested them to extend an invitslar ranges without desks, upon the i tion to their parents to come and
inner of which "the little scholars" see what they were doing, before
were doomed to sweat or roast by making an unfavorable decision,
the stove in the centre, while those He finally prevailed. The scholars
of the outer circle were shivering gave way; the parents began to
from the excessive ventilation, ef visit the school, at first attracted
fected by sundry accommodating : chiefly by curiosity, and eairying
cracks and knot holes in the floyr away with them a favorable im
and ceiling. Around one halt of pression, made reports, which,
the outer circuit were seated ten whithin a month, drew nearly every
or a dozen overgrown boys, and a ! parent in the district to the school,
smaller number of girls. The re i The scholars became deeply inter
maining portion was occupied by ested. There was little demand
the " second class," as they styled for punishment, and, when inflict
themselves; for it appeared that ed, it was uniformly received withthe pupils were in the habit of ad : out complaint. The minor of suejusting their own classification, i cess soon spread abroad. The
and most other matters, as best , visiting committee of the town
suited themselves. With this were delighted and compared the
voluntary principle " the teacher operations of the school to clocknoon found it necessary to inter ! work. In short, this was regarded
fere. Their views and judgments as the model school of the town, and
of the proper mode of arranging neighboring teachers came to dis
matters did not harmonize with cover the secret that could win
his own. He set forth his require such success. The spirit of in
ments; his pupils demurred. Jle subordination—if not destroyed—
calmly, but firmly, insisted ; they j at least slumbered during that win
quoted parental authority and piead ter; and the teacher bore away
the force of parental sanction. He with him a degree of respect, on
replied that he could respect their the part of his pupils, buidering
parents' upinion and judgment upon veneration.
where they could rightfully apply;
Jn this case it is plain that the
in the school-room his own judg teacher's means of success was a
ment must be the standard to fol proper confidence in his own judg
low, or there could be none at all : ment and ability, accompanied by
he desired to pursue, faithfully, the a calm firmness that would not per
course that would best promote the mit him to swerve from the dic
interests of all, and must be per tates of conscience and the claims
mitted to do it in his own way : he of duty. He was active and kind,
could not and wou/it not swerve firm and fearless.
lrom his own convictions of duty,
As this article is already quite
and doubted not that ail would be sufficiently extended, I will simply
better satisfied, in the end, by com suggest the value of these qualities
plying with his requirements with in all cases of emergency, aud leave
out murmuring or complaint : he the further consideration of my sub
wished and intended to be kind, ject for another occasion.
but should resolutely endeavor to
It. 1. Schoolmaster.
maintain order at any cost of ef
Speak the truth, or be silent.
fort, or by the use of any reasona-
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OUR COMMON SCHOOL LAW.
The general tenor of this law is fore we pronounce it insufficient,
good, and we do not know that any whether it is applied to the best
y.:ry important amendments, are to advantage.
Our people are too impatient;
be desired. Evils doubtless pre
vail in our Common schools, but we they arc indisposed to give the sys
are by no means certain that they tem a fair trial. They hear of
can be removed by amending the Common schools in New England,
present law. It is impossible to where they have been maintained
make a law that will please all, and for two centuries, and seem to
it is unreasonable to expect legisla think ours ought to produce like
tion will achieve all that.js desira results immediately. One hun
ble in and of itself. A great deal dred years will be required to make
is yet to be dune by the people, j our schools equal to theirs, even
and they have fallen much farther with the best management. Tho
short of their duty than their leg sparseness of our settlements forms
islators. Some contend that the an insurmountable difficulty in per
school fund is too small, and would fecting our system at an early day.
have us believe that the sum to In somc districts there are but few
which each district is entitled is j families, and they are (separated by
hardly worth receiving. When a j natural impedimenta. The dis
greater amount of money is aonu- j tricts arc generally large, so much
ally distributed than a State nays ' so as to embrace families that scarce
by way of taxation, wc think the i ly consider themselves of the same
people of such State have but little neighborhood. Dissensions fre
ground for complaint. There are quently arise, and bad management
doubtless some who think that the of course follows. The people of
State ought to provide for their a district frequently disagree as to
maintenance, but we hope this the qualifications of a teacher, and
opinion is not entertained by men too oiten those whose wishes are
thwarted will not suffer their chil
of intelligence.
Many of our school districts rely dren to receive instruction from
entirely on the publie money, and the teacher employed. Those in
this we consider the greatest evil remote paits of a district sometimes
attending the Common school sys imagine they are neglected, and
tem. The design of the school therefore exhibit but little inter
fund is to assist the Common people est in school matters. Many' pa
in educating their children, not to rents are entirely ignorant of let
relieve them entirely of the burden. ters, and entertain very strong pre
Every child ought to be taught to judices against all schools; they
read, write, and keep such acounts have managed in some way to get
as necessary for the safe transaction along without "laruin," and thinK
of business; and this is all that their children will be able to do so:
our Common school system proposes many of them will not suffer their
to do. If the sum now annually children to attend Common school?
distributed does not accomplish but a few steps distant. And to
tbis object, we are to inquire, be all these difficulties may be added
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the employment of teachers who
are neither morally fit to teach chil
dren nor mentally endowed to in
struct them.
The New England States are
small, and the people are thickly
settled in townships. They are
united on the subject of education,
and parents consider the schooling
of their children an indispensable
thing. Public opinion is sound on
the subject, and men are as much
repuired to educate their children
as to be industrious and deal hon
orably. It is folly, then, to expect
our Common schools suddenly to
become what theirs are. The thing
is impossible. To make our school
system as great a blessing as theirs
has been and is, our condition
must be different from what it is
and somewhat as follows :
We must have a sound public
sentiment, one that requires every
man to make the proper education
of his children his first and most
important duty.
School districts must raise suf
ficient sums by subscription to con
tinue their schools at least six
months of each year.
We must have teachers who pos
sess a thorough knowledge of the
common branches of education, and
such teachers only must be em
ployed in Common schools.
Petty dissensions must be buried,
and all must be united for the at
tainment of a Common object.
We must look to the moral char
acter of teachers with more care.
Idleness, intemperance and pro
fanity must everywhere be discoun
tenanced.
We must discharge our duties
more promptly and rely less on the
Legislature.
We must create a sound public
sentiment by educating young peo
ple properly—not by correcting the
erroneous notions of old men.
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We must speculate less and la
bor more.
R. H. 15.
A Bright Example.—Many
years ago, in an obscure country
school in Massachusetts, an hum
ble, conscientious boy was to be
seen ; and it was evident to all that
his mind was beginning to act and
thirst for some intellectual good.
He was alive to knowledge. Next
we see him put forth on foot to set
tle in a remote town in that State,
and pursue his fortunes there as a
shoemaker, his tools beinsr carefully
sent on before him. In a short
time he is in business in the post
of county surveyor for Litchfield
county, being the most accomplish
ed mathematician in that section of
the State. Before he is twentyfive years of age, we find him sup
plying the astronomical matter of
an almanac in New York. Next
he is admitted to the bar, a selffitted lawyer. Now he is found on
the bench of the Supreme Court.
Next he becomes a member of the
Continental Congress. Then he is
a member of the committee of six
to frame the Declaration of Inde
pendence. He continued a mem
ber of Congress for nearly twenty
years, and was acknowledged to be
one of the most useful men and
wisest counsellors of the land. At
length, having discharged every
office with a perfect ability, and
honored in his sphere, the name of
a Christian, he died regretted and
loved by State and nation. This
man was Roger Sherman. We
take particular satisfaction, now
and then, in chronicling the career
of these self-made men ; and hold
ing them up as bright examples for
the youth of our time to follow. It
is the best service a journalist can
perform for the good of the rising
generation.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION SHOULD FORM A PART OF
SCHOOL INSTRUCTION.
Without delaying for a formal
definition, we shall regard physical
education as being that system of
instruction or training which se
cures health, strength, and grace
fulness of body. In viewing this
subject, we can see but three pro
positions which in the hands of the
objector can lie to the contrary,
viz. :
1st. The object proposed is uuimportant.
2d. It is not demanded.
3d. It will be otherwise effected.
The first of these, though far the
weightiest, fiuds at this day of ed
ucational progress so few defend
ers, that we need dwell bat briefly.
Recognizing the inhering relation
of mind and body, we think a ques
tion or two sufficient to suggest a
train of thought that will lead the
mind of the objector to a correct
conclusion. Hence we may ask,
who has not seen hundreds of
youths with stooped shoulders and
a consequent compression of ch 1st
and lungs, which will ultimate in
pulmonary consumption, if physic
al training (not training in phy
sic) shall not speedily bring aid.
Also how common to see young
men—educated, brilliant young
men, go from our seminaries and
colleges, with the physical man
developed in the inverse ratio of
the intellectual ? Further, who
does not hear almost annually the
dirge of some lamented Kirk White
or Summerfield ? or see the strong
wing of genins, while bearing its
possessor high into the intellectual
empyrean, suddenly quiver and fall
forever, because of a shaft from the
inexorable avenger 'of physical
wrongs ?

Or more directly, let the objector
look over the nomenclature of
youthful ailments, as curved spines,
defective sight, broken voice, cough,
dyspepsia, and others almost in
numerable, placing at the same
time, beside this, a list of popular
advertisements,as supporters,shoulder braces, inhalers, balsoms, pec
torals, catholicons, et cetera ad in
finitum ; and then from this stand
point, let him declare concerning
the importance or non-importance
of a system of education that aims
at the prevention of these evils.—
We shall not anticipate his answer,
but leave him to speak for him
self, he being of age.
2d Objection. Physical educatiou is not demanded by patrons,
therefore it is to be neglected. We
are not ignorant of the fact, that
there is a politic force in this posi
tion, but not force sufficient, we
hope, to control the action of the
right minded teacher.
If so, he forfeits his high claim
of reformer, and to some extent
even that of benefactor. He lays
down the formula, that I am not to
do good to my neighbor, uuless he
(may neighbor) is willing; inter
rogatively expressed, "Am I my
brother's keeper?" This admitted,
and the divine doctrine of "Watch
over thy brother in love," is a nul
lity. Not only thus, but the ablest
educator of the land is no longer
the good genins of society, wilking
toward the Ultima Thule of knowl
edge, holding high the torch of
truth to light others onward, but
is the mere organ of public opinion
and prejudice, the veriest factotum
of the community, intelligent or
unintelligent, in which he labors.
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Hence to us it is clear, that this
objection is not only erroneous, but
absurd.
3d Objection. Physical educa
tion will bo otherwise obtained,
hence does not belong to the school
room. First, in answer, we may
assume, that there is a growing
tendency in this age to transfer the
educational labors of home to the
school-room. And of this, trans
ferred or relinquished at home,
stands prominently physical educa
tion. Daily observation confirms
the truth of this assertion, hence
we can not look to family training
as a sufficient means to the end
proposed. Secondly, this educa
tion can not be reached by obser
vation alone. Perhaps of the three
elements of this education, i. e.,
health, strength, and gracefulness,
the latter is more nearly learned
and maintained by observation
than either of the others, but even
t'tis is not wholly effected by this
means. For evidence, go into the
schools in certain of our rural dis
tricts, (and if you live in the city
you need not always go so far,) and
notice the indications. An ad
vanced class being called on to the
floor to recite, your eye traces that
line of youthful faces, resting with
hope on the broad brow of one, the
quick eye of another, or the earnest
countenance of a third. But as
they settle into their places, your
eye traces this line again, noting
first, John, who, scrupulously econ
omic of both capital and time, is
intently trimming his nail with
his teeth. Further on you see Pe
ter's elbow thrown sluggishly on
to William's shoulder, whilst his
lower limb's are swung into a posi
tion that quite fills the measure of
" Hogarth's waving line of beauty;"
whilst a third being too short to
avail himself of the support of his
neighbors, furnishes you with
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angles and curves sufficient to il
lustrate the leading properties of
trigonometry, both plane and spher
ical. Ascending to our higher
grade institutions, they unfortun
ately do not always show an ex
emption from like detects. Now
in all these there exist examples to
the contrary, and some numerous
and striking, furnishing abundant
material for observation to act upon,
yet the end is not attained. Hence,
if observation fail in this, much
more must it fail in ascertaining
and applying the numerous and in
tricate laws of health ; consequent
ly this objection does not lie against
our position.
We had intended viewing this
subject affirmatively in our closing
remarks, but our article being al
ready lengthy, we desist. Wo
may however, say, that since what
ever excellencies are common to a
generation in the school-room, are
sure to stand out in the adult life,
we may claim the school-room aa
efficient means to reach this im
portant end, viz : Physical Educa
tion.
Whether we shall have succeed
ed in calling the thoughts of any
seriously to this subject, we may
say, we hold an abiding convic
tion of its importance, also like con
victions that there is in many cases
a culpable neglect in this depart
ment. Further we may say, that
we hope that the time is not very
distant when this subject will claim
the careful attention of teachers ;
yea, claim it to such an extent that
he who totally -neglects it will be
considered diflcient as an instruct
or, being regarded in bis profession
as " one who runs without being
sent."
If after reading the above in
print, we shall be persuaded that
it is of sufficient merit to persuade
a single teacher to such a coevic
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tioo of the importauce of the end
proposed as to cause him to cast about in search of the means, we
shall, in auother article, try to
make some practical suggestions.
Indiana School Journal.

Arithmetical Slate.—It has
been considered until very lately
that the wooden frame of a com
mon slate could be made to serve
no other purpose than that of keep
ing the slate itself from being brok
en. If it accomplished even this
while the owner was cyphering out
an education, it was considered as
having done the state some service.
But modern ingenuity has imposed
an additional duty on the frame.
An inventor has copyrighted what
he calls the "arithmetical slate."
His invention consists in increasing
the width of the frame to an inch
and a half, and pasting thereon a
neatly-printed slip which extends
all round and on both sides of the
frame, on which appears in tolera
bly large typo all the principal
tables of the Arithmetic. The
quantity of information which the
frame is thus made to bring direct
ly and constantly under the eye of
the learner is surprisingly great.—
There is, first and most important,
the multiplication table, table of
fractions, all the different tables of
measures, Federal aud English
money, interest, compound interest,
percent, discount, par value, and
various other leading lessons in
knowledge which every pupil should
have indelibly impressed upon his
memory. All these lessons, from
their position on the frame, are
constantly before the learner. Ho
cannot escape from them. Turn in
which direction he may, his eye
inevitably comes back to them a
83
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hundred times a day. It is im
possible that a boy could not thor
oughly learn a series of lessons thus
pertinaciously set before him. The
whole is very effectually protected
from wear and tear by a transpa
rent varnish of great hardness and
durability. —New Yorlc^ Tribune.

A Noble Boy.—A boy was
once tempted by some of his com
panions to pluck ripe cherries from
a tree which his father had for
bidden him to touch. " You need
not be afraid," said one of his com
panions, " for if your father should
find out that you have taken them,
he is so kind he would not hurt
you." " That is the very reason,"
replied the boy, " why I would not
touch them. It is true my father
would not hurt me ; yet my diso
bedience I know would hurt my
father, and that would be worse to
me than anything else." A boy
who grows up with such principles,
would be a man in the best sense
of the word. It shows a regard for
rectitude that would render him
trustworthy under every trial.

The grand error of life is, wa
look too far; we scale the heavens;
we dig down to the centre of the
earth for systems, and we forget
ourselves. The truth lies before
us; it is in the highway path, and
the ploughman treads on it with
clouted shoes.
" William, can you tell me why
the sun rises in the east?" Pupil,
looking demure—" Don'tknow.sir,
'cept it be that 'east makes every
thing rise."
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THE FIRST CLASSICAL SCHOOL IN WESTERN N. C.
Iredell County.
It is both important in itself, and
due to the men, who more than •
century ago, emigrated to this then
wilderness, and founded institu
tions, the benefits of which we now
reap, that some record be made of
their efforts to promote sound learn
ing and science, as well as religion.
If we survey the history of the
State, we shall find certain districts
of country that have taken the
lead in this matter. Certain coun
ties have been radiating points of
light to the surrounding region ,
and by their example, as well as
by direct influence, have incited
others to make improvements.
And very probably the records
of the University will show, that
they have drawn their greatest
number of students from counties,
where good schools have been coeval
with the settlement of the country.
The old men in this region of
country say, our grand fathers
would have schools." And it is
to be feared that with all our prog
ress, and improvements ; and with
all the newly invented " short and
easy methods," of teaching every
science in a few lectures or sing
ings, the cause of Education is
rather retrograding than advancing.
That "Royal road to Learning," in
which any child, at any age, can
be prepared in a few lessons, for
any business, or profession, " to or
der," is yet to be discovered. Mind
cannot be manufactured in this
way; and those who profess to ac-'
complish such wonderful feats, as
well as those who patronize them,
are injuring, more than promoting
the cause of sound education.

Ourancestors took a wiser oourse:
whether Scotch Irish, or Puritans,
they had judicious views on this
subject. It wm their object to
diffuse intelligence through the
whole commumty. Their zeal for
education was not limited by a nar
row, selfish or sectarian spirit, but
they labored for the common good.
Wherever they went, their first
thought was, after erecting their
own tents, " to found a tabernacle
for God;" the next was to place
the academy beside it. So it was
with the settlers on Cape Cod, and
vicinity : how soon did the Pil
grims found "for Christ and the
Church," Harvard College; which,
now so degenerated from its origin
al intention, in 1638, "the farmers
and seamen of Massachusetts nour
ished with corn, and strings of
wampum," " and once at least,
every family in each of the Colonies
gave to the College, at Cambridge,
twelve pence, or a peck of corn, or
its value in waiuputnpeag." "When
New England was poor, and they
were few in number, there wa3 a
spirit to encourage learning."—
Bancroft's Hist. U. S., Vol. 1,
page 459.
And we may go back stiM far
ther, and point to a fact in English
History that has a bearing on this
subject ; for McAuly, Vol. 4, page
622, speaking of the session of the
Parliament of Scotland, 1696, says,
" By far the most important event
of this short scanon, was the pas
sing of the act for the settling of
Schools. By this memorable law
it was, in the Scotch phrase, Statuted, and ordained that every parish}
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id the realm should provide a com
modious schoolhouse, and should
pay a moderate stipeDd to a school
master. The effect could not be
immediately felt. But before one
generation had passed away, it be
gan to be evident that the common
people of Scotland were superior in
intelligence to the common people
of auy other country in Europe. —
To whatever land the Scotchman
might wander, to whatever calling
he might beUke himself, in Amer
ica, or in India, in trade or in war,
the advantage which he derived
from his early training raised him
above his competitors."
And the same principles will
have the same effects on human
character; whether in Switzerland,
Scotland, New England, or North
Carolina. The pioneers in this
wilderness about one hundred yenrs
ago, when they were few and scat
tered abroad, would not let learn
ing suffer for thesmallness of their
means, " they would have schools."
And not only those where the com
mon English branches were taught,
but scientific and classical semina
ries. The first one of this class,
of which we have any knowledge
in this section of the State, was in
the lower end of what is now Ire
dell County; about three miles east
of Davidson College, nearthe house
of Col. Alexander Osborne, and
near where Dr. Stinson now lives.
Some say it was begun near Thyatira Cburoh in Rowan, but imme
diately removed to that location.
It was in the bounds of Centre
Congregation, and was called Crowfield. It is not known who were
roost active in establishing this
school ; but probably most of the
early settlers in the vicinity, who
patronized.it.
\:
That the Crowfieltf school began
very early, will appear from sever-
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id circumstances. Dr. Mcllee, in
some manuscripts left behind him,
states that he began the Latin
Grammar at eight years of age;
and he was born in 1752. There
was no other school in that vicinity
which he could attend ; and if he
bogan his course of studies here,
we shall find this school in exis
tence in 1760.
We learn also from the same
source, through the " Sketches of
North Carolina," page 434, that
" there was a flourishing classical
school in the bounds of Centre
Congregation, which after contin
uing about twenty years, was brok
en up by the invasion." But
what invasion could affect this
school but that of the British Array
in the spring of 1781, which pass
ed through that region, and within
a mile of that spot, on the way to
Salisbury ? This is probably the
time alluded to; and will also fix
the date of the beginning of the
school about 1760.
The country began to be settled
about 1750 ; and the Missionary
McAdden, whose journal we have,
passed along there in 1755, and
lodged at the house of Mr. Osborne,
but makes no mention of this
school ; it was not then in existence.
Another thing that shows its early
origin is, that several men, who
acted a conspicuous part in the
Revolution then in the prime of
life, received their early training
there. Some of them had graduat
ed at Princeton College, and en
tered on professional life. Dr.
Mc li.ee finished his course at that
Institution, in 1775, and was li
censed to preach in 1778. It is
said that Andrew King, an uncle
of Win. King, Esq., now living in
Iredell, attended this school ; he
was graduated at Princeton, in
1773, entered the ministry, and
settled in the State of New York.
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Dr. McCorkle came into this part ! for the one at Sugar Creek, which
of the country in 1756, at ten years he says (page 51S of Sketches)
of age, and finished his course at was in successful operation under
Princeton, in 1772. As as Crow- Rev. Joseph Alexander, the suc
field was not far from his father's, cessor of Mr. Craighead, in 1766.
it is more probable that he was This was the school elevated to tha
prepared for College there, than rank of a College, by the Legisla
that he went to a greater distance. ture, in 1770, by the name of
The same is true of Dr. James Queen's Musenm ; the charter aHall, who took his degree at the mended and granted again in 1771,
Cellege then so generally patronized ; but the second time repealed by
the King.
in this region, in 1774.
The same auther, (page 234)
Col. Adlai Osborne was a mem
ber of the Committee of safety in speaks of Dr. David Caldwell's
llowau, a post of some importance, j school, in Guilford, as the second
in 1774, Dr. Ephraim Brevard had institution of this kind in this part
entered on his profession of medi- . of the State, but it did not begin
cine, and gained a character, and till 1767, and perhaps not so soon,
acquired the confidence of his fel- j while the oue at Centre, as we
\¥>/r citizens, sufficient to enable j have shown, must have begun in
him to act an important part in 1760. After an interruption of
the exciting scenes at Charlotte, about six years, at the close of the
connected with the declaration of Clio school, in 1787, it was reviv
May 20, 1775, which he drew up. i ed again by the last teacher there,
If v'e allow these men time to go j Dr. Charles Caldwell, lately pro
through all their course of prepar- j fessor in the Medical School at
ation for public life, and then to : Louisville, Kentucky. Rut how
enter upon their respective profes long it continued after that, we are
sions, we shall carry back the be not informed.
ginning of this school to the date ! We learn however from an old
mentioned before, 1700.
lady who was born and raised near
Some others who are said to the place, that Dr. Caldwell con
have laid the foundation for a col tinued there two years, after him,
lege course, or for usefulness in was Rev. Mr. Kerr who'preached
life without it, at this school, were at Centre Church one year. Old
Dr. Alexander Osborne, Dr. Wm. people speak also^of a teacher by
Houston, Professor in Nassau Hall; the name of Benedict ; and another
E. J. Osborne, Adam Springs, Dr. by the name of McElhenny. Stu
Charles Harris, Rev. James Mell- dents were attracted here from
henny, of S. C, Rev. James Mc- j Burke, Wilkes, and all the sur
Knight, Rev. Josiah Lewis, and rounding counties.
John Carrigan. This school must ,
E. F. R.
have acquired some reputation, as j
we are told that the son of a weal- j
thy Spaniard, supposed to be from
one of the West India Islands, at
tended here, at the same time with
The world is said to be a vale of
some of the Polk family. We have tears. It would be singular if it
said that this was the first classical was anything else. Man's injus
school in this part of the State; Mr. tice to his fellow man made it so ;
Foote, however, claims that honor God never did.
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THOUGHTS ON FEMALE EDUCATION.
I am often led to wonder at the
particular vapidness of the general
ity of fashionable and fashionably
educated ladies of the present day.
It almost seems as if it had been
the office of teaching to prune away
all vigor of thought and to destroy
all power of reasoning, leaving only
the empty shell—rose tipped and
beautiful, it is true, but like the
shells of ocean, only capable of
meaningless murmurs,—mere shad
ows of ideas, which really are the
very essence and extract of the
conversation of" society." If any
one has never marked this inertness
of mind in ladies, let him but read
a page of deep philosophy or keen
argument and then by way of con
trast, mingle in good society —
Many a strong, manly intellect will
be found stooping to the insipid
chat of the day, while hardly from
the lips of one woman will be heard
a sentiment of plain common sense.
Her mind seems centered on the
tulle and illusion of her own lovely
dress and bounded by the proud
barriers of aristocracy that shield
her person from contact with the
rude and uncultivated of humanity.
Why is all this'/ Why are not
women now like Roman matrons ?
Why have these ages of enlighten
ment brought our women no far
ther on in the march of improve
ment ? Are her eyes too feeble to
bear the clear, noon-day light of
science and truth—is her reason
too weak to comprehend rational
things? Not wholly I think. The
fault lies in Education, not only of
the mind but of the moral powers.
There is no subject that seems
so little understood, and so poorly
provided for, or that affords so little

genuine interest as the education
and cultivation of the female mind.
Except in cases where a woman is
taught with the view of becoming
a teacher, her powers are not gen
erally developed, and often then the
attempt fails for want of that basis
of home instruction that will n't her
mind for scholastic truths. Edu
cation really begins with the first
lispings of childhood. How impor
tant then that the mother who
watches the unfolding of thisgerm
of intellect should herself possess
intelligence and refinement. With
out them, how can she direct aright
the mind of her child ? The office
of teacher is usually a laborious
one, but with maternal love for her
assistant, she will find her auties
light; her exertions will be wit
nessed and repaid by the rapid un
folding of the infantile powers. I
do not mean that books and lessons
are to be the mother's texts, for
these are beyond the comprehen
sion of extreme youth, yet it lies
in the power of home teaching tn
strengthen feeble traits of mind
and character, to divert from their
course, all tendencies to error—to
inculcate habits of order and indus
try—-a spirit to do things at the
proper season, in a proper manner
and with a clear idea of right and
truth. With such habits and prin
ciples, the mind is prepared to im
prove to the greatest advantage
whatever facilities are offered for
school learning—and the better
to overcome the evils arising from
want of fitness either in the teach
er or the course of study.
And here is a sad deficiency
everywhere. The n umber of female
schools, seminaries, Institutes and
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Colleges is not so much to be de
plored, as the character, quality,
and efficiency of those institutions
(almost without exception) whereever they are found. These estab
lishments are often the stepping
stone to individual wealth—to sec
tarian growth—or local improve
ment in calling together numbers
in one place. Or, if a school is
independent of all these disadvan
tages, it may still be in the hands
of a body of men utterly incompe
tent to the charge, and who are
ruled, in their selection of Teach
ers, by dollars and cents rather
than character and attainments,
sinceofthe latter they cannotjudge.
How often might an advertisement
for a Teacher in an Institution be
appropriately headed, " To be sold
or let to the lowest bidder !"
There is, moreover. a false opin
ion of woman's capacity of mind—
by some it is over-rated, while by
far the greater majority, it is
placed at a lower mark than it
justly should be. I am no wom
an's rights defender, nor ambitious
that the superiority of my sex
should be acknowledged, yet I
would have the female mind allow
ed its place. This I believe to be
a medinm one, from which, if un
cultivated, she sinks in the scale
of being, while, on the other hand,
if her ordinary powers receive the
proper education, she may prove a
mark in the world of letters, or at
least make herself worthy to be
named in after time as the mother
of some future hero, statesman or
scholar. This superiority of mind
is, I think, an exception to general
rules, and not always to be desired,
yet whatever the varied powers of
a mind, they should not remain idle.
A naturally vigorous intellect must
have proper cultivation or in its
very strength there will be decay.
The seeds of truth implanted by
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nature may be over-run by the ex
uberance of error,—while if the
powers are feeble or lack home cul
ture, there is demand for every aid
aod most careful nurture till it ac
quires the strength to act and think
for itself.
And here is another deficiency
in female tuition ; neither teachers
nor rudimental text books require
thought—facts are simplified till
there is no reasoning demanded,
and at the outset is acquired the
habit of taking for granted, with
out any investigation. Study be
comes an affair of memory entirely,
and the more important and prac
tical developments (reason and re
flection) are uncultivated. In the
so-called college course, laid down
for females, there is but one step
from these easy lessons to looks of
a high grade, works that require
close study and acute reasoning
powers to comprehend them. But
having received no fitting prepara
tion for this "course," it follows
that but little advantage is derived
from it. The student skims over
the surface of the subject and
reaches her "terra firma" with un
derstanding untouched by the wa
ters of truth.
Aside from home development
and school training, there is a cause
that injures the minds of ten while
one female is benefitted, and that
cause, strange as it may sound, is
books and reading ! Not books full
of healthy sentiments and sound
ideas, but sickly tales of love and
honor, deceit, and revenge, trinmph
and despair, misery and marriage
—paper covered twenty-five and
twelve cent books, and monthly
magazines glowing in colored fash
ion plates and sentimental poetry
and sweet die-away stories—exag
gerations of joy and sorrow, wealth
and poverty.
All these are a feast to a school
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girl if she has any passion for read
ing. She will greedily devour this
nonsense but could not be hired to
read Mrs. Strickland's lives of the
Queens of England, as romantical
ly as they aie written, because
they are true. If this taste for
fiction is once acquired, it destroys
the mind for all sober, reflective
reading. It unfits woman for
study—for the common duties of
life—renders her a perpetual " en
nui" to herself and the veriest in
sipidity to others. It fosters a
spirit of discontent, and a love of
the marvellous, and keeps her
dreaming over and looking forward
to the striking and wonderful loveadventure, which (according to all
she has read) must befal every one
but especially herself. Her love
of the great, the good, the pure, is
perverted to a miserable fancy for
the rich, the handsome and showy.
Is it not plain that such reading
(which often takes the place of
study) prepares a woman for "fu
ture misery."
"Life i8 real, life is earnest."
Yet what fitness is there in a
mind so run to weeds for the home
duties of wife, mother and the mis?
tress of a family ! What power has
she to train the young minds around
her, if her intelligence is so turned
aside from an upward course ! The
mind of woman should be in the
highest degree pure and stainless.
Her position in life renders every
virtue most beautiful, while each
fault steals from the glory of her
womanhood, and acts with untold
power on those with whom she
daily associates.
I have only spoken of Education
in » temporal view—yet we do not
live for time—our lives are writing
the preface to our eternity. Edu
cation is not, or should not be,
simply a fitting for temporal en
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joyment. It is a drawing out of
all the higher capabilities of uur
nature—elevating the mind above
all sordidness—purifying the soul
from errors—in fine teaching the
rudiments of Heavenly knowledge.
Reading should be of that charac
ter that will predispose to reflection
and necessarily must contain mat
ter for thought ; yet what thoughts
are suggested by the thousand and
one novels and novellettes of the
present day? None : the tendency
of such reading is to enervate
the mind by feeding it on unsub
stantial food—to weaken the moral
powers by familiarizing the mind
with scenes not always entirely
pure in their nature—certainly
such narrations as could not be
read aloud in connection with a
chapter in the Bible. Every wo
man who acknowledges her obli
gations to God, will, if she pauses
to think, see her duty to improve
every means in her power to pre
pare herself for the true aim of
life. If neither moral nor intellec
tual powers have beeu perverted,
we shall at best be but children in
intelligence when we enter upon
eternity. But if time and talents
have been misimproved or destroy
ed, what a darkness will hang over
the mind and soul when the glory,
the exquisite enjoyment and in
finite duration of that Day comes
upon us which the utmost stretch
of human thought is utterly incap
able of foreshadowing !
Delia W. Jones.

The True Doctrine. —Sheri
dan said, beautifully, "Women
govern us ; let us render them per
fect; the more they are enlighten
ed, so much the more shall we be.
On the cultivation of their minds
depends the wisdom- of men.
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BAD SPELLING.

j reply ; and yet, so obscure was the
I expression that it was impossible to
Some years ago a teacher prcsen • determine what should be the an
ted himself as a candidate for the swer. Belay would be sure to bring
mastership of a school, of which loss ; a wrong decision would
the salary was fifteen hundred dol lead to a still more serious result.
lars. His qualifications were deem Perplexed with uncertainty, throw
ed satisfactory in all respects ex ing dowu the letter, he declared
cept in spelling. On account of that this should be the lastbusiaess
this deficiency he was rejected.— transaction between him and the
See, now, what ignorance in this writer of such an illiterate commu
elementary branch cost him. In nication ; for, said he, '1 am liable
ten years his salary would have a- to lose more in this trade alone,
mouuted to fifteen thousand dollars, than I can make in a lifetime with
throwing out of the calculation the him.'
increase which by good investment
A gentleman who had been a
might have accrued from interest. book keeper some years, offered
Besides, the salary of the same himself as a candidate for the office
school has since been advanced to of secretary to an insurance com
two thousand dollars. But he pany. Although a man of estima
might have remained in the posi ble character, possessed of many
tion twice or three times ten years, excellent qualifications, he failed
as other teachers in the same place of being elected because he was in
have done, and that larce amount the habit of leaving words misspell
might, consequently have been in ed on his book. The position
creased is proportion.
Would require him to attend to a
A gentleman of excellent reputa portion of the correspondence of the
tion as a scholar was proposed to office, and it was thought that in
fill a professorship in one of our correct spelling would not insure
New England colleges, not many the companya very excellent repu
years since; but in his correspon tation for their method of doing
dence, so much bad spelling was business, whatever amount might
found, that his name was dropped, i be transacted.
and an honorable position was lost
Inability to spell correctly ex
by him. The corporation of the poses one to pecuniary loss. It is,
college concluded that, however i moreover, an obstacle to an adhigh his qualifications as a profes ! vancement to honorable station.—
sor might be in general literature, j Such instances as those recited
the orthography of his correspon above are satisfactory proofs; but
dence would not add much to the that this defect in one's education
reputation of the institution.
is productive of mortification and
A prominent manufacturer, in a mischief, is illustrated by the fol
neighboring town received a busi lowing actual occurrence.
ness letter from an indivdual who
A young teacher had received
had contracted to supply him with assistance from a friend in obtain
a large quantity of stock ; but so ing a school, and wrote a letter
badly was it spelled, and so illegi overflowing with gratitude to his
ble the penmanship, that the re benefactor, but closed it thus :—
ceiver found it nearly impossible 'Please except (accept?) my thanks
to decipher the meaning. An im for your kind favors in my behalf.'
mediate decision must be given in
Mass. Teacher.
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IIINTINGS.
It is proposed in the following
article to give a few practical hints
about the instruction of boys, which
may be accepted,' rather as the re
sult of actual experience, than as
the statement of a labored theory.
The first obvious duty of the teach
er is to ascertain the capacities of
the children who are submitted to
his guidance and tuition. This is
not a very difficult task. The ten
der faculties of the youthful mind
may often be drawn out and
decided upon by the application of
a single test. And I believe it
will be generally conceded that an
artless boy could discover no mo
tive which would prompt him to
conceal either the insufficiency or
the superiority of endowments,
which the hand of his creator has
bestowed upon him. Having done
this, the teacher has laid out the
base of his future operations. His
next step is, to determine the dis
position of his pupil and to decide
upon those incentives which, in his
particular case, are most powerful
in stimulating to exertion, or re
pressing injurious tendencies to
indolence. These are the grand
preliminaries to the attainment of
success as a teacher, and when they
have been recognized, a step has
been taken in the right direction.
A man can be placed in no situa
tion where so much of discrimina
tion and forethought is necessary,
as in that of an instructor of youth
ful minds. It often requires a
most accurate balancing of the
faculties of judgementto determine
whether, in certain instances, re
ward? or punishments should be
adopted as stimulants to due and
proper exertion. How apt it is to
84

occur sometimes that the ignominy
of a whipping has stung the no
blest young souls to the core.
How true it is that, through inat
tention, the idle and undeserving
pupil exults in the lavishment on
his head of praise and perquisite,
by an unpardonable and thought
less generosity. There is no feel
ing to whose power the youthful
breast is more keenly alive, than
that of shame or disgrace. Men,
whose souls have grown hard amid
the rough jostlings of worldly life—
may often be callous and unfeeling
in spirit. But the aspiring school
boy—the sanguine being, whose
mind heaves with big hopes and
glowing anticipations—who looks
forward to the day when his par
ents will clasp him to their bosom
in ecstatic pride—who nobly strives
to conciliate the approving good
will of anxious friends—pierce
such a spirit as this, but once, with
the keen dart of thanklessness—
and how great will be the revulsion.
The arrested stream of noble feel
ing will flow back to its source and
the breast which it watered will
become barren and dry. Let this
not be understood as an advocation
of the total expulsion of corporeal
punishment from the walls ot the
school-room. By no means./ The
necessary upspringing tendencies to
error, which human nature every
where exhibits, must be checked
by rigorous applications at the out
set ; or else a gradual accumulation
of vigor and the assumption of a
self-sustaining attitude will finally
defy all attempts at subjugation.—
But it is urged, let flogging be con
sidered as an ultima ratio, a founda
tion for the system of disciplinary
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processes, to be resorted to only in i Tell them pointedly that you have
oases of manifest necessity.
i a high duty to perform by them :
Above all, let the teacher as be , that you are actuated by motives of
sits upon the rostrum, maintain his the loftiest character and that evedignity to the fullest extent. Nev- ! ry deed which bears the mark of
er let it be thought by the little I your hand, will, on inspection, be
watchful creatures around him, : found pointing for its paternity to
that an;/ circumstance could occur j the great interest of yourself for
to destroy the equilibrinm of bis their welfare. In short let them
temper. Let him always persist in ! be keenly aware that a blow or a
exhibiting, as far as in him lies, , kind word from you arealike direcn perfect coolness and easiness of I ted by identical principles of actuadeportment. Frequently the word ! tion. Now the moral, theoretic,
'dignity,' like many other words, 1 intangible portion of your schemes,
is subjected to the torture of a will indeed be complete and satisstrained interpretation. To some : factory. Wo in this place think
men it is synonymous with ' harsh- 1 we hear the expected dissonance of
ness;' to others, with ' haughti- ] cavil and objection. It is urged that,
ness.' But to be harsh or haugh- i from the i-tvoug dissimilarity of
ty is not the way to be dignified, j character which is found in every
The derivation of the word explains ' group of human beings, no expeits meauing—Dignvs, worthy— 1 dieot could be hit upon which
fto, to become. Then, to support, would be success fully productive of
your dignity as a teacher, it is I unanimity in any shape or form.—
necessary to adopt such a course as : But this is gratuitous and unwaris worthiest of your pupils, respect i rentable. Any strong mind may,
and esteem. Smiles are on most j by a steady maintenance of purpose,
occasions better than frowns. How I work changes in its surroundings,
many teachers there are who will A vigorous intellect combined with
agree with us that, a kind word, or j vigorous will, can, if not by absorpan approving look is strangely po- i lion, at least by assimilation, bring
tent to wia over the most rol'racto- the objects of its operations fully
ry disciples. But never let your I up to its high standard. So it is,
features be often relaxed with j by unwaveringly pursuingonetrack,
laughing looks. Indeed, always ! any sentiment or any prevailing
avoid an overshow of good humor, j typical opinion can be created in
Is " the human face divine" so lit- 1 the school room or elsewhere. If
tie adapted to our purposes, as to be j you once gain the sympathies of
incapable of assuming a look of good j men, or rather their f•clings yon
natured sternness or of stern good 1 have reached a point whenc.5 you
nature? Certainly not. Then let j can carry their reason, or father
the eye bear up, in strong colors, a I their thoughts by storm. To- this
precise pcture of intentions and j philosophical axiom, may be aicribmotives. Let the scholar thcresee i ed the wonderful growth and action
a spirit which will never descend j of such false creeds as have from
to familiarity with him, and one i time to time sprung up since the
which willalways act for bisperpet- 1 establishment of our blessed reual advancement. When you have i ligion. But Christ appeals first
thus gained the veneration of your : to the reasons of men—the untainfcprofeges, a necessary concomitant I ed purity of bis doctrines combined
iaJbc winning of their confidence, i with their full, glowing divinity,
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left no room for lagging sceptioisui,
if it did obstinately manifest itself.
Then to gain a sage concurrence
of thought—to suppress doubt and
to engender belief, ho wrought his
miracles, which gave him such an
ascendancy over any voluntary in
tellectual fiower—that his religion,
built as it is on the minds of men,
and mingling as it does with their
whole stool; or moral force, must
resist time forever.
Our Savior, if with the deepest
reverence we may say so, is the
high aud sublime type of the teach«r. Suffering ourselves lor a mo
ment to lose sight of his character
.as a divine king, contemplating
liim as a man, we adore his devo
tion to his maxims, au,J strive to
sufficiently admire the strict aud
unflinching practice, in his every
act, of those great and sublime les
sons he taught the world.
The mode of instruction, after
our first steps have beeu taken, is
next in order for our consideration.
1 have universally observed that
the most proficient .scholars in En
glish Grammar are those who have
previously studied the grammar of
the Latin language.
It may appear paradoxical to as
sert that a knowledge of a foreign
tongue is essential to an easy ac
quisition of our own. It is never
theless true. The connection be
tween the grammars of the Latin
and the English language is to some
extent intimate. When the paradigms of Latin herbs nave beeu
mastered—the pupil needs expect
no difficulty in acquiring to per
fection the English conjugation.
The chief argument in support of
this plan is, that the constant prac
tice upon words foreign and un
familiar begets a strong association
between these words and syntacti
cal generalities—thus engrafting
upon the memory the rules of the
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language by this same principle of
association. Hence where the pu
pil meets an English idiom or an
English form which agrees with
the retirements of Latin rules, it
is an old song to him and he un
derstands it well.
As regards the study of Mathe
matics, boys frequently complain
of its dulness and want of attrac
tion. Its great rules—its simple
first principles, its maje tic harmouies—its eternal beauties are
regarded by many children as—
-Dreams, or else such stuff as
madmen
Tongue, and brain not; cither both or
nothing ;
Or sensoiess sneaking, or a speaking
such
As sense cannot untie."
This is unnecessary. The study
of Mathematics is gradually and
most steadily progressive. It re
sembles the course of a great river
—it has its origin in a trickling
stream which the lightest thought;
may span. The eye, if it be kept
upon it, may take it in just as well
when it has grown to the full aud
steady majesty of a river—aye and
dare its giaut wave even at the
point where it rolls forever into the
dark infinity of law and restless
variation. Go to the blackbord
before your mathematical classes.
Take the pencil in your hand aud
uufold some of the mystic and elo
quent principles of numbers. —
tiring up from their slumber some
of those harmonies which the int'alliblo agency of Nature construct
ed even before the sun was swung
on high. Ey this means you will
awaken a spirit of injury which
will not hesitate to explore those
wonderful realms. Learn them to
look upon Mathematics as the
most exalted study of the scholas
tic curriculum—as the one most
calculated to give us a knowledge
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of our powers—and to make us
couscious of that immortal part of
ours, to which we utter—
" The sun is but a spark of firo
A meteor flashing iti the skyBut thou, immortal as its sire
Shalt never die."
G. S. L.

Treatment op Scholars.—
Children uuder eight years of age
should not usually be confined to
the school room more than one
hour at a time, nor more than four
hours in a day. These hours should
afford considerable diversity of em
ployments, so as to enable the
child to change his posture frequent
ly, and to be more or less upon his
feet, and also to change the subject
of thought so that the mind shall
not be occupied by one subject too
long or too intensely.
Intensity should be carefully avoided—it leads directly to disease
of the brain, which often, probably,
arises from this cause. Precocity
is generally the result of disease
of this organ, either functional or
organic; the former may be cured
by timely attention; the latter ex
hibits itself in epilepsy, or an im
becility of mind, or proves fatal
by the occurrence of inflammation
or convulsion. Watchfulness can
not begin too early to guard against
evils fraught with misery to the
future.
If a child exhibitsany symptoms
of precocity, it should be immedi
ately taken from books and per
mitted to ramble and play in the
open air or engage in manual labor,
and such amusements as will give
rest to the mind, and health and
vigor to the body.
The recess of school, for the chil
dren of eight years and under,
should be long, the play active,
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and even noisy—(for the lungs ac
quire strength by exercise, as well
as the muscles)—and every child
should be required to unite in the
sports of play-time.
Fifteen minutes is a short time
for recess ; half an hour is better,
particularly in summer.
During recess, the school-room
ought to be thrown open in warm
weather, and the windows dropped
a little way in the cold weather, so
as thoroughly to ventilate the apart
ments. We have hardly learned
yet, that pure air is as important to
health and life, as good nourish
ment and pure water.
In school regulations, regard is
usually paid to mental and moral
improvement only. We forget that
we have bodies the preservation and
training of which ate not less neces
sary to the young, than the acquisi
tion of knowledge. Without health
we can have little enjoyment ; with
it we can learn all that is necessary
with ease if we are not in too great
haste. No limit is given to the age
in which the vigorous and healthy
can acquire useful knowledge.
It is of little use to make great
acquirements, if in doing so, we
sow the seeds of disease, which will
destroy the happiness and useful
ness of life. S. B. Woodward.

The activity of mind and body,
of every faculty and passion ; i»
the reality of life, and the neces
sity of health.
Allow a boy to run at large one
year in indolence, and you haTC
laid the foundation whereon to
build his future ruin.
Every moment of time should
be considered a moment of mercy.

Common School Department.

Common School gcpartmtnt.
This department is tinder the
Special direction of the General
Superintendent of Common Schools
and we look to him for its contents.
He has been unable, in consequence
of sickness, to furnish any thing
for this Number. We have there
fore, without consulting him, se
lected the following from his last
annual report—Kes. Editor.
COMMON SCHOOL REGISTER.
As a further means of improving
teachers, and of adding to the use
fulness of the schools, I have de
sired to see every school furnished
with a blank book, with proper cap
tions, in which to preserve a per
manent record of such things as
are proper to be known.
A form for a register of this kind
was prepared in this offiee, and the
matter submitted to the president
and directors of the literary fund;
and as the proposed improvement
met their approbation, it was urged
on the attention of the Legisla
ture.
The plan was fully explained to
the committees on education, was
recommended by them, and author
ity was readily granted by the As
sembly to furnish all the schools
with a register of the kind propos
ed.
It was intended that the school
laws be printed in this register ; but
after the adjournment of the Legis
lature it was found that this would
add materially to the expense,
while it was thought best not to
have the laws intended for school

committees in a permanent form of
this kind, as they are subject to
alterations, while a register is in
tended to last for several years.
After procuring estimates for
the execution of the work from
Philadelphia, New York, and other
places, the whole job was finally let
to Messrs. Holden & Wilson, prin
ters to the State, on terms more
economical than could be elsewhere
obtained, every thing considered.
Both the printing and binding are
of a kind difficult of execution ; but
all the work has been done in the
State, and in a manner highly
creditable to the enterprise of our
citizens.
The printing was completed
early in the year—but all the copies
were not bound until the beginning
of this year.
In most of the States where they
have good Common Schools blanks
are furnished to the teachers on
which to record the progress of the
schools—and such a custom is very
general in higher schools and in
colleges.
It is believed, however, that the
North Carolina Common School
register, as prepared and furnished,
is a step in advance of any thing of
the kind heretofore, or now used
by any grade of schools in any
State.
The register is intended to be a
permanent record of the schools,
and is neatly and substantially
bound ; and the ruled lines, and
printed captions, figures, &c, are
so arranged that it will be an easy
and pleasant task to a teacher im
bued with a proper spirit to makp
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a full record of all the important if this policy is kept up for a few
facts of the school. Among these generations it will be regarded as
will be the number, names and ! of inestimable advantage. The
ages of the pupils, and the names work on the register has been en
and occupations of the fathers and ergetically pushed forward, and the
guardians—the attendance of each schools will be supplied as rapidly
pupil—the studies pursued by each, as possible.
the general progress of each, the
ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS
general behaviour of each, aDd the
NEEDED.
number of times each one is pun
ished—the average daily and
The machinery for the improve
monthly attendance, the books ment of teachers is good as far as
used, the names of the school com it goes, and is producing excellent
mittee, name and wages of the results; but it is not yet complete,
teacher, length of the school, with nor can it be made so without ad
the date of its .commencement and ditional and judicious legislation.
close, number of the school dis
Normal schools are an impoitant,
trict, county in which located, and but often a very expensive agency
general observations of the teacher in this matter ; and unless they
in regard to special occurrences could be conducted on a more s: tu
connected with the school.
ple and economical plan and on a
The book makes a handsome ap much larger scale than has been
pearance, can bo easily kept by a common in other States, I could
teacher at all competent to take not at p esent recommend them.
fiharge of a school, and will be a Oae or two Normal schools would
means of stimulating him to great not immediately and sensibly affect
er zeal and efficiency, as well as a the character of the great body of
test of his industry and qualifica our teachers ; and two Normal
tions. It cannot be other than a schools, conducted as such institu
pleasant task to any one who has tions are in some places, would
any of the right spirit of a teacher, ! cost nearly as much as one year's
to fill out properly all the blanks j income of the whole of our literary
of this book—and where auy one fund.
so acts he will be himself improved, I A plan, originally suggested by
will perform a work of lasting in an intelligent and faithful chair
terest to the public, and will hold man, has struck me more favorably
in his hands a most effectual means than any I have seen pursued in
of preserving good order and stu other States; and a brief outline of
dious and moral habits among his the plan and a bill embodying it
pupils. The work contains full ex will be found in Appendix F. I again recommend a system of
planations and it consists of blanks
sufficient to keep a record of a district libraries; and I believe
school five months long for twelve also that the law should provide
years, or six rootths long for ten for teachers associations in all the
years. Committees are required counties.
The associations could be library
carefully to preserve these books—
and teachers when applying for a associations—and while some legal
renewal of their certificates must privileges should be extended to
exhibit the record last kept by such societies, as for instance favor
them. When the book is filled, able acts of incorporation, small do
new ones should be prepared—and nations, &c, from the State, all
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teachers should be required to con
nect themselves with them.
This kind of means is all pervad
ing—it reaches all the rank and
tile, and will operate more rapidly,
more generally. more economically,
and fully as efficiently as Normal
schools.
Still the plan suggested by the
chairman of Itowan could be made
a part of this system of library as
sociations, or connected with it—
and the two together, under one
general system of management,
carefully and energetically pursued,
would produce very great results.
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peculiarly adapted to the training
of youth—and good classical teach
ers have been very successful and
well rewarded. The business of
teaching has been and will be prof
itable here: and even in the Com
mon Schools the wages will com
pare weli with the profits of labor
of other kinds in any place.
Considering the expense of living
here, the certainty of the pay, and
the little delay and trouble in ob
taining it, 1am inclined to believe
that the prices of teaching Common
Schools in North-Carolina are bet
ter than in any State in the Union;
and I speak after some considera
tion, and with a knowledge of the
vexations, formalities and impedi
ments in the way of collecting bills
even for public schools in some
distincuished States.
The wages of no class of persons
so numerous, are more promptly
paid in any business in any part of
this country. or in the world ; and
no where else are teachrs or em
ployees enabled to authenticate and
collect their claims in a manner so
simple and inexpensive.
Our character as a people, our
pursuits, material resources and
geographical position peculiarly
fit us for the successful manage
ment of schools; and if wo will on
ly be true to ourselves, North-Caro
lina will share very largely in the
education of the children of the
south.
For this proud and advantageous
position she will bo mainly indebt
ed to the sober and virtuous habits
of her population ; and she will
bold the position just as long as,
and no longer than, her people are
distinguished by these character
istics.

CONBITITN OF OUR SYSTEM.
Perhaps no State in the South
has so respectable an educational
system as North-Carolina : and
surely, this is saying much for a
State which was once behind all
her sisters !
The colleges and classical schools
of the State are much frequented
by youths from the south-west and
south ; and teachers, in plain coun
try neighborhoods, teaching in rude
but comfortable buildings of a kind
to bo found no where else, used for
such purposes, numbt-r pupils from.
States as far south as Louisiana,
Florida and Texas.
• It is the character of our popula
tion and the intrinsic excellence of
the course of instruction that brings
this distant patronage; and it is a
fact not generally thought of that
our State derives a large pecuniary
profit from its educational charac
ter. It is safe to estimare that our
schools bring into the State, or
cause to be expended here from
abroad, not less than two hundred
thousand dollars annually; and
in a few years the sum will be at
least half million—more than the
entire expense of the Common
Light is only a blessing when it
School system.
guides us into the way of duty and
The moral atmosphere here is obedience
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TO STUDENTS.
In so doing you will magnify your
God, in his providence, has giv profession as scholars, fulfil your
en you birth and education in a mission, do honor to your country,
great and growing republic; in a and receive the approbation of your
Brownson.
land won and defended by the har- j God.
dy virtues of a noble and sclf-de- j
nying ancestry committed to your j
charge, and to be made the land
of true freedom, religious, political,
and moral. It is yours to make
To Mother8.—As your sons
this the first of lands, in freedom,
in virtue, in true and moral prin advance towards manhood, cease
ciple; the first of lands, in litera as far as possible meeting their
ture and science, religion and phi faults with reproof, censure or ridi
losophy, art and industry. It is cule, but let your exterior rather
yours to instruct and inspire your exhibit a loving interest in them,
countrymen, in the great work of while in the gentlest manner pos
achieving true and enduring na sible you win them away from what
tional glory and prosperity. It is is wrong, coarse, unamiable, or
for this that you have had the ad evil. At this age your power over
vantages of education, means of them for good will lie mainly in
enlarging and cultivating your your power to inspire them with
minds, which have been denied to the tenderest filial regard. If you
many of your brethren. Be faith put on a harsh manner, you will
ful, I enterat you, be faithful to surely repel, and lose your influ
your mission, and acquit yourselves ence at a time when more, perhaps,
like men. Feel that you are un than at any other period in their
der a vow, consecrated from your lives, they need to be held close to
cradles to be prophets and priests you by cords of the tenderest af
fection. Encourage them to give
of your race.
Remember, young men, that it you their fullest confidence. In
is not for your advantage, your own their little trials, disappointments
pleasure, that you are educated or and strifes, offer them your sym
are to live. Beware how you im pathy, and lift them above their
bibe this false notion. Your pro weakness—notbymaking them con
fession as scholars, has fallen into scious, to mortification, of their im
disrepute, and colleges and univer perfections, but by inspiring them
sities are regarded among us with with true manly sentiments. A
no friendly eye; for it has been felt wise loving mother is a young man's
that young men are educated, not palladinm of safety. The thought
that they may the better serve the of her is a sphere of protection sur
people, but the more easily, and in rounding him all the day, and keep
a more respectable way, get their ing his mind pure amid a thousand
living out of the people. Redeem allurements to vice. Be very care
the sacred character of the scholar, ful to do nothing that your son
I beseech you, from this reproach, can think oppressive or repelby devoting yourselves, heart and lant. Oh, let your image ever lie
soul, to the progress of your race; to in sunshine on his heart ! So shall
the moral, intellectual, and social your love hold him back in the
elevation of men, especially of the hour of temptation with chains of
poorer and more numerous classes. I gold.
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$agco for tjjc foimg.
PETTY ANNOYANCES.
Can you tell me, any body, why soothe Billy's exasperated feelings
it is that most people become pro by the use of soft words, bid him
voked in the management of inani come to me, and promised my as
mate things ? I have put this sistance. I did not reprove him,
question to myself a thousand for if I bad felt disposed so to do.
times, and as often failed to an experience taught me that was nut
swer it satisfactorily. I have a lit the proper time. I read his les
tle nephew by my side, a sprightly son over slowly and distinctly, pro
and sensible little fellow with nounced the hard words, and gave
whom I have numberless times such explanations as I thought he
sympathized in his petty annoy needed. It seemed to lighten his
ances. He is going to school, and grievances very much, wherenpon,
began to cry and fret a few morn ' I requested him to try to read for
ings since, just after breakfast, be himself He made an effort, and
cause he imagined he could not it was crowned with success. He
get the lesson given him by his now began to smile, though the
mistress. It was too long, there big tears had scarcely ceased to
were too many hard words in it, roll down his cheeks. Twice more
and the recitation hour would come he read it over, after which I ex
too soon. The lesson was no lon amined him, and found that he
ger than common, for I counted had learned perfectly every part of
the pages ; the words were scarce the iesson. He then played cheer
ly so hard as common, for they fully for half an hour, went to
were such as occur in a description school at the proper hour, and re
of the New England States ; and ceived a ticket for his good lesson.
as to the recitation hour, it was On his return I began to allude
well established, and in no in good humoredly to his behavior in
stance had the mistress failed to the morning, when he placed his
call the class when it arrived. It little hand upon my mouth with an.
was sufficient, however, that the imploring look, as much as to say,.
child did not so think. He was "please do not mention it 1"
enraged at the difficulties before
Now it will be readily conceded
him, and threw down his books in that the fault was in little Billy,
a perfect gust of passion. He and not in his long lesson or the
" confounded " the old hard dry hard words. He arose from his
things, and wished heartily they bed in an ill humor, and was not
were " burnt up I" The man that therefore in a condition to view
made them ought to be "hung," things in their proper light. His
for he was as " mean" as he could hair got tangled in washing his
be. As to reasoning with him in face, and the comb pulled it severe
this mood, one might as well have ly on account thereof. This made
attempted to bring it to bear upon his biscuits too cold and his coffee
an untamed tiger. I endeavored to too hot, and sadly derangnd every
35
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thing else that name in his way
If I had assisted him soothingly in
oomb:ng his hair, as I did to get his
lessoti, perhaps all his subsequent
provocations might and would have
been avoided. As it was, one paved
the way to another. If you ask me
why the child was ill when hoarose,
I suggest that he slept under too
much covering, was slightly indis
posed, or had unpleasant dreams.
At times Billy's sister feels in
disposed to play with him, and he
cosiders the disappointment a great
grievance. He strikes his finger
with the hammer in attempting to
drive a nail, and thereupon invokes
the heaviest imprecations on that
instrument. When he calls his
dog, aud the animal from laziness
disregards his calling, he instantly
becomes furious, having already
discovered thatit is man's province
to be obeyed. The wind blows
his hat off, and therenpon he boldly
pronounces that element an unau
thorized meddler with his rights
and property. Such are his aouoyances and grievances. They are
always pretty sure to produce an
outhreak of passion, the extrava
gance of which depends tosome ex
tent on the mood in which he
happens at the time. They are lit
tle clouds obscuring his morn, which ,
like those of summer, when they
have passed away, are succeeded by
a most pleasant sunshine. They
are as the faults of a friend should
be, overshadowed by the lustre of
virtues that cluster around.
But there are thousands of per
sons much older than Billy who
exhibit all his want of reason when
annoyances arise. Two learned Judg
es were once returning to their homes
from their circuits in the eastern
part of this State. They reached
the town of
an hour or two af
ter nightfall, and found near the
market house a number of boys,
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who concluded to have some amuse
ment in throwing "crackers" at the
travelers' horses. Both horses be
came greatly frightened, and itwaa
with the greatest difficulty they
could be commanded by the rein.
Judge
, then a distinguished
lawyer, become enraged at the
praks of the thoughtless boys, up
braided th.iin in the hardest
terms, and fitially threatened and
cursed alternately. This was just
what the boys desired; consequent
ly another string of "crackers" was
thrown, with the hope, of course,
of continuing the pretty scene as
long as possible. Judge
was
cool and deliberate, and saw clear
ly the error into which his friend
had fallen. "My little gentlemen,"
said he in a most persuasive tone,
"you will oblige me very much by
discontinuing your sport till my
horse has passed, for he is quite
unruly." Soft words bad the de
sired effect, and none of the boys
afterwards could have been per
suaded to continue the mischiev
ous annoyance.
The petty annoyances to which
most men are subject originate
in our habitual domination. So in
the case of little Billy, which led
us into this train of reflection.—
He is accustomed to have whatever
he wants, from a hat or coat down
to a patato or piece of pie. He
rules absolutely in his sphere,
though fortunately it is not very
large. All persons around him are
in the habit of conforming to his
wishes, for the purpose of enjoying
a hearty laugh, if no other. The
child, therefore, expects inanimate
things to conform to his will in like
manner; disappointed in which
vain expectation, an outhreak of
passion ensues. It has never oc
curred to Billy that he must submit
to inanimate things as they are.—
He views them as servants, and
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considers he has a right to be offen
ded at disobedience.
The unpardonable petulaney of
men has the same origin, for we
find it strikingly exhibited only
in those who have been accustomed
to exercise complete domination.
This is establised in the case of
Xerxes, He was a tyrant, and his
subjects obeyed every command
without a moment's hesitation. —
As his will had been supreme
law from his infancy, he was enraged
at finding his purposes thwarted by
"proud Athos."
If this position be correct, petu
lance is by no means an indication
of a want of sense. It is clearly
the rasultof bad education. When
it is discovered by a teacher, it is as
much his duty to eradicate it as to
advance the pupil in his studies.
It is often greatly increased by a
peculiar condition of the system,
by ill fortune, or by the state of the
weather. Many persons are quite
tart when they first rise in the
morning; the very nature of some
seems to undergo a thorough change
by failure in their undertakings ;
even a cloudy or rainy day makes
many very unpleasant companions.
a. h. b.
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THE BOOK OF THANKS.

" I Feel, so vexed and out of
temper with Ben," cried Henry,
that I really must
"
" Do something in revenge?" in
quired his cousin Kate.
"No, look over my Book of
Thanks."
" What's that?" said Kate, as
she sawhiiu turning over the leaves
of a copy-book nearly full of writ
ings in a round text hand.
" Here it is'" said Henry; then
read aloud: " 'MarchS. Ben lent
me his new hat.' Here again :
'June 4. When 1 lost my shitting
Ben kindly made it vp tu me.'—
Well," observed the boy, turning
dowu the leaf, "Ben is a good fel
low after all !"
" What do you note down in that
book ?" said Kate, looking over
his shoulder with some curiosity.
"All tho kiuduesses that ever
are shown me : you would wonder
how many they are ! 1 find a great
deal of good from marking them
down. I do not forget thoui as I
might do if I only trusted to my
memory, so 1 hope that I am not
olten ungrateful; and when I am
cross or out of temper, I almost al
ways fsel good-humoured again, if
I I ouly look over my book."
" J wonder what sort of things
Brevities.—A learned writer you put down," said Kate. " Let
says of books : " They are masters me glance over a page."
who instruct us without rods or
" ' Mrs. Wade asked me to spend
ferules, without words or anger, the whole day at her house, and
without bread or money. If you made me very happy indeed.
approach them, they are uot asleep;
" ' Mrs. Phillip gave me five
if you seek them, they do not hide; shillings.
if you blunder, they do not scold ;
" ' Old Martha asked after mo
if you are ignorant, they do not every day when I was ill.' "
laugh at you."
" Why do you put ' Father and
Mother' at the top of every page?"
asked Kate.
" Oh, they show me so much
Vice stings even in our pleasures;
but virtue consoles even in our kiudness that I cannot put it all
I dotvn, so 1 just write their names
pains.
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to remind myself uf my great debt
•of love. I know that I never can
pay it ! And see what I have put
at the beginning of my book—
' Every good gift is from above;'
this is to make me remember that
all the kind friends whom I have,
were given to me by God, and that
while I am grateful to them, I
should, first of all, be thaukful to
him."
I think that such of my readers
as have abil.ty and time would
find it an excellent plan to keep a
Book of Thanks ; and let such as
cannot write them down yet keep a
book of remembrance of past kind
ness in their hearts !
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RISE EARLY.
Insidious Sloth her object gains,
If but a hearing she obtains.
A youth accustomed to sleep late.
And make the breakfast-table wait.
Was asked, '- Why lie so long in bed ?"
" I listen to a cause," ho said :
" As soon as 1 unclose my eyes,
My better angel bids me rise:
' Up ! up !' she says, ' to meet the sun ;
Your task of yesterday's undone;
A thousand fresh delights you miss,
In dozing at an hour like this ;
You lengthen out the hours of slumber
Beyond what health aud nature num
ber ;
Arise, if you a man would be 1
From these enfeebling toils be free !'

< Lie still !' cries Sloth ; ' it is not warm;
An hour's more sleep can do no harm ;
You will have time your work to do,
A pocket-book new for every year,
" The Book of Thanks," with, its pages And leisure for amusement too.' "
clear !
X)o, buy it, and fill it with mercies free, Much must be heard on either side,
Which God may send in the year to thee. The question fairly to decide ;
And ere the long debate is o'er.
Time aud occasion are no more !
'Twill humble thee oft, when murmurs I Would you the joy of victory know,
rise
Pause not to parley with the foe :
At troubies that spring from below the Play not the sluggard and the dunce,—
skies,
Awake '. arise ! start up at once !
When thou shalt turn to the record
there,
And see how many thy mercies are.
'Twill cheer thee on in thy narrow way,
Temperance, open air, easy labor,
When thou shalt droop in a dreary day, simple diet, and pure water, are
To trace the love, that has led thee on
Through trials dark, that are past and srood for a man all the days of his
life. Sound sleep com eth of moder
gone.
ate eating. Unquiet meals make ill
Thy '-Book of Thanks"—ah, sure it digestion, He that would have a
will be
clear head must have a clear
A sweet remembrancer here to thee,
stomach.
Helping to lift thine heart above.
To the world of praise and the .Source
of love.
J'lcasmU Fruits.
Let no man be too proud to work.
Let no mau be ashamed of a hard
Be courteous. Remember that fist or sunburnt countenance. Let
bad manners make bad morals. A him be ashamed only of ignorance
and sloth. Let no man be asham
kind no is often more agreeable ed of poverty. Let him be asham
than au uncourteous yes.
ed only of dishonesty and idleness.
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gtsihnt debitor's gtpartmwt.
Statu Educational Association. —
As already noticed, the next regular,
annual meeting of the Association will
be held in Statesville, commencing on
the 7th oi' July.
As this No. of the Journal will prob
ably reach the most of our subscribers
before the time for starting to this
meeting, we wish to urge them to al
low no trivial matter to keep them
away. Let them show that they are the
true friends of education, by unit ing
in the efforts of the Association for the
advancement of all the educational in
terests of our State.
They may contend that they are la
boring in the cause, at home and in
their own proper sphere. This is do
ing well, so far as it goes, but we wish
to see more action in concert.
Whatever has proved most effectual
for the elevation of the human race,
morally, mentally and physically, has
been the result, not of individual and
isolated effort, but of the united labors
of men, associated together and work
ing for the attainment of the same groat
end.
When our Saviour, after having
taught those who were to be the re
ligious teachers of the world, ascend
ed again to His throne on high, did He
direct them to go forth and labor as
individuals, without ever consulting
together as to the best method of ac
complishing the great work committed
to them'.'—Let the records which they
have left us answer—Let the associa
tions of the teachers of the religion of
our Saviour, which have descended
from them to us, answer.
Then tJiall not we profit by the examplo thus set before us '.' Vast and

important indeed was the work com
mitted by our Saviour to his immedi
ate disciples and to those who have
succeeded them ; and well might they
feel the necessity of frequent consul
tation and of gaining wisdom from
each other's experience. But is not
our work next in importance, at least,
to theirs ? Are we not indeed co-work
ers with them in the great work of
man's moral reformation ? Let us
then take counsel together, for our
own improvement and for the advance
ment of our cause.
Men of almost every calling and pro
fession have begun to realize the ad
vantages of such societies as enable
them to enjoy the benefit of each other's
experience and observations. We see
this, in the increasing productiveness
of the soil, wherever our farmers have
taken an interest in agricultural socie
ties. Nor have mechanics' Institutes
been found less powerful instruments
in promoting the progress of the various
arts.
While such unions are becoming al
most a necessity, yet they are far less
important and necessary than teachers'
associations,—not only because our
work involves more of the interests o:
society, but also, because teachers
have fewer opportunities of being to
gether, while engaged in their work,
than men of almost any other profes
sion. They aro confined within the
narrow walls of a retired room, which
is seldom entered by a brother teacher.
Their hours are so regulated, by the
striking of the clock or the sound of
the bell, that one can scarcely ever be
with another except when both are
unemployed.
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How then are we to receive the ben
efits of each other's experience, unless
we meet together and interchange our
views on the various topics that may
be brought before us ? But wc need
say no more in regard to the advan
tages of associations, for they aro fully
appreciated, we are sure, by all the
readers of the Journal. And we hope
to have the pleasure of meeting you at
Statesville, that we may urge each
other forward in our work, and that we
may act in concert for the improve
ment of our educational system.

Invitation.—We call the attention
of our readers to the following. Bent us
by the committee—
Statesville, N. C, \
June 5th 1866. J
Sik : The people of Stattuvillo have
seen with pleasure the formal accep
tance of their cordial Invitation to the
Educational Association of North
Carolina, to hold its next annual Meet
ing in their Town, on tho 7th of July
next—and they have appointed the un
dersigned a Committee to lender to all
the Delegates the Free Hospitalities
of the place, during the session of the
said meeting.
Committees have also boon appointed
to attend to the conveyance of Dele
gates from the terminus of the Bail
Koad to this place and to provide for
their comfort during their sojourn.
O. Gillespie,
\
J. W. Stockton, V Committee.
W. P. Caldwell. j
We know that our good friends in
Statesville will be disappointed if, after
making preparations to entertain all
who may attend, there should not be
a large number of delegates tboro to
share their kind hospitalities. We
hope therefore that all who can will be
present.
We find the following in the Iredell
Express, from the committee appoint
ed to make arrangements for the con
veyance of delegates—
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"A train will be placed on the W.
N. C Rail Koud which will leave Salis
bury on the 1th of July, at 1 \ o'olock,
P. M.. and on the itli ut 7 j o'clock, A.
M. Connecting at tho ond of the iron
with C. S. Brown's western lino of
stages."
The Journal. —Wc hope that all of
our readers, who expect to meet us at
Statesville, will try to bring with them
the names of somo new subscribers. —
Our list is not sufficient yet to sustain
the Journal, and uulcss its friends will
make some effort to extend its circula
tion it connot bo continued after tho
present year. But a little effort, on
the part of each subscriber, would
very soon donblo our list and insuro it
a support. Do you wish to see it suc
ceed?—then bring with you the name
of ono or two of yunr friends, and you
may hope for success for it. We know
that there are thousands of tho friends
of education in North Carolina who
would gladly aid in its support, if the
subject were presented to them. But
they have never seen a number of it
and if they know that it is in existence,
it is only through the news paper no
tices.
. Tho Journal is the property of the
State Association. Its condition will
be fully explained at the meeting at
Statesville and its fate will depend
greatly upon the action of the Associ
ation. Its friends should be there to
give it their support and encourage
ment. But be sure to bring the names
of tome new subscribers, for nothing
else will insure its success.
TvrooitAPUY.—Should our reader*
discover an unusual number of typo
graphical errors in this No. of the Journal.we offer as our excuse, for apparent
: carelessness, that wc were from homo
I for some weeks and were therefore com
pelled to hurry over our wcik.
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From the port of Rochefoit, in
the west of France, on the 17th of
June, 1816, there sailed an expe
dition, bound for the colonj of
Senegal, on the western coast of
Africa. This colony had been cap
tured from the French, by British
power, in 1809, and ceded back
again by the conditions of peace
which were agreed upon :n 1815.
The squadron fitted out for this
expedition consisted of four ves
sels; the principal of them was the
Medusa, a frigate of forty-four guns.
On board this vessel were the
governor, his chief associates in
office, a considerable number of
soldiers, besides a large number of
women and children. The whole
number of individuals in the frigate
was four hundred. The command
of this vessel was entrusted to Capt.
Lachanmareys. He was remarka
ble for his ignorance of sea-manship, cruelty of disposition, and a
firmness, which, coalescing with
his other qualities of mind and
heart, was nothing less than will
ful obstinacy. Wise in his own
conceit and indisposed to heed the
advice and warnings of others, as
ignorant men are prone to be, he
persisted in a careless management
of the frigate. Paying no atten

tion to the admonitory signals,
which were given by auothcr ves
sel of the squadron, and intended
to warn him that the course which
he was pursuing would bring him
upon dangerous shoals, he soon lost
sight of the other vessels of the
expedition, and, in a few days, the
dingy, sandy coloring of the water
gave unmistakable evidence that
real danger was close at hand. The
stupid captain, being at length
aroused from his stolid and reck
less indifference, gave orders to
change the ship's course. But the
time when human effort and skill
could avail had passed. A sadden
ing shock assures all on board that
their worst fears are realized; deep
in the sands of the shoals the ves
sel is immovably fixed. Then fol
lowed a catalogue of woes, that
makes the heart shudder to read—
watery graves, starvation, madden
ing thirst, mutinies, and the de
velopment of fiendish passions to
which human beings fall victims
by scores.
I have thus briefly sketched this
historical incident because it seems
to me to illustrate, truthfully, the
almost reckless indifference, with
which, in educational matters, the
most sacred trusts are committed
36
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to incompetent and inexperienced
bands. With a skillful captain,
one, who by tact and education had
become master of his profession,
the Medusa would, doubtless, have
Bailed safety into her destined port
The dreadful wreck was the result
of no defect in the ship, and of no
violent storms. IIow many men
are wrecked upon the shoals and
quicksands of life, because of tho
wrong direction given them in the
earliest years of life's voyage!
The foundation of the character
of the future man is laid while the
boy is attending the Primary
school. Every one knows that sus
ceptibility to the influences which
affect the conduct decreases with
the increase of years, but all do not
so fully believe that the influences
which operate upon the child of a
few years are wont to give decided
and permanent direction to char
acter. I doubt whether parents
often think it possible, that the
intellectual habits which their child
may form before he is eight years
of age, may practically determine
whether that child shall be a dolt
or an enthusiast in science. Yet
all this is often true : I do not say
always. This, however, cannot be
controverted ; all the teachings of
the Primary school will inhere in
the future character, intellectual,
moral aud religious; they can no
more be eradicated than the crooked
and' ungainly oak can bo straight
ened so that its fibres and layers
shall tell no talc of the early bend
ing of the pliant twig. Is it, then,
a trivial question, who shall have
the training of twenty, thirty, fifty,
or a hundred pliant men and women
twigs ? Is it just, is it rational,
that any one should thoughtlessly,
without fitness and without experi
ence, assume a trust so ladened
with momentous consequences?—
No one ought to commence a Pri
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mary school without an adequate
appreciation of the great responsi
bilities that are to be assumed, and
of the controlling, and far-reachiog
influences, for good or for evil,
which he will inevitably exert.
If it bo absolutely necessary that
one should have clearly before him
a high and correct standard, in or
der that he may secure any kind of
excellence in his own personal at
tainments, it is equally indispensa
ble that teachers should keep con
tinually before themselves a high,
correct and symmetrical standard
of the combined excellences, such
a combination of excellences as will
constitute a noble and influential
character; to this standard they
should aim to bring all their pu
pil*.
T'ie next indispensable requisi
tion in the teacher, is, ability to
govern properly. I think it doubt
ful whether the qualities which
constitute such ability can be very
satisfactorily presented by any
method of sharp analysis and syn
thesis. It seems to be a spontane
ous force of manly development
and symmetry. A very ecoentrio
person is rarely, if ever, a good
disciplinarian. We may safely as
sert, then, that the teacher must
have genuine integrity, or, as it is
sometimes termed weight of char
acter, and a sound practical mind.
The whole list of virtues is very
needful, but without some of them,
which may be readily named, the
teacher can do nothing. There
must be patience to endure per
plexities; patience to repeat and
unfold truths that appear very
simple, until sleepy minds are
awake enough to catch a glimpse
of them ; patience to work and wait
months for results that you wish
to accomplish in a day. To pa
tience we must add firmness, that
healthful; wholesome kind which
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is not liable to be mistaken for ob i are exceedingly active, but both
stinacy; a steady persistent ad j alike are incapable of constrained
hesion to a carefully considered and protracted exercise; variety
purpose, which is based upon a and activity are indispensable to the
settled conviction that the end healthful condition of both. The
sought is the Good and the True. teacher who attempts to keep the
To firmness we must add cheerful young child in u single rigid pos
ness. This is spontaneous when, ture, for any considerable length of
within self, evil has been overcome time, sins against the laws of
and moral harmony restored. It nature ; it is an equal violation of
is certain that moroseness or ill- the same suured laws to attempt to
humor, in any degree, is contagi chain the young mind to contin
ous, and if its opposite is not equal uous intellectual effort. It has been
ly so, experiment has already said that this is an age of compro
Perhaps this prevalent
proved that it is not entirely in- mises.
capable of diffusion. Cheerfulness spirit of the times has exerted an
lubricates both the physical and influence in the schools. Many
mental systems, causing both to teachers seem to have let them
run much more swiftly, smoothly, selves hall-way down to childhood
add with exemption from harsh and are expecting that childhood
grating and wear. To chcerfuluess will meet them there. They are
add kindness. This virtue is more willing to be simple in their be
active and positive than the prece havior, and to use si mple text-books,
ding. Let the teacher but make an but they require their youngest
unmistakable impression on a school scholars, unaided, to abstract their
that their happiness, as well as lessons from the printed page, while
their highest excellence, is heartily the recitation is merely a dry verbal
desired, and that teacher wields repetition of the eoutents of the
over those scholars u wand more book, unqualified by any comment
or illustrations. To expect that
magical than birch or hickory.
A good teacher will possess a y outhiul minds will develop health
ready faculty of imparting knowl fully and thrittily under such treat
edge in such a way as to create and ment argues a lack of reason and
stimulate a healthful mental appe common sense. You might as well
tite. To be lavish in the present expect that the delicate plant that
ment of valuable truth, when there demands your daily nursing, would
is no inclination to receive and i-till thrive and produce its beauti
devour it, argues a lack of sense, to ful blossoms, when trans-planted
say nothing of economy. Such from the green-house to the arid
ability implies some kuowledge of sands of the African desert. Chil
mind, some understanding of the dren love to learn, and are quick
order in which the mental faculties to perceive and grasp new truth,
are naturally and properly unfolded, if it be rightly presented. The
some acquaintance with the rela power of abstraction is not devel
tive capability of these faculties in oped, but the senses are all awaise,
the different stages of theirdevelop- and their exercise affords peculiar
ment. If all teachers entered the pleasure. Before the child, we
school-room thus prepared, great should-hold up truth in its objec
evils, that are now very prevalent, tive forms, not enveloped in mist,
would be rapidly corrected. In the but clear and bright, fresh from an
jsiung chikl both body and mind appreciative mind. Curious and
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wonderful facts culled from the
book of nature, facts about stones,
trees, plants, flowers, insects, birds,
fishes, animals of every species,
are proper and useful themes for
familiar discourse. Let the teach
er be intelligently communicative
upon such topics, adopt such meth
ods of review and examination as
will fasten in the mind the informa
tion given; then may he expect
that his pupils will bo bright
scholars, and parents will be re
lieved from the task of driving
their children to school. —\. II.
Journal Education.

A BAD SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
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heard boys from the age of five
years to fifteen, belching forth
huge oaths,—which do no discredit
to a professional blasphemer. And
not only are our cars saluted with
profanity of the highest type, but
with the lowest species of vulgari
ty—such as we could reasonably
expect to find nowhere this side of
the " Five Points."
Can it be that the parents of
those boys are ignorant of the man
ner in which they spend their eve
nings ? If wo admit that they
arc, still we cannot ullow that ig
norance will answer as an excuse.
We hold it to be a law, growing
out of the relation of parent and
child, as well as a law of the Bible,
that every father should kuow
where, as well as how his sons spend
their leisure hours. He is bound
to rear thein up with the under
standing that his pleasure is to be
consulted on all occasions, so long
as they are in their minority. The
idea that boys of ten, twelve or
even fifteen years of age, are capa
ble of self government, is as ruin
ous as it is false. To turn a boy of
twelve or fifteen years of age out to
govern himself, is, generally, to in
sure his ruin. He will " grow up
like a wild ass's colt," and ere he
arrives at maturity, he will demon
strate the folly of his deluded fa
ther.
Were it not for parental neglect,
the gallows would find but few
victims—State prisons but few in
mates—gambling hells but few vis
itants, and brothels few supporters.
For all these places, parents rear
their sons without being conscious
that they are doing so.

What lias been called the "street
school," is one of the most perni
cious to which parents can permit
their sons to go. In this school
there are many teachers who are,
most unfortunately, not only pro
foundly learned in the different
branches of rowdyism and black
guardism, but well skilled in im
parting it to others. Here almost
every species of vice is to be learn
ed by the young. Those who at
tend are . alternately pupils and
teachers. While they learn les
sons of crime from their seniors,
they impart instruction to their
juniors; so that it is a kind of reci
procity school, where there is but
little outlay of any thing but pleas
ing indulgence.
We have sometimes wondered,
in passing along the streets, wheth
er the parents of the boys we meet,
are christians or infidels. Surely
if ihcy were all the latter, they
could not pay less attention to the
Divine injunction,—" Train your
The sublimity of wisdom is to
children in the nurture and ad
monition of the Lord,"—than they j do those things living, which are to
seem to have done. We have be desired when dying.
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AN INCIDENT IN SCHOOL GOVERNMENT.
My friend Stanton undertook frequently left in her charge, and
leaching a private school in the there were several classes which
place where he was living. He some times recited to Stanton and
had been brought up in the West, some times to her.
and had lived for some years in
For a considerable time all went
Grovesend, so that he knew the well in School. Perhaps the wes
character of the people, and the tern courtesy to women coincided
spirit of license and freedom which with the dignity of the teacher and
had generally been indulged in the the ambition for good-standing
children. Not a few of the boys which was aroused by Stanton's
had the reputation of being turbu new government, so that even the
lent and rebellious, and it was like roughest boys, those who had de
ly to require both a steady hand fied all authority both at home and
and good judgment to control with at school, were as ready to obey
success the wild elements. I have Miss Gilbert as Stanton himself.
thought, from what I know of Stan But at length a spirit of insubor
ton's school, that he was often too dination was manifest, which seem
lax in his management; but he ed to indicate that three boys neat
excused himself by quoting the ly grown had determined to break
agricultural proverb about not set down Miss Gilbert's authority.—
ting the coulter too deep for new When she had the careof the room
ground. He said be should bring or was hearing their classes, they
up the standanl both of discipline were disorderly, communicating
and scolarship as he enlarged the with each other, occasionally whis
school and brought it more fully pering, laughing, or getting up
trifling play. Her glance of dis
under his influence.
Stanton's arrangements at first pleasure was met by a look of cool
were such that he was not obliged indifference: when called by name
to spend his whole time in the j in reproof of their misbehavior,
school-rooms. For assistant he they soon renewed the offense, and
employed a female teacher who plainly set her at naught. If
had been trained in one of our Stanton was in the room or heard
best New-England academies. She them recite, they were perfectly
had complete knowledge of what respectful and orderly, and could
she was to teach, and the steady not be detected in any impropriepatience and perseverance neces
...
sary for thorough drilling of her
Stanton was unwilling to inter
classes ; besides, she had the New- fere to support Miss Gilbert's au
England ideas of duty and discip thority on what seemed to be such
line ; she had obeyed strict regula slight necessity. The spirit that
tions in school, and in turn expect actuated the three young men (as
ed obedience of her pupils. Her they might be considered) was evi
manner was quiet and dignified, dent, and the conspiracy undoubt
some times seeming severe, but gen ed ; but unless it came out in more
erally gentle, and never in the least overt acts it would appear bolh to
overbearing. The school-room was I hem and to the rest of the school
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that she was unable to maintain
her authority without a constant
and visible support from the prin
cipal. It would not do to let them
drive her to a perpetual reporting
of minor delinquencies. Stanton
resolved to compel them either to
yield to her, or rebel so openly
that the intervention of the supre
me authority should be manifestly
called for. "As a doctor" said
Stanton, " some times hastens the
crisis of a disease and thus lorwards
its cure, so I determined to make
these boys sec where they stood,
and choose between rebellion ,and
unqualified obedience ; I was sure
they would choose the former.
Giving Miss Gilbert his view
of the matter and directions for the
execution of the plan, one day he
spent more than usual time in the
school-room, and heard many clas
ses. Whenever he detected a
pupil holding communication with
another he instantly called him by
name, and ordered him to stand up
and remain standing until permit
ted to sit down. Some were called
lip at their desks, others at recita
tion ; in either case the new pun
ishment was a great mortification,
but no one hesitated to obey.
The three conspirators, Gaosstate,
Thorpley, and Royston, were, as
was expected, blameless; but the
whole school wondered at the inpovation.
Next day Miss Gilbert was left
in the chair as usual. When she
called up the class containing these
boys, they soon renewed their mis
conduct. She ordered Grosstate
to stand up. He refused. She
asked if he understood the order,
and repeated it. He refused, ad
ding insolent language to the re
fusal. Before the recitation was
through, Eoyston and Thorpley
had each received and disobeyed
the same direction, but without

insolent replying. No further no
tice was taken of the matter, and
things went on as usual through
the day. Stanton had wished to
deal with Grosstate first, because
he had least courage and obstinacy,
and was the weak point in the
conspiracy. His special insolence
gave reason for calling him first to
account.
At the close of school in t he af
ternoon Stanton had given the
signal of the bell to prepare for
dismission, and the pupils were
waiting for signal for departure,
which was never given till the
bustle of putting away books had
subsided to perfectsilencc. When
every eye was upon him with ex
pectation, he suddenly turned to
Grosstate and said sternly, ' 'A lfred
Grosstate, this morning you were
guilty of insolent conduct to your
teacher, Miss Gilbert. You knew
that sitting in my place she had
full authority over the school ; but
you. told her you would not mind
her. Now," drawing his watch
and laying it on the table as he
spoke, " I give you two minutes
to confess your offense, say that
you are sorry for it and will do bel
ter. If you do not do so, we will
settle the matter after school."
Corporal punishment wasalmost
unknown in the school. What
might be meant by 'settlement af
ter school' was not known ; but
that it was something to be feared
was manifest, and it was known
that corporal punishment might
prove very severe.
As Stanton ceased speaking,every
eye turned from him to Grosstate.
No one stirred. Not a breath was
heard. The culprit was taken by
surprise. He had expected to be
notified tore main, and had made
up his mind to take a moderate
whipping, but without giving up
his rebellious spirit. Now he
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was in a pillory of shame. The
steadfast artillery of eyes on every
side distressed him. The unwon
ted silence and attention concen
trated the impression, while the
stern glances of the teacher were
like arrows of fire. He turned
red, then pale, then flushed up
again. His face quivered and was
distorted with contending emo
tions, while his limbs moved in
little jerks and he twisted his body
on his scat, looking only at the
master before him, who was look
ing some time at him, some times
at the school, and some times at
the watch. " One minute has pas
sed,'' said Stanton. There was
no change, but that his face show
ed that his will was failing under
the trial. " Thirty seconds are
left," said the teacher. " I don't
know what you want me to say,"
stammered Grosstate. " You know
that you were impudent to Miss
Gilbert and refused to obey her,
and you can say so; you know
whether you are sorry for it, and
will behave better, and you can
say so. Fifteen seconds are left."
In an instant he was on his feet,
faltered out the required apology
almost in Stanton's words, and sub
sided into his seat, thorougly con
quered.
He was never again disrespect
ful to any of his teachers in that
school; and when, some months
later, Miss Gilbert died unexpec
tedly one night, and the announce
ment was made in school next
morning; the sorrowful face and
tearful eyes of Alfred Grosstate
bore testimony to his kindly re
gard and true respect for her.—
Perhaps a touch of remorse deepen
ed the feeling.
The other boys were soon dis
posed of. They were not noticed
that day, but knew that something
awaited them. Thorpley's con
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duct was mentioned to his father,
and home influence and the teach
er's admonitions brought him back
to his duty. Royston had had
difficulty with previous instruc
tors ; Stanton talked with him
kindly two or three times and
urged him not to forfeit the good
character he had begun to earn,
and warned him that the end with
him would be dismissal from the
school. He chose the wiser course,
and confessed and forsook his re
bellion.
Stanton never repeated this ex
pedient, for he had no occasion so
to do, and part of its effect came
from its novelty. Had he required
instant submission, the boy might
have refused it; had he given him
forewarning, he might have gath
ered his powers of resistance ; and
if the apology had been left to be
given next day, his fellows would
have strengthened his courage.—
They ridiculed him for yielding
in two minutes, but were weakened
by his defection, and strongly im
pressed by the promptitude, en
ergy and determination of their
teacher : they learned that he
would vindicate his authority and
maintain his government, choosing
his own times and ways. Those
' two minutes' exercised the fell
spectre of insubordination, so that
it vanished forever from that
school.—Illinois Teacher.
Goold Brown thinks ' heiress's,
peeress's, countess's, and many other
words of the same form, are as good
English as witness's' and quotes
from Burns's Poems, p. 44 : 'Miss's
fine lunards,' and 'Miss's bonnet.'
He also makes the following quo
tation :
' She made an attempt to look in
at the dear duchess's.'—Letters to a
Lady.
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Educational Sentiments. —
1.—Let parents to their children,
and children to their parents, and
every man to every man, exalt the
worth of a good education, and all
be ready to make efforts and sac
rifices to secure its priceless bene
fits.
2.—See to it that students are
present at the beginning of the ses
sion when the classes are organiz
ed : that they are in their places
every day ; and that they continue
until after the close.
3.—If possible, let students keep
on through successive sessions.—
There is no calculating the disad
vantages of the opposite course. It
requires much labor and some time
to get the mind harnessed and used
to the harness. Yet if there must
be interruption, only half the time
is better than none at all.
4.—Institutions of learning have
rules.
5.—Institutions of learning have
rights. How often both rules and
rights are forgotten.
6.—Since in all institutions
there must be government—kind,
firm, and sometimes severe—in
every question which arises, give
your influence decidedly in favor
of law and subordination. A
great danger to us in this land of
liberty is that the spirit of disobe
dience will get the mastery and
that parents will let it. llead the
history of Eli (1st Samuel 2d, 3d,
and 4th chapters.) Faithful dis
cipline is absolutely necessary, and
is even an important means of
grace.
7.—Yet encourage in the young
the free-will choice of right prin
ciples and conduct ; so that rever
encing God and their parents and
instructors, and respecting them
selves, they shall with true courage
and decision do their pait in mak
ing up a right public sentiment in
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the institution of which they are
members. Put them upon their
honor and say Judge ye yourselves
what is right. Then treat them
accordingly until they show them
selves unworthy of confidence.
8.—In and over all, implore the
blessing of God in the name of the
risen Redeemer. It must be by
his grace, if our children escape
the thousand paths of infamy, and
rise to the safety, the dignity,
the blessedness of Christian men
and women.
Rkv. P. E. Stephenson.

Take care in your talk never un
necessarily to say that which, if
repeated, may give offence to oth
ers. Because it may often be in
jurious to yourself at a time and
in a manner unexpected. Observe
this well, I say; for many even of
the prudent err in this respect;
and it is difficult to abstain from
it. But if the difficulty ba great,
much greater is the advantage
which will result to him who can
practise this rule.

He must be a poor creature,
that does cot often repeat him
self. I magine the author of the
excellent piece of advice, " Know
thyself," never alluding to that
sentiment again during the
course of a protracted exis
tence ! Why, the truths a man
carries about with him are his
tools ; and do you think a car
penter is bound to use the
same plane but once to smooth
a knotty board with, or to
hang up his hammer after it has
driven its first nail ?
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE STATE EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
Craven. —Win 11 Mayhcw.
Statesville, July 1th., 1858.
Davidson.—B F Blair, Benj
The Association commenced its
regular annual Sessions, in the Slade, S M Tomlinsnn.
Duplin.— 0 W Can-, B Y Car
Presbyterian Church, in Statesville,
roll J M Millard, Jas J Ilungins,
July 7th., at 2 O'clock P. M.
All of the regular officers being j MissM JMuthis.
Edgecombe.—G W Whitfield.
absent, the meeting was organized
Granville.—Rev T U l'auccttc,
by calling Prof. 11. Sterling of
Greensboro' to the chair, and ap Wm C Mallory.
Greene.—J Cj Jackson, B F Spipointing Mr. G. W. Whitfoid of
vey.
Edgecombe, Secretary.
Guilford. —Rev 1] W CaruthThe meeting was then opened
ers,
Rev T M Jones, llev J J
with prayer, by Rev. W. W. Pharr
Smyth, Rev C II Wiley, M C
of Statesville.
On motion, all persons present, Muudenhail, J A Amis, Miss Fan
who were eligible according to the i nie M Ogburn, MissEllea E 1 orconstitution and who desired to co phis, C C Cole, J I) Campbell, E
operate with us, were elected mem N lloskins, Wm 31 Wiley, R I)
bers of the Association ; and a com Lilley.
Halifax.—P A Page, J II Page,
mittee was appointed to obtain
And.
Couingland.
names and address of all the mem
Harnett.—Neill McKay Jr.
bers present, and hand the list to
Iredell.— Dr Y 8 Dean. Dr J R
the secretary.
B Adams, Jno R Adams, J no W
LIST Or -MEMBERS PRESENT.
Gibson, John Young, Jas P White,
(The Secretary believes that J A Witherspoon, Wm A Kerr,
there were a number of members Dr II Kellv, Rev B Clegg, P C
present, whose names do not ap Carlton, Dr J C Halliburton, J F
pear in this list, but all are enroll Bell Jr, Dr A A Lawrence, John
ed that were given to him.)
Davidson, Rev W W Pliarr, E B
Alexander.—W R Gaultney, A Hall, Rev T W Erin, J E Mont
C Mcintosh, Thos L Troy, Rev B gomery, J B Thomas, J N McLelYork, R W York, H A L—J II land. Miss S E Campbell, Miss M
Footc, H T Burke, W B Pressley. R Caldwell, A II Merritt, J W
Alamance.—R W Wilson, Miss Stockton, Jas Hill, 0 Gillespie, E
W Faucette, L D Sharpe, E C
M C Dixon.
Tomlin, L N Thomas, B F Doug
Beaufort.—S H Wiley.
lass, J D Rankin, J MSanford, W
Brunswick.—W W Bennet.
Burke .—W F McKisson.
D Hill, S A Bell, Col M Camp
Cabarrus.—Geo Barnhardt, A bell, J F Bell Sr, L L Stewart,
E Harkey, W A Barrier, Wm Thos L Tucker, J A Johnson, J C
Stewart, J R Cornelins, J W A
Gerhard.
Catawba.—J. A Moore, R M Kerr, D H Goodman, M M Mayes,
Bell, A T Cansler, J M Smith.
R G Poston, N S Houpe, E M
Chatham. —Rev L Holmes.
Campbell, Mrs M E Pond, J C Al
37
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exander, J A Crawford, W B Watts.
W D Watts, J A F Watts, E J
Stephenson, J K Summers, II S
Love, Dr J A McLolland, H 3Iorrisou, J A Suinmer3, R II Hill, A
Clark Jr, P Kistler, E B Drake.
John%ton. — Rev W B Jouea,
Mrs Delia W Jones, 31 is M E Touilinson.
Liiicolii.-Ti.ov It X Davis, II C
Hamilton.
Lenoir. —Rev L Branson.
3Ievklehlw.~f —A 31 Gili^pio,
S E Kerr, E C Crier, F II John
ston, E G Elms, 31 I) Johnston.
McDowell.— D 13 Ram3our, S W
Morrison.
Orange. —II Norwood, Rev F
M Hubbard, Rev J A McMaaoia,
J II Speed.
Person —Rev J II Brent.
Randolph. —J A Blair, Rev B
Craven, Prof L Johnson, R S Small,
E II Hincs, L T Ormond, A B
Gross, L W Andrews, J G La
Prade, AC MeAUstcr, C C Hines.
llowan. —R 31 Eoseborough, J
F McCorklo, Rev S C Alexander,
M II Brandon, J M Sliinn, J W
Lawrence, W P Giuliam, W L
Jfistler, M 31 Miller, iloi.i-i.Lin^'iC.
Jiut/wrford. —Jus C While.
(£limi,to,i. — .Mas Mary E Vaua.
Surry. — L J Wurman.
B'afJj. — W L Barrier.
Wi/iu±—T D Tri-jlM, Dr A A
£erosr;;s.
}y„yne.—?i.«v J Nott, D D,
Jno G Eiiiot, D T Miiiard.
li'/y?!*.—-E ]f Tucks.
Waka.—'l comas Mar.sini!.
Rtv XI A Sli^clary.
Ga notion a cor.-n lit?°. ou.-hting of 3Ioss's. C. 11. V/.Iuy, G.
W. Wii'ttliai and II. C. Ea.oilwn,
was appointed to prepare cnu teport
basinoso for ti.u acti^J o.' lAo As
sociation.
Gi motion of Rev. C. H. Wiley,
the edition of regular officers was
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made the first order of the day for
to-morrow.
In accordance with a resolution,
offered by Rev. B. Craven, a com
mittee cousistingof Rev. B. Craven,
J. J. Snytke and C. II Wiley, 'vas appointed to esamine the
constitution and surest such amendriPnts as may seem necessary.
Mr. Wiley, chairman of the com
mittee appointed at our last annu
al meoting to seenrc speakers and
essayists, made a verbal report: and
after making a few remarks, he in
troduced to the Association E P.
TuckeEisq. of Raleigh, who road an
able and interesting estsay oil the
subject of Normal Schools.
On motion—Rev. B. Craven, J.
Ii. Campbell and Rev. W. W.
Pharr, were appointed a commit
tee to ciidder the subject presen
ted in 31r. Tucke's essay and re
port to this Association.
The committae appointed, at our
last annual uue.ing, to seenrc the
publication of the N. C. Journal of
Educations, made, through their
chairman, a verbal report ; and on
motion, a co irnittee w,:s appointed,
eansiMing of Rev. B C,t'srg, Rev.
J. J. Pvnyth and .Mr. II. Norwood,
to oo-n!dor the faots stated in this
report and bring the claims of the
Juun.al before the Axioiition.
O.i motion of Rev. B. Craven,
the ch-i-:i:ari nr-;.oinied, Messrs.
B. Ciaven, W. H.
II. W
Msyhew, E. W. (druthers, F. M.
Hubbard, E. P. Tueke and W. B.
Joits, to su.v'g :.-t suV'octi for e»'
s:.ys and lectures, to be delivered
at our next annual .neetin^.
T.io Association tie ermined, on
mo' :.,'i o; Uiv. C. ii. Wiley, to
make the ad .rc^s of J. NottD. D.
of Gold..bol'o', the order of I he
day fur to-n o.yow, at II o'clock
A. 31., and tho essay of Mrs. De
lia W. Joi'cs, of Johnston, tho or
der for '6 o'clock P. M.
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The following resolutions were
offered, by Rev. 0. II. Wiley, and
unanimously adopted by the Asso
ciation.
Resolved.—T-ai iib Association bas
heard, with profound pvitf, of the
death, since its last meeting, of E. W.
Ogburn, one of its vice presidents and
active members.
Resolved,— I hat in this dispensation
of an infl.vitcly wise and merciful Prov
idence, we lament the lo:;:, of s r-mceve
friend of education and of « useful and
public- spirited citizi-u, whoso princi
ples of action, as wo hmv.Hy rs-Uvro,
b.id their Eonrco in the pure fountain
of christian faith.
Resolved,—That these resolutions bo
placed upon the records of the Asso
ciation.
On motion the Assoohtion ad
journed to meet to-inor.w morn
ing at 8 o'clock.
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Rev. B. Craven,—Randolph.
Dr. A. A Scruggs,— Wilkes.
Rev. W. B. Jones,—Johnston.
Win. H. Mayiiew,— Craven.
j Corresponding Secretary & Treas
urer; — (J. C. Cole,— Greensboro'.
|
Recording Secretary. —J. P.
Campbell,— Greensboro'.
i The committee appointed to
suggest business for the action of
the Association reported, as follows;
Iu addition to the matters already
pending before the Association,
the committee recommend'—
1st. Tli.it soiro plan le arranged
for increasing the circulation of the
;i. 0. Journal of Education during tha
present year.
2nd. That a «y?tem of By-taws,
for the government of the Association
aiid for regulating ilia order of busi
ness, be adopted.
Grd. That some animal fee be filed,
July 8lh.,— Morning Session.
as the contribution of each member to
Tbo Association met at 8 o'clock ward the regular expenses of the As
in the church. Prof. Sterling in sociation.
4ch. That the Association provide,
the chair.
Opened with prayer, by llevd. by By-Laws or otherwise, for the ap
B. Clegg.
pointment of four standing committees,
The lirst order of tne day being j of five each—viz. --One on Common
the election of officers, it was - Schools—one on the Journal of Edumoved and ordered that the Presi : cation—one to procure speakers and
dent be elected by ballot. On the essayists—and one on Educational Sta
first ballot IIev. Baxter Clegg, tistics.
of Olin, Iredell county, was elec
Ou motion, this report was re
ted President tor the ensuing year,
and immediately entered upon the ceived and adopted; and the Asso
ciation proceeded to take the ne
duties of his office.
A committee, consisting Rev. J. cessary steps to carry out its recomJ. Smyth, Jno G. Elliot and E. P. •ujendations.
Iu accordance with the 1st. re
Tucke, was appointed to nominate
commendation
of the report,
persons to fill the other offices. Af
ter consultation the committe re Messrs. Cole, Speed and Merritt
ported, and the following gentle were appointed to obtain pledges
from the members present for :i
men v/ere elected :—
certain number of subscribers to
VICE PRESIDENTS,
the Journal.
Prof. F. M. Hubbard,— Orange.
After attending to this duty,
Prof R. Sterling,— Guilford.
they handed to the secretary pledg-
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On motion of Mr. Tuoke, a
cs for about !)0 now subscribers.
consisting of Messrs.
i
In compliance with the 2nd. re- committee
commendation, Rev. C II. Wiley, E. P. Tucke, E. W. Faucette and
Rev. T. M. Jones and Rev. W. W. G.
< W. Whitfield, was appointed to
the calculating Surveyor's
Pharr were appointed to meet the examine
i
day before our next annual meeting 1 <Compass, recently invented by Col.
aud prepare a draft of By-Laws.
tJas. 31. Lilley of Va., and exhibi
For provision in regard to the ted
i to us by Mr. R. D. Billey—and
upon its merits.
J,rd. recommendation, see constitu- report
!
After a recess of 10 minutes,
tion.
On motion, the four standing the hour for the regular order of
committees, called for in the 4th re the day having arrived, the Presi
commendation of the report, were dent introduced to the Association
appointed by the President ; and j Rev. J. Nott D. D. of Goldsboro',
who delivered an address—full of
are as follows :
Committee ',n Common Schools. :.good thoughts and sound reason
—Messrs. .John (J. Eliot, S. L. j ing
' —an the subject of "Educa
means—Progress— De
Kerr.O. W. AVhitfield, E. P. Tucke i tion—Its
fects and friends."
and Dr. A. A. Seroggs.
The consideration, of the sub
Committee on Journal of Edu
presented in this address, was
cation. — Messrs. J. 1). Campbell, jects
•
made
the order for 4 o'clock P. M.
C. II. Wiley, G. W. Brooks, A.
The secretary was directed to
II. Mcrritt and E. W. Caruthers,
have 20U certificates of member
D. D.
ship
printed to supply the dele
Committee to procure Speakers
d'-c.—Prof. F. M. Hubbard, Prof. gates in attendance.
On motion the Association ad
K. Sterling Rev. T. 31. Jones,
Rev. C. II." Wiley and Rev. J. H. journed to meet at 2 o'clock P. 31.
in the chapel, of Concord Female
Brent.
College,
kindly offeredby the Pres
Committee on Educational Sta
tistics. — Messrs. J. D. Campbell, ident of the College.
J. II. Speed, S. II. Wily, J. H.
Foote aud S. W. Morrison.
Afternoon Session.
The committee, appointed yes
The Association met, according
terday, to consider the subject of to adjournment, in the College
Mr. Tucke's essay, made a partial Chapel, and was called to order by
report, which, after some discus the President.
sion, was laid on the table.
The following resolution was of
On motion of Rev. B. Craven, a fered by Pev. B. Craven and adop
committee of seven was appointed ted by the Association.
to examine and report upon a man
Resolved,—That the use of Keys to
uscript Grammar submitted to the Arithmetics, translations of the An
Association by Prof York of York cient Languages and all things of a sim
Collegiate Institute.
ilar character, are exceedingly injuri
The President appointed on this
committee.—Rev. B. Craven, Prof. ous to students in acquiring an educa
R. Sterling, Prof. F. M. Hubbard, tion, when employed as means of aRev. T. M. Jones, Prof. J. II. voiding study.
The hour for the order of the
Foote, Rev. W. Gerhard and Mr.
day—for o o'clock 1'. M. having
W. II Mayhew.
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BEPOET.
That they have had under consider
ation, the important and comprehen
sive subject referred to them—and that
they deem it inexpedient at present, to
make such recommendations as will
answer to the full scope, of the resolu
tion under which they were appointed.
They consider sudden and radical
changes in our System of Common
Schools as dangerous, believing that
improvements must have time to grow
and mature by degrees; and they feel
that, under existing circumstances, this
Association, while it cannot immediate
ly enter upon many specific suggestions.
can and should make itself useful in
recommending a careful supervision of
the system. in helping to develope a
healthy state of public opinion—and
in causing it at once to be known that
the prosperity of this system is one of
the leading aims of the Association.
The Association, yet in its infancy,
is necessarily much occupied with at
j tention to the ways and means of its
own existence : and until its organiza
tion is completed, as it is hoped itwill
be at this meeting, it will not have
time to devote such attention to amend
ments of the Common School Laws, as
the great importance of the subject de
mands.
Messrs. G. H. Wiley, G. W.
Whitfield and W. W. lloldcn were Every step of this kind should be
appointed to carry out the provi taken with extreme caution ; and in
the mean time the committee. consider
sions of this resolution.
it proper and right, that the Associa
Mr. Wiley, chairman of the tion give public and solemn expression
committee, appointed at our last to its interest in Common Schools, and
annual meeting, "to consider the avail itself of every appropriate means
propriety of memorializing the next to dili'usc correct information on this
Legislature of the State, in refer
ence to such amendments and im paramount subject.
The committee, there-tore recom
provements of our Common School
System as they may deem best mend, the adoption of the following
calculated to promote the cause of resolutions.
Resolved, 1 That while we regard
popular education"—offered the
following report which was accept true religion, and obedience to Cod, as
ed.
the one unalterable foundation of Na'

arrivptl—on motion, the essay of
Mrs. Delia W. Jones, of Johnston,
was read in an appropriate stylo,
by Rev. T. M. Jones, of Greens
boro'.
The secretary was appointed a
committee to request, in behalf of
the Association, a copy of Mrs.
•Iones's essay, for publication, in
the Journal of Education. As
soon as circumstances permitted,
lie made the request, in person,
and the manuscript was placed in
his hands.
Mr. Whitfield offered the follow
ing resolution, which was adopted.
Resolved, —That a committee of three
lie appointed, with discretionary pow
ers, to consider the propriety nml/if,
after mature deliberation, it may ap
pear advisable, to memorialize the
next Legislature, to pass an act grant
ing to this Association such moneys as
may remain. uncalled for, in the vari
ous clerks' offices in the State, instead
nT paying the same to the public treasuror and receivers of county funds, as
is now required by law. Said moneys
to be used, by this Association, for the
purpose of preparing indigent young
men and women for common school
teachers.
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tional prosperity, wo believe it to be a with it, and for the general circula
part of the obilijaticnE, of every chris tion of the Journal of Education, the
tina State, to use alt proper and possillc orj~\n of this Association, among the
means, to promote tae education of the officers and teachers of Common
Schools.
people.
Resolved, 2. Tint, in our opinion,
And on motion it was further
a State, initapcitieal capacity, can j RttoUed. That a committee of three
beet promote tlio cau.-a of general ed to appointed, to apply to the next Leg
ucation, by founding an.l fo-icvinj a islature for an. Act incorporating this
judicious system of Common £chocl3— Association, and for an Act providing
and that we therefore, earnct'y com- : for the incorporation of affiliated
mend the C..n
School (orwa of j branches in all the counties—and that
this St.'.'.?, :3 t'ss lt',.d c^r.si'lerati.m, i said Committee, bo also instructed, to
tho carcf.il atfontl n, and the ever- 1 confer with members of the Assembly,
watchful gunr-hii. hlo of it; p;cp!c of j ii ri.jard to the propriety of having a
evo y class, and i '.. officers of every charge of one dohar, laid on every
grade.
Common School Teacher's license,—
Resolved, 3. That wo bclicvo this and on every renewal, for the benefit
system, is full of promise., and can oe cf the Common School ?und—and in
made of ins&lcul&hla utility ; and that consideration of this, to hove one dol
we congratulate the people of t\i lar appropriated from CL-ld fund, for
Btato, on the existence of an initia the benefit of every inch teacher,
tion, which is placm; IJorth Caicllua, to be used in paying the cost of tho
among the foremost Ctattt of this Con Journal of Hduca-tion, to be Bent to
federacy.
each ore so paying for his license,
Resolved, 4. Tbitwohril with tho j without any other cent except that of
roost iive'y ratisfaction, the rapid and j pontage
unexampled pro^urs, cf or.r beloved ' The committee appointed under
State in education:.! fae.lities of every this resolution consists of Messrs.
kind—a progress, well calculated to C. H. Wiley, G. W. Whitfield aud
eheor tho heart of the patriot, and ma W. \Y. llofden.
king strong appeals to the pride and
The report of the committee on
the interest of every secilon, and of the subject of Normal Schools, as
tvery party, to unite their prayers and presented in Mr. Tucke's essay,
their labors in behalf of its further which was laid on the table this
morning, was taken up and after
promotion.
some
was, on motion
Resolved, 6. That we regard the referreddiscussion,
to a committee, consisting
profperity of the various Educational of Rev. 13. Craven, J. D. Camp
Institutions of the country as intimate betl, Kev. W. W. Pharr, Prof. M.
ly connected with the ruecesa of the D. Johnston, and Ilev. J. II. Brent,
Common Schools, and tho members of to report on the whole subject, at
this Airoolatica, having thus a com our next annual meeting.
mon interest in this Institution, and
The committee appointed by tho
desiring, as individuals and as a body, Educational Association of N. C,
to exert themselves in further promo on the merits of an "Improved in
ting its efficiency, will make efforts strument for surveying aud calcu
for tho formation cf local organiza- ' lating areas ;" which was recently
tions similar to this, and affiliated \ invented, and patented by Col.
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James M. Lilley of Greenville, measurement of lines crossing water
Augusta county, Va., ard whioh cov2C3, ponds &3., superceeding the
was submitted for the rm:iiiiiatY..i tcdioc3 proso.-: of trlaa^ula.ioa by tas
of the eimimitteo, by h's son ; Mv. c nv.aon c ileulitlcr..
R. D. Lilley, whore olorct it is to Korliintal measurements and height*
infodnco it into the different sec r-ud distances can be calculated with
tions of the State, offered the fol an exactness quite suCkicut for ordi
lowing report, which wss adopted nary practical purposes; and for such
and ordered to be published, as a work as levelling for mill-races and
part of the proceedings of the As draining land, it answers every pur
sociation.
pose of a Lcvsl; aud by the substitu
Wc have carefully examined the in tion of telescopes for the corr.rn.ou
strument, ami have also noticed the sights, it can ho made to answer every
numerous certi Suites of pvoialncut purpose of the Transit or Iho Thcodagentlemen of high scientific attain- . llIe.
mcnts, who have given their testimo
Although it may possess imperfec
ny in regard to the merits of this tions, in common with all other human
invention. Although they have unan inventions, yet we can safely say that,
imously agreed, that it is a very valua in our opinion, it is one of the west
ble instrument, nvA far superior to a::y useful and accurate instruments that
other now in use, for surveying purpo modern invention has pi'oducod. A
ses, the}' omitted to notice many ad plotting instrument, combining a pro
vantages it possesses over any instru tractor aud rule, also rccompaaics this
ment now in use. Were the instru instrument, which renders tho opera
ment limited to land surveying cnly, tion of plotting more expeditious aud
it deserves the attention, not morely of accura tt'.
{;:. Prentiss Tucfco, C;'s-« Enj.
practical surveyors, but of men of
Crun. w. \tI,Itsciu,
higher scientific attainments Wc would
in the first place ipeak of its merits,
On motion Rev. \7. Gerhard
for surveying purposes. Ily this iaiicv. Y7. Xf. PUrr were »p.
Btrumcut, the areas of triangles, arc j and
pointed oli tho committee to re
easily emulated, with au accuracy port on the Jrun;til uf Lducation
surpassing tliat of many surveyors ; inhtead of ICtisia. Sa.jih and
and every case in. i>l,t and obii:.ue Ch—.
angled Tiigonoraetry, when or.o tide,
On mol.pn tho Association ad
and two angles or two sides, and ar. journed to meet ia tao church, at
angle are given, can ho very readily o o's.cei: P. if.
solved ; and tiio case, of three tides j
given to £.;d the angles, is uc:o easilv
UociiiHJ (S'oJc'iOW.
solved than ar.y oJ:c.\
j Tho A'soci :i:nti met in (be
The varia.tic-1 of ..a old ilr.o is eaoi- ' church ai 8 o'clock, I'. X.—Pres
ly calculated and it also ,;iv:s ih-L::- ident ;n ! ho cla.;r.
itude and D. 'tare tf s.-.c'. line. r.s
Xr. \7:.'7 anooa-iccJ to the Asrun, and the hi..r.l::rj f.r.d di .eo of psuu lion that ho h:-d a leitir from
toe cloning line, ia a ilvlsli.i tf laad. our 1 ,.-t PiesiJo it, P-'v-. A. Wilooa
It is conversant, in ob.,tlrg u herr i). D., :,ivini: ro..oimii for Ins unaings hy thy au^Vs, in ruaaiag i.uss \oijabh) abiim.ee, and ttii'n"; hia
where local attraction prevents iLe &li3cer,i :'c;y o.j t_^i hi could Uvt
use of the needle, tad ia obtwctyjlie j he wiiJ us.
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He also read letters, from Messrs. this Association ; ho shall preserve
W. J. Bingham and W. W. IIul- such papers as may be committed to
den, expressing their interest in his care, "and he shall superintend the
the Association, and stating that publication of such documents as the
nothing, over which they had any Association may designate.
control, would have prevented their
Art. V. The Association shall meet
being present.
annually at such time and placo as the
The committee, to whom the Executive Committee may select. But
manuscript Grammar of Prof. the President, upon the requisition of
York had been referred, reported , fte Exeoutw; Committee, shall call
that the time allowed them tor the special meetings, at such times and
examination was insufficient to places as said committee may deter
enable them to do justice to the
work ; and on their recommenda mine ; and no business shall be trans
tion, it was referred to a commit acted at such meetings, but that for
tee consisting of llev. B. Craven, which tliey are specially called.
Art. VI. Twelve members from
Prof. F. M. Hubbard and Mr. J.
II. Speed, with instructions to re- i four different counties shall be a quoport, at our next annual meeting, rmn to transact business at any mcctThe committee, appointed to ex- ing of the Association,
amine the constitution and suggest j Art VII Any rcsittent of North
amendments, reported ; and after j Carolina Inav ba electe(( a ffiember of
some discussion and some amend tho Association by a majority of tho
ments to their report, the constitu members ; but tho name of oach appli
tion, as amended, was adopted and cant must first be proposed, accompa
is as follows.
nied by a statement of his county,
CONSTITUTION'.
post office and pursuit ; and the name
Article. I. Tho officers of this As of no person shall bo enrolled as a
sociation shall consist of a President, member, until he shall have paid fifty
isix vice Presidents, a corresponding cents into tho treasury of tho Associ
secretary, and a Recording Secretary, ation.
to bo elected at the regular annual Art. VIII. No money shall be paid
meeting and to servo for one year, or j by thc Treasurer except by order of
until their successors be chosen.
j the Executive Committee signed by
Art. II. It shall be the duty of the the President of tho Association.
President to preside and preserve or
Art. IX. The Superintendent of
der at thc meetings of thc Association. Common Schools in North Carolina and
But in the absence or inability of the the Secretaries of this Association
President, one of the vice Presidents shall be an Executive Committee, to
shall perform his duties.
executo the orders and attend to the
Art. III. The corresponding Sec general interests of the Association
retary shall conduct the corrcspon- during thc intervals between meetdence of the Association. He shall i ings.
also act as Treasurer, and discharge j Art. X. Each member shall bo re
all such duties as may be devolved on quired to pay one dollar annually into
him by law.
the treasury of the Association, pro
Art. IV. The Recording secretary vided such sum may be necessary.
shall keep a faithful record of thc Con- Art. XI. At the commencement of
stitution, By-Laws, and proceedings of: each annual meeting, tho President
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shall deliver an address on such sub
ject, or subjects, as he may think im
portant for the Association to consid
er.
Art. XII. No article of this con
stitution. shall be altered except by a
vote of two-thirds of the members
present at a regular annual meeting.
On motion the Association ad
journed to meet at 8 o'clock to
morrow morning.
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The best method of teaching
History.
The principles of School disci
pline.
On the imparting of moral and
religious instruction in Common
Schools, based upon the funda
mental principles of the Bible, diatinct from sectarianism.
On the influence of, location of
school house, style of Architecture,
school furniture and school-room
fixtures, on the character of the
pupils.
July dih.
On the importance of co-opera
The Association met at 8 o'clock tion of Parents and Teachers in
A. M. and was called to order bj the management of common
the President.
schools.
The meeting was opened with
On moral suasion and corporal
prayer by llev. Wm. Gerhard.
punishment. Where should the
Several new members were elec former end, and the latter com
ted, whose names were entered on mence, in Common Schools?
the roll.
On the propriety of educating
The committee appointed to sug the youth of both sexes at the
gest topics for essays, addresess same Academies and High Schools.
&c, to be delivered at our next
A specific report upon the Stu
meeting, reported the following, dies and mode of conducting Fe
which were ordered to be recorded. male Schools. Which report the
A specimen exercise in teaching Association requested Mrs. Jones
English Grammar.
of Clayton to prepare.
A specimen exercise in teaching
On motton, Eev. J. H. Herat,
Geography.
Ptev. C. IT. Wiley and Mr. WhitA specific report, on the rules i field were appointed a committee,
and regulations appropriate for a to report, at the next meeting of
Common School.
the Association, on the object of
A specific report, on the proper educating both sexes in the same
exercises and mode of conducting schools.
examinations in Academies.
The committee on the merits of
An essay upon, "The necessity ;'The North Carolina Journal of
of a high standard of morality on Education," offered the following
the part of teachers, of all grades. report, which was accepted and or
An essay, on the proper use of dered to be published with the
the Bible in schools.
minutes of the Association.
A report, on the importance of
teachers' giving field instructions We have examined the Journal, and
are pleased to stato, that it compares
to their pupils.
A specimen exercise, in teaching favorably, in all respects, with all oth
ers of a similar kind that havo come
Mathematics.
The comparative merits of teach under our notice. Its mechanical ex
ecution is neat and tasteful ; while its
ing by nrecept and by example.
; contents, embracing chic Uy original ar
The true teacher.
38
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tides, give evidence of talent and abil
ity. The Journal, as well as the Asso
ciation itself, of which it is the organ,
is yet in its infancy. Its circulation is
as yet limited, owing to unavoidable
crubiiiTasraente.
The specific purpose of the Journal
is to shed light upon the great work of
Education, in which all teachers are
engaged—to awaken a heartfelt inter
est in it—and to make known the best
modes of accomplishing it.
We recommend it as worthy the pat
ronage ofall teachers, and ofevery friend
of Education in the State—and regard
it as not only their interest, but their
duty, to secure for it a general circula
tion.
VTm. Gerhard, '1
H. Norwood, y Com.
W. W. Fharr. J
On motion it was,
Resolved,—That the members of this
Associatien, pledge themselves, indi
vidually, to use all means in their pow
er to extend the circulation of the Jour
nal of Education.
Resolved,—That the standing com
mittee on the Journal of Education, be
authorized to make all necessary ar
rangements for its continuance.
The standing committee, to se
cure speakers &o., reported—that
they had agreed upon three ad
dresses, to be delivered at our next
annual meeting.
1st. The President will deliv
er an opening address, as required
by the constitution.
2nd. Prof. Hubbard of the
University has consented to deliv
er an address.
3rd. A third speaker will be
selected and announced, in due
time.
On motion the Association re
solved to appoint three delegates,
to attend the next meeting of each
of the following organizations—
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National Tkachers' Associa
tion.
Next meeting to De held in Cin
cinnati, Ohio, commencing at 10
o'clock A. M., August 11th., 1858.
Delegates Appointed—Rev. C. II.
Wiley, Rev. B. Braven and Rev.
J. H. Brent.
American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Next meeting to be held in Al
bany N. Y., in November, 1858.
Delegates appointed—Prof. F. M.
Hubbard, Mr. Thomas Marshall
and ltev. T. M. Jones.
American Institute of In
struction.
Next meeting to be held at Nor
wich Conn., commencing August,
17th., 1858. Delegates appoin
ted—Messrs. S. H. Wiley, John
G. Elliot and D. S. Richardfon.
On motion, delegates present
from County associations were re
quested to report,, by stating the
condition, character and purposes
of the AsFO; iations which they
severally represent.
Some time was spent in hearing
reports from the following dele
gates.
Mr. Brandon, reported from Len
oir county Educational and Lit
erary Association.
Rev. C. H. Wiley—(no dele
gates present) gave reports from
Wilkes county Association, and
the Union Educational Association,
of Granville, Warren and Frank
lin.
Rev. W. W. Pharr, from Ire
dell county Association.
Prof. Sterling, from Guilford
county, Association.
Rev. W. B. Jones, from John
ston county Association, reported
also the names of Mrs. Jones and
Mrs. Tomilson as delegates from
said Association.
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Mr. Mendenhall, from School ed by the committees. appointed by the
Reform Sooiety, of Guilford coun- citizens of Statesville. and the Iredell
county Association, to secure convey
Prof. Hubbard was called upon ances and homos for tho members. To
and reported on the condition and these committees we are profoundly
prospects of the University, and grateful ; they met us as brothers, and
stated the interest felt by the Fa secured for us every necessary accomdation.
culty in this association.
By a vote of the Association,
Resolved, 4th. —That we return our
the new members were requested thanks to the Presidents and officers of
to pay to the Treasurer 50 cents the Western, Central, Raleigh Si Gas
each, and the old ones §1.00 each ton, Wilmington &. Weldon, and At
—at this meeting—beintr the lantic Railroads, for their liberality in
amounts hereafter required by tho j granting free return tickets, to the
constitution.
members of the Association. (The
On motion, the thanks of the Western Road made no charge either
Association were tendered to Mr.
E. P. Tucke, Rev. Dr. Nott and way.)
Resolved. 5th. —That^&e Secretary
Mrs. Jones for their essays, which
added so much to the interest of be directed to furnish aScopy of these
resolutions to the Editor'of the Iredell
our meeting.
request him to publish
The following resolutions were Express* .
unanimously adopted, by a rising them.
vote.
The fo^JWjpg resolution was
Resolved, 1st. —That the thanks of unanimously plfe
tho Association be ttnderod to the citResolved.—^hsfcjljie thanks of the
zens of Statesville, for the generous,
Association
be rerfuped, to the Presi
and cordial hospitality with which they
dent and other^mofrs. for the able and
have entertained its members.
Resolved, 2nd.—That this Associa impartial manne^'in which they have
tion return its most profound acknowl performed their jCties,
edgements, to the Pastor and congre
On motion .the Association ad
gation of the Presbyterian Church, journed, to meet at such time and
for the use of their Churoh; and to the place as theTExecutive Committee
President of the Femalo College. for may appoint.
the nso of the Chapel, for the Sessions
B. Clegg, Pres.
of the Association.
Resolved, 3rd.—That we we fully
J^D. Campbell, See.
appreciate the zeal and energy display
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MANNERS AND MORALS.
After all that has been said a- j
bout mental culture and intellec
tual improvement, we fail to ac
complish the purpose designed in
Educational reforms, if we neglect
to attend to the cultivation of the '
morals of our youth. And in con
nexion with this let me suggest :
that nothing is of more importance
in forming the habits of our youth
than the example of good manners.
We speak of Good teachers and
bad teachers, what do we mean ?
In what arc they deficient, read
ing, arithmetic, geography, Gram
mar or Spelling ? Or are they
generally deficient ? Is any in
quiry ever made respecting his
manners, morals or habits general
ly ? Is it asked if he possesses
the faculty of communicating his
knowledge? Ts it asked if he is
conscious of the influence of good
manners in the presence of his
pupils? If he considers that the
giving of moral instruction is a
part of the teachers duty, and
much more essential to the wel
fare of his pupils than mere in
tellectual training ? 1 dare say
that these things never enter into
the minds of those appointed to
examine candidates for teaching.
I do not intend to give it as my
opinion that any particular work
on morals should be introduced
as a text book, neither would 1
wish to convey the impression that
moral lectures are to be given by
the teacher at stated times, in fact
1 would have every external ap
pearance of inculcating morals di
rectly, studiously avoided, in order
that the pupil may be more easily
lead into the practice of those in
estimable virtues, that adorn the
individual. and form the foundation

of society, by being attracted by
their charms, and captivated by
their beauties, for I have but little
confidence in the inculcation of
crude morality.
It is unqustionably a fact that
good manners are an essential part
of a good education, and are inti
mately connected with good mor
als, and that the good example of
the teacher exercises a very pow
erful influence informing the man
ners and character of the young.
I trust tliat 1 shall not be sus
pected of inculcating any false re
finement ; what I wish to suggest,
is the importance of a ^entle and
courteous demeanor, ready compli
ance with authority untler all cir
cumstances ; a generous, frank and
open manner, and a proper respect
to age and superiority in every con
dition in life. A courteous and
respectful bearing is an unfailing
recommendation to public favor,
and if parents would wish to se
cure these accomplishments to their
children and have them appear
natural and graceful, they should
insist upon their being formed and
cultivated in childhood and youth.
A superior education and lively
manner are by no means the only
requisites for a good teacher, the
education and discipline of the
young, is influenced greatly by the
the character and deportment of
the teacher, and there are no more
powerful educational elements than
his temper and habits. Every
thing that he says and docs is in
delibly impressed upon the minds
of the young, and his virtues as
well as his failings will not fail to
reproduce themselves in their sus
ceptible natures.
Have parents or committeas ever
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taken this into consideration when
a teacher presents himself? I
think not. Have Normal Schools
ever thought it worthy of their no
tice that good manners should he
a qualification of a teacher ?
I am inclined to think that
the matter has heen entirely
neglected, or perhaps, I ought to
say overlooked.
It' a teacher
would aspire, to meet the demands
of the age, let him seek culture ;
not merely information, but that
supreme culture of all the facul
ties that will make him an ornament
to the community in wbioh he
lives, and an object worthy of im
itation in every respect, by his pu
pils. I kuow of nothing, more
applicable to his case, than the
words of Goethe, used in a differ
ent relation ;—"It is incredible
how much a cultivated person can
accomplish for himself and others,
if, without any disposition to rule,
lie instructs them, animates them,
and leads them forward to those
objects which they all have more
or less in view, but the way i'i which
they miss."
K. 1J. T.

jects the aid of religion in form
ing the character of the citizen is
essentially defective.
From a full conviction of these
truths, I firmly believe that with
out changes, in the principles now
pervalent in the United States, our
republican government is destin
ed to be of short duration.
X. WEBSTER.

GET,— its Power and Extensive
Use.
There is perhaps no word in the
English language capable of per
forming so much labor, and of af
fording at the same time a clear
and intelligible sense, ss the verb
to get.
The following specimen of its
capabilities, is extracted from a
work, entitled Aristarchus, or the
Principles of Composition.
'- 1 got on horseback within ten
minutes, after I got your letter.
When I got to Canterbury, I got a
chaise for town ; but 1 got wet
through, before I got to Canterbu ry ; ami 1 have got such a cold, as
1 shall not be able to get rid of in
a hurry.
Religion Indispensable in Eduea1 got to the treasury about noon,
cution.
but first of all I got shaved, and
The foundation of all free gov dressed. 1 soon got into the se
ernment, and of all social order, cret of getting a memorial before
must be laid in families, and in the the board, but I could not get an
discipline of youth, Young per answer then ; however I got intel
sons must not only be furnished ligence from the messenger, that I
with knowledge, but they must be should most likely get one the next
accustomed to subordination, and morning. As soon as I got back
subjected to the authority and in to my inn, 1 got my supper, and
fluence of good principles, it will got to bed.
avail little, that youths are made to
It was not long before I got to
understand truth and correct prin sleep. When I got up in the
ciples, unless the}' are accustomed morning, 1 got my breakfast, and
to submit to be governed by them. then, I got myself dressed, that 1
Auy system of Education, there might get out in time to get an an
fore, which limits instruction to : swer to my memorial. As soon
the arts and sciences, and re as I got it, 1 got into the chaise,
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and got to Canterbury by three, and
about tea time I got home. I
have got nothing for you, and so
adien." The author suggests the
feasibility of writing a complete
history of the world, from the ear
liest times down, in this elegant
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style, by the aid of this single
verb to get." Tbis is taken from
a valuable little work, of Prof. J.
W. Gibbs, of Yale College, enti
tled, Philological Studies, 1857,
page, 22.
E. F. R.

SELF IMPROVEMENT.
BY ONE OF THE EDITORS.
The opinion has extensively pre
vailed that no man can atlain to
eminence in the world without ge
nius. He must be born with a
peculiar natural talent : a particu
lar bent of disposition of mind to
this or that pursuit in life, or he
cannot succeed in any thing. He
has but to consult his genins to
see what he is fit for, and if he
finds himself qualified for any
thing great he will enter upon it ;
but if not, ne will remain where
is. Nature must do the whole;
he must be cut out and ready
formed for this or that post in so
ciety, or it is useless for him to
try : for it is certain beforehand
that without genins he will fail.
This opinion operates injurious
ly in two ways: It furnishes a
plausible excuse, a convenient place
of repose at the foot of the hill of
Soience for those who are too in*
dolent to put forth the effort re
quisite to asoend it.
They are totally unnerved for
any conquests in the world of mind,
and they wish to cover their shame
by some excuse : they have only
to say they have no genius, and
then they are satisfied to live in
inglorious ease and obscurity.

Again, this opinion has an
unfavorable influence on those who
labor under great disadvantages,
which they despair of being able
io overcome, 'ihey would exert
themselves to rise in the world,
did they believe they could suc
ceed. But they are impressed
with the idea that they must have
natural genins : of this, they too
readily conclude they are desti
tute; and therefore feel doomed
to remain where they are. Thus
many, by a false notion, are kept
in the vale of obscurity, who
might become ornaments to socie
ty. For we are convinced that
the common opinion about genins,
is a mere notion, and a false no
tion.
True it is, in some respects a
man may be a genins : that is,
some power of the mind may be
in excess : a man may find it eas
ier to excell in one art or scienoe
than in another. It is natural to
allow some force to the opinion
when rightly understood. We do
not see the faoe of the earth of
the same uniform dead level ; but
diversified with hill and dale,
mountain and valley. We do not
find the trees of the fore3t all of
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the same kind, or of the same to the statement of the subject
sisse : the bodies of men arc not we wish to present for considera
all of the same height, nor tion and that is "self improvetheir strength equal, nor their mcnt." We are aware that this
features all east in the same mould. may be greaily ramified. It opens
Throughout the works of nature, a field for much discussion. Put
we discover variety with unity. we intend to speak more particu
And why should we not expect to larly of the improvement of the
find variety in the world of mind ? mind. This is most emphatically
Man is a social being : Society a man's se?/. The body is not the
supposes order and subordination: man : It is indeed curiously form
complexity of parts : variety of ed : it is the instrument and the
pursuits. It is called in common dwelling place of the man; the
languig'i "a body politic :" but in connecting link between mind and
the body all members have hot matter. By it the mind becomes
the same office, whita all are equal conversant with matter. But the
soul is eternal in its nature and
ly necessary.
It is for the benefit of the whole allied to the skies. Its capacity
that there should be some variety for improvement has never yet been
in the kind and grade of natural measured ; nor indeed does three
talent. That the different mem score and ten years give sufficient
bers may all fit in their proper scope for its power of expansion.
place; and to use Scripture lan
True, in the beginning of life
guage "that there be no schism in it is sluggish : it is averse to se
the body." But this docs not by vere and long continued exertion.
any means imply that any are des It must be spurred to action. If
titute of g3n;u3, every man has a not cultivated it may remain inac
gen.us for something : Mind is tive, and give no intimation of its
geniui : application i s genius. ability. No man can tell what he
Man to a great extent makes his j is, or what he can do till he tries.
owa genins : It may rest with him Mental power is no more an object
whether he will be something or of consciousness than bodily
nothing in the world, or whether strength. No man can say he is
he ac:uilly ever fills a high place conscious of power to raise a cer
in society or stands in a lew rank, tain weight except while he is do
it is for him to say whethsr he ing it. He may remember that
will be fit—whether he will ac- he has done it. and may believe he
qu're that mental and moral wrealth can do it again ; but if he has
that will qualify him for a high never tried he is not conscious of
station, if Divine Providence ability to do it.
should call them to it.
So with the mind : a man knows
Worldly honor, fame, or wealth riot' beforehand what he can cr
ia not the only object. It is the j
inner man ; the mind. It is what cannot dc—and when he Eces cr
the m ,n makes of himself. No hears of men who have done great
ma'ter what position he may occu things, he has no right to say
py among men 'worth makes the that, if he had put forth the same
man,' says the poet. Fools may
fill high places, but that does not amount oflabor, he could not have
make them wise or great. These accomplished the same, or some
few introductory remaiks bring ua thicgolseasgreat. The caee is differ
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rnt with men from what it is with ient »f influence from without. It
brutes ; they come from the hand I is not made as the statuary chips
of their Maker, if we may so say i the marble into the human shape.
'•ready made ;'' they have their i Not as the carpenter hews the
powers mature, full blown at once; I wood and the smith forges the iron.
they are scarce if at all improva- j Mind is not matter. Oar Maker
ble. Their capacity is soon filled, calls in forth into being— puts tal
and if they were to live ten thous ents into our hands, and says to us
and year?, would never advance. "Occupy," "Improve."
Not so with man ; he comes in- ! And is not this law of man the
to the world unformed. He has j best for him ?—Is not this the way
the germs. The powers in em- j he is to promote his happiness ?
bryo. He is in reference to what Suppose he had been formed just
he may be by self-improvement, like the brute; no matter how
what the seed, the bulbous root is lii,jh, or how loie : but with his
to the future flower. The whole - capacity for knowledge full the
plant ; the leaves, the sfaik, the first moment of life ; in the in
flower, are there wrapped up but j fancy of being, but in the matu
unperceived. It is all there only rity of his mind ; with nothing
in the power to he under appro to do forever but to travel the
priate influence.-!. It may die same round of ideas ; to course
as it is ; or it may lie dormant I the same circle of thought; with
for thousands of years and still pre no abitity to know more ; with no
serve its vegetating power. Seeds spur to action ; with no excite
of plants have been found buried ment of curiosity ; with none of
with the mummies in Egypt, the pleasures of mental conquest.
which, when planted, have been Such monotony 33 that would be a
made to grow. So it is with man, tedious existence.
Man must raise himself by self
he must cultivate what God has
given, or he will never make any cultivation : he must go forward :
thing—his faculties will remain And when once the burning de
dormant, however great they may sire for knowledge in kindled up
in his bosom, how he delights
be by nature.
in progress. At every step he
He must make himself; and lie shouts with the philosopher of old
may make himself almost any thing " Eureka," 1 have found it. Cu
he choses to become, because there i riosity ever awake, is ever opening
are the elements of greatness in j before him new sources of gratifi
him. The seed—the bulb—re- j cation. Every new conquest, in
presents the soul of man unform- 1 stead of satisfying him with pres
cd by himself. The plant form- 1 ent attainments, only gives him a
ed full grown and the flower in keener relish and girds him with
full bloom as we suppose all were I strength for new attempts.
made in the beginning," may
Man is to make himself then :
represent the brute.
It is true he needs some means ;
And as man may and must make some things are necessary; but the
himself what he is to be, he is to man who is resolved to be something
do it by an action from within.— xcill have the means. He will over
The mind expands by an inward come obstaek-3. There is not so
lorce outward. It is not improved much depending on external ad
by being the mere passive recip vantage:; as is commonly supposed.
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A man may have all the teachers
and libraries, and lectures the coun
try affords, and yet, he may not
improve himself. He may receive
his degree of A. B. or A. M.
written on sheep skin, and not be
able to translate it from Latin into
English.
The world is full of dunces edu
cated at a College; and if we were
to judge from observation, we
should think at least one third
of all the graduates yearly turned
out of our Colleges, very little ben
efitted by their advantages. They
immediately sink into the obscuri
ty from whence they came.
And this is not of course, be
cause they had no genins : not be
cause the College is to blame;
but because they will not improve
themselves. They may have the
thoughts of other men stored up
ia their brains, but it is useless
lumber. A man cannot tell his
fellow man what he knows. Knowl
edge cannot be transferred fromhead
to head, as water from one vessel,
to another. Mind refuses to be treat
ed thus. What is thus received
is not our knowledge : the mind is
not thereby improved. It must be
worked up, and digested. Mind
feeds upon thought; that is its
meat and drink. The foreign
substances, we take into the stom
ach, do not strengthen the body,
till assimilated and digested—and
then the bread and the bacon, and
the vegetables become parts of our
selves : they become our flesh and
bones. So it is with the mind ;
when it has acted upon the knowl
edge before it ; when it has receiv
ed that knowledge into itself, and
made it a part of itself, then it is
improved. This is its own work.
It is what no being can do for it.
It is the great law of nature that
we shall not gain any thing truly
valuable without labor. We must
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gain our bread from the soil, by
the sweat of the brow : we must
delve in the earth for our miner
als—must dig for mental wealth.
We frequently hear it said of
this or that man who has tnado
himself something in spite of dieadvantages "he is a self made
man." This is said in his praise,
and such a man is worthy of
praise. But every man who is
made, we sec is and must be a
self made man. Some may over
come more difficulties in the pro
cess than others. But it is an old
paying, "There is no royal road to
learning." And some rno has re
marked that "Education does lit
tle, except for those who would do
very well without it." That is,
they who make themselves with
many advantages of teachers and
schools, would do the same with
out them.
The native spring—the elastici
ty—the unconquerable resolution
of such souls, will make means and
pass over Alps in their path. We
hear it said, that "whatever man
has done, man can do." And it is
thought by some that the maxi
mum ever attained by any mind, is
what all may reach ; if not by the
same road : if not in the same de
partment of knowledge, yet in
some way. And what have men
done? The world is full of exam
ples of those who have made them
selves. Our own Washington was
a widow's son, an orphan boy. The
historian says, "No Academy had
welcomed him to its shades, no
College, crowned him with its hon
ors : to read—to write—to cypher,
had been his degrees in knowledge.
And at 16 years of ago, in quest
of an honest maintenance, encoun
tering intolerable toil—cheered on
ward by being able to write to a
school boy friend, 'Dear Riohard,
a dubloon a day, is my constant
39
y
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•rain, ami sometimes six pistoles.'
Himself his own cook, having no
spit but a forked stick, no plate
but a large chip, llarely sleeping
in a bed ; glad of a resting place,
for the night, upon a little hay,
straw, or fodder. This stripling
surveyor in the woods, was the
man, Divine Providence selected
to raise to the highest station in
the world. He had placed the
rights and destinies, of countless
millions in the keeping of the wid
ow's son.
Look at Franklin—the printer's
boy : ill used by his own brother :
see him spending his leisure hour
for dinner, with a dry biscuit, a
glass of water, and his book—see
him next, the first philosopher of
his age; teaching his fellow men
how to control the most te. riffle of
all the elements—to guide the
lightning harmless to the earth.
See Klihu Burritt, at about
thirty years of ago, the master of
fifty languages ; and if he lives to
the ordinary term of life, may fit
himself to become interpreter gen
eral in the Congress of all na
tions. AVe are told that he ham
mers at his anvil, eight hours each
day, and devotes eight to study.
An intimate acquaintance of thewriter, rose from a plough boy, to au
important station in society, and
when following the plough, pinned
the diagrams to his sleeve, in or
der to study Geometry.
Look at the following case: "A
Welsh fisherman in his boat, as
uncouth as any thing that had the
semblance of humanity, was found
to have cultivated his mind beyond
all conception. At the age of a
little more than 20, he had acquir
ed the Greek, the Hebrew, and the
Latin languages ; had read Hcsiod,
Homer, and Theocritus. Had stu
died the refinements of tho Greek
pronunciation : Head Latin with
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the utmost facility, and translated it
into either Welsh or English. He al
so understood Italian and French."
Some of the things chiefly neces
sary for a man to improve himself,
are the following. And here we
assume that every man has a geni
us for something, and that if he
have tho other requisites, he will
have the means.
1. That he study himself. If
we wish to cultivate a plant or tree:
if we want to improve an animal,
we study into its nature : Thous
ands of the best natural talents donothing in the world because they
are ignorant of themselves.
They know not what pewers they
possess :—they are like the man
who has a gold mine on his farm,
and never discovers it. It is true
the mind cannot look into itself di
rectly. It is often compared to
the eye, which can only see itself
by the light reflected back upon it.
We find out the laws of tho
mind, by bringing it into action,
and then observing it. And if we
attempt what is beyond human
powers : if we try to know what
cannot be known, of course we
shall lose our labor.
2. That ho gain command of
himself. Not only to bring the
bodily appetites into subjection to
the mind, but mako the mind so
master of itself, that it can fix
its attention on one thing at a time,
and keep it there. In this mostly
consists the difference between one
mind and another. It is the pow
er of attention. And men of the
greatest attainments have told us
that the secret of their power lay
here.
3. That ho resolve upon it. A
firm resolution will work wonders.
He must bo determined to be some
thing, and ho will be. No man
becomes great by accident. He
who glides along the current of af
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fairs as chance may direct, subject
to every impulse, cannot expect to
make any thing : he will float to
the gulf of oblivion.
4. That he persevere. Knowl
edge does not flow into the soul at
once : not a few feeble efforts will
make a man. When he has stud
ied a few days, he has not done.
He must devote his life to it. He
must gain new ideas every day,
and put them out at compound in
terest.
Then he will derive knowledge
from every thing: Men will be his
books: The brute creation give
him lessons : plants will converse
with him : The trees of the forest
be his companions. He will listen
to the stars of midnight—to the
babbling brook, and to the ocean's
roar. AH nature will be an open
book before him.
And are there not numerous con
siderations that should weigh with
every man to make the most of
himself ?
Is it no duty he owes to Him
who made him of so exalted a na
ture ? Has He no claim upon us,
to show forth His praise by the
right use of His gifts '!
Has he no duty to do to the
race ? He was not made for him
self alone : He was not made to
eat and drink, vegetate and rot. —
Can he add to the stock of human
knowledge and human happiness ?
Can he alleviate the woes that
press upon the race ? That is his
<luty. Some one has said that he
who makes a spire of grass to grow
where none grew before, is a bene
factor of his race. How much
more when he gives an imperisha
ble thought to another mind ?
Owes he no duty to his country ?
The land of his birth or adoption ?
Our Country expects every man to
do his duty to her ?
As the Roman Sage, quoting
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from the Greek Plato remarks :—
"We are not born for ourselves
alone, and our country claims her
share, and our friends their share
of us :—men are created for the
sake of men, that they may mutu
ally do good to one another; in
this we ought to take nature for
our guide, to throw into the pub
lic stock the offices of general
utility by a reciprocation of duties: sometimes by receiving,
sometimes by giving, and some
times to cement human society by
arts, by our industry, and by our
resources."
Is nothing due to himself? He
knows not what he may become,
or for what Divine Providence has
destined him. He owes it to him
self to cultivate his powers to the
utmost. And has he no interest
at stake ' No saying is more com
mon than that "knowledge is pow
er."
It is so as the means to an end.
One man of a cultivated mind can
accomplish more than an army of
savages. Not because he has
more bodily strength than any
one of them, but because he
brings the great powers of nature
into obedience to his will. All
power and motion are thought to
spring from the mind and will.
The human body is but a machine
moved by the mind. What pow
er a man exerts through his bodi
ly limbs is his power. But sup
pose he attaches to his body an
other machine which in the same
way, is brought under the control
of his will,—that is his power too,
and for his benefit.
No matter whether it is the
frame of a brute or inert matter.
The controlling mind is his :—It
is just the same to him as if all
this power was centred in his own
person. More than that it is bet
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ter for himthan if he had all that
strength in himself.
Whether he employ a horse—
an elephant—wind—w a t e r, or
steam—these are all his servants
to work or not—to work in this
way or that—just as much subject
to him as the limbs of his own
hody. Knowledge gives hiin this
power over the elements of nature,
knowledge puts into his hand the
lever of Archimedes. It moves
the world.
Knowledge is power in civil life
and in the political world. What
gives one man such an influence
over the minds of to many others
that he can move them at his will?
It is his superior knowledge. Ig
norance may be elevated by partizanship—by influential friends—but it cannot maintain its position:
it will only show to greater disad
vantage.
Knowledge is power : and pow
er is happiness. The love of pow
er is one of the strongest passions
of the human heart. To gain this,
tyrants have trod on the necks of
conquered millions, and ground
them into the dust.
They have domineered over the
souls and the consciences of men,
and stood to them in place of (Jod.
Place the child that cau scarce
lift a pound upon the back of a
horse or an elephant ; let him guide
its huge and strong body. Why
is he so delighted ? Is it with the
mere motion? No. It is with the
idea of power. And he would say,
"see how I cau make the animal
obey me." Knowledge is wealth :
how many depend entirely upon
their knowledge for their daily
bread. How many acquire large
fortunes. A man once remarked
that time was his estate :—but
many can say that mind is their
estate ? Their knowledge is worth
more to them than a large planta-
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j tion. Take two men of equal bodi
ly strength, and equal mental ca
pacity ; give one a high degree of
knowledge, and let the other re
main in ignorance. What a vast
difference is now between them.
We kuow this is not the proper
motive to spur the mind. It is
not the spirit of avarice that fills
the breast of the true lover of learn
ing. It is a higher and nobler
principle. It is the love of knowl
edge for itself. It is the excite
ment of the mind. And he who
is calculating at every step the
gold lie bhall gain, can never suc
ceed, iiuch sordid souls will be
driven from the temple of science.
Knowledge is happiness : how
many and how great sources of en
joyment are opened before the
mind of him who is truly awake ?
He has a permanent spring of
pleasure unaffected by external
things. Man is composed of two
substances, mind and matter. We
know of no being in the universe
like him in this respect. He de
rives happiness from two corres
ponding sources, sensation and re
flection. Through the body and
through the mind. But how su
perior is the latter? Aud how
many for want of what lies so near
them sink into sensuality and vice?
Kuvel in the lowest class of plea
sures, and almost vie with the ser
pent tor his slime, and the swine
for his mire. But the pleasures
of the mind elevate and enoble it.
They make a man feel himself a
man : They raise him towards
angels. Thought gives a man dig
nity. It is written on his brow:
It beams in his eye: It gives him
a nobler bearing.
Whatever may be a man's ex
ternal circumstances—no matter
how poor in material wealth—no
matter how hard his hand with
labor—no matter how many difli
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culties he has had to cut his way the means of living abundant
through. Give me the mau that and cheap, compared with the Old
thinks—that uses men and books World ; with unbounded mineral
only ns aids to form his own opin resources ; with a government that
ions— that does not receive his combines nearly all that is worthy
opioious on politics and religion — of imitation and adoption in all
(the subjects that most of all in other governments ; with no re
terest men)—as he does his prop straint on individual liberty, more
erty, by regular descent. Give me than is necessary for the good of
the mau who can show "strong the whole; with no established re
Reasons " why he thinks thus and ligion to cramp the mind and bind
the soul in fetters of iron. Not
so.
This is the man that will form a where men must keep their mouths
pillar in the temple of Liberty, shut, however much they may open
aud have a name which will live their ears, or they may find a pris
when gold will rust. Aud have on as a home for life, or a dividing
we as a people no advantages for line drawn between the head and
self-improvement '! Of the Cau shoulders. Not where one class
casian race that seems distined to of men is born to rule, and one to
rule the world ; of the Celtic aud obey. Not where we must em
Tentonic stock that in the arts and ploy one class of men to do our
sciences—in political institutions— thinking for us on all subjects, and
and in all that pertains to the dig to keep our consciences, and then
nity aud glury uf mau, staud before we must pay them all our earnings.
But where thought is free : aud,
all other people in the world.
above all, with the Elalis.i Lan
We are told that the climate and guage, the richest in treasures of
physical features of a country have knowledge of any on the globe,
a vast influence in moulding the and which seems destined, if any,
minds and characters of its inhab to be universal.
itants. Place the Scotch on the
We are told that when Plato
burning plains of India, aud would lay dying, lie thanked God that
they have the marked characteris he had made him a man and not
tics of that hardy people ? Would a brute ; that he had been born a
they bo Scotchmen ? They would Grecian, and not a barbarian; and
doubtless soon be like the Hindoo. that be had lived in the same age
And it seems that Divine Provi- with Socrates. But we have great
dence had reserved the best part er reason to thank God than he.
of this last discovered continent ex We live in an age that exceeds all
pressly for us—to be the scene before in the diffusion of knowl
where great institutions might be edge ; when learning is no longer
established, and great principles kept locked up in the 1 dead lan
carried out into practical operation, guages, or expressed in technical
amid corresponding objects of na terms, as if too sacred for vulgar
ture. Upon the shores of our great hands and eyes. But when the
laskes; upon the banks of our greatest minds have labored and
mighty rivers; beneath the roar of spent their strength to bring all
Niagara; under the shade of lofty the treasures ofknowledge, collect
mouutains ; in the depth of prim ed in six thousand years, within
evat forests. Here with a fine the reach of every man—when all
climate; with a fertile soil, and departments of science, and even
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the most difficult, are simplified
and brought into such a shape
that all can understand them.
What was once considered the
highest attainment, is now but
A, B, C, to the school boy. Each
generation stands on the shoulders
of those who went before, and en-
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joys a wider prospect ; and if the
men who died at the beginning of
the present century could rise
from their graves, they would be
astonished to find the merest tyro
in possession of what they prided
themselves upon knowing.

.UTILITARIAN SPIRIT.
We acknowledge the receipt of poetry is only a mere toy—a pas
"an Address, delivered before the time—an embellishment. That it
is the exuberance of a mind re
Thela Delta Chi Society, at the markable for luxuriance of growth,
annual convention, in Washington rather than fur strength or manli
City, by Lee M. McAfee," (of N. ness—that it paints the fancies of
C.) neatly printed by Messrs. Cole a heated imagination, but none of
& Albright, the printers of the the realities of life. But this
cannot be. It is true, poetry as
Journal. With the Address, is well as romance docs indeed call
also published a poem, on "The fiction to its aid ; but though ab
Beautiful," delivered at the same sorbed in the one, you only dream
time and place—by Wm. M. Cole of the life you would enjoy ; there
is in the other "a sober certainty
man of N. C.
of waking bliss," no where else to
Instead of commenting on the be found. The true value of poAddress, we give our readers the j etry is little understood. It wakes
following extract, on the effect of into life and action all the finer
the utilitarian spirit of our people sensibilities of our nature, and un
bosoms the deep and glowing
on mental culture.
feelings which mark the true ex
The most obvious effect of this cellence of humankind. The soul
utilitarian spirit upon our people, of poetry is the "divinity that
is the pernicious influence it ex stirs within us," and there must
erts upon the poetic sentiment. be some powerful, perverting force,
And this want of poetic feeling is if its effects be not to elevate and
fast getting the mastery over our refine the thoughts—to exalt and
young men, where above all oth spirituralize our nature. The po
ers its baneful influences are the etic fire may indeed be kindled on
last to be felt and the least to be unholy altars—the stream in which
expected. The cold and calcula the muses bathe may have little
ting spirit of business, of discouut of the purity of Castalian Fount,
and interest, induces the opinion —yet the virtue has not gone out
which is far too prevalent, that of the fire, and if the water be pol
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luted, the spirit is there, and like I least stifles the fine emotions of the
the inflammable gas that rises ! heart to make room for the chilling
from the troubled pool, has a clear . ceremonials of fashionable intervisible manifestation. What though course, and the slender attachments
like Byron the poet exhibits a . of interest and convenience. The
mind shrouded in its own dark im- romance of character, the poetry
maginings—a heart scathed with of life is extinct. The principle
the lightning of passion—temper of llail-roads and steam-engines,
and feelings wrapt in gloom or har is now applied to tho human un
rowed by a whirlwind of fury and derstanding and the human heart.
hate. The whirlwind which har The days of chivalry we know
rows and desolates can also purify have long since gone by, and we
—and the power which raised the do not mourn their loss. But we
storm can also bring quietness and may regret that some portion of
peace. The same creative power, the generous spirit which was thero
which in a mind perverted by vice suffered to become madness, could
or by severe wrestlings with un- I not lend its warmth to tho charactoward fortune, conjures up de- ' ter of the times.
mons of envy and hate, will in a
The artificial manners—the cold
mind of natural bearing exhibit formality—the lisping ceremony
its proper manifestations. It will and studied etiquette, which have
soften the heart with its tender begun to characterize our fashion
appliances, summon those fine and able society, are sufficient to throw
hidden energies which prompt our a deadly chill over the best feelings
nature to its own elevation aud en of the heart. Despotic fashion
largement, and develops those has induced a habit of trimming
souroes of happiness, which to the the heart, as well as the dress, to
selfish and the sordid are wholly j suit the maridian of a place ; and
unknown
the free and undisguised expres
Nothing more strongly tends to sion of feelings which are the glo
refine and hallow the social affec rious distinction of our species, is
tions, than the cultivation of the compelled to shrink before the as
poetical sentiment, and it is in this sumed courtliness of a prevailing
view that 1 consider tho want of mode. A degrading censorship is
it in our day a great evil. The established over the heart—fine
state of society and of course the sensibility is worse than effeminacy
character of our people and partic and elevated thought is stigmatiz
ularly of females who regulate the ed as the ravings of poetry. If
modes of society, is too artificial one throws off these restraints of
and the system of education now society—if he suffers his warm exu
in vogue is, I think, lamentably berant fancy to bear him beyond
false and pernicious. The designs " the smoke and stir and turmoil
of nature are thwarted by the cold of tho wotW "—" to take the
and heartless system of expedien prisoned soul and lap it in elysinm "
cy in the narrowest sense of the he is roused from his reverie by
term—a system which substitutes that cold withering exclamation,
vanity and egotism for the princi " how romantic !" Nor is this all .
ples of moral rectitude—makes the The same repining spirit lays its
possession of accomplishments of : unhallowed censure on the expros
far greater value than the attain- I sion of domestic affection ; and the
mcnt of wisdom— eradicates or at , sneer of fashion has perhaps cover-
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ed many an attachment that might
have blessed the parties for life,
and added much to the charm and
the moral character of society.
Interest and expediency come
in to check and chill the current
of domestic affections—to make
connubial attachment a trade and
to degrade that heaven appointed
institution into a mere bargain
and sale. It is true we have not
arrived at the same degree of per
fection in this art that older coun
tries have, yet we have the same
system of education, which though
not yet carried into so enlarged a
practice, perhaps only waits the
more mature growth of the coun
try for its full developement. We
are fast borrowing the corruptions
of the old world, and among the
worst and most dangerous is the
false and unnatural system which
wo are interweaving with our oldfashioned home-bred notions. So
ciety will grow corrupt, as it grows
artificial—as we import the castoff manners of decayed kingdoms ;
and we have more to fear for the
purity of our institutions from this
cause than from any other evil
with which we are threatened. We
say then that a system of educa
tion and a mode of society that
tends to loosen the domestic ties
—to substitute interest and con
venience for the cement of sym
pathy, harmony of character and
well tried affection, are the pro
lific source of corruption and so
cial misery.

Blowing up the Teacher.—
There is a class of persons in most
school districts who are continually
on the watch to find fault with the
teacher. They are generally too
erude and ignorant to know or care
any thing about his methods of
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instruction, but only let a pecuni
ary embarrassment cross his way,
or let his moral repntation be in
jeopardy from any calamity or un
avoidable occurrence, and these
watchers immediately turn buzzing
gossipers, and repeat, with a wasp
ish monotony, "I told you so;''
" Just as I expected."
If the teacher is ten minutes
behind lime in the morning by
their clock, he "is an hour too
late." If he teaches twenty min
utes after the time for dismissal
in the evening, that is no offense.
True, every teacher should make
it a point to be as punctual as the
sun himself, but it is hard to keep
true time, and the inaccurate and
varying time of every clock in the
district, at the same time.
The teacher, however, must learn
to bear all these fault findings and
cuffings, and endeavor to treat with
calmness and respect all his merci
less critics. This is easily done.
Let him keep a continual presence
of mind and do as near right as ho
can. Let him treat all children
with equal forbearance, and be al
ways cheerful and composed. Let
not such trifles in the least ruffle
the temper or deaden his interest.
The teacher's task is arduous
enough, and can only be succesffully preformed by attentive study
and perseverance.
One thing is consoling : the
teacher that is " blowed up " by
such breezes, generally has an odd
trick ofstaying up. The censures of
the ignorant and gainsaying cannct,
in the least, injure the devoted
teacher in the successful discharge
of his duties. Such insinuations,
arising from such a source, take a
decided turn in favor of the in
tended victim, and recommend
him to a discriminating communi
ty.— School Visitor.
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BE NOT ASHAMED OF RIDICULE.
I shall never forget a lesson
-which I received when quite a lad,
at the Academy. Among my
school-fellows were Hartley and
Jemson. They were somewhat
older than myself, and to the lat
ter I looked up as a sort of lead
er in matters of opinion as well as
of sport. He was not at heart
malicious, but he had a foolish
ambition of being thought witty
and sarcastic, and he made him
self feared by a besetting habit of
turning things into ridicule, so
that he seemed continually on the
look out for matter of derision.
Hartley was a new scholar, and
little was known of him among
the boys. One morning, as we
were on our way to school, he was
Been driving a cow along the road
toward a neighboring field. A
group of boys, among whom was
Jemson. met him as he was pass
ing. The opportunity was not to
be lost by Jemson. " Helloa!"he
exclaimed, "what's the price of
milk? I say, Jonathan, what do
you fodder on? What will you
take for all the gold on her horns?
Boys, if you want to see the latest
Parris style, look at those boots !"
Hartley waving his hand to us
with a pleasant smile, and driving
the cow to the field, took down the
bars of a rail-fence, saw her safely
in the enclosure, and then, putting
up the bars, came and entered
Echool with the rest of us. After
school in the afternoon he let out
the cow and drove her oft", none of
us knew where. And every day,

for two or three weeks, he went
through the same task.
The boys of B
Academy
were nearly all the sons of weal
thy parents, and some of them,
among whom was Jemson, were
dunces enough to look down with
a sort of disdain upon a scholar
who had to drive a cow. The
sneers and jeers of Jemson were
accordingly often renewed. Ho
once, on a plea that he did not
like the odour of the barn, refused
to sit next to Hartley.
With admirable good nature
did Hartley bare all these silly at
tempts to wound and annoy him.
I do not remember that he was
even once betrayed into a look or
word of angry retaliation. " I sup
pose, Hartley," said Jemson, one
day, " I suppose your daddy means
to make a milkman ofyou." ''Why
not 1" asked Hartley. " Oh, noth
ing ; only don't leave much water
in the cans after you rinse them—'
that's all!" The boys laughed,
and Hartley, not in the least morti
fied, replied, "Never fear ; if everl
should rise to be a milkman, I'll
give good measure and good milk."
the day after this conversation
there was a public exhibition, at
which a number of ladies and gen
tlemen from neighboring cities
were present. Prizes were award
ed by the Principal of our Acade
my, and both Hartley and Jemson
received a creditable number ; for,
in respect to scholarship, these
two were about equal. After the
ceremony of distribution, the Prin
40
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cipal remarked that there was oae
prize, consisting of a gold medal,
which was rarely awarded, not so
much on account of its great cost,
as because the instances were rare
which rendered its bestowal prop
er. It was the prize of heroism.
The last boy who received one
was young Manners, who, three
years ago, rescued the blind girl
from drowning.
The Principal then said that,
with the permission of the com
pany, he would relate a shortstory.
"Not long since, some scholars
were flying a kite in the street,
just as a poor boy on horseback
rode by on his way to the mill.—
The horse took fright and threw
the boy, injuring him so badly
that he was carried home, and
confined some weeks to his bed.—
Of the scholars who had unin
tentionally caused the disaster,
none followed to learn the fate of
the wounded boy. There was one
scholar, however, who had witness
ed the accident from a distance,
who not only went to make in
quiries, but stayed to render ser
vices.
£' This scholar soon learned that
the wounded boy was the grandson
of a poor widow, whose sole sup
port consisted in selling the milk
of a fine cow, of which she was
the owner. Alas ! what could she
now do ? She was old and lame,
and her grandson, on whom she
depended to drive the cow to pas
ture, was now on his back help
less. ' Never mind, good woman,'
said the scholar, I can drive your
cow !' With blessings and thanks
the old woman accepted his offer.
" But his kindness did not stop
here. Money was wanted to get
articles from the apothecary. 'I
have money that my mother sent
me to buy a pair of boots with ;
but I can do without them for a
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while.' 'Oh, no,' said the old
woman ; 'I can't consent to that;
but here is a pair of cowhide boots
that I bought for Henry, who
can't wear them. If you would
only buy these, giving us what
they cost, we should get along
nicely.' The scholar bought the
boots, clumsey as they were, and
has worn them up to this time.
"Well, when it was discovered
by other boys of the Academy,
that our scholar was in the habit
of driving a cow, he was assailed
every day with Laughter and ridi
cule. His cowhide boots, in particu
lar, were made matter of mirth. But
he kept on cheerfully and brave
ly, day after day, never shunning
observation, o.nd driving the wid
ow's cow, and wearing his thick
boots, contented in the thought
that he was doing right; caring
not for all the jeers and sneers
that could be uttered. He never
undertock to explain why he drove
a cow; for he was not inclined to
make a vaunt of his charitable
motive?, and furthermore, in his
heart he had no sympathy with
the false pride that could look
down with ridicule on any useful
employment. It was by mere ac
cident that his course of kindness
and self-denial was yesterday dis
covered by his teacher.
" And now ladies and gentle
men, I appeal to you, was there
not true heroism in this boy's con
duct? Nay, Master Hartley, do
not slink out of sight behind the
blackboard ! You are not afraid
of ridicule, you must not be
afraid of praise. Come forth,
come forth Master Edward James
Hartley, and let us see your honest
face !"
As Hartley, with blushing
cheeks, made his appearance, what
a round of applause, in which the
whole company joined, spoke the
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general approbation of his con
duct! The ladies sfood upon
benches and waved their handker
chiefs. The old men wiped the
gathering moistnre from the cor
ners of their eyes, and clapped
their hands. Those clumsy boots
on Hartley's feet, seemed a proud
er ornament than a crown would
have been on his head. The
medal was bestowed on him amid
general acclamation.
Let me tell you a good thing of
Jemson before I conclude. He
was heartily ashamed of his illnatured raillery, and after we were
dismissed, he went with tears of
manly self-rebuke in his eyes, and
tendered his hand to Hartley,
making a handsome apology for
his past ill-manners. "Think no
more of it, old fellow," said Hart
ley, with delightful cordiality ;
" let us all go and have a ramble
in the woods before we break up
for vacation." The boys, one and
all, followed Jemson's example ;
and then we set forth with huzzas
into the woods. What a happy
day it was !
[Little Boy's Treasury.
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A boy who grows up with such
principles, would be a man in the
best sense of the word. It indi
cates a regard l'or rectitude that
would render him trustworthy un
der every trial.— Chris. Annual.

Play Forsaken.—About twen
ty years ago, a missionary in one
of the West Indies, opened a school
for the negro children who lived
in his neighborhood. One day,
when let out for a little amusement,
they bagan to frolic and gambol on
the playground, as all children,
whether white or black, will do
under such circumstances. The
missionary watched their mirth
with great pleasure; it reminded
him of the time when he was a boy
and enjoyed such sport. But hav
ing occasion to ,ro from his house
to the chapel, he saw a sight
which struck him very much. A
part of the building stood out
about live or six feet, and formed
a corner. Here, in this corner, he
found a little boy about six years
old. He was a poor, dirty, and
apparently neglected child, and ho
j was drawing himself up as close
! into the corner as he could, to be
A Noble Boy.—A boy was out of the sight of the other chil
once tempted by some of his com dren.
And what, you may ask, was he
panions to pluck ripe cherries from
a tree which his father had forbid doing there? I will tell you. He
was trying very hard to learn his
den him to touch.
You need not be afraid," said lesson and prepare himself for
one of his companions' ''for if your school in the afternoon. 1 He thirst
father should find out that you ed for knowledge, and was willing
had taken them, he is so kind that to give up anything, even his play,
he would not hurt you."
to get it.
Don't you think such a Doy as
"That is the very reason," re
plied the boy, "why I would not that was sure to get on? And so
touch them. It is true, my father , he did. He was not very smart,
would not hurt me ; yet my diso I but he was very diligent and perbedience, I know, would hurt my ! severing; and after a time he be
father, and that would be worse to came first a monitor in the school,
then assistant school-inacter, and
me than anything else."
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at last lie got the charge of the
school altogether. He has now
been studying Greek, mathematics,
and theology ; and one Sunday
lately, the missionary heard him
preach a very excellent sermon to
his countrymen from these words,
"Choose yoi this day whom ye
will serve."
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a mad man, or—pardon me, ladies!
of a madwoman. Stoop! grace
fully, deferentially, and amid the
pause of the wind throw in the
still small voice, the "soft and
gentle words which turn away
wrath."
When reproved for an error you
have committed, for a wrong you
have perpetrated, for a neglect
chargeable against you, stoop ! Do
not justify or palliate a palpable
fault. This oulv intensifies and
HOW AND WHEN TO STOOP.
aggravates the wrong. This ex
Benjamin Franklin, when a young cites direr indignation. Stoop!
man, visited the Hev. Dr. Cotton If you say, mildly, *• I know I was
lUather. When the interview was wrong ; forgive me," you have
(ended, the reverend gentleman stolen away all your complainant's
showed him, by a back way, out of thunder. I have seen this tried
the house. As they proceeded with the happiest effect. A friend
along a narrow passage, the doctor came to me once with a face black
said to the lad, " Stoop ! Stooji !!" with frowns, and ire all bottled up
Nut immediately comprehending ready for an explosion, because I
the meaning of the advice, he took had
failed to fulfill some promised
another step, and brought his head commission.
I prognosticated the
pretty violently against a beam that storm, and took both his hands in
projected over the passage. " My i mine as he approached, simply
lad," said the divine, "you are
" 1 am very sorry I forgot;
young, and the world is before j saying,
pardon
time." What
you; learn to stoop as you go thro' could thememanthis
say ? He kept the
it, and you will save yourself many j cork in his bottle,
and I escaped a
a hard thump."
blast.
Not an easy science to learn, is terrible
How much more easily and pleas
it '! the science of stooping grace
we should get through life,
fully, and at the right time. When antly
if
we
only
knew how and when to
a man stands before you in a pas stoop ! But,
when tempted to do
sion, fuming and foaming, although
mean thing or a wrong thing,
you know that he is both unreason awhen
solicited to evil by associates
able and wrong, it is folly to stand
as straight, and stamp as hard, and or circumstances, then don't stoop!
Sargent's School Monthly.
talk as loud, as he does. This
places two temporary madmen face
to faco. ,Stoop as you would if a
tornado were passing. It is no
disgrace to stoop before a heavy
Dr. Kane uttered a truthful re
wind. The reed bends to the wind, mark when he said : " The best
while the unyielding oak is torn preventive is a hopeful, sanguine
up by the roots. It is just as sound tempsrament; the best cure, more
philosophy to echo back the bel- resistance—that spirit of combat
lowings of a mad bull, as it is to against every trial which is alone
respond in kind to the ravings of true bravery."
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giiibcnt debitor'o gqrartmcnt.
Thk Proceedings of the State Ed j entertaining and instructive and altoucational Association occupy a large I gether in good taste.
But our readers will have an opporpart of this No. of the Journal and we
hope will be carefully read by all who ; tunity of deciding for themselves, in
j regard to the merits of Mrs. Jone's
were not present, at the meeting.
This is but the second regular annu ! Essay. as it will be published, in full,
al meeting of the Association. It was in the next No. of the Journal.
Mr. Tucke also, at our request,
organized, in part, at Salisbury, in
I856. In July 1857 it held its first placed his Essay in our hands, that we
annual meeting, at Warrenton, and might make such extracts from it as
adopted a constitution, which, as amen we might think would be interesting to
ded during the recent sessions of the the readers of the Journal. Portions
Association, at Statesville, will be of it will be published, at such time as
circumstances may allow.
found in the proceedings.
We believe it was the opinion of
The number of members present
was larger than at either of the pre all present, that a more pleasant place
vious meetings, being about 175. and could not have been selected for our
the interest of teachers and other meeting. Statesville is situated in ono
friends of education, in these united of the finest portoins of the State—
efforts for the advancement of the surrounded by a most beautiful and
cause, seems to be increasing, in all picturesque country, which, since it is
parts of the State. There were more brought in contact with the rest of the
counties represented, as well as more world, by the Western E. It., will soon
be noted Loth for the beauty of its
members in attendance.
scenery and the fertility of its soil.
The meeting was harmonious and
We are sure that the Association
pleasant and we need only call atten could not have been entertained with
tion to the amount of business done and a warmer and more generous hospital
the subjects considered, to show that ity, any where in the world. And no
there were many working men there. people show more interest and zeal in
The Address of Rev. Dr. Nott, of the cause of education that the citi
Go'.dsboro', was listened to with much zens of Iredell county. Their active
interest by a large ami attentive audi county Association, their flourishing
ence ; and at its close. a motion was Schools, in different parts of the coun
made to request a copy for publication; ty, and that ornament, not only to
but. at the request of Dr. Nott, the Statesville and Iredell county, but to
motion was withdrawn. We hope the State—Concord Female College—
however to have the privilege of giv could not be found elsewhere than in
ing some extracts at least to the read the midst of an intelligent community.
ers of the Journal.
The pleasure of meeting with so
The Essays of Mrs. Jones and Mr. many of those engaged in the same
Tucke, also added much to the inter- : pursuits, and laboring fur the advance
est of the meeting. They wore both j ment of the same cause, the reeollec
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tion of the many pleasant acquaintan
ces formed, the new interest awakened,
in regard to the general educational in
terests o: the State, and the renewed
vigor with which all return to their la
bors, after enjoying a week's relaxation
in a manner so appropriate, will cause
many to look forward, with lively in
terest, to the time fur our next meet
ing.
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laborers, by men who are unwilling to
bury the talent, for the use of which
they must soon render an account.

Annual Meetings. —The Firit An
nual Meeting of tho National Teackert'
Association, will be held in Cincinnati,
Ohio, commencing at 30 o'clock A. M.,
August 11th.
At this Meetiug, Lectures are expec
ted from distinguished Educators.
The Journal. —We would call spe
Introductory Address by the Presi
cial attention to the action of the As dent, Z. Richards, Principal of a
sociation in regard to the Journal. We Classical School, Washington, D. C.
hope that those who were not present
SUBJECTS FOE DISCUSSION.
will imitate those who were, in making
1. The expediency and justice of
efforts to extend the circulation of the maintaining/rec
schools throughout our
Journal immediately. A little earnest Country by general taxation.
effort, on the part of each one, will
2. Parochial Schools; are they in
secure for it an ample support, for the harmony with the spirit of American
Institutions
?
present year—and the standing com
3.
Mixed
Schools—The propriety
mittee, appointed to attend to its in and expediency
of educating both sex
terests, and instructed to make ar es together, in the same classes.
rangements for its continued publica
The twenty-eighth annual meeting of
tion, will soon begin to make efforts the American Institute of Instruc
to place it in a situation that will in tion, will be held at Norwich, Conn.,
sure it future prosperity.
on the 17th. 18th. 19th., and Ctth., of
The report, of the committee who August.
examined the Journal and compared it
The American Association, for
with Educational Journals from four the Aadvanccment of Education, will
teen other states and from the British hold its eighth Annual meeting at Alba
1'iovinces, deserves attention and ny, N. Y. , in November next.
ought to have some influence with any
For the names of delegates appoint
of the readers of the Journal who are ed, to represent North Carolina, at tho
disposed to criticise it with severity. above meetings, refer to the proceed
In this connection, we will again ings of the Association.
urge the friends of the Journal to
write more for it—look at the list of Correction. —We havo been inform
subjects, presented by the committee, ed that we ought to have given the
as suitable to be diseussed by the As name of Mr. Joseph II. Speed, as one
sociation. Articles on any of these of the delegates to the meeting of The
subjects would be interesting and cal- American Institute of Instruction, to
culated to go good—and many more be held at Norwich Conn., commencing
night be added to the list.
17th of August. The mistake was
The field is a wide one : the amount : made in taking down hurried note3,
of good that may be doue,by a judicious during the meeting, and as no correc
use of the pen, is incalculable ; then let tions were called for,when the procedthe future numbers of the Journal show ings were read to the Association, we
that this field is occupied by willing concluded that every thing was correct.
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NECESSITY OF FEMALE EDUCATION.
An Essay by Mrs. Delia W.Jones, read before the State Educational
Association, at Statcsville, July 8th, 1858.
My thanks are duo for the fa
vorable opinion that has led your
committee to request of me an Es
say to be read before the Educa
tional Association of N. C. I am
urged to its acceptance only by a
desire to add my mite to the in
terest that should be both individ
ual and philanthropic—that in
Education ; and, with no apology
for the errors into which I may
be led, but with confidence in
your leniency in criticism, I apply
myself to the work before me.
It has always been a matter of
surprise to me, that, while the ed
ucation of males is everywhere re
garded as most important, there is
so indifferent a feeling concerning
females, and so little provision
made for their cultivation ; and it
shall be my endeavor to set forth
the necessity of educating all wo
men—the peculiar advantages arising from having well-qualified
females as teachers of youth—and
an inquiry as to where they shall
be found and how prepared.
Even in countries and States
where time, wealth and experience
have combined to further the cause

of female education, we find the
means inadequate to supply the
wants of the majority of young
women : it is not therefore strange
that with us, where the system
of common schools is not jet ful
ly developed, there should be de
fects and inadequacies greater
still. But this is no reason why,
in the cause of Female education,
North Carolina should not make
bold and thoughtful efforts for
the advancement of her daughters
as well as her sons, and become, at
some future day, a mark of admi
ration and an ensample for others.
It requires judgment to devise any
system of laws and regulations,—
energy and perseverance to put
them in force,—and unity of in
terest and purpose, to do so suc
cessfully. Above all, there is re
quisite a thoroughness of prepara
tion, a careful fitting of all the
parts, before any effect can follow
the most complicated mechanism.
Attention to the first principles
and first causes, and careful prep
aration in little things lie at the
foundation of the work of Edu
cation. With an eve steadily fix
41
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ed on the groat purpose to be ac innerand spiritual significance and
complished, there should boanev- prepare it to enjoy in all things a
cr-lbrgetfulness (if I may so call perpetual '-'feast of reason and flow
it) of all that will add to the effi of soul."
ciency of the means employed,
This drawing out of the intel
and a firm rejection of whatever lectual powers begins, (or should
tends to injure the cause.
j begin,) with the earliest observaIn Education, the main-spring ! tion of a child. Its first teacher
of action is the teacher, upon j is, of necessity, the mother, with
whose ability, information and apt whom lie moro of the causes of
ness to teach everything depends. j after success or failure in life,
Sound morality, gentleness, firm I than many arc accustomed to sup
ness, thorough knowledge of hu pose. This will be plainly seen,
man nature as well as a perfect if we reflect for a moment how im
understanding of the rudiments portant it is that the first step in
of science, should characterize the art, science, or philosophy be a
teacher of youth in an eminent correct one ; and how beyond rem
degree, and the more thoughtful edy arc all efforts and reasoning
is her temperament, the more ef if the first principles be violated.
ficient will be her labors. Thought- In education the facts are the
fulness is a frequent deficiency in same, and world-wide is the max
the female mind. Half the dis im,
tresses, accidents and failings that
as tli o twig is bent, the trce'3
beset females, arise from want of "Justinclined.
"
reflection. They are not general
Let women then be taught—
ly much given to reasoning, and
judgment is often, weak in conse thorouyhly educated—that in the
quence. It is in the power of Edu sphere of every-day life, they may
cation to improve both ; but that, be worthy women, enlightened
by Education, wisdom may be sub I companions, and thoughtful judi
stituted for folly—genins for stu cious mothers. Thus will be ac
pidity—or that a dull intellect can complished the first step towards
be transformed into a brilliant one, ! the education of both seses, but
is entirely erroneous. Education in a peculiar manner, that of fe
does not consist in simply laying males, since within the precincts
up stores of information ; without of home, there dwells the impress
reflection, these stores are of no of the prevailing characteristics
value to the mind : whole libraries of the mother's mind : if she be
of crude facts would not render a intelligent and cultivated, her fam
person educated. Facts must be ily will every day and hour of
digested ere there is any benefit their lives, feel the ennobling in
derived from them, and it is the fluence of her daily walk and 'con
province of Education to draw out versation : but if she be rude and
and cultivate those faculties that untaught, her mind will dwell oa
already exist in the mind, but petty things and her influence will
which, without it, would remain tend to degrade the natural stan
dormant,—or, if active at all, not dard of intellect that her children
in a progressive manner. It will possess, and she will be a draw-back
enable the mind to digest—to de to their improvement instead of a
duct from facts their useful moral helper in their efforts.
Most earnestly would I com
—to draw from every source, its
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mend to your attention the cause
of this neglected portion of hu
manity, and urge their claims to a
solid, practical, and thorough edu
cation. Then, and not till then,
may you safely and confidently
urge your claims upon them for a
faithful performance of their du
ties, whether circumstances call
them to be public instructors, or
those home helpmeets and teachers
—wives and mothers.
The second step in education,
(though the first that is recog
nized,) is school—the first school
to which a child is sent: and here
it is most desirable that the teach
ers should be females. Not that
I would by any means, restrict
their tutelage to the class of A. B.
C.-darians, but I would ever have
an intelligent woman to graft the
first principles of knowledge upon
the moral instructions of home.
Who by nature so well fitted for
this office as woman ? She pos
sesses great patience and forbear
ance, and it is the tendency of
her mind to give much notice to
little thijags. The beginnings of
education comprise a multitude of
small things—simple facts and
rules that require frequent repeti
tion in order to be well learned ;
and all her patience will be requir
ed to teach the smallest children
well. Again the child, from its
earliest recollection has been the ob
ject of unbounded love and ten
derness—petted and caressed till
its whole nature answers only to
gentleness. Prom this atmosphere
of perpetual warmth, the child is
often sent to a school where the
cold or indifferent aspect of a
strange master chills its very soul,
and the benefits that might be de
rived from the first year at school
are really frightened away, while
with a female teacher, there is
something of home feeling at once,
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and a smile, or a gentle word will
win the little heart forever. This
done, the task of the teacher be
comes a 'labor of love'—the obe
dience of the pupil is a thank-of
fering from a warm and innocent
heart—and may be remembered
by both, with pleasurable emotions,
as long as the memory of those
early school days lingers in the
mind.
Jiut where shall well-qualified
teachers be found to supply the
demand for primary schools alone?
Common schools are not the places
to prepare teachers—they are of
too low grade and yet they are the
only schools of permanent charac
ter. Academies, High Schools kc.
are not convenient to all : scatter
ed at wide distances, their location
is in some populous town or wealthy
neighborhood and by distance and
high terms generally inaccessible
to those who most need the ad
vantages they odor. These schools
are very uncertain in their dura
tion, or (what is nearly as bad,)
seldom for a longer time than one
or two years under the same su
pervision. The more permanent
of these are those fashionable
seminaries and female colleges
which send forth graduates year
ly. Shall we look among them
for teachers ? Although they are
reputed to be thoroughly educa
ted there is seldom one from these
schools who is fitted either by dis
position, association or even actu
al knowledge to become a teacher
among the middle classes. They
are generally daughters of wealthy
parents, reared amid luxury and
fashion—with tastes and habits
belonging to wealthy people ;
which habits of life have been
strengthened by education, and
they would disdain the calling of
a teacher. A great end in these
large Seminaries seems to be, to
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acquire the art of Dress and Po
lite manners, which in a medinm
station in society need not be car
ried to such perfection. The love
of finery is inherent to the female
mind and instead of being culti
vated, should be turned aside by
solid mental cultivation and mor
al training. But here it is in
creased, and this in a teacher
would introduce expensive enjoy
ments among a class who have
not the means of gratifying such
tastes if acquired. Enough of
the art of dress can be learned in
the simple rule of neatness and
appropriateness ; while the Gol
den Rule of the Bible is a code of
polite as well as religious conduct,
that will adapt itself to any circle
from the lowliest to the most re
fined. The instruction in these
schools is often very superficial,
owing as often to the indifferent
scholarship of the teacher as to
that of the pupil and to the num
ber of studies, both solid and or
namental, attempted at the same
time. The ground work of edu
cation is thus defective, and the
ornamental studies that have oc
cupied so much time and money
would be almost valueless to her
as an instructor, (unless she devoles herself exclusively to those
branches in teaching.) In short,
a fashionably educated woman, al
though she may be a regular grad
uate is not exactly the person to
teach the middle classes in socie
ty. False principles of thought
and action would follow the com
mingling of character and tastes
so different. There would arise
feelings of dissatisfaction between
them ; the people would be exci
ted to complaint in their sphere
and the teacher would not be hap
py in a position so humble and
self-denying.
These schools then, while adap
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ted to the wants of those whose
years of study are succeeded by a
round of gayety and amusement,
are not suitable for persons in the
middle paths of life, nor for such
as would become teachers. If the
poor are unable to receive the ad
vantages of the best schools we
have, and if the graduates of such
institutions are not qualified or
witling to become teachers if qual
ified, where shall teachers be found?
Where shall they receive an edu
cation and how shall they defray
the expense of such an education
as will fit them to enter upon the
duties of teaching with any hope
of success ?
There are no schools adapted to
the present urgent necessities of
the youth and rising generation.
The Persians have a maxim that
reads as follows :
"Whatever peculiar wisdom a
nation would possess^ they should
show it in their schools," and it is
time that N. C. should take the
matter of preparatory schools in
hand, and show the world what
views she holds of female, capacityand intelligence. Let her provide
schools that shall make her daugh
ters sensible, intelligent women,
and her teachers, the best.
Women have too long been re
garded as mere playthings—but
terflies of fashion —beautiful orna
ments but perfectly useless to them
selves and to the world. Their in
tellect, in consequence, has lost
some of its early vigor, and judi
cious training only will restore the
strength that belongs to it. The
persons most suitable to become
teaches in Common Schools are
found among the middle and poor
er class. They have a peculiar
feeling for, and sympathy with
those of their own station. Their
manner of thinking and views of
life are congenial, and there is a
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strength of intellect and original of all classes, and an opening
ity of conception with them that would be made for the prepara
is nowhere else found. Have not tion of teachers—offering to many
the greatest geninses—the men females a source of employment
most noted for their attainments that will be of great service to
and researches, sprung from the them while they are serving their
humble walks in life
There is State and the cause of Education.
no doubt that the educatiun.of this There are hundreds of strongclass will be the means of light minded young women in this State
ing many a beacon lamp of genins who would rejoice at an opportu
that shall shine on the wave-toss nity like this, but who, for want
ed mariner far out at sea, and per of means, will travel no farther in
chance guide him to the haven of the path of learning than the free
peace he had almost despaired of school will take them. These
reaching.
strong minds in the middle class,
There seems to me no system are the nation's boast if cultiva
of female education that could be ted, while neglected, they sink in
ko successfully adopted as the the scale of intellect. The vast
Normal School proposed by Sir. importance of such preparatory
Davis of Rowan county, to the schools is not realized at a first
State Association in 1856. This glance ; but dwell upon the facts
system, while it involves but a j that rise everywhere, and even the
small expense to the people, will few to which I have adverted, and
insure a corps of good Common their value will increase in your
School teachers and be of incalcu estimation. By no means neglect
lable benefit to the people, as well the matter longer—but act. Set
as the taught. It was suggested, in operation the machinery that
that a Normal School be establish shall benefit, not simply the few
ed in each Congressional District that are taught in this generation,
—the buildings to be furnished but untold numbers. Cast a peb
by private Associations or individ ble into the water; the waves cir
uals, and constructed in a plain cle round it, ever widening till
and economical manner—the sala they reach the distant shore and
ries of teachers to be made up by are lost to view. So the education
contributions from each county, of each pupil will be the center
and the number of pupils sent around which many others shall
from each county proportioned to circle ; and they, perchance, in
the sum contributed. The board turn, arising to the same advanta
and incidental expenses, the pu ges may finally exert the same in
pils defray themselves, but the fluence. A plan thus set in action
tuition is froe to thoso admitted, is well-nigh the long-sought per
upon their signing a written pledge petual motion, which instead of
to teach a common school for the developing itself in mechanics, is
same length of time (be it months found most nearly in the mind—
or years) that they are in atten the intellect that God has given
dance at the Normal School. For to man.
their teaching, they receive regu
lar pay,and without the drawback of
having to pay tuition money after
Had there never been a cloud,
leaving school. Education would
thus be placed within the reach there had never been a rainbow.
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RIGHT MOTIVES IN EDUCATION.
Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control,
These three alone lead life to sovereign power,
Yet not for power (power of herself
Would come uncalled for), but to live by law,
Acting the law we live by, without fear ;
And because right is right, to follow right
Were wisdom in the scorn of consequence. — Tennyson.
In an age and state like ours,
where Satan, leading every soul up
the " exceeding high mountains "
of ambition and pride, and delud
ing it with a vain show of the
" kingdoms of the world and the
glory of them," whispers "all these
things will I give thee if thou wilt
fall down and worship me," it
seems necessary that every voice,
however feeble, should be raised
on the side of right. Shams are
always despicable—not less so when
perpetrated on so grand a scale as
is this sovereign sham of power.—
" Power fitted to the season, wis
dom bred and throned of wisdom,"
should indeed "in all action be the
end of all ;" but when in its name
the thousand crimes of political
and social life are committed—
when might and right are so widely
severed in every sphere of life—it
is wise for us to look well to our
selves, to put away from us mean
motives and selfish ends, that we
may protest against wrong with
clear consciences. Every reform
in the state must begin in the in
dividual ; and so long as the giant
evils of public li'e are but an exag
gerated copy of the dishonest think
ing and acting of private life, so
long will popular indignation against wrong be as little regarded
as the idle wind by those against
whom it is directed. This is but
just. Political and social wrongs
are not generated above the soil of

the common thought and feeling.
They spring up, swiftly as any
noxious weed, but strong as the
centurymaturing oak, the legiti
mate fruit of seed carelessly sown
in the earliest spring of life.
Human nature is a nobler thing
—the world a more glorious inher
itance—we ourselves infinitely su
perior to the dwarfed standard
which has unaccountably been set
up as our model. We all profess
to believe this—giving with our
lips a formal assent to the doc
trine that God is our Father, and
sometimes catching dimly faint
glimpses of the glorious destiny
to which such a relation invites
us, but who, in looking at the acts
and thence divining the motives
which move the world, does not
see that these are professions mereBut it is here, at home with
ourselves, that the crusade against
error must be commenced. Truth
always suffers when her adherents
fight with stained weapons ; and
not until the work of self-purifi
cation has been earnestly begun
can we do her acceptable service.
Hence the inutility, nay, the pos
itive evils of large associations,
even to advocate great reforms.
Inaugurated at first with pure in
tentions and by noble minds, they
have become the resort of all who
are disaffected with society be
cause thoroughly at war with
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themselves, until the very name ward which with a clear head and
"convention" has become a re a pure heart he may lead the way.
proach, and the thing itself an He is not taught to reverence him
occasion to violate the name of self, to love right for its own sake,
liberty by advocating under its ti to worship his Father as the source
tle the basest slavery—that of of all right thinking, all noble ac
man to his lowest self. We need tion.
reforms but we shall not secure
The higher side of his nature
them in this way. Suffering un thus starved with crumbs and pro
der a deadly disease, it will not do mises, and his low hopes and am
to let every quack try his hand at bitions thus generously fed, what
our cure.
wonder that when worldly power
We need reforms in education— prefers him "ample rule unques
broader views of life and of our tioned," or worldly pleasure "with
obligations to ourselves and to a subtile smile in her mild eyes"
each other. Life to too many of beckons him, he is deaf to wisdom
us seems only a monotonous tread and rushes blindly into political
mill, on whose round a few pleas wrong or social disgrace '! "Do
ures are to be enjoyed, many pains men gather grapes of thorns ?"
to be suffered, a certain routine of
Surely the republic has not
duties to be performed, and final rightly educated her youth. —
ly a death to be gone through, Boasting of her freedom, she has
which will at once release the soul here widened into license, there
from all restraint and leave it for contracted into despotism. The
ever unoccupied and at rest. It liberty which is the result of per
is the tendency of our popular fect obedience to righteous law has
forms of education to produce this not been her aim, and that her
result. Low motives are present children do not prize it is too sadly
ed to the child. He is incited to shown in the miserable shams of
perseverance by the consideration legislation, the wide-spreading out
that success in life, by which he rages against law and order which
understands place, wealth, power, take root and grow unchecked in
depends upon his acquisitions. her midst. Her only hope lies now
He is taught that sin is wrontr in a truer view of education—a
because pumshment awaits trans more sedulous care over that army
gressors—it is therefore expedient of youth before which the genera
to be good—and goodness too of tion which now controls the state
ten means a bondage upon the must soon retreat. This reform
wheel of formalism which grinds docs not mean a new array of books,
out of him freedom of thought, a more imposing list of sciences,
all independence of opinion, and but a more zealous watchfulness
which must as surely prevent his over the motives by which we seek
.seeming righteousness from being to impress the child—nobler views
acceptable in the eyes of Him of God as our Father and of our
"who knoweth the thoughts of selves as his children—of truth
our hearts." Rarely indeed is he and right as, in their perfection,
led up into the mount of vision the incarnation of God which shall
and shown the glorious possibili redeem the world.
ties of his future—the mighty
Oh! never, until mean incen
evils with which God created him tives to action, low views of duty
to contend—the infinite good to I are forever eradicated from the
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licart and mind of our people, can
America be the appropriate stan
dard bearer of freedom—not that
freedom whose synonym is lawless
unrestraint, but the glorious liberty
under whose shadows " the kindly
earth shall slumber, lapped in uni
versal law."—N. Y. Teacher.

Education.—According to the
most accurate estimate which can
be obtained, there are in the United
States about one million and a half
of children without the meaus of
education, and about an equal
number of adults, either foreigners
or native Americans, that are un
educated. These large masses of
* unenlighted mind lie in almost
every portion of this uatiou, and
frightful statistics have been offici
ally given by legislative investiga
tion in several of our States. In
one of the smaller States there are
nearly thirty thousand adults and
children that can neither read nor
write. Jn one of the largest, there
are four hundred thousand adults
and children who hive no educa
tion and no means provided. In
one of the Western States, onethird of all the children in the State
are destitute of any provisiou for
education.
Every where in all ages, such
masses of ignoranco are the mate
rials of til others most dangerous
to liberty ; for as a general fact,
uneducated mind u uneducated
vice. But the safety of our repub
lic depends upon the intelligence,
moral principle and patriotism of
the nation.
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School Outrages.
Thirty
years ago a school-mistress, in a
rage, caught hold of the arm of a
little girl, not in fault, gave it a
violent jerk, and with a swing
threw her to the other side of the
room. To-day, that little girl is a
wife, a mother, the accomplished
mistress of a princely mansion,
happy in her social position, happy
in her husband—who is one of tho
best of men, but that arm hangs
powerless at her side, as it has done
from the days of her childhood.
Two years ago. a beautiful young
girl, just budding into womanhood,
was going to school in mid-winter;
she, with other scholars, was sent
out for recreation for half an hour,
as was the daily custom : not know
ing any better, she sat on a stone
step in the sun, and daily did so.
Thus, coming from a warm school
room, and remaining still in the
open air, until most thoroughly
chilled, she acquired a permanent
cough. She sleeps in the church
yard now. How many bright
hopes have been blasted—how
many an only child has been sent
to an early grave by ignorant,
careless, and incompetent teach
ers—is frightful to think of.—
Hall's Journal of Health.

Handsome and Good.—It was
a pertinent and forcible saying of
the Emperor Napoleon, that "a
handsome woman pleases the eye,
but a good woman pleases the heart.
The one is a jewel, and the other a
treasure."

Benefits.—He who receives a
good turn should never forget it ; j The intelligent have a right
he who does one should never re , over the ignorant—the right of in
member it. — (Jharron.
structing them.
' -
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ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.
The welfare of the "Journal"
should be the object nearest the
heart of every friend of Educa
tion in North Carolina ; and as
its leading object seems to be the
moral and intellectual improve
ment of its contributors and read
ers, I here come forward to place
my little offering upon their com
mon shrine. And to add further
to this object I have chosen that
subject which should be foremost
in importance. And to the end
that I may discuss it with more
ease, I propose to unfold it before
the reader, by a few simple divis
ions. I shall inquire,
1 . What is Education ?
2. Why man Educates ?
3. What it is that man Edu
cates ?
4. Its capability to be Educated?
*
*
5. The object of Education ?
6. The Instruments of Educa
tion ?
7. The result of Education ?
Lastly. I shall offer some few
reflections and rules upon the fore
going.
1. What is Education.
Think not my kind reader, that
it has fallen to my lot, to give a
final answer to this question. A
question with which the mightiest
minds of bygone ages have grap
pled and have failed in that an
swer, upon which the literary
world could all repose content. For
if this question had been set at
rest, there would be no difference
of opinion in regard to systems of
text books or plans of instruction.
And it is evident, if we knew
what Education really is, and not
our opinion of what it is, all schools

and colleges would be conducted
upon the same plan.
I shall not attempt a direct an
swer to this question. Yet I would
have the reader draw from the reflections I shall offer on the re
maining heads, what I understand
it to be.
2. Why does man Educate ?
We must not suppose in the
pride of our human nature, that
man is the only animal that Edu
cates its young ; for a great many
seem to educate their young for
particular purposes, and natural
ists tell us that the proud birds of
the Andes, that nestles amid their
lofty crags, trains the young ea
glet day by day, to circle farther
and farther from its dizzy home
until, on fearless wing, it rides
upon the dark bosom of the magestio thunder storm. But as
man is superior to other animals
in physical formation, he is pre
eminently superior in this; that
while he feeds and nourishes, he
also educates his offspring, far be
yond any other animal.
Then to answer our query we
must look somewhat into his mor
al structure. In strictness I take
it that the great objects of animal
existence are sustenance and re
production. Therefore to carry
out these objects in man, his Cre
ator has given him an instinctive
love of life and fondness for his off
spring, which leads him to toil and
accumulate propertyby which they
may be sustained and at his own
death avoid the pain ofthe same toil.
The same fondness leads him to
teach his young, not only all he
learns in his own short life, but the
accumulated information of ages
42
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past, that thoy may be able to be
gin where he leaves off in knowl
edge, thereby being enabled to
sustain themselves on an equality
with their fellow beings, and there
by securing themselves against
those accidents which the expe
rience of the past has shown to be
enemies to their existence.
This then is the answer—natur
al affection first leads man to seek
the welfare of his children, reas
on teaches him that education is
the surest means to attain the
cherished end.
o. What is it that man Edu
cates.
But a small amount of observa
tion shows us that there arc two
great kingdoms of living beings,
"Vegetable and Animal."
The creatures of the first are
dependent upon accident for their
food, as they lead only a passive
existence. In the creatures of
the other, certain faculties have
been created, which enable them
to seek their sustenance by chang
ing from place to place at will,
and in the organization of that
highest order of the animal king
dom, has been placed a particular
guide not only to direct him in
this world but which enables him
to seek his welfare in that vast
eternity that opens before him,
when life's "fitful fever" is past.
Although therefore education may
be, and is extended somewhat to
the physical organs; as training
the feet to move gracefully to the
time of the violin and the actor's
body to perform the feats of the
ring ; yet it is in this particular
guide in man, that man principal
ly educates The nature of this
guide, is foreign to our purpose,
therefore, I shall not stop to in
quire whether it is material or
immaterial. Whether it is the
result of animal organization or
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something superadded, or lastly
whether it is entirely independent
of the physical being, or located
in any particular organ—suffice it
to say, we call it Mind—yet there
is one element (as we may say,)
of its structure necessary to be
discussed, and that brings us to
the 4th head.—Its capability to be
Educated ?
It is a wonderful, as well as
wise, provision of Providence that
every thing in the Universe has
been impressed with certain and
unchangeable properties, without
which they would fail to answer
the end for which they were crea
ted ; and properties which do not
depend upon accident ; but are
permanent and sustained unaltera
ble, in the smallest particle of mat
ter, by the mighty power of Om
nipotence. And as I said above
how wise and beneficent this pro
vision, for only imagine that any
thing, upon whoso certain proper
ties we depended for existence,
could be changed in its nature by
accident, how miserable would be
this life of ours. Who could sleep,
did he expect ere the rising sun
that "light and air," would change
their properties. And here, if
we would but contemplate this
stupendous idea, of the necessity
of God's sustaining unchangeable
the properties of all matter, we .
might learn a lesson that would
humble the proudest intellect.
For to illustrate this idea, im
agine the Ocean Steamer moving,
with the aid of a Fulton's genins,
unharmed through the billowy
seas, carrying in its halls a fear
less and happy crowd, though the
sea-storm breaks upon its iron
ribs. Suppose God, by his migh
ty fiat should withdraw from the
steam its simple property of expan
sibility. That boasted monument
of man's inventive power, ere you
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can say it, would be palsied in such by the great Omnipotence—
every joint ; in vain, with nervous yet I mean to say that these same
grasp, the pilot, might jerk the faculties can be cultivated to per
useless bell-—it would matter not form their particular functions, to
how that once happy crowd might a greater degree than we often im
shriek, it would mutter not with agine. In other words we often
what palling hopes the engineer blame our faculties for faults which
moves the unwieldy lever, the en should be ascribed to want of ef
gine would stop a helpless thing ; fort and cultivation. My idea here
its mighty wheels would droop is illustrated by a grain of corn ;
listless in the raging sea ; and Old though its capability to produce
Ocean smaking his greedy lips over the stalk and ear must exist en
his gorgeous prey, would laugh to tire and unchangeable by the
scorn the weak and puny efforts power of Providence, yet by cer
of frail and mortal man. And to tain modes of cultivation we can
illustrate further. look at the rav produce a greater or smaller stalk
ing maniac, from whose mind, for or ear. Thus tho' the capability of
some inscrutable purpose, has been the memory to recollect, be origi
taken, the capability to be educa nal and not acquired, yet we can
ted, and sec a helpless, useless by exercise so improve it as to
wreck of the noblest part of man. j memorize page alter page ; then
The mind then, being formed by again we may leave it unused un
the same Omnipotance, is not an til we can hardly call to mind the
exception; but upon this original moment that has just passed.
ability, given it by its Author, is
What then is the object of Ed
suspended all our hopes of im ucation? Some have supposed that
proving it.
it is to train the faculties. Oth
Think not then, Oh! vain man, ers, that it is to strengthen man's
that you can add or acquire this morals and render him a more re
property ! Do you think that you ligious being. The first of these
can acquire that faculty which en j answers is a mere means of edu
ables the mind to soar aloft,through cation; the other is a conse
the regions of unfathomable space quence only. But I take the ob
or that faculty that can call forth ject of Education to be, the plac
from the past, the minutest event ing in possession of the mind ccrof a long and variegated life ?
i tain facts and rules, suitable to its
Though experience may teach sphere, by the use of which it
us that this original capability is may guide and sustain its overseer
greater in some minds than in oth (the man) in carrying out the
ers, and even in the same mind I end of his existence in after life.
the capability of certain faculties j The fitness of this definition will
to be trained to certain purposes, be made clearer by a few illustra
to the exclusion of others, is ob tions.
Thus—why is it that our boys
servable. Yet this capability,
with its different degrees, must are taught the rules of figures, if
and does exist primarily, before it is not to use them in reckoning
we can begin to Educate. I nd their interest and various accounts.''
though I mean to say, the origi Why are the cadets of West Point
nal capability of certain faculties taught military tactics, but that
to do certain things must exist, they may be useful to them on
as a foundation, and be created as such fields as Mont cry and Buena
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Vista ? Why did Martin Luther Female Education. —A writer
toil by his midnight lamp in learn in a late number of the North
ing the dead languages, but to use! British Review observes :
his information in translating the
" Instead of educating every
Bible, and more easily to exposei girl as though she were born to be
the errors of the Romanists, in an independent, self-supporting
consiruing the same ? Why pours member of society, we educate her
the lawyer over his Coke and to become a mere dependent, a
Blackstone but to use his knowl hanger on, or as the law delicate
edge in redressing the wrongs and ly phrases it, a chattel. In some
securing the rights of his clients? respects indeed, we err more bar
Why does the actor exercise his barously than those nations among
memory, but to memorize and re whom a plurality of wives is per
tain with ease his parts of the mitted, and who regard women
play ? Why learns the mechanic i purely as so much live stock ; for
the mysteries of his art, but to I among such people women are, at
use them in carrying it out? Why I all events, provided with shelter,
does the teacher store his mind j with food, and clothing—they are
with varied learning, but to im " cared" for as cattle are. There
part it to others ? Why even do is a completeness in such a sys
the wealthy, and men of leisure, tem.
" But among ourselves we treat
peruse the refined and elevated
classics, but to sustain themselves women as cattle, without providamong, and enjoy the company of I ing for them as cattle. We take
i the worst part of barbarism and
their compeers in society ?
From these illustrations we see the worst part of civilization, and
that education should be to the work them into a heterogeneous
man, what useful tools are to the whole. We bring up our womeu
mechanic. In other words to place to be dependent, and then leave
the subject in a nut shell, educa them without any one to depend
tion should be,—means useful; on. There is no one, there is noth
and not an end. Therefore any ing for them to lean upoo, and
facts, rules or information given they fall to the ground. Now
the mind, that cannot be turned what every woman, no less than
by it to some useful account, every man, should have to depend
should be looked upon with the upon, is an ability, after some fash
same suspicion as fancy tools ion or other, to turn labor into
hanging in the mechanic's shop money. She may or may not be
compelled to exercise it, but every
but to rust.
W.
one ought to possess it. If she
(to be continued.)
belongs to the richer class, she
may have to exercise it ; if to the
Some hearts, like primroses, open poorer she assuredly will."
most beautifully in the shadow of
life.
Indolence is not ease, neither is
wealth happiness.
The intelligent have a right
over the ignorant—the right of
If we crave the love of others,
instructing them.
we must love them.
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PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
I more than half suspect that analysed, defined ; in short, every
the author of the Readers used in word should be mastered.
our schools never intended many
The thought of each sentence
of the pieces, in the Fourth and should be planted in the scholar's
Fifth books especially, to be read mind. Children should not be
understandingly. The ground of permitted to read what they do
my suspicion is found in the fact, not understand. This is the origin
that the author, with more labor of much of our poor reading. The
than judgment, has indicated the reading of every sentence should
words supposed by him to require be made to bear clear evidence
emphasis, or certain slides of the that the sense is seen and appre
voice, by italics and inflection ciated. This is a vital point ; too
marks. The attempts of some of often sadly neglected.
the little scholars to read these Distinctness ofenunciation should
(to them) unintelligible passages, be insisted upon. This is the chief
in accordance with • the marks of excellence of good reading; indeed,
the book'—pouncing with great when combined with proper em
force upon the unfortunate itali phasis, modulation, and purity of
cised words, sliding the voice half tone, it is good reading. To se
an octave upwards and then as cure this, the voice must be early
suddenly slipping it clown—are and assiduously trained ; elemen
truly ludicrous. The strangely tary drills and exercises, calculat
unnatural movements of their ed to give pliancy and power to
voices strongly remind me, at the vocal organs, must be frequent;
times, of the first essaj-s of a blind the vocal elements, which campose
man at walking under the instruc words, must be articulated sepa
tions of his guide; to stride a gully rately and combined. The ut
here and surmount a hammock terance of the vowels—the very
there ; now to turn to the right soul of words—must be made full,
and then to the left. Equally un rich and flowing ; the consonants
natural is the reading of some of clear and distinct.
The ability to write at an early
the classes which have been vigor
ously taught to observe the com age opens the way for early prac
mon but faulty rule': Never let the tical instruction in the use of
writing. By a series of easy and
voice fall except at a period !
progressive exercises, the little
The learning of words should scholar may be led from the simple
have a prominent place in primary copying of his spelling lessons up
instruction. The ability to call to the inditing of a neat letter to
every word in the lesson at sight, j some real or imaginary friend ; and
and without the least hesitation, this too before he has uRed copy
should bo insisted upon as a pre book or pen. His little slate, day
requisite to the reading exercise. after day, may show the results of
To this end each lesson should be well employed and pleasantly spent
thoroughly studied; the difficult time in neatly written columns of
or new words spelled, pronounced, words, copied from his Speller or
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Reader ;'then the names of famil
iar objects, the names of the dif
ferent kinds of flowers, of trees,
of birds, of insects, etc. llising
above mere word making, ho may
be directed to copy verses, impor
tant maxims ; then to write origin
al sentences, brief descriptions of
' Kitty,' ' Carlo,' etc.; then notes
of various kinds, and letters. In
all these exercise, plain, neat writ
ing, correct spelling, use of capi
tals, and punctuation, should be
the prominent results aimed at.
In this manner, the experienced
teacher may impart a skill and cor
rectness in the use of the pen,
which no amount of mere imita
tive writing and oral spelling,
without such practical application,
can ever afford. We need in our
schools more thorough and ele
mentary instruction in the manu
script part of composition. Schol
ars should at least be taught to
write a creditable letter, before
they are permitted to compose
homilies on abstract and meta
physical subjects.
There can be but one opinion
as to the importance of having
good Primary Schools. In them
is laid the foundation upon which
the training of the higher departs
ments must rest. The instruction
there received, constitutes the
warp which runs through the en
tire web of each child's education.
It is there that knowledge, to its
eyes, first unrolls 'her ample page.'
There it receives its first impres
sions of school—a love or an aver
sion to study. There are found
those habits of thought, of study
and of conduct upon which future
success and influence so greatly
depend. How important then that
those tchools be properly conduct
ed ! To do this successfully re
quires on the part of the teacher
rare qualifications. Ao amount of
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knowledge, skill, or experience is
superfluous- Of no other depart
ment may it as truly be said, 'As
is the teacher so is the school.'—
The policy of filling Primary
Schools with inexperienced teach
ers—mere apprentices in the art
—is a mistaken one, and is justly
being laid aside.
It is absurd, as well as cruel, to
require little children—full of ac
tivity and joyous feelings—to sit
from hour to hour, with arms
folded, in idle silence. Little chil
dren must have something to do.
Exercise is a law of their nature j
it is the very condition of their
growth. They must also have rec
reation ; this is as essential as ex
ercise.
Some teachers, however, are
wont to make this active nature
of children an excuse for the man
ifest disorder of their schools.—
This is at best but an indirect apology fur their own ignorance or
indolence. Disorder in a school
room is a very poor exercise and a
worse amusement ! These neces
sities of children should be pro
vided for in the exercises of the
school. I regard this the secret
of success in teaching a Primary
School. No dull routine of the
mere ' hearing of lessons' will
answer. Teachers must have the
tact, the zeal and the energy to
supply each scholar with employ
ment and pleasure.
The influence of a properly con
ducted High School permeates all
the other schools, causing greater
thoroughness, more regular attend
ance, and more exemplary conduct.
It stimulates the teachers to great
er exertions and vigilance by ex
hibiting the results of their meth
ods and labors in close proximity.
It also secures- greater uniformity
of instruction in the grades of
school. To the scholars in the
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lower classes it presents a strong
and constant stimulus, exciting a
desire for promotion and awaken
ing a laudable emulation. Its in
fluence upon the scholars of the
Grammar Schools, in promoting
diligence in study and correctness
of deportment, is immediate and
powerful. It offers a strong in
ducement to parents to continue
their children in school, even at a
little sacrifice, until they are quali
fied for an honorable promotion to
the highest educational advantages
of the children of their neighbors.
The organization of a successful
High School is always followed by
a large increase in the number of
scholars in attendance upon the
lower schools. It becomes a center
of influence, imparting dignity and
reputation to the entire school sys
tem.
The value of this department,
however, does not consist wholly,
or primarily, in its reflex influence
upon the lower schools. It pos
sesses within itself great merits and
advantage. The demand for facil
ities to acquire a higher education
is now imperative. The advan
tages and benefits flowing from
such culture are numerous and evi
dent. Colleges, Seminaries, and
High Schools exist wherever in
telligence and refinement are val
ued. The groat merit of the Pub
lic High School is, that it presents
these high advantages, gratuitously
and as a right, to all classes of the
community. Its chief honor is,
that many of those who are in it
prepared for an enlarged usefulness
would, but for its existence, have
entered upon the duties of life,
with nothing further than the mere
rudiments of knowledge.— Ohio
Jour. Ed.
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Power of Monosyllables.—
To one whose attention has not
been drawn particularly to the
subject, it will be surprising to
call to mind how many of the
most sublime and comprehensive
passages in the English language
consistjwholly or chiefly of mon
osyllables. Of the sixty-s i x
words composing the Lord's Pray
er, forty-eight arc of one syllable.
Of the seventeen words composing
the Golden Rule, fifteen are of
one sylable. The most expressive
idea of the creative power of Je
hovah, is expressed entirely in
monosyllables : 'And God said, let
there be light, and there was light.'
One of the most encouraging
promises of Scripture is expressed
in fifteen words, all but one of
which are monosyllables : 'I love
them that love me, and those that
seek me early shall find me.'

Hurry and Dispatch.—No
two titings differ more than hurry
and dispatch. Hurry is the mark
of a weak mind, dispatch of a
strong one. A weak man in office,
like a squirrel in a cage, is labor
ing eternally, but to no purpose ;
in constant motion, without get
ting on a jot; talks a great deal,but
says very little; looks into every
thing, but sees nothing; and has a
hundred irons in the fire, but very
few of them hot, and with those
that are he only burns his fingers.
C'olton.

A man is taller in the morning
than at night, to the extent of
A good natured friend is oftcu half an inch, owing to the relaxabut an enemy in disguise.
1 tion of the cartilages.
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THE SECOND CLASSICAL SCHOOL IN IREDELL COUNTY.
The most important School in
its day, in this part of the State,
was the one called Clio's Nursery,
either because it was placed under
the protection of the first of the
Muses, or because it was the road
to houor and reputation. It was
situated near the junction of the
South Yakin and Snow Creek;
about ten miles North of Statesville.
The original house in which it
was taught was about a half of a
mile East of Mr. Joseph James's, in
a hollow near a spring. This was
unfortunately burnt and another
house was built upon the top of
the hill, in a piece of woods, a little
farther west, where the foundation
can be seen at this time.
It is not well determined in what
year this school went into operation,
or when it came to a close. It is
generally admitted however that
Dr. Hall had the chief hand in
in getting it up ; he returned from
Princeton in 1774, and was licensed
to preach in 1776.
Judge Longstreet, of Georgia, in
an oration on the death of Dr.
Moses Waddell, the President of
Athens College, who was educated
at the Clio School, says that it be
gan before the Revolution. And
Mr. John Adams now living at the
West, a student there, thinks that
it ended about the fall of 1887.
Martin, in his History of the
State, vol. 2, page 395, says there
were only two public schools in
1776, one at Edenton, the other
at Newbern. Rut he means Acade
mics incorporated by the Legisla
ture. See Davis's Revisal of the
Lnws of N. C, iu 1773, pp. 359,
A7&.

The Clio School was not incor
porated.
Among the names of teachers in
this school as given by tradition,
are the Rev. James M. Ewen, the
brother-in-law of Dr. Hall ; Rev.
Francis Cummins ; Samuel Harris
the brother of Dr. Charles Harris of
Cabarrus, who afterwards was grad
uated at Princeton, College in
1787, was tutor there in 1788, and
died the next year. Samuel W.
Young, who went from there to
Winnsboro, S. C. John Newton,
licensed by Orange Presbytery in
1783, under whom James W.
Stevenson was an assistant ; after
him was Charles Caldwell mention
ed below, under whom it would
seem the School came to a close,
and ho left to establish (i. e. to
re-establish) a similar school, tho
Crowfield in Centre Congregation.
We do not suppose that we have
given the names above in the right
order of time, except the first two,
and the last, which are well as
certained.
Dr. Charles Caldwell, who was
once Professor in the Medical Col
lege in Philadelphia, and who re
moved from there to Lexington,
but is now at Louisville, Kentucky,
in a letter to Hugh R. Hall, Esq.,
dated March 12, 1847, says, " I
succeeded Mr. Harris about the
year 1785 or 6, and continued at
the head of the school about two
years ; when I withdrew from it,
by invitation to aid in the estab
lishment of a similar Institution in
Centre Congregation near the resi
dence of Col. Osborne.
It was certainly suspended for a
time, if not permanently closed ;
my memory suggesting to me the
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latter issue. From its commence
ment, if I am not mistaken the
Clio school flourished ; during the
regime of my immediate prede
cessor and myself I know it did."
In his autobiography, published
since his death he says, page C9,
"I was induced by a compliment
ary invitation, and the prospect of
a liberal income, to place myself at
the head of a large and flourishing
Grammar School, situated in a re
mote and wealthy Section of the
State. That institution had at all
times previously been under the di
rection ofgentlemen somewhat ad
vanced in years, and of acknowl
edged scholarship ; and it contain
ed, at the time of my appointment
to it, several pupils from five to
ten years older thun myself." He
afterwards speaks of "this institu
tion as the Snow Creek Seminary
from being situated on a stream of
that uame, not far from the foot of
the Bushy Mountains."
This school was situated in an
elevated and healthy region sur
rounded with beautiful scenery,
and in the midst of the most thick
ly settled neighborhood of pious
and respectable families in the
County : the Kings, Sharpes,
Adamses, &c.
The names of many, who in
whole, or in part were educated
there, are furnished by the memo
ries of the aged. Some of these
rose to eminence in the various de
partments of public life. Rev.
Richard King, who was himself
prepared there for a higher insti
tution, in a letter to a friend in
1822, remarks of some of the Clio
students, as Dr. James Blythe and
others who had risen to eminence.
"These great men must all call
Iredell their literajy cradle, where
they first courted the Muses, and
from whence they started for the
goal of fame. They are detcrmin43
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ed to be of the great men of the
Earth, and they will be so."
Of llichard King, Dr. Caldwell
remarks that " he was brilliant and
imposing in both mind and per
son :
*
*
*
a au(j
became one of the ablest and most
evangelical of preachers. In elo
quence, especially, he was rarely
surpassed." Other names found
on the list of students are Judge
Edward Harris of this State; Judge
Smith of Ala.; Judge Lowrie,Dr.M.
Waddell, of Ga., and late President
of Athens College : John Adams,
John Ileid, the father of llufus
Koid ; Abner Sharpe, Rev. James
II. Howman, Robert Hall, Thomas
Hall, John Allison, Felix Walker,
member of Congress from the
Western District of this State: Dr.
Joseph Guy, Bain Alexander, and
Dr. Joseph Alexander of Meck
lenburg. Dr. Charles Harris, Geo.
W. Campbell, of Tennessee, the
Secretary of the Treasury of the
U. S. in 1814, and afterwards min
ister to Russia; and doubtless many
others. Indeed, this School in its
day was of more importance than
is commonly supposed. It filled
almost the place of a College. Dr.
Caldwell in the letter above refer
red to, states that "the exercises of
the pupils in Clio, consisted chiefly
in the study of Greek, Latin, and
English Belle Letters, Geography,
Algebra, Practical Surveying, and
the principles of Navigation.
Except in a few instances, neith
er experimental Philosophy,nor As
tronomy was made a study. English
composition, and public speaking,
received attention; once every year
was held what was called a."lJublic
Exhibition"when speeches were de
livered, dialogues spoken, and plays
acted oa a stage erected for the
purpose sub dio, (in the open air,)
and the whole community joined
the audience."
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As we learn from old people who
attended them, these exhibitions
wore great occasions. The Trus
tees met at the house of John
Sharpe, or Wm. Sharpe, in the
vicinity, and marched witli the
Faculty, and students accompanied
with mu?ic, to the Academy ; mak
ing as much display as wo lind at
a modern College Commencement.
Dr. Waddell was heard to say,
long after he left this part of the
country, that the languages were
taught at this school, better than
at any other place in the State at
that time.
What brought this School to a
close is not known. The burning
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of the house, however, caused some
excitement in the County at the
time; and probably operated to
j bring it to an end. The person
who was the causa of this was nev
er discovered, though some of the
.students were arrested on suspicion.
With the burning of the house
the School went down, and proba
bly, as Dr. C. states, about 1787.
Just before this in 1785, Dr. McCorcle began his School at " Zionj Parnassus," in Rowan. Andjust
after that Dr. Hall set up his Scij entific School, at his own house
j near Bethany Church, where Mr.
James Crawford now lives.
E. F. It.

THE TEACHER'S TRIUMPH.
It was the afternoon of a long t She entered with all the ardor of
and beautiful day, in the month of her nature upon her duties. She
September, which found me sitting loved the work, and her pupils
in the quiet chamber of my dear caught much of their teacher's
friend M. We had from child spirit, and together they labored
hood been intimate friends, and to make due advancement. But
now that disease had laid his wast all this was too much for my dar
ing hand upon the frame of one ling M. A few seasons only pass
ever so dear to me, we seemed ed away when my .friend found
bound by new and holier ties. M. her health giving way and inconse
was a gay, laughing, happy child, quence was obliged to quit her
early enjoying the title of Miss loved occupation. Now she sat
Fluttcrbudget, but as she verged before me, supported by cushions
into womanhood her whole being in an easy chair, her cheeks, once
seemed to have undergone a mi red and rosy, now pale and color
raculous change. She became se less, her eyes large and lustrous,
date and thoughtful beyond her her whole frame wasted to a mere
years. She was brave, energetic skeleton. She was evidently rap
and ambitious, possessing a true idly sinking into the tomb. As
woman's heart that warmed with she neared the final hour she lost
love toward every worthy object. none of her cheerfulness, but was
She became a School-teacher, and animated at the thought of being
well did ihc fill her new station. "one day nearer home." She of
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ten spoke of the happy days she
had passed in school and on the
afternoon in question narrated to
me the following incident which I
will relate in nearly her own lan
guage. "While teaching in B, I
had one pupil, a girl, fourteen
years old, who caused me deep
anxiety, She possessed a supe
rior mind, and was thus calculated
to do much good, or evil. She
seemed to take the latter course,
and though she instigated no open
rehellion, she improved every op
portunity to harrass and perplex
me. I knew not what to do. Mat
tel's continued in this state for a
number of weeks, but as there is
an end to every scene, there came
one to this. One day during rec
itation she had worn my patience
threadbare, when she let fall un
guarded words from her lips, that
touched me to the quick. 1 will ac
knowledge it, I was angry. She
had spoken insolently in the pres
ence of the whole school.
I
nervously grasped my rule and ad
vanced toward her with the inten
tion of punishing her severely on
the spot. A still small voice whis
pered, "Beware, beware, do noth
ing rashly or imprudently." I
stopped to consider ; first, her's is
a proud spirit thai; will never yield
to blows, and if you strike you in
flict a wound never to be healed ;
second, what could not be gained
by whips has been accomplished
by the judicious use of kindness.
Gentleness msy now secure the
victory. My angry feelings were
banished, I dismissed her at once
from the recitation, desiring her to
remain in her seat after school was
dismissed. Soon school was out
and while merry-hearted groups
of little ones were wending their
way homeward, we sat alone.
'Twas silent as the grave. S.
seemed not to move or breathe ;
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her head was erect, her whole
countenance betokened a sulien
and proud spirit, while a contempt
uous curl of the lip, seemed to
bid defiance to all attempts at re
conciliation. I trembled ; an over
whelming sense of my utter ina
bility to do aught to subdue the
passions which had gained the as
cendency in that young mind,
drove me to a higher than earth
ly power for assistance in this
emergency.
Leaving the room I entered an
adjoining room and kneeling, I
called earnestly upon my Heaven
ly Father for strength sufficient
for my task. My first attempts at
prayer were incoherent sentences,
for I was weighed down with grief
and a sense of responsibility and
weakness. It was not long ere a
sweet peace stole into my troubled
soul. I felt how true they that
wait upon the Lord shall renew
their strength. I was enabled to
plead my cause with earnestness,
and when 1 returnodto the school
room I went with strong confi
dence that, by the grace of God
assisting me, good would result
from our interview. 1 found S.
sitting in the same posture as
when L left. I sat down by her
side and passing my arm about
hur waist drew her toward me.
She resisted, and I then told her
I had desired to see her that we
might talk over some of the oc
currences of the past weeks. I
told her of the tender, affectionate interest with which I regarded
the welfare of all my pupils ; that
I felt grieved when I saw them
guilty of any misconduct, for I
knew they were but planting
thorns which would disturb their
peace in afterlife. I could sympa
thize with her_l'or I perfectlyknew
her feelings from actual experience.
I reminded her of the pain it would
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The good, the joy which it ;nay bring
cause her dear parents should they
Eternity shall tell.
know of her misconduct. I did
not fail to tell her that she was
Conn. Com. School Journal.
sinning with a high hand against
a just God. You wish to know
how she was affected by all this.
As 1 proceeded she ceased to re THE EDUCATION OF MALES AND
Females is iuk Same School.
sist the pressure of my arm and
Though it may be difficult to
her head reclined upon my breast ;
then her eyes filled with tears; carry through a course of educa
first one, then another huge tear tion in which the sexes mingle in
drop rolled down her soft cheek. the same school ; and though ob
I felt sure the victory was mine. jections may be made to it, yet un
She was penitent and ready to ask der a prudent and judicious teach
pardon, but sobs and tears choked er, it is attended with many ad
vantages.
utterance.
It tends to secure neatness of
Long time we sat locked in each
other's embrace, weeping, her's dress and person ; to refine harsh
tears of sorrow, mine of joy ; joy ness of manners; and to temove
that I had trusted in an Almighty that shyness that is apt to exist
arm, that I had called on the Lord between them.
It operates as a stimulus to the
in the day of trouble and he had
heard me. Her sorrow was not indolent and a spur to the dull.
wholly that she had wronged me, However affected by that laziness
but she acknowledged that her that a certain doctor of Divinity
transgressions wore great in the called a part of original sin, a lad
sight of God. Ere we left the or lass will extremely dislike to ap
room we knelt in prayer, and while pear deficient in recitation, in the
I rehearsed the sins of the day presence of the other.
They naturally desire to secure
and plead forgiveness through the
merit of the atoning blood of the good opinion, and esteem of
Christ, our mediator and Suvior, each other. And a young man
S. was deeply affected ; that night who is regardless of his reputation
dates a new era in her life. She among his own sex, will be very
was ever after a diligent, faithful, anxious to appear well in the eyes
kind and affectionate pupil, and of the young ladies, whose smiles
from that hour she became an car- of approval have more influence
nest inquirer of the way of life. than the authority of the teacher.
After a severe struggle she yielded And very often our institutions of
her heart to the Savior, and now learning suffer for want of this in
rejoices in the hope that when her fluence.
The female sex, the last to be
earthly career is finished, she shall
inherit the kingdom prepared for affected in the decay of public
all faithful followers of the meek morals, has a vast deal more influ
ence in giving a good moral tone
and lowly Jesus.
to society, being made of dust
Kind reader of this simple j double
refine, as the old commen
sketch, say you not that it verifies
tator, Mathew Henry, quaintly re
the language of the poet,
marks, than the rougher hardier
sex.
Gentleness is a little thing
Dropped in the heart's deep Trail ;
Especially is this the case, when
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they are known to frown upon all
impropriety and immorality of con
duct, in the male sex, equally with
their own; and to make excellence
both in uuderstanding and heart a
pass port to their favor.
It May be impracticable to reg
ulate and restrain the intercourse
of the youth of both sexes in a
boarding school, where they are
all away from parental watch, but
in our large towns and villages,
where they return to their friends
after the hours of school are over,
perhaps the plan we have seen pur
sued with success, would be as
good as any; that the sexes have
different doors of ingress and
egress ; occupy different apartments
while studying, and meet only in
the recitation room.
Let them come together in the
same class ; go through the same
exercises at the blackboard; and
let there be there a contest of
mind with mind. This will serve
to show wiio have good talents, and
who have improved their time in
getting their lessons. This will
kindle emulation in the dullest
boy ; and push forward the most
indolent girl in the way of mental
improvement.
E.

Knowing what one's About.
''Half of the evil in this world,"
says Ruskin, in his " Stones of
Venice," " comes from people not
knowing what they do like—not
deliberately settling themselves to
find out what they really enjoy.
All people enjoy giving away mo
ney, for instance ; they don't know
that—they rather think they like
keeping it; and they do keep it,
under this false impression, often
to their great discomfort. Every
body likes to do good ; but not one
in a hundred finds this out. Mul-
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titudes think they like to do evil ;
yet no man really enjoyed doing
evil since God made the world."

WAIT NO LONGER.
Oh ! for such an education—
Knowledge prospering in the land,
As shall make this busy nation
Uieat in heart as strong in hand.
Knowledge freo and unencumbered,
Wearing no dogmatic fetters ;
Quick'ning minds that long have slum
bered ;
Doubling life by living letters.
Knowledge that shall lift opinion
High above life's sordid bustle ;
Thought claims limitless dominion—
Men have souls as well as muscle.
Knowledge that shall rouse the city,
Stir the village, shake the gleu ;
Teach the smither in the smithy,
And the ploughman, they are men.
All who will may gather knowledge,
Prompt for every earnest wooer ;
Indifferent to school or college,
She aids the persevering doer.
Shall we wait—and wait forever,
Still procrastination rueing ;
Self-exertion trusting never—
Always dreaming, never doing ?
Wait no longer—Hope, Faith, Labor,
Make man what he ought to be ;
Never yet hath gun or sabre
Conquered such a victory !

If any one knows why a woman
should teach, or do any other good
work, for half what a man would
receive for the same service, let
him give the world the benefit of
his knowledge; but if none can give
a good reason for this disparity,
then all should unite to remove it
as injurious and unjust.
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THE INFLUENCE OF TEACHING UTON THE TEACHER.
We have already expressed our
opinion that the tendencies of
teaching upon the passive style or
habit of manhood are detrimental,
physically, socially and mentally.
If one throws himself into this
stream of influences and attempts
simply to float, the current will
not suffer him to maintain his
status, but will surely carry him
backward until he runs aground.
We need not argue that there is a
natural inclination to passivity,
especially, where all achievements
that constitute success are to be
wrought out by mental and moral
forces. It will not be for us a su
perfluous precaution, occasionally
to bring out the quadrant and take
our latitude and longitude; to con
sult our log-book, that we may
learn our course, and ascertain our
rate of progress. When wo have
done so much, some of us, at least,
many find that we have made but
little advance. Our course, when
traced upon the chart, is a crook
ed, angular line, running backward
and forward, crossing and recrossing itself ; sometimes we have
been at the mercy of the currents,
surface or submarine; sometimes
we have been beaten back by head
winds. What shall be done ? No
complaining, no stupid whining,
will stop either wind or 1 ide. It
would be wise, oftener to take our
bearings, and ascertain our veloci
ty, then raise a little more steam
to stem the currents, hoist sail and
exercise our skill in tacking, that
we may turn to good account the
veering winds.
The proof from history is con
clusive, that greatness and vigor
of intellect; true grandenr and

nobility of character, are rather
the product of stubborn obstacles
than of easy, and smoothly favor
ing circumstances. Surely, then,
fellow-teachers, there is a chance
for us; to improve it, we must act
npon the motlo,
" Life is real ! Life is earnest !
And the grave is not its goal ;
Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,
Is our destined end or way,
But to act that each to-morrow
i'ind us farther than to-day."
The teacher must be determined
to do something. His determina
tion must be a reality, with vitali
ty and power enough in it to wake
him betimes from slumber, and
shake his lethargy and disinclina
tion to hard work cleonoutof him.
The teacher must have a distict apprehension of what he is
to do. Intellectual energy, undi
rected by reason and judgment that
would wisely adapt means to the
achievement of some worthy end,
is of no more value than the phys
ical power of a raving madman.
Am I a professional teacher ? It
is my business to wake up mind ;
to call into the view of their pos
sessor, and into action, all the mod
est and the lazy forces, exercise
them, discipline them, teach them
to go through all the evolutions of
practical life
There is laid upon me the weighty
responsibility of building up, in
each of my pupils, a solid and com
plete character. To this duty I
am held by the force of a law,
which, by every one who is fit for
the profession, will bo esteemed as
irrevocable as the law of gravita
tion. In many cases, this result
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will be impossible, until old foun guage : "It shall bo the duty of
dations liave been torn up, and the all persons entrusted with or en
whole structure of character entire gaged in the instruction of the
ly remodeled. Strong preferences young, diligently to impress upon
for the old order of things will be their minds the principles of pie
continually and persistently shown. ty and justice ; a sacred regard to
Start the pupil right, and very truth, love of country, humanity
likely the nest time he comes un and benevolence ; sobriety, indus
der your observation, he is build try and frugality ; chastity, mod
ing anew that which you have eration and temperance ; and all
been laboriously pulling down.— the other virtues which are the
What ought to be done is very re- ornament and support of human
luctantly undertaken, and what society ; and to endeavor to lead
there is special occasion to avoid, them into a particular understand
the pupil is strongly inclined to ing of the tendency of all such
work upon with untiring assiduity. virtues to promote and perfect a
Sometimes, when you fondly hope republican form of government,
that your patient toil has been re to secure the blessings of liberty
warded with success, and those and to promote their future happi
. correct habits, which have grow;i ness, and the tendency of the op
so fclowly, have, at length, become posite vices to degradation, ruin
sufficiently confirmed to stand the and slavery."
There is little danger that we
test, the prevalence of a new temp
tation will reveal the weakness of shall take broader ground than
the virtue. Such failures, how our early legislators have taken be
ever, bring you no reprieve. New fore us.
energies must be summoned, while i We have been speaking of the
ingenuity devises some more skill j teacher's obligations to his pupils,
ful application of the same. Work of the demand.-, upon him in the
on you must, till the relation be school-room. It is evident that
these are numerous, all of them
tween you and him shall cease.
But human beings are not iso important, and such as require a
lated structures, complete in them high order of talent, and large ac
selves. Like the muscles of the quirements. But these do not
human system, they have their at make up the whole of a teacher's
tachments and adaptations, as parts duty. It is not for him to be a
of a grand whole. These attach cipher out of the school. He
ments and adaptations are found should become a positive element,
in the great body of society. To a force in society. You will rare
learn the duties that arise from ly find a community having a su
these relations is an important perfluity of educational talent.
part of education. Who will per Wherever your lot may fall, if you
form the labors in this department are much given to observation in
of instruction if the teacher does this direction, you will be likely
not ? Verily little has been said to discover that the condition of
about this in later years, and we the people to whom you are link
are apprehensive that not much ed by the ties of a common citi
more has been thought than said. zenship, at least, is susceptible of
But this is no new doctrine. 'In improvement, in many particulars.
the Revised Statutes of our State,
One educated person may do
may be found the following lan much for the public intelligence
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by setting in operation a plan for
a village library, or starting a lit
erary association for reading and
discussion. Sometimes you can
provoke sociality and thus contrib
ute to the general improvement
and happiness.
You may render a great service
by judiciously bringing into ex
ercise the forces of your intellect
and character, to give an impulse
to the cause of education. Al
most everywhere, the masses are
very inactive, if not indifferent,
upon these vital interests. You
may effect something by way of
stimulating to a healthful activity.
You can certainly try. We are
clear in our convictions that pro
fessional edncators must step for
ward, from the middle ami rear to
the front ranks of influence in ed
ucational movements before we
shall be permitted to witness any
very rapid strides in advance.
All these services come within
the sphere of our vocation and
surely entitle it to an honorable
position among the acknowledged
professions. Such a view of the
teacher's calling is enough toshow
that no mediocre style of intellect
or character is sufficient for these
things. The highest and completest manhood is demanded;
such manhood as rewards only the
wisest and most assiduous self-cul
ture; it grows up only with the
conscious and conscientious dis
charge of life's noblest and there
fore most ennobling duties. In
this self-culture, the teacher must
embrace all the departments of
true manhood. Spare no precau
tion to secure a sound and health
ful body. Regard it as a binding
duty, both to avoid unnecestary
exposure and take needful recrea
tion and exercises. To possess a
sound, vigorous, and fruitful mind,
there must be continuous and sys
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tematic reading and study. Do
not forget your social nature ;
mingle with society and strive to
be courteous and agreeable, in a
sensible way. To be duly quali
fied to give instruction respecting
the obligations that spring from
civil relations, you must be famil
iar with the form of government
under which you live, love your
country and respect her laws. It
is too evident to need repetition,
that the moral and religious char
acter must be kept above suspi
cion and reproach, for your char
acter is your magazine of influ
ence. Should teachers, under a
sense of their pressing responsi
bilities, feeling the burden of their
difficulties, sensible of the dangers
to which they are continually ex
posed, wake themselves up and
duly nerve themselves for the ac
complishment of all that is possi
ble for them, the profession would
be soon redeemed from all reproach
that now, justly or unjustly, rests
upon it ; we should soon have a
nobler class of educators than has
yet appeared, and the influence of
teachers, as a body of men and
women, would be something to be
counted upon, when any educa
tional reform, requiring unity and
energy of action, should bo pro
posed. —JY. II. Journal of Educa
tion.
Female Teachers.—'VYc have
frequently heard parents object to
the employment of a lady inadistrict school, because, as they said,
she could not govern the larger
boys. An acknowledgement that
a youth cannot be governed by a
lady should come from a parent
with a blush, we think. Such
boys are not governed at home,
and will be insubordinate whatev
er be the sex or size of their teach
er.
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A CANADIAN SIIOOL INCIDENT.
My third attempt at teaching ! exception, a pleasant school room.
was in the Parish of St. A., C. E. i The exception was, that two of our
I had been engaged in the ordin- j windows overlooked the highway,
ary duties of a common school for j and thus presented a tempting at
three or four weeks, when, on a { traction to violate the rules of
very cold, bright day in January, discipline by looking at passers by
a group of children arrived rather in the time of study. The winter
earlier than the usual hour. They was nearly over, and I had become
were all new pupils except one.— strongly attached to Charley and
This was pleasing to me. As the cousin Polly, for they were docile
children approached I heard sob and obedient, seemingly full of af
bing, and upon opening the door fection for me as well as each other.
the lad who had previously attend I had never had occasion to chastise
ed the school entered, leading by either of them during the term ;
the hand a little girl, about seven indeed I had to be cautious about
years of age. Her eyes were large addressing them in a hasty or ex
and blue ; her hair, which was too cited manner, else they would have
fair to be golden, hung around her burst into tears immediately ; and
neck in little ringlets ; her cheeks to speak harshly to them would be
were red, though partly concealed worse than whippingsomechildren.
by frozen tears. Her complexion One day, near the close of the term,
was very fair and her features of I had been disturbed several times,
an exquisite mould. Her cousin while attending to classes, by the
Charley was about twelve years of scholars seated near the windows
age, tall and well formed ; his eyes already mentioned ; they would rise
were black and his hair was of the from their scats to look at any ve
same color; his features were regu hicle which might be passing. Af
lar, and indicative of intellect as ter having been interrupted three
well as benevolence. As Charley times while engaged with a class,
entered he said, " This is cousin and as often remonstrating, I lost
Polly ; she's coming to school, patience, and said that 1 should
please sir, and I told her you ferule the first one who arose again
wouldn't whip her if she is a good to loek out of the windows. After
girl ; she's crying with the cold." this announcement all were very
With a little chafing of the cold quiet for some time, but before I
hands and the aid of a good fire, had concluded the exercises of my
Polly soon became comfortable.— class I heard a noise, and looking
After this introduction, Polly, around I saw Polly standing upon
Charley and myself were very good a desk and stretching past two
friends j time glided pleasantly a- girls to look out of the window.
way, for we had a most agreeable Here was a case. All eyes were
assemblage of youth, and, with one upon me. I had described a cer
44
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tain kind] of punishment, and I A FAIR SPIRIT AND A FAIR COM
PLEXION.
pledged my word to infiiet it upon
the one who should violate the j " Lizzie, let me never again see
rule. Polly was the last one 1 ; you out without your bonnet. Your
deemed likely to be guilty, and j complexion will be ruined before
the last person in the school whom J Fall at this rate, and you must
I wished to punish in sush a man j learn to be more careful."
'•But, mother, the bird would
ner ; but now my only alternative
was to break my word, or to punish have been lost had f. waited for my
Polly. I called her to me; she bonnet. In a moment more he
came with tears in her eyes. I would have flown over Mr. Hazleasked her why she wept? She ton's yard to the river, and likely
sm id she was sorry she had forgot j as not been drowned as was poor
ten the rule; that she had been little Lillie the other day-"
told by Fanny Conly that her Pa . " I should have been sorry if
and Ma were coming for her in I the bird had been lost, but I should
the sleigh, and she got up to look regret much more to pee my Liz
out without thinking 1 replied, zie with sunburned shoulders, and
" Tf I should not punish you as I face brown as a gipsy. Girls of
raid, I should be guilty of an un your age are so thoughtless ! They
truth, which is sinful, and [should j can not realize the lasting effects
lose your respect and esteem, as of seeming trifling causes. I know
well as that of your school mates." one Fannie Mason whose complex
" Oh dear ! yes; you must punish ion was fair as your own, but from
me," said Polly, with a gush of one summer's imprudence, always
tears, " but I feel so had became 1 forgetting her bonnet when she
cannot help it now!" and she held ran out of doors, her skin became
out her ha nd. I stood up as though so darkened that she never out
1 was about to inflict the expected grew that summer's sun-burn."
blows, when Charley approached,
Had Lizzie's mother been better
and holding out his hand, said versed in physiology she might
" Please, master, whip me and have seen other causes for the
don't whip Polly." From this lit change in Fannie Mason's com
tle incident I learned two things plexion, for there are other habits
about teaching; first, never to beside being out-of-doors without
pledge myself to any particular a bonnet that will spoil the skin ;
land of punishment beforehand; such as eating unwholesome food,
and second, that children often breathing bad air, and other things
shed tears because their error is of the kind.
Lizzie Lamphere was a very
past recall, or, in the words of Pol
ly, " because they can not help it," pretty miss of fourteen years, with
when their teachers suppose they bright hazel eyes, flowing brown
are crying for fear of the punish hair, and a complexion unusually
ment.— Canada Journal of Edu pure and brilliant. She had also
a sweet and loving disposition, but
cation.
her vanity, aroused by the unsuppressed admiration of her friends,
was nourishing a degree of selfish
Lot Hope be our handmaid,
ness that sometimes made her for
Let Truth be our guide
getful of the comfort of those
And Faith be our staff.
around her.
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As she stood near th : door, her
pretty singer, Fairy, panting from
his flight, perched upon her wrist,
and his handsome prison-house
swinging from the fingers of her
other hand, Lizzie's father enter
ed
"Lizzie, my chi d, you have just
now committed a very rude action
and I am deeply grieved to see you
so thoughtless."
Lizzie, in her extreme concern
forthepet-hird, had hastened across
the street, then through a neigh
boring yard and garden to secure
him. In the eagerness of her pur
suit, fearing that his fate might
repeat that of the luckless Lillie,
she had become so absorbed in the
one thought of rescuing Fairy, that
when he was once secure, she bound
ed gaily back to report her good
fortune. A little girl was passing
at the time with a basket of straw
berries, but Lizzie in her heedless
ness brushing past the child, the
berrie3 were all emptied on the walk
'This Miss Lampliere was too much
absorbed to notice, and for this her
father reproved her. She was an
noyed at the mingled reproof of
both parents. Herself so happy
that the bird was safe, she did not
wish to think of any thing else,
and to receive in place of the sym
pathy she had anticipated, blame,
for what she regarded as trifling
misdemeanors, was too much, and
she passionately burst into tears.
" Lizzie was so much rejoiced
at the rescue of her bird that she
brushed against the child without
knowing it," interposed the mother.
" I should have been very sorry
to lose the bird, but nothing I
think could more sorely grieve me
than this thoughtless act toward
one less favored than yourself, my
Lizzie," said Mr. Lamphere,
taking his daughter's hand within
his own.

''SO

Lizzie thought many rebellious
thoughts which she would like to
have uttered, but she only strove
to disengage her hand which her fa
ther retained with gentle firmness.
" Come with me to the window
Lizzie," said her father ; " see the
poor child gathering the fruit from
the dusty pavement. Could you
bo thus heroic under misfortune V
Then .Mr. Lamphere told his
daughter of the death of this child's
father, of the illness of her mother
and that he had been told that she
took care of her poor mother with
the fortitude of a woman.
" These berries," said he, "she
was doubtless taking home as a
rare treat to her darling parent."
Lizzie, half pettishly, yet half
yielding to a better mood, had gone
to the window, and there she saw
the patient, care-worn face of the
litth: girl, bending over her scatter
ed treasure, her thin fingers brush
ing the dirt from each berry as she
gathered them from off the ground.
This touched the tenderness of her
nature. Throwing her arms around
her father's neck, the tears render
ed now brilliant the smile ou her
face as she whispered :
'' Father, I am sorry for my
rudeness."
With a step quite as eager, and
an expression of countenance far
more lovely than while returning
in trinmph with the bird, she
hastened to the side of the child.
" Forgive me, little girl, for up
setting your basket. I was so glad
that I had caught my birdie, that
I saw or thought of nothing else.
Don't stop to pick these berries
from the dirty walk. Come with
me to my own little strawberrybed, and I will fill your basket
with fresh ones."
The child looked up with a won
dering glance, hardly prepared to
believe the elegant young miss sin
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cere in addressing one so humble a young and gentle hand was en
as herself in a manner at once so trusted with a new ministration
free and kind.
above that humble couch. The
Little Carrie Norton, fur this cooling draught to the parched
was the poor little girl's name, had lips, the soft hand to the deathsuffered the loss of her berries with cold brow, the warm words of sym
out a murmur, only a softer shade pathy fresh from the newly-opened
of sadness passed over her pale fountain of love in that young
brow. One who observed closely, breast served to brighten the "the
however, could see that it was hard valley of the shadow of death."
for her to keep the tears down, for
When sitting beside the sick
the day was exceedingly warm, and bed, Lizzie would recall the flight
she was very wear" ; and the of little Fairy, and she felt that
thought of her sick mother haunt- j angels must have guided his frail
ed her unceasingly. Any affec- j wings, so beautiful was the mission
tionate evidence of kindly feeling j he had opened in her pathway ; for
from any save her mother, was, if she had not in her eagerness
alas ! so rare a thing, that Lizzie's upset tho basket of berries, this
words were like the sun's heat to rock of disinterested devotion from
a tender plant long shut away from whence flowed such sweet water
light. The strained energies of in the wilderness of her self-love
the child yielded to inten.se emo had not been struck.
tion. Her agitation was so great
Often in after years, as with
that Lizzie almost carried her, sob arms entwined about each other
bing into the yard.
Lizzie and Carrie walked together,
Oh ! what a thrill of pleasure this event would recur to them. —
swept like a strain of music through Lizzie would think of her two mis
Lizzie's suul as she supported Car demeanors—her running out with
rie's little figure ! The beautiful out her bonnet, and her upsetting
intuition which ever springs up the strawberries. As the words of
with a strongly generous impulse, her mother echoed in her ears,
made Lizzie's voice eloquent to the " Girls of your age are so thought
little stranger as she led her into less—they know not the lasting
the house and gave her " a cup of effect of trifling causes" she would
cold water," and then took her into exclaim : "Oh, how much darker,
the garden to gather berries from how much more really ineffaceable
her own vines.
would have been the shade upon
Lizzie's father watched all that my spirits, dear Carrie, had I treat
passed with intense interest, and ed my rudeness to you as a trifling
he felt that the pain he had expe matter, than could have been the
rienced from the thoughtlessness sun-burn that defaced the beauty
of his daughter was more than of Fannie Mason. Oh, let me pos
atoned for, for he now beheld an sess a true and gentle heart, rath
earnest beauty of heart that he had er than the external beauty of a
feared she might not possess.
Cleopatra!"— The Home.
That afternoon Lizzie and her
father were led by the little girl to
her home that they might learn of Oh ! deem it not an idle thing,
A pleasant word to speak ;
her mother's wants, but they were
The face you wear, the thoughts you
soon convinced that Carrie would
bring,
ere long be without a mother; but A heart may heal or break.
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Okb Du'Ficri.TiKs.—One of the great j The present list of subscribers, inest difficulties under which we labor is, j eluding those pledged during the meet
that the friends of education write so ing at titatesville. will about pay the
little for the pages of the Journal, that actual cost of printing; and if our
we are compelled to select a large pro friends will only go to work immediateportion of the articles published; and I It/, they can send us enough, before the
these selections are often, necessarily, I next number is issued, to insure us
made in haste, for the proportion of some compensation for the hard labor
our time that can be appropriated to ; of the year, that is now drawing to a
the interests of the Journal is too limit J closo, and thus encourage us to begin
ed to allow much reflection, either up the labors of another year, with hopes
on the merits or appropriateness of an of greater success.
article.
And that we may have as much orig
The Common School Tbachkrs or
inal matter as possible, in each num j Guilpord.—It is the custom of the
ber, we usually wait until the last mo examining committee, of the county
ment, before arranging the contents, to meet such teachers as wish to be
hoping that each mail may bring some examined, on the Saturday of each
thing from some one of our Board of court week. On the third Saturday
Kditors, or from some one else ; but of August, we attended the examina
in these hopes we arc most generally tion of teachers, at the request of the
disappointed.
committee, and had the pleasure of
When the time for printing a number meeting with between forty and fifty
arrives then, we must till it with the ladies and gentlemen, who have gone
best that we have, aud not always with forth to instruct the youth of the
Buch matter as we would prefer.
county. And we deem it due to them
The only way in which we can be re to say, that their examinations show
lieved of the necessity of making hur- I ed a large majority of them to he well
ried selections is, that the friends of acquainted with the branches required
the Journal shall endevor to givo it to be taught in our Common Schools.
such a support, that it will pay us
Twenty five of the number present
something for the time devoted to it, 1 manifested a desire to improve them
and thus enable us to give it more time. selves, in their profession, by subscrib
About twelve monshs ago, we com- j ing for the Jvnrnal. They have thus
menced our labors preparatory to the j set a good example, which should be
publication of the Journal ; and up to followed by their fetlow teachers, of
this time, we have devoted a large pro- , Guilford, and by all the teachers with
portion of our time to it, often en- j in the limits of >'orth Carolina.
croaching upon the time that should i Will not the examining committees,
have been devoted to recreation and of the different counties, keep this
rest, without, as yet, having received , matter before the teachers, and urge
»cv pecuniary compensation.
j upon them the propriety of availing
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themselves of this means of improve
ment. It would not be amiss to point
them to the example set before them,
by their brethren of Guilford.
Whenever the Journal attains a gen
eral circulation among the teachers of
Common Schools, we shall endeavour
to adapt its contents more and more
to their wants. At present they con
stitute a very small proportion of our
readers, and of course it is our duty
to consider what will be for the inter
est of the majority of our subscribers.
Hook Table.
"A New System of English Grammar, progressively arranged. Pre
cisely embodying the principles of
Analysis and Synthesis. 13y W. S.
Bakton, A. M. "Fewrules—much
practice. "—Second edition—revis
ed. Boston :—Gould & Lincoln—
New York. Sheldon, Blakeman &
Co., Cincinnati. Geo. S. Blanchard,
1856."
A copy of the above work has been
sent us by the Author, Professor Bar
ton, of Montgomery, Ala.
Accompanying the work are numer
ous testimonials of a complimentary
character, and from sources entitled
to credit : and among these we observe
a very commendatory letter from our
friend Thomas B. Baily A. M., former
ly of North Carolina, and now Princi
pal of the Collegiate High School of
the Independent Order Odd Fellows,
Columbus, Miss.
We have not had time ourselves to
examine this work with that care nec
essary to enable us to speak, in exact
terms, of its merits ; but we have look
ed into it sufficiently to be satisfied
that it deserves the attention of all
our teachers, who should at once pro
cure copies for examination.
It is obvious, even on a slight exam
ination, that the Author understands
his subject—and while he has not pre
tended to make an original work, on
an original plan— (a pretension which,
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in our judgment fixes, on a low scale
the merits of Authors of new Gram
mars,) he has displayed originality and
ability in an effort to simplify the fixed
principles of the Science of which he
treats.
We hope to be able soon to give to
the work a more critical examination —
and in the meantime think teachers
would do well to get copies at once and
examine for themselves.
"Practical Exercises in English
Composition: Or the Voung Compo
ser's guide. By W. S. Barton,
A. M. Breve est iter per exemplo."
Published by the Houses above nam
ed,—185G.
We think the design and plan of
this work excellent.
A book of the kind, properly pre
pared, is a desideratum—and from the
examination which we have been ena
bled to bestow on this one, we think
the task has been executed with judg
ment and ability.
It rather strikes us that the lan
guage is sometimes a little too techni
cal and difficult—and that it would
have been better to Lave expressed
some of the ideas in words more sim
ple, if not so expressive. For in
stance, it is said—"The most essential
quality in a good style is perspicuity."
Now, as the work is intended for
new beginners, and in part for such as
have only an opportunity of Common
School education, the word perspicuity
though a happy one to the Scholar, will
fail to convey the proper idea to oth
ers.
It needs, itself, a good, plain, full
definition—and without such definition
will not convey the right impression to
the common mind.
The thorough understanding of such.
words implies a profmciency in lan
guage that will hardly need aids to
the more simple arts of composition.
Still, notwithstanding this defect,
the work in question has decided mer
its, and is well worthy of the careful
examination of all classes of our teach
ers.
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NORMAL SCHOOLS,
An Essay on the Necessity and Practicability of establishing a System
of Normal Schools in the State of North-Carolina. Read before
the State Educational Association, by E. Pkentiss Tucke.
It has for a long time been the
opinion, of the most eminent
minds, both in this country, and
among the enlightened nations of
Europe, that the business o f
School-teaching, should be follow
ed as a profession, and not be con
sidered an incidental occupation,
any more than the other learned
professions ; very justly has it
been remarked, that this particu
lar vocation, in the successful pur
suit of which, the noblest talents,
the most untiring perseverance,
indomitable energy, and a large
amount of self-denial, have been
called into requisition, has failed
to attain, an appreciation, in the
public estimation, at all commen
surate with its magnitude and im
portance. Certain it is that, it
has not received the emolument
either in money or honor, that has
been conferred upon the other pro
fessions where a corresponding
amount of talents and energy has
been exercised. And so apparent
is this that few persons can be
found, who have been moderately
successful, in any respectable oc
cupation, that did not at one time
45

attempt the profession of teaching
but abandoned it, being tempted
too strongly by the emoluments of
various other occupations. There is
a reciprocity existing between sup
ply and demand, that pervades
every species of economy. If the
public wants, demand a superior
article of any kind, it will be forth
coming immediately. The indiffer
ence of employers in regard to the
qualifications of teachers, has been
in many instances the cause of re
taining in the profession, many
whose very disqualifications caus
ed them to oppose the suggestion
of an "elevation of the Standard
of teachers," lest the standard be
ing raised they would be found
wanting.
It has been urged that none
should be permitted to enter this
profession but those who are qual
ified to discharge the high trust ;
and that it would then follow as a
matter of course, that the people
would more liberally reward those
thus educated and qualified. See
how readily we stigmatize the un
educated, unqualified individual
who sets himself up for a Physi
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cian, with the epithet of '-Quack," qualified and accomplished persona
and the person who attempts the in these respective professions.
There is little hesitation on the
legal profession without that prep
aration and study, requisite for so part of Legislators to make approresponsible a position in the world, j priations for military and naval
cannot reasonably expect to meet Schools, and some States have
with brilliant success. If we go made liberal provisions for Milita
into the trades, the man who has ry institutes, to the total neglect
\ served an apprenticeship at his of jVormul Schools, whereas I con
trade, is much more likely to ob sider the latter to be of infinitely
tain employment under the same ! more importance in a free councircumstances, than another who j try, that should by all means be
has not, although both may be an enlightened country. In the
equally skillful; from the fact infancy of any country, the prin
that one's having served an ap ciple of self preservation instinct
prenticeship is prima facie evi ively creates Military Organiza
dence of his being qualified for tions to protect it from foreign ag
gressions; but there is a more
his business.
powerful
element to be cultivated,
The society of Jesuits has car
ried the plan of educational train than physical force ; strength does
ing to such a state of perfection, not consist in numbers merely.
Normal Schools, are indicative
that they have become celebrated
throughout the whole world, as the of an advanced degree of civiliza
most successful Teachers ever pro tion and refinement, they origina
duced, and this is not to be won ted among the most highly and
dered at, where we take into con systematically educated people in
sideration the thoroughness of the world. The word Normal, is
their discipline in mental training, derived from the Latin word nor
and their zealous care and untir ma, signifying a square, a rule. In
ing assiduity in intellectual culti Educational matters, it relates to
vation. The polite accomplish the elements or rudiments, to the
ments also form a part of their ed teaching of the rudiments or first
ucation, a gentlemanly bearing, principles. A Normal School,
pleasing address, and polished according to Webster, "is an insti
manners always being considered tution for training up persons to
necessary requisites to success. A teach common Schools."
The word training in this con
gymnastic training to some extent
is pursued in order that they may nection signifies, "the act or pro
ensure a sound mind in a sound cess of drawingoutor educating
hody, and this too is a part of and educating, here means, as I
their education absolutely indis understand it, "enlightening the
pensable. They are at this time understanding, and forming the
emyloyed in many of the Protest manners." Now my definition of
a Normal School would be this.—
ant Universities of Europe.
An Institution for training up
The fact that Schools and Col persons to teach Common Schools,
leges have been established in al by enlighteningthe understanding
most every part of the country for and forming the manners.
the purpose of qualifying persons
Some have urged that the es
to enter all the learned professions tablishment of Normal Schools and
argues that the public demands well Seminaries, for the purpose of bet
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ter prepraing and educating per
sons to teach Common Schools, and
a more systematic supervision on
the part of those appointed to
employ Common School Teachers
in order to prevent the intrusive
ot inefficient and unqualified per
sons, was all that was required to
elevate the Standard of Schools
and Teachers. Others argue, that
this arrangement is entirely pre
mature and uncalled for, in the
present state of the public mind.
The latter say, that a more liberal
appropriation on the part of the
public, would necessarily secure
for this profession, persons of the
highest talents and mo<t fitting
qualifications ; the reply is, that
the Public is never known to raise
its price on any article whatever,
so long as its wants can be sup
plied at the present rates ; human
sagacity, is never guilty of such
ridiculous anomalies as paying in
advance, double the price for the
same thing; tor until a higher
standard of teachers is raised up
for the benefit of the public, an
increase in emoluments would be
an advance on the present stock.
Now in this case, as in all others
of a similar nature, there is an ac
tion and reaction, and the truth is
to be found somewhere between the
extremes. The evil is unquestion
ably a natural one,—an illiberal
public has been necessitated to em
ploy incompetent Teachers, and
these same incompetent Teachers
have had a tendency both directly
and indirectly to foster this spirit
of parsimony and illiberality in the
public,—consequently the remedy
must be mutual, the emoluments
of the Teacher must be increased,
but there must be at the same time
something to justify this increase.
It is not to be expected that people
will pay more for an article of any
kind, until they find an article
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worth more; on the other hand we
cannot reasonably expect Teachers
to make any considerable outly, or
to incur any great expense to qual
ify themselves until more flattering
inducements are held out. The
remedy is evidently mutual, both
parties must cheerfully enter the
the field with a determination to
proceed together, as in the descend
ing scale the tendency was dotcnwards, so in this case better quali
fications will command and insure
advanced compensation, and the
liberality of the employers will as
suredly stimulate Teachers to spare
no pains to possess themselves of
every qualification and accomplish
ment necessary for their vocation.
Now according to my own defi
nition of the term Normal School,
viz : —An Institution for training
up persons to teach Common Schools
by enlightening the understanding
and forming the manners,—1 ad
vocate the necessity of a Svstcm of
Normal Schools in contradistinc
tion to Classical and Scientific
Schools, but by no means in oppo
sition to them. Their objects and
purposes are quite different ; but
each has its ligitimate sphere, and
proper aim. I would by no means
be considered to advocate one Class
of Schools at the expense of anoth
er.
The object of a Classical Educa
tion is to become acquainted with
Grecian and Roman literature in
the very language in which it was
written and spoken twenty centu
ries ago, the languages that have
handed down to us the choicest
specimens of prose and poetry
the world has ever seen, the faith
ful imitation of which in any lan
guage has never failed to secure
the admiration of the learned in
every age. The great tragediena
of the age appeared as Antigone or
Tphigenia ; and, in the language of
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an eminet jurist, " Rome, although i partments, with rhetoric logic &c ;
she has long since ceased to rule but it is absolutely necessary that
the world with ber arms, still gov he should be very thoroughly vers
erns with her laws," and lew com ed in all the common homespun
paratively speaking fully realize branches of Education, such as
how much we are indebted to the common arithmetic, reading, writ
Latin tongue in every department ing, spelling, grammar and geog
of letters. Yet a person can be an raphy. If you desire yourchildren
elegant scholar in the Classics, to waste, to throw away several
without being able to work out a years of time, I know of no better
question in simple interest, or solve way to succeed in this foolish en
a question in simple proportion ; terprise, than by giving them a
in fact, instances of this nature superficial education ; by all means
have come under my own observa let them learn thoroughly that
tion. So it follows, by no means which they do learn.
as a matter of course, that a person
In every State where the Com
of brilliant Classical attainments mon School System has been adopt
ever would make a good Teacher ed, the Normal School System in
in a Common School.
some shape has risen up as a matter
A Scientific School has for its of course to supply its wants. It
object the promotion of knowledge is an established fact, as far as gen
in those departments of learning eral rules can ever be said to be
that depend upon the exercise of infallible, that success in any voca
the abstract or speculative princi tion depends upon one's qualifica
ples, such as Astronomy, Analyti tions for that particular calling.—
cal and Celestial Mechanics, Spec Now the public has no right to
ulative Chemistry, and the higher expect a Class of Teachers whose
branches of Engineering. Now, acquirements will guarantee un
all these departments areeminently questionable success, unless some
useful to mankind, yet but very provision be made whereby Teach
few attain to eminence in any of ers can become qualified to dis
these branches, in fact but few are charge faithfully every duty that
needed, and the identical gentle devolves upon them. No honora
man who distanced all competitors ble calling pursued presents less
in calculating the orbit of a comet, flattering inducements. The Teach
was a sorry Teacher in Geometry er is generally supposed to have no
right to aspire to wealth, fame, or
and Algebra.
The object of Normal Schools is honors. All civil and political
eminently of a practical nature, its honors are monopolized by the mil
object being, as I understand it, itary and legal professions, the
to enlighten the understanding, clergy live in a world of their own
and form the manners of persons and possess an exclusive reputation.
who are to become Common School The Teacher may have pursued his
his calling for years with eminent
Teachers.
The Teacher should be thoroughly success, and yet be never heard of
versed in all the substantial branches beyond the narrow limits of hisown
of an English education. It is not School ; his name -is never seen
necessary that the Common School even in a newspaper, and he has
Teacher should be acquainted with made no mark whereby his name
all the mysteries of Algebra, Ge may be handed down to posterity.
ometry, Philosophy in all its de I The successful lawyer very soon
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attains to fame, wealth, and houor;
the physician although occupying a
less conspicuous position than the
lawyer, if successful, is not far be
hind him in attaining to wealth
And honors ; and we have only to
refer to the innumerable heroes of
the Mexican war to ascertain how
easy it is to arrive at distinction in
the military profession.
Now, since the profession in it
self is so uninviting, ought there
Dot to be some attractions presented
in order to induce young men of
talems to enter into it?
I must honestly confess that it
is an occupation for which our
American youth are not peculiar
ly fitted. Let a call be made to
raise 20.000 men to make war upon
a neighboring nation, it will be
very readily responded to ; let it
be suggested that volunteers may
be wanted to march hundreds of
miles across an unknown country
to humble the insolence of a reck1 e s s, unprincipled, enthusiast,
whose Asiatic proclivities cause
him and his followers to ignore
our institution of monogamy,which
march presents attractions but lit
tle more pleasing than a Valley
Forge winter, or a retreat from
Moscow, and hundreds are ready
to march at a day's notice ; does
the Government desire to send
out a party on an expedition to
the Dead Sea to search, perhaps
for the saline remains of faithless
and disobedient Mrs. Lot. Hun
dreds are ready at a moments call.
Are men wanted to go in search
of Dr. Kane, who went in search
of Sir. John Franklin, who went
in search of the North-West Fagsage, which when found is of no
practical utility , and never wilt be.
The Government is puzzled whom
to select from such a numerous
body e f applicants. Is it inti
mated that the source of the
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White Nile may be discovered by
an expedition, starting from the
Cape of Good Hope and proceed
ing Northward through a country
that white man has never yet set
foot on. Hundreds anticipate it,
although "Lasciate agni speranza," abandon every hope, is writ
ten at the very entrance of this
vast sepulcher of the Caucasian
race.
But it is with difficulty that
young men of talents and ability
can be found who are willing to
announce themselves as candidates
for the profession of Teaching, so
dull, plodding, laborious, methodi
cal and unattractive docs it ap
pear.
The establishment of the Com
mon School System in this State
renders it absolutely necessary
that Teachers should be supplied
from some source, and if the State
denies the means of supplying
them from its native population,
if it refuses to encourage its own
talent, it must expect its wants to
be supplied from foreign sources.
The fact that a properly educated,
well bred'class of talented gentle
men is required to meet the wants
of our Common Schools is evident:
it remains for the people to decide
from what source, their wants shall
be supplied.
As regards the ability of our
State, statistics afford ample as
surance. There is no State in the
Union whose resources are more
varied and ample, and more unde
veloped according to its age, than
North Carolina. Agriculture,
Mining and Commerce have alj ready given this State an enviable
j position in the South, and Manu' facturing, thai prime auxiliary to
j Commerce in the producing of
j wealth, is already acting no incon' siderable part. The necessity of
i Normal Schools is evident to every
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one interested in the welfare and
prosperity of our State, the ability
of the State to assist in this mat
ter is evident, why then is it not
entirely practicable ? Does any
one imagine that an appropriation
by the State for the purpose of
establishing Normal Schools would
be an act of giving away so much
money without any prospect of a
remuneration ? A greater mis
take could not be made. Show
me any country in the world where
institutions of learning have failed
to enhance the price of real estate,
have failed to attract the popula
tion of neighboring Countries,
have failed to create an influx of
immigrants of an elevated class,
and add to its material .wealth in
every shape; you cannot do it.
A certain Grecian Philosopher
being asked why he wished to
have his son educafed, replied ;
" in order that when he goes to
the public games he may not sit
a stone upon a stone," alluding to
the seats being made of stone.
Perhaps this may account for ap
plying to a stupid fellow the
epithet of wooden-head.
In this as in all other matters,
somebody is called upon to take
the lead in action. The press and
and the pulpit, ever ready in this
country to enlighten the people
and minister to their moral, intel
lectual, and religious wants, have
already done much to call the at
tention of the public to this mat
ter of popular education, and most
assuredly they shall not be without
their reward.
But there is another class of
persons whose duty it is to take
the lead in the active, working
department of this Educational
organizatian, and that Class con
sists of the Teachers themselves.
Their very profession is a tacit as
sertion of theirsuperioriry in learn
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ing, and thA public may reasona
bly demand c^f them to " do with
all their might whatsoever their
hands find to do.''-'
Now as Teachers are supposed
to be more intelligent than the
mass of the community, they must
justly be considered in duty bound
to take the lead in this work of
Normal Schools. They should as
a matter of duty enlist heart and
hand in this work,—a work of
considerable sacrafice and selfdenial under existing circum
stances, and do all in their power
to make their calling honorable
and attractive. Every depart
ment, the press, the pulpit and
the Legislative assemblies, pro
claims that something ought to be
done, then let something be done.
In the establishing and manag
ing of Normal Schools many mis
takes have occurred, and it is for
us to learn wisdom in this matter
from the experience of others.
No plan should be copied, no
system should be adopted from
any other country or State in
detail, a system should be adapted
to the requirements of the people
of every State or Country.
And here let me call your at
tention to a great mistake that has
pervaded every department of edu
cation in our Country. It has
been falsely supposed by some
that the training of the intellect,
and the developing of the mental
faculties should be the sole aim
and object of all our Schools,
Colleges, and Universities. This
is a great error, and in many in
stances it has been a fatal mis
take.
Young men of brilliant promise,
of high and cultivated intellects
have left our Colleges full of hope
and ambition to make themselves
useful and distinguished ; unfor
tunately they had acquired while
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in College habits not easily shak
en off, and promiscuous contact
with the world is by no means
favorable to facilitate the keeping
of good resolutions ; a few years
of promise, and it may be of par
tial success is all that is allotted
to them, and Death calls their
kind and generous friends to
throw the mantle of charity over
their faults, and to regret that
such, alas ! is too often the fate of
genins.
We have abundant evidence
that intellect alone is not an infal
lible governing principle in man,
the immortal nature requires a
regulator, a director. The plan
of educating the head at the ex
pense of the heart is most deci
dedly a fallacious one. The neg
lect to cultivate those genial feel
ings and generous emotions, so
natural to youth, to refine the
manners and polish the address in
early life has never been looked
upon as a deficiency in education,
and yet what is more essentially
necessary to any educated person?
Hear the opinion of Sir Walter
Scott, on this point ; and he was
neither, divine or moralist :—
"I have read books enough, and
observed and conversed with
enough of eminent and splendid
ly cultivated minds, too, in my
time ; but I assure you, I have
heard higher sentiment from the
Hps of pour uneducated men. and
women, when exerting a spirit of
severe yet gentle heroism under
difficulties and afflictions, or speak
ing their simple thoughts as to
circumstances in the lot of friends
and neighbors, than I ever met
with out of the pages of the Bi
ble. We shall never learn to feel
and respect our real calling and
destiny, unless we have taught
ourselves to consider everything
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as moonshine compared with the
education of the heart."
Wc cannot consider man mere
ly as an intellectual being, with
out doing injustice to his nature.
Viewing him in this light we in
deed elevate him above the brute,
but sink him below the angel in
denying to him the blessed aspira
tions of our immortality. To cul
tivate the intellect alone, is to ut
terly disregard the nobler and bet
ter moral nature of inaui This
truth has been felt and apprecia
ted, and all reflecting minds not
tainted with infidelity have ad
mitted that the education of our
youth, should be conducted on re
ligious principles, even from their
earliest childhood.
You cannot find a parent who
fully realizes parental responsibility
that docs not feel the importance
of his children's being reared in
the love and fear of God; he would
have his intellectual development
accompanied with a careful and
judicious moral and religious cul
ture. At a tender age, the child
is removed from home to the
school-room. and shall not the hal
lowed associations of home accom
pany him thither? Ought not
these influences rather to be in
creased? And does it not come
within the Teacher's province to
stand "in loco parentis," in the
parent's stead, not merely as an in
tellectual trainer, but as a moral
and religious instructor ? Certain
ly no parent can desire to have his
child instructed in a non-religious
school. The love of God, and his
solemn fear; a strict regard to his
law, and a deep sense of respon
sibility to the Great Creator, should
ever pervade the School-room.
The elements of the Christian
Religion should stimulate the ef
forts, and excite to activity and
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life the motives of the Teacher,
and be as influential in the fufillmcnt of his trust, as the same are
to the Christian minister. The
great cardinal principles of Reli
gion are essential to education
wherever it is conducted.
An exceedingly intellectual ed
ucation is an experiment fraught
with fearful hazards, and irrepara
ble evils ; it leaves the noblest
powers and holiest affections to
barrenness and waste. France
tried the experiment fully and
thoroughly, if not to the satisfac
tion of herself, to the satisfaction
of the world. The intellect was
cultivated with great care and as
siduity, but itwasleft tornatureto
attend to the development of the
heart and moral feelings, and na
ture did attend to it faithfully,
for she developed to perfection
every passion to which man al
ways abandons himself where he
denies revelation and immortality.
Her fairest plains were deluged
with human gore, the streets of
her capital ran with blood, the
sweet charities of life were trod
den under foot, every affection of
the heart was uprooted, the Sab
bath was abolished, the Church
closed, and, reeling under the
vertigo of revolutionary madness
her people rallied around the black
banner of Atheism and shouted,
"There is no God," and wrote with
ruthless hands upon the sepulchers of their fathers, "Death is
an Eternal sleep."
A singular idea is entertained
by some, that education, has a
tendency to unfit persons for la
bor, and render them dissatisfied
with their condition in life.
But what would be said, were
any powers of the body to be dis
used ? Suppose a man were to
place a bandage over his right eye;
tie up one of This hands or attach
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huge weights to his legs; and,
when asked wherefore he did so,
were to reply, that the glance of
thateye might make him covetous;
that his hand might strike his
neighbor ; or that his feet might
carry him into evil company ;—
might it not be fairly replied, that
his members were given to use,
and not to abuse ; and that the
suspensioii of their action was just
as contrary to the wise and benev
olent purpose of the Creator, as
their wrong and guilty applica
tion? And does not the same
reasoning apply to the mind ? Is
not the unemployed mental facul
ty as opposed to the advantage of
the individual, as the unused phys
ical power ?
Can the difference between mind
and matter subvert the establish
ed principles of reasoning, and of
morality ? Certainly not. If the
mental faculties be not developed,
man becomes a mere animal, and
rises but little in character above
the beasts that perish.
The object of Normal Schools
is to prepare Teachers for the ed
ucation of the masses, for the ed
ucation of the people. And in
this connexion allow me to say
that no subject so supremely af
fects every community, every
county, every State, our whole
country, as the education of the
people. By education, I mean the
training of th whole man,—the
development and proper exercise
of all his powers—the cultivation
of his physical, intellectual, mor
al, and religious nature, this is
emphatically a Christian Educa
tion.
Statistics assure us that the av
erage life of the School Teacher,
is about 34 years ; and it is cer
tain that no employment is more
wearing to the constitution than
the business of Teaching. Now
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it is by no means necessary that a portrayed his "lehabod Crane, his
calling so useful should be atten School, and his Horse," to tho
ded with such a fearful mortality. present than the "Country School
A careful survey of facts by phi master," yet thpro is no person to
lanthropists has led to the conclu whom the people arc more deeply
sion that the loss of health is not indebted than this same much ridi
a necessary attendant upon the culed and much nbuscd Country
Teacher of the young, but rather School master. In modern times
a consequence of neglect and in wo call him Teacher, a much more
attention to hygienic laws. On suitable name, and one indicating
this account I would suggest to an advance in civilization ; it is a
you the propriety of taking into very pleasant reflection that the
considertion the cultivation and pupil is to be governed by the ad
development of the physical na vice and admonition received at
ture, in preparing young men for home, so that the leather can de
the profession of Teaching, and vote his whole time aud attention
perhaps it would not be out of in the School Room, to importing
place to suggest that certain man instruction. It is sincerely to be
ly accomplishments, arc sometimes hoped that the time is passed for
necessary in order that the Teach the Teacher to be an object of fear
er may be successful in maintain and dread to the pupil, but let him
be what ho should he, an object of
ing proper order and discipline.
Of all nations in the world, this, love and respect. The impressions
with its intense and constant stim made upon the youthful mind are
ulus to the nervous system, needs ineradicable, and in mature years
the balance of healthy exercise no person is remembered with feel
for the muscular. Among the ings of deeper gratitude and kind
thousand and one diseases, disor ness than the good Teacher who
ders ana complaints, with which governed by love, kindness and
persons of sedentary habits arc in moral force, and on the contrary
fested, pulmonary diseases a r o no one is remembered with feelings
most prominent, and this is quite j of greater detestation and hatred
a natural consequence of a com j than he whose sole governing pow
pressed and stooping posture that er lay in the rod and ferule.
sedentary persons fall into, for
I am firmly of the opinion that
certainly the lungs cannot perform I pupils in their intercourse with
their duty of purifying the blood their Teachers should be treated in
without having full action. Bod a courteous and gentlemanly man
ily defects arising from a neglect to ner. The best lesson of good be
improve the condition of the phys haviour is the good example of the
ical being, such as curvature of Teacher. In our intercourse with
the spine, round shoulders, and each other every element of char
an ungraceful carriage, are like acter acts as an educator, and
the goods for sale at a Country manners not unfrequently exert a
Grocery, "too numerous to be par very powerful influence on morals.
ticularized and too tedious to men
Natural predispositions will ulti
tion."
mately become developed, and ill
1 know of no character that has breeding or good breeding will
been a more fruitful source of certainly exhibit itsely in evil or
ridicule and caricature from the good habits. It is not to be sup
time that Irving so graphically posed that Teachers are to be crea
46
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tod who 'will entirely make up for i sling and the smooth stones, and
faults and failings of home educa with these he slew the Philistine.
tion, but refined manners, pleasing j But is popular education to ter
Fpecch, benignity of character and minate at the Common School ?
courtesy of demeanor together with j Our Academics and Colleges are
the stronger influence of complete not free, merit alone is not the
manliness of characlcr will exert i sole standard for admission into
a very powerful influence in nen any of them, and it is too fre
tralizing the evil results of home quently the case, that those who
training, whenever such results possess merit, are dependent upon
may show themselves in the School this alone for their advancement
ltoom.
and elevation in the world. Do
Think not that Xormal Schools you wish for examples ? Look a!;
have done their duty, when they the men that now occupy the most
have imparted a certain amount of prominent places of honor and
booh knowledge to the candida ie trust in the country, in the State,
for Teaching, tliat is only a good I look upon my right hand and my
foundation on which to build, and : left. Not wealth, nor rank, nor
even in thrit they have in many prestige can claim precedence here,
instances signally failed. A 1 - j but it is the man of merit, "homo
though I have remarked that neith per se magnus," that bears away
er a thorough classical, nor a high the honors. Ought not then the
ly scientific education was abso State to assist her children, who
lutely necessary for the Common possess merit but not means, to
School Teacher, yet let it not be qualify themselves to advance be
supposed that I advocate a substi yond the Common School ? And
tute for a thorough education.
how can it better accomplish this
The impression entertained by object than by aiding in the es
many, that Normal Schools are a tablishing of High Schools in
kind of School Teacher Manufac those towns or cities, where the
tory, whore verdant youths aspir liberality of the citizens them
ing to pedagogic honors, could, in selves may present the greatest in
the space of two or three years by ducements ? In all parts of the
some mysterious metamorphosis, country where High Schools have
by some inexplicable hocus poms, been established, where merit
be made into profound scholars alone has been the standard of
and accomplished Teachers, is most admission, and where a thorough
emphatically an erroneous one ; course of studies and discipline
there is no "royal road" to the has been maintained, they have
"art didactic." It is a fact that a been eminently successful,' and
very large majority of successful j private schools with very few ex
Teachers in the Northern States ceptions have ceased to exist. A
have not been educated at Normal system of graded Schools is the
Schools. He that goes into a most successful plan of public Ed
School armed with a bundle of ucation that has ever been pursuuntried theories from a Normal I ed in any of our states. Prima
School disregarding their adapta ry, Grammar, and High Schools,
tion to himself or his situation judiciously managed, constitute
will most assuredly fail.
the best system of Public Educa
Saul's armor was very good for tion that can be adopted. The
him. but David preferred his own means of obtaining a good educa
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tion will then be within tlie reach territories, and seeing that educa
of tha humblest and most obscure. tion had been sadly neglected,
Have our States the right to legis turned his attention particularly
late for the prevention of crime ? to this subject ; but from that
They most assuredly have ; what time till the beginning of the pres
surer and better method can be ent century, the improvements
adopted, than providing for the in education were confined to the
people the means of obtaining a higher classes, when Pestalozzi
began his work of reform by unChristian Education ?
This matter of High Schools dertaking the difficult task of ele
and Graded Schools, I would vating the occupation of teaching
humbly recommend to your con to an art based upon a knowl
sideration. But think you that I edge of human nature.
advocate a plan for the education
But in a Monarchy where eve
of the poor as such ? I utterly ry branch of Education is care
repudiate such a narrow notion, fully studied to answer the ends
as not only unworthy of a free of its own peculiar institutions,
man, but unworthy of a man. we are not to look for a system of
Has the Good Creator for them Schools that can be adapted to the
provided a coarser earth, a softer wants of a llepublic ; and even
air, a paler sky ? Does the glo at this time free thought, free
rious sun refuse his genial rays to speech, and free inquiry, and all
the poor man's cottage, when he in education that stirs and ennopours them upon the palace of 1 hies a people, are farther from
the rich man ? Or is it on tho ' Prussia than they were fifty years
mind that God has stamped the
It is not my intention to pro
imprint of a baser birth, so that
the poor man's son knows with an pose any system of instruction to
inborn certainty, that it is his lot be pursued in Normal Schools,
to crawl, not to climb? God has but we have abundance of proof
not done it, man cannot do it. that the Systems of other Coun
The mind speaks in Homeric lan tries and other States are faulty
in many points, and it is for us to
guage,
remedy those faults.
"Give me but light, and Ajas asks no
"The best plans of instruction
more."
cannot be executed but by good
No country in the world has ta teachers, and the State has done
ken up more earnestly, and pursu nothing for Popular Education, if
ed more successfully the plan of it does not watch that those who
Public Education than Prussia, devote themselves to teaching, be
and the high standard of her Ed well prepared ; then suitably plac
ucation is attributable to her sys ed, encouraged and guided in the
tem of Normal Schools. It was duty of continued self-improve
discovered that Teaching was an ment, and lastly, rewarded and
art of great difficulty, only to be promoted in proportion to their
perfected by long practice and spe advancement, and punished accor
cial preparation, hence the origin, ding to their faults."
importance and utility of Normal
It is no fiction, no "glittering
Schools. Upon the termination generality" that the humblest cit
of his long wars, Frederick the izen can aspire to and obtain the
Second anxious to improve his highest positions of honor and
v
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trust in the country, the greatest
Statesmen and warriors of the
present century illustrate the fact;
it therefore becomes every citizen
in the State by all that is sacred
in the rights of man, in life, lib
erty and happiness to lend a help
ing hand in forwarding this great
work of popular education by as
sisting in furnishing the means
whereby it is to be obtained, the
object of which is to bring up an
entire race in all that is noble and
excellent in knowledge, religion
and virtue.
We need wisdom, and prudence,
and foresight in our councils as a
nation ; fixedness of purpose, in
tegrity, and uprightness in our
rulers ; unwavering attachment to
the rights of man among all our
people ; but these high attributes
of a noble patriotism, these essen
tial elements of civilization and
improvement will disappear when
Public Schools shall cease to exert
an all pervading influence through
the length and breadth of our
land.
You may dig canals, build rail
roads, from one end of the conti
nent to the other, you may anni
hilate time and space by the tele
graph, construct gigantic steam
ships that will fly between the two
continents like the weaver's shut
tle, you may make your lands in
to a Paradise, you may erect pa
latial mansions, and furnish yourselvcs with costly and magnificent
equipage, and all the luxuries and
refinements that the world can af
ford, and.providc for your children
the wealth of California, "you have
done nothing as yet to promote
their permanent and essential in
terests, unless you have given
them a good moral education,
founded upon the principles of
the Bible."
Now let those who desire to per
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form these Herculean tasks, first
consent t o undergo Herculean
training.

Wkith written Right.—The
following manifold tieistilication)
which a correspondent furnishes,
must convince every sceptic, that
Sam Patch was right when he
said " some things can be done aa
well as others :"
Write, we know is written right,
When we see it written write,
But when we see it written wright,
Wo know 'tis then not written light,
For write, to have it written right,
Must not be written right or Wright ;
Nor yet should it be written rite ;
But write, for so 'tis written right.

BQf We commend the following
quaint stanza to all who are in the
habit of "fault finding:"
" What are another's faults to mo?
I've not a vulture's bill
To pick at every flaw I see
And make it wider still.
,
It is enough for me to know,
I've follies of my own,
And on my heart tho-care bestow,
And let my friends alone. "
=====

i

Among the epitaphs to/be
found in the burying-grountd in
Hinge, N. H., is the following :
This bed is cold ; but, oh ! Jt love it,
For colder were my f'riendfci above it.
f-~
85%, Every kind of employment
requires a particular k ind of genins.
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ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.
(CONTINUED.)
We now come to the Instru mind always had the same original
ments of Education, which I un capability to receive instruction
derstand to be those means by from whatsoever source it came)
which Education is imparted to the precceding considerations ex
the mind ; which Instruments plain to us how the ancient minds
may be divided into three—'Expe sustained themselves in building
rience—Instructors and Books. kingdoms and conquering nations,
These three often combine in without the modern arts and
their object and often act several sciences. Having no other teach
er upon whom to rely, they obey
ly and destinctly.
Experience is an untiring and ed strictly the unerring instruc
ever present teacher ; He is the tions of Experience. Again he is
oldest and, by common consent, i the best teacher for he alone of
the best. It is to him we are in- j all the three trains the faculties—
debted for all we know. His which as stated above is a means
plan of operation is to teach by the of education and a means used
very act of doing and seeing the only by experience.
Thus to explain—we say that
things to be learned. As I said
above he is the oldest and the best experience teaches us by doing
The oldest, for he began his in the thing to be learned. But
structions in the garden of Eden : learning how to do is as much ed
Adam had no other teacher. Ex ucation as knowing the thing itself.
perience taught him all he knew, For instance the music teacher
but after the birth his ofoff-spring, may teach you the notes but he
Adam with his little store of facts cannot teach you to use your fin
and rules assumed the relation of gers with a quick and finished
the second class, that of instructor touch, this is the province of ex
to his children. Thus we easily perience; that is, experience
see how knowledge has accumula trains the hand how to perform
ted upon knowledge, from the the tune, which is as much a part
earliest era down to us. Experi of the musical education as learn
ence is the best teacher, for ac ing the notes themselves. Again
cording to our own definition of the engineer, having often used
the true object of Education—he his eye, in connection with his
never teaches us any thing but instrument, in ascertaining heights
what is necessary to be used in and distances, so trains it that at
the sphere and occupation in which a glance he judges, with wonder
we move. To illustrate this, take ful accuracy, the height of a moun
the familiar case of the farmer tain or depth of a valley, which
who applies in each succeeding education of the eye and hand as
year the facts he has learned, by above, is useful in the peculiar
experience, in the precceding. occupation of their owners. The
Taking into consideration the same principle is carried out in
Stated above (that the training the memory to recollect,
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and the judgment to perceive.
For heartless would be the effort
to store the memory with facts or
to teach the judgment the rules of
logic, if the memory could neither
retain nor use the facts, nor the
judgment apply the rules of logic
accurately and quickly to the
same.
Next in the order of time, as
well as importance, comes the
second class, under which we may
truly say all mankind are or should
be ranged, for I verily believe it
is the social duty of every man to
instruct his fellow man, in those
things he knows above another's
ignorance, that is, when he dis
covers a useful fact it is his duty
to teach it to his neighbor.
But they who chiefly belong to
this class are those who engage in
teaching as a profession;—The
particular use of whose education
is, to covey the same to others for
a compensation.
The Instructor is also a very old
instrument : By him alone, before
the invention of letters, was the
information, that had been ac
cumulated by experience, convey
ed from generation to generation ;
And this peculiar manner of in
struction, without the aid of any
kind of symbols, we express by
the word " tradition"—The means
used by the instructor, in educat
ing, were oral lectures and we can
easily imagine the venerable sage,
beneath the green spreading tree,
with his listening group around
him, wondering indeed how his
head could hold all his knowledge.
But after the invention of letters,
we find him using them as a
means to aid him in teaching.
And this brings us to the third
class—books; which, tho' they act
often alone, frequently act jointly
with the instructor. Strange to
say, printed books arc really of a
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modern origin, being invented,
but comparatively a few years be
fore the discovery of America.
What is a book ? What is its
object ? are two questions now to
be solved. Articulate sounds are
the signs of ideas, and language
being a compound of these sounds
is the vehicle of thought.
Printed or written words are
not as we suppose the signs of
ideas—but really the signs of
sounds, which sounds signify the
ideas; for instance if I use the
sound horse, in the reader's hear
ing, it conveys to his mind the
idea I have of a certain animal—
which sound we all use for the
same idea, else he would not un
derstand me—but if I write or
print the letters h-o-r-s-e they
signify to his mind merely the
sound. A Book then is nothingmore than a thing that contains
these signs of certain sounds ar
ranged in a certain conventional
order, so as to convey the exact
sounds they represent, as nearly
as possible,—I say as nearly as
possible, for it is impossible, by
any signs, to represent to the mind
the exact sound we intend by
them ; especially so as to convey
the exact idea represented by the
sound. And we may attempt to
remedy the difficulty by and with
signs of accents and inflections,
still there will be left a great deal
to do.
To fix a sign to represent every
articulate sound is beyond human
ingenuity, hence the English
alphabet which is as complete as
any, fails in this particular; for
the same letter is used to convey
different sounds, in different posi
tions, for instance, the letter a has
four or more different sounds.
Again many words which, from
the difficulty hinted at, can only
stand for one sound in printing
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and writing, can be used to con the mind can use for its own en
vey various ideas and emotions, tertainment or advantage, without
depending upon the tone in which injury ; therefore, I would not dis
they are uttered; For instance, card every book of fiction or
the words ah !—what—can signify anecdotes. It is not my intention
feelings of delight, surprise, de to examine deeply into the charac
rision, incredulity &c. For the ter of any particular class of books,
above considerations, I have often yet there is one class I desire to
thought that Grammar was only dissect, and explain the reason of
intended to teach us to write well, that just tirade against them. I
but that Rhetoric was the scieneo refer to works of fiction. The
that taught us to speak well and true province of a novel is to pre
correctly.
sent to the mind, in a small com
A Book then further seems to pass, a truthful picture of human
be a resovoir or store house, in lite ; from which picture, aB by
which is heaped up and stored experience in seeing the same
away, the information ot the auth thing acted around us, we may
or, so clothed in artificial signs, learn the principles of human ac
as to be preserved for the use of tions and deduce rules to guide
all who may harn to interpret us in the various relations of life.
those signs :—saving the instruc
But to draw this picture truly,
tor the trouble of retaing every requires the highest order of ge
thing in his head. The object of nins, to bo met with only in a
books then should be to act as in Shakespeare and a few others ;
struments of education or in other consequently the mass of novels
words instruments of useful infor thrown upon the world give but a
mation. And this should be distorted view of human nature,
borne well in mind by every in j the characters are only visionary
structor, that the book is only in spectres drawn from the writer's
tended to aid him in instructing i brain, not from nature, and cloth
the child, and does not take one ed with the writer's prejudices and
particle from his responsibility, 1 opinions ; thence it follows that
for the correctness of the infor the youthful mind, unable to dis
mation given to his pupils.
criminate between the many false
A book then, we say, should be and few true lights, and being natthe vehicle of useful information, urally imitative, is lead astray
consequently, whenever a book j and injured by the false doctrines
fails in this, its essential object, of the novel.
it is so much useless trash. I do
This brinsrs me to the seventh
not pretend to require that this head of which in our next. w.
information should be of the high
{To be continued.')
est order of utility but such as
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SABBATH SCHOOLS RELATED TO COMMON SCHOOLS.
We have visited large nurseries : choose : ready to receive the im
of trees where vast numbers of a i press of a superior mind ; to have
great variety, both of ornamental their energies directed to great
and fruit trees, in various stages of and noble ends ; to become use
growth, were preparing to be trans ful in life, and happy in death ?
planted. They were beautifully
Now there are in the State
and orderly arranged ; it was a doubtless, a great many of this
pleasant sight.
age who are growing up with lit
We have frequented large and tle opportunity for literary, or
extensive flower gardens, where moral instruction. Just as there
plants and flowers were gathered are many mines and minerals prob
from wide regions of the earth, at ably, unknown to the owners of
a great expense, making an epit the soil, but which if known would
ome almost of the flora of a con make them immensely rich ; so
tinent ; their variegated forms j there arc multitudes of great nat
and colors ; their beauty and or ural gifts and talents, who are un
der were delightful to behold.
conscious of them ; but who, if
We have often surveyed a large they had an opportunity for de
collection of the flowers of the velopment; if they had any one
mineral Kingdom ; where speci to discern their lalent talents, and
mens of rocks, ores, and crystals bring them to light, might at
of all kinds, and from every quar length come forth from their ob
ter of the world were brought in scurity and shine in almost any
to a small space ; they gratified sphere of life.
the sight of the eye ; they were
How often is it the case that a
objects of great curiosity.
ragged, dirty boy, running in the
But none of these things are to streets in idleness, has come with
be compared with a collection of in the notice of some benevolent
children and youth, in a course of and discerning person, who has
education—immortal minds—spir discovered the diamond under the
itual subst.inces—cultivating, re rough exterior, and has taken
fining and expanding : growing in measures to have it polished and
wisdom and knowledge, and fitting refined and placed in a conspicu
to be set in a diadem of glory in ous situation, where it would
another world. All material, earth shine.
ly things shall fade and decay.
This, perhaps more often than
In a little while they may not be. any other way, is accomplished by
But minds and hearts and moral means of the Sabbath School.
sentiments, improved by proper And there is no institution that
culture, will increase in beauty enables the pious and benevolent,
and freshness through endless to act upon such minds better than
ages ; to a reflective mind what this. Latent native genins is
can exceed in interest companies here brought to light. In many
of the young, in the morning of parts of the State, both in the low
life ; just ready to be moulded in country and in the mountains, are
to any shape the teacher ic-ay multitudes of children who have
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little opportunity to attend a day
school, but who may be collected
into little knots on the Sabbath, to
learn to read; to recite the simple
child's catechism ; to answer ques
tions upon the Evangelists, or upon
the facts of Old Testament history.
Here then, is a useful field un
derlying the operations of the
Common Schools, and becoming a
nursery for it. Where the spark
of genins will be struck out that
will burn and blaze; where a thirst
for knowledge will be awakened
which will not be satisfied without
going to deeper sources. Some
hint dropped by a teacher, some
thought derived from a book, the
example of some one brought to
their notice, will give a new direc
tion to many a mind. A young
lady of our acquaintance was lead
to take a deep interest in a certain
science from hearing one lecture on
the subject. Great effects often
follow from slight causes, in the
world of mind. Many are lead to
act differently from what they
would havedoue, by being brought
within the reach of opportunities.
Twenty-four young men were
led to prepare for College in ono
neighborhood, by having a good
Academical School located there,
who but for that would not have
thought of it. Thus, those persons,
who with a great degree of selfdenial, and often depriving them
selves of the privileges of the
house of Cod, pursue the path of
duty in a quiet, unostentatious way,
are laying the foundations of great
good in the rising race, and sowing
the seed that shall bear fruit here
after; they shall not loose their re
ward.
E.
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ADVANTAGE OF HEADING.
"The luxury and general ad
vantage of reading valuable works
are unquestionably great. No en
tertainment is now so cheap as
reading, nor is any earthly pleasure
so lasting. Nothing can supply
the place of books, as cheering and
soothing companions in solitude or
affliction. The wealth of a hemi
sphere would not compensate for
the benefits they impart. A wise
discrimination in the selection of
authors who are read is most im
portant, especially to the young
and inexperienced, whose charac
ters will be moulded, and whose
destinies will be influenced, by
their habits of reading. And it
may be admitted, as an unquestion
able fact, that one single book,
carefully perused, will be of more
service to the mind, than fifty
which are hastily skimmed over,
and forgotten even sooner than
they were read. St. Paul enjoined
Timothy to ' give attendance to
reading.'
The wise love of this employ
ment will prove to the young a
great preservation from evil, and
to the aged and infirm will yield
the highest satisfaction. It was
Fenelon who said, " If the crowns
of all the kingdoms of Europe were
laid down at my feet, in exchange
for the love of reading, I would
spurn them all."— Origin of Lan
guage, page 193.

JSSgn' They intend to raise tall
students in a town out in Wiscon
sin. An exchange paper says :—
" Its Board of Education has re
solved
to erect a building large
Applause is the spur of noble
minds, the end and aim of weak enough to accommodate five hun
ones.
dred students three stories high."
47
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FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NATIONAL TEACH
ER'S ASSOCIATION.
We copy, from an exchange, the
following abstract of the proceed
ings of the National Teachers, As
sociation which willbe interesting
to many of the reads of the Jour
nal:
This Association met in Cincin
nati on Wednesday, August 11th,
and organized by electing Z. Rich
ards of the District of Columbia,
president, and a number of vicepresidents, .secretaries, a treasurer
and a board of counsellors.
D. B. Hogan of Massachu
setts was one of the vice-presidents,
and W. B. Sheldon one of the
counsellors.
There were about
three hundred persons present.
The Convention was held in Smith
Nixon's hall.
The Rev. Anson Smyth of Co
lumbus, Commissioner of Schools
for Ohio, welcomed the Associa
tion to that State, and stated sev
eral interesting facts relative to
the system of public instruction
in Ohio. The present school sys
tem was inaugurated in 1853 by
the " New School Law." Under
the workings of that law, the
schools had largely increased in
number and efficiency. Last year
the sum of $2,251,522 14 of
school money was raised ; 18,873
teachers were employed ; and there
were 826,455 scholars between
the ages of 5 and 25 enrolled, with
an actual attendance of 603,347.
After some preliminary busi
ness the Convention adjourned to
the afternoon, when an address
was delivered by Professor Daniel
Read, of the Wisconsin Universi

ty. The subject was " On the
Educational tendencies and pro
gress of the last thirty years."
The address fills four close columns
in the Cincinnati Gazette. A vote
of thanks was passed to the pro
fessor, and a copy of his address
asked for publication. Reportson
Educational matters were next
heard.
Mr. Adams of Montpelier, Vt.,
spoke for the Green Mountain
State. Mr. Adams is Secretary
of the Board of Education of that
State, and as such he visited for
the last two years every county in
the State, and had been every
where cordially received. He stat
ed that Vermont had formerly been
behind in the matter of Education,
but under new laws was now tak
ing proper steps for its advance
ment.
Mr. J. D. Philbrick, Superin
tendent of the Schools of Boston,
Mass., spoke of the schools there,
and of the condition of the Com
mon School system in the State.
Massachusetts was working un
der the plan marked out by
Horace Mann, and carrying out
his suggestions with success.
As he was, till within a year or
so, Superintendent of the Publio
Schools of Connecticut, he spoke
for that State. Within two years,
a new school system had been
adopted there. A prominent fea
ture of it was the taxation of pro
perty for the support of a general
system of instruction. Teachers'
Institutes had been introduced,
the Normal School placed upon a
permanent foundation, a District

NatitAial Teacher * Assoclulio
Library system established, and a
lecturer on educational topics em
ployed at the State's expense, to
Bpeak in the various towns.
In the evening Prof. Young of
the North Western Christian Uni
versity of Indianapolis delivered
an address on the Laws of Nature.
On Thursday morning Mr.
Philbrick delivered an address on
moral education.
The afternoon was spent in dis
cussing " the expediency and jus
tice of sustaing free schools by di
rect taxation, Parochial Schools,
Mixed Schools. In the evening
the Association met at 7 o'clock.
The Rev. Dr. McJilton, of Mary
land, spoke of that State. The
difficulty of public instruction
there, was, that the people were
either rich or poor. There was
no middle class. In somo of the
counties there were public schools.
In Baltimore there were a high
school for youth, twenty-six gram
mar schools, and forty-six primary
schools. They had high hopes
for the future.
Mr. Bragg spoke of Alabama.
There were excellent schools there,
which were chiefly maintained by
religious denominations.
Mr. Devoll, Superintendent of
Schools in St. Louis, said that the
State of Missouri had had its pre
sent system of public instruction
four years, and that one-fourth of
the revenue of the State was ex
pended for educational purposes.
In St. Louis there were 10,000 en
rolled pupils in the schools, with
an average daily attendance of
5000.
The Hon. Horace Mann was in
troduced and delivered an address
on "The Motives of Teachers."
The address was attentively
heard and loudly applauded, and
at its close, on motion of Mr. Val
entine, the Association, by a ris
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ing vote, returned thanks to Mr.
M., and requested a copy for pub
lication.
Mr. Bragg, of Alabama, rose,
and as he was almost the only
representive from the extreme
South, thanked the Association,
most of whose members came
from the Nunh and the East,
that during this whole meeting
nothing had been said which could
in any way wound the feelings of
a Southern man. He. hoped this
bond of quiet might continue,
that nothing disturbing might be
introduced, and that the Associa
tion might go on and hold the
Union together firmer than it had
ever been bound before.
Those sentiments seemed to
please the President, for he asked
Mr. B. to reduce them to writing.
Mr. Mann said he thought the
gentleman himself had made the
" introduction,'' and that by the
very mention of the fact of that,
quiet the "bond" had been brok
en. On that subject the least that
could be said should be said, and
he was convinced that the gentle
man had said too much.
The Association then adjourned
to meet in Washington, D. O, on
the 2d Wednesday in August next.

S&° The public opinion is a
stream which digs its own bed.
We may occasionally moderate or
quicken its course, but it is very
difficult to alter it. And yet it
sometimes alters and even revers
es its own course—one can scarce
ly tell why or wherefore.

" Fond prido of dress is sure a very
curse ;
Ere fancy you consult, consult yo«r
purse."
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MOTIVES FOR STUDYING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
There are a multitude of otli,ers, but at present wc mention on
ly two :
1. Its excellencies ; 2. Its ex
tensive use. And we. give the
opinions of those well qualified to
judge.
1. As to its excellencies ; we
quote from Camden's Brittania,
1005.
•'Whereas our tongue is mixed,
it is no disgrace. The Italian is
pleasant, but without sinews, as a
still floating water. The French,
delicate, but even nice as a wo
man, scarce daring to open her
lips for fear of marring her coun
tenance. The Spanish, majestical, but fulsome, running too
much on the o, and terrible as the
devil in a play. The Hutch, man
like but withal very harsh, as one
ready to pick a quarrel.—Now we,
in borrowing from them, give the
strength of consonants to the Ital
ian ; the full sound of words to
the French; the variety of ter
minations to the Spanish, and the
mollifying of more vowels to the
Dutch ; and so, like bees, we gath
er the honey of their good prop
erties, and leave the dregs to
themselves.
And thus, when substantiateness combineth with delightfulness, fullness with firmness, seemliness with portliness, and cor
rectness with staydness, how can
the language which consists of
all these, sound other than full of
sweetness V
Similar is the testimony of
Campbell in his Phislosophy of
Rhetoric, page 317. "There is no
particular excellence of sound in

which it (the English language)
is not outdone by the Spanish,
Italian, French or Dutch. The
Italian hath doubtless more sweet
ness, the Spanish more majesty,
the German perhaps more blus
ter ; but none of them is in this
respect so various as the English,
and can equal it in all the quali
ties."
Our countryman, Duponcean,
remarks, that, "the principal char
acteristics of our language are
strength and rapidity. The«voice
docs not act by pressure on accen
ted syllables as it docs in the Ital
ian and Spanish, resting upon
them awhile so as to fall gently on
those that are unaccented and
give them their correct articula
tion, but strikes with sudden force
on the accented vowel, and im
pelled by the momentum which it
gives to itself, rolls on rapidly
through the unaccented syllables
to where it is obliged to renew
its stroke." Amer. Phil. Trans.,
Vol, 1,]i. 228.
Another writer remarks that "it
offers to us a combination of ex
cellencies which it were wiser to
use than to disregard ; a copious
ness which low know how to ex
haust; a pliancy which will adapt
itself to almost every elevation or
depression of the subject."
Prof. Grinem, one of the first
of continental philologists remarks:
that,
"It possesses, through its abun
dance of free medial tones, which
may be learned indeed, but which
no rules can teach, the power of ex
pression such as never perhaps is
attained by any human tongue.
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Its altogether intellectual and sin and difficult ; and no language ac
gularly happy foundation and de cordingly is so full of all great
velopment has arisen from a sur experiences and utterances, human
prising alliance between the two and divine."
noblest languages of antiquity—
Another writer still, says : "It
the German and the Romanesque abounds with works of imagina
—the relation of which to each tion not inferior to the noblest
other is well known to be such which Greece has bequeathed to
that the former supplies the mate us ; with models of every species
rial foundation, the later the ab of eloquence ; with historical com
stract notions.
positions which, considered as ve
In richness, sound reason, and hicles of ethical and political in
flexibility, no modern tongue can struction, have never been equall
compare with it—not even the ed ; with just and lively repre
German, which must shake oft sentations of human nature ; with
many a weakness before it can en the most profound speculations on
ter the lists with the English."
metaphysics, morals, government,
We next give the opinion of i jurisprudence, trade; with fuH
and correct information respecting
Guizot—
"It is not a language, rationally, every experimental science, which
uniformly and systematically ; it tends to preserve the health, to
borrows words on all sides from the increase the comfort, or to enlarge
most various sources, without troub the intellect of man."
2. The present, and prospective
ling itself about maintaining any
spread
of the language. It is us
symmetry or harmony. Its essen
tial want is that logical beauty ed more and more extensively eve
which is seen in the Greek and ry day; as the language of civili
Latin languages. It has an ap zation, of science, of commerce;
pearance of coarseness and ineo- J and especially of Protestant Chris
herence. But it is rich, flexible, tianity. Long ago Mr. Maeauly
fitted for general adaptation, and 1 remarked it as a most significant
capable of supplying all the wants i fact, that no large society, of
of man, in the external course ofI which the tongue is not Tentonic,
has ever turned Protestant; and
life."
that wherever a. language derived
A writer in the Bibliotheca Sa from Ancient Rome prevailed, the
cra, January 1858, p. 118, says : i religion of modern Kome to this
"The English language which tor I day prevails."
all the ends and wants of human
The colonies of England, carry
speech, has never been surpassed ing her language and laws, are
by any language upon earth, is fast encircling the globe.
India. South Africa, Australia,
ribbed with its oaken strength.
* * * * In no language has with a wide range of Islands, re
a pyramid of Literature so high, sound with Anglo Saxon.
so broad, so deep, so wondrous, j ( )n this continent, it bids faii- to
been erected, as in the English. 1 extend from the polar circle tathe
In no other language are there isthmus.
such storied memories of the past .
It is carrying the precious truths
No other nation has wrestled like of the Gospel to the ends of 1 he
the English, with man, and truth, earth. It is to Christianity what
and tinu-i and every thing great the Greek was in the davs of the
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Apostles; what the Latin was in guage, the liberties and the reli
tho middle ages.
gion iuv which so many gencraAnd this is the language, as the j tions have toiled and bled ; hap
great lexicographer, Noah Web pier still if we prove worthy dester, observes in the preface of . scendants of such sires, good stewhis quarto Dictionary, 'page 13, . ards of God's manifold gifts."
that "within two ceDturies will be j A. B. Repositorg , 1841.
spoken by more people in this
country, than any other language : The influence in Science, in
on earth, except the Chinese in potitic, and in religion, of the
Asia ; and even that may not be ! Anglo Saxon mind, embodied in
an exception." He expects five the Anglo Saxon tongue, is in
hundred millions of people to oc creasing every day.
And the coming generation,
cupy and adorn the vast territory
' will sec new wonders, probably
within our jurisdiction.
i far beyond what we in this age,
In a dissertation in the Knick j though standing on the shoulders
erbocker some years ago he also of the Ancients, j-ct have witness
"remarks, "The English language ed. Let them, in this country at
is the depository of vast treasures least, equip themselves for the
of science : the study of it is en great battle of life, with a elo:e,
gaging the attention of the liter critical, profound knowledge of
ati in all parts of Europe ; and it their mother tongue.
is probably destined to be spoken
Let them study its history, ori
and written by greater num gin, composition and force; and
bers of the human race than any they will then be able to wield a
other language."
weapon mightier than the sword of
the
warrior.
E. E. 11.
"The descendants of a few wild
but stout-hearted Angles, who left
the woods of Germany 1400 years
ago, are now thundering in the
Whether we call it jealousy,
track of the crusades, dictating
the terms of their future inter or a commendable spirit of competi- •
course with an empire of 400,000,- tion, prompted by an honorable
000, casting into the shade the national pride, there is a motive
victories of Alexander, even on power with every people that holds
the identical ground which he a scrutinizing eye over the move
traversed ; in the same year trac ments of their neighbors. Noth
ing the long-sought passage be ing more surely arouses to ener
tween North America and Asia, getic action than the conviction of
and discovering at the opposite inferiority as compared to the propole a new contincni. What is I gress of a neighbor; and more
better still, the children of those j especially, if a prize is the result
whose light shone so brightly in of the contest.
the writings of Bode, Alfred and
Alfrio are now carrying the light
of life back to the regions where
it was first enkindled, and to oth
SZ^-Reraember what poor Rich
er realms which Scandinavian en ard says, " Buy what thou hast no
terprise had not then reached. need of, and ere long thoushalt sell
Happy aie we who enjoy the lan thy necessaries."
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DULL BOYS :—DON'T ABUSE THEM.
It seems superfluous to speak to all was prompt and successful.—
the readers of this journal, upon The class was in high spirits, the
the bitter wrong and injustice theacher in fine temper; but when
which dull children often suffer in it came the turn of an honest lookschool. I should hesitate to en J ing boy at the foot, with large,
large upon so obvious a sin, had heavy eyes, and a troubled look, I
not my experience and observation j saw the smile of satisfaction leave
convinced mo that it is one, which the teacher's face before he had
even tha most devoted teachers I finished putting the question : I
commit : some in thoughtlessness, saw the class sneer in anticipation
many more in spite of conscience. of the blunder ; and I saw too the
I havo seen teachers, the most af poor boy, flinching from the gaze
fectionate and devoted, who were of the school, and the impatient
kind and patient in school to all— look of his teacher. He failed, of
but one ; there was sure to bo some course. The teacher turned away
poor little fellow, slow of speech, with an expression of resignation,
clumsy iu movements, and of a which was a more severe blow to
heavy countenance, to whom the j the boy, than if he had been stuck.
teacher was testy and unkind.
I Header ! have you never done this
Header ' are you ever guilty of thing ? Never be impatient with
this sin ? I know that a dull schol ! dullness in school. Do not merely
ar is a sore trial to his instructor. j refrain from contemptuous epithets,
After laboring anxiously over some (for who would be so brutal?) but
simple point, trying invention to avoid every shrug of the shoulder,
the utmost, and all in vain, it is every gesture of impatience, every
hard to suppress a hasty word, or sigh of disappointment. It is mor
a weary sigh, to see a boy still hold tification enough to the scholar, to
his stolid look—no ray of intelli know that he is not so bright as
gence in his heavy eye; to know his companions; do not add to his
that all your ingenuity and devo shame the sense of injustice.
tion are of no avail, is surely a mis
Children are often considered
erable disappointment. But think ; dull, who have, in fact, superior
are you alone disappointed? Is intelligence. An excessive diffi
not the poor, tired child with dence, a stammering utterance, or
nerves excited, brain confused, a slowness of speech, may so em
and heart downcast and sorrow barrass a scholar, as to ensure his
ful,—is not he too worthy of some defeat by some quick and fluent
compassion ? Will you reproach lad who has not half his mind.—
him in such a case ? Reproach Hence, quickness of thought and
him! For what? If ho does not facility of expression are, too often,
understand you, may it not be vc.ur the only qualities that receive a
fault, not his ? Do you not rebuke marked approval from the teacher.
yourself when you reproach the Let these have their d;i« ; but re
child?
member, that a bound u:ider?taud1 once saw a teacher engaged in i ing is not always aceompuined by
hearing a brilliant recitation, where an acute perception, and that a
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mind may be large, without being think that a slow manner of
brilliant. Moreover there are su thought, in a child, is a sign of a
perior qualities of the mind, which good intellect. Therefore, if I
may not bo called into action in find that a boy is unsuccessful in
school, so that a boy of fine intel ordinary school studies, I look
lect may pass for a dullard, while round to see what I can do for
he is, in fact, superior to his com him, and to see what he can do
panions. A child may be quick for himself. If he has a poor
to grasp principles, yet slow in memory, I often find that he can
learning facts; he maybe deficient grasp a thought; if he cannot
in mathematical ability, and yet read well, he may nevertheless
possess much pcetic feeling, and an understand thoroughly what he is
earnest, ardent love of the beauti reading about; if clumsy in speech
ful. A bad memory, or some he may be skillful in expressing
other defect will keep him back in j his thoughts in writing ; if he is
recitation, though his mind may deficient in mathematical ability,
be lull of precocious thoughts, I he perhaps has talent for drawing,
which find no utterance in the for mechanics, music, or the lanbustle and hurry of the school j guages ; though hating arithmetic
and geography, he may have a
room.
I had a case of this kind, in my love of poetry and art, that may
first school; it was a poor little fel be turned to account. Thus I find
low who always seemed puzzled ; the law of compensation exhibi
he was slow to take an idea, and ted even in the school-room. Many
appeared to have no power what : a man or woman has developed a
ever to express his mind. His i symmetrical mind and character
companions thought him stupid, in after life, who in childhood
and I shared the general impres 1 seemed only "half made up."
sion. In the course of the term,
Therefore, 0 teacher, be not
I introduced exercises in composi hasty in your judgments ! remem
tion—a thing hitherto unknown ber that the scope of your influ
in the school. To our astonish ence is limited ; that there arc
ment, bis first effort exhibited an chambers of the young mind,
originality of thought and a facili which, with all your parade of
ty of expression, which no other school-books, you have never en
boy could equal. On one occa tered; remember that the heavysion he wishetl to introduce a few eyed lad whom you deem so obtuse
stanzas of poetry into his composi may yet grow to be a man whom
tion, and not remembering the you will delight to honqr. Be
exact form of the original, substi patient.—It. 1. Schoolmaster.
tuted his own expressions ; they
were all correct, poetic, and metri
cal. On conversing with him
about his pursuits, 1 found him
altogether superior to his compan
ions, in all the more mature and
A man who is in the right
valuable properties of the mind.
knows that he is in the majority;
I learned wisdom by that expe
rience, and have since found many for God is on his side, and the
similar cases : indeed, so many, powTer of God preponderates over
that I am sometimes inclined to ' all the population of the earth.
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. The attention of Common
School Teachers is respectfully so
licited to the following interesting
letter, sent to the Superintendent
of Common Schools :—
Tawborough, N. C. )
Aug. 20, 1858. j
Rev. C. H. Wiley :
Dear Sir : Allow me, if you
please, to bring to your notice, for
the benefit of " Common School "
Teachers, a method which I have
adopted, for ascertaining, in the
shortest space of time, the correct
ness of " sums " (long and short)
in addition. I know not, Sir,
whether it is used any where else.
I accidentally discovered and adopted the plan, last Summer,
while teaching in District No. 15,
Edgecombe County, N. C.
METHOD.
I set down upon the slate, usu
ally about five or six columns,
composed of any number of hori
zontal rows of figures, as will con
stitute a " sum." Allow the pupil
to add up these columns and when
he has obtained their sum, I take
the sum (answer) and place it
some where upon the slate, say
near an upper corner, where the
pupil is not liable to rub it out or
deface it in handling his slate.—
This done, I set down another
horizontal row of figures, which
alters the sum altogether. The
pupil then proceeds to add again,
which done, I subtract the former
answer from the present one, (not
setting one row under the other,
but conceiving them so.) Should

the result be the last horizontal
row set down, the answer is correct.
I now take this second answer and
set it aside as with the first, and
proceed as before.
By this method, Sir, the time
required to ascertain the correct
ness of a- sum of fifty horizontal
rows, is no longer than is required
to do the same with a sum of only
three rows. Thus time is saved.
Frequently have I had pupils to
come to me with their slates, while
engaged with a class, and at a
glance I discovered their mistake,
and either rubbed out the mistaken
number or told them which it was
and directed them to go over the
work again.
This becomes very easy to any
one who adopts the method, and
much easier than spending some
ten or fifteen minutes in looking
over and adding up the sum to find
out the mistakes.
The pupil will never discover
the secret so long as no one tells
him. I hope, should this method
meet with your approval, that ev
ery " Common School " Teacher,
who has to place (from his own
head) sums in addition upon the
slate, will adopt this plan, as I
verily believe that five times as
much Work will be done on the
slate, in that particular branch of
Arithmetic, addition, as is done in
the ordinary way.
In submitting this to your kind
consideration,
I am most obediontly,
Your servant,
R. A. Whitfield.
48
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A WORD TO YOUNG TEACHERS.
Repeated observation has prov
ed conclusively, that too much ar
dor is a common fault with young
teachers, more particularly, per
haps with lady teachers. The
young lady has looked forward
through many years, to the era
when she may be prepared to take
charge of a school. The happy
time has come, and her dearest
wish is to be a good teacher,—to
gain a high place. She engages
in her duties eagerly — laying
many fine plans, without even
dreaming that she may not with
resolution make them effectual.—
She must be a first class teacher
— nothing less will satisfy her
ambition, and in her innocence,
she deems that all is pending on
her "first school;" that will de
cide her reputation. So she com
mences, ardent and hopeful, and
if the improvement of her pupils
were proportionate to her ardor, in
one short term they would pass
almost from the alphabet to flux
ions, or through what it has tak
en her many years to acquire.
But very soon ardor becomes im
patience because her scholars do
not learn. She is anxious to see
their improvement from day to
day, and as she cannot, she tires
of her employment, and perhaps
abandons it after one or two terms,
though she may have possessed
all the elements of a good teacher
save patience and perseverance.
Now to such teachers we would
say,-— let your ardor be well tem
pered with patience, and persever
ance be united with energy, re
membering that it is steady, per
severing effort that will insure
success. Look for the improve
ment of your pupils back through
weeks, in some instances through
months of time, if you would have
it perceptible. The All-wise has -
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so ordered that education enters
the mind slowly, very slowly it
seems to our shortsighted vision ;
but it is good that it should be
thus. And oh ! teach patiently,
constantly, and the reward will
certainly come. The improve
ment will be evident after many
days.
Learn a lesson from the rain of
heaven. The soil of the earth is
dry and parched, but the sun's
rays are now obscured, and the
darkening clouds promise rain.
But comes it down violently—at
once ? Oh, no. The shrouding
mist first comes, then very small
drops, so finely and gently that
you can scarcely see that the dus
ty soil is even dampened; but look
again after some hours—the sur
face is so thoroughly impregnated
with moisture, that it will absorb
large quantities of water—then
heavy rains fall. So with the
youthful mind. After much gent
ly falling instruction it is prepared
for deep draughts of knowledge.
Let your leading motive be,
then, a sincere desire to benefit
your scholars. Seek for them the
gentlest, plainest, pleasantest path
way up the rugged hill; and be
assured your reputation will not
suffer in consequence. And be
not discouraged though you may
repeat the same to a school for
forty-nine times ; at the fiftieth
hearing it may be indelibly im
pressed. Will you then have la
bored in vain 1
Trim your lamp of patience
trom day to day, and, by its true
and constant light, you may effect
a world of good, and win a desira
ble place in many hearts.
Do good for good's own sake- so shalt thou have a better praise,
and reap a richer harvest of re
ward.—Elmira Gazette. .
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|]:igcs for % gkng.
THE PLEASURES OF LEARNING
TO DRAW.
To learn to draw should not be
more uncommon than to learn to
write, to play, or to sing. This is
essential for the fair and complete
development of our faculties, and
every man has an eye for accuracy
and grace, just as every man has
an ear for melody and harmony,
the one faculty requiring and be
ing entitled to education as much
as the other. Perhaps, also, in no
branch of study does the pupil,
particularly if young, derive such
pleasure from his progress as in
learning to draw. His materials
may be rude, and the rules few
and simple, yet how delightful and
valuable are the results attain
ed !
Gratifying at once the instinct
that is common to children, and
the ambition that is almost pecu
liar to youth, he sees himself with
delight the author of something.
He puts on a blank paper, or a dull
board, images that have the double
charm of resemblance and origin
ality. He carries away, after a
little labor, the representation of a
pleasing landscape, a pretty cot
tage, a venerable gateway, or even
of a beloved face, and pleasure in
his skill mingles with joy in his
acquisition.
He finds likewise that he can
turn his accomplishment to a thous
and uses of pleasure, and that it
enhances his enjoyment of life in
a multitude of ways. He quiets a
group of noisy children by sitting
down amongst them to draw. He
prolongs his use of a borrowed
book by copying the plates that

have made it costly. He sees a
new beauty in the sky, now that
its every change of aspect offers a
fresh challenge to his pencil. He
finds in the leafy or the withered
tree, in the grass-srrown pool, in
the prattling brook, in birds and
beasts, even in a dead wall, or a
common brick house, models that
may try his powers.
At home or abroad he is armed
against dullness, for with a few
slips of paper and two or three
pencils he can make the moments
glide along unfelt, yet leaving ev
ery one its toot-print of industry.
By the river-bank, where others
spend hours in angling for a poor
little fish, he can pursue his " gen
tle craft ;" and even from the win
dow of a country inn, on a wet day,
he may see much that will amuse
him to depict. Being thus armed
against ennui and indolence, he is
armed against two of the worst
foes to innocence; while at the
same time he is forming around
him a pure and healthful mental
atmosphere, the precursor often of
higher moral attainments.
Of late years schools of design
have been established in some of
our large towns, and have done
much to art-educate the people, or
rather to raise up a new class of
artists. But, as the masses have
not the opportunity of attending
these institutions, the only means
open to them of art-cultivation are
those of self-instruction, through
which such as can not obtain the
aid of masters may effect consider
able rudimentary progress. Many
eminent painters may be said to
have commenced their career self
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taught, their biographies present
ing examples of patient enduring
industry unaided, and struggling
against innumerable difficulties,
with, too, almost improvised ma
terials—the charred stick and
whitewashed wall.
BE ENERGETIC.
About any honest employment
Providence throws in your way.
1. It is the way to be happy.
I have lived," said Dr. Adam
Clarke, " long enough to know
that the great secret of human
happiness is this : Never suffer
your energies to stagnate. The
old adage of ' Too many irons in
the fire ' conveys an untruth. You
can not have too many. Poker,
tongs, and all—keep them all go
ing."
2. It is the way to accomplish
a vast deal in a short life. The
late William Hazlitt remarked :—
" There is room enough in human
life to crowd almost every art and
science into it. The more we do,
the more we can do; the more
busy we are, the more leisure we
have."
3. It is the way to be content
ed. The unemployed are always
restless and uneasy. Occupation
quiets the mind, by giving it some
thing to do. Idleness makes it,
like an empty stomach, uneasy.
The mate of a ship, having put
every thing to rights, called on
the captain for what next should
be done. " Tell them to scour the
anchor," was the reply; on the
principle that occupation, however
needless, saves from the discon
tent of idleness.
4. It is the way to disappoint
the tempter. He comes up to the
idler with assurance of a victim.
From the well-occupied he departs
as a roaring lion robbed of his
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prey. The one welcomes, the oth
er repulses him.
Multiplying by Five.—Any
number of figures that you may
wish to multiply by 5 will give
the same result if divided by 2, a
mnch quicker operation; but you
must remember to annex a cipher
to the answer when there is no re
mainder ; and when there is a re
mainder, whatever it maybe, annex
a 5 to the answer. Multiply 4G4
by 5, and the answer will be
2320; divide the same number
by 2, and you have 232, and, as
there is no remainder, you annex
a cipher. Now, take 357 and
multiply by 5, and the answer is
1785 ; on dividing the first sum
by 2, there is 178 and a remain
der; you therefore place a 5 at
the end of the line, and the result
is again 1785.
A Fable.—The sword of the
warrior was taken dow to brighten ;
it had not been long out of use.
The rust was rubbed, but there
were spots that would not go—they
were of blood. The pen took ad
vantage of the first breath of air
to move a little further off. "Thou
art right," said the sword ; " I am
a bad neighbor."—" I fear thee
not," said the pen; "I am more
powerful than thou art, but love
not thy society."—" I extermin
ate," said the sword.—" And I
perpetuate," answered the pen.
" Where are thy victories, if I re
cord them not V
Proverbs.—Use soft words and
hard arguments. Understanding
without wealth is like feet without
shoes; wealth without understand
ing is like shoes without feet.
When the wine is in, the wit is
out.
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Amecican Normal School Asso I time has developed their results most
they have been steadily advancciation. —We would call special atten, I: fully.
ing in public confidence as the people
tion to the following statement, of the i have become more practically acquain
condition and objects of this Associa ted with tho actual working of the
tion, sent us by the Secretary. Our I system and its influence upon the pubschools. Among other indications
State should be represented at the next lio
of this growing sentiment may b3
meeting, as the subject of Normal mentioned the fact that the aggregate
Schools is now claiming much of the attendance in the four Normal schools
attention of those who are laboring for of Massachusetts, is nov,- greater than
the improvement of our educational at any former period.
The Normal School is now regarded
system ; and it is our duty to gain all widely
through the country as indis
the light on the subject that we can, pensable to every complete system of
from the experience of others.
public instruction. They are already
established in Massachuseits, Connecti
Americalt Normal School Association. cut,
Rhode Island, New York, New
This Association originated in a Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois,
Convention held in N. York city, Aug. Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota,
30, 1855, and annual meetings have and in the cities of Boston, New York,
since been held—at Springfield in 1856 Brooklyn, Newark, St. Louis, New
and at Albany in 1857. The last mee Orleans and others. The next Legisla
ting was at Norwich, Conn., Aug. 18 ture of Missouri will probably estab
and 19, during the session of the Am. lish a Normal School, and measures
Institute of Instruction. A Consti are in progress which promise similar
tution, prepared by a Committee ap results at an early day in other States.
pointed a year previous, was present
In view of the recent origin and
ed by Prof. Alpehus Crosby, and was rapid
increase of our Normal Schools,
adopted with some modifications.
the consequent want of a mature
After a free discussions, the Associa aud
experience in their manage
tion was fully organized, and measures personal
it is essential to their highest
were initiated which it is believed, will ment,
that their instructors should
secure its permanenco and efficiency. efficiency an
association for profession
The importance of such an Association maintain
was forcibly urged by the President, al improvement.
Many fundamental points in refer
Wm. F. Phelps, of Trenton, N. J., J.
W. Buckley of New York, Prof. Alphe- ence to tho distinctive character and
us Crosby, Geo. N. Bigelowaud J. W. specific aim of the Normal School, the
Dickinson of Mass., Prof. W. N. Camp methods of instruction, the terms of
of Conn., Richard Edwards of St. admission, the length of the prescribed
course of study, the prominence given
Louis, and others.
The Normal School system is still to the theory and art of teaching, etc.,
new in this country, It is not yet demand investigation. A comparison
quite twenty years since the oldest of views on these and other equally
Normal School in America (that now important questions, bringing together
at Farmingham, Mass.) was establish the results of the varied experience of
ed. Their number has multiplied those actually in the work in different
very rapidly within a few years, and no parts of the country where different
former year has wimessed the founda methods are adopted, cannot, but ren
tion of so many of these important der a valuable service to the cause of
Institutions as the last year. They Normal School Instruction.
are no longer an experiment. In
The next meeting of the Association
Massachusetts, where they have been will occupy two days, and will be hel4
most thoroughly tested, aud where i in July noAt, at Trenton, New Jercy.
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The exercises -will consist of lectures,
essays and discussions.
By order of the Association.
B. G. NoHTiiRor, Secretary.
Saxonville, Sept. 7, 1853.
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which is closed against them, is thrown
open to another who can present bet
ter evidence of ability to teach, and
they will either propare themselves for
teaching or will seek some other em
Teachers of Common Schools.— ployment.
In conversing recently with a 'chair
man' who is laboring earnestly for the Circulars.—Our readers are re
improvement of the Schools of his quested to give special attention to
County, the subject of 'qualifications the circulars sent in this No. of the
of Teachers' was introduced ; and al Journal. We hope that all will feel
so the duties of examining committees interest enough in the welfare of the
and district committees, in regard to Journal to do something toward insur
raising the standard of qualifications. ing its future success. If you cannot ,
This conversation suggested the pro do anything for it, please hand the cir
priety, of calling the attention of those cular to some friend who can. And if
connected with our common school sys you are not connected with a school,
tem, to this matter, and requesting a you may do something for the cause,
full discussion of it, through the Jour by handing the circular, asking for
nal.
statistic?, to some teacher. Please send
It is well known that the most of us tho address of all the teachers of
our examining committees give 'certif your acquaintance.
icates' to many applicants, whose qual
Xf.w Thesaurus Musicus, or
ifications, as teachers, are not such as "The
United States Collection of Church
the interests of our schools demand.
jl/«si'c:Constituting the most complete
But they often grant a 'certificate' to variety of new Psalm and Hymn.
a young man, with the hope that he Tunes, Sentences, Anthems, Chants,
for the use of the Choir, the
will improve himself; giving him a &c,
Congregation and the Singing School,
very low grade of scholarship perhaps,
ever offered to the American People;
and at each succeeding examination,
Comprising also all the popular old
tunes, in general use. By L. C. &
raising it in proportion to his improve
Dr. A. B. Everett. Published by
ment- But is it not proper that all,
the Authors, Richmond, Va."
who are not found to have improved,
For sale by the principal Book-sel
after one year's trial, should be^rejec- lers, in all parts of the TJ. S.
ted ? It may be right to give them a
All teachers of Vocal Music should
trial, but if they are not disposed to give this Book a trial—nothing more is
improve themselves, they^will never needed to insure its general introduc
tion, as a class-book. The explanations
make such teachers as we need, and and
illustrations of " the Elements of
should give place to others.
V'ocal Music " are so lucid, thatachild
District committees too have much may understand them; the "Pieces," a
large proportion of which are original,
to do in this matter. If they pay no are
selected with special reference to
regard to the grades of 'certificates,' the progressive knowledge of those who
in employing teachers, being as ready are learning to sing. And while a
to employ one with the lowest as one large number of the pieces, are plain
simple, yet they are excellent con
with highest grade, there is no stimu and
gregational
The Book contains
lus to urge our teachers to self-im upwards of tunes.
four hundred 'Pieces' in
provement.
cluding every variety that could be de
But lot those, whose quali fications sired in such a work.
are low, find that the school-house, All of the teachers of our schools,
who have any knowledge of Music,
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ought to procure this Book, and in
struct their pupils regularly in vocal
music. They can learn to sing 'by
note' as easily as they can learn to
read ; and in child-hood is the timo to
commence the cultivation of the musi
cal faculties, as well as all others.
Let all learn to sing praises to God.

copying the following from the Author's
preface :
"It is the design of this work, so to
treat the science of Algebra, that its
peculiar logic may be strikingly exhib
ited in the harmonious combination ofits
principles, to the end that mental train
ing may result from their contempla
; and to show, at the same time,
University Algebra, Embracing a tion
application of those principles in a
logical development of the science, the
arranged series of graded
with numerous graded examples—By carefully
Examples."
Charles Davies, L.L.D.
We have received, from A. S. Barnes Chronology op North Carolina,
& Co., Publishers, a copy of the above By D. K. Bennett, Esq.
neto work.
A New York correspondent informs
To those who have used Davies' ex us, that this new work, published by J.
tensive Series of Mathematical Works M. Edney, Esq., is now ready for the
a new work from his pen will need no public, and he remarks that it is "a
recommendation. So far as circum useful book of reference for the Old
stances have permitted us to examine North State."
Vic hope soon to be able to give our
this work, we think it an improvement
on its predecessors. We cannot better opinion of the book from a personal
give the design of the work, than by examination.

GREENSBOROUGII
6*forb drammar Srjwoi,
Mutual Life ^Insurance
J. H. HORNER, A.M., Principal.
SPRING Session of 1858 begins AND TRUST COMPANY.
2nd Monday in January. Fall
Session of 185S begins 2nd Mon THIS COMPANY OFFERS INducements to the public which few
day in July.
2tf
possess. It is economical in its man
agement, and prompt in the payment
of its losses.
AND
Wilson Female Seminary,
The insuredfor life are its members,
and they participate in its profits, not
only upon the preminms paid in, but
SUPERINTENDED BY
Mr. & Mrs. D. S. RICHARDSON. also on a large and increasing deposite
Circulars containing full information capital kept in active operation.
sent on application.
1:12
A dividend of 67 per cent, at the last
annual meeting of the Company, was
declared, and carried to the credit of
NORTH CAROLINA the Life Members of the Company.
l'ension, Bounty Land, j- general Agen
Those desiring an insurance upon
cy, Fayetteville, N. C.
own lives, or on the lives of their
Pension and Bounty Land Claims their
prosecuted for Military Services in all slaves, will'please address,
the Wars since 1790. No charges made
D. P. WEIR, Treasurer.
unless money or land is recovered. Pen
Greensboro', N. C.
sion-money collected from the United
States Agency at Fayetteville. Blanks
thorefor furnished gratis. Collections
made and promptly remitted. Dis rjMIE " TIMES,"
counts procured and Notes renewed at
is published every week in
either of the Banks. The highest cash
price paid for Land Warrants.
Greensboro, N. C. See prospectus
1:12
JOHN M. ROSE.
on another page.
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AS. IltRAKS & Co.,
. 6l^and 53 John St., New-York, AN OLD ESTABLISHED SCHOOL.
Publish
The North Carolina Readers,
Recommended to bo used in all tbo
schools of North Carolina by the Gen Collegiate Institute.
eral Superintendent : also,
THE JSEXT SESSION WILL
Page's Theory and Practice ofI
begin July 15th. Terms and
Teaching,
advantages reasonable.
Northend's Teacher and Parent, j For information please apply to
"Books which ought to be in the
Principal,
hands of every teacher."— C. H. Wiley. the6:ly]
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Tate's Philosophies,
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I Also. Bennett's Chronology of North
From his long experience in supply - Carolina Just from the press, sent free
ing Schools in North Carolina with ! for one dollar.
Text-Books, English and Classical, he
Refer to Govs. Swain and
natters himself that he is able to meet Morehead, N. W. Woodfin, J. W. Os
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THE SOURCES OF THE ORATOR'S POWER.
Let us consider these sources,
under two divisions—the internal
and the external.
Naturally, in qualities of mind,
the Orator diners but little from
the Poet. A lively imagination,
properly cultivated and developed,
is essential to his success. In ca
ses where nature has not been lib
eral in the bestowment of this
gift, much may be done to improve
her partial favor by the use of ex
ternal aids hereafter to be men
tioned.
A quick perception of facts, and
a discriminating judgment in the
arrangement of matter, are sources
of power in addressing the under
standings of men ; but perhaps a
deep conviction of the truth and
justice of his case, arms the orator
with that earnestness which is more
powerful than any weapon in his
intellectual armory. An absorb
ing interest manifested by the
speaker, never fails of its effect
with^the hearer and the greater
the earnestness, the more powerful
will be the influence exerted. Hor
ace showed that he understood
human nature well, 'and that he
had searched "closely into_its se
cret springs, when he said :
* * * "Si -vis mo flere, dolendum est
Primum ipsi tibi."

Earnestness so affects the whole
manner of delivery, that there is
no success without it. The living
voice awakens echoes in the listen
er's heart, enlists his sympathies,
and arouses the deep emotions of
his soul. The radiant countenance
flashes light upon his mind, and
carries conviction to his under
standing. The beaming eye holds
him spell-bound by some fascina-i
ting influence, as strange and un
accountable as it is potent.
These engines of power may,
it is true, all be brought to the
support of a bad cause ; and men
may be earnest, eloquent, and pow-.
erful, in the advocacy of falsehood
and vice. But, though orators,
such as Robespiere, they are bad
men, and control only the vicious
and depraved. A righteous cause,
then, is a source of power; ancj
in such a case, and in such only,
has it been truly said, "Verily, 0
man, with truth for thy theme,
eloquence shall throw thee with
arch-angels."
But this earnestness must be
real—and not feigned—well-timed,
and appropriate to the occasion.
Some orators put forth mighty ef
forts, at short notice, and on insignificant'subjects. They grow elo
quent at the wrong time, manifest
49
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the greatest earnestness upon the I this connection, ignorance is imbe
most unimportant points, and dis- 1 cility, aud leads to defeat.
The external sources of the ora
charge their broadsides just at a
period when the audience are una tor's power are numerous and va
ble to see the object aimed at. ried. As imagination is an impor
This way of lashing the ocean into tant element in his success, its
a tempest, merely "to waft a feath proper cultivation is of great mo
er, or to drown a fly," is in bad ment as a source of power. "The
taste, makes the speaker appear ri imagination is a faculty given us
diculous, and weakens the force of ^ by Clod, as much as any other; and
if it bo not developed, our minds
his argument.
are maimed. Now, works of fic
I would further mention, that a - tion, of a hifih order, healthfully
j/ure heart is a valuable possession i stimulate this faculty ; and in
to him who would influence by measure, therefore, they should be
his eloquence the decisions of read." Not the ephemeral yellowpure-minded men : a possession val- . cover literature of the day—for
uable to all, but especially so to this enervates and poisons : but
the orator. It would be inconsis- j the works of art in the field of ro
tent with reason and the nature of mance, such as the productions of
things for a man of corrupt heart i Sir Walter Scott or Miss Edgeto possess that power over the worth. To these may be added
minds of good men which the vir some of Bulwer's, Charlotte Bronte's
tuous can wield. His own nobler and a few others. These, moder
faculties have been perverted, so ately indulged in, draw out the
that he can have no proper con imagination ; cultivate the taste ;
ception of the beautiful in image teach many an important truth of
ry, the pure in thought, the forci moral philosphy; inculcate useful
ble in truth, or the chaste in im lessons of life and conduct ; add
agination. "Out of the abundance to our knowledge of language, and
of the heart the mouth speaketh;" our command over it; and disclose
and if the fountain be corrupt, to our view much of human na
instead of refreshing streams, to ture. While all these advantages
rejoice and bless mankind, will may result from a judicious use
flow a seething tide, spreading of works of fiction, they are espe
desolation and ruin in its track.
cially a source of power to the
Perhaps the internal sources of orator in improving his imagina
the orator's power would also com tion.
The vast store-houses of Litera
prehend a well-stored mind, and
an accurate and complete acquaint ture are but so many repositories
ance with the subject of discus of the orator's arms and sources ofhis
sion. In an intellectual contest, influence. He may acquire a for
that combatant deals the heaviest cible style, and the best and most
blows who displays the most thor impressive use of his motherough knowledge of the field, of tongue, from the speeches of
the enemy, and of his positions. Burke and Webster, the works of
It is this that imparts luster to his Buuyan, the writings of Irving
armor, edge to his weapon, and ef aud MaCaulay, and the Essays of
ficiency to his strokes. Without Addison, Carlyle, aud others.
Shakespeare is an unfailing
discussing the maxim that "knowl
edge is power," it is certain that in spring, from which the orator
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should often drink. He puinted accomplishment of some mere sec
to the life ; and his pictures are ular end, he may, by their aid,
the more valuable because they are i even point the soul ''through na
of the internal, rather than of the ture up to nature's God."
external world. He port rayed hu
I mention but one other maga
man nature in its true colors, and zine of trusty arms. It is the
drew the human heart, with all its greatest and most reliable of all :
secret springs and motive powers the Book that came from heaven,
attached. In his pages, therefore in vision, prophecy and song.
the orator finds much of that Familiarity with its sacred pages
kuowledee of human nature which is the surest criterion of success
is one of his greatest sources of in every intellectual struggle.
Here is the fountain-head from
power.
All the fields of Literature, Sci which the great Authors, Orators,
ence, and Art. arespread out before and Poets of the world have drawn
him, from which tochoc.se his imple their supplies. "As an embel
ments of war : and it was the tes lishment to true eloquence, no ertimony of one of the greatest I tract froinkthe choicest page of sec
speakers our country has overpro ular literature can approximate in
duced, that he found an allusion point of elegance and effect, a
from the classics, or a quotation j happy selection from the Scrip
from Milton, as effective in the tures. when appropriately intro
back-woods of Mississippi as in duced and applied." This fact is
the halls of Congress.
attested by the experience of
Nature abounds in incidents many of the most eminent and
which may be easily made subser successful speakers whose fame
vient to the orator.s aim. We now graces the history of our
dwell upon a beautiful earth, and country. Among these, John
gaze on an azure canopy, filled Quincy At
John Randolph,
with resplendent glories. The and S. S. Prentiss, frequently en
quick, discriminating eye of gen hanced the power of their addres
ius every where discovers,
ses by the felicitous introduction
"Tongues in trees; books in the run of Scripture quotations.
A distinguished lawyer of our
ning brooks :
Sermons in stones ; and good in every own State, was once asked by a
thing."
friend how it was, that without
Impressive illustrations of great attention to his text-books, and
truths meet us on every hand ; without being a hard student, he
and an allusion or example drawn was so successful at the bar. His
from nature's pages, carries with reply was, "I read a chapter in
it a convincing force, because of the Bible every day." And per
the universality of its application. haps but few eifeetive public
Spread out before us are visions speakers can be found who do not
of beauty and loveliness, bright as owe their success to the same
unclouded fancy can create. This cause.
I was once present at the trial
gorgeous scenery, these unrivalled
works, and sublime images, have of a young man for his life, on a
ever been the poet's inspiration ; charge of homicide. His able
and they are no less sources of the counsel plead long and eloquently
orator's power. And rising high for him ; but there were no favor
er in his noble ambition than the able indications in the countenan
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cos of the Jurors. Suddenly, the
advocate paused ; and then re
peated this simple sentence from
the Evangelist Luke : "He is the
only son of his mother, and she is
a widow." The effect was like the
touch of a magic wand : a verdict
ot acquittal was rendered ; and
my impression was, that that sin
gle quotation saved the young
man's life.
Now, does the orator wish to
give utterance to his ideas in
"thoughts that breathe and words
that burn," then let him catch
the spirit, and glow with the fer
vor of the inspired word. Would
he be master of whatever is sub
lime in conception, grand in imag
ery, luminous in thought, or beau
tiful in language, let him acquire
this mastery by a careful, constant
Study of the enrapturing prophe
cies recorded in the Bible. Or
does he desire to enlist the sym
pathies and find his way to the
hearts of his hearers, let him have
his own heart richly endued with
the melting pathos of the sweet
singer of Israel !
Thus have I briefly glanced at
a few of the points of this impor
tant subject. Is it not one that
commends itself to the youth of
the South, and especially to the
Students of our own State 1 It is
a most valuable branch of our ed
ucational system; and our Schools
and Colleges do not over-estimate
its worth by giving it a place in
their exercises. They should be
nurseries of eloquence and moth
ers of orators ; and while our
young men are acquiring their ed
ucation, they should strive for ex
cellence in oratory. But while
the sources of this power are so
abundant, and while the aids in
acquiring it are so numerous and
complete, yet let it be remember
ed, that it can be possessed only

[November,

by individual exertion. Nothing
truly great has ever been achiev
ed without toil ; and if,
"In the world's broad field of buttle''
we would be "heroes in the strife,"
we, too, must labor. And is there
not something in the prize set be
fore us well calculated to stimu
late our efforts ? It gives us a
controlling influence among men,
puts within our reach the means
of doing incalculable good, and
confers upon us immortality. Does
it indeed do this ? Listen to the
voice of bygone days, and tell me,
is Cicero dead ? Nay, verily :
and Cicero can never die ! The
(ioth, the Vandal, time, flood and
fire, have dealt their fury upon
the seven-hill' d city's pride ; her
temples are in the dust ; her long
lines of military chieftains are wellnigh forgotten, aud the memory
of their victories is fast fading
away. But Tully's voice, and Virgirl's lay, and Livy's pictured page,
—these shall be her resurrection
when all things else decay—these
are her imperishable monuments.
When the dim twilight of ages
shall have settled over the field
of Pharsalia, and enveloped its he
roes, Caesar and Pompey ; when
the names of Anthony and Lepidus
and Marins shall be known no
more : then shall Cicero live in all
his pristine vigor. The laurel that
binds his brow is an unfading ev
ergreen, which has lost none of its
freshness. The monument of his
mighty genins will remain forever,
unaffected by the "corroding touch
of time's effacing finger."
Listen again to the voice of those
by-gone days, and tell me of De
mosthenes—has he perished? Have
his pebble-tones died away through
the lapse of centuries ? His own
beloved Athens is almost a solita
ry waste : the Macedonian empire
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has been dismembered, and Phillip her Clay, her Webster, and her
and Alexander are but dimly seen Everett. And now, from the dead
through the gathering mists oftime; past, and from the living present—
but upon this dark back-ground, j from the popular hustings, and
Demosthenes stands out in bold from the legislative halls of the
relief, and his fame can never grow I land—the voices of these mighty
i orators fall on our ears, and peal
less ; for his is another,
"of the few, the immortal names : upon our senses like the music of
I marriage bells, and
That were uot born to die."
Successive ages and different "These lives of grcntmen all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
lands have, in their Orators, added
departing. leave behind us
some to the scanty list. Our own And,
Foot prints on the sands of time."
country has filled a page with the
iSTUDENT.
names of her Henry, her Calhoun,

EDUCATION OF YOUTH.
We print a rough sketch of an I that women should be educated
address on the subject of education than that men should. He related
j the case of some Indians brought
recently delivered by W.S.Plumer, from the forest in his early days
D.D., at the openingofan Academy in Virginia, and educated and
for Boys and Girls, near Wheeling, christianized. They were sent
Va. We think we render an ac back to the forests again to hu
manize their brethren. They fell
ceptable service to our readers in in love and married Indian girls
spreading before them a produc —these girls were ignorant and
tion so full of vigorous thought degraded—they hud the bringing
and happy suggestion, and which, up of these missionaries, and the
we are sure, they will peruse with children were, despite the educa
tion of their fathers, just like
pleasure and delight.
those of the other uneducated
What, he asked, used to be the savages—wild and barbarous. ]t
standard and supposed requisitions is the nursery managers who must
of female education ? A very few be educated. The great objects of
simple little elements, (such as ' female education, as well as of
" readin', 'ritin' and 'rithmetic.)— j male education, were first, indiAll that is changed now. Hus j vidual—that is, to make persons
bands and fathers have got their I more capable of feeling and acting
eyes open further than they were aright, even if they were the only
once. Nothing had retarded the persons on earth; and second, it
civilization of the race so much as was to enable woman to fill the
limited and deficient female edu duties and responsibilities of life
cation. It was more important —to be a fit member of society—a
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fit companion for man. Those are least tolerable in a man, but it
the great objects in her education. was abominable in a woman.
The Doctor then passed to the
Next,Grammar.—I wish some
consideration of what education body or other could persuade eve
should be, and said, first, that it ry woman—yes, and every man,
too, within two hundred miles of
was
To Spell Properly ; and un this ground, never to say " I
til she has learned that, don't have saw," or " I seen." It is
permit her to learn anything else. common yet it is insufi'erable to
There arc but the fewest number hear all such violations of the rules
of people who know how to read— of speech, in people making any
who can give the sense of an pretensions to education. Yet
article. The most difficult book such phrases are among the com
to read is the New Testament, monest things we hear.
more so than Shakespeare. Few
Next, Geography.—If I had
people can read cither of them in time, I many a time think I would
telligibly. There arc two objects like to go back to school and study
in learning to read—first, for our Geography. It is a branch that
own profit ; and second for that of is either most generally skimmed
others. It is hard for a great over or neglected in all our schools
many people to compass the first and academies. Very few people
object and still more so the second. ' know much about Geography.—
Pronunciation, he said, might j They have scanty and helterskelter
be included in a general remark ideas about the localities of earth.
about reading—but it deserved It is very well but far from being
especial mention. Virginia was enough for our young ladies to
settled when Dr. Johnson gave us know that Blassachuseits is on the
Orthography, and Walker Or East side of the Mississippi river.
thoepy. Virginia has abided by We can never understand history
these standards, and, in his opin i until we know geography ; geog
ion, she has done well. It is said, raphy and chronology are the two
that were a well-educated Virgin eyes of history. We have an in
ian to speak in the British Parlia terest in the rest of the world
ment, after he got through, every besides either our section or our
member would claim that he was country. I hope there is no one
from his particular district . The i present here to-day who would say
English language is found in ! that he or she did not feel a lively
greater purify in Virginia than in j interest even in far off benighted
I J apan. Very few of us know much
any part of the continent.
Next to Write.—-But few about that country.
ladies could write a good note
History.—In this is included
either sentimentally or chirograph- Chronology—and it is quite im
ically, or even a good billet doux. portant to bear in mind the in
Yet it was more important for terims between Caisar, Charlemag
them than to be attempting French ne and Napoleon. A great
or German. It is now with ladies many young ladies do not have
as it was when Dean Swift satirised much idea of the spaces between
the ladies of his lime—saying that them—it has not been considered
they neither wrote up the page, important for them to know much
nor down nor yet across, but about such things. Many school
zigzag. This was passable, or at °iris cither never learn or soon for
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get as to when the Christian ear youths, let it come, but don't force
began, and how long before it was it. I feel about the writing of
the flood, &(:. They don't tax their poetry something like the Method
memories with such unsentimental ist preacher who was giving a
charge at a class meeting about
stuff!
Belles Lettres.—Let young some regulations. While in the
ladies learn early that a woman's midst of his charge, one old lady
strength is, first, in her spotless I let slip a shout. Now, says he,
chastity—second, in her weak j brethren and sisters, since the
ness, and third, in her tongue. : subject of shouting has come up,
Quintillian gives directions for the J I'll give you my views on the sub
training of an orator—and it was ject. Never shout from a sense of
that in the setting out, he should j duty. If you feel that you can't
not be confined to the attentions ; hold, why then shout, but not
of a nurse having a barbarous dia otherwise. 1 hope, then, that no
lect—for he will carry it through one here will ever write poetry
life. If a woman or anybody else from a sense of duty. Poetry is
would converse well, write well, or despicable unless it is first-class.
appear well, sho must be conver Poor poetry is about the meanest
sant with the best writers in polite of all mean things. As the Latin
satirist has said, "neither Gods
literature.
Language.—It seems to be a nor men can endure it."
Painting—Is good for the
question just now, whether ladies
ought to study dead or living lan mind and the soul. It refreshes
guages. In my opinion they should and purifies. The difficult}7 i s
study both . Of mod ern languages, about time. Few people, unless
it has also been somewhat of a with a practical end in view, have
question whether French or Ger time to loarn to paint well—and
man was of the first importance. bad painting is something like bad
In my opinion Spanish is the lead poetry. I hope that no young
ing language that a young lady lady will enter the lists to turn
ought to study. It is becoming out a mere dauber, like one that I
every clay a more important lan read of, who was so over-burdened
guage to Americans, and of course with the questions of her friends
therefore to American ladies. It as to what this and that of her
is a much more beautiful and easy paintings represented, that she was
language than either French or obliged to write under the one,
German. John Milton once ad that it was a rose—under another
vanced the opinion that one tongue that it was a puppy.
was enough for any lady to learn.
Music.—As for music, I go in
In one sense that's true, but it is for that. Let us have some sweet
because I would have her under sounds to mellow the discordant
stand that one tongue (her native notes of this jarring world and life
language) well, that I advocate the of ours. Let us have cultivated
study of others.
music, both vocal and instrumen
Poetuy.—Turning to Prof. tal. It is seldom you find a person
Ross, Dr. P. said : I hope, sir, who can learn neither. Generally
you'll not teach poetry here—I most persons have a talent for one
mean what some people call the or the other—and they ought to
science of composing poetry. Kit cultivate it, for its influenoes are
will come from some of these j happy. Music drives out the evil
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spirit now, as it did of old. One try to identify themselves with it,
of the best performers I ever to slip on the character over that
knew overcame more difficulties j one which nature gave them.—
than any one I ever knew, to At another reading of some other
attain excellent music. Above all novel, she finds another character
things, in music, let our young which she wears and lays aside in
ladies avoid the vulgar shrieking the same manner. Thus she goes
on, until by the time she has read
style !
Christianity.—There is to me some 500 of these baneful things,
in this world no more horrible sight she has no individuality at all,
than a female infidel or scoffer at and runs a painful risk of losing
the things of religion. I have all the character she ever had.—
met three in the course of my life She is just nothing more than a
—one of these committed suicide— piece of patch work. For my part
both the others turned out badly I can't conceive what better a—one dying a death of violence. musement a young lady wants,
Divest woman of the holy attri than a good horse and a good
butes which religion gives her, side saddle! It is both healthful
and what is she? Who would not and exciting.
Female education cannot be car
shudder at the thought of having
an infidel mother for his children? ried too far. I wish every woman
Take away religion and women in Ohio county had more intellect
sink—sink below men. Christi and more cultivation than any man
anity says to all women as it said in it has. Carry their education
to one in particular—" woman as far as ever you can. Teach them
thou art loosed from thy infirmi that when they have gone through
ties I" Lot our women be chris the curriculum of the Academy or
tians. It is the highest style—the Seminary they have but begun their
most beautiful type of womanhood education. There are in this coun
try more women than men. It is
—as it is of manhood.
Amusements.—It is generally all important this majority should
agreed that a cock pit, a horse be educated. If not, their influence
race, a bull baiting, and the like, must be demoralizing. Where is
are no places for our mothers, the father who has ever cause to
sisters and wives. From the days legret the money spent in the ed
of Tacitus and Plato to the pres ucation of his daughter? But how
ent, I can bring abundant evidence often do they have cause to regret
to show that these resorts are no the money spent in educating
places for women. It is pretty their sons ? I feel an interest in
nearly as well agreed that thea the cause of female education. I
tres, cards and dice are not fit remember that the mother of our
amusements for women. I wish it Saviour was a woman, that your
was as generally agreed that novels mother and mine was, that a wo
were not legitimate amusements. man was the mother of Washing
Among what is called the better ton. I remember that when the
classes of society, I have seen more apostles forsook the Saviour and
women ruined by reading trashy, fled, woman stood her ground, and
wishy-washy novels, than by aught that she came first to the sepulchre
else. Young ladies in reading on the morning of the resurrection.
novels are prone to pick out some In the ministry of the gospel, I
sort of character at one time and suppose, I may safely say that a

Education of Youth.
large proportion of men have been
induced to take upon them the
sacred calling, through the agency
of their mothers, cither directly or
indirectly. 1 might tell you of the
mother of Augustin, of John Bunyan, of Philip Doddridge, of Eng
land. Every where in the records
of profane and sacred history, wo
men have honorable mention. I
say blessed be God, we have His
sanction for doing all we can in
the cause of female education.
Male Education.—And now
I must say a few words about the
education of your sons. And here
I would just say to the patrons of
this Academy that if your sons
haven't brains you need not delude
yourselves into the idea of making
great men out of them. Brains
cannot be supplied to anybody.
In case your sons haven't much
capacity, the best thing I can re
commend is to teach them the rudi
ments and let them then follow the
bent of their inclinations in some
useful way. I heard of an odd
kind of a genins who, when any
body came to him to talk, always
told them to talk to him about
leather—for that's my business
and I profess to know something
about it, and not much about any
thing else. This was a good idea.
It was better to be great on leath
er than little on Latin.
Put
your boys to studying our lan
guage—its grammar. &c, well and
thoroughly, before you put them
at anything else. The object of
study is to expand, bring out and
strenghten the powers of the mind.
We don't study the classics for
their literature. And here I will
say that I am the fast friend of
the classics, and when I say this I
don't mean to disparage other
learning, for I am friend to u Mattheic.Matics" and all his kindred
sciences. I never knew of but

one man of much account who had
studied the Classics that ever dis
paraged them. We had in this
country a patrio*—a signer of the
Declaration of Independence—no
less a person than the accomplish
ed Dr. Rush, who wrote and talked
against the classics a great deal.
He said that the only object gain
ed was to learn men to use big
words —to talk learnedly und blind
ly to those not equally educa
ted. He illustrated it by citing the
case of the woman who was so
tickled with the preacher because
he talked about "pamphylia and
amphlygia," and the case of the
physician who prescribed an "emol
lient cataplasm," instead of saying
a poultice. There was no necessi
ty for people making learned fools
out of themselves. There was no
occasion for disturbing the brevity
and simplicity of the proverb "that
people who live in glass houses
should'nt throw stones," by put
ting it into such 'hifalutin' as the
man did who said that "people
who domesticate in vitreous edifices
should not project lapidary frag
ments."
I do not mean that it is necessary
that all men should be proficients
in the classics. Civilization has
gone no farther than the classics
have gone with it. They have gone
hand in hand. Voltaire was right
when lie said, "So many more lan
guages a man knows, just so many
more times a man is he." When
I open such works as those of John
Soldon and his contemporaries, and
find him and them quoting from all
the cognate languages of the He
brews, I do not wonder that the dy
nasty of the Stuarts tottered to the
ground. As John Milton said,
where there was such an overhaul
ing of things ancient and modern,
I do not wonder that things settled
down on the basis of truth. In
50
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his life of Dion, Plutarch says, that classics are neglected. There are
he could tell one of his scholars two books in our own language
when he met him, simply by the that are classic: "The Pilgrim's
graces of his speech. A liberal Progress" and "Robinson Cruesoe."
education gives a grace to a man's I have several times sat down in
looks and his bearing. He may company with those under my care
still be a very bad sort of a man— i and have endeavored to improve
but the tendency is to mitigate 1 upon one sentence even in each of
some of the brutalities of 'he nature these works. We thought we had
of the worst man. It adds both done so sometimes but upon careful
dignity and accuracy. There is I scrutiny we found we had not. I
no putting down a man who has do not believe it is in the power of
good sense and is a thorough classi man to improve them. One of the
cal scholar. I have seen one of the writers of these two works was a
most eminent citizens of this Com most thorough classical scholar—
monwealth, in the retirement of the other possessed a prodigious
his private life, working by times gemus that sucked up his whole
with his coat and vest off—working j mother tongue. The best classics
hard one part of the day, and dur are the Word of (Jod. I will put
ing the other part reclining in the f the story of Joseph against any
shade with one of the classics in his narrative in any language. The
hands. I thought such training, oldest Epic is not that of Homer,
such cultivation, was wholesome but the book of Job. It is full of
and admirable. If any man, says scientific truths, of beautiful image
Dugaid Stewart, wants to know the ry. If some of his expressions were
power and dignity of the English found in Aristotle they would bo
language, let him read the works canonized by the philosophers.—
of Robert Hall, a dissenting Eng Take the narrativeof the raising of
lish minister, one of the most thor Lazarus from the dead as recorded
ough classical scholars of his day. in the New Testament—could it be
The students at college used to amended? 1 think not. There are
say of Mackintosh and Hall, when 12 verses in the 12th chapter of
seen together, there go Plato and Romans, which a little girl could
Socrates! If you take from the commit to memory before break
writings and speeches of William j fast, that contain more true prin
Wirt, one of our great orators, all \ ciples to put us through this life
that he got from Virgil, you would than all the writings of heathen
strip him bare : so of others of our philosophers or sages. Some of
orators. Other things being equal, the classics are much superior to
a man can never become as great others. Herodotus, for instance, is
a Lawyer as the thorough Latin known as the father of prose. If I
scholar can, nor as great a physi ever read Herodotus again, I will
cian as the thorough Greek scholar take a pen and copy out the origin
.can. Nine-tenths of the best theo of many of our familiar phrases,
logical writings are in the Latin. for they are to be found there.—
God's own words is in the Greek Then there is Thacydides—a model
and Hebrew. And to these lan of style. He describes the plague
guages we are compelled to refer of Athens in 4 or 5 pages. Defoe
when the text is in dispute. I do took a volume to describe the
not see what is to preserve our plague of London. Yet there is
good old mother English if the no comparison between the two.—
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Xenophon, like Herodotus, also
contains the foundation for many
of our sayings. Of the Latin clas
sics Tacticus was the John C. Cal
houn. He could say more in a
given hundred words than any
body else in almost that number of
pages. Livy was the Gibbon of his
day. I have seen the heart of the
school hoy swell over his account
of the Horatii and the Curatii.—
If he had been living within 500
miles of this place, I have no doubt
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that he would have been invited
here to day. If he was to spend a
winter in this country now. I have
no doubt he would be invited to
deliver lectures in all the cities,
and the people would flock to hear
him. The only thing they can do
now is to read him. Then, there
is old Horace. He has given us
t he first rules for poetry in his "Ars
Poetica " When your minds get
dull rub them up with Horace, and
see if it does not sharpen them.

ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.
(CONTINUED.)
his ability to withstand the shocks
Results of Education !
of
moral temptation, not that it
The general results of educa
tion are seen in the gradual rise I adds to the moral faculties, but it
of man from barbarism to civili gives him those means that place
zation. From the bark canoe on him above the necessity of crime.
the sheltered creek, to the mighty i And last, but not least, it gives
steamer that stems the' billows of him a source of pleasure that no
the Atlantic seas. From the slow revolution in the affairs of life can
and unwieldy camel bearing the destroy.
In advising a particular system
commerce over the desert sands,
to the thundering car which fright of education, as well as the par
ened by the roar of the Beaufort ticular information to be imparted,
seas, swiftly hides itself among vre should take into consideration
the gorges of the Aleganies ; and the social, political, and mental
ere another day, pours the produce condition of the persons to be ed
of the Western hills into the lap ucated.
of the rosy East. From the plod
As a general thing I am not an
ding news carrier to the magnetic advocate for any system of educa
wire that links the whispers of a tion conducted exclusively by the
thousand miles, ere you ean think. government, for a government
In its individual results it ren should seek the greatest social and
ders man more fit to fill his sphere domestic happiness of its people,
in this life, making him a more therefore it should be wary of
useful citizen. It liberalizes his doing anything that has a tenden
views towards the frailties of poor cy to sever that natural tie placed
human creatures. It strengthens by their Creator between the pa
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rent and child, by undertaking heavens but to please his childish
that (as we have seen,) most im fancy. There fails to be a respon
portant part of the parent's duty, sive sympathy from his mind to
the education of its offspring ; the varied and instructive voice of
Ktill I am not opposed to a system animated nature—for his mind
by the State that would aid the has not been stored with the prin
parent, which I think to be the ciples and laws upon which the
main object of the "Common great operations of nature depend.
School System of North Caroli Yea, North Carolina possessing
the finest college in the Southern
na."
And merely to aid the parent States, is notwithstanding forced
is, in my humble opinion, as far to send abroad for State geolo
as the Stite should go,—and to do gists, engineers, and architects.
this, let the State teach only such But do not understand me as dis
branches of education as arc nec carding the classics altogether, for
essary and indispensable to eve you cannot take a step in the high
ry free citizen not compelled to er orders ot philosophy without
labor all bis life: for instance I meeting with some classic allusion,
Would let no child go out into the 1 1 would only make them secondaworld without teaching him or her I ry and as assistants to the scienreading, spelling, writing, and j ces.
Again there is another science
arithmetic : beyond these the State
ought never to go, for the need of most wofully neglected by all our
the higher branches depends en people, which in a country like
tirely upon the child's social posi ours is very essential—I mean the
tion, of which the State can nev science of politics—do not under
er be a judge—but these elemen stand me as desiring to teach our
tary branches are indispensible children to be party tricksters or
political demagogues ; but every
even in the humblest position.
This then would be a key to man in our government exists, of
any system that I might advise his own right, in the enjoyment
the parent to pursue, never to of his liberties, and not by the
teach any thing but what would nod or will of any prince or pobe useful to the child in his pecu i tentate,—every man is an intej gral part of the government, for
liar sphere.
Ours being a utilitarian people the government itself is a comaltogether—the natural and mor j promise between each man and
al sciences should be primary in his neighbors, consequently every
my system and the classics next. man is called on sooner or later to
But sad to say it, our State has take some part in its administra
for years past reversed this order, tion, either as a voter or legisla
and what has been the result ? tor. Now as the constitution, the
The student returns home to min result of the aforesaid compro
gle in the busy scenes ot life. He mise, is the supreme ruler, in place
can repeat with exact precision the of the prince in other nations, the
tenses of the Greek verb. He existence of the government de
scans the sweet lines of the latin pends upon the respect the peo
poets with a enphony to be admir ple have for that sacred instru
ed, but the lightning plavs in the ment ; therefore I would make it
cloud, a curiosity only to his sense an essential part of the education
less stare—the rainbow spans the of every American youth, to un
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derstand well the constitution of
his country, so that in after life he
would hold it in such binding rev
erence as to allow no unhallowed
hand to touch it.
Again we must uot overlook the
fact that the instructor and the
books arc important elements in
any system of education.
I would have the instructor, in
mental and moral nature, as near
as possible, what I would have my
child and besides this I would
have the instructor understand the
mind, the thing he cultivates, as
well as the farmer ought to under
stand the soil he improves. The
text books should be clothed in
the simplest and plainest language,
I do not mean easy words merely
but also such words only as belong
to the peculiar idiom of the peo
ple you wish to instruct ; and the
lessons should relate to scenes fa
miliar to the pupils' experience—
therefore for southern children, I
should prefer books about south
ern things and clothed in southern
language.
Again as regards the age of
the pupil, I would have him from
ten to fifteen before being placed
at school, in order that his mind
might be stored with some facts
from experience, upon which to
build and to use in explaining the
text books, for you cannot illus
trate an idea to a child, without
using sounds with which he has
become familiar by experience, for
instance tell him a zebra is like a
horse, what idea would he have of
a. zebra, if he had never seen a
horse .!
My task is done, but to my lady
friends one word more, to you has
been entrusted, by an all-wise
hand, the sweet care of the young
and tender mind, think and weigh
well this responsibility. And to
you fair maidens, yet unyoked by
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the matrimonial tie, startling as
the sound may be, you are yet to
be the tuture mothers of your
country's sons ; cease then to read
too much tho poetry of life and
study deep its prose, in order to
prepare your minds to make that
impress on those sons which may
redound to your country's weal.
And to the instructor who takes
up the task, where left by the
mother, we would write a word of
encouragement, press on in your
high duty ; yours is the noblest
calling of all the earth. How
sweet within some school room's
solemn walls— -safe from the din
of mankind's clashing interests,
with watchful care to cherish some
tender bud or train some more res
tive vine to bear its mental fruit.
Go on, the silent congratulations
of your friends ascend daily upon
your noble efforts ; and in ages
yet to come, you will leave an in
fluence, not like the flitting glory
of that military monarch, who,
struck from his dazzling orbit by
opposing powers, bursts into a
thousand atoms on the time hon
ored rock of a desert isle, but like
our Western sun reflecting, on all
behind, its most mellowed light
and hallowed ray, even in its fa
ding hour.
W.
Dr. Johnson on Teaching.—
The master was severe, and wrongheadedly severe. He used to beat
us unmercifully ; and he did not
distinguish between ignorance and
negligence; for he would beat a
boy equally for not knowing a thing
as for neglecting to know it. For
instance, he would call a boy up, and
ask him the Latin for candlestick,
which the boy could not expect to
be asked. Now, sir, if a boy could
answer every question, there would
be no need of a master to teach him.
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ATTENTION IN RECITATION.
How shall I make the school
recitation so interesting to my class,
to every member of the class, and
to myself, as to command the ear
nest attention of all my scholars ?
—is a question that often presents
itself to the mind of the teacher,
but, perhaps, is not so often prac
tically answered in the school
room.
Such a question may not, of
course, bo fully answered here,
for it is a matter of experience or
practice, rather than of theory ;
but perhaps some facts from ex
perience may be expressed that
may lead to thought in relation to
the subject.
In the first place, let the teach
er make the recitation interesting
to himself, or, in other words, al
ways take a deep interest in what
ever he is to bring before the
school or class, and then be sure
to manifest that interest, and very
much will have been done toward
securing an interest on the part
of the class. This result as nat
urally follows as does the example
of one have an influence upon
those around him : which influ
ence, perhaps, is never more effec
tual than when exerted by a teach
er upon a class of pupils.
But this is only one of the
means of securing an interest on
the part of scholars in recitation.
That there is a difficulty in this
direction, that to secure a proper
amount of interest in study and
attention in recitation, such as
shall make the facts discussed or
the lesson recited the mental prop
erly of the pupil for life, is a task
that requires skill for the perfor
mance, every teacher knows to be

true. I do not mean by attention
during recitation as it is apt to be
understood by scholars, and as is
sometimes satisfactory to teachers,
which is simply arms folded, head
erect, eyes in front &c, though
such discipline may be well enough
in its pi
but I refer to that
which is only the result of a live
ly interest in the subject that may
be the lesson of the hour.
The fact, that to obtain such at
tention from the great majority,
not only of small scholars, but of
all classes, is difficult, together
with the great importance of se
curing such by awakening a real
interest in the mind of the schol
ar, renders the subject one of no
little interest to every teacher who
is not content to labor and plod
along under every difficulty, as
though it were among the evils
predestinated to exist, a id iot to be
overcome, nor in the ieast degree
ameliorated, but ever to be—I
think patiently is not the word,
but—indifferently endured.
To understand how to remedy
such an evil, it is, of course, first
of all necessary to look somewhat
at the causes that have conspired
to bring it about. And, in the
first place, the question arises, is
it peculiar to the mind of a child,
more than to that of an adult, to
be inattentive ? Or, is that kind
of inattention which we some
times call thoughtlessness, a char
acteristic of the young mind ? I
think not. It is true that there
may be, in the mind of almost any
child, a tendency to thoughtless
ness in a greater or less degree ;
but this is oftener the result of
habit than it is a natural proclivity
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To interest a scholar, it is first of
of the mind. Or the greater de
gree of thoughtlessness on the all necessary to be understood, and,
part of the child, compared with to be understood, it is necessary
that of the adult, may be more ap that the language used should be
parent than real ; for the reason familiar to the scholar, and not only
that the former has not yet learn the language, if we confine the term
ed that mnck attention which so to words merely, but the ideas con
many grown up children under veyed must not be beyond his com
stand much better how to exercise prehension. Not that the young
on almost every occasion when at mind is to be kept in one continu
tention is demanded, than they do ous round of thought, and travel
what is being said or taught. none but beaten paths, for this is
Hence, in the case of the young wearisome, because it is unattrac
scholar, all, and perhaps more than tive, and study in this way becomes
all the inattention that there may a burden, but the schoar is continu
be, is apparent, while, in the case ally to advance in ways unknown to
of the adult, this is not often the him before, and from eminence to
eminence gradually ascending the
case.
But if, in a c;reat degree, or in hill. Yet the teacher may not
any degree, this want of attention carry him along, for he, at best,
is the result of habit, here, then, can be but a guide to the young
must the teacher be held somewhat mind, and not the strength to bear
responsible, for, in the formation it up. Who, then, would be suc
of this habit, as much, and perhaps cessful in this work, may not, from
more than any other, the theacher some distant point, hail the young
has much to do, since the business traveler, and, pointing the way,
of recitation belongs more complete encourage him to hasten on, but
ly to teacher and scholars together, standing by his side, with one
than any other part of school exer strong hand in his, and with his
cise ; and, if he is to correct, regu step measured to the tread of him
late, and help to form any of the ho leads, must travel with, and
habits of his pupils, as he un guide him along the rugged way
doubtedly docs to a great extent, which he himself has trod before.
whether conscious of the fact at
Let, then, the thoughts express
the time or not, certainly this habit ed to a class in recitation be given
he might be expected to complete in language that will interest, and
ly control; and since experience explained by illustrations that will
shows it to be a habit, which, when please, and thereby render attrac
once formed, is most difficult to be tive to the scholar what would
coirected, it therefore becomes an otherwise seem dull and uninter
imperatve duty, if possible, to pre esting. This done, and the great
labor of the teacher is well nigh
vent it.
To attempt, in one short article, accomplished, there only remain
to notice the different ways in which ing for him the pleasant duty of
the teacher may fail to secure the directing the mind, and of regu
real attention of the scholar, would lating the habits of study, instead
be impossible, for they are many of spending so much time and la
and various, and more easily seen bor in vain attempts to compel the
by bim who will observe and un reluctant mind to feed upon that
derstood by him who will thorough which it has already learned to
ly consider, than expressed.
loathe.
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It was said that the ways, in
which the teacher may fail to se
cure a real interest in study and
an earnest attentionJn recitation,
are many and various, and I think
the experience of teachers proves
it to be true : that, to*secure this
attention, by awakening a real in
terest in the mind of the scholar,
is of the utmost importance, I
think all will admit: but, to over
come at once all difficulties in the
way of obtaining this result, is
perhaps impossible; yet, to labor
hard in this direction, is no less
the duty of the teacher, for al
though all difficulties may not be
overcome, yet very many may,
and thus far shall the teacher ad
vance toward that perfection, to
which he should ever aspire. —
Maine Teacher.
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ing questions to themselves before
they select a teacher :
1. Has the teacher himself that
knowledge which we desire our
children should acquire ?
2. Has the teacher the faculty
of communicating his own knowl
edge to others—and especially to
children!
3. Does the teacher instruct be
cause he like* to teach, or because
he can get nothing else to do?
4. Has the teacher talents to
make just rules, and judgment to
apply them in such a manner as
will produce that order in his
school which facilitates the pro
gress of his pupils ?
5. Can the teacher spealc the
English language with propriety?
Much importance should be at
tached to the teachers's skill in his
own language. The instructor
who is without a critical acquain
EDUCATION.
tance with the English language,
"To educate youth is to quali is without that knowledge which
fy them to discharge with despatch every child should acquire at school.
and accuracy, those duties which It is hoped that the time will soon
arise from the relations of recip come, when no one will be en
rocally dependent beings. Such couraged as a teacher of American
a qualification may be considered youth who does not even in his
an education. And as the pros daily conversation, speak the
perity of individuals, as well as English language with propriety.
the happiness of society, depends Every teacher should articulate
very much upon this, there are distinctly, and pronounce accor
few things to which parents should ding to the sanctioned standard of
be more attentive than to the orthography He should select his
means employed for the instruc words by the rules of rhetoric, and
tion of their children. But among form them into sentences by the
the numerous objects which share laws of grammar. As the teacher
the attention of parents, education of youth sets examples in speech,
is rarely found ; and the plan of which his pupils will generally fol
instruction never, perhaps, receives low, how important it becomes to
one sound, sober thought. Upon encourage such persons only, as
this subject much might be said : speak, and write the language with
in this place, however, I shall hon grammatical precision, and rhetori
estly notice a few of the many cal purity."
points to which parents should be
The writer of the above says
more attentive. All parents who ' "for the good of children, I would
desire'.'to place their children at ask parents to give these remarks
school, f-hould propose the follow a hearty consideration."
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LEARNING TO SPELL.
It is expected of all persons who
Let him look in at the Editor's
mingle in society that they have office and examine the advertise
regard to appearances ; that they ments handed in ; the communi
respect not only themselves, but cations for publication.
the feelings and wishes of others.
Let him observe the numerous
Their shoes must not be left un advertisments posted up about the
tied, nor down at the heels, nor Court House, by authority, and
their stockings about their heels. what a multitude of words will he
Ladies must not go with holes in find misspelled.
their stockings, nor with dirty
We have heard of men going
collars, nor put awry. And how j to Congress, who could not pen a
ever humble the style of any one, resolution, or a report, without
he must be neat and cleanly in subjecting themselves to ridicule.
person.
It is so easy to acquire, so comAnd when all these particulars J mon and plain, that it is expected
are attended to, they have gained i of course that any man, who lays
no positive merit. We do not ' claim to be educated ; to have
consider that they have gained any literary character, should know
any credit; it is expected as a how to spell correctly his mother
matter of course. But on the tongue. And if ho does not, he
other hand a want of attention to is liable to be disgraced ; just as
these common matters is a mark much as if he were slovenly and
of great negiligence ; it attracks careless in his dress.
notice as a slovenly habit, and in
We would not, for any small
fers great disgrace. The true sum, be in the place of that man,
rule in regard to dress is, to wear who having just been married,
what is naturally befitting the sit went on from Alabama to N. Y.,
uation in life, the profession and with his blooming bride, and book
circumstances of the person, so as ed himself at the Astor House, as
to avoid remark either way—as "Mr. A. B. Jones and Lady, on a
too expensive and showy, or as too bridle tower." If he had learned
mean and slovenly—so that it shall to spell correctly, he would not
not be noticed what we had on have put himself on so high a
But it is not our object to discuss tower of observation. His entry
this matter, but to use this plain would have attracted very little
matter of fact to illustrate anoth notice ; but as it was, it caused
er, to which the same things very him, to his disadvantage, to be
well apply, we mean spelling. How published in all the papers in the
much bad spelling in the country. country : he gained an unenviable
Let any one look over, not only notoriety. We would not for a
the correspondence, and the com trifle have been in the shoes of
positions, of the youths in our that young preacher, who rose ia
boarding schools and colleges ; the midst of a refined audience,
but those of business men ; often and announced for his text,
of educated men ; Lawyers, clerks, "Right blessed are the dead;" mis
ministers, teachers, &c.
taking, "Right," for "Write :" an4
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then went on tr> say that there was write, if ho misspells, the form of
a "right blessedness, and a wron,; the word will speak to the eve. and
blessedness." and proeeeded to ex- inform him of his fault. He will
plain the differenee between them, not then depend on the sound.
We would not like to be in the
A certain writer remarks ; "In
place of a certain clerk of a court, truth the English language, to a
who, being directed to prepare an far greater extent than any other,
official paper, and submit to the is constructed for the reader, rathinspection of the judge, was told : er than the hearer ; for the eye,
by the latter, when he had looked rather than for the ear." The
it over, "ah Mr. Clerk that will method mentioned above, is that
not do : T advise yon to go and followed in the instruction of the
get yon a spelling Book and Gram deaf and dumb, who. of course,
are entirely, guided by the eye.
mar."
But in these eases mere correct But it is our object at present,
ness in orthography would not more to draw attention to the im
have been considered any merit. portance of the subject, than to
But the ignorance of such an ac point out the best way of teach
quirement, justly brings demerit. ing so important an art as spell
And this should be a great spur ing.
We invite communications from
to incite all children and youth.
in their early days to learn to spell; teachers in different parts of the
for being for the most part a mat- 1 State, on this subject, and wish
ter of memory, unless the habit is them to inform us what method
acquired then, it is seldom done. J they have found most successful
There are certain things appropri- j i» teaching children tospeil- This
ate to each period of life, and j may be of great profit to some
when that period is past, other ! teachers, to be informed of the
things come in to fill up the time. way which others find the best.E
As our langua e is not phono
graphic ; i. e., is not spelled in
Opinion op Quintilian.—
every case according to sound, "He traces the progress of the
there is a difficulty in learning to orator from the very cradle until
spell correctly ; and it has been he arrives at perfection,
often remarked that those who had
He speaks of the importance of
learned to spell, and had acquired earliest impressions, of the parenthe reputation of good spellers in tal, especially the maternal care,
the common old way of "putting and illustrates this by the exam
out," the words and going above ple of Cornelia, to whom the
the one who missed a word, failed Gracchi owed their eminence ; and
when they came to put their brings forward, as instances of fe
knowledge in practice, and use the male eloquence, the dauhgters of
Laelins and Hortensins.
pen.
But this might be avoided, by
He believes that education must
requiring the pupil, when the commence, and the tastes be form
word is given out, to write the ed, and the moral character be
word on a slate, or black board, impressed, even in infancy.
at the time that he gives the ele
The choice, therefore, of a nurse
ments ot it. This would make is, in his opinion, as important, as
an impression on the eye, as well of early companions, pedagogues,
as the car; and when he comes to and instructors."
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RECEPTION OP GEN. GREENE, AT PETERSBURG.
Any thing relating to the life
of Gen. Greene, whoaetedso con
spicuous a part in our State, du
ring the revolution, will be read
with interest by almost every one,
we therefore copy the following,
which many, perhaps, have not
seen.—Res. Ed.
"To the Hon. Maj. Gen. Greene—
"Sir : Wo, the Mayor, Alder
men and Common Council of the
town of Petersburg, beg leave to
testify our happiness in your arri
val at this place, and in having an
opportunity of expressing our
grateful sense of the signal servi
ces you have rendered to America
in general, and to this State in
particular. Your military charac
ter and honorable perseverance,
during a long war, merit the high
est applause from a people to whose
independence you have so ably
contributed. By your exertions
in the South, the inhabitants were
relieved from the calamities of a
cruel war, and the enemy, who
had ravaged in all quarters, were
with a small force confined within
the limits of a town. While we
look back to this happy period of
the war, we contemplate with ad
miration the events that led to it,
the difficulties you surmounted,
and the resourcess you created.
Sensible as we are of the great
talents that form your character
as a soldier, wo are no less pleased
with your social virtues and agree
able manners, than with your
moderation of justice to all par
ties.
"To your abilities and eminent
services we trust the affectionate

gratitude of your fellow citizens
will be ever mindful, and that the
faithful historian will transmit
them with honor to all posterity.
Finally, we implore the Supreme
Being, who has conducted you
through so many dangers, to hold
you in his protection duringa long
and happy life.
To which he was pleased to re
turn the following answer :
"To the Mayor, Recorder, Alder
men, and Common Council of
l'etertburg.
"Gentlemen : This instance of
your politeness is the more pleas
ing as it was unexpected. The
war being at an ond and my com
mand extitct, this address seems
not to be matter of form, but a
mark of esteem. The flattering
terms in which you express your
selves of my public conduct, dis
plays both your justice and your
generosity. In reviewing the ca
lamities that are past, and contem
plating the pleasures to come, I
feel a happiness in distress. Por
though 1 am oppressed with diffi
culties created by public necessity,
and though I have too much reas
on to think they will cloud, if not
embitter future life, yet as they
have contributed to public happi
ness, it serves to soften private
misfortune.
"The compliment you pay to
my social character and the solici
tude you express for my future
protection, merit every acknowl
edgement which a generous nature
can feel, or a grateful -temper re
turn, and such I wish to offer.
"I am, gentlemen, with the
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highest esteem, your most obe ficers and gentlemen in town, were
invited to a public dinner, at the
dient humble servant.
house of Mr. William Dtirell, on
"Nathaniel Greene."
Old
street, where the afternoon
"Petersburg, Oct 22, 1784."
was spent in the greatest harmo
After presenting the foregoing ny and sociability.—Hist. Maga
address, the General, with the of zine.

PARENTAL SYMPATHY.
Perhaps there is no duty de him a seriotls difficulty ; but the
volving upon parents in the train purent regards not his necessities,
ing of children more habitually and sends him away unaided and
and universally neglected, than unsatisfied. The frequent repetithat of parental sympathy. The j tion of this course so discourages
moment the child begins to dis and disheartens the tender sensi
tinguish one person from another, bility of the child that he finally
in all real or fancied danger it comes to the conclusion that, al
will cling to its parent for protec though his parents are his natur
tion. This drawing of the child al protectors, to whom he must
to the parent seems almost instinc look for the supply of his bodily
tive and this very act seems to in necessities, some one else must
dicate the natural relation existing satisfy the eravings of his nature
between them. Could instinct (if for sympathy. Very naturally,
we may call it by this name) he therefore, he turns to whomsoever
allowed to go on in this natural is ready to meet the demands of
and confiding manner, this same his inner being, never stopping to
commingling of soul with soul consider what elements of moral
would continue through life. But rectitude a sympathizing friend
such is seldom the case. On the should possess,—in fact never sus
contrary, the sympathies of the pecting that untold evils may be
child and parent become alienated, the result of such a step. Thus,
and that by a very simple but oft- year after year passes by, the pa
repeated process.
rents often wondering why their
The parents are busily occupied children are actuated by low and
with the turmoil of business and pernicious motives and governed
the anxiety of household duties. by wicked, selfish habits, forget
It may be that weighty responsi ting that they have neglected to
bilities are resting upon them and sow the good seed, and have given
unpropitious storms seem to be the enemy uninterrupted opportu
gathering to burst upon their nities for sowing tares. Such re
heads. Thus occupied and per sults in a large proportion of cases
plexed, the child desires assistance are the natural fruits of this lr.ck
in the adjustment of what is to of parental sympathy. We do
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Parental Sgmnnthv.

not mean to assert that all who the weighty Car is and disappoint
are deprived of this sympathy ments of manhood are to the fath
grow up to lead lives of wicked er, and the child, as well as the
ness, for some men in spite of the parent, needs sympathy to enable
wicked associations thrown around him to meet and overcome his trithem, and neglect of proper pa ' als. Such a course would ever
rental influence, do, by the inher j keep the parent on the alert to
ent power of their own motives, j grant counsel and direction when
rise to distinction and usefulness. needed. Not that the child should
What we assert is—and we ; be cramped and compelled to subwould cull special attention to the ! mit all his plans and arrangements
fact—that thousands who occupy j to the parent's will, but having
a very common level in the scale j the never-varying guide post of
of human life, nevertheless hon principle ever before him, with a
est and reputable, had they re noble example of uprightness and
ceived proper sympathy and train virtue to emulate, he should be
ing, with the right development allowed and encouraged to act on
of their highest and holiest emo his own responsibility, thereby
tions, would have been capable of developing his own judgment and
wielding an influence upon the powers of discernment. And hero
destinies of mankind incalculable will arise a difficulty to be guarded
for good. There a-e comparative against, the liability of judging,
ly few men whose c inabilities are not according to motives, but ac
iully developed. The great mass cording to results, and of making
have hidden energies of which too serious a matter of trifling
they never dreamed, which only mistakes. A parent is never jus
require proper influences for de tified in being cross to his chil
velopment to become a benefit to dren, or in correcting them in a
themselves and to mankind.
manner which leads the child to
But the questions may arise— suppose him cross. Every cross
"In what does parental sympathy word makes a frightful scar on
consist ?" and "Whan should it the moral character of the child
which it is impossible to remove.
begin?"
It consists in being the intimate
We know of parents who are
friend of the child; in being in considered very good people, and
terested in whatever interests him, arc esteemed for many sterling
—his sports, his studies, his read qualities, who, nevertheless, al
ing, his joys and his sorrows ; in ways correct their children—what
coming down from the lofty pinna ever the ofl'ense, great or small—
cle of manhood and being a boy in a severe and harsh manner.
again, combining therewith the The result is, their children hold
them continually in fear, lest in
experience of the man.
Such a course would naturally an unguarded moment they may
win the confidence and affection be visited with censure. If the
of the child. To the mature 1 child does a wrong action, the first
mind, the sports of children may I thing for the parent is to under
seem trivial, but they are the meat . stand to what extent the child
and drink of the boy. His disap knew it to be wrong. Children
pointments, too, may seem of lit- ; are often punished for doing what
tie account, but to him they are as they supposed to be perfectly
real, and as bitter to be borne, as ] right and innocent. and have not
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understood why they were punish whatever influenccs it may be sub
ed until after punishment was ad jected to, and the parent should
ministered. Whatever the wrong, endeavor to throw around the child
it is the duty of the parent to ex influences for good, that the first
hibit to the mind of the child the impressions may be pure and heav
true nature of the wrong, and its enly. One thing is positive, un
relation to himself, his friends and less good influences are thrown
his Maker ; and with a calm, un arouud the child to mould and
ruffled temper, and with such a shape his course, bad influences
spirit of love that the child will will occupy the grouud, and it is
view him, not as a judge, but as a much more difficult to eradicate a
friend. It is the duty and within wrong principle once seated, than
the power of parents to do this, to prevent its first entrance. This
but it will require care and pa principle o f parental sympathy
must becuinc with every family a
tience.
But when should this sympathy vital principle before we cau expect
begin ? With the first breath of the youth of our laud to adopt
the child. "As the twig is bent high and noble sentiments, and act
the tree's inclined," is emphati on the broad platform of justice
cally as true of the natural world. and truth.
All things at first, to the infant,
Such a sympathy, full and com
appear the same, but gradually as plete, is a duty every parent owes
the faculties of his mind become to himself, to his children, and to
developed, he makes the discov God. If he turns away, and reery that everything possesses a i fuses to perform it, he shows hinidistinct individuality. It is the j self unmindful of one of the most
same with the sense of feeling, important duties of life. If he
and experience alone teaches to grapples with it, and presses on to
distinguish between things which the accomplishment of this great
afford pleasure and produce pain. end, he proves himself a benefac
Equally so is it with the senti tor of his race, though no silverments of the soul. At first, a toned trumpet proclaim his name
cross or a kind word are alike re to the world.—It. 1. Schoolmaster.
garded, but ere long the tiny drum
which conducts the sound from
the ear to the heart can instantly
They who read abouteverything
distinguish harsh, upbraiding are thought to understand every
Bounds from the gentle words of thing, too, but it is not always so.
tenderness and love. How quick Heading furnishes the mind only
ly the mother's sympathy dries up with the materials of knowledge ;
the tears and dispels the sorrow of it is thinking that makes what we
her infant child, and how quickly, read ours. We are of the rumi
too, it learns to interpret her every nating kind; and it is not enough
look, and distinguish, to a certain to cram ourselves with a great load
extent, between right and wrong. of collections—we must chew them
At this time, to a great degree, is over again.
the foundation of the child's char
acter laid, and how important that
The most secret acts of goodness
it should be a correct foundation.
The plastio mind is in a condi are seen aud approved by the Al
tion to receive impressions from mighty.
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GRAMMAR OF NATURE.
Nature is an unbound volume. majesty through yon ether, bound
Its language is subject to gram by myriads of golden chains. One
matical classification. In the gram Debbie dropped into the stream,
mar of language, objects and ac- j leaping from the mountain summit,
tions are the fundamental ideas; decides the course of a mighty
so are they in the grammarof nature. Amazon. Egypt, were it not flood
That rose h an object; it buds, ed by the Nile, would be a crocodile
blooms, di'is. That elm, waving hot-bed, against which the classic
its bending arms, salutes the pass Mediterranean would dash its in
ing breeze, and, with its reverend dignant foam. No fruitful gardens
head bowed low, honors the flight would be there—no majestic Thebes
of the storm king. Yonder sun —no sphinxes or pyramids filled
bursts the srates of morning—il with sculpture and art, would ever
lumes the day, retires amid the have immortalized Hervelotus or a
amber gray of evemng, revealing Martineau. Earth, water, gravi- ,
ten thousand sparkling objects, ty, air, light, heat, electricity, all
worlds glowing, revolving, acting. act as natures modifiers.
But she has her moods. By her
The deep blue ocean, ploughed by
its living currents and scooped to indicative she declares herself in
its lowest depths by the tempest, enphonious language—speaks in
piles its mountain billows against the verdure of spring—in the
the rock-bound shore, and surges, paintings of May—in the bright
and heaves, and wraps the tiny ness of the heavens— io the grand
eur of the mountains—in the sub
ship in its dark, cold breast.
Again, the clouds, those airy limity of the tempest-driven ocean
forms, which are robed in nature's —in the smiles that play upon the
beautiful light, and zoned by heav human countenance—in the spark
en's bright bow, or from whose bo ling eye and in the bright flashes
som the frenzied lightnings flash of the human intellect—on earth,
and glare, and the loud thunders in the mind, in heaven, anywhere,
roll, even they float the pearly dew- everywhere throughout the bound
drop, and pour upon the earth less universe she speaks, declaring
priceless treasures. Thus every her might, perfections, harmony,
where in the grammar of nature, and beauty.
as in language, there are objects
She has her imperative mood.—
and actions, or nouns and verbs. She demands obedience to her laws,
These also have their modifiers. commands the heavens to frown,
The brook flows not through the and the mad sea to be calm. She
meadow unmodified—the eagle also entreats—at sunrise, when the
cleaves not the air unimpeded— wind is low, and the birds are car
the lion roams not earth's plains olling their songs, the trees with
unrestrained—the king of day : their leafy harps discourse sweet
pourB forth his glory through lor- music and send rainbow-gleams of
ty-five miles of atmosphere, from gladness through the heart. Then
which the clouds extract a thous too, the morning-glory, discloses
and hues—the planct3 march in her beautiful face, and the moss
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rose opens its crimson lips spark no poetry ? There is poetry in the
ling with the nectiir that falls from eloquence that breathes in the
heaven, and speaks to us in silent zephyrs or thunders in thestortn—
eloquence. Many are the voices, poetry in the painted landscape
breathed in the melody of nature, and on the moonlit ocean with its
entreating us to come and dwell dancing waves—poetry in the seas
with her in sweet communion.
ons as they march to heavenly mu
Nature also has a potential mood. sic—poetry more than the mind
—The force that binds together can comprehend-—yet enough can
the earth and moon, though half a be comprehended to electrify the
million of miles intervene, is pow soul. Kither as we revisit the
erless compared with that which scenes of our youthful Idlewild, or
elevates the growing oak. Neith as we sail with Bryant among the
er can this law hind the heart, nor weslern lakes, listening to his sweet
restrain the feelings, nor chain the woodnotes which he learned among
spirit. It is possible, it is proba the green hills of Berkshire, or as
ble, it is certain that there is a we tread with solemn delight the
higher power—yes, there is an in banks of the Avon, where sang
finitive. Infinite as seen in the the poet of the human heart—thff
boundless creation —infinite as be silent and beautiful hills—the calm
held in the tints of the flower—in flowers and forest foliage—the
finite as mirrored on the intellect clouds touched by the fing;r of
and heart of man—infinite, through morn and eve, and the star-decked
out infimty.
canopy of n iture may mirror their The tenses of nature are marked selves upon the soul. "But while
by geological periods—by the rev j this muddy vesture of decay doth
olutions of planets—by the last ' grossly close us in," much of their
spark of a burning star as it goes poetry is lost to us.
out in darkness—by heart-throbs
We can only look up through
that send life gushing through the one star-beam, as it falls through
veins. Life is a present tenge, time's nisht, and long for spirits'
death a past, eternity a future.
wings and glorified visions, that we
Connectives also abound in na may comprehend its infinitude. —
ture. There is a relation between Ghallen's Monthly.
the mouldering clay and the green
leaf, between flower and fruit, sun
and earth, matter and mind, intel
Worth Remembering.—It is
lect and spirit, between man aud
not what we earn, but what we
God.
Nor is this volume without syn save, that makes us rich. It is
tax. The sc'ences are all senten not what we eat, but what we di
ces connected by golden links. The gest that make us fat. It is not
rocks are united by chemical at what we read, but what we remem
traction—continents by oceans— ber, that makes us learned. Al!
the whole earth a magnificent sen this is very simple but it is worth
tence—a gorgeous temple—its done remembering.
the bending heavens— God the
syntactical arranger and architect
—the earthquake, death, exclama
Nearly all the great men Lave
tions, nature s emotions.
passed through adversity ; it is a
And has this volume no rhyll m; stern but salutary school.
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ON THE STtTDY OF GEOMETRY.
We propose in this paper to
throw out a hint concerning the
study of Geometry, which lias es
caped the notice of authors on
this science, though it may have
received the attention of teachers.
Our purpose is to present matter
which is practical, rather than
that which is profound.
The object of a liberal course of
study in the mathematics is to
develop the faculties of abstrac
tion, reason, and imagination.
Few, of the many who pursue
these studies, ever make any prac
tical use of them, beyond the dis
cipline and strength thereby ac
quired. It should therefore be
the aim of those who direct the
studies of pupils, to arrange the
course of instruction so as to se
cure the most complete develop
ment.
Most of those who study geom
etry as it is taught in our semina
ries and colleges, simply aim at
acquiring a just conception of the
several steps in the demonstrations,
as they are set down in the text
book. This course, if thorough
ly pursued, will vastly strengthen
the reasoning powers. But from
this alone does not result that high
order of discipline, which ought
to be gained by the study of this
noble science.
The pupil should, in addition,
be required to construct the series
of syllogisms necessary to estab
lish the demonstration, from that
which enunciates the theorem,
back to the axioms or demonstra
ted propositions on which the
proof rests. This would serve to
quicken the powers of analysis
and generalization, in which con

sists richness of thought. The
bearing of each step in the dem
on.' t at ion would thui be clearly
discovered, and the beauty of the
proof would be apparent.
But learning the demonstration
of a proposition as it is given in
the book, or even constructing the
syllogisms which are implied in
the proof, will not improve the
imagination. Hence the pupil
should not only be required to
learn the demonstrations given,
but to construct them for himself.
A text-book properly prepared
should furnish the demonstrations
of only a portion of the proposi
tions ; the remainder should be
enunciated, and the pupil requir
ed to exercise his ingenuity in dis
covering the proof of them.
I will illustrate my idea with
an example. Suppose the text
book to furnish the demonstration
of the celebrated forty-seventh
proposition of Euclid, and follow
ing it the enuntiation of this.
Theorem. The triangles, form
ed by joining the exterior angles
of the squares erected on the
three sides of a right-angled tri
angle, are equivalent.
It is asserted that the three tri
angles thus formed are equivalent;
it is required to prove it. The
imagination is now set to work.
The inquiry is at once suggested.
May not the three triangles thus
formed be each equivalent to the
original triangle ? If they are,
and we can succeed in proving it,
our object is attained. Some such
inquiry as this must first be start
ed. The imagination reaches out
for an hypothesis ; and this pro
cess must be continued until we
52
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have a theory which we can prove, faculties are required for the disWe may discover the correct the- covery of a geometrical demonory, and still not be able to con- stration as are emyloyed in making
struct the^demoiistration ; but we I discoteries in any of the sciences,
can never construct the demon- I If pupils were required to constration till we have the theory, struct demonstrations for themFranklinf in his discoveries in e- 1 selves, while pursuing the study
lectricity, was obliged to start with : of geometry, their powers of origthe inquiry, Is not the electrical I inal investigation would thereby
spark identical with the flashes of be greatly improved. We sincerelightning ? This was his hypothe- ly hope that teachers may not onsis, and, after repeated expert- ly talk about this subject in their
ments, he succeeded in proving it ' lecture rooms, but may make a
true.
I practical application of it in their
We thus perceiye that the same ; classes.—Math. Monthly.

AN OLD TUO'JHHT IX A NEW DRESS.
A shell, from Ocean's coral caves,
Upon a sandy shore,
Tossed by the hollow-moaning waves,
Murmurs for evermore
Of its beauteous home, with its gleaming walls
Of pearl so fair.
Its haunted groves, its pillared halls,
And wonders rare.
This human soul is a curious shell
From Eternity's sea,—
On Earth's low shore it is doomed to dwell,
And a moment to be;
In its innermost heart there are murmurs, too—
A passionate moan ;
And ever ttpineth, with love most true.
For its far off home.

A GKAMATICAL I'LAY UPON THE WORD THAT.
Now that is a word which may often be joined,
For that that may be doubled is clear to the mind,
And that that that is right,' is as plain to the view,
As that that that thai, we use, is rightly used too,
And that that that that that line has it, is right—
In accordance with grammar is plain in our sight.
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WHAT IS TRUE EDUCATION ?
Hugh Miller, the well known sessed no books but a Bible, and who
geologist, who died lately in Scot- consumed some of his best years in
lind, was a prominent instance of hewing stone, rose to become fa
what true education does for a il. ous in both letters and science.
man. We say true education, be- ' This distinction he achieved by
cause though he had never studied omitting no opportunity of acquir
in a college, Hugh Miller was ed ing knowlege. It was in quarrying
ucated, in the highest sense of the stone in a wild district, for example,
term. In other words, not only that he made the world-renown
was his mind thoroughly disciplined, ed geological discovery which up
but whatever he learned at all he set the brilliant but delusive theo
completely assimilated, so that it ries of the famous ''Vestiges of
became his own. His career shows Creation," and achieved his own rep
what energy, perseverance and utation. His fellow workmen en
industry, can do for a man born joyed the same opportunity or win
under the most unfavorable eircura- j ning this great distinction, but
stances ; for though originally but they let the fossil fish, which settled
a poor lad, though only a journey the problem, pass unnoticed; and
man stone mason till after his ma- J so they died, or will die, unknown
jority, ho ro,o to one of the most stone masons, laboring at a half a
prominent men of Great Britain — dollar a day, while the decease of
a writer of acknowledged ability, their companion, fills two conti
and the leading editor of a princi- j nents with grief.
pal party in Scotland. In his "Au
Another thing is proved by the
tobiography," published a few career of Hugh Miller. It is, that
years since, he has left a narrative of it is better to master a few books,
his boyhood, which is worth almost than to read carelessly a dozen
its weight in gold to young men libraries or more. To be plain,
about beginning in life. Had he study is valuable, not merely for
written nothing else, he would have the facts it gives a man, but for
left, in that work, an invaluable the habit of thinking it imparts.
legacy to his race.
He who voraciously swallows
For, nowhere, not even in the au volumes never gives himself time
tobiography ofFranklin, is the great to digest his intellectual food. He
truth so forcibly illustrated, that all becomes, consequently, a mere
men who have become eminent, smatterer. II i understands no
owe their success less to school-mas principles. Learned as he thinks
ters than to themselves. Itis self- himself he is without knowledge.
discipline, after all, thct winS the He is really worse educated than
battle. There were thousands of the man who has read but few
youth, coteinporary with the boy, books, provided those books were
Hugh Miller, enjoying every advan good ones, and have been thorough
tage of education, and many of ly assimilated. Hugh Miller nev
them possessed of no inconsiderable er left a book till he had made it
ability, who never figure in after completely his own. What Hugh
life, while the poor lad, whose prin Miller did, every man who would
cipal teacher was nature, who pos become great in literature has but
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to do, whether born poor, like in general good health they can
Miller, or bred up with every ad obtain, I suppose for two per cent
vantage of schools and colleges. on the amount; Let it run for
Men who wish td be really edu ' as many years as they may want,
cated must study for themselves. after they are graduated, to make
The hill of knowledge can not be the money ; This they can put inclimbed by deputy. Hence the j to the hands of some man, who has
difference in securing an educa funds to loan, as his security. If
tion between the rich man's son the young person dies, in the time
and poor man's, is less than is the man has his money ; if he
generally supposed. In truth, the I lives, he will be able to make it in
self-reliance which limited circum a short time. And the same time,
stances give to a lad, may almost after graduating, is worth more
be cosidered to counterbalance the than twice as much as before he
advantages which fortune bestows. commences his college course.
It is a striking fact in confirmation
E. P. 11
of this, that most ofour great men
have been born poor. Young men
should think of this.- -N. Y. TeachA Truthful and Cheap
Barometer.—Take a clean glass
bottle, and put in it a small quan
tity of finely pulverized alum.
Then fill up the bottle with spirits
AN IMPORTANT SUGGESTION
of wine. The alum will be per
To indigent young persons seeking fectly dissolved by the alcohol, and
an education.
j in clear weather the liquid will be
Young persons often, of noble j as transparent as the purest water.
spirit, prefer to depend upon them On the approach of rain or cloudy
selves in getting an education, j weather, the alum will be visible
in a flaky spiral cloud, in the centhough deficient in means.
They dislike to depend upon be j tre of the fluid, reaching from the
nevolent funds; it is a delicate bottom to the surface. Thus a
matter to ask for a loan when not cheap, simple and beautiful baro
able to give security; it is a slow meter is placed within the reach
process to raise funds by teaching of all who wish to possess one.
For simplicity of construction,
before they get an education.
To stop in the middle of their this is altogether superior to the
course to make money is a groat frog barometer in general use in
disadvantage, and a loss of time. Germany.
It may be of use therefore to sug
gest a plan which has been suc
cessfully pursued; and by which,
The educational statistics of the
without any delicacy, and with United States show that there are
feasibilty, they may borrow what four millions of the youth of this
they need, give security, and pay j country connected with the vari
up afterwards. Let them, when ous educational institutions in the
they enter college, or at that stage different States in the Union.
in their course, which they can Their teachers number more than
reach without aid, obtain a policy one hundred and fifteen thousand.
of Life Insurance, for the amount The annual current expenses are
they may need ; this, if they are estimated at about $14,000,000.
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The Franklin Globe Manual an Aid
to the Uses of the Artificial Globe in
illustrating the First Principles of
Geography and Astronomy. Troy,
N. Y. —Moore and Nims.

bridge, a ship, or making a rail
road, we are impatient until the
work is finished ; nor are we a
whit less in a hurry with the edu
cation of our children. We wish
This is a small cheap work, but at the same time that they would
it contains much that is valuable. learn at least a smattering of eve
Our teachers and school commit rything; yet we compel them to
tees would do well to examine it, spend mouths nay years, learning
if indeed its intrinsic merits as a from maps, geographies, &c, what
text-book for teaching the use of they could learn in a few days— the globes have nut already attract certainly a few weeks by the aid
ed their attention. But it is not : of a pair of globes ; and what is
alone in the school room that the i more, the geographical and astro
tiny "Manual" is useful ; it is use nomical knowledge gained by the
ful wherever there are artificial latter means makes an enduring
globes, or even one—the terrest impression.
It will not do to tell children
rial or the celestial together with
an intelligent person to illustrate that a map of the world represents
the plain and simple rules which our globe. At best they can only
obtain confused notions from the
it furnishes.
Since this little book recalls to former, as to the relative distan
our mind the fact that the great ces of countries from any given
utility of artificial globes in study place, and false impressions thus
ing geography and astronomy is made are not, as we all know more
not appreciated in this country, or less from experience, easily re
we will here make some remarks moved in after life. But apart
on the subject which may not be from the time spared by the use of
unworthy the attention even of the globes, and the definite accu
the better educated portion of our rate ideas which they imprint al
readers. All who have traveled most indelibly on the youthful
are aware that there is no respect memory, they enable the student
able school to be met with in Eu to solve a variety of curious, in
rope without at least one pair of teresting, and useful problems,
globes ; and very few respectable whose solution need not bo at
families—in fact no families of tempted on mere maps. Thus, on
taste and culture. In this coun the teri estial globe alone, the fol
try geographiesand atlases abound, lowing problems, with many oth
while globes are "few and far be ers, may be performed in a few
tween." What makes this the minutes : The hour being given
more remarkable is, that in every at any place, to find what hour it
other respect we are a very prac is at any other place ; to find the
tical people—a people who are Sun's declination, and where it is
proverbial for economizing time. vertical at any given hour; to find
If we are building a house, a where the Sun is rising or setting;
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when it is noon or midnight ; to j as good, accurate, elegant and
find the Sun's meridian altitude ; cheap globes manufactured in this
to find all places at which a lunar country, by the publishing firm of
eclipse is visible at any instant, Moore & Nims, Troy, N. Y., as
&c, &c. On the celestial globe, are to be found in any part of the
upon the other hand, we can with world—globes that are always en
equal facility find the latitude and graved up to the times, so as to
longitude of any star ; and what embody the most recent explora
is called the star's place ; the time tions and discoveries. There are
when any heavenly body rises, sets six different sizes of these fine
or comes to any particular merid American globes, each size pre
ian, &c, &c.
senting several varieties of styles
, Need we say that the solution of of finish and mounting. The
problems of this kind, when smallest has a diameter of six
performed with so little trouble, inches, while the diameter of the
is well calculated to stimulate the largest is thirty inches, the inter
ambition of the young student '! mediate sizes being ten, twelve,
Indeed, the fact is obvious ; it must and eixteen inches, and we per
therefore be admitted, that how ceive they are sold at prices vary
ever much money we may devote ing from 63.25 to «150. AVe may
annually to the purposes of free remark that the sixteen inch globes
education, until globes arc more give the isothermal lines of tem
generally introduced and practi perature and the deep sea sound
cally used in our schools, our sys ings.
tem of instruction is defective.—
In short, there is scarcely a book,
nay a newspaper we read, in which
Be Patient with the Little
we do not find something that the Ones.—The process by which
globes or one of them would aid some children learn is very slow
us not a little in understanding, and tedious. What some will
or appreciating. For example, comprehend clearly and readily can
the very earliest writers, sacred be understood by others only by
and profane of whose works we much patient effort. A few words
have any remnants left, speak of of kindness and of encouragement,
the constellations. We find Orion, will often, have a wonderful effect
Arcturus, the Pleiades and Maz- in " waking up " mind and inspir
zaroth mentioned more at once in ing confidence; but a frown or a
Job ; other constellations are spo harsh expression, will have a most
ken of by Homer and Hesiod, and withering influence on some minds.
the great pouts of modern times, Therefore, treat the little ones
including Dante and Milton, have kindly and tenderly, and thus lure
them into the paths of knowledge.
fallowed their example.
Why, then, it may be asked, If they have come into school pos
are globes comparatively so little sessing some unlovely and unlov
used in this country ? Is it be able traits, it may be owing to
cause they have to be imported wrong treatment out of the school
and are consequently too expen room. If such is the case, a course
sive ? By no means. No such of uniform and persevering kind
excuse can be made by our school ness on your part, will win them
committees, or by American pa over to better ways and more pleas
rents or guardians, for there are ing habits. But it can not be
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done in an hour or in a day. It
must be a slow process, and one
which will tax your patience. But
sow the seed faithfully and con
stantly. In due time it will spring
up and bear abundaut and rich
fruit. ''Ye shall reap if ye faint
not."

THE COMMON SCHOOL.
No institution amongst us can be
dearer to the hearts of the Ameri
can people, more deeply enshrined
in the precious memories of their
forefathers, and more congenial to
all their patriotic hopes for the
future, than the common School—
the School supported by the com
mon fund of the people, and open,
in common to all the children of
the people.
If we have an institution in
America, which is essentially and
intensely American, in its spirit
and design, in all its tendencies
and results, combining beautifully
the three great elements of repub
licanism—liberty, equality, fra
ternity—that institution is the
common school.
If there is any one efficient
source of influence in our country
which is calculated to break those
antipathies and animosities, that
separate the rich and the poor, to
act as a check upon those sec
tarian jealousies that divide us as
christians, and to break down those
distinctions of language and na
tionality that arise from the differ
ent European race3 composing our
population, so as to bind us all to
gether in the bonds of a common
brotherhood, it is that influence,
of early, universal, and .ceaseless
operation, which goes out from
the common school. We cannot
but think that the saddest day
which could dawn on this fair land

oOii

and these glorious institutions of
our fathers, would be that in
which our common school educa
tion should cease, and leave the
children of America to grow up
under the unchecked influence of
all those antagonisms of wealth
and poverty, of religious sects,
of political parties, and of differ
ent races, which now distinguish
and curse the nations of Europe.
As it is, these bitter waters are,
in a manner, healed with us at
the fountain head, by casting the
salt of a common education, a com
mon patriotism, and a common
Christianity into our common
schools.—Dr. L. J. Ilahey.

Valve op System.—The life
of Dr. Noah Webster affords a
striking illustration of the value
of system. When a young man,
he conceived the idea of producing
a new dictionary of the English
language. Having determined to
make this the great work of his
life, he set about preparing him
self for it, by an extensive course
of study. Year after year he la
boured on in patient obscurity,
exploring the fields of literature
and science, and gathering and
arranging the materials for his
great work. Everything he read,
or studied, or accomplished, had a
bearing on the great object of his
life ; and this was the grand secret
of his success : " Method," says
his biographer, " was the presid
ing principle of his life."

Sophistry is like a window cur
tain—it pleases as an ornament;
but its use is to keep out the light.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.
BUT AND NOT BUT.
Messrs Editors :—Your corres
pondent from Aspinwall, in the
Observer of March 25, has start
ed an interesting inquiry as to the
two forms of language, 'I cannot
but hope,' and 'I can but hope,'
which in his view are used indis
criminately, while one appears di
rectly to affirm the opposite of the
other.
My theory on the subject is the
following :
1. The original meaning of the
particle hut (by out—with out) is
without, except ; as in the phrase
'all but one,' i. e. all except one.
2. The particle retains this same
meaning in both the phrases under
discussion.
3. There aTe two expressions,
viz : 'I can not but hope,' with the
emphasis or logical stress on the
negation, and 'I can't but hope,
with the emphasis on the excep
tion, the negation being slurred
over.
4. The negative particle some
times falls out, not arbitrarily in
deed, but only when the negative
is slurred over or unemphatic.
5. This suppression of the in
dex of negation has its analogy in
other languages ; as, for example,
modern Greek then, for ancient
outhen, 'not' or 'nothing.'
I propose to illustrate the differ
ence of the two forms of expres
sion :
'There is none good but one,
that is, God; therefore call not
men good.' Here the emphasis
or logical stress is on the negation.
'There is but one good, that is,
God ; therefore acknowledge his
absolute goodness." Here the
emphasis is on the exception.
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'I saw no person there but one,'
the question being about another's
being there. Here the emphasis
is on the negation.
'I saw but one person there,'
the question being about his being
alone. Here the emphasis is on
the exception.
'I can not but hope he will get
well,' although I do not expect,
much less believe that he will.
Here the emphasis is on the nega
tion.
'I can but hope he will yet get
well,' t/iat is, 1 do not despond.
Here the emphasis is on the excep
tion.
For a more extended view of
this subject, I beg leave to refer
to my 1 hililogical Studies, p. 161,
1G2, a small work lately published
by Messrs. Durrie and Peck, of
New Haven.
J. W. G.

The Kocky Mountains.—The
old idea that the whole region of
the Eocky Mountains North ofthe
fortieth parallel is a sterile region;
presenting an almost unbroken
icefield ; is completely refuted by
Gov. Steven's explorations. One
of the officers of his party, Lient.
Stanton, says in his report : "I
find that my previous ideas of this
llocky Mountain range are, so far
as this section is concerned, entire
ly erroneous. Instead of a vast
pile of rocks and mountains almost
impassable, I find a fine country,
well watered by streams of clear
cold water, and interspersed with
meadows, covered with a most
luxuriant grass."

True goodness is like the glow
worm, it shines most when no
eyes, except those of heaven are
upon it.
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THE CALICO CLOAK.
"Have you seen the new schol
ar V asked Mary Lark, a girl of
twelve or fourteen years, as she
ran to meet a group of school
mates who were coming towards
the school house ; "she cuts the
most comical looking figure you
ever saw. Her cloak is made out
of calico, and her shoes are brogans, such as the men and boys
wear."
"Oh, yes, I've seen her," replied
Lucy Brooks; "she is the new
washerwoman's daughter. I
shouldn't have thought Mr. Brown
would have taken her into the
academy ; but I suppose he likes
the money that comes through
suds as well as any. It is cleaner,
of course."
And the air rang with the loud
laugh of the girls.
"Como, let us go in and exam
ine her," continued Mary, as they
ascended the steps of the school
house. "I'm thinking she will
make some fun for us."
The girls went into the dress
ing-room where they found the
new scholar. She was a mild, in
telligent looking child, but very
poorly tho' tidily clad. The girls
went around her, whispering and
laughing with each other, while
she stood trembling and blushing
in one corner of the room, with
out venturing to raise her eyes
from the floor.
When they entered school they
found the little girl was far in ad
vance of those, of her age in her
studies, and was placed in classes
with those two or three years her

senior. This seemed, on the whole,
to make those girls who were dis
posed to treat her unkindly dis
like her the more ; and she, being
of a retiring disposition, through
their influence had no friends, but
went and returned from school
alone.
"And so you really think," said
Mary Lark, as she went up to the
little girl a few weeks after she
entered school, "that you are go
ingDO
to get the medal ? It will
correspond nicely with your cloak!"
And she caught hold of the
cape, and held it out from her,
while the girls around joined in
her loud laugh.
"Calico Cloak get the medal !
I guess she will ! I should like to
see Mr. Brown giving it to her !"
said another girl, as she caught
hold of her arm, and peeped un
der ohe child's bonnet.
The little girl struggled to re
lease herself, and, when she was
free, ran home as fast as she could
"Oh, mother," she said, as ghe
entered her mother' s humble kitch
en, "do answer Uncle William's
letter, and tell him we will come
to New York to live ! I don t like
to live in Bridgeville. The girls
call me 'Calico Cloak,' and 'Brogans/ and you don't know, moth
er, how unkindly they treat me.
"Lizzie, my dear," said her
mother, "you must expect to meet
with some who will treat you un
kindly on account of your pover
ty ; but you must not be discour
aged. Do right, my child, and
53
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to Bridgeville, and was settled as
the pastor of the village church. It
was reported at the sewing circle,
the week following his ordination,
that it was expected that he would
bring his bride into town in a few
wi;eks. There was a great curiosi
ty to see her, and, especially, after
it was reported that she was a tal
ented young authoress.
A few weeks after, Mr. Maynard
gratified their curiosity by walking
into church with his young wife
leaning on his arm. She was a
lady of great intellectual beauty,
and everybody (as they always are
at first) was deeply interested in the
young minister and bis wife.
The following week the ladies
flocked to see her, and she promis
ed to meet with them at the next
gathering of the sewing circle.
The day arrived, and although
it was quite stormy, Mfs. Leaoon
Brown's parlor was filled with smil
ing faces. The deacon's carriage
was sent to the parsonage after Mrs.
Maynard, and, in due time it ar
rived, bringing the lady with it.
The shaking of hands that follow
ed her arrival can only be imagin
ed by those who have been present
on such an occasion.
"How are you pleased with our
village?" asked a Mrs. Britton,
after the opening exercises were
over, as she took a seat beside Mrs.
Maynard.
"I like its appearance very much;
it certainly has improved wonder
fully within the last twelve years."
"Were you ever in Bridgeville
before ?" asked another lady, as
those around looked somewhat sur
prised.
"I was here some months when
a child," replied Mrs. Maynard.
Their curiosity was excited.
Twelve years after Mrs. Lee and
"Have you friends here?" asked
her daughter left town, a Mr. May a third, after a moment's silence.
nard, a young clergyman came in
"I have not> I resided with my

you will eventually come off con
queror."
Although Mrs. Lee tried to en
courage her child, yet she knew
that she had to meet with severe
trials for one so young.
"But, mother, they are all un
kind to me," replied Lizzie; "there
isn't one who loves me."
And the child buried her face
in her hands and sobbed aloud.
In Bridgeville Academy there
were a few selfish, unprincipled
girls, and the others joined them
in teasing the little "Calico Cloak,"
as they called her, from thought
lessness, and from a love of sport.
But they knew not how deeply each
sportive word pierced the heart of
the little stranger, and how many
bitter tears she shed in secret over
their unkindnees.
Mrs. L., learning that the schol
ars still continued their unjust
treatment towards her child, resolv
ed to accept her brother's invita
tion, although he was a poor man,
and become a member of his fam
ily, hoping that while there, her
child could continue her studies,
and perhaps, through his influence,
lead a happier life among her school
mates. Accordingly, at the end
of the term, she left Bridgeville,
and removed to New York. Al
though Lizzie had been a member
of the school but one term, yet she
gained the medal, and it was worn
from the academy beneath the de
spised garment.
Weeks, months, and years glid
ed away to the students of the
Bridgeville Academy, and the lit
tle "Calico Cloak" was forgotten.
Those who were at school with her
had left, to enter upon the b.usii of life.
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mother, the widow Lee. We lived
in a little cottage which stood upon
the spot now occupied by a large
store, on the corner ofPine street."
"The widow Lee ?" repeated
Mrs. Britton ; "I well remember
the cottage, but I do not recollect
the name."
"I think I attended school with
you at the academy," replied Mrs.
Maynard s "you were Miss. Mary
Lark, Were you not ?"
"That was my name," replied
the lady, as a smile passed over her
features at being recognized ; "but
1 am really ashamed that my mem
ory has proved so recreant."
"1 was known in the academy
as the little 'Calico Cloak.' Per
haps you can remembar me by that
name."
The smile faded from Mrs. Britton's face, and a deep blush over
spread her features, which in a few
moments was seen deepening upon
the faces of others present.
There was a silence for some min
utes ; when Mrs. Maynard looked
up, she found she had caused con
siderable disturbance among the la
dies of her own age, by making her
self known.
"Oh! I remember very well When
the little 'Calico Cloak' went to the
academy," said an old lady, as she
looked up over her glasses, "and I
think, if my memory serves me
right, some of the ladies present
will owe Mrs. Maynard an apology."
"I had ho intention whatever,
ladies," replied Mrs. Maynard, "to
reprove any one present by making
myself known ; but, as it may seem
to some that it was my intention, I
will add a few words. Most of the
younger ladies present will remem
ber the little 'Calico Cloak ;' but
no one but the wearer knows how
deeply each unkind word pierced
the little heart that beat beneath
it. And as 1 again hear the old
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academy bell ring, it brings back
fresh to my mind the soriows of
my childhood. But let ho lady
mistake me, by supposing I cher
ish an unkind feeling towards any
one. I know that Whatever the
past may have been, you are now
my friends.
"Put ladies, let me add, if you
have children teach them a lesson
from my experience, and tell them
to treat kindly the poor and trie
despised. A calico cloak may cov
er a. heart as warm With affection,
and as sensitive to sofroW, as one
that beats beneath a Velvet cover
ing. Whenever you meet a child
who shows a disposition to despise
the poor, tell it the story of the
'calico cloak it will carry its own
moral with it."
"That is the shortest, but the
best sermon I ever heard," said
the old lady, as she put her hand
kerchief under ber glasses ; "I do
not believe its moral effect will be
lost upon any of us."
The old kdy was right. The
story went from one to another, un
til it found its way into the old academy. At the very time a little
boy was attending school there,
Whose mother was struggling with
her needle to give him an education.
The boys often made sport of his
patched knees and elbows, and he
would run sobbing home to his
mother. But when the story
of the "calico cloak" reached the
scholars, the little boy, (for he was
naturally a noble-hearted child,)
became popular in school ; and
the children, from that time, j were
very kind to "Litttle Patchey," as
he had always been called.
When Mrs. Maynard heard the
story of "Little Patchey," she felt
that she was well repaid for^all she
had suffered in childhood.
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A THOUGHT FOR THE YOUNG.
We see a groat deal of misery
in the world, but much of it men
bring upon themselves by their
own behavior, which they might
have foreseen and avoided. The
circumstances of these natural
punishments particularly deserv
ing our attention are such as these:
That oftentimes they follow or are
inflicted in consequence of actions
which procure many present ad
vantages, and are accompanied
with much present pleasure ;:—for
instance, sickness or untimely
death is the consequence of in
temperance, though accompanied
with the highest mirth and jollity.
That these punishments are often
much greater than the advantag
es or pleasures obtained by the
actions of which they are the pun
ishments or consequences. That
they are often delayed a great
While, sometimes even till long af
ter the actions occasioning them
are forgot; so that the constitu
tion of nature is such, that delay
of punishment is no sort nor de
gree of presumption of final im
punity. That, after such delay,
these natural punishmints or mis
eries often come, not by degress,
but suddenly, with violence, and
at once.
Though youth may be alleged
as an excuse for rashness and fol
ly, as being naturally thoughtless,
and not clearly foreseeing all the
consequences of being untractable
and profligate, this does not hin
der but that these consequences
follow, and are grievously felt
throughout the whole course of
mature life. Habits contracted
even in that age are often utter
ruin ; and men's success in the
world, not only in the common
sense of worldly success, but their
real happiness and misery, depends
in a great degree, and in various

ways, upon the manner in which
they pass their youth • which con
sequences they, for the most part,
neglect to consider, and perhaps
s-eldom can properly be said to be
lieve beforehand.
It requires also to be mentioned
that, in numberless cases, the nat
ural course of things affords us
opportunities for procuring advan
tages to ourselves at certain times,
which wc can not procure when
we will, nor ever recall the oppor
tunities if we have neglected them.
Indeed, the general course of na
ture is an example of this. If,
during the opportunities of youth,
persons are indocile and self-will
ed, they inevitably suffer, in their
future life, for want of those ac
quirements which they neglected
the natural season of attaining.
If the husbandman lets his seed
time pass without sowing, the
whole year is lost to him beyond
recovery.—Butler's Analogy.

Medicine for Students.—
When Dr. Griffin was Professor in
Andover Theological Seminary,
he invited the students to his room,
and told them that he had observ
ed they were growing thin and
dyspeptic from a neglect of the
exercise of Christian laughter, and
insisted that they should then go
through a company drill in it. He
was a very large man, over six feet
in height, and of magisterial man
ners. Breaking out into a sono
rous laugh, he fairly obliged his
pupils, one by one, to join, till
they were all almost convulsed.
"That will do for once," said lie;
"and now mind you keep in prac
tice." The doctor was practising
upon the principle of Solomon,
who said : "A merry heart doeth
good like a medicine."
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Jusihnt (Mor's gtprtot.
TnE Secono Volume of the Jour
nal.—The. Committee appointed, by the
State Educational Association, to make
the necessary arrangements for the
continued publication of the Journal,
met in our office on the 23rd of Octo
ber, and made the preliminary arrange
ments for the next year, so far as such
arrangements can be made, until those
-who wish to see the Journal prosper
let us know what they are going to do
for its support.
The Journal is the property of the
Association ; should any profits arise
from its publication they go into its
treasury; and if it is not sustained,
the Association must bear the losses.
The action of the committee will of
course bind the Association, and we
therefore call upon all the members to
exert themselves and endeavour to pre
vent the Association from being en
cumbered with a debt. Let each of
our readers try to send us five or ten
subscribers, at ONE DOLLAR each,
and we will be able to pay all the ex
penses of publishing the Journal and
may have a surplus. We would like
to have as many subscriptions as pos
sible sent in by the first or middle of
December, that we may know how
many copies to have printed. We
would not like to have two thousand
copies printed and get but one thous
and subscribers, nor wouid we like to
have but one thousand printed and
have orders for two thousand. The
committee determined to make the
subscription price ONE DOLLAR when
five copies, or more, are ordered at
one time and for all additional copies
ordered afterwards, and TWO DOL
LARS for a single copy, because they

feel sure that any one who wishes to
extend the circulation of the Journal
can easily get four of his friends to
subscribe.

Directing Letters.—Ono of our
correspondents recently sent us a let
ter directed as follows :

Gc&fot j^utna/ Sdttcalion'.'
On this point he remarks, that, since
Post Masters, in sending letters, need
to notice nothing but the name of the
Office to which the letter is directed,
if this were always placed first and
made most prominent, perhaps fewer
letters would be missent. We think
the plan would have the desired effect,
if generally adopted.
While on the subject of letters, we
would say to our correspondents that
it is very necessary to write distinctly
the namo of the Post Office to which
they wish papers or letters sent. We
have recently received several letters
dated "
county
18G8," with
out giving the address at all. In some
cases we were able to discover the of
fice from the postmark; but in one
case at least we were compelled to
send the Journal to the Court House
of the county, while the office of our
correspondent may have been in a re
mote part of the county.

figgf See fourth page of cover for
Prospectus for 1850.
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New Exchanges.—We welcome to j been promising us for so long. If we
oar list of exchanges the Mathemati think it suitable, we will publish it ;
cal Monthly and the Alabama Journal and if not we will be no less thankful
of Education, both commencing their for the good will manifested in sending
it.
career with the October Number.
It has been our intention to give our
readers a list of all the Educational
Periodicals that we receive, and make The Southern Bishops.—We have
some remarks upon the character of received from Mr. J. M. Edney, Pub
each, that they might form some idea lisher, N. Y. a lithograph containing
of what our Bister States are doing in the likenesses of all the Bishops of the
this particular, but other engagements M. E. Church, South, which he pro
have hitherto prevented. But when a poses to send, free of postage, to any
new Journal makes its appearance we person remitting $1.
feel disposed at least to greet it as one
of the brotherhood.
To those of our readers, who desire A Professorship.—Any Institution
to keep pace with the advancements of wishing to secure tite services of an
the Science of Mathematics, or who able and experienced Professor of Lan
delight in the study of this noble sci guages, may send communications to
ence, we would say—subscribe for the the Editor of the Journal, and they
Mathematical Monthly, J. D. Runkle will be forwarded to one, who can fur
Editor, Cambridge, Mass. $3 per nish testimonials of the highest char
annum, in advance,
acter, from many of the best scholars
The Alabama Journal of Education and ablest Professors of our State, and
is haudsomely gotten up and is filled who is desirous of changing his localiwith well written and instructive arti ty.
cles. It is Published at Montgomery
Ala. Noah K. Davis, Resident Editor.
Utility of Singing.—It is asserted
$1 a year, in advance.
and we believe with some truth, that
singing is a corrective of the too com
mon tendency to pulmonic complaints.
An erroneoui impreuion seems to Br. Bush an eminent physician, ob
have been made on tho minds of our serves on this subject:—"The Ger
readers, including even some members mans are seldom afflicted with con
of the board of editors, in regard to sumption ; and this, I believe, is part
the number of, contributions sent for ly occasioned by the strength which
the pages of the Journal, They seem their lungs acquire by exercising them
to think that we are always supplied in vocal music, for this constitutes an
with a large number of articles, from essential branch of their education."
which to make selections ; but such is
not the case ; we have but one very The music master of an academy has
me with a remark still more
short one in reserve for the next num furnished
in
favour
of
this opinion. He inform
ber, although we must begin to supply
me that he had known several in
the printers with copy in a few days. ed
stances of persons who were strongly
Then let us hear from you ; do not disposed to consumption, who were
longer delay sending that communica restored to health by the exercise of
tion that you have, in your own mind, their lungs in singing.
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THE PRESENT PARTICIPLE, USED PASSIVELY.
"The House is being built." use. The difficulty, which lies in
This mode of expression is becom the nature of the past participle,
ing quite common, particularly in still remains.
4. It has not, so far as I know,
the public newspapers. It is be
ginning to be regarded as the ap the support of any respectable
propriate form for the passive par grammarian."
To the above remarks of Prof.
ticiple, when denoting present
time or continued action. It is Gibbs, we add :
1. K. 6. 7., "and the house*
liable however to several impor
tant objections.
when it was in building, was
1. It appears formal and pedant built of Stone, &c, * * * * while
ic. There is a stiffness about it. it was in building."
The easy and natural expression is,
Noah Webster published an En
the house is building.
glish Grammar in 1831, in which,
2. It is not found in the Com under Rule XXXVI in a note, he
mon English version of the Bible. remarks, "The participle in'-ing,
See John 2, 20. "Forty and six though strictly active in its signif
years was this temple in building." ication, is not unfrequently used
1. Pet. 3. 20. "While the ark by modern authors in a passive
was a preparing." Also T. Cor. sense; as '• more living particles
1. 18: 2. Cor. 2. 15: 4. 3. Rev. are produced—than are necessary
21. 24., where there was occasion for nutrition or for the restoration
to use this participle. •
of decomposing organs ;" that is
Indeed it is of quite modern organs undergoing decomposition..
"Prom which coloric is disengag
origin.
3. The words, being built, thus ing"—that is undergoing the pro
used have a different meaning from cess of separation. "The number'
what they have in the sentence, is augmenting daily." "They
the house being built, will be rent seemed to think Caesar was slayinged. There, is no reason why the before their eyes rather than that
same words used as an attribute, he was slain." "The nation had!
and as a predicate, should differ in cried out loudly against the crime
meaning. There is nothing in the while it was committing." "My
phrase which fits it for this new lives are reprinting."
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Hugh Miller in the Testimony
of the Rocks, page 279, has,
"Ages beyond tale or reckoning
has this temple of creation been
in building." And, page 348,
"during the 120 years in which
the ark was in building."
Bullions, in Latin Grammar,
Sec. 44. says, "The mode of form
ing a present passive by such ex
pressions as, 'the house is being
built,' 'the work is being done,'
'the general is being wounded,' is
a recent and clumsey innovation.
On examination it will be found
as incorrect as it is barbarous and
inelegant, and should therefore be
avoided."
But notwithstanding all that
Grammarians can say against it,
there is reason to fear that it is so
much in vogue that it will hence
forth be regarded as established.
The old original form appears to

[December,

have been what we find in the Bi
ble, and in the quotations from
Hugh Miller. The participle gov
erned by a proposition. "The
house is a building," where a, is
not the article, but the remains of
a preposition. "In some cases a
contraction of the Tentonic ge, as
in asleep, &c. Sometimes it is a
corruption of the Saxon on; as
again, from ongean &c.
Before participles, it may be a
contraction of the Celtic ag, the
sign of the participle of the pres
ent tense ; as, ag-radh, saying ;
a-saying, a-going, or this may be
a contraction of on, or, what is
equally probable, it may have pro
ceeded from a mere accidental
sound produced by negligent ut
terance." See Webster's QuartoDictionary under Letter A.
E. F.

BUDS.
Folded in its tiny leaflets,
Unrevealed to mortal eyes,
Many a flower most sweet and graceful,
In its modest beauty lies ,
Waiting but the charming sunshine,
And the gently falling dew,
To ope its matchless beauties
To the world's admiriag view.
And the child—its hidden graces—
Like the bud with folded leaves,
Linger but for smiles and sunshine
Which a friendly face can give,.
Ere they burst the clasping petals,.
Ere the human bud expands,
And reveal the wondirous favors.
Given by Eternal hands.
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PROFANITY.
Teachers and Clergymen, whose
labors are necessarily confined
tchiefly to the schoolroom or study,
can hardly be supposed to know
how general is the use of profane
language. This habit is daily
spreading itself into all grades of
society. That stage-drivers, horsejockeys, gamblers, liquor-drinkers,
sailors and other rambling classes,
utter an oath with almost every
breath, we all know ; but that
men of learning, refinement, and
high standing in their respective
neighborhood's are equally con
firmed in this foolish and sinful
habit, is not so generally known.
Though it is humiliating to assert
it, yet it is true that some of cur
best men, who never utter an oath
in circles to which it would be of
fensive, indulge in the habit daily
in companies that expect to hear
swearing. It may perhaps be safe
ly affirmed, that one-half of the
boys and young men of our State,
have fallen into the habitual use
of profane language.
It is proposed to speak of swear
ing in this place only as an unbe
coming and ungenteel habit, its
sinfulness being left to those who
can treat of it more appropriately.
What can a man possibly gain by
the use of an oath ? AVill any
man believe another's assertion
the sooner by his swearing it is
true ? Certainly not. If swear
ing in any way involve one's truth
fulness or sincerity, it is safer to
assert it militates against either
much more than it argues for it ;
for, in general, the man who nev
er utters an oath, will be more
generally respected and more read
ily believed than he who clinches

every assertion ' with an oath.
That swearing is a mark of want
of refinement, is sufficiently es
tablished by every one's observa
tion, that hardly any man who
places a high estimate upon his
character, ever ventures to use an
oath in the presence of ladies, at
social entertainments, or in public
assemblies. That the habit pre
vails almost universally amongst
the lowest classes of society, is a
very strong argument against it ;
for these cultivate the virtues of
society infinitely less than the vi
ces. Another evidence that swear
ing is a bad habit, is that persons
are almost sure to resort to it when
they become so enraged as tojose
control of their tempers ; for men
in anger do evil, not good.
Considered, then, merely as a
habit, the use of profane language
is ungenteel and offensive, because
it is not tolerated by the best socie
ty; it is a bad habit, because low
and vicious persons most usually
adopt it ; and it is to be detested
by all good persons as emanating
directly from anger, drunkenness
and other vicious habits.
Y*re believe this habit to be a
great drawback to true refinement.
It is a crying evil, and needs to
be repressed by the united efforts
of all persons of refinement and
piety. .\Vo think- it the especial
duty of teachers to use such
means as will most effectually ban
ish it from schools. Boys are im
itative beings, and the habit of
swearing is not less contagious
than other bad ones. It would be
difficult to estimate the influence
for evil, that one swearing boy
may exert in a school. That no
s
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one shall use profane language at fear they do not. Those swearing
school is an established rule, and men who are in a degree genteel
no violator of it should be allow and refined, (and they are many,)
ed to escape punishment. It is must be set down as falling far
not submitted that corporal pun short of perfect gentlemen.
ishment would be the best or only
To young men who wish to be
means of eradicating the habit in considered ornaments to society,
all cases. Perhaps the largest we would say, avoid this habit as
number of boys could be most ef shameful. Respect for the laws
fectual prevented from falling in of good society, respect for your
to the habit at all, by prudent ad selves, the depraving nature of
monitions from the teacher, and the habit, alike require you to
by having the indecency and vul shun it as a contagion. To prac
gar nature of the habit fully set tice the virtues of fathers and su
before them. Let them, if possi periors is well, but let us in no in
ble, be convinced that swearing is stance adopt their follies and vi
ungenteel, the mark of a bad char ces.
R. H. B.
acter in general, degrading to the
scholar and high-toned gentleman,
and embraced universally by the
Ignora.vce.—There was a time
low, mean classes of society, and when ignorance could scarcely be
most of them will assuredly avoid called a vice. In the dark ages,
it.
ignorance was a matter of necessi
A heavy resposibility rests upon ty with the great bulk of mankind;
those who hold high places in so and we ought rather to pity the
ciety. Two thirds of the great mistaken notions and rude ferocity
lights of this country, especially of manners to which that ignor
those in the practice of Law and ance gave rise, as inevitable conse
Medicine, are habitual public quences of a cause over which oar
swearers. These professional men ancestors had no control, than to
do not swear in the presence of la ridicule the former, or declaim adies or ministers of the gospel, gainst the latter. But in the pres
because they well know the inde ent enlightened state of our country
cency of the habit, and do not wish the meanest among us has no ex
to violate the rules of good socie cuse for being ignorant. To the
ty ; but when they go into assem poorest and humblest, means of
blies, or rather groups, where information and improvement are
swearing is practiced and even now accessible which in the earlier
popular,they then often show them and dark ages did not exist, even
selves as fluent in swearing as in for the wealthy and noble.
other modes of speech. This is
bad, very bad. There is no truth
in the sentence, "when we are in
A beautiful little blue eyed girl
Rome, we must do as Koine does."
Let no man suppose for a moment of three years old, was nestled in
that he may in any case be excus her mother's arms, at twilight look
ed for doing wrong. Do these ing out at the stars. 'Mother,*
men ever reflect that the eyes of said she, 'it is getting dark.' 'And
aspiring young men are constantly what makes it dark V asked hex
upon them, and that they thereby mother. 'Because trod shuts, hi.
become their exemplars ? We eyes,' replied the little one.
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THE TEACHER'S REWARD.
H
was a stubborn, will
ful, stupid lad—people said so—
his parents told him so. He was
taught to believe it, and was treat
ed as such by his teachers. He
expected and provoked a flogging
the first day of each term ; his
mates looked for it as a matter of
course. He was hard-hearted, in
solent and aggressive to his fel
lows, and thoroughly hated by
them all. The girls of the school
all feared him, and to only one did
he yield the homage of a kind look
or word. He pelted the rest un
relentingly with snow balls, trip
ped them as they passed him, and
made himself generally obnoxious.
Occasional gleams of sunlight were
seen to issue from among the clouds
of his character. They dazzled
and astonished all. The winter
of 18— came. The old schoolhouse at the corners had been re
paired—had received its twentyfifth annual scouring and scrub
bing by the buxom maids of the
district ; circular pieces of tin
had been nailed over the knot
holes, the windows had been re
paired with putty and fragments
of glass from the windows of the
house of the ruling trustee, who
charged the district with money
1 paid for good glass, and replaced
the fragments from his own win
dow with the glass purchased for
the district. The house had been
'banked' high, new legs had been in
serted where missing, in the high
hemlock slab seats, and loose ones
wedged, a new broom had been
purchased, and a new tin cup.
Old Uncle Seth Slipshod had
newly bottomed the chair, a huge
piece of chalk was in possession

of the trustee's eldest daughter,
who would have the distinguished
honor of formally presenting it to
the new, young and handsome
school-master (not the writer,)
who had been hired at twelve dol
lars per month, and said trustee's
daughter was duly instructed, by
the first trustee and his wife, to
urge the teacher's acceptance of
their hospitality the first week,
and to "make his home" there ev
er after.
Monday morning, the 15th of
November, came. Who ever knew
the winter term of a school in the
country to commence without there
having been a snow storm the
night before? We never did.
The boys were gathered in groups
about the door, exhibiting their
new jack knives, sharpening fra
grant cedar pencils, boring holes in
the end of huje slate crayons, in
denting the newly fallen snow with
their boot-heels, and watching for
"the master." "He is coming !"
and he came ; school was called.
Our hero, H
, followed the
teacher closely and boldly into the
house ; he attracted the teacher's
attention ; he always was able to
do so, in some manner. During
the first hour the teacher saw, but
did not seem to see the manenvers
of H
. The name of each
scholar had been taken, their stu
dies and the text-books they had
chosen, their proficiency investi
gated. H
had chosen a seat
which caused him to be the last
scholar questioned. In the mean
time he had been studied by the
teacher. His name was asked and
given ; given in a much more res
pectful manner than was expected;
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his text-books examined. The
teacher found him a long way be
hind other boys of his age. Ask
ed him if he had never read in
the '3rd' or '4th reader.' " No."
Did he like to study? "Not
much." Why? "Could'nt un
derstood it." "Tho teachers had
explained his lesson to him ?"
"Tried to, but never made out
much." "Other scholars under
stood the teacher ?" "Yes, but
the teaoher had no patience with
him." "But it is the teacher's
duty to be patient?" "Well, I
am a fool any way," said H
,
and two large, round, glistening,
water-balls rolled down his brown
cheeks. "Oh, no, I can convince
you, you are capable of accom
plishing as much as any one in
this school-room, and (said the
teacher in a low tone) I want to
talk with you at the desk, during
recess." H
was thoughtful
the balance of the half day. A
certain pair of blue eyes opposite
his seat, looked sympathizingly
and encouragingly into his own.
He felt their influence. The wri
ter can not say how much that in
fluence affected his successful ca
reer as a student that winter, and
his after success as a man of the
world. Neither can he assert that
he has ceased to feci that influ
ence.
Recess came ; II
called on
the teacher. The conference was
a long and earnest one. We will
allow the reader to listen to some
of the teacher's words to the boy.
"H
, when I first saw you
this morning, I saw you were a
boy of no ordinary character. I
did not then know the direction of
your mind or the extent or char
acter of its accomplishments."
"There are one or two important
matters that we must mutually de
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cide upon before we commence the
winter's work."
"I want you to regard me as
your friend, as well as a teacher,
and in both these relations I de
sire your confidence. You say,
you desire to learn, and will labor
hard to do so. You must labor
hard, and there is nothing you
can not accomplished if you will
to do it, and i am sure you have
the will. To do-this, and succeed
in your studies, you must labor to
secure the friendship of your as
sociates ; no one can study success
fully with a bad temper, or with
any other than kind feelings to
wards his mates. Make your con
duct and deportment such that
you may respect yourself, and oth
ers will respect you ; self respect
is necessary to success in any en
terprise, and especially, in self
cultivation. Remember that your
mind is immortal, and that there
is no limit to its purposes ; that
you may be all that you admire in
others. But remember that you
cau not, and ought not, to labor
to prevent the advancement of
your friends, with a view to build
yourself up. He is most noble
who most values the friendship,
love and respect of others. An
enemy is no advantage to any one,
and may be an injury. His en
mity will soon cease if he discov
ers it produces no effect. Hence,
you should seek to do him good ;
your reward will come ; remember
it is necessary. Do not regard
the student's life as one of monot
onous tread-mill labor—an eking
out of all your vital energies in
search of some wand of fabled and
versatile power. Take recreation,
but do not allow it to be debasing
in character. If you need exer
cise, take it, but let it be such as
shall peril no one's friendship or
person ; let your whole demeanor
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exhibit your desire to rise, and
you will find aids where you least
expect them, wheae they were unlooked for—friends among those
who hated you, and happiness to
which you are a stranger."
Much more was said by the
teacher, but we have given an in
dex of its character. There was
a new light burning in the eye of
II
; its dark earnest depths
revealed a purpose—a worthy re
solve. There was no mom exem
plary and studious scholar in that
school that term. We can not
give space to tracing the path of
II
during the years that have
intervened since then.
Two weeks ago, the student and
teacher met again. Years had
elapsed since they had seen each
other. The teacher holds a high
place in the gift of the people,
and given him by the people, not
by party. The pupil is a respon
sible officer in a worthy corporation,
and his name is well known as a
capitalist.
"Sir, I owe to your kindness,
discretion, and capacity as a teach
er, all I am or can ever hope to be.
I shall never forget the circum
stances which proved the turning
point in my lite—which gave me
my present position, in place of a
desperado's name and fate. I have
learned the responsibility of the
teacher, and how great his power
to harm or do good. It is sadly
under estimated. I shall never
forget the lesson of love you
taught me ; I trust I have profit
ed by it. Children are not taught
it enough, either by precept or ex
ample, by parent or teacher."
This was the testimony of the
pupil. The teacher has his re
ward.—Emery's Journal of Ag
riculture.
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WlIY WE HAVE NO THUNDER
in Winter.—Prof. Espy, in his
fourth Meteorological lleport, thus
explains why wo have no thunder
in winter :
"If it is asked why we have no
thunder in the winter, though the
tops of the storm clouds rise even
in this season to a region where
the air is at least considerably charg
ed with electricity, perhaps the an
swer may be found in this—that
the storm clouds in the winter are
of great extent, and of course the
tension of the electricity, being ex
tended over a very large surface, is
very feeble ; and the substance of
the cloud being itself framed out
of vapor much less dense than that
of summer clouds, this tension may
not bo able to strike from one par
ticle of the cloud to the next adja
cent one ; no general discharge can
take place. Besides,' even in the
winter, during a very warm speU
of weather, with a high dew point
for the season, we sometimes have
a violent thunder storm from a
cloud of very limited horizontal ex
tent, as the thunder clouds always
are in the summer. Such a cloud
is in reality an insulated pillar of
hot air, mingled with condensed
vapor, having just given out into
the air itself its latent caloric,
causing the air at the top of this
cloud, in many cases, to be 60°
warmer at its top than the air on
the outside at the same level."

Plato observes that the minds
of children are like bottles with
very small mouths; if you attempt
to fill them too rapidly, much
knowledge is wasted and little re
ceived; whereas, with a small
stream, they are easily filled.
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UNCLE SAM'S SCHOOL.
A PARODY—WRITTEN FOR THE SCHOOLS.
Parodies are usually not worth
printing, but the following is an
exception. It is worthy not only
of printing, but of re-printing and
circulating to be sung in our.
schools. Let the teachers take
the hint.
Of all the institutions
In the East or in the West,
The glorious institution
-- (\f the school-room is the best,
s room for every scholar,
Aim our banner is unfurled,
With a general invitation
To the people of the world.

Our fathers gave us liberty.
But little did they dream
Of the great results to follow
In this mighty age of steam.
With the match of Education
All the world is set on fire,
And we knit onr thoughts together
With a telegraphic wire.
Then come along, &c.

J

While Europe's in commotion—
Her monarchs in a fret—
We are teaching them a lesson
Which they never can forget.
Ah ! this they fast are learning,
Sam is not a fool;
Then come along, come along, make no ForUncle
the people do the voting—
delay,
Come from every dwelling, come from And the children go to school.
every way,
Then come along, &c.
Bring your slate and books along, don't
be a fool,
For Uncle Sam is rich enough to send
us all to school.
The wise in every nation
Are joining, heart and hand,
Come from where the mighty waters To spread the love of knowledge,
Of the broad St. Lawrence flow ;
And of freedom o'er the land ;
Come from Florida and Kansas,
And Uncle Sam is anxious
Come from Maine and Mexico.
That his children all should be
Come and welcome to the school-room, Of the wisest and the bravest,
From the wide Atlantic shore,
And most worthy to be free.
To the golden region, where they hear
The old Pacific roar.
Then come along, &c.
Then come along, &c.

Come join our swelling numbers,
We will read, and spell, and cipher ;
And advance with us along—
Write, and think when thoughts are We will all in friendly union.
free ;
Sing in wisdom's way a song ;
And in study, with attention,
Until every land re-echo
Carve a noble destiny.
With the free and joyous call.
Our motto is Excelsior ;
Come ye to the fount of knowledge—
And with our motives true,
There's a welcome for you all.
We will leave the world the wiser
When we pass our life-time through.
Then come along, &o.
R.
I.
Sehoolmarter.
Then come along, &c.
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THE DAYS OF THE WEEK.
It is, no doubt, the common be now in use among the Anglo-Sax
lief that as our ancestors received on nations of Europe.
the sacred Scriptures, on their con
It is well known that these
version to Christianity, so they re names of the days of the week are
ceived the practice of dividing those of the sun, moon, and the
time into weeks of seven days, un Saxon names of the five planets
known to the ancient Greeks and known to the ancients, viz : Mer
cury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and
Romans.
Such appears not to be the fact : Saturn. Now the evidence ap
but that the division itself, and pears to be conclusive, that these
the heathen names of the days of five planets were first discovered
the weak, were in use by our An and named in India ; and that
glo-Saxon ancestors before their their name*, with those of the sun
conversion to Christianity. The and moon, were given to the seven
Jews had no names for the differ- 1 days of the week. The names of
ent days, except the sabbath. It the planets, according to several
is a singular fact that the division, authors, occur in the Vedas, which
and the names we daily use, came existed in their present form 1300
from a source far east of Palestine, or 1100 years before the com-r
and that they date even farther mencement of our era.
And from astronomical data,
back, than the existence of the na
tion of the Jews. A certain writ they received their present names
er says, " The Hindeos have the about 1425 years before Christ.
The names of the planets in the
division of weeks, the same as the
Hebrews, and they have the days Sanskrit language, are the names
separately named, which the He of the deities in the Hindoo my
thology, which correspond to the
brews had not.
There can be no question that deities designated by the names
the division itself was from the of the same planets in Grecian
Mosaic record, or rather from the and Roman mythology and liker
facts which the Mosaic record con wise in the mythology of the na
tions of northern Europe, whence
tains.
The ancestors of the Hindoos originated the elements of the
doubtless had this mode of divid English language, and consequent
ing time before the Jews were a ly, the English names of the days
distinct people. The mere men of the week." Bib. Sacra, Oct.
tion of the fact of this manner of 1858.
reconing time being in use among
that people at a period of remote
antiquity, is sufficient for our pur
School Studies.—Had I the
pose. Yet the fact is clothed choice of only four things to be
with additional importance, when taught my children, they should
we consider that separate names be : 1. To sing well : 2. To read
were first given to the different well : 3. To write well : 4. To
days of the week in India, and sketch well. Perfection in these
that those names are the sajue as will earn their possessor a main
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tenanee in any country, and will
enable him to amuse himself or
entertain a company, whether it be
uuder a rock in the desert, or upon
a crag in the sea. —Hall.

HOW TO FILL A COLLEGE.

[December,

guished scholarship is not the re
sult of hasty and superficial study.
Parents also, who have sons to be
educated begin to inquire, wheth
er there is not a difference between
one seminary of learning and an
other ; whether all diplomas are
of equal credit in public estima
tion; whether labor-saving Colleg
es, like many patented machines,
do not turn out articles of sec
ondary value: whether that which
costs little of either money or
study, is not cheap, in more senses
than one.
PaESENT Day.

There are two very diverse me
thods of filling a college with stu
dents. One is adapted to imme
diate effect. The other has a per
manent operation. The former
accomplishes its purpose, by mak
ing it easy for the student to gain
access to the college, and even to CONSTANT OCCUPATION FOR
any stage of advanced standing;
PUPILS.
by not making the examinations
of the classes so strict as to rule I What at present is the master's
out any who have once gained ad , greatest hardship ? What is the
mittance ; by rarely cutting off : cause of his great weariness, al
any for disorderly conduct ; by most his despair '! Is it not the
making its course of instruction noise, the trouble and disorder
popular and dazzling, rather than that reigns in the classes ? Is it
solid and useful; by conferring de not the insubordination of the
grees on all who can be kept in scholars ; the necessity that exists,
the institution, till the appointed of constant reproof, scolding and
time of receiving their testimoni j chastisement, the difficulty of in
als of literary merit. This system t stilling
instruction in their
.
. . minds,
of measures has its intended effect in consequence of their inatten
tion and dissipation, and their disfor a time.
Who would not enter a college tate towards all labor or occupa
in which the terms of admission tion ?
and continuance and graduation,
Well, then, if by the means of
are so accommodating?
a few preparatory lessons, if by
But there is another side to the little attentions of a nature no
account. The graduate who has more important, but more intelli
been hurried into, and over his gent, wo succeed in shedding
collegiate course, when he enters agreeable interest over education,
a professional seminary, or goes and thus initiate them into a taste
abroad among men of solid attain for study ; if we increase the quali
ments, has occasion to measure ties of application and assiduity in
himself with those who have been our pupils, and, obtain more of
substantially taught, and discovery their attention during the lessons,
•that there is a difference between more ardor and consequently,
41 partial and a thorough education ; greater aud more rapid progress
that as he has conferred no great with less noise in class, more order
honor on his diploma, it has con and silence, shall we not have pur
ferred little on him ; that distin chased, at a very small preliminary
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Constant Occupation for Pupils.

price, a great degree of satisfaction
and comfort? Will not these ad
vantages accrue to our profit as
well as to theirs?
Let us note, however, the great
step that is due to the children in
the attainment of these results.
If we have prepared the way, they
followed. If we have less cause
for chastisement and punishment
of all kinds, if we are no longer
forced to dwell an interminable
time upon the same lesson, if we
are less exposed to the necessity
of repeating explanations and ad
vices, such a« have been bestowed
already hundreds of times, it is due
to the fact of our pupils having
become less talkative, less turbu
lent ; that they are more atten
tive, more industrious, more perse
vering ; that 1 hey have put them
selves under constraint to conquer
those faults and inclinations, so
natural to their age. If we have
practised efforts, so have they,
and after all, theirs should be con
sidered before ours, for, on our
side, we were assisted both by
judgment and reason.
We do not in the slightest de
gree, pretend to deteriorate from
the merit of those teachers who
continue to support discipline in
their classes, by increased applica- j
tion and labor. Still less should
we remain blind to the trouble
that they must have in obtaining
such a result. That trouble must
be immense in the majority of
schools, we do not hesitate to
speak the word for it truly ex
presses the case.
The greatest obstacle towards
the maintenance of discipline in
schools is owing to the absence of
employment with the chief num
ber of scholars. It is an immense
obstacle and whatever we have
advised, so far, we freely admit
falls short of the difficulty.

To fully comprehend the mag
nitude of this obstacle, it were
necessary to be a teacherand have
conducted schools ; to have seen
the masters laboring under the
difficulties of their task. To see,
in at least four fifths of the pri
mary schools, the master surround
ed by some fifty or sixty scholars,
from the child who can scarcely
speak, not having yet received
any culture whatever and who,
for the first time, leaves his fath
er's roof and his mother's care and
caresses, up to the youth who is
just terminating his course of in
struction, and is about to select »
calling, therefore who demands'
steadier and more careful tuition ;
to see him alone, teach all those
children differing in age, charac
ter, disposition, intellect and even
of different sexes ; obliged to pass
continually from one division to
another, from one kind of lesson
to another of a different kind, to
treat the same subject in several
different degrees and ways, accord
ing to the age and capacity of his
hearers, forced to humble himself
with the little, and a few moments
later to elevate the same instruc
tion up to a par with the intelli
gence of the most advanced, tor
turing his mind to become all to
all so as to be within reach of each
one even in the same division ;
constantly pre-occupied not only
with what he is saying to those
those who are listening, but also
with what, he must next say to
those who are in waiting ; prepar
ing as it were the second lesson
during the delivery of the first :
attentive to bring every thing
within time's proper limit, and
whilst teaching obliged to keep
his eye fastened from time to time
upon the hands of the clock, be
cause five minutes too many to
one lesson are five minutes stolen
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from the one that must follow, I! fluence is created over every other
and are so much of weariness to member of the class-room.
one and of indolence to the other
But how shall we occupy young
division ; then whilst his mind is children who do not know how to
upon the stretch to explain, to de read, who are even ignorant of
monstrate, to rebellious under their letters and consider their
standings, or to follow up the tasks alphabet-book only as an object
and seize the answers of a group for the amusement of their fingers,
of children so as to check and cor to twist and tear by bits ! When
rect their mistakes, obliged to the master has given to these
steal his look around, to lend his children their hour or half-hour's
ears to the slightest disturbance, lesson their share for the day, the
to watch over every scholar to the question is how to occupy their
remotest corner of the class, to re attention, whilst he attends to the
prove this one, urge forward an other divisions. We have seen
other, to answer one at his elbow, nothing provided to meet this exi
send that other to his place, to see gency in any of our schools.
himself interrupted some twenty What is the consequence ? Those
times in the space of a quarter ot scholars fall into the deepest weari
an hour, it were indeed necessary ness and hold school in aversion,
as we have said, to have personal and notwithstanding the master's
experience of these things or at most earnest endeavors and solici
least have weighed them well to tude to the contrary, it will con
understand them to their full ex tinue to be so considered.
How can a school be expected
tent.
We repeat that these difficul to progress favorably under such a
ties are immense, and we should condition of things? In spite of
consider ourselves grateful to those even the best disposition on the
who, by dint of intelligence, zeal part of the children, their state of
and devotion to the cause, con idleness, the greater portion of the
trive to overcome them. But let day, will inevitably betray them
us not be surprized if the number into the little weaknesses of their
who do so succeed and in a very age and temperament, they will be
imperfect manner be but small, gin to talk, become restless, tease
whilst there are many who fail and annoy each other, stretch them
selves on their benches, tables or
completely.
upon the floor. The master's at
The great obstacle to the main tention is thereby re-called from
tenance of discipline lies in the another quarter, he stops in his
diversity of ages, intellects and duty to re-establish order here ;
degrees of instruction required, he scolds, shouts, threatens and
because it is almoat impossible for chastises ; he is obliged to leave
one man alone to give occupation his place to come and separate some
at one and the same time to so who are fighting, and to quiet the
many scholars, the greater number quarrelsome, or to order others in
of whom, are still beginners and to punishment.
During these moments of exces
therefore incapable of going
through any exercise unaided. sive noise and turbulence among
With this number lies the great the younger, the senior ones avail
cause of disorder in almost every themselves of the confusion to in
echool, and a most pernicious in- terrupt order in their turn, under
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Constant Occupation for Ptipih.

the belief that they will escape dis
covery. Besides, these older ones
are seldom or never occupied as they
should be, the first division gene
rally gets enough occupation, but
the others are very often without
it, or else it is neither sufficiently
varied or interesting to fix their at
tention. Therefore, the slightest
interruption to the master is a sig
nal for dissipation among these.
Whilst he is busy giving the les
son, he is continually obliged to
turn and chide the smaller ones,
the others, in the meantime, wait
and stand idle, and avail themselves
of the opportunity to talk and in
terrupt order in their turn. Chit
chat and waywardness soon become
the practise of the school, and the
difficulty and trouble required to
reclaim it from this habit is incon
ceivable.
But what remedy can there be,
against inconveniences that are
due to the greater portion of the
school being left idle and inactive?
One alone, and this is occupa
tion ! a due and proper employ
ment of every hour of the time.
The system of education should be
so organized in our schools, the
lessons and exercises so appointed,
the scholars so classed, an intelli
gent selection and division of the
duties with such a due and fit at
tention to time that not a scholar
in the class be left one moment un
employed. Setting aside fear, there
is no other method known for main
taining discipline in schools, and
that we know from experience to
be quite inadequate, a palliative to
the case rather than anything else.
But how or in what manner
shall this constant employment of
time be organized, will be asked by
the greater number of teachers ?
They will perhaps add that they
have tried it very often, but al
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ways without any satisfactory re
sult.
It is indeed most difficult to or
ganize the employment of every
hour's time in primary schools,
particularly in those that aro un
der the direction of but one mas
ter which is the case with the grea
ter number. Estimating as we do
the full importance of the question
on behalf of the master as well as
of the pupil, we will proceed to ex
amine the means that lead to a
good employment of time and to a
regular organization of education
in schools.
We trust that in this we will be
of service to teachers, and will be
able to piove to them all the inter
est we bear them in the execution
of their arduous functions, by re
ducing as much as we possibly can
the difficulties of their task. If ac
cording to our own experience we
succeed in generalizing the employ
ment of time in the schools, we
will esteem ourselves as having
added another step towards the at
tainment of discipline.
If we have studied the subject
of discipline such as should exist
in the class, it is because it holds
greator importance there than else
where, for the children are present
in primary schools only during the
class hours, and what remains, is
to be regarded rather as a question
ofgood breeding than ofdiscipline.
Besides, when discipline is attain
ed in class, a great step has been
gained and when we shall have
succeeded in making of our schol
ars, children desirous of applica
tion, silent, orderly, industrious
and obedient, it will be only when
we shall have embraced those meas
ures for instilling them with a taste
for occupation and for school, by
rendering it an agreeable sojourn
to them, it will be when we shall
have endeavored to inspire them
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-with that affection which makes
them lend a glad and willing ear to
our words and counsels, when final
ly wc shall have brought them un
der the influence and exercise of
that spirit of good feeling, which
is in itself an earnest of our own
towards them and one also full of
promise for the future. We may
entertain every hope of children
under such subjection and such
guidance ; we have led their steps
and taken up ours at the entrance'
of the right path, and all that now
remains is to continue in it.
We said, with truth, at the com
mencement of this article, that dis
cipline in schools was principally
one of education and method.
In conclusion to the above, we
may add the remark that the found
ation of discipline is moreover al
most entirely beyond the reach of
those ways and means generally
practised heretofore, but, on the
contrary, resides in what has been
considered as foreign to it.
We sought to inspire fear, while
we should love and be loved. The
school was the centre of weariness,
of repulsion while it should be made
one of attraction and love to the
scholar.
Its little inmates are required to
be peaceable, quiet, docile to the
strict observance of silence, so that
the classes may proceed without
interruption in their several dut ies
and the greater number, of whom
so much is expected, arc left in
idleness throughout the greater
part of the day, consequently abandoned to a sense of distressing
weariness and, at the same time,
are denied the action of body or
limb, one ofthe most vital demands
of their growing years.
If we wish for success in any of
the foregoing points we must ob
serve an opposite direction to that
already followed.

[Derember,

If, therefore, wc would recapitu
late the best mi an* of founding
discipline in a school, we would do
so in the following few words:
love the children. In iciest and oc
cupy them.—L. K'-mada Journal.

A MOST SINGULAR CHARACTER.
We extract from the memoirs of
the Lil'e and Roscoe, the following
very curious account of a human
phenomenon, which has no equal
in (he records of philology.
Nearly at the fame time with,
the illustrations of the Life of
Lorenzo de Medici, the littie me
moir of an extraordinary person
appeared, under the title of a
"Memoir of Richard Roberts Jones,
of Aberdaron, in the County of
Caernarvon, in North Wales, ex
hibiting a remarkable instance of
a partial power and cultivation of
intellect." This most singular
person, who is still living, and
who continues to display a love of
learning and an extent of erudi
tion seldom exhibited within the
walls of schools or universities,
united with a want of common
sense amounting almost to idiocy,
and asqualidnessand wretchedness
of appearance of which a common
mendicant would be ashamed, was
first introduced to the notice of
Mr. Roscoe in the early part of
the year 1806. The impression
which his extraordinary appear
ance and acquirements made upon
Mr. Roscoe at this time is describ
ed in the following letter to Dr.
Parr, "who had unfortunately left
Allerton just before the appear
ance there of the Welsh scholar :
"Your letter found me in con
versation with one of the most ex
traordinary beings that ever oc
curred to my notice—a poor Welsh
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fisherman, as ragged as a colt, and
as uncouth as a any being that has
a semblance of humanity. Lut
beneath such an exterior is a mind
cultivated not only beyond all
reasonable expectation, but beyond
all probable conception. In his
.fishing boat on the coast of Wales,
at the age of a little more than
twenty, he has acquired the Greek,
the Hebrew, and the Latin Lan
guages, has read the Iliad, Hesiod,
Theocritus, &c, studied the re
finements of Greek pronunciation,
and examined the connexion of
that language with the Hebrew.
He reads Latin with the utmost
facility, and tianslates itinto either
Welsh or English. 1 asked him
if he knew Italian? Yes, he
could read it. I spoke to him in
French ; he answered me, and we
carried on our conversation in that
language.
He is well disposed, modest,
truly pious, and intelligent, but
inhis exteriormotiens he is certain
ly like no other creature on earth.
He has just entered the room with
a wallet of books in all languages,
and on my speaking to him, salu
ted me with a sort of courtesy in
stead of a bow. Yet the expres
sion of his features speaks his
mind ; and, if shaved and decked
he might not appear so frightful
as at present. He has now left
the country, where he says he is
persecuted, and thrown himself
upon our benevolence, of which
he thinks he had some proof on
one of his visits here with some
fish.
This extraordinary being was
immediately taken by Mr. lioscoe
under his protection. His rags
were replaced by decent clothing,
and a comfortable bed was prepar
ed for him at night. So little
however, was he accustomed to the
usages of civilized life, that in
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stead of getting into the bed he
crept under it. Such, also, was
his attachment to the squalid hab
its in which he had lived, that it
was with the utmost difficulty he
eould be persuaded to submit to
those absolutions which were ab
solutely necessary to render a near
conversation with him agreeable
or indeed safe.
At Allcrton many persons of
distinguisded learning had an op
portunity of witnessing the extra
ordinary attainments of Richard
lloberts, who never failed to leave
an impression of the singular
powers of his intellect upon their
minds. It was during the visit of
Mr. Cone and Mr. Parr at Allcr
ton, in the year 1813, that the
following incident related in the
memoir occurred :—
One of his friends happened to
have a party to dinner, several of
whom were persons of considerable
literary distinction ; when, by the
mi snnderstanding ofa message af! er
dinner, the door opened, and to the
equal surprise of both the host and
his guests, Richard entered the
room, his whole dress and appear
ance being grotesque in the high
est degree. The curiosity of the
company was excited ; and, after
the mistake to which his introduc
tion was owing had been explain
ed, he was asked several questions
in French, to which he gave ready
and correct answers. The conver
sation was then changed to Italian,
in which he acquitted himself with
equal readiness. To this succeed
ed an inquiry into his knowledge
of Latin and Greek, in which lan
guages he read and translated some
passages to the satisfaction of the
persons present. One of the par
ty then proceeded to examine him
more particularly, when the follow
ing dialogue occurred :
Q. As you seem to have made
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no little proficiency in languages,
pray tell me what means you take
in acquiring a language ?
A. It is according to what the
nature of the language is.
Q. How would you set about ac
quiring a modern language ?
A. If it was Spanish, for in
stance, I would take a vocabulary
of the language, and examine what
words correspond with or resemble
the words in any other language
with which I was acquainted ; as,
for instance, the Latin, French, or
Italian, and those words I would
gtrikc out of the vocabulary, learn
ing only such as were the original
or peculiar words of the Spanish
tongue ; and then, by the assist
ance of a grammar, I should soon
be able to attain a knowledge of
that language.
All the party admitted that this
was a most judicious and excellent
method; and Richard withdrew,
with expressions of approbation
from all present.
It was a previous day, during
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the same visit, that Richard had
an interview with Dr. Parr, who
immediately plunged into the dark
est recesses of ancient learning.
The refinements of the Greek lan
guage, and the works of the critics
who had illustrated it, were enter
ed into, and gradually the conver
sation changed to the Hebrew, its
peculiarconstruction and analogous
tongues. Here Richard evidently
had .the advantage and after an at
tempted inroad into the Chaldee,
the doctor rather precipitately
retreated, leaving a token of his
liberality in the hands of the poor
scholar. . Richard, beinsr after
wards asked what he thought of
the learned person with whom he
had been conversing, replied, "He
is less ignprant than most men."
Many are the singular and amusing anqodotes recorded of
Richard in his memoir, which con
cludes with a short comparison be
tween the subject of it and the fa
mous Moses Mendelsohon,a.nd the
learned Magliabaci.

THE ANGEL OF YOUTH^A SCBOQL SONQ.
There is an Angel whose name is Youth,
Whose home is a glorious shrine,
Where Virtue and Learning and Science and Truth,
Are worshiped as things divine.
She comes, and her beautiful feet dispel
The shadows from wisdom's way,
And kindle the colors of morn to dwell
Perennial through the day.
She sings, and the voice of tin fairest star
Which sang in the heavenly throng,
Is wafted to earth from the Throne afar
In the sweetness of her song.
She smiles from the scholar's baffling page
And throbs in his buoyant heart,
And her kiss is a spell from the sense of age
And a shield from the truant's art.
She leads an army of twinkling feet,
Amid childhood's glow and grace,
Henceforth like a spirit to hold her seat
And reign in this beautiful place.
-•-Taunton Gatctlc.
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HOW TO GOVERN A SCHOOL.
How to govern n school is a vi- 1 a teacher to write out, and read to
tal question to the teacher, yet not the school, a code of rules all in
to all teachers alike. An assistant the imperative mood. It used to
teacher, or one who has a small, be done, and is now by some, but
select, private school, may never such rules can not always be car
be called upon to consider the ried out, and when they cannot,
question of government in the the government is good for noth
same light as does the teacher of ing, and amounts to nothing. Cau
a promiscuous school of a hundred, tiousness in this respect is, there
or several hundred pupils. We fore, a very important augency in
have all heard teachers remark, "I judicious school government.
like to teach, but not to govern."
The first impressions made by
Now, I think, Mr. President, that the teacher upon his pupils rr-ateevery teacher should have some- 1 rially affect his success. He should.
thing to do in the government of therefore, be gentle, polite, and
the school, or of the classes, at obliging. A teacher who is boor
least. I can not do justice to my ish, uncouth, and vulgar, will not
self as a growing teacher, or to secure the sympathy of his pupils,
my pupils, in developing their and will not govern them easily.
characters, if I do nothing but I once knew a troublesome boy
hear their recitations.
who was the pest of the school
It is very difficult for one teach and of the neighborhood. He
er to tell another how he governs had a savage delight in "vexing
his school. A friend once applied the teacher," and seldom did a day
for a situation in a Boston school. pass without trouble with him.
"Can you govern that school ?" At length a new teacher entered
asked the Chairman of the Com the school. Days and weeks pass-,
mittee. "Yes." "How?" "I ed without any of the conflicts-,
can't tell you." "Who says you formerly so common with this oldi
can govern ?" "I say so," replied offender. A schoolmate asked thethe candidate. The examination reason of this wonderful change.
ended. The Committee, satisfied His reply was. "That teacher is a
with his confidence in his own gentleman. When I am wrong,
ability, wisely omitted details. he tells me of it, and correctsimei
That teacher was successful. The but docs not attempt to annihilate
grand secret of governing is to do me. Bad as I am, you do not sup
it without seeming to govern. The pose me mean enough to give him,
machinery of government should trouble."
be kept out of sight. Let the
The teacher's character should1
teacher commence his work in have a decided moral tone. He
such a manner that his pupils will then stand high in the estima
shall see that what is right and tion of his pupils, and will govern,
proper is expected as a part of by a kind of magnetic—an unseen
their duty, and what is wrong and influence. From his own person
improper will not be allowed at al influence, his pupils will soon
all. It is a dangerous business for
imbued and impressed
56
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with a sense of right, and with frame, frequently used, are render
such a degree of conscientiousness ed comparatively worthless by hav
that will lead them to govern ing twelve beads upon a rod, in
themselves—one of the most do- i threes of one color. They should
sirable objects he can hope to ob- j have ten beads upon a rod, five of
tain. The teacher, in order to each color.
One of the earliest points to
succeed, must have and exhibit
Unwavering faith in his ability to j which the attention of the child
govern his school. The co-opera should be directed, is the differ
tion of parents must be sccu-ed, ence between prime and composite
by convincing them that you are number. The natural series of
the earnest friend of their children numbers from one to twelve, will
and earnest in your efforts for afford food for thought and matetheir improvement and welfare. | rials for amusement to a young
Where parents are convinced of I scholar for many months. Let
this, they will sustain the teacher him take, for example, six beans,
in all reasonable and wholesome and arrange them in two groups of
discipline. A favorable state of three each, this will show him that
public opinion is also very desira 2x3 = 6. Each of the three
ble. To a certain extent it is in ; beans, in one pile, may take a comthe teacher's power to shape pub 1 panion from the other, and thus
lic opinion, in this respect, and, I we shall have3x2 = G. From
most certainly, it is always for his this example, the child may cominterest. When the public gen j mence the induction that the val
erally feel their responsibility in ue of the product is independent
regard to their schools, and mani ' of the order of the factors. Di
fest a lively interest in their im viding the six again into two threes,
provement ; when they point to we may again reduce it to three
them as the pride of their village twos by simply substracting one
or city, and the fountain of good from each of the threes and put
influence to their children and to ting these two ones together. From
the world ; then the teacher has, this the child may begin his in
in his behalf, an agency that is ductions in regard to permutations
enviable indeed.—Mass. Teacher. and combinations, if one is now
added to the whole, making seven,
none of the properties of a compo
site number remain, but some of
FIRST LESSONS IN NUMBER. the truths concerning permutation
and combination are unaffected.
The young child must not be
As the senses are developed be
fore the power of abstract thought, expected, from his arrangement of
so concrete arithmetic should pre beans upon his desk, to deduce the
cede the arithmetic of pure num properties of numbers, but only to
bers. The little wood-cuts, given see them. It is the sense, rather
in the most elementary books on than the reason, which is to be first
arithmetic, are not sufficient for exercised. —Math. Monthly.
the purpose of conveying just ideas
qf number. For beginners in aNo man can be provident of his
rithmetio, a quart of curn or beans
is an almost indespenseble appara time who is not prudent in the
tus. The sliding beads upon a wire choice of his company.
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EDUCATED MEN AND WOMEN.
The educated man—the educa
ted woman : how noble a spectacle
do they present! Behold him in
the majestic beauty of his wellbuilt and carefully developed form;
his senses true and rapid; his
strength unimpaired by low indul
gences, and undiminished by lazi
ness and neglect. His sleep is
sound and dreamless. He wakes
with the sun, and gazes with a nev
er ceasing wonder at the miracle of
his rising. The morning song of
birds is music to his ear. He steps
forth from his chamber and treads
with delight upon the freshened
earth. The early breezes salute
his keen senses with a hearty thrill.
The blue heavens breathe a tran
quil joy into his uncontaminated
soul. The hum of the wakening
world rouses his energies, and
draws attention to his customary
labors. If he tills the earth, he
walks a field with brave and vig
orous step. If he is a profession
al man, he takes up his unfinished
task, with a happy consciousness
that good work shall be done to
day. If he is a teacher, he goes
gladly and hopefully to the scene
of his appointed duties, and, with
ever renewing interest and hope,
watches over the daily growth of
those—the young promise of the
land—whose minds and characters
are entrusted to his over-sight and
conscientious care.
Behold her, too, the paragon of
intellectual, moral, and physical
beauty—the educated woman—
the queen of the earth—the charm
of society—the hest companion,
adviser, guide, and friend of man
—the better half of humanity.
Culture has added to her natural

delicacy a refinement. Letters
have ciOthed her womanly graces
with a charm of taste and intel
lect. She moves in her destined
path of duty, as if she had des
cended from a higher sphere, to
adorn, delight, instruct, and ele
vate society. The imputed weak
ness of her sex is transformed in
to strength whose gentle power is
mightier than the boasted strength
of man. In prosperity she turns
her afliuenco to the noblest uses,
and becomes the almoner of Heav
en. Her presence sheds upon the
splendors of wealth a grace and a
chami without which riches are a
vulgar show. She calls around
her the creations of art and poe
try—herself the loveliest creation
of them both. She summons or
der out of chaos ; she turns dis
cord into harmony ; she scatters
moral darkness by the genial sun
shine of the soul. In adversity
her virtues shine out with the
most luster. Her arave soul re
fuses to be cast down. Here, cer
tainly, she rises to a conspicuous
height above him who is some
times called her lord and master.
With what uncomplaining firmness
she encounters privation ; with
what courageous devotion she
bows her noble beauty to the toils
and hardships which sudden pov
erty, like a cruel conqueror, lays
upon her. With what meek and
soul-subduing submission she ac
cepts the most burthensome con
ditions of existence, and without
a murmur leaves the enchanted
bowers in which her youth was
passed, to tread the rugged rways
of duty through the hard realities
of life itself, leaving to those who
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survive her the blessing of her system, and of all the parts that
spotless example, and the undying compose it. With perfect scien
tific knowledge, he must be an ac
memory of her dying smile.
curate observer of the nature and
type of disease, and note careful
ly each successful remedy. The
ory and practice are here combin
TINS TEACHER'S LIBRAEV.
ed. The reported eases of others,
Every profession needs its ap men of keen perceptions, and
paratus and means for informa grasping minds of what has come
tion to insure success, without under their observation, may be
frequent mistakes that may im called in to great advantage; and
pair one's usefulness, and prove thus the united wisdom of the ex
injurious to the interests of others. perienced may become the com
A man to be an accomplished ju mon property of all. The lawyer,
rist and a reputable lawyer, after the minister, the doctor, each
having completed his prescribed needs his library, and the Litera
course of study and qualified him ry and Scientific Journals that ex
self thoroughly for his profession, pound the principles of his pro
needs, as a preliminary, a judi fession. No class of men need
ciously selected Library that he access to the books and journals
may have all the legal decisions of their profession, more than
and authorities at his command, teachers. Those engaged in teach
ready for use whenever he may ing are commanding a higher com
require them. The divine cannot pensation than formerly, for their
be a profound reasoncr, nor a services; and rightly too. They
sound metaphysician without a cannot continue to merit public
thorough knowledge of the points confidence, or be deserving of pa
of doctrine he is called to discuss, tronage unles3 they are advancing
and of the system of divinity he in a knowledge of the principles
is accustomed to teach ; he cannot and requirements of their profes
compare his own with different i sion. The tendency of teaching
systems of theology without access is to egotism ; and self is too fre
to books where such doctrines arc quently the motive power of ac
fully explained by those who be tion. When this feature displays
lieve them. Without these means itself prominently, we may reas
of obtaining knowledge, he often onably infer that the teacher is on
becomes illiberal, and a bigot in the retrograde, instead of advanc
his profession. Narrow-minded- I ing in a knowledge of the duties
ness is the result. One idea is of his profession. Teachers, with
the all-absorbing theme of life. out social intercourse and frequent
Devotion to one thing, or small interchange of views and sympa
things, narrows the scope of thies, become prejudiced, ironthought, and incapacitates the bound, uncourteous, and illiberal.
mind for comprehensive views of Associations, Journals, and Libra
ries are among the teacher's im
subjects contemplated.
In the medical profession, one plements of expansive improve
must possess the best books, must ment. County Teachers' Associa
be thoroughly versed in their con tions should be attended. Edu
tents and subjects, must possess a cational Journals should be pat
definite knowledge of the human ronized, and let me here commend
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to the favorable consideration of
every teacher in the country our
own Journal of Education. The
books of our profession contain
valuable lectures and instructions,
the experiments and experience of
practical teachers, in conducting
recitations, in the government and
discipline of schools, illustrating
the manner cni methods of im
parting instruction. By carefully
conning the pages of such books,
new ideas will be acquired ; a fresh
impulse will be given to the teach
er in the performance of his oner
ous duties ; his mind will become
vigorous and active, and his use
fulness enhanced. Thoughts thus
gained become one's own property;
by a systematic digestion of them,
they can be carried into success
ful operation in the school-room.
Works treating of all the studies
taught in schools have been accu
mulating for some years past. A
choice selection of these should
occupy a space in every teacher's
Library. The too common re
mark, ''that every one must be his
own original, and cannot be bene
fitted by the methods and expe
rience of others," is absurd in the
extreme. This sweeping conser
vative apology for non-improve
ment carried into practice would
be striking at the root of every
species of progress. By it the ar
gument in favor of Normal Schools
would fall to the ground. The
teacher can be an artist, his own
artificer, and, at the same time,
use to advantage the tools of oth
ers. Methods and systems can be
acquired and used ; and perhaps,
by the inventive powers of the
teacher, improved. The talent of
the teacher may not be so much
wanting as his skill. The latter
may be greatly increased by a
knowledge of the thoughts and
fxperience of others.- This may
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be obtained from the writings,
(books of others,) exhibiting their
views, and the modus operandi of
their schools. The teacher should
be conversant with history, an
cient and modern, and with the
classic literature of the age. if he
would be intelligent, magnify his
office, and be an ornament to his
profession. The frequent perusal
of model writers purifies and ele
vates, furnishes aliment for con
versation, and polishes language.
Men of experience have laid the
foundation upon which wo may
erect the superstructure of sur
passing beauty. Their toils have
enriched the soil from which we
may derive essential nutriment.
Let us, then, as teachers, avail our
selves of their labors, with a spirit
of commendable enthnsiam, emu
late their virtues, equal their in
dustry, and surpass their progress
in a knowledge of the science of
tesching. Man's usefulness is aug
mented in proportion to his increas
ed capacity. The faithful teach
er's impressions are indelibly im
printed upon the minds of his pu
pils. Unborn generations will pos
sess them, and strangers will bless
the honored instruments of good
to them. Judicious reading is the
key of immortality, that unlocks
the treasures of human and divine
wisdom.
"0 books, ye monuments of mind, con
crete wisdom of the wisest;
Sweet solaces of daily life; proofs and
results of immortality;
Trees yielding all fruits, whose leaves
are for the healing of the nations ;
Groves of knowledge, where all may
eat, nor fear a naming sword ;
Gentle comrades, kind advisers; friends
comforts, treasures ;
Helps, governments, diversities of
tongue, whv can weigh your worth?"
JV. II. Journal of Education.
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NOT ALL FROM BOOKS.
Those who are charged with the
education of the rising race should
never forget that they have assum
ed a work of vast responsibility.
They are dealing with the interests
of their country, and they should
have a care that those interests be
not betrayed. They are dealing
with immortal spirits, and should
be furnished to every good word
and work. They should not only
give instruction from books, but
watch every development which is
to affect the happiness of those
over whom they preside. They
bhould teach order, economy, in
dustry, punctuality, neatness, po
liteness of manner and address,
integrity, honesty, veracity, kind
ness to all, respect for the rights,
feelings and character of others,
self-respect and dignity of deport
ment, respect for age, for their
country's laws, regard for parental
authority, and reverence for the
Supreme Being. All these may
be taught withoutataM interfering
with instruction in intellectual
science ; and all these are essen
tial to that happiness which man
so covets. This will at once be
conceded when we remember that
manhood is but the lesson of child
hood repeated, varied only by the
varied circumstances under which
he acts.
The school-room is peculiarly an
appropriate place to teach respect
tor the rights of others. The lit
tle community here assembled con
tains all the elements of the great
community without. Here are all
the passions, prejudices and con
flicting interests of real life. Every
day occurrences furnish opportuni
ties for instruction with regard to

the rights of feelings, of character,
and of property.
One takes
another's book, or slate, or pen,
intending soon to return it. In this
he professes to see no harm. He
should be shown that this is wrong :
that he has violated his neighbor's
right of property by taking it
without his consent, just as truly
if it was never to be returned ;
that the act here, is precisely what
it is in the case of a mercantile
clerk who abstracts money from
his employer's drawer, intending
to return it when his salary is due;
precisely that of the bank cashier,
who takes moiiey from his bank
for speculating purposes, intending
to replace it when his speculations
may be turned; and that in these
casesit subjects them toa criminal's
fate. Another has marked the
door, or cut the desk. The occa
sion should be taken to show him
the wrong committed in marring
public property, detracting from its
beauty and its value. Here is one
with a nervous frame or an ex
citable temper, or with some de
formity of mind or body. This is
made an object of attack and amuse
ment by his fellows. The evil
passions thus engendered become a
source of extreme misery to the
one, and by acting andr reacting a
source of evil to all. This should
not be allowed. They should be
taught that it is robbing their fel
low of happiness in away in which
the wrong can never be repaired ;
that it is doing a wrong to all who
are to be his future associates in
life.
Shall I add, that we now and
then find a teacher who is guilty in
this respect, and needs some self-
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training on this very point ? Read or less, in all the centres of com
er is it you ? There is in our coun mercial activity in South America
try, yet not of necessity, a growing- It is the tongue of the infant em
disrespect for age; the boy of ten, pires of Australia. Van Dicman's
often, wiser than and superior to Land, and New Zealand, and ap
the man of three score years and pears destined to overspread the
ten. And this is especially true, if whole Polynesian island i groups.
age and poverty unite. This feel- From the Cape it is moving uping should be repressed, and abet- wards into the interior of Africa;
ter kindled in its place. It adds and into whatever part Dr. Living
nothing to the happiness of the ston pierces from tho west, he will
young, and detracts from that of take with him not only the mer
the old ; for one of the richest chandise but the speech of his
pleasures of this winter-time of country. Along the Egyptian
life, is respect and reverence from highway to Asia it is becoming
the young. Space forbids that I a familiar sound. Throughout all
should treat, in detail, all tho topics I India, from Cape Comorin to the
suggested. But I would not omit . Himalayas, it is being acquired by
reverence for the Supremo Being. the most active and influential of
This should be pressed home with the native population ; and in five
all the force which precept and of the crowded ports of China it
example can give. For he who is one of the dialects of every-day
has no regard for his Maker, who life. Wherever the English tongue
feels no accountability to a power is spoken its literature finds its
higher than man, gives little se- way. Hence it is no exaggeration
curity of good neighborhood, or to say that the preparation of a
good citizenship; while the ad- Christian literature in the English
miration, the love and gratitude, [language is an object of world-wide
arising from a contemplation of j importance."
the power, wisdom, goodness and j
bounty of God, are so many sources
of true happiness.—N. Y. Teacher.
To give brilliancy to the eyes,
shut them early at night, and open
them early in the morning, and
SPREAD OF THE ENGLISH LAN let the mind be constantly intent
GUAGE.
on the acquisition of knowledge,
" The spread of the English lan or on the exercise of benevolent
guage," says a document of the feelings.
London Tract Society, "is a re
markable fact in the providential
dealings of the Most High with
Misfortunes are moral bitters
mankind. Its study is increasing which frequently restore the healthy
over all Europe. It is the mother tone of the mind after it has been
tongue of the United States, as cloyed and sickened by the sweets
•well as of the British Isles, and of prosperity.
prevails over the whole of the vast
colonies of North America appen
ded to the British crown. It is
Boy's construction of a proverb:
the language of many of the West
India Islands, and is heard more Spoil the rod and spare, the child.
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Ptgcs for tin fang.
CONFESS YOUR FAULTS.—A STORY FOR CHILDREN.
It was a bright and beautiful thing but the dam, which seemed
morning in eai'ly June. Last to them as important as the levees
night's shower had cooled the hot of the Mississippi, or the Falls of
earth, and imparted an unwonted Niagara. Time passed swiftly, and
freshness to the air. The birds twenty minutes had elapsed when
were singing their morning hymns Willie started up, exclaiming,—
of praise, and trees, grass, and
"We shall be late at school I"
flowers all seemed glad to escape
"Oh, no '." said George, now
from yesterday's dusty heat.
thoroughly roused, and thinking
The Oakville school-house, too, that only a moment had passed
seemed changed by the shower. since they heard the sound of
The dusty doorstep, that yesterday the bell, "let us run, and we shall
almost blistered the little bare feet sret there in time."
as they hastened over it, was cool
Willie's first thought on finding
aod moist, with a tiny pool of wa that school had really commenced,
ter here and there in the little hol was, "I'll explain it all to the
lows. Groups of merry-hearted teacher;" but before this purpose
children were hurrying along the had become firmly settled in bis
street, anxious to be "the first" at mind, George suggested that they
school on such a morning. As should say nothing of the cause of
group after group arrived, they their tardiness, as neither teacher
hastened with their books and din nor scholars had seen them at play.
ner-baskets to the schoolroom, then
"Rut that would be wrong,"
ojt again into the fresh air, which said Willie.
soon resounded with merry shouts
"Oh fie!" said George, "I'm
and Tinging laughter.
suro there isn't any hurt in not
But not long bad they for play; saying anything about it. We
for soon the familiar bell was heard, meant to be here in season."
calling them to their accustomed
Thus comforted, but still with
seats and daily lessons. Dearly as minds ill at ease, the two boys en
they loved their sports, they had tered the school-room. The teach
been taught to leave them, at a er looked surprised, but as they
moment's uotice, for other duties. were always prompt he concluded
So on this fresh morning they all they had some good excuse, and
quickly took their places in the did not question them.
school-room—all but George AshAn uneasy conscience is a hard
ton and Willie Lee, who still ling load to carry. During the fore
ered at their play, busily engaged noon Willie's mind often wandered
in damming a small rivulet that from his lesson, although he tried
trickled aloug the road-side. The to make up for lost time by harder
two boys had heard the bell, but study. George, too, was unusu
stopping a moment to complcs ally listless and idle; and the
their work; thry soon forgot every teacher had occasion to corrccthim
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several times. Their lessons, as a ' courage !—courage to eow/ett yonr
uousequence, were poorly recited, I faults?—courage to he honest?
and the low marks placed against I —courage to do right? „ If not,
their names tended only to increase may you all strive after it until it
their discomfort. Neither the \ shall be yours.— Conn. Journal.
pleasant faces of their schoolmates,
nor the beauty of the school-room,
adorued with fresh flowers, could
comfort them. They were truants, THE SCHOOLMASTER'S FABLE.
and had lost the sweet influences
A venerable teacher once rela
of the morning devotions.
Noontime came at last, and with ted to his boys the following fable:
it the merry words and joyous A certain knight was confined in a
shouts of a score of little tongues. high tower, at the foot of which
All seemed gay and happy but his wife used to come every day
George and Willie. They remain and weep. At length he asked
ed in their seats, sullen and de her why sho did not seek to re
jected, refusing to join the others lease him, instead of spending her
in their play. Even the soft tones time in tears. She inquired what
of little Nellie, the pet of the she should do, and he told her the
school, and their usual favorite, way by which she might readily
urging them to go and see her aid him in his escape. So she pro
"play-house," did not rouse them cured a large black beetle, and af
to their accustomed animation. ter tying to his legs a very small
Tired of their sombre looks, she silken thread, she put a little but
left them to seek for happier faces ter upon one of his horns, and
then placed him upon the tower.
in the merry groups without.
Attracted by the smell of the
Thus the day passed off—an un
happy day indeed for George and butter which seemed to be just
Willie. They were glad wheo above liim, he travelled up the
school was out ; for they longed to high wall, dragging after him the
escape from the eye of their teach thread, until he reached the win
er whom they felt that they had dow of the room in which the
wronged.
knight was confined. The captive
When they were left for the warrior then told his wife to tie to
night, their thoughts—as thoughts the thread a strong cord, and to
oft will—wandered back over the that a still larger one, and then a
scenes of the day ; but scarce a ladder of ropes. When this was
happy moment could they find in done, he gently pulled up the silk
this review. Conscience told them en thread, and after that, the cord
to confess their error. Must they? and the rope, and last of all the
Could they '! Yes, they would.
ladder, which he fastened secure
How happy they felt the next ly, and so easily let himself down
day, after receiving the forgiveness and escaped.
of both parents aud teacher, who
Methinks, eTery little scholar
kindly showed them the nature of can tell what the teacher meant
cheir fault, and its consequences, by his fable. Ignorance is the
urged them to be honest, and end name of that tower, and from it
ed by pointing them upward to the all ought to be anxious to escape.
Divine Author of all things.
That little silken thread is the al
Dear children, have you all true I phabct. and that small cord the litth
57
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Words that are Cist learned, and it may be made the means of
which help the eliild to attain lar bringing you deliverance from the
ger ones, and thus to bring in the bondage of sin and of Satan.—
instructions of the wise and good t>. S. Visitor.
that help to free him from his
cap tivity.
And like the captive knight, he
The common fluency of speech
who would gain his freedom must
use the means himself. No one in many men and women is owing
can study in his stead. He must (says swift) to a scarcity of words;
himself draw ilt these silken for whoever is master of language,
threads of knowledge, or he will and hath a mind full of ideas,
remain ignorant for ever. Will will be apt, in speaking, to hesi
my young readers, when they are tate upon the choice of both ;
sometimes disposed to think it whereas common speakers have
hard that they should have to stu only one set of ideas, and one set
dy, and when they wonder why of words to clothe them in, and
they have Jo learn this and that these are always ready ; so people
lesson, remember the knight in the come faster out of church when
it is nearly empty than when a
tower 1
And then there is another thing crowd is at the door.
to be learned from this fable. All
of us are captives to sin, until we
are rescued by the trrace of God.
Sometimes serious thoughts enter
An Example for Boys.—We
the mind of a child, which he is have a carrier connected with this
disposed to put aside. Let him office, who is between the ages of
think that they may be the evi 13 and 14, who occupies a seat in
dence that the Holy Spirit is near, the highest class in our public
and is willing to release him; and schools, has the geography of the
that those serious thoughts and v country at his fingers' ends, and
feelings, if they are suitably en who can cipher round a bevy of
tertained, may lead to deeper con schoolmasters, and in two and a
victions, which may be followed half years more, which will make
by the entrance of grace into the him sixteen, he will probably read
heart. How important then is it Cicero and Homer to boot. But,
to attend to the first whisper of in addition to acquirements at
the Holy Spirit !
school, he has three hundred dol
llemember, when you listen to lars in the Savings Bank, drawing
your teacher in the Sabbath-school, five per cent, interest, and is daily
or to your parents as they tell of adding thereto, all gathered to
Jesus at your fireside, or when you gether by selling newspapers be
hear the words of life from your tween the school hours.—N. Y.
pastor, or when some solemn prov Express.
idence warns you, or when you
read the Bible in your closet,
that these are different meth
Nothing is more sublime than
ods by which the Holy Spirit
seeks to gain entrance to your humility; for it stands exalted
hearts. And never put away above everything around it, and
one serious thought, but pray that never attempts to soar higher.
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gtoritont <Bsfox$ gtpartmtnt.
Close of the Volume.—This num
ber closes the first volume of the
Journal. It has been our aim to make
it useful ; to make it a valuable aux
iliary in the cause of education ; to
make it the means of awakening
thought among the teachers and other
friends of education, who have read
its pages ; if we have succeeded in
this, we have not labored in vain.
A Journal devoted exclusively to the
cause of education, is a novelty in
our State ; and many of those, who
ought to join heartily in its support,
•seem not to understand its object, and
perhaps look upon it as some innova
tion upon "the good old way," which
should rather receive their frowns than
their aid. But those who have read
it, for one year, and fully understand
its aims, can do much toward remov
ing aJl false impressions in regard to
it, and thus give it its proper stand
before the public.
A variety of subjects, relating to ed
ucation, in its various branches, have
been discussed, to some extent ; but
we have, as yet, only opened the way
for a wider range of discussion. The
field before us widens, as we advance,
and presents an endless variety oftop
ics, that deserve the attention, of those
who are engaged in training the young,
whether as teachers or as parents. And
this leads us to remark that, while it is
more necessary that, teachers should
be constant readers of such Journals,
yet it is important that parents should
read them, that they may have their
minds awakened to the importance of
home education, and to the relations
that they sustain to those whom they

have employed to instruct their chil
dren.
While many of the articles in the
Journal have been selected from simi
lar Journals, published in other States,
yet a large number of them were writ
ten for the Journal, by our teachers
and other friends of education. We
would have preferred a still larger
proportion of original articles, since
they are generally better suited to our
peculiar circumstances ; but we prem
ise our readers a greater number, dur
ing the next year, and hope that many
of them will write, as some have al
ready promised to do ; for it is only
thus that the Journal can accomplish
its object.

OfR JOURNAL ArrRECIATED B Y
Teachers.—A Teacher in South Caro
lina, writing to one of the Editors, re
marks ; "I feel thankful to you for
suggesting the N. C. Journal to me—
it is a capital iking. 1 hope it may
succeed—it is what the teacher has
long needed—for no class of persons
enter upon their calling so unprepared.
I think I will get several new subscri
bers here."
We hope many of our readers will
imitate the example of the teacher whowrote the above, in recommending the
Journal to others, and in trying to get
new subscribers.
We would again call attention to the
terms for 1839, for we feel sure that
our friends will aid us in our efforts to
reduce the price of the Journal to $1
by increasing the number of subscrib
ers. Any teacher can afford to pay
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that price ; and none should be with- j '[« Editors of X. C. Papeus. —In
out the Journal. Put do not confine 1 the last No. of the Journal, we sent
your efforts to teachers, for almost out a Prospectus for the Second Volevery friend of education will sub- ume, which will also be found on the
scribe, if applied to, and it ought to I cover of this No. AVe hope our brethbe in the hands of parents and pupils, j ren of the News-Paper Press, will
as well as ol teachers.
lend their aid to the cause of educa
tion, by inserting this Prospectus, for
a few weeks at least, in their several
To ouk Subscribers. —Almost all Papers, omitting terms of advertising.
of your subscriptions end with this Vi e know that you are all friends of
Number, and, according to our terms, education ; and your past course has
the Journal will be no longer sent to shown that you are friends of the
you, without further orders. We are Journal. We are under many obliga
satisfied that this is the only way in tions to you for the kind notices yon
which such a Journal can be sustained, have given, mouth after month, and
and we know that you will read it with for the many appeals you have made
more satisfaction, when you have paid to your readers in behalf of the Jour
for it in advance. We hope therefore, nal.
that none of you will neglect to renew I Since your prosperity must increaso
your subscriptions, before the first as the people of our State advance in
Number of the next Volume is issued, intelligence , and since we enter the
und that you will all try to avail your field as a rival to no other publication,
selves of the reduced terms, by getting we feel that we are not asking too
gome of your friends to unite with yon. much, in making the above request.
would further remark, that this
What teacher or parent, who feels any is We
not
a private enterprise ; that the
interest in education, would be unwil
Journal
is the property of the State
ling to pay one dollar for the Journal '!
Educational
Association. The com
The Journal is yours. It belongs to mittee, appointed to attend to its in
no individual, but to the teachers and
terests, determined to reduce the price
friends of education in North Carolina,
1
to
one half the former subscription
and its success depends, in a great price,
whonever clubs of five are made
measure, upon your efforts.
up, which change we hope you will
! notice.

Complete Volume.—We send, with
this Nunber of the Journal, an index
to the whole volume, and a title page,
that those who desire it may have the
Volume bound. Every teacher, at
least, should thus render it a perma
nent part of his library. We still
have a number of copies of tiie first
Volume which we offer to those who
may wish to have the Journal, from
the beginnig, for $1.50, free of post
age.

To Teachebr.—We would again call
the attention of Teachers to the Jour
nal, as a medinm of advertising their
Schools. All of you, who look for pa
tronage beyond your immediate neigh
borhoods, are aware that you seldom
get a pupil who has not been in some
school in his own neighborhood, and
that he is sent to you because your
school offers superior advantages. And
you must know too, that the teacher,
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It combines Geography with Histo
who has had charge of his primary
course, ami who is probably a reader ry, and id illustrated with numerous
of the Journal, often influences the pa maps, and engraviiigg of battle scenes
rent, in the choice of a higher School. &0.
Tho style of the work is well suited
Besides, you wish to support tit
Journal, and you can thus aid in its to render the study of History interest
support and at the same time benefit ing and instructive, to those who are
yourselves. We deduct something j too young to derive much benefit from
from the usual rates, where teachers an ordinary history,
advertise by the year.
_
j Smith's Juvenile Speller : contain
ing Rules for spelling, with numer
ous examples to illustrate each rule ;
BOOK TABIiE.
together with a large collection of
The New Testament, Translated from
the most difiicuit words in the Eng
the original Greek, with Chronolog
Language, correctly spelled,
ical arrangement of the Sacred lish
aml defined. Arranged
Books, and improved divisions of pronounced,
in easy lessons for intermediate
chapters and verses ; By Leicester
classes. Published by A. S. Barnes
Ambrose Sawyer. Published by John
& Co. New York.
P. Jewett & Co., Boston.
The
design of this book is not to
This is a well printed and handsome
take
the
place of an ordinary spellingvolume. How far it is an improve
ment on the translation in common book ; but to follow it and enable tho
use, we will not venture to express an learner to master the " difficulties of
opinion, at least without a careful com English spelling."
parison, which would require more
time than we have been able, as yet,
Eg?~ Every reader will please notice
to devote to it.
The Translator introduces his pref the advertisement descriptive of Mr.
Sears' Pictorial Family Bible, and send
ace with the following paragraph ;
"This is not a work of compromises, for the Printed Catalogue of all our Il
or of corj ^ctural interpretations of the lustrated Works. To the uninitiated
Sacred Scriptures, neither is it a para in the great art of selling Books, we
phrase, but a strict literal rendering. would say, that we present a schemo
It neither adds nor takes away ; but
ainn to express the original with the ut for money making, far better than the
most clearness, and force, and with the j gold mines of California and Australia,
utmost precision. It adopts, however, j Any person wishing to embark in the
except instyle,
the and
prayers,
thoroughly
cnternrise w111
wiI1 risk ilKle
littIe bv
senJin(,
modern
makesa freely
what- j. cnterPnse,
°y sending
ever changes are necessary for this j to the Publishers $2o, for whicu he
purpose."
1 will receive sample copies of the various
—
works, at v.iiolesalo prices, carefully
Youth's History op the United : boxed, insured, and directed, affording
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Teaching,
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